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Corn, the Great Cereal Crop of America
By Prof. R. A. Moore of the Wisconsin Experiment Station

WELL ma> we sing the praises of King
Corn, the great American cereal, for it is

the foundation upon which our live stock

industry rests, and the welfare of our
nation depends largely on the success of the corn
grower. We need but to ponder a brief mornent
to realize its importance when we but remember
'that in money value it far exceeds all other cereal

crops of the United States combined. No plants

can be caused to vary so widely or breed so true

to type in the hands of the plant breeder as corn,

and no plant offers so great inducements for sys-

tematic study.

Through the corn work of the Illinois Exper-
iment Station hundreds of millions of dollars

have been added to the state's wealth, and yet

corn breeding is still in its infancy. Iowa has
also come forth as a pioneer, and not only
preached the gospel of corn truth to. her farmers,
but has sent the good message on to sister states

to aid them in the good work.
The great International Corn Exposition now

being held at Chicago should bring about a closer
relationship between states, and much good will

be brought about by the intermingling of the
corn-growing leaders of the different states.

No one crop in Wisconsin has sprung into

prominence in so
"

short a time as
corn, and this has
been brought about
to a large degree
by the co-operation
of the Wisconsin
Experiment Asso-
ciation and the
College of Agri-
culture. The Wis-
consin Experiment
Association re-

stricts its mem-
bership to former
students of the
college, those who
have been trained

in the work of
corn production.

At the present
time the member-
ship numbers ap-
proximately one
thousand, nearly-

all of whom are
carrying on corn
experiments.
For many years

the farmers of

Wisconsin were
dependent upon
other states for

their seed corn.

They purchased in

accordance with
the scoop-shovel
method, and con-
sequently had no established variety of their own.
This method of growing corn led to a wide-spread
variation of breeds and types. The college felt

that it was far better to throw the energy of the

state on two or three well-bred, acclimated vari-

eties than to let it branch out after a hundred
or more.
Corn has been bred largely in accordance with

the selective-row method, or what is sometimes
called one-ear-to-the-row method. After the type

becomes firmly fixed, and a variety has been bred
for leafiness of stalk as well as for yield, a large

quantity is grown and stored for dissemination.

Sufficient corn is supplied each member of the

Wisconsin Experiment Association to plant two
acres, half of which should go into the one-ear-to-

a-row test. This corn grower follows a definite

plan of procedure, as do all others. All members

are furnished With like outlines, so consequently
work in the same manner with the same common
purpose in view.
Members of the association become the corn

growers for their respectrve communities, and
furnish seed to neighbors at reasonable rates.

Thus several hundred- corn centers have been
established annually, until whole communities
are now growing the same variety of corn. The

I

effect of this system, introduced six years ago,
[has been the means of bringing about a great
change in the Wisconsin corn crop.

^ By noting the following figures as to yield,
taken from the United States Yearbook and the
Crop Reporter, we can readily note that some-
thing has taken place to bring about these results.

In the year 1901, one acre yielded 27.4 bushels
of shelled corn; in 1902, 28.2; in 1903, 29.3; in

1904, 29.7; in 1905, 37.6; in 1906, 41.2.

In other words, the Wisconsin yield has been
raised from twenty-seven bushels an acre in 1901
to 41.2 bushels an acre in 1906. In total output
the amount grown has been raised from forty
million bushels in 1901 to sixty million bushels in

1906, and the corn raised on practically the
same area.

The corn gospel has gone forth to others, spread
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SEVENTY-FIVE BUSHELS OF SHELLED CORN TO THE ACRE

broadcast by the college and members of the
experiment association, quite largely by practical

demonstrations.
Some of the advice given to the Wisconsin

corn growers may be referred to in this article

and be of assistance io those seeking corn truth

and to farmers growing corn under similar en-
vironments.

SEED SELECTION

Care should be exercised in the selection of

seed. By going to the field before the corn is fully

ripened one has a decided advantage in making
choice selections. We cannot only select for early

maturity, but we can also note the character, of

the stalk and leaf development to better advan-
tage. For all practical purposes it is best to select

from a stalk that has one good ear, rather than

from stalks that have two or more thereon. The
leafiness, vitality, position of ear on the stalk and
shank development should be taken into consid-
eration when deciding upon the ear. The stalk
can be marked with string or clasp, so as to be
recognized after fully ripe. When we consider that
fifteen ears of corn will plant approximately one
acre of land, it is not a long job to make selection
for at least sufficient to plant in our breeding
field. The bulk of the seed corn will be selected
from the choicest corn immediately before general
harvesting or after husking. Where one is skilled
in corn characteristics, much impro.vement may be
brought about by general selection, although the
more rigid selection is that one that commends
itself to the corn breeder.

CUEING SEED CORN

Corn should not be dumped upon barn floors
or left in sacks for several days after selecting,
but be husked .and hung on wires in the upper part
of the corn crib, or in some well-ventilated room
where there is a free circulation of air.

Kiln-dried seed corn is the only safe seed corn
for Wisconsin. Gur latitude is such that Nature can-
not grow the corn and guarantee its safe carriage

through our long,
cold winters with-
out loss of vitality.

When corn is

harvested it usual-
ly contains from
twenty to thirty
per cent of mois-
ture, and our sea-
sons are too short
to get this amount
sufficiently reduced
without artificial

heat, for protection
against mold, rot
or cold weather.
The man who

merely desires to
cure sufficient seed
for the planting of
thirty or forty
acres finds no dif-

ficulty in securing
some room in the
house which is

sufficiently venti-
lated and which can
be heated so as to
cure the corn. The
furnace room in

the basement of a
house,- if well ven-
tilated, is a good
place to cure corn.

The good seed
ears can be- tied

together by means
of binder twine

and strung on wires. Do not use a laundry room
or any room that is not -perfectly dry.

The corn grower who desires to produce seed
corn for the market should have ample accommo-
dations, and it would be well worth his while to
have a seed-corn curing house. This need not be
an expensive structure, and often some little

building already on the farm, by a little alteration,

can be made to serve the purpose. If no build-
ing is at hand, one can be erected of sufficient

size to hold several hundred bushels at no great
cost. This building should be put on posts, which
are properly tinned, with inverted pans on top, so
as to prevent the entrance of mice, rats, etc. Corn
racks can be made by setting up pieces of two-
by-sixes at intervals as uprights, to which can be
nailed strips, upon whichthe corn can be piled in
tiers. Sufficient space should be left between the
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corn racks so that a man can pass through
with a basket. Between the center racks
should be sufficient space to place a shield-

ed stove. The building should have good
ventilation and conveniences to admit free

circulation of air. If fires are made at

intervals during the day, and this con-
tinued for a period of two weeks, the
moisture content should be reduced to

such a degree that safekeeping would be
assured.

If proper attention is paid to curing
seed corn, we will be rewarded for our
efforts b}' high vitality and good germinat-
ing tests..

SEED TESTING

If seed corn is properly cured a gen-
eral test, which is made by using simple
tin plates, will indicate in a fair degree
the average vitality of our corn. This test

is made by picking out at random twent}'-

five or fifty ears, and selecting two kernels

from each ear. By placing the kernels
between moistened pads in tin plates, and
placing where the temperature is seventy-
five degrees or somewhat above, germina-
tion should take place in from three to

six days. If the corn gives a germinating
test of from ninety-six to one hundred,
as it will if cured rightlj', we can safely

sell seed corn without great injury to

our reputation.

The farmers are now being taught to

make the ear test for the season's crop
at least, which is the safe and sure guide
for good seed. This test should be made
regardless as to whether we cure our
own seed or purchase it from others.

When we consider that each ear of corn
has from eight to ten hundred kernels we
have no right to guess at its vitality. For
making the ear test we can use most any
shallow box—eighteen by twenty-four
inches is a convenient size. Put sawdust
in the bottom, and moisten the same. Lay
on the sawdust a cloth that has been ruled

with checks and numbered consecutively.

Select the ears of corn that approach the

ideals you are working for, and place

them on a table or board, and number
consecutively to correspond with the

ruled cloth. Remove six kernels from
each ear and place in a square until all

the squares are filled, of as many as you
desire to test ears. Place a cloth the size

of the tester on top of the corn, and on
top of this put a large cloth that will

hold a peck or more of sawdust and cover.

The sawdust should be moistened and
folded in the cloth, and packed down^firmly.

Put a cover on the box,-which aids in with-

holding moisture, and set at room temper-
ature. If warmer, the germination will

be hastened. It usually takes five or six

days to make the test sufficient to study

the character of the same and detect the

energy of the seed.

When the cover is removed, examine
closely the kernels of corn in the separate

squares, and cast out all the ears from
which the seed has not shown a satisfac-

tory test By this way we are able to secure

the best seed ears, which repays us a

hundredfold for the time expended.

SELECTIKG SEED FOR UNIFORMITY

It is desirable to have a uniform stand

of corn. Lack of uniformity has been
the means of reducing the yields from ten

to thirt>' per cent. By placing the seed

ears upon tables where comparison can

be made, those ears having kernels of

the same apprx)ximate size can be selected.

Where the tips and butts are rejected in

shelling, the work of grading can be done
quite as closely and more satisfactorily

than by screening. The corn may be di-

vided into two grades, in accordance with

the size of the kernel, and two different

sets of planter plates, which have been de-

termined by actual test, used for planting.

TESTING THE PLANTER

It will amply repay any corn grower to

thoroughly test his planter before the

time of planting, and select those plates

that will drop the desired number of ker-

nels from eighty to ninety times out of a

possible one hundred. Many bushels may
be added to the yield an acre by due care

in testing the planter.

ROTATION OF CROPS

A good rotation of crops should be
established on every farm, in order to

keep up the fertility of the land without
the purchase of expensive fertilizers. The
four and five-year rotation is used quite

extensively in Wisconsin. We aim to

pjant the bulk of our corn on sod land
wliich has been plowed the previous fall.

Corn is followed by oats or rye and the

land seeded to clover. Usually timothy,
redtop or blue grass is mixed with the

clover, especially if the desire is to have
pasture in the rotation. The third year,

as a rule, two cuttings of clover may be
obtained, which is mixed somewhat with
timothy or blue grass. The winter fol-

lowing, the grass land is manured, and
dragged with a fine-tooth harrow in the

spring. The fourth season the hay crop
is quite largely blue grass and timothy,
with a mixture of clover. After taking

off a cutting of hay. the field is used for

nasture. If we desire a five-year rotation

we may continue to pasture the following
year. With the four-j'ear rotation, after

pasturing through September the field is

plowed and the fifth season put into com.
We find this an excellent rotation, and it

gives us an opportunity to put the manure
upon grass land, which is much preferred
to putting it upon stubble land, where we
lose a large portion of the nitrogen by
leaching.

HARVESTING THE CORN CROP FOR SILAGE OR

FODDER PURPOSES

Experiments carried on by several sta-

tions in regard to the best time to cut the
corn crop seem conclusive that for all

practical purposes the corn should be
pretty well matured before cutting. The
most rapid gain in pounds of dry matter
to the acre occurs between the roasting
ear and the glazing stages. The yield of
fodder is nearly doubled from the roast-
ing-ear stage to the full glazed stage.

While at the early stage the plant seems
to have acquired nearly all its protein, yet
it should be remembered that it is de-
ficient in starch, sugar, gum, etc., and has
a large water content.

When corn is harvested for the silo,

which is done quite largely in Wisconsin,
it should be cut at the glazing stage, as it

seems that the best returns are received
at that time. The leaves drop off rapidly
from that period to the ripening stage,

and the corn if too ripe seems to be less

palatable.

HARVESTING FOR THE GRAIN

In some sections of the corn-growing
states little regard is paid to the stalks.

When the corn is fully matured the ears
are husked from the standing stalks in the
field and taken direct to the crib or sold
on the market. Cattle and hogs are usu-
ally turned into the field after husking_,

to secure the missing ears, nubbins, etc.,

and to trample down the stalks, in order
to make it more convenient for plowing
or disking. With the advent of the corn
harvester and shredder combined, with a
more wide-spread knowledge of the value
of corn stalks as an animal food, the
careless methods formally in vogue are
rapidly being replaced by a more econom-
ical practise.

So little corn is rnarketed by Wisconsin
farmers, that in few places do grain deal-

ers purchase for shipment. Notwithstand-
ing this fact, Wisconsin has annually one
and one half million acres planted to corn,

nearly all of which is retained on the farm
and converted into pork, beef, mutton,
butter, eggs, etc. As a rule the corn crop
is well taken care of, the farmers wisely
harvesting both grain and stalks in a care-
ful manner. The corn harvester is used

NEW FERTILIZER NITRATES
The "Atmospheric Products Company"

some years ago put up a factory in Ni-
agara Falls for the commercial manufac-
ture of calcium nitrate, or nitrate of lime,

the nitrogen of the compound to be taken
from the air. Great things were expect-
ed from this, as the Chilian nitrate supply
was reported to be running short, and ni-

trate of lime had been found even more
effective as a nitrogenous fertilizer than
nitrate of soda. But the scheme did not
'pan out." The process proved' to be too
expensive for profit. The building origin-
ally erected for this enterprise is now oc-
cupied by another company and is used
for another industry.
But there is now another scheme on

foot for the manufacture- on a very large
scale of calcium cyanamide, to be used
as a nitrogenous fertilizer. No need of
getting scared by the namd nor by the
somewhat complicated character of the
compound. It is sufficient for us to know
that its nitrogen is in the useful form of
nitrate of lime, and if we can get the new
product cheap enough, we will probably
use it, wholly or to some extent, in place
of nitrate of soda. In the m.eantime, and
probably ever after, we shall continue to
depend on clovers and other legumes to
catch the atmospheric nitrogen and bring
it down to the soil for supplying our
crops with additional nitrogen.

<»

THE "FLOATS" QUESTION
I fouiid Dr. Van Slyke, the station

chemist, in his office at the Geneva Sta-
tion, and knowing of nothing in his line

that seenj£d to me of greater interest to
farmers just at this time than the subject
of using fine-ground raw phosphate rock,
I asked him about it. He believes, with
me, that there is a place for this material
in our farm practises. An especially good
use may be found for it in direct appli-
cation to muck lands, as these are usu-
ally more or less acid, and consist m6stly
of decaying organic matter, thus giving
just the right conditions for the gradual
conversion of insoluble into soluble phos-
phoric acid. "Floats" will also have a
tendency to sweeten the soil, and there-
fore may in this case be much prefer-
able to acid phosphate, in which all the
phosphoric acid is already soluble. I am
told that Tennessee floats may be had at
about nine or nine dollars and a half a
ton, delivered at most railroad stations
in the North, while acid phosphate will
cost about sixteen dollars. As there is

about twice as much phosphoric acid, al-

though insoluble, in floats as soluble in
acid phosphate, it will be seen that we can
buy .about four times as much in the for-

CHARACTERISTIC TIPS AND BUTTS OF SILVER KING CORN

extensively, and the bundles cut are loaded
on wagons and taken direct to the silos

and cut into silage, or are placed into

medium-sized shocks in the field, where
later the corn is husked and the stover
taken to the barns for winter feed.

Many farmers after shocking do not
husk the corn, but use the crop as fodder
corn. Where this system is practised the
shocks of corn are hauled to the barn at

intervals and run through the feed cutter
or fed to dairy cows and other stock
"without cutting. Many farmers are now
practising shredding, which seems' to be
a satisfactory and economical way of
handling the corn crop.

«•

Whenever you need a new buggy, farm
wagon, plow, fanning mill, shovel or any-
thing else, look over the advertisements
in Farm and Fireside before you buy. We
use the utmost care in seeing that only
advertisements that can be trusted are put
in Farm and Fireside. We guarantee
every one of them.

mer state «s in the soluble state for the
same money.

Dr. Van Slyke 'emphatically warns
against any attempt on the part of the
average farrfier of making his own acid
phosphate from raw rock and sulphuric
acid. If acid phosphate is wanted, buy it!

But the raw rock can be used freely

around the barns and stables and on the
fermenting manure heaps, and will keep
the premises sweet, besides adding great-

ly to the effectiveness of the manure, es-

pecially in grain farming.
One of our friends writes me that he

intends using Tennessee floats freely on
his wheat fields this fall. The lai>d is

strong clay loam and clover sod. He
would like to know how much gain he
can expect, how soon the floats will be
made available, etc. These are things I

cannot tell him, nor do I think anybody
else could. I have heard of very good re-

sults from the use of floats on wheat in

Maryland and elsewhere, but I am sure

the outcome depends all on conditions. If

the soil is perfectly neutral or of an alka-
line character, the transformation of th"fe

insoluble phosphoric acid into an avail-
able form will be very, slow unless hasten-
ed by the acid fermentation of the clover
and clover roots that were plowed under.
But this "fertilizer" is cheap, and very
likely it will give good results, if not the
first year, perhaps the second or third.
Probably the clay loam is well provided
with potash ; clover will furnish the nitro-
gen, and floats will help to add phosphoric
acid, that is so essential a factor in grain
farming.

ALFALFA AND OTHER TREFOILS
A number of readers have sent me

specimens of clover-like plants for identi-
fication. One of these, found in a meadow
among other grasses, and having a whit-
ish or yellowish blossom, is Trifolium
procumbeus, the low hop clover, so called
on account of the shape of the blossom.
I believe it is also known as yellow trefoil.

It has been brought from Europe, prob-
ably as an admixture and adulteration of
grass seeds. It seents to possess very
little economic value. Another of the
plants was the black medic, Medicago en-
pulina, a close relative of alfalfa, or Medi-
cago sativa, and resembling it quite closely

in leaf. It is sometimes called hop clover.

It has been grown in England as a pas-'
ture grass, and undoubtedly, as an addi-
tion to pasture grass mixtures, has some
value. The seed is quitt often found in

alfalfa seed, as it is very commonly used
for adulterating alfalfa seed, as also is

that of sweet clover. ^

A few days ago I was on the grounds
of th^ New York State Experiment Sta-
tion 5t Geneva. One of the big crops
there is alfalfa. It is used there both
for green feeding and for hay, and most
excellent, useful and profitable for both
purposes. It is good for many years
when once established. Some years ago
I saw a good crop of hay being taken off

from the same big field which I still found
in alfalfa this year. A hay crop had been
taken off about two weeks before, but the
plants looked yellowish and sickly this

time, probably owing to the long-con-
tinued dry weather, although alfalfa is

known to be well able to resist the effects

of drought.
Professor Stuart, the bacteriologist of

the station, showed me an experimental
patch of alfalfa which had given a crop
of hay about two weeks before. The new
growth was badly afflicted with rust.

The treatment usually recommended for

rust consists of • clipping ; but evidently
there was not much to clip, as the plants
then were only a few inches high, having
made but little growth during the abnor-
mally dry weather of those two weeks
pasfi. Professor Stuart told me that of the
various plots the one which had given
the heaviest growth and yield in the first

crop gave the poorest growth and yield

in the second crop. This is one of the
frequent occurrences in the farmer's life

and occupation which are hard to ac-

count for. No reason for it was appar-
ent.

In one or more of the- plots the seed
sown had been mixed with dodder, about
one hundred and fifty seeds to the pound
of seed. The dodder seed grew when
tested under greenhouse conditions, but
not a single plant of it had come up.

This dodder is a most interesting 'plant.

Professor Stuart had one on an alfalfa

plant caged up in the greenhouse. The
seed germinates on the ground, but soon
fastens itself on the host plant, such as
clover or alfalfa, and then becomes de-
tached from the ground, depending for its

sustenance entirely on the host. It is a
plant which the alfalfa grower must try

to keep out of his fields. I saw many
other alfalfa fields in that and other lo-

calities, but none as thrifty and healthy
and promising as I have found them in

other years. T. Greiner. -

AGRICULTURAL NEWS-NOTES
General Picquart, Minister of War of

France, has just given an order for

Chicago canned meats which is said to be

the largest ever issued in times of peace.

This is a strong endorsement of the purity

of the Chicago output under Jhe new
regulations.

Assuming that the statistics of the De-
partment of Agriculture are reasonably

correct, tobacco culture in Wisconsin is

very profitable. The 1906 crop yielded

1.275 pounds to the acre, which sold at

ten to thirteen cents a pound. The actual

cost of production was estimated at thirty

to forty dollars an acre.

The need of accurate crop news is evi-

denced by the fact that owing to the

widely published statement that there was
an oversupply of apples, millions of bush-

els were allowed to go to waste last year.

Many growers were unable to sell their

crops and neglected to barrel and put

them in cold storage. Last spring apples^

were higher than for years. *
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THE FRUIT AND VEGETABLE
CROPS

The apple crop in my locality is a fail-

ure. The late frosts of last spring so
injured the fruit and foliage that the
former fell off before half grown, and the
latter now looks like it had been scalded.

We shall have to go back to dried prunes
next winter for our dessert fruit. Prunes
are not bad eating, but many people like

good apples.

Though the fruit crop has not been
abundant, the vegetable crop has been
immense. We have cabbages so large
that the cook objects to carrying them in

from the garden, and tomatoes that, are
real wonders. I tried a new one this

season that was sent me by a seedsman in

Iowa, and it is extra fine. The vines are
about six feet long, and well loaded with
fruit. The fruit comes the nearest to

being seedless of any tomato I ever saw.
It is nearly all meat, and tastes as good
as any of the old Livingston varieties.

Pne cannot expect to have all the good
thmgs in one season, but if he plants
right he can have some of them every sea-
son. We have no plums or pears this

year, and but very few apples, but we have
peaches, watermelons, and the finest of
vegetables. And we also have fine grapes.
While we shall miss the things that we

have not, we can solace ourselves with
those we have. And this reminds me that
it is time to decide what trees and plants
we are going to set out next spring.
Autumn is the better time to do this.

We gain at least half a year's growth by
planting such trees and shrubs as are
real hardy in the fall, and having the oth-
ers on hand ready to plant as early in

spring as the job can be done. Trees and
shrubs that are moved in the fall seem
to stand the shock vastly better than
those moved in the spring, especially if

they have to be shipped some distance.

I would set apple, cherry and plum as
soon as received, putting them down
about two inches deeper than I expected
them to stand, and hilling up around
them about a foot high. Frost will very
likely raise them a couple of inches be-
fore spring. The more tender things, like

peaches, I would cover with soil to about
a foot of their tips, and set them as early

in spring as the job could be done.

PLANTING THE WOOD LOT
If one is going to plant a grove, thicket

or windbreak, the seedlings should be se-

cured now, and most kinds can be planted
at once. Every farmer knows that he
will have more time to attend to this work
now than in the spring, when there are
a thousand things to be done.
T want to remind farmers who have

rough spots and deep ravines or gullies

on their farms that our timber supply is

rapidly diminishing, and that for many
purposes there is no substitute for wood,
and they will be acting wisely in planting
such rough land to trees that will make
lumber. Only a few years ago the Cot-

tonwood was considered next to worthless
for any purpose. Now many of the boxes
used in shipping goods are made of Cot-

tonwood, and a great deal of the "rock
maple" used in making fine furniture,

store fixtures and inside work in houses
is simply cottonwood. Not long ago a
wholesale dealer in furniture was show-
ing me some of the prettiest sideboards
I every saw. He described thern as

"oak," "mahogany," "cherry," "walnut,"
etc., and finally added, "Every blessed one
of them made of cottonwood !" It was a

^l^ct. The wood of this tree is cut into

thin sheets, whic^ are glued together un-
der great pressure, and it becomes almost
as hard and tough as iron.

A farmer who was planting ten acres

to catalpa and locust said, "I cannot farm
. successfully without stock, and stock must
have pasture, and the pasture must be
fenced, and fence calls for posts. I am
planting this grove for posts. I can buy
wire fencing cheap enough, but posts
cost money, and a wire fence is not
worth much unless it has plenty of posts
in it. When I can get all the posts I

want from my own farm I will put fences
where I want them, and can then farm
to much better advantage, and keep up the
fertility of my soil much easier."

It will pay every farmer to plant a
small grove for posts. I know farmers
who have "wood lots" of five to ten acres
from which they' could not obtain a hun-
dred good fence posts. These are not
wood lots, but brush patches. Now is the

. time to plant a few thousand catalpa,

locust or other good post trees in them,
and make the "lot" one of the most val-

uable parts of the farm. A farmer who
converted a brush patch into a real post
grove and wood lot tells me that he first

planted his seedlings in the open spaces,
then where the thick brush was in large
patches he cut swaths through them and
planted in the middle of the swaths. He
used a sharp spade and made a "clearing"
at least two feet square where he set the
*ree, and in such places he always planted
siiong seedlings, at least four feet in

height. Ten years after planting, the
overhead shade had become so dense that
almost all of the brush had been smoth-
ered out. Thickets of crabs he cut down.
He says he did all the cutting he had time
to do, but as he was very much in debt,

and was working the farm without assis-

tance, he had very little time to cut brush.
He now has a fine grove of hardy catalpa,
locust, white ash, walnut and hard maple.
Many of the catalpa and locust now make
two good posts each, and besides having
all lie needs for his own use, he has
sold enough to pay all cost of planting,
and taxes on the tract. Two years after

planting the tract he got it fenced, and
has used it for a pig pasture ever since,

keeping the pigs put in it carefully rung,
to prevent their rooting it- up.

<$>

RIDDING THE PREMISES OF RATS
A farmeT's wife writes me that she has

been very much troubled with rats this

season. They have taken the greater
part of her chickens and young ducks,
and done much other damage. She says
she does not know how to get rid of
them, because she cannot use poisons,
from fear of her fowls finding some of it.

The f.armer who raises and keeps a
ho-de of rats ought to be compelled to

feed them his choicest products. They
generally get them anyway, so he feeds
them, whether he likes to or not. Some
of my neighbors are nicely fixed for rais-

ing rats, and some of their choicest vint-

age are constantly trying to take up their

residence on my premises. As soon as I

discover their presence I set two or three
steel traps where they seem to have
located, carefully covering the traps with
chaff, and I rarely fail to have the pleas-

ure of burying them the following morn-
ing.

I have a few places they can hide where
it is difficult to effectively place a trap.

In case they locate there, I partly fill a
small box with bran, and bury the trap
in it. Sometimes I mix a little cornmeal
with the bran, and I have never failed

to get them. To keep one's premises clear
of the pests it is necessary to go after
them as soon as indications show that
they have arrived. In places where they
are numerous it is necessary to use half
a dozen traps, and to set them with con-
siderable care. Chaff is the best material
for covering the traps, and next to that
is bran. When one gets two or three a
night they soon begin to get shy, and one
must be careful to cover every part of
the trap, or they will avoid it. I have
not lost a chick by rats in years. I no-
ticed that they were very fond of my
chick feed, aiid when I see they have

EDUCATION FOR THE FARM BOY
The soil is the great "firm and never-

failing foundation of Mother Nature," to
which we are all bound by the bonds of
necessity; to the soil all men must look
for the requisites and for the luxuries of
life.

The plant is the only medium through
which man and all animals may receive
the elements that sustain life; vegetation
is the great key that unlocks the limitless
storehouse of the soil. How important it

should be that men study the capacities
of this great "foundation" and the intelli-

gent use of this key that opens to all

earnest students the profound possibilities
of the rustic life !

The Jaw student is required to spend
years in making himself acquainted with
the essential and fundamental principles
of legal science ; in addition he must
study the common law and cases of the
past until he becomes acquainted with the
intricate practises of his prospective pro-
fession. The medical aspirant studies
physiology, anatomy, chemistry, toxicol-
ogy, bacteriology, etc., before he is allowed
•to assume the practise of a physician. The
architectural student masters the higher
works on mathematics, physics and me-
chanics ; such study and knowledge is

considered indispensable to his future life

work.
If these- vocations and many others

require previous study of foundation prin-
ciples, may it not be supposed that the
prospective farmer and the future fruit

raiser could become more intelligent and
successful husbandmen by employing boy-
hood and young manhood in specific study
of the scientific principles that govern
soil and plants? The world is paying
higher prices than ever before for specific

preparation in every line of business.

Intelligence is pitted against intelligence,

and competition awards the prize to the
man who has learned "how to do things."

Colleges now offer long courses in agri-

culture, horticulture and other rural sci-

ences, but it is to a possibility nearer
home that the attention of the great mass
of farmers and of farmers' sons should
be called. Within the last few years the
farmer has been asking why the rural

high school may not teach farm boys the

scientific principles that underlie farm-
ing? Physics and chemistry are being
taught, but why not study their particular

application to farming? Human phys-
iology is studied, why not teach plant

physiology and the 'anatomy of the veg-
etable kingdom?

In a few high schools these branches
are being taught. At Waterford, Penn-
sylvania, a four-year course in agriculture

A LESSON IN GRAFTING

been feeding on it I place a. trap in it,

covering it with bran, 'and never fail to
get them.
One should have the trigger of the trap

arranged so that about an ounce pres-
sure will spring it. Sometimes it is nec-
essary to file, them down a Httle. One
cannot catch an old gray sharper with
bait. He may like the bait well enough,
but he fears the contrivance it is on. He
will avoid a baited trap, and walk right
into one that is concealed under chaff or
bran. One should have as few places as
possible where rats can hide away and
start colonies.

If the corn-crib floor is too close to the
ground, draw enough earth from under
it to make a hollow that water will run
into during rains. Do the same with
all buildings under which the earth may
be honeycombed with holes and tunnels.
But above all, keep your traps set when-
ever you have reason to think there is a
jat on the premises. Fred Grundy.

has been a part of the township high-
school curriculum for three years. The
first year pupils study plant culture. They
learn the fundamental nature and function
of plants and of the various organs of
the plants, they study tillage and cultur-
al methods, fertility of soil, plant diseases
and insects. The second year the prac-
tical methods of the work are studied
and observed in greater detail ; the various
field, orchard and garden crops are taken
up in a systematic manner. The third
year is devoted to animal husbandry in its

scientific phases and in its practical appli-
cation. Agricultural chemistry is the
fourth-year study; it is chemistry in its

specific pertinence to the soil and to plant
and animal life.

The boy throughout the course remains
at home in contact with Nature and prac-
tical farming; but all the time he has
been kept in touch with the scientific and
systematic—phases of agriculture. When
the boy leaves school he has an advanced

insight into the problems that may be
expected to present themselves in the
actual work of a farmer ; he has a trained
intelligence and observation that need
never be handicapped by obstacles that
appear vague and mysterious to the grop-
ing rustic; he has a fund of terms and
scientific observations, in the light of
which he may interpret and apply the new
facts and principles that will come to his
attention through life.

The photograph on this page represents
the plant-culture class of Waterford High
School engaged in a practical grafting
lesson. These boys also set grafts at
home. Many other phases of farm and
orchard work are treated in a similarly
practical manner. Excursions away from
the school are sometimes made, but the
pupils are oftener encouraged to make
their own practical application at' home,
where each feels the greater and more
personal interest.

_
In addition to the formal course in ag-

riculture, the attitude and resources of
the school are turned at all times to a
practical solution of the many specific

questions and experiences that confront
farm bovs. They are encouraged to pur-
sue their studies in both a formal and
informal way, and to make the high
school a "clearing house" for farm facts
and theories. The methods and policy
pursued at this high school seem to con-
stitute a normal process ; that method
-would appear most rational which is con-
cerned in making somewhat better farm-
ers out of the ordinary mass of farm boys,
rather than in making fine college-bred
farmers out of a few.

Geo. p. Williams.

POINTED PARAGRAPHS FOR
FARMERS

Despatch is the life of the truck patch.

The clock is a good hand at making
time.

You may drive those hogs in haste, but
never in a hurry.

The way to happiness is no farther than
the way to the farm.

The music of the barn yard hath charms
to soothe the tired farmer.

He who runs a farm should read a
farm paper. It is good feed.

You cannot make old eggs look like

fresh ones—nor taste like them.

The farmer needs to be a man of many
ideas, with few words to each idea.

Happy is the man who whistles while he
works—for whistling lightens labor.

A dollar spent in time as a prevention
saves the spending of nine as a cure.

A well-dressed map is a pleasing sight
to the eye. So is a well-groomed horse.

It will soon be time to look after your
woodpile. Do not let it go down between
ax.

The mission of some trees seems to be
twofold—they bear fruit, and give shade
besides.

Conceit often lies in thinking our stock
worth more than the man who wants to
buy thinks it is.

'

Stick to the old way until somebody
introduces a new and better one—or, bet-
ter still, until ypu introduce one yourself.

You can always fill those "castles in

the air"

By letting chickens do their roosting
there. William J. Burtscher.

A Blue Mark
in the circle below shows that your sub-
scription expires this month. Do not
delay_ renewing it, for Farm and Fireside
is going to be a greater farm paper than
ever this coming year. The editorial im-
provements will make it even more help-
ful and useful than it has been. It will

not only interest the farmer himself, but
every member of his family. You can't

afford to be without "The Giant of the
Farm Press."

o
Renew to-day by accepting one of these

liberal offers

:

OFFER NO. 1

Farm and Fireside seven years—168

big, helpful numbers—for only $1.00.

OFFER NO. 2
Farm and Fireside three years—72

big, helpful numbers—for only 50 cents.

OFFER NO. 3
Farm and Fireside one year—24 big,

helpful numbers—for only 25 cents.

Send all orders to

Farm and Fireside, Springfield, Ohio.
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HOW TO CARE FOR APPLES

THE early apples are ready for har-

vesting and must be shipped prompt-
ly. They may be sent to market in

one third, one half or one-bushel
boxes or baskets; but a little later these

small packages are not wanted and the

three-bushel barrel is the proper thing.

Prices are most always good at the be-

ginning of the apple season, even for

green cookers, and this induces some to

pick and ship half-grown Ben Davis and
other varieties. But experience has prov-
en that this is folly, as the market is soon
overloaded with poor, green apples and
the returns are next to nothing.

This glut is apt to continue as long as

the warm weather lasts ; because there

are so many neglected orchards, neither

sprayed nor cultivated, in which the ap-

ples begin falling from the trees early;

and they are picked and rushed to market
to avoid loss from this cause.

In picking apples some prefer the use
of baskets while others prefer sacks.

However, they both have their advan-
tages and disadvantages. The advantage
of using a basket lies largely in the fact

that if the apples are carefully placed in

the same they are not bruised and the
blooms if there be any will not be rubbed
off.

The objections to the baskets are that
they are not so handy as the sacks and
that careless pickers are disposed to toss

apples into them as they hang on a limb
or set upon the ground several feet away.
The advantage of using the sack is that

it can be slung over the shoulder with a •

strap and the mouth kept open with a part
of a barrel hoop sewed into the edge of
the mouth and partly around the opening,
allowing, the picker to easily carry it and
use both hands.

The objections are that the blooms are
likely to be rubbed from the fruit and the
shifting of the sack puts many small
bruises on the apples where they rub
against each other, which, with light-col-

ored or delicate-skinned varieties is quick-
ly noticed.

I prefer the baskets. My baskets are
the round half-bushel kind with drop
handles. I had an iron hoop made for

each one, which is attached to the handle
to suspend the basket from the limbs,

thus enabling the picker to use both hands.
In picking apples every specimen should

be handled as carefully as if it were an
egg. I usually have my apples picked and
piled under the trees in the shade and
take the barrels to the apples in the or-
chard and pack as fast as possible. When
the barrels are filled and headed I haul
to the shed and stow away in as cool a
place as possible, until I get enough to

fill a car.

I always make two grades, one a strict-

h' No. 1, or fancy grade, and another
which will take the apples that are slight-

ly defective but good for immediate use,

usually termed No. 2 in the market I

seldom ship any No. 2's, as I can realize

a greater profit by selling them in bulk
to the cider mill at 20 cents a bushel
than to put them on the market in an
expensive barrel, adding on the freight

and commission charges. I have the pack-
ing done by experienced men as this is of
great importance and is always the dan-
ger point. A layer of uniform apples
even in size and color is placed on the
inside of the barrel and another layer of

similar fruit put on top of the facers

and the barrel filled with fruit free from
defects of any kind. The barrel is well
shaken each time a basketful of fruit is

put in, which makes the fruit tight in the
barrel and less pressing of the head is

required and consequently less bruising

of the fruit.

After the barrel is full and the fruit

well shaken down the apples are adjusted
on the top so that they are as nearly level

as it is possible to have them. Then the

press is applied, first seeing that the bar-
rel is on a level and the head gently
pressed in. The head liners are put in

their proper place and with a light use of
the hammer the head is nailed secure.

I then stamp the number or grade and
also name of apples on the faced end of
the barrel.

The marketing problem is one that we
must solve ourselves. A shoe cobler can
bring about as good results in selling the

fruit as an expert apple salesman, pro-
vided he is furnished with first-class fruit

and not a dozen kinds of inferior stuff.

The markets are not killed with an
overproduction of good fruit. It is the
overproduction of poor fruit that knocks
down the price of good fruit.

There is never a time that a large,

well-colored and well-matured apple will

not bring a fancy price in any market.
And when nothing but this class is put
into a barrel a handsome profit is real-

ized. Retailers buy fruit from its out-
ward appearance and when they purchase
a package of seemingly nice fruit and
find on opening that inferior stuff is

packed between, that does the grower as
far as that man is concerned.—Wm. H,
Underwood in The Indiana Farmer.
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WEAN THE LAMBS
Lambs should not run with the eweS

after November if the ewes are desired to

lamb early in the year. And this is very
desirable, as it makes it possible to wean
the lambs in time to give the ewes a rest

to make up their growth; and puts them
through the winter in good condition ; and
brings the next season again a little earlier.

When the lambs are separated from the
ewes it will be necessary to give them a
little grain, which is best in the form of
finely ground meal. This is wholly used
by the lambs, and none of it is lost for

want of full digestion. There is no more
satisfactory way to push the lambs for-

ward for the next year than to put the

ewes on good feed, and so supply the
lambs with plenty of milk of the best

quality. To feed the ewes well when nurs-
ing the lambs adds fully a month to their

growth, and thus puts them forward for a
repetition of the same advance the year
following. What is gained is worth
twice as much as any gain afterward. No
one who has not tried this constant push-
ing on of the lambs will be disappointed
wfih the results. It easily adds a dollar to

the value of each lamb, and this is of it-

self a very considerable bonus on the
year's income from a flock. Some farmers
especiall}' dislike early lambs, for the rea-
son that they begin to eat too soon, mak-
ing it necessary to feed before the early
spring grass is ready. But one ounce of
meal or bran is worth more than a full

pound of grass, and the constant practise
of all sheep keepers should be to push
ahead all the lambs, and keep this larger
growth increasing naturally as the animal
grows older. The last pound of increase
in any animal will cost more than twice as
much as the first. This rule will apply to
all kinds and conditions of animals, but
most of all to lambs, and sheep after them.
Feeding is an art that must be learned by
practise ; it may be studied very profitably

by reading the experience of others, and
so one will know what to do and what to
avoid in his own practise. It is a great
mistake to think reading of this sort of
experience is not worth the time spent.
Quite otherwise. It 'is of the g^reatest

value, because one learns what to avoid
and what to follow. And in all out expe-
rience we find at the end that our greatest
successes have been due to the avoiding
of mistakes by the careful study of the
experience of others, who honestly tell us
of these things. What we learn through
our own mistakes is very costly wisdom,
but what we learn from others costs us
nothing.—American Sheep Breeder.

HOG COTS
There are various kinds of cots to cor-

respond to various needs. All are mov-
able anS built for one or two brood sows
and their litters.

Fig. 1 shows the simplest kind. It is

triangular in shape, six by eight feet in

size, has no floor and the door is made

be raised to let in the sunlight in spring
and to produce shade in summer, which is

made possible by changing the position
of the house..

Fig. 3 is six by six feet in size. The
ridge of the roof is over a point two and
one half feet from one side and three
and one half from the other. The plate
is three and one half feet high on the
back side and two and one half feet on the
front. The larger roof is hinged so that
it may be raised for letting in sunlight
and throwing out manure. The door is

two and one sixth by one and one half

feet in size and hung by double link
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PIG. 1

by not completely boarding up the front

end. There are no windows. This is

excellent for summer, and will answer
in winter when plenty of straw is pro-

vided. Having no floor it is better fitted

for well-drained or sandy than for heavy,

FIQ. 3

hinges, provided with runners. Such
houses have the adV&ntage of letting in

sunlight and keeping out wind in spring.

In winter they may be placed end to end
in a feed yard, banked up, and made
warm and comfortable for brood sows.

Fig. 4 is a building which combines
features of Figs. 2 and 3. It has a large

door for letting in sunlight on the side

as well as a large one on top for venti-

lating. It is somewhat easier to build

than Fig. 3.

In pastures where many houses are

FIQ. 2

poorly drained districts. The cost for

lumber at $30 a thousand is $5.78. The
house is light and easily handled.

Fig. 2 is of nearly the same construc-
tion, but floored with two-inch material,

and with a door at one side where ma-
nure mav be removed. This door mav

placed, hurdles that are hinged and may
be fastened to the comers of the cots

are often used to enclose and protect

sows that are farrowing.—Farm, Stock
and Home.
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THE MISTAEIS OF DAIRYMEN
By "dairymen" in this article we mean

any man who keeps cows, whether for

his own use or for the sale of their prod-

ucts in the market, either as the main or

a niinor part of his business. We have

had a good deal to say on this subject

in times past, because we realize that the

farmer has not kept up this end of his

business as he should. The average

Western farmer expects to get his main
revenue from com, small grain, cattle,

hogs and horses, and has not given the

attention to the dairy department that its

importance requires. Hence he is contin-

ually making mistakes, some of them
very serious ones.

The first mistake that farmers make
is in being satisfied with any old thing

in the shape of a cow. The farmer who
is satisfied with a cow that yields only

three thousand pounds of milk a year

does not understand the very first prin-

ciple of dairying. Three thousand pounds
of milk with four per cent butter fat,

which is a little above the average, means
one hundred and twenty ijounds of but-

ter fat a year, and that will not pay the

expense of keeping a cow a year even on
the farm. It is therefore a very serious

mistake to begin doing business at what
every man must see is a loss. It is for

this reason that we have insisted on tlie

farmer testing his cows and finding out

what they actually yield, both in pounds
of milk and per cent of butter fat.

Another great mistake that farmers
make is in feeding their cows the wrong
kind of feed. Many farmers feed them
on timothy hay and corn. They did so

last winter, and will do so next winter,

unless we succeed in waking them up.

You might as well not feed a dairy cow
at all as to feed her timothy hay and
corn alone. You might as well feed her
straw as timothy hay; and if you feed

her no grain but whole corn, she will not
give you a profit, no matter what her
milking capacity may be.

Even if a cow has a milking capacity

of,six, eight, or ten thousand pounds a
year, if you don't give her the materials
to make milk out of you can't get the
milk. Timothy and com are not milk-
making materials. Timothy hay is high
now, and it will be high all winter. In-
asmuch as it is not fit feed for the cow,
give her straw or com fodder in its place,
and sell your hay to the man who is will-
ing to pay a good price for it and can
use it for feeding his horses, or his cows,
if he don't know any better. Take the
money you get for the timothy and buy
clover hay or bran.
Another mistake that farmers make is

in not feeding their cows enough. It

would be poor policy enough to run a
thrashing machine with simply sufficient
horsepower to make it go without thrash-
ing any grain. It would be foolish to nm
it without sufficient power to handle all

the grain that you can feed it In the
case .of the cow the feed is the power,
and no matter how big the machine is,

if you don't give it enough feed you
cannot make any money. Isn't that fts

plain and simple as anything possibly
can be?

Another mistake farmers make, and es-
pecially those who directly or indirectly
sell milk on the market, is in not having
the quality above suspicion. Every now
and then there is considerable talk about
tuberculosis among cows. There is a good
deal of that kind of talk just now, and
citizens will begin to get suspicious of milk.
The only way, then, is to get your milk
above suspicion by knowing yourself and
giving other people to understand that
there is no possible danger in using milk
from your farm; that it is from clean
cows and clean stables, and handled by
clean men.—Wallaces' Farmer.

BENEFITS OF A SILO
The silo, in my opinion, stands in

the same relation to stock feeding in the
winter, as canned fruit and goods do to
the family use. It gives an appetizing
food to be eaten at a time of the year
when everything of a green nature is

dead or dried up, and either where it can
not be used at all, or else in that shriv-
eled, weather-beaten state that only
tempts a person or an animal to eat it to
sustain life.

The silo preserves corn fodder in such
a condition that it is palatable and stock
are eager for it at all times. This, in
itself, signifies its quality and profits, for
stock cannot help doing well if properly
fed a feed that they relish. One can raise
a large amount of feed of this kind upon
an acre of normal land, located in a
section of country where com can be
raised. It seems to me, that a farmer
who keeps, say ten or twelve cows and
upward, cannot make a better or safer
investment than to build a silo, and he
had better pay a high rate of interest, if

necessary, than do without one. I think
my silo will pay for itself in two years'
time.

I built my first silo in 1889—my sec-
ond in 1895. I used both until this year,
then tore down bam and both silos and
built a large barn and new silo. Outside
it is stave, eighteen feet in diameter, forty
feet high, rated to hold 220 tons. Others
have built different shapes and sizes since
my first one was built. I have kept track
of them, and while they are all good
from all standpoints, I prefer the wood
to anything else. Progression of times
causes some to change their minds, and I

will promise to change mine when it

seems that something else is better. But,
as said before, I am well pleased with
the results of mine, so far.—E. D. Jones
in The Northwestern Agriculturist

DUAL-PURPOSE COWS
The dual-purpose cattle man demands

an animal that combines in a very liberal

way the ability to convert food into milk
and butter fat when used in the dairy, and
to fleshen rapidly when placed in the feed
lot, and whose calves will develop into

very acceptable fat bullocks. The fact that
an animal does not meet the demands of
the beef-cattle man is no criterion that it

is a dual-purpose animal._ In the great
majority of instances it is unmistakable
evidence that it does not belong to any
profitable class of animals. Just because
some good milking animals are rather
high set and do not possess all those
characteristics essential in the make-up of

the ideal beef bullock is no guarantee that

every animal which does not possess the
approved beef type must be profitable

from the standpoint of milk production.
That there is a dual-purpose animal can-
not be successfully contradicted. That
these animals arc far too few in numbers
for the best interests of the farmers of

the Middle West is to be regretted. That
the breeder who attempts to perpetuate
both beef and milk in the same animal has
a most difficult task to perform cannot be
denied, but it can be done, and the man
who does it will be well repaid for his

trouble.—The Kansas Farmer.
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ALFALFA AS A FERTILIZER

FEW farmers know what a fine effect

alfalfa has 'on soil, especially if it is

a stiff clay. It has the same effect

also in the matter of increasing the
fertility that clover does. Some writers

have erroneously stated that it is not as

good in rotation as clover. In our own ex-
perience we have found it much superior

to clover as a rotation crop. The only
objection that can possibly be urged
against it is the fact that it is hard to

plow under, requiring three strong horses
owing to the great strength of the roots.

But this is an advantage when we comtf
to think of the increased amount of
humus thus added to the land. Another
objection urged is that it is too valuable
a money-making crop to turn under un-
til the farmer is obliged to. It is true
that quite frequently five tons of fine hay
can be taken from an acre. This is easi-

ly worth $50. It would be a bumper
crop of wheat, corn, oats or barley that
would equal that sum per acre. But the
first consideration with a very true farm-
er is the fertility of his land. He must
not let that lessen under any circum-
stances, and so we advise the turning un-
der of alfalfa when it has been down
three years.

An alfalfa sod should be plowed in the
fall. It is a good idea to cut the fourth
crop, give the land a dressing of barn-
yard manure and about 400 pounds of
ground phosphate rock to the acre and
turn it under. Plant the next spring
with corn or potatoes. Alfalfa soil is a
wonderful thing for potatoes. Then sow
with barley the spring following and seed
with alfalfa again, using three pecks of
barley for the nurse crop. Run the alfalfa

three years more and turn under. This
practise followed will give handsome re-

turns in a cash crop and still increase the
fertility of the land. It needs an occa-
sioaal dressing with potash and lime as
the plant is a very good consumer of

both.

Most Western farmers have not yet
come to an understanding of the use of
commercial fertilizers, but it is time they
gave the subject thought and considera-
tion.

In an experiment conducted some
years ago at the Wyoming Experiment
Station it was found that tJie increase in

yield in various crops by reason of al-

falfa having previously occupied the
land was as follows : Wheat, 7T8 pounds
an acre; oats, 1,219 pounds; potatoes,
1,738 pounds.
This is a pretty good increase and

shows plainly the high fertilizing value
of alfalfa roots. The possibilities of al-

falfa in making meat, milk and wool and
in the consequent enrichment of the land
are appreciated by few people.—Hoard's
Dairyman.

PURE-BRED CATTLE
It has been estimated that there are be-

tween four and five hundred thousand
head of pure-bred beef cattle living in the
United States to-day. According to the
herd books, there mu^t be around two
hundred and fifty thousand head of Short-
horns in existence, one hundred and
twenty thousand Herefords, sixty-two
thousand Aberdeen-Angus and about
seven thousand Polled Durhams and sixteen
thousand Galloways. With such a large
number of pure-bred cattle it would seem
that our native stock should show more
quality. It is certainly true that the im-
provement of our stock over that of
twenty-five years ago is wholly due to the
use of pure blood, but when a person stops
to consider how many s.crub bulls there
are in every community it is easy to un-
derstand why improvement has not been
more rapid. We hope the time will come
when the scrub bull will be a rarity. It is

certainly true that the man who uses one
is short-sighted. With the use of the scrub
bull we are standing still, if not absolutely
decreasing the quality of our stock.—The
Farmer.
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FRUIT TREES EXHAUST THE SOIL
In considering the reasons why apple

and other fruit trees do not bear as many
or as fine_ apples as they did in the early
days, writes Professor H. Garman, of
Kentucky Experiment Station, I have
been impressed with the importance of
supplying the trees with fertilizers as the
soil becomes exhausted, and am satisfied

that the greater relative difficulty experi-
enced nowadays in keeping fruit trees in
good condition is in part due to an ex-
haustion of the soil. I

Trees forage more widely than smaller
plants, and may not show the efifects of
starvation as suddenly or as soon, but
they must show it in time if grown long
on the same land without anything being
returned to the soil to replace materials

removed by the trees. In this relation
I was struck recently by a statement
which I encountered in Professor Voor-
hees' interesting little book on fertilizers.
He says that twenty crops of apples of
fifteen bushels to a tree, and thirty-five
trees to the acre, equal 1,337 pounds of
nitrogen, 310 pounds of phosphoric acid
and 1,805 pounds of potash.
Twenty crops of wheat, of fifteen bush-

els an acre, equal 660 pounds of nitrogen,
211 pounds of phosphoric acid, and 324
pounds of potash.

Therefore, according to Professor
Voorhees, twenty crops of apples remove
more than twice as much nitrogen, half
as much again phosphoric acid, and
nearly three times as much potash, as
twenty crops of wheat.
A good farmer would hardljr' think of

growing twenty successive crops of wheat
on the same land ; no matter how good
it might be, and it would seem to be still

greater folly, according to the figures
given, to attempt to grow twenty succes-
sive crops of apples without returning
anything to the soil.—Gr^pn's Fruit
Grower.

«>

SHEEP BETTER THAN CATTLE?
It requires about the same amount of

feed to produce a pound of flesh on a
steer as on a sheep. The investigators
show that to be true as a rule. But
sheep will thrive on weeds and grass
that cattle will not touch, and when the
fact is remembered that sheep produce
a clip of wool every year in addition to
mutton the balance is in favor of sheep.

It is often said that it does not pay
to raise sheep on high-priced land. If

that is true then it does not pay to raise
cattle or hogs on the same land. It costs
no more, pound for pound, for one than
the" other.

Fat lambs always find ready sale at
good prices, and choice lambs are gen-
erally scarce at high prices. If lambs
are kept till they grow a fleece, the price
of the wool is generally the profit of the
sheep over the fat cow or the fat steer.

Of course sheep will not fatten on weeds
or brush, nor thrive in cold, v^et lots

upon neglect. But they will show up in

the sales pens favorably with steers or
cows if they are given the same feed and
the same care, or even less.

Sheep can be fattened in less time than
cattle._ It is generally found that the
steer is not finished in one hundred days,
but must be topped off with about two
weeks' extra feeding. The sheep can be
ready and prime for the market in one
hundred days.

Sheep return more fertility to the soil

than any other animal. The cattlemen
on the big western farms are just begin-
ning to find that out, and many of them,
particularly in Texas, have sold their cat-
tle and gone into the sheep business.
These same men were shooting up the
sheepmen on the ranges only a few years
ago at that.—Colman's Rural World.

CORN SMUT
Smut in corn is not reproduced from

year to year by spores which adhere to
the corn kernels, as is the case with
wheat and other small grains. The corn
plant is infected with smut above the
ground by means of spores or sporidia,
which are brought in contact with the
young growing parts of the plant bv the
aid of the wind, rain and dew. These
sporidia are developed upon decaying or-
ganic matter in the soil of the field, grow-
ing somewhat after the manner of the
yeast fungus. The infection with smut
may take place quite early in the season;
the fungus develops quickly, soon form-
ing a mass of spores which appear as the
smut balls on the cornstalks and leaves.
These quickly dry and the spores, blow-
ing about, produce new infections, caus-
ing a second growth and fruitage of the
fungus. It appears that bruises on the
stalks, such as occur by detasseling, favor
the infection of the smut.
You will thus see that it is useless to

treat the seed. There is practically no
remedy for this disease other than to pick
the smut balls and burn them, and this
will not prevent the occurrence of smut
in any field, since the spores may be
carried by the wind from surrounding
fields. However, it may be possible to
reduce the attacks of smut to some extent
by picking and burning the smut balls,
since if little smut is present in the soil

where the corn is planted the opportunity
for infection is lessened. It is stated,
also, that manure favors the development
of smut, since it offers an abundance of
favorable material upon which the smut
may grow and develop the sporidia which
cause the, first infection of the corn
plants.—The Kansas Farmer.

The HeavierYour Hogs

\J[nimal
j

iRegulatoA

the

More
Money

You Make

115 Pratt-Fed Hogs Bring $2,293.41
RusHSYLVANiA, O.—Mr. Robson, of the Rose Brook farm, recently

sold 115 hogs. They weighed 32,763 pounds and brought 7c per pound,

making a total of $2,293,41. They were all May pigs except two litters that

came in April, and they had been Pratt-fed from pigs up.

Animal

Reguiator
is a blend of costly roots and herbs imported from all parts of the world and

prepared by veterinary experts in the famous Pratt laboratories at Philadel-

phia. Every ingredient has been chosen because of its action on some
specific animal organ and the result is a perfectly balanced preparation that

supplies just the things needed" to develop stock and keep it in a normal,

healthy condition.

ADVICE FREE
If there is anything -wrong with any of

your live stock—poultry, horses, cows, hogs or
sheep—be sure to write to us. Our expert
veterinaries will write and tell you what
to do immediately.

DOUSLE GUARANTEE
Each Package of Pratt's Animal Regu-

lator is accompanied by a written guarantee
from the Pratt Food Company, which is

signed by the President of the Company
and also by your dealer.

Our new books are now bein^ printed. Regular price, 25 cents, but FREE to

you if you send your name and address, mentioning which you want.

Pratt's New Horse Book Pratt's Kew Cattle Book Pratt's New Hog Book
Pratt's New Sheep Book Pratt's New Poultry Book

PrattFoocrGo, "^p*^

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

THE War/bt Model!893 Repearina Rifle is the

hat all-around rifle ever made.
With the .32-40 high power cartridge tliis

guA IS unsurpassed .for shooting deer, antelope, moose,
mountain sheep, wild goats, elk, caribou, bear, etc.; and with the .32-40
short range cartridge it is a safe ri6e for settled country where wood-
chucks, foxes, badgers, etc., afford good sporl.

With the ffZar&l solid top and the fflor/l/i side ejection, the

1&93 ffZacr&n Repeater is a rifle that cannot fail to give saristaction.

Rain, deet, snow or other foreign matter cannot reach the action ; the

lever movement is short and easy ; the aim is unspoiled in rapid shooting.

There are hundreds of valuable pointers for every

ap-to-date Bhooter, a3 well as a full description of all ^Hzri&V
repeater9,rifles and shotguns, in the han^ome 136-page **

Book." FKEE for 3 stamps postage.

Ul Willow St.. New Haven, Contt,

fmmm free stove book
If you want a ^tove or rai^e of any kind for any purpose, let us send

Oircot to Art»u
at actaal fectory prices. Yoa save from 85 to MO, because yoa feeep in your pocket all the dealers*
jobbere'and middlemen's profits. You ran no risk, because we pay the freight and sell you on
0£&A IImuo *MB»M*»mt«»l *^'^ty'^^&«t*^8tOTeor range ofWW Uciys tfWOl exceptionally high quality. Made of the best piglronand
steel of the highest grade, by the most skilled workmen, in one of the most modem and best,
equipped stove factories in the world. Every Kalamazoo is carefully inspected and we know It is ^

right. If not. you get your money back without a quibble. You cannot get a better, no mat^
ter how much extra you pay. Why not save all the dealers' profit! Is it not reasonable
to suppose that you can save money by buying direct from our factory!

Send Postal For Catalogue No. 1 83 Compare Kalamazoo Qnallty and Kal-
amazoo Prices with others—and save your money. Our line is complete, embracing stoves
and ranges of all kinds for all domestic purposes,—forthehome, school,
church, halls, lodge rooms, etc. Hotel ranges for restaurants, boarding
^louses, clubs and camps. Gas stoves and ranges for cooking and heating
ALL SOLD AT ACTUAL FACTORY PRICES.

Kalamazoo 8tove Companyr Manufacturers,
Kalamazoo, Mich.

All Kalamazoo cook stoves and ranges are equipped with patent oren
thermometer which saves fuel and makes baking and roasting easy.

I Want A Scale on Every Farm!
ORIGINATOR of the
to the farniersatreaBOn-
AND ONLY MAN to
HIGH GRADE SCALE

Why not buy mine? I am the
plan of selling scales DIRECT
able prices. I was the FIRST
offer the farmer a RELIABLE
at.a fair price. I have made
and sold scales
for 42 years, and
while to-day
there are hun-
dreds of other
scales made and
sold EACH AMERICAN FARMER who bnys a scale is nnder OBLIGA-
TIONS to me for having made the FIGHT against the old monopoliets and
having pntthe price within reach of all. I am now fighting the ENTIRE
SCALE TRUST AND COMBINATION to feeep the price down.

I have a history of the scale business, called the "Eeaeon why yon should
bny a Scale", which I will send FREE to anyone aslsing lor it, together
with a full line of prices on all kinds of FARM SCALES.

Address " JONES, He Pays The Freight"
Blaghamton, N> Y. Lock Box 25
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Gardening
BY T; GREIXER

ABOUT POTATOES

THE potato crop this 3'ear is in a bad
way. I have seen but few promising
fields around here or in other parts

of the state where. potato growing
is a big feature of farm operations. The
fields look blighted. In fact, however (as

Professor Stuart of the Geneva station

assured me), there is no early blight, and
of course as yet no late blight anj'Avhere

in the state except in one localit)^ on Lone
Island.

The premature dying down of the foli-

age, known as '"tip burn," resembles the

early blight in general appearance. Pro-
fessors and laymen alike usually put the

blame on hot, dry weather. The roots

do not find the necessary moisture, and
the tops wilt and burn up before their

full normal development.
The consequences are serious. We can-

not expect the normal growth of tuber or
of fruit in any plant or tree, or the high-
est quality in these products, without the
help and support of thrifty and healthy
foliage. The potato vines show the injury
from "tip burn" about the time that the
tubers are only half or two thirds grown.
The progress of the trouble may be slow,

usually is slow in cool and wet weather,
but it is hastened by hot and dry weather
and other causes, and at times a whole
field goes down in a very short time. Late
potatoes planted by the side of earlier

ones usually or always remain green and
growing for a time after the earlier ones
have been nearly killed down by the "tip

burn." If wet weather sets in, the prog-
ress of the "tip burn" will be greatly re-

tarded, and the field, even where there are

already signs of the trouble, may remain
green and in good growing condition for

a long time. But where the vines die

down prematurely, the one result is sure
—namely, a material reduction of the
yield. The tubers remain undersized and
the yield may be cut down to one half

or two thirds of the normal crop.

THE FLEA BEETLE
In my mind there is not a particle of

doubt that the prime cause of "tip burn"
is the flea beetle. In most of the potato
fields this year, as also on the Geneva
Experiment Station grounds, I found both
the large and the small flea beetle. The
latter is only a "speck," so small that it

easily escapes observation except for the
numerous punctures, like pin pricks, it

makes in the leaves. The large species,

at a rough estimate, is about one eighth of

an inch long, and its glossy black color
makes it an object rather prominent on
the green or yellowish foliage. Its "punc-
tures" are larger and usually of irregular

outline. The small species is by far tTie

most numerous, however, and both togeth-
er unquestionably do more damage than
is dreamed of by the average potato grow-
er.

I have vainly looked through many po-
tato fields in the state, even patches the
foliage of which appeared to be from a
short distance green and in perfect health,

in order to find a plant with perfectly

sound leaves. Every leaf examined was
riddled with the telltale punctures or per-

forations, denoting the probability of the

premature destruction of the plant by "tip

burn" and of a material reduction of the

yield. The potato beetle has given us but
little trouble this year; and no matter in

what numbers it may appear, we can eas-

ily get rid of it. The flea beetle is by far

the more troublesome and most destruc-

tive pest of the two. How can we control

it and save our potato crops?

STATION EXPERIMENTS
Professor Stuart's experiments at the

Geneva station are highly interesting and
instructive. He fully realizes the full in-

jury done by the flea-beetle punctures,

which open the way to increased evapora-
tion of the leaf juices and debilitate the

whole plant to such an extent that in its

weakened condition it falls an easy prey
to "tip burn," and perhaps to the true
early or late blight.

Spraying with Bordeaux mixture is be-
lieved to be a preventive of flea-beetle at-

tacks. It may not kill the beetles, but the

latter do not seem to stay long on leaves

well covered with the mixture.
The potato patch at the station was di-

vided into plats of four or five rows each,

one row in each plat being left without
treatment, one being sprayed with Paris

green only, one with Bordeaux mixture
and Paris green five times, one with the

same combination three times, etc. The rows
that had been sprayed five times appeared
to be well covered, as every leaf seemed
to have a good coat of the bluish-white

stains. On these rows hardly a puncture

made by the fleas could be found. There

were a goodly number, however, on the

rows that had been sprayed three times,

while the leaves of the other rows were
riddled with them and beginning to die

down with the "tip burn." The ordinary

poisons without Bordeaux mixture evi-

dently had not protected the leaves against

this enemj'.

There seems to be no reason to doubt
that thorough spraying with Bordeaux
mixture will drive the flea beetles away.
From my own experience, however, 1

have also every reason to believe that the
addition of arsenate of lead or disparene
in* strong doses, say six to ten poutids of

the paste to one hundred gallons of mix-
ture, greatly increases the efficacy of the
spray. I have seldom had much trouble
from flea-beetle injury when keeping my
plants well sprayed with the poisonous
mixture.

BLOOM AND FRUIT
This is said to be a year of friiit fail-

ure. For the first time in many years our
standard fruit, the fruit for money, the
Bartlett pear, gives but a ver\' light yield.

The big orchards, where this variety
stands in solid blocks, are about bare of
fruit. Niagara County growers imagined
they had a sure thing, and almost a mo-
nopoly so far as regular large annual
yields of this fruit are concerned.
Some years ago Professor Waite of the

Department of Agriculture told us that
the Bartlett is one of the pear varieties

which is self-sterile—in other words,
which requires pollen from some other
variet}' to make the fruit "set." Niagara
County growers did not take much stock
ill this official pronunciamento. They had
planted largely in solid blocks, and the
local conditions were so favorable for the
production of the Bartlett that,, full crops
were obtained year after year, even on
solitary trees and in the big solid Bartlett
blocks. This yea.r the conditions were to

all appearances less favorable for the suc-

cess of the Bartlett. Single trees, away
from other pear trees, or trees planted
solidly to Bartletts, without other varieties

near, were either entirely bare of fruit

or bore only scattering specimens, amount-
ing to only a very small fraction of the
usual and normal crop.

'

I find, however, that wherever a Bartlett

stands near an Angouleme, or a Clapp's
Favorite, or an Anjou, or certain other
varieties, or in a block of mixed sorts, the
Bartlett even this year has borne a good
crop. The effect of the intermixture was
striking. We had in this neighborhood
blocks of Bartletts standing along-
side rows or blocks of Angouleme or An-
jou. In every case of this kind that came
under my observation, one or more rows
of the Bartlett next to the other varieties,

especially if under the prevailing wind
(on the west side), were just as well
loaded with fruit as in other years. Per-
haps it will be wise, even in this county,
to mix other pear varieties with the Bart-
lett, in order to secure the potent pollen

that may be needed.

<5> .

POTATO BLOOM
A reader in Indiana, Pennsylvaniaj has

been told by his neighbors that the blos-

soming of potato vines is a sign of the

variety running out, and that when pota-

toes bloom freely it is time to change the

seed. He does not quite believe it. Neith-
er do I. I always enjoy seeing my potato
fields' white with bloom. It seems to me
to be a sign of health and thrift and to

h61d out the promise of a good jdeld, bar-
ring accidents.

I well remember the time, thirty or
more year.s ago, when our potatoes never
failed not only to give free bloom, but also

to set "potato balls" or seed balls in great

abundance. At that time our vines made a

wonderfully thrifty, often really "rank,"

growth, and the yields often ranged up-
ward of three hundred bushels to the
acre. But we had no potato beetles, no
flea beetles, no "tip burn" or early blight.

In my opinion, the failure to Woom and
to produce true seed (seed balls) denotes
weakened vitality, a generally debilitated

or "run-out" condition of all potato kind,

due possibly to the accumulated effect of

insect injury and disease attacks, or to

the inordinately long and persistent propa-
gation by division (tuber), rather than by
true seed. Yet I am very slow to change
seed (tubers) so long as I grow my own
"pedigree" seed potatoes.

THE NITRATE SUPPLY
I find nitrate of soda very useful in

gardening, but by no means indispensable,

and have never yet been worried over the

rumors of an early exhaustion of the Chil-

ian nitrate beds. I as well as every other

farmer can easily make my own supply,

and put it where it will do the most
good, by growing clovers and other leg-

umes for soil improvement.
It is now stated, however, that new de-

posits have been discovered in Chili as

rich as the original ones. So it seems
that we shall still be able, for some time

to come, to use nitrate of soda in our

gardens if we so desire.

Fruit Growing
BY SAMUEL B. GREEN

STRAWBERRIES NOT FRUITING
R. H. D., Essex Junction, Vermont

—

There are a number of causes why straw-
berries do not fruit. Some varieties are
naturally almost non-productive. We find
this is the case with some wild as well
as with some cultivated kinds. Some pro-
duce pistilate flowers which do not have
sufficient pollen to fertilize them. Of
course occasionally unfruitfulness may oc-
cur by reason of the flowers being frosted
or injured in some other way, as by dry-
ing winds.

In your particular case I do not know
what the trouble is. as I haven't sufficient

data to work it out, and I would suggest
that the thing for you to do would be to
get a small stock of some good varieties

of strawberries, such as are successfully
grown in the vicinity in which you live,

and- I would suggest also that you write
to the Vermont Agricultural Experiment
Station. Burlington, Vermont, and ask
them for a list of the best varieties for

you to plant.
«>

GAM, ON PLUM LEAVES
S. G., Houlton, Wisconsin—The plum

leaves which you sent have been injured
by a small gali flj-, which stung the leaves
and caused the peculiar horn-like growths,
in which you will find the young or the
eggs. This fly seldom attacks a large area,

but will often confine its work to a sin-

gle tree for a number of years. The only
satisfactory remedy is to remove the in-

infested leaves from the tree and destroy
them.

<$>

IDENTIFYING STRAWBERRIES BY
THE PLANTS

A. C. Delano, Iowa—It would be quite
out of the question to identify all . the
varieties of strawberry plants by the ap-
pearance of the plant only, and even if

we had the fruit with the foliage it might
then be out of the question to name the
varietj". Tnere are. however, some plants
that have such strong individualiti' that
one could be reasonably sure of them
just by the appearance of the foliage.

«>

PRUNING EVERGREENS— HARDI-
NESS OF WHITE PINE

J. H. E., Wheaton, Minnesota—Most of
our evergreens take on a characteristic
form of their own that is much prettier

than any form that can be given them
by pruning. However, it is practicable to

prune all our evergreens, and this is gen-
erally best done in the spring before
growth starts.

Young white pine can be easily trans-
planted, and it is customary to do so on
a large scale. The white and blue spruce
are both hardier than the white pine, but
for some places the white pine is prefer-

able, on account of its peculiarly beautiful
appearance. In northwestern Minnesota
I would much prefer white spruce, blue
spruce and arbor-vitae to white pine. In

fact, white pine is very liable to fail ,in

that prairie section unless protected from
the wind.

<$>

RESETTING BLACKBERRIES
K. B., Scioto, Ohio—It is quite out of

the question to reset a patch of blackber-
ries so that they will bear next year. The
fruit buds on blackberries are generally

borne well toward the end of the canes,

and these are very sure to die if the
canes are moved, and it is considered best

to cut off the tips in transplanting.

If your present blackberry patch is

healthy and of good kinds there is no
reason why you should not use them for

starting a new bed. In doing this select

strong, vigorous canes with a piece of
root six inches to a foot long, cut off the

canes at about eighteen inches from the

ground, and set two or three of these in

each hill in the new plantation. They
should be planted about six inches deep.

It would he a good plan to move them
this autumn. The work may be done any
time after the first of October until after

freezing weather sets in. In setting out

blackberry plants I think they should be

put at least five feet apart in rows seven
feet apart. In the case of a garden it

is a good plan to grow a row next to a

fence or other line, to which they may be
tied up.

PLUM TREES FROM SEED
R. W. B.. Richmond. Virginia—The

plum tree that you arc trying to grow
from seed will not come true to name.
When grown from seed almost all of our
cultivated fruits vary widely and generally

produce plants of a very inferior kind.

The best way to propagate your plum tree

would be by budding in August or Sep-

'tember on seedling plum roots or on
some other plum tree, or else by graft-
ing. If you cannot get seedling plums in
your vicinity, you can buy them from some
of the larger nurserymen, who sell them
at a very low figure. Large quantities of
these are used in nurseries for plant
propagation.

I do not know why your plum seeds
fail to grow. I seldom have any trouble,
although occasionally there will be a
year when nearly all kinds will fail. If
the seeds are quite dry in winter they
will seldom grow the next j'ear, and some-
times not at all, and this may possibly be
the reason why yours have failed. The
best way-of handling plum seed is to mix
it (soon after it is taken out of the fruit)
with sand, put in a box, and bury in the
ground, where it should be allowed to re-
main until the following spring. It is best
to have the seed freeze in winter. Treated
in this way and planted early in the spring
the seed seldom fails to grow readily.

<»

PRUNING DEWBERRIES
C. W.. Payette, Idaho—Dewberries

need but little pruning. All that is neces-
sary is to shorten the runners that are ex-
cessively long, so as to keep the plant
reasonably compact, and perhaps take out
a few runners where they seem too thick
for a vigorous growth. Pruning should
be done in the spring when the vines are
tied up. It is best to have some trellis

or support for dewberries. This may be
given in several ways. Quite a satisfac-
tory way is to arrange a trelHs eight or
ten inches off the ground and several feet
wide, over which the vines may run. They
may also be trained on a vertical trellis.

A TREE THAT KEEPS SENTINEL
It was good, on coming from a long

drive or walk on a cold winter afternoon,
to catch the first glimpse of home. Not
every home was favored with so excellent
a landmark, or one whose beacon sign
of cheer and comfort could be seen so
far away. It was a group of Lombardy
poplars.
A roomy, old-fashioned house and a

row of poplars seem to belong to each
other. ^Iodern mansions and Lombardies
are not in keeping, for the poplar is a
very plain and unpretending tree; but it

is the final touch in the picture of an old
homestead, and gives it realism.
Four of these lofty sentinels stood by

the house of boyhood memory—two on
either side of the front door and two at
either end of the house. They were noble
trees of their kind, and in our pride we
named the place "Poplar Farm." Land-
marks for all the village, they were for
us familia/ friends. To be sure, elms or
oaks or even pines would have sheltered us
quite as well or better, and »would have
won our esteem quite as effectively : but just
because they were poplars and not some
other tree they are vividly remembered
as a distinctive feature of the old home
life. There they were, and we took them
to our hearts.

How the wind whistled through them,
turned their gray-lined leaves, and shook
their tops, finding little hold, however,
in their branches. They were a series
of wind thermometers, or, better, an
eolian quartet, and many were the tunes
they plaved ; a sharp, crackling wind blast
that went quickly and nervously through
the slender branches; an ominous under
tone in bass that turned the leaves and
presaged storm ; a soft and quiet sough-
ing, a kind of musical weeping, that to
unaccustomed ears seemed drear and
weird. How in winter the bare, close-set
limbs and twigs rattled, shook down bits
of ice. and made the open fire in the
sitting room doubly cheerful. To waken
at night, in winter or summer, and hear
the wind playing through the poplars by
one's window was not ghostlike or un-
pleasant to us who were on familiar terms
witli them ; rather was it comforting. And
the music of it all comes back to one now
as a low, sweet, half-sad and half-playful
symphony that is wonderfully bound up
with the meaning and daily experience
ot life.

The Lombardy poplar is originally an
importation, but it grows freely in Amer-
ica and to a considerable size. Its wood,
unless very well seasoned, is perishable.
Yet the tree, though often carrying a
quantity of dead limb, lives to long age.
Its essential peculiarity is its upward
growth, its branches clinging close to the
parent trunk and reaching up. but never
widening out. A clever Nature writer
has called it "the exclamation point of
growth." It is planted usually in rows,
and its regularity of proportion, grow-
ing usually to uniform height and slender-
ness, makes it particularly adapted to
effective use as a hedge. Many fine

rows of poplar hedge, are to be seen
on farms and village streets throughout
the Xorthern states, the roadsides in parts

of central Minnesota, for instance, being
lined with them. It is a question, how-
ever, whether the tree shows to its best
in rows, as it is very effective in groups,
and sometimes even in singles.

AUBREV FULLERTON.
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Poultry Raising
BV P. H. lACOBS-

EXTRA LARGE EGGS
OCCASIONALLY We receive a report

from some reader who is the own-
er of a hen that lays eggs of a

large size, and frequently he

reports that a smaller egg has been found
to be enclosed in a larger one. This indi-

cates that the hen is out of condition, her

generative organs failing to perform their

functions properly, perhaps because of the

'hen being excessively fat. The same
cause applies to soft-shelled eggs, and not

to a lack of lime, as many suppose. In

fact, that which is considered -a desirable

characteristic in a laying hen is really a

condition which destroys the usefulness

of the fowl. If such hens become broody
(which is one of Nature's remedies for

an overfat condition), let them go on the

nests and bring off broods, feeding each
hen, once a day, an ounce of lean meat,
and allowing a gill of wheat twice a

week until the incubatin|rperiod closes.

JUDICIOUS FEEDING
iluch of the disappointment with be-

ginners in the keeping of poultry is due
to mistakes made in feeding, and it may,
with some, require a year's experience in

order to learn what to avoid in the matter
of management. It is difficult to impress
upon the inexperienced the fact that much
depends upon the individual characteris-

tics of each member of the flock, and thai

the point is to learn which of the hens are
the most profitable. Any breed can be im-
proved if close observation is made of the
individuals.
Fowls are peculiar in their habits of

eating, and when unaccustomed to certain

kinds of food have been known to refuse

them. Even oats or wheat will be refused
if they have never been treated with food
of that kind, and one lot of fowls may be
voracious with certain kinds of food that

others in another j^ard may refuse. They
can all be educated, however, to eat food
to which they have not been accustomed,
which is done by placing only the one
kind within their reach.

Some breeds are disposed to convert
food into meat rather than eggs, while

Tonics are unnecessary when the fowls
are thrifty. The best tonic is the constant
change of diet, which promotes regularity
in the system and prevents droopiness.
Variety will cure many of the ills that
afflict fowls, provided the food be sound
and wholesome.

Regularity in feeding produces certain
habits in the flock. If the birds are fed at
regular periods they will soon learn when
to come up for their meals. If the fowls
can forage, it may not be necessary to
feed more than once a day, at night, as
the birds can keep in good condition them-
selves by foraging. The one meal at night
will always prompt the birds to come to
the barnyard before going to roost, which
gives the farmer an opportunity of observ-
ing if there have been any losses. The
birds will learn to know who feeds them,
and they will at once distinguish strangers
from members of the fam'ily. Habit, is ac-
quired b)' all creatures, man not being ex-
cepted, and by being regular in all matters
connected with them the barn-yard fowls
can be taught to save tlieir owners many
difficulties and annoyances.

ADMINISTERING MEDICINES
"It does not Usually prove profitable to

administer medicine to fowls by hand
or by any forcing process, as too much
time and labor are required, and the
duty is not onjy disagreeable, but at I

times dangerous, as disease may be com-
]

municated to the attendant. It is also
difficult to diagnose diseases, and wrong
medicines may be employed.
When disease appears in a flock the

owner may be advised to give kerosene,
copperas, sulphur or some other objec-
tionable substance to the fowls. If such
practise prevailed with human beings it

would not be long before sickness would
result, yet some fowls are dosed daily,

and injury is caused, which is then ac-
credited to anything but the true reason.
Sulphur will cause rheumatism in adults
and leg weakness in chicks, and will, if

it once afifects the system, show its in-

fluence every winter, especially in damp
weather. Copperas is anotjier mineral

FLOCK OF LIGHT BRAHMAS

Other breeds are not so easily made fat.

The non-sitting breeds, owing to their

active disposition, do not fatten as readily
as the larger breeds. It is best, there-
fore,' to keep this in view while feeding,
for it is easy to feed Brahmas too much,
and though the Leghorns are not so large,

they nevertheless are compelled to eat
large quantities in order to produce the
number of eggs for which they are so
famous. This does not imply that Brah-
mas and other large breeds must become
too fat. They are easily kept within
bounds by judicious feeding. Grains in
excess should not be given, while bulk
may be allowed in the shape of vegetables
and green food.

It is necessary to study the habits of
each breed in order to know just what to
do. There are hundreds of complaints
that fowls do not lay even when they are
well fed and comfortably housed, but this
is due in not allowing them the proper
kind of food, or from feeding too much.

poison, dosed out in the drinking water
of fowls, and it is harmful, being a

poison when taken in quantity. Kero-
sene is an infliction, and is really not
recognized as a medicine of value by
physicians. It is better to give no medi-
cine, relying upon diet, by withholding
all food for forty-eight hours, in case of
bowel disease, then feeding only once a
day, adding a teaspoonful of linseed meal
for each hen to a half gill of cornmeai
moistened ivith milk, feeding to the
fowls, allowing them to eat from a
trough, which is an easier mode than ad-
ministering medicine.

It is very difficult to handle and treat
a large number of sick fowls. If it is not
desired to destroy them, have a comfort-
able place for them, removing them from
those that are well. The water vessel
should be cleaned every day, and a fresh
supply of water given. If the fowls do
not quickly recover it will pay to destroy
them.

In Case of
Accident

the value of a 'phone upon your
farm can scarcely be overesti-
mated.
Only you who dwell upon

farms can fully realize what it
means to live miles distant from
the nearest medical help.
But that's no reason why you

should not be in close communi-
cation with such help.
What you want is an "Amer-

ican" Rural Telephone Sys-
tem with a line to your neigh-
boring town. Then when
accidents or ills visit your household you can call up the physician in town and have
him quickly on his way to your place to administer the needed help.
You can always rely on an

"American" Rural Telephone
—ordinary 'Phones are apt to fail you at the most critical moment—but the "American"
is dependable at all times.

It is very simple in construction—no intricate parts to get out of order.
It is built of the finest materials—making it stronger and more durable.
Costs very little to operate it.

It meets your every reauirement—not occasionally but always.
It will save you both time and money almost every day of your life.
Let us show you how to make generous profits by organizing a farm telephone circuit.

We tell you how to organize, to build and to run it, in an interesting little booklet 22M
that will be mailed you free on reauest.

AMERICAN ELECTRIC TELEPHONE CO.
6419-6600 State Street, Chicago, III.

DeLOACH 1907 MODEL
Twenty years in the Furnace of Experience

ALL DROSS ELIMINATED.
Send for circulars of our full line including

Corn Mills, Water Wheels, Mill Outfits, Engines and Boilers

also Gasoline Engines.

Prompt Shipment and we pay the Freight.

DeLoach Mill Mfg. Co. Box 300, Bridgeport, Ala.

LIQHTNINQ GASOLINE ENGINE.
STATIONARY AND PORTABLE, 2 TO 25 H. P.

NEW PLAN FOR COOLING CYLINDER-
REDUCES WATER TANK TO A PEW GALLONS.

SEND FOR CATALOG. SPECIAL FARM ENGINES

KANSAS CITY HAY PRESS C0.124 Mill StKansas CityJo.
BOOK^g^ SIX SHOTS IN FOUR SECONDS.

No other Shot Gun equals tliis srun's record. Iso pun built, for the money,
that 18 as good. $4.00 to S27.00. Hammerles's. Every modern improvement.

Nothing as good on the market. Our catalogue shows a dozen other guns we make, single and
double barrel, magazine breech loaders, ejectors, etc. .'^end postal tor it to-dav—it's froo.

UNION FIRE ARMS CO., Manufacturers, Desk I, TOLEDO, OHIO.

Trade-Mart.

eUAKANTEEU to eo twice
as far a« paste or ItQuld polishes*
(;ives a quick, brilliant lustre, and
does not burn off.

SAMPLE. Address Department T.
Lamont. Corliss & Co., Agents, 78HudsonStreet. N.Y.

T YOUR IDEAS
^ $100,000 for one invention;
another $8,500. Book "How to

Obtain a Patent" and "What to In-
vent" sent free. Send rough sketch for free
report as to patentability. We advertise your
patentfor sale at our expense.

Patent Obtained or Fee Betamed.
CHANDLEE & CHANDLEE. Patent Att'ys,

(
Ettabliehcd 1 5j«are)

987 P. Street. Washingrton, D. C.

MAN WANTED
We have a splendid position for man in

goodT small town who can devote part of his

time to handling customers. Large income
and steady position assured honest, ambitious
person who will give us faithful service

and properly handle our business in their

locality.

It \ou wish profitable employment, repre-

senting large corporation send references as
to honesty at once.

Address, Br&nch Dept.,

P. V. COLLINS PUB. CO.,

Minneapolu, Minn.

THE LARGEST AND BEST LINE OF

WELL DRILLING
BJi A^UIIJCDV 1° America. We
IWl/W#n I IV E n ¥ have been mak-
ingrit for ever 20 years. Do not buy vintil you
see our new Illustrated Catalogue No, 15, Send
for it now. It is FREE.
Austin Manufacturing Co., Ciiicagp

The 'SUN "oat3hine5 Them All

BEA I^IROABMAN
Firemen and Brafeemen
£arn from $100 to $185
a montlx. Graduates of
this school in great de-
mand. Actual railway
officials teach you by
mail during your spare time, " -

at small cost. Free catalog, etc

The Wenthe Railway Cones. School
Box 790,

SUN Incandescent i a up
Gasoline

«-«"»^

Turns night into day. Brilliant, soft.white
light, loo-candle power to each burner.
Clean, safe, cheapest of all. Handsome
fixtures. Agents write (or catalog.

Sun Vapor Light Co.
211 Market Street, Canton, Ohio

Freeport. IIir*^^%;

PEONIES
Plant in autumn for bloom next year. We have

over 4,000 kinds originated here from seed. No-
where in America can as large and select an assort-

ment be founds 44 years in this business. Our new
catalog describes 364 varieties. It's free. Write for

it today.

O. F". BRAiVD «& SOIV, Faribanit, Mliin,

PIORE CGG^
Larger, more fertile, vigorous chicks, heav-
ier fowls, larger profits by feeding cut bone.

MAMM^Q LATEST MODELInfllVn 9 BONE COTTER
cuts fast. easy, fine; never clogs. 10 days free
trial. No money in advance. Cat'Ig free.

F. W. Mann Co., Bex 33, Mllford, Mas*.

BICYCLE
MAKE
YOUR

INTO A GOOD

MOTORCYCLE.
.Sample sold at cost.

Send stamp for Catalog.
Motoreyola Equlpmsnl Co., S Laka, Hcmmondsport, N. Y.

Stock iPouHr FENCE
Many styles and heights;
Diamond or Square Mesh;
priceslow. Sold directon
30 days free trial, freight
prepaid. Catalogue free.

KITSELMAN BROS.
Bax 'ITi, Muncie, Ind.

1ifirS-lr'i^^^ ^^^tA

wi'imi III li II nil II II II II II II II II II II II I.I

:lk^^C'AViUI'4kVii,n^j!f^4Vjer,^v^,,Vj,,Vj,,v^^v^^r^;,v^^Vj^Vji;r,ii

Ornamental Fence '^tTd -fS
lawns, churches and cemeteries — also heavy steel
picket fence—sold direct to consumer. Catalogue Free,
(WARD FENCE CO., Box 28 MA RION. IND.

ORNAMENTAL FENCE
85 DESIGNS. AL,L STEEL.

Handsome — cheaper than
wood—more durable. Special
prices to churches and ceme-
teries. Don't buy a fence until
Tou get our free catalogue,'
Kokomo Fence Machine Co,,
437 North St., Kokomo, Ind.

ATCUTC SECURED OR FEE RETUSMED.
H I C n 1 O Terms Low. Highest Refa. _AdTice

and Literature Free,
AiToasETS, S09E St. S

VASHOX
W„ Wash.,

& CO.,
D, C.

Pate.nt
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Rapid Growth
Pigs grow faat«r than other farm ani-
majfi because of great digestive capa-
city. Yet herein Uea a danger as well
as an advantage. It is easy becanse a
pig consnmes much food to spoil diges-
tion by overfeeding. When yon fatten
pi^ it la well to give Br. Hess Stock
Food in the ration twice a day. Better
jet, it is well to begin the use of

DB HESS
STOCK

a* soon as pigs are weaned and eontinne to the
time of marketing. In thia way boga are kept
bealUiT and make rapid growth. Dr. Heai
Stock Food correct* dlge«:Te troubles, give*
appetite for roughage, makes cows give more
milk and keeps larm teams in condition.

Formnlated by Dr. Hess CM.D.J).'V.S.) and
endorsed by stockmen and medic&l writers.
Sold on a icritten ffuaraniee. Costs but a penny
a day for horse, cow or steer.

100 lbs. S5.00 X^^P,' ijCaiiada

35 lb. p.U $1.60j- ^^•'aSdS^th.
SwUler qmrnatitiea at s slt^t adrmmce.

Where Dr. Hess Stock Food differs in par-
ticiilar isin the dose— it's small and fed but twice
aday. wbicn proves it has the most digestive
strength to the pound. Oar government recog-
nizes Dr. Hess Stodk Food as a medicinal com-
pound and this paper is back of the guarantee.

If your dealer cannot supply you, we will.

DR. HESS & CLARK, ASHLAND. 0.

Aim unlMtBrert ei Dr. Bea Ponltrj Pui>»o»«
ud luta&t Lohm iall«r.

THE MENVHO KNOW
THE SUPERIOR
QUALiTIES OF

SUCKERS. SUITS
AND HATS

are the men who have
put them to the hard-
est tests in the rough-
est weather.
Get the original

Towers Fish "Brand
made since 1836
CATALOG rff£e FOK T/ie ASH/NS

Hay Press.
HORSE and BELT

POWER.Ell
38 styles and sizes of

Pr«fts«s.
For many years the stand-
ard. Lead in chajacter
of work, speed, easy
and safe opcrati
Don't buy until yoi

seethe Eli catalogue-'
Mailed free. Write
for it today.

CQLLIHS PLOW CO., 1110 Hampshire St., Qplncy, Ills.

FIX YOUR ROOF
Dap ^MliarA —We wiU gnkrantee to pa«

96 rer dqUarO. any oia Uafey, worn-oat,
ru.^ty. tin. iron, ste^l. paper, felt or shtng.e roof in per-
ff' t condition, and keep it In perfect condition for 5c
per 8^u&re per year.

Tfae Psrfvd Roeff Preserver, askta old,
' wom-out roofs new. SatiffactioD ^aruit*ed
or money refunded. Our tree roafinf book

^ Ullt all sbojt i». WriU for it today.

Tte Ai^meo MaavfactDriag Co.. De^ 19. Qyria. Obiai

Roof-Fixi

3 STROKE SELF FEED HAY PRESS
2 Men can run it

3 tons in one hotir
Easy draft.

Smooth bales
Will save its cost
Shipped on trial

Satisfaction
Ganranteed

THE AT.TO-I LOAN HAY PHKSS CO..
TOPtKA. K.\>"SA.*. Boi 7.

WELL DRILLING
Machines

OTer70 8lM9and styles, for drllllnB either deeper
shallow wells in any kind of soil or roclc. Mounted
on wheels or on sills. With engines or horse powera.
Strong, simple and durable. Any mechanic can
operate them easily. Send for catalog.

WILLIAMS BROS.. Ithaca, n. T.

HAY
CALDIO

I—PATENTS that PROTECT
I Our ^ \^->\\ for inrentori mail*-] on rccfiir't of ?j ct«, ttampf

I Roomi 28-38 Pacific BMa.. WithiMtoo. 0. C. Etlafc.tB69

Live Stock and Dairy

$5 R E R yV C R B
for the finest farnnine lands in Oeorffi;
>end Jor illnsirated booklet and land lU
W. L. OLESSHER, KACOH, OA.

SHEEP NOTES
A sheep with a dirtj- fleece cannot be

entirely healthy.

General health and thrift and diseased
feet are incompatible in sheep.

As a rule the sheep that makes the
best-sized carcass matures slowly when
j'oung.

One advantage with sheep is that they
need the greatest care when there is time
to give it.

Sheep are naturally healthy, but quick-
ly succumb to disease under unfavorable
conditions.

A healthy growth condition of the sys-

tem is shown by a bright, oily condition
of the fleece.

A number of old or unthrifty ewes wiH
often make a material difference in the
possible profits.

It is the ill-conditioned sheep in the
flock that causes the largest amount of
trouble in management.

Sheep do not require as much heat-
producing feed as other animals, on ac-
count of their hea\'y coats.

With a breeding flock . a certain num-
ber of young sheep must be kept to take
the place of the old ones.

A. B. RusHixG. -

MARKET CROPS ADAPTED TO
THE DAIRY FARM

The cash returns from our dairj' may
seem comparatively small when we con-
sider the market prices of the grain, hay
and fodder that we feed the cows ; but
we must look further ahead, and consider
the large amount of fertility that the ju-
dicious feeding of mill feed and concen-
trated foods will add to our lands when
we save all of the manure that is made
in a condition to do the most good on
the fields where it is spread.
By the feeding of considerable grain

and -mill feed we add .more fertility to
our lands than we remove from the sale

of our dairj' products, and it is my pur-
pose to explain how it is best to make
use of this increased fertility' so that we
may derive the most benefit from it by
the use of one or two market crops in our
regular rotation of crops that are grown
for the dairy- cattle.

I have made a careful study of the
farm management of a large number of
our most successful dairy farmers, and I

find that in almost every instance these
men make a specialty' of some cash or
market crop, that is grown in their regu-
lar rotations, which they handle with
the same amount of horses and labor that
is required to care for the dairy, the
actual cost of producing the market crop
thus being reduced to a minimum. .

With many dairymen, especially those
who are shipping a certain afhount to the
city, and feeding their cows to their full

limit, it is possible to grow two market
crops and .still keep increasing the pro-
ductive capacity of their farms by the
use of the following rotation of crops

:

The first year the sod ground is ma-
nured and plowed and planted to pota-
toes.

The next year this same field is plowed
and planted to corn for the silo.

The next year it is plowed and sowed
to wheat and seeded with a mixture of
two thirds clover and one third timothy,
which is allowed to remain from one to
three years, according to the size of the
farm and the number of cows that are
being kept. On our farms we make a
practise of keeping our fields seeded
longer than is the common practise by
the use of the manure spreader in top
dressing our meadows.
This may be settled according to the

farm and the line of farming that is being
followed and the amount of land that is

being used. Our reason for allowing our
meadows to remain longer than the
majority is because we keep a few horses
from the city in the winter, and need more
hay than we would grow in our regular
four-year rotation of crops, to provide en-
silage and clover hay for the dairy cows.
We also find that keeping a few horses,

and mixing the manure in the gutters and
hauling it out with the manure from the
cow stable makes the most evenly bal-
anced plant food with which we are ac-
quainted, for the reason that all of the
liquids and solids are saved and hauled
direct to the fields and spread at all times
of the year except during the summer
months, when it is placed in a compost
heap and spread on the meadows early
in the fall.

Potatoes are one of our most profitable
cash crops, and taken one year with an-

other the potato crop will sell for enough
to buy two cars of grain for feeding the
dairy cattle, thus enabling the dairj-man
to meet the expenses of buying his feed
with the money from the dairj'. I am
speaking of the dairyman who produces
eighty to . one hundred gallons of milk
each daj- in the year, which sells for
twelve to thirteen cents a gallon in the
citj' markets.
Beans are another excellent cash crop,

and are perhaps a better crop to grow
where the amount of manure made is less
than that which is made when potatoes
are grown. It is a mistake for the grower
to imagine that the poorest soil on the
farm is best to grow beans. They do
best on a well-fitted soil that is suited for
growing wheat, \yhen the beans are har-
vested the field is in the best possible con-
dition for a crop of wheat without being
plowed, and also in the best possible con-
dition for seeding to clover and timothy.
Beans are a cash crop, alwaj-s bring
a fair price and find a ready sale in all

markets of the country, are easy on the
soil and are not hard to handle with the
right machinery.
Cabbage is another crop that will be

found profitable in many of the dairjang
sections, but the price is more uncertain
than the prices of potatoes and beans.

Nearly every part of the countrj' will
produce some crpp that will be profitable,
and the cry from many dairymen about
having to put all of their profits into
grain and mill feed will be ended if they
will plan to make the best use of all the
increased fertility- that is brought on to
their farms by the purchasing of con-
centrated feeds for their cows.
Plan to make a close study on the

manurial vakie of the foods that you buy,
and save all of the manure and use it to
the most profitable advantage, and there
will be less cry about being compelled to
buy high-priced feeds.

USE OF DIVIDERS IN A RATION
The use of dividers in a ration for farm

animals is not commonly understood by
a large majoritj' of feeders and farmers,
but is very essential when feeding for the
best results.

There are many feeds that are used for
dividers in the feeding of concentrated ra-
tions that contain but little real food value
when fed alone, but which are valuable
when fed in connection with other con-
centrated feeds, for the reason that they
separate the particles and assist in the
work of digestion.

Com-and-cob meal has been found to
give better results by many feeders than
the cornmeal when fed alone, the ground
cob serving as a divider for the particles

of cornmeal, and thus being used to aid
in digestion. If cut clover hay or alfalfa
is used in the ration it will take the place
of the cob as a divider, and also contain
more feeding .alue than the ground cobs.
While feeding dairy cattle we have

found that they made more economical use
of their feed when the ensilage was mixed
with the grain or mill feed and fed in
this manner, so that the ensilage was
used as a divider to assist in separating
the particles of feed and assist in the
work of digestion. We prefer ensilage,
for the reason that the juices also act
upon the grain feed and assist in the work
of digestion.

There are some kinds of concentrated
foods that are made more palatable by the
use of a divider; such are middlings, oil

meal and other foods that are inclined
to form a sticky doughy mass that ren-
ders them unpalatable to farm animals.
Cut clover, alfalfa or other hay can be

used .with success as a divider of the
grain ration. The grain is mixed with it

and sprinkled and makes a good feed for

work .horses, or other horses that eat

too fast to get the most benefit from their

grain foods.
The great benefits that swine obtain from

pasture and forage crops comes from the
fact that they serve as dividers for the
grain and assist in the work of digestion,

thus enabling them to make better use of
the grain consumed than they otherwise
would. W. Milton Kelly.

KEEP MORE STOCK
Most farms are understocked; the

farmer should make it a race between
production and consumption on his farm.
The fear of buying feed leads many
farmers into carrying insufficient animals
to consume the farm roughage an<l pas-
ture. Any time that the feed runs short
it is an easy matter to sell a few head of
stock or to buy grain; this is much more
commendable than selling feed or allow-
ing it to go to waste.

Geo. p. Williams.

Durable Harness'
Your harness will always

look well and wear well,
and will give donble service
if treated with

EUREKA
Harness Oil
Prerents rotting. Gives a glossy
black finish. Makes leather
soft, strong and durable.

BOSTON COACH AXLE OIL
is the best axle lubricant. WiU
not gum or corrode. Superior
to castor oil and more economi-
cal. Sold everywhere—all sizes.

Made by STTANDARD on. CO.
liie<in»«rBt«4i

I

FIVE PER CENT!
INTEREST IS BETTER
THAN THREE OR
FOUR PER CENT

.^nd when the five per cent is coupled with the

ahsolute security that this company gives

—

A\-hen your money draws interest for every-

day it is on deposit

—

WTien it can be withdrawn at any time with-
out notice

—

There really isn't much more to be desired.

WRITE FOR THE BOOK
Do it today.

CALVERT MORTGAGE A- DEPOSIT CO.
1037 Calvert Bnlldlne. BALTIMORE. MD.

— FENCE POSTS—
"Cheaper than Wood." Guaranteed 20 years.
Cant rot, rust, or bum; break-off, freeze or
pull out. Light weight, easy to handle and set.
Made by Automatic Machinerj', of heavy, double-galvanized
metal. -\ Tapering. Tnbolar Post with fasteners that hold-
woven, smooth and barbed wire. - THE BEST POST FX THE
WOKLD." Let u! send you a sample post. BIG MOSET-JLIKTSG
0FP0RTU>-1TT FOE AGESTS C" lEKP.ITORY SOT CLOSED.
^»Write for catalogue and fuU particulars

iMHUCiS POST CO. Inc lOgEsrrsiSi. Bloomfieli ii. U. S. i.

SAW MILLS
All sizes. Most work with least power *\

f~ and smallest crews. All latest improve-
ments. Also Edeers, Trimmers. Planers,
Shingle and Lath Mills. Cut-off and Rip Saws, Feed
Mill5, etc Send for liae free catalo^rue.

American Saw Mill Mach*y Co..
ISOHope Street, Eackettstowr, N. J.

6C2 Eagineeriiig Eldg. New York City.

Cheap as Wood.

We manufacture Lawn and Farm FENCE. Sell dir«ct
shipping to users only. 3r manufacturers' prices. No
agents. Our catalog is Free. Write for it to-day.
UP-TO-DATE MFG. CO., 971 lOtfa St., Terre Haute, iiHl.

(

:AVE YOUR BACK
Save time, horses, work
and money by using an

Electric Handy Wagon
Low wheels, broad tires. No
living man can build a better.

Book on "WheelSense" free.

Eltetric Wheel Cc Bi9S, QglRcr.lll.

BIG MONEY FOR YOU IN
Tumin.^ your waste farm products, such as
Potatoes, Beets, Com, Grain, etc.. into

INDUSTRIAL ALCOHOL
for U9€ in Gas and Farm Engines, Heating. Lighting,
eic. OUK NEW KOOK on the subject teUs how YOI*
can mafee this XEW Fl'EL, right on the farm.

Send XOW for full particalarA.

SPON & CHAMBERLAIN, 123 F. Libertr St.. New Ysrk Ctty

ANDRAE Giant Telephones
On One Year's Trial

The kind that rins even when others have receiver*
down. Slade especially for heavy farm work and
nsed by farmers everywhere. Write today for
catalogue and prices.
Ill Sccotid St.. ailwaaki-

Wff-eFence 20c
48-in. stock fence per rod onlr"^ ^
Best high carbon coiled steel spring wire
Catalog offences , tools and suppliesTKEE
Buy direct at wholesale. Write today-
HASON FENCE CO. Box 86. LcMtais. 0

10,000 FERRETS from selected breeder*.
Perfect worker*. They exterminate rats
drive out rabbits. 4Sp. Ulua'd book and
price list free.

SAS'L ft .lR5SWORTH, Hiddlrtowo. Ohio.

$50,000 FOR AGENTS
Last season over fifty thousaiid dollars in com-
missions and cash priies was paid to solicitors

for the Woman's Home Companion. Even more
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DEVELOPING A NATIONAL TYPE
OF HORSE

One of the most interesting and far-

reaching experiments being conducted by
the United States government is the de-
velopment of a national horse—an equine

tj'pe that will be recognized as distinctive-

ly American.
Horse breeders of the United States are

spending millions of dollars annually on
imported breeds, yet this expense must in-

crease, rather than diminish, under pres-

ent conditions, because no foreign breed
of Jiorse has been found that will not
deteriorate when taken from its home en-

vironment. It has become recognized
that the only solution of the problem
is the development of a national type
of horse—a t>pe that will thrive and im-
prove under American environment, just

as the English hackney, the Percheron and
the Arabian horse all improve in their

natural surroundings.

wanted: a standard carriage horse

The trotting horse is the only equine
type that can be called national to-day.

But in this instance utility and beauty
have been sacrificed to speed, so that the
trotting type is a menace rather than a
benefit. Why should the only American
horse be droop-hipped, cat-hammed, flat-

ribbed, ewe-necked, while fortunes are ex-
pended annually for importations where
service and beauty are demanded? The
trotting-horse type is useless for anything
but race-track purposes. What the coun-
try needs is a carriage horse that will

conform to certain standards of style and
action. The demand for a carriage horse
of fine type is general. The farmer, the

merchant, the professional man and the

man of leisure constitute the market. But
while the demand is so general, the sup-
ply is practically exhausted. Constant im-
portation does not solve the problem,
becaiTse of the rapid deterioration of the

and lung power that gives the Colorado
horse wind and courage to make a him-
dred miles a day and repeat the perform-
ance next day without injury. The
climatic conditions and pure air and water
are apparently conducive to speedy
growth, while the native grasses, sun-
cured on the plains, have always been
considered the finest feed for any kind of
live stock.

SELECTING STOCK FOR BREEDING

In selecting the foundation stock for
this first government stud it was decided
to make use of those families of Ameri-
can-bred trotters specially noted for qual-
ity, size, style, action and substance, rather
than speed. The progeny of such famous
sires as Red Wilkes, Morgan Messenger,
Onward, Harrison Chief and Almont,
bred to .mares with a large proportion of
old Morgan blood, should become the
basis of the new strain.

After several months thirty-five mares
were collected from seven states, and were
passed upon by- the purchasing committee.
There were representative animals from
the farms of the most famous breeders in

Wyoming, .Kentucky, Wisconsin, Iowa,
Illinois, Michigan and other states, and
from this most remarkable assembly four-
teen mares were finally selected.

THE RENOWNED GOVERNMENT STALLION

Even greater care was evidenced when
it came to selecting the stallion to be placed
at the head of the government stud. After
the commission had examined worthy ani-

mals from all parts of the country, unani-
mous choice finally settled on Carmon,
bred by Norman J. Coleman, of St Louis,
and owned by Thomas W. Lawson, of
Boston. It is not inappropriate that the
first government stallion should have been
bred by the first Secretary of Agriculture.
Carmon was purchased early in life by

Thomas W. Lawson for his famous coach
four. He stands sixteen hands high,

weighs 1,340 pounds, and is a glossy
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CARMON, REPRESENTING TYPE OF AMERICAN CARRIAGE HORSE

descendants of imported horses. The only
remedy is the development of a national
carriage horse, and it is with this purpose
in view that the government has estab-
lished a horse-breeding station at Fort
Collins, Colorado, where the first steps
in this experiment in evolution have been
taken.

THE ROCKY MOUNTAIN REGION AS A BREED-

ING GROUND

In locating the national horse-breeding
station in Colorado, the experts in charge
of this experimental work took cognizance
of the advantages offered in the altitude
and cIimate~of the Rocky Mountain re-
gion. Fort Collins is located about fifty

miles north of Denver, a few miles east
of the Rocky Mountain foothills. On these
high plains the tiny three-toed horse,
whose rernains were found by the Whit-
ney scientific expedition, roamed in pre-
historic ages. On these wonderful uplands,
approximately a mile above the sea level,

everything tends to the production of a
perfect horse. Sound bones and hoofs,
great lung power and good size are most
desired in a horse. The bone of the na-
tive_ Colorado horse is as dense as a piece
of ivory. The dry atmosphere develops
a hoof so solid that a native horse can
travel miles over the rockiest country and
suffer no inconvenience from lack of
shoes. The high altitude develops heart

bronze bay in color, with black points.

He is ten years old, and his grace and
beauty and good qualities of disposition
are the admiration of all visitors, from
every part of the world, who inspect the
foundation stock at the government stud.

"points" of the GOVERNMENT STUD

In developing the ideal carriage horse
there is no thought of demanding absolute
uniformity in the foundation stock. There
is a variety of road vehicles and a con-
sequent variety of individual taste, and so
there must be variation in color, size and
temperament when' the horse is concerned.
But there should be uniformity in confor-
mation_, style, quality and finish, thus es-

tablishing a marked type, at the same
time keeping in mind the varying demands
of the gig, runabout, brougham, landau
and country carriage.

HOW THE COLTS WILL BE DISTRIBUTED

There are about twenty colts at the
experiment station, and while all of them
do not exhibit the qualities that will lead
to their retention in the government stud,

there are enough admirable types to en-
able the experts in charge of the work to
begin the process of selection. Through
this constant selection of the best speci-

mens will come the evolution of a national
type of horse maintaining all the best of the
old Morgan characteristics, with other
good qualities that even the Morgan horse

did not possess. Under the Colorado con-
tract, a government stud book is to be es-

tablished, and government records kept.
In a few years, when the experiment has
made progress that will allow of distri-

bution, the product of the government
stud will be distributed among the various
states—probably being stationed at the
agricultural colleges — where scientific

breeding will be carried on. In this way
the American carriage horse will be dis-

tributed throughout the country, and in

one or two generations it will have a
marked effect on American live stock. Un-
der such careful and scientific direction
the type will grow better and more dis-

tinctive as the experiment advances.
Eventually, also, the business tide will

turn, and instead of being a horse-import-
ing nation, America will become a nation
of horse exporters.—Arthur Chapman in

Review of Reviews.
<$>

SCRUB HOGS AGAINST COMMON
SENSE

Why do some good farmers keep scrvtb

hogs when pure-bred animals can be had
for a little more outlay? Does common
sense dictate such a course? In my state

scrub pigs two and one-half months old
will cost about two dollars and fifty cents
each, while pure-bred pigs can be bought
at the same age for five dollars each. Of
course all stock hogs can't be bought as
low as five dollars a head, but good pigs
with a fair pedigree and entitled to reg-
istration can be had for. the price named.
A buys a pair of scrub pigs and goes

to raising hogs. The first year his sow
has five pigs. At two and one-half
months old he £an sell them for twelve
dollars and fifty cents. B about the same
time gets a pair of registered pigs. Dur-
ing the year his sow farrows and has five

pigs ; at two and one-half months he sells

them for twenty-five dollars, just double
the amount A received for his scrub pigs.

A's pigs, with the exception of the first

cost, were the same expense to him that
B's were to him, yet B with five dol-
lars more invested has made double the
profit. And when we consider that two
dollars and fifty cents each is all A can
ever expect to receive for his pigs, B in

all probability will sell his second litter

any where from five dollars to fifteen dol-
lars each.

The pure-bred hog is healthier, will

grow faster in the same time, and as a
rule will fatten at any age, while the
scrub is hard to fatten under twelve
months, and besides it takes a much long-
er time to get him fat.

Every farmer who works as much as
twenty-five acres ought to keep at least

three pure-bred sows. If not able to keep
a boar, let him hire'the services of a good
male of the same breed as the sows. No
good farmer can afford to keep scrubs

;

in the end they cost more every time.

W. H. Armistead.
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The past year has been a prosperous
one Jor most of our people. Do not be
afraid to spend a little of your earnings
for some form of entertainment during
the winter months. It will leave you
fresher and better for the spring work.

Edward Everett, in speaking of the in-

fluence of the ownership of the soil, says

:

''The man who stands upon his own soil,

who feels that by the law of the land he
is the rightful and exclusive owner of
the land which he tills, feels more strongly
than another the character of a man as
the lord of an inanimate world. Of this

great and wonderful sphere, which fash-
ioned by the hand of God, and upheld by
his power, is rolling through the heav-
ens, a part is his from the center to

the sky."
<»

One of the best ways in which farmers
can help and protect each other is to re-

fuse to subscribe for any paper that

prints fake, medical or misleading adver-
tisements. Thousands of people are
swindled by misleading advertisements,
and thousands more are injured by
so-called "patent medicines" every year.

So great has been the harm done in these
ways that Farm and Fireside has for

some time refused all medical and other
advertising that is questionable. Some
papers still print such advertisements,
thereby helping in many cases to injure
their own subscribers. The best way to

show your disapproval of such practises,

is to refuse to subscribe for any such pa-
per. Farm and Fireside is so careful

of its advertisements and so watchful of
its subscribers' interests that it guarantees
the reliability and honesty of every ad-
vertiser.

' SECRETARY WILSON ON FOREST
RESERVES

Upon his return to Washington from
a seven weeks' trip to the Northwest, dur-
ing which he made a special investigation

of the federal government's forest reser-

vations. Secretary Wilson made public a
few observations on this important sub-
ject. He says:

"It has been two years since the forest
reservations came under the Department
of Agriculture, and I have been anxious
all that time to look them over myself,

but the meat inspection and pure-'food

problems have kept me away until re-

cently.

"The government has, roughlj', about
150,000,000 acres of forest reserve. With
regard to them I found two chief prob-
lems : First, to insure protection from
fire, and, second, to reforest the land
where continual fires have destroyed the
young trees. There are millions of acres
growing nothing except a little grass. The
question of reforestation is pressing.

"The price of lumber indicates that we
are up against a wood famine. Lumber
is being shipped from the Northwest all

over the world. A great deal of it is

even coming here to the East. Common
lumber costs thirty dollars a thousand
when it gets to the Mississippi Valley.
"In the forest regions the homesteader,

or the man who gets patent under the
timber and stone act, often sells to private
corporations, some of which have as mawr
as 30,000,000 acres, and are still buyii^f.

Considerable pressure comes from persons
who want to get title money to sell to
such companies and put the money in their
pockets.

* * *

"I failed to find much sentiment against
the reserves, except from the small ele-

ment that would like to get possession to
sell. In the heavily timbered regions of
the Northwest it is not very practicable
to make a farm. It would cost about one
hundred dollars an acre to get the land
cleared fit for cultivation. The general
sentiment is that the President's policy is

wise, since it is evident that wood is

going to be very scarce in this country
before many years.
"There was very little feeling regarding

the grazing in the reserves. It is desir-
able to have the grass eaten short so that
it will not feed fires. The policy of the

government is to take care of the settler

who has a limited amount of land and to
let him put in a few head of cattle for
nothing, charging him for the rest about
twenty per cent of the value of the forage
eaten by his cattle.

'

"What seems to be the best offer of the
government is that of land in the reclaimed
districts for the cost of the water used
in irrigation."

<?>

STANDARD OIL
In the verj' opening of the suit brought

by the United States government to dis-

solve the Standard Oil trust Special
Counsel Kellogg struck pay dirt. Skil-
ful examination of the witnesses not only
brought to light some of the secret, inner
workings of the company, but disclosed
enormous profits hitherto concealed from
the public. From Comptroller Fay he
drew the admission that the Standard's
profits from 1899 to 1906 aggregated
$490,315,934, an average of over $70,000,-

000 a vear, which is over seventv per cent
on its capital stock of over $98,000,000.

The testimony showed that in 1906 the
profits of the subsidiary Standard Oil
Company of Indiana—recently fined $29,-

240,000 by Judge Landis—were over $10,-

000,000, or one thousand per cent.

The few people who have been com-
plaining about the severitj' of the Judge
need not worrj' any more about the ability

of the company to pay the fine.

Before Judge Landis, in Chicago, Presi-
dent John D. Rockefeller testified that

the profits of the Standard were about
forty per cent, which would be something
over $40,000,000 a year.

Alas, poor John, what will now become
of his great reputation for business?
Whatever views the public may have held
regarding his conscientious scruples or
his methods of swelling a fabulous for-

tune, the opinion was unanimous as to

the greatness of his business ability. By
reputation he was never satisfied unless

he had extracted every possible dollar of
profit out of every transaction and was
always getting satisfaction. People mar-
veled at the great business brain at the
head of Standard Oil.

Xow, how shocked he must have been
to find out that his big company has been
making $30,000,000 a year more profit

than he thought it was. As to the public,

its business idol has fallen down. What
does it now think of the man who raked
in many millions of extra profit each year
that he didn't know about? A more as-

tounding case of carelessness cannot be
found in the business world.

POSTAL SAVINGS BANKS
Almost every important country in the

world except the United States has a postal

savings system. There has been agita-

tion of the subject here for a number of
years, with a growing sentiment in favor
of the establishment of postal savings
banks. Congress has advanced to the
point of collecting through- the State De-
partment information on the operations
of the postal savings system.

In his forthcoming annual report Post-
master General Meyer, who studied the
system abroad during his diplomatic
career, will urge upon Congress the estab-
lishment of postal savings banks through-
out the countrj'. In a recent interview he
said :

*

"I am heartily in favor of the estab-
lishment of postal savings banks, and will

urge upon Congress at the next session
the enactment of such laws as will enable
the people to turn over to the government
for safe keeping their savings. I know
there is opposition in certain quarters to

the proposition, but I do not expect it to

encounter as much as my other sugges-
tion for the improvement of our parcels

post system. I am looking to the West
for sterling support in both.

When the question is viewed calmly
there is not much in it to excite opposi-
tion. I have not gone into details as yet,

but have given consideration only to the

general basic principles. My plan is to

allow interest upon all deposits, say at the

rate of two per cent per annum. Private

savings banks offering three and four per

cent interest 011 deposits cannot with rea-

son, fear that the government's banks will
cut materially into their business.

* * *

"We constantly hear of the tightness of
money. We are frequently told that our
currency system is not sufficiently elastic
From my study, while abroad, and from
my observations since becoming Postmas-
ter General, I am satisfied that a great
deal can be done in the direction of keep-
ing money in circulation hy establishing
postal savings banks. I do not believe
the government should enter into compe-
tition with savings banks, and* I do not
believe it will if we fix a rate of interest
lower than that paid by the private estab-
lishments. I would suggest two per cent
because the government has no trouble
in borrowing all the money it needs at
that rate of interest. I will recommend
that the money deposited with the postal
savings banks be loaned out to the nation-
al banks at not less than the rate of in-

terest the government pays, and the rate
hiight be made two and one half per
cent, so that all expenses incident to the
conduct of postal savings banks would be
covered and the government would operate
without a loss.

* * *

"I have not decided, to my own satis-

faction, just how these deposits of postal
savings funds with national banks will be
secured. It might be provided in the
law that, like other government deposits,

the national banks be required to give
United States bonds as security. But
that is one of the details that can easily

be arranged.
"What- we want now is to secure the

passage of a law which will launch here
a system that has been conducted with
so much success abroad. Whether a special

issue of stamps should be provided to

be sold the public to be placed in books
to be issued by postal savings banks is

another question which can well be dis-

posed of when the law is being framed.
IMy idea is that it might be stipulated

that amounts from twenty-five cents up-
ward should be accepted by post-masters,
and that no account should be permitted
to exceed $250. I think it well to place a
maximum upon the total of the savings
to be cared for by the government. After
the depositor has accumulated $250 or

$300 the savings habit will be upon him
and he can then be prevailed upon to

withdraw the amount for deposit m some
private or national institution and begin
again with his small savings."

THE WAY OF THE LAND
TRANSGRESSOR

In the estimation of President Roose-
velt the most vital internal problem of
the United States is the forest question.

To prevent our remaining resources from
passing into the hand of monopolies,
land grabbers and looters is now his

fixed determination.
In the "Pacific Monthly" for August

Mr. Lute Pease begins a series of papers
on our land frauds. "The public lands,"

says he, "do not belong to the govern-

ment. They belong to you and me and all

the people of the nation. The govern-
ment is our trustee." Through non-en-

forcement of its land laws the government
gave the land thief his opportunity, and
for manv years he continued to improve
it assiauously. Dead-letter laws were
violated and claims "proved up" in utter

defiance of the real spirit and purpose of

the law; for the government is nobody,

and consequently was not injured. This

easy belief is the "land conscience." The
government paid no attention to the

locator, who promptly turned his holding

over to a few for unrestricted exploita-

tion.
* *

"But it should be denied." says he,

"that general Western sentiment has

favored or condoned land lawbreaking.

For the past twenty-five years we have
observed such action with a sort of dull

wonder that practically nothing was done

to check it. We have seen clerks, cow-
boys, school teachers, tramps, laborers,

preachers, every sort and condition of

men and women, go blithely forth to 'take

up a claim,' make affidavit that it is fer
their own use and benefit, not for spec-
ulative purposes or in the interests of
another, and in due time, after a 'con-
structive' residence, 'prove up' and
promptly deed the land over to the 'inno-
cent purchaser.' We have seen men going
about offering people four or five dollars
for the 'use of their rights;' we have seen
huge areas of public land fenced about
by stockmen, or held by them through
fraudulently acquired homesteads giving
monopoly of the watercourses ; we have
known or heard of innumerable cases
where legitimate settlers or entr>'men have
been intimidated and sometimes shot if

they refuse to move, and we have won-
dered."

* * *

Theodore* Roosevelt, however, has put
an end to that public sentiment that ap-
parently sanctioned lawbreaking. This
he has done by withdrawing from entry
millions of acres of coal and timber
lands and ordering searching investiga-
tions into the negotiations therefor with
the Interior Department. Fierce affd re-

sentful at this invasion and attack upon
their "prescriptive" rights, certain West-
ern senators proceeded to vent their
displeasure on Secretary Hitchcock and
Forester Pinchot. Senator Carter, of
Montana, was the ablest and best in-

formed of those who opposed the policies

of the administration. Eastern railroad,
trust and other anti-Roosevslt forces aug-
mented the opposition in Congress.

In endeavoring to create sentiment
against the President and his forest policy,

sectionalism is strongly appealed to. As
an illustration, a convention recently held
in Denver, in accordance with a resolu-
tion of the General Assembly of Colorado,
will suffice. This meeting has been char-
acterized "The Land-Grabbers' Last
Stand." The whole affair was a "packed"
meeting and was inspired by the Pres-
ident's opponents. The committee on
program had not made provision for a
single utterance in favor of the Roose-
velt policy. The "talks" were entirely

one-sided, and there was to be no debate.
Our government was "bureaucratic,"
"oppressive," "despotic," etc., said its

speakers, and to assist their good work
a "tainted news" campaign has been pre-
cipitated in advance, particularly in

Wyoming and Colorado. Senator War-
ren, of Wyoming, was" forced to protest
against the "packed" aspect and general
unfairness of this convention's proceed-
ings. Of the fifteen land states, 644 del-

egates were reported by the credentials
committee. Of this number, Wyoming
was given 145 and Colorado 386! All the
others combined had only 133!

* * *

Notwithstanding, the efforts of the land
grabbers were frustrated. Resolutions
were adopted "cordially" endorsing the
"active and successful efforts of the ad-
ministration in the enforcement of the
land laws of the country," and "heartily"
approving the "vigorous prosecution of
all known violators of such laws." Wieu
the President became aware of the mis-
representation of his attitude by the pro-
gram committee of the Denver convention,
in advance of its meeting, he sent a letter

by Secretary Garfield that completely un-
horsed his opponents.
Therein he said: "Our whole purpose

is to protect the public lands for the gen-
uine homeniaker. . . . The men whom
we have prosecuted and who fe«r pros-
ecution by us naturally endeavor to break
down the policy under which, and under
which alone, the home maker's rights

can be seciu-ed. and the lands preserved
for the use of himself and his children.

. . . The beneficiaries and instigators

of. or participators in. the frauds of
course disapprove the acts of the admin-
istration. . . . The real beneficiaries

of the destruction of the forest reserves

would be the great lumber companies,
which would speedily monopolize them.
If it had not been for the creation of the

present system of forest reserves, prac-

tically every acre of timber land in the

West would he now controlled, or be on
the point of being controlled, by one huge
lumber trust."
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By ALONZO RICE

Soon the summer will surrender
All the glories sweet and tender,

And the sunset's golden splendor
Fade and faH

;

Then will Flora's fragrant blessing

All the hills and vales caressing
Down the hazy lands go guessing

From us all.

Over fallow land and stubble,

Birds in single lines and double
From the skies of storm and trouble

Wing their flight ;

--Crickets 'mid the deadened grasses
' Now are chanting mournful masses
For the grace that fades and passes

From our sight.

Sooher how the day reposes
Over western hills ; and roses

Droop their heads in garden closes,
Faint and frail.

•Chilly breezes from the river,

Where the fading willows shiver.

Bear the owlet's boding quiver

, Down the vale.

Twilight fills the laud, and hushes
Daily life ; each window blushes
With the sunset's crimson flushes,

Growing dim
;

Dian's shallop, now canoeing
Up the east where clouds are brewing
For to-morrow's dark undoing,

Shows her rim.

Cooler winds begin to bluster

From the north, where snow clouds muster,

While the children in a cluster
Nightfall brings

;

1 can hear storm bugles blowing,
While before the days of snowing
Are my fancies whitely showings

Under wings

!

<$>

The Great Orange and Lemon Crop of

California

BY CH-\RLES ALMA BYERS

C.-vlifornia's crop of oranges and
lemons for the season, the ship-

ment of which to Eastern markets
is now nearing the end,.breaks all

previous records. In boxes it is conserva-

tively estimated at 11,286,000, and its val-

ue to the various persons and institutions

concerned—ranchers, shippers and rail-

roads—will be thirty miUion dollars. At
least, these figures are given the public

by California's two great fruit exchanges,

the California Citrus Union and the Cali-

fornia Fruit Growers' Exchange, and no
organization or individual is in a better

position to know than are these.

The shipment of the orange and lemon

crop of this season up 'to the middle of

August had amounted to 26,406 carloads,

all of which went to markets east of the

Rocky Mountains, and of this number 23,-

336 were of oranges and 3,070 of lemons.

And on account of a scarcity of cars, tHc

capacity of each of these _26,406 was
crowded to the utmost, containing many
more boxes than ever before, which would
probably raise the number of carloads to

about 28,000.

To Eastern people, since it is they who
"pay the freight," it will be. of interest to

know that approximately one. third the

Eastern price of oranges and lemons

goes to the various railroads for freight

and icing charges, at the rate of $380 a

car. This means that for this season's

crop a total of about $10,000,000 is re-

ceived by railroad companies in payment
for transportation, and that there is a

remainder of $20,000,000 to be divided

between growers and shippers and to be

paid for packing.

The average good crop of oranges and
lemons, growers say, means an income
of about $1,000 an acre. Sometimes, how-
ever, this figure is more tlian doubled.

One such instance is brought to attention
this year by an orange farmer at Covina.
Los Angeles County, California, who
claims that from a fraction over an acre
he has harvested $2,900 net of "the golden
fruit." The same ranchman also asserts

that from a three-acre orchard he will

receive about $6,000. To bring such fig-

ures down to a still finer point, there are
instances reported from the Rivera dis-

trict wherein ranchmen have had rettirns

of as much as fifteen dollars a tree

throughottt an orchard's acreage, Valen-
cias being the variety grown in such
cases. Although this season's record is

still incomplete, growers assert that the

average net yield to them will be about
four dollars a box, or one hundred
pounds, and up to date there have been
cases reported of single carloads selling

for more than $2,000.

To, show the increased growth of the
citrus-fruit industry in southern Califor-

nia during the past twelve years, taking
into consideration only the shipments to

Eastern markets, and none of the con-
sumption on the Pacific Coast, the follow-

ing table has been compiled from authentic
records

:

BOXES YEAR

1895-6 2,545,200
1896-7 2,649,000
1897-8 5,091.408
1898-9 3,477,936
1899-00. . . ,6,436,858

1900- 1 8,809,714

1901-2.
1902-3.
1903-4.
1904-5

.

1905-6.
1906-7.

BOXES

. . 7,035,080
. . 7,915,760
. . 10,500,084

. .11,280,676

.. 9,824,918
. .11,286,000

In 1880 only about twenty carloads of

oranges were shipped, but this year, 1907,

more than 26,000 carloads have been
shipped to points east of the Rocky
Mountains.
Although there are many orange and

lemon farms in southern California of

large acreage, there are hundreds of fam-

ilies who live in affluence from farms of
only a few acres. In cases of the latter

kind special attention is given to produc-
ing a fine grade of the fruit and to taking
care of the entire yield. Most of the
orange and lemon crop is packed and
shipped to Eastern markets under the di-

rections of the California Fruit Growers'
Exchange and the California Citrus Un-
ion, whose headquarters are in Los Ang-
eles. These associations are formed
mostly of the real growers, and are or-

ganized for the purpose of serving both
the large and small growers, and for ob-
taining a uniformity in packing and
prices.

Some Remarkable New England Cows
BY MAURICE MEREDITH

lyi ASSACHUSETTs has some remarkably
* fine cows, and more attention is given

to the raising of good cows in New Eng-
land than ever before, since so many of

the farms have become dairies and abottt

their only produce is the milk sent to Bos-
ton and other large cities. Hundreds of

the New England farmers have converted
their stony acres into grass land for pas-

turage and hay, and some of them have
herds of twenty or twenty-five cows, the
milk from which goes to the city, or the
cream from the milk is sold to some near-
by creamery, and the farmer raises calves

to sell with the milk that is left when the
cream is gone.
Now and then one hears of a cow estab-

lishing a wonderful record for herself as

a producer of milk. One of the cows to

thus come into prominence is a Holstein
cow owned by Mr. D. W. Field, of Mon--
tello, Massachusetts. This cow is named
Dekol Creamelle, and she seems deter-
mined to live up to the first syllable of her
second name. She is a Holstein, and may
also be anxious to sustain the reputation

of that race of cows. Madame Dekol
Creamelle has an actual record of seven
hundred and eighty pounds, or three hun-
dred and ninety quarts, of milk in seven
days, which is an average of a little more
than fifty-five quarts a day. And for thirty-
three days of her very carefully kept rec-
ord Madame Dekol Creamelle gave an
average of thirty-three quarts a day. The
cream from her milk was made into but-
ter, and it averaged 28.13 pounds a week,
or more than four pounds a day.
This is a record of which Madame

Dekol Creamelle may well feel proud,
but she is compelled to take a back seat
as a butter maker, for Mr. Field has in

his herd another cow, from the cream of
which 29.26 pounds of butter Iiave been
made in seven days.
Mr. Field has nearly one hundred and

fifty head of Holsteins in his herd, and
he has one cow that he values at ten
thousand dollars. This cow earned one
hundred and thirty-four dollars in one
month after the cost of her feed had been
deducted. Mr. Field thinks that scientific

feeding has a great deal to do with the
success he is making in securing almost
unheard-of quantities of milk from his
cows. The cows in his herd are fed
from thirty to forty pounds of chopped
vegetables and beet pulp, six to ten -pounds
of grain and from thirty to forty pounds
of hay a day. The cows are milked three
times a day by hand. Mr. Field's Dekol
Creamelle seems to hold the record when
it comes to the amount of milk produced
in a single year, for from the twenty-fifth
of February, 1906, to the twenty-fifth of
February, 1907, she produced 26,286
pounds of milk. If there is any other cow
in the land with a greater record than
this, let her stand forth and "produce
the documents."
The price of the common run of cows

and horses has greatly increased in New
England in recent years. The way in
which electricity has taken the place of
horses as a motive power has not less-
ened the demand for horses in the least,
and a fairly good farm horse will sell
readily for from two hundred to two hun-
dred and fifty dollars, while an ordinary
cow will bring from sixty to seventy dol-
lars. The writer is spending the summer
on a New Hampshire dairy farm, from
which a cow of ordinary breed was sold
recently for one hundred dollars. She
has a record of twenty-eight quarts of
milk a day while running out to pasture.

<S>

Honor fot American Agriculturist
"The excellence of the American agricul-

tural teaching and education has re-
cently been given notable recognition bv
die selection of A. E. Parr of the Iowa
State Agricultural College as director of
agricultural and animal industry for Brit-
ish India. A salary of ten thousand dol-
lars a year for ten years goes with the
appointment, and in addition it is under-
stood that he will be eligible to retire at
the end of that time and draw a pen-
sion for life of five thousand dollars a
\ear.

A TYPICAL LEMON GROVE AT PICKING TIME AT COVINA, CALIFORNIA

The First Philippine Assembly

The opening of the first Philippine As-
sembly will take place October 16th,

and will be formally addressed by Secre-
tary of War William H. Taft,' who is

expected to arrive in Manila on the 14th
inst. After two weeks on the islands, in-

stead of returning home across the Pacific,

Mr. Taft will go to Vladivostok and then
to Moscow via the Trans-Siberian Rail-
way, reaching there about November 23rd.
After a visit to St. Petersburg, Berlin
and a few other European cities he is

scheduled to reach the States about the
middle of December.

ORANGES ON TREES, AND SNOW ON THE MOUNTAINS IN BACKGROUND THE CLEANING, SORTING AND PACKING OF CALIFORNIA NAVEL ORANGES
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'ou won't forget me, will you?'' said

Arthur Grant. "It seems dread-
ful to think that it will be nine

months before I will see you again,

but you must write often."

"It is more likely you will forget me,"
said Violet Clarke tearfully. "You wi41

meet a great many girls at college who
will be very bright and—

"

"I will never forget you if I meet all

the girls in the world," said the young
man firmly. "Don't cry, dear. When I

have finished my school work and am es-

tablished in some profession, then we will

be together always."
"I hope so," said the weeping girl

rather doubtfully.

"It will be so if we both live," answer-
ed her lover.

*

The next day Arthur Grant set out to

college, after dreaming and planning for

that event for years. Violet could scarcely
say good-by for her tears. She, too, had
dreamed of college for years, but it was
impossible for her to leave her invalid

mother, who needed her care. As the
train pulled out it seemed the little vil-

lage would suffocate her, shut in as it was
with hills, and her heart was very heavy
as she hurried back to her home duties.

"He will read and study and improve
while I will be going backward," she sob-

bed to herself, as she hastily changed
her dress. "Yes, mother. I am coming."
Then she ran down to listen to the fret-

ful voice of the poor woman who had
suffered so long.

The year went rapidly for Arthur, and
he rapidly won for himself a high place

in the esteem of the faculty by his manly
ways and good scholarship. Several of

the wealthy patrons of the school on the

lookout for bright pupils threw many
paying tasks in his way, and at the end
of the term he was surprised and grati-

fied to be asked to tutor a crippled lad

through the summer vacation, and be a -

sort of companion for him at the country
home of the boy's father.

"I am sorry not to be able to come
home," he wrote to Violet, "but you
would say I was foolish to allow a chance
like this to slip past me. The money will

enable me to complete my next term
without worrying, and the association

with clever, refined people will do me a

world of good." There were much more
along the same line, and Violet did re-

joice over his good fortune, but the ref-

erence to "clever, refined people" lingered

in her mind for weeks.
During the first summer that Arthur

was away Violet's mother died suddenly,

and the girl had little time for let-

ters. She wrote hastily to Arthur, say-

ing that she would be very busy, so he
should not be surprised if letters were
rare until she was settled. She could not

grieve for her mother, as she would have
done if the poor lady had been in good
health, for Mrs. Clarke had long wished
to rejoin her husband and be at peace.

She had suffered so intensely that the

young girl knew from the look of relief

on the thin face that death came as a

welcome release.

"I will give Arthur a pleasant sur-

prise," said Violet to herself, as she dis-

posed of the things she could not store

in the one room she had reserved for her-
self in the home. "I will be at college

when the term opens, and take up the
work just a year behind him. A bright,

clever man needs a clever wife, so I

will try for his sake to do well. If he can
make money to keep up his expenses, so
can I."

Mrs. Clarke had nothing besides a
small income, that stopped with her death,
and the home, so settling up the affairs was
a slight task. Violet was almost happy
as she planned her small wardrobe, care-
fully gathered together the money from
the sale of the .family horse and some
other property which was to help her
over the first year in school, and made the
other preparations that would enable her
to be at college the second Monday in

September, when the term began.
"I do hope I shall be able to avoid

Arthur to-morrow," thought Violet, as

she prepared to start for the railroad sta-

tion on Saturday. "I want to keep away
from him until he sees me in the class-

room on Monday."
The village girl of eighteen knew noth-

ing about colleges and their ways, but in

her mind was a picture of the surprise
A.rthur would show when he discovered
in the black-robed slender figure the
maiden of his choice.

"Special delivery letter for you, Vio-
let," said the village postmaster, panting
after her on the train. "It just come a
little while ago. Better read it before
you get on the train."

None of the villagers knew where Vio-
let was going, but all were aware that a
brand-new trunk had been taken to the
station that morning.
"Your Aunt Mary was took just like

j'our ma," wrote a kindly neighbor of
Mrs. Clarke's sister, "and she wants you
right away. I mistrust she won't linger
long, but you can't tell. The neighbors
and me have been doing for her, but she
wants her own relations with her."

Violet could not keep back the tears as
she stumbled through the poorly written
letter. Of course she would go at once,
but it might be weeks and months before
she would get to college now. With a
sinking heart she boarded the train and
v, as whizzed through the college town on
her way to her aunt's, instead of hope-
fully taking up a new life in it, as she
had planned. She did press her face
eagerly against the window, in hope of
catching a glimpse of Arthur, but that
comfort was denied her. Far back under
a tree, seated on a bench with a young
lady, was a man who looked like Arthur,
but through her tears she could not de-
cide whether it was he or not. The bell

clanged, and the town and Violet's dream
of college life vanished together.
And in the meantime what of Arthur?

The gentleman who was interested in

him and who gave him the place as tutor
soon found ways of giving him extra
work, in order that he might improve his

wardrobe. Arthur was not slow to see
that while clothes do not make the man,
it was necessary to dress well among the

"

fashionable people of the household. The
things he once would have counted as ex-
travagant and foolish now seemed neces-
sary, and they were, since as companion
to the cripple lad he was very often
with the guests of the household. His
quick intuition enabled him to avoid mis-
takes, and the well-paid work his em-

new-mown hay on the lawn one hot sum-
mer afternoon. "I could almost guess your
thoughts by just looking at your face,"
she went on teasingly. "Do you want me
to begin?"
"You certainly do not claim to be a

mind reader. Miss Shelby," said the
young man, turning red. "Isn't this a
glorious afternoon? Look at that silver

thread of the river creeping through the
green meadow."
"Which means you are afraid of my

powers of mind reading," said the young
lady, lightly seating herself on the hay
near him. "Yes, it is a beautiful after-

noon. I believe a blind and deaf person
would naturally drop into poetry an af-

ternoon like this."

Arthur looked her all over gravely be-
fore he answered. The flickering lights

and shadows sifted down through the oak
leaves above, touching her white dress
and golden hair tenderly. A pair, of
white hands lay in .her lap, and she looked
as if she might inspire a poet as the soft

wind tossed the waving locks back from
her beautiful face. All her life her path-
way had been sprinkled with roses and her
life made bright by parents with wealth
at their command.
"A blind and deaf person could still feel

this air and enjoy the fragrance of the hay
and flowers," he said. "I am thankful I

can see and hear, and I wish all people
could do the same."
"There are worse afflictions than being

blind and deaf, physically blind and deaf,"
said Grace Shelby. "Once we spent a
summer in a farmhouse, a real farmhouse,
not one like this, and actually the people
there were so narrow and sordid that
nothing appealed to them but money mak-
ing. Their lives were hard and barren
and narrow beyond belief. The young girls

were pretty in a way. but when they
reached twenty-five or thirty were faded
and vacant looking and careworn. They
never read a thing and never got away
from home. I think that is worse than
being blind and deaf, as people speak of
those afflictions."

"All country people are not like that,"

said the young man, nettled by her
speech.

"Of course there are exceptions," said

"From behind a stack of books came a white-faced youne man who had heard every word"

ployer gave him made the extra clothes

possible. In white flannels and cool linen

and duck suits he often wondered what
Violet would think of him. He thought
of having "his picture taken for her ; but

when he remembered the little locket she

wore about her neck, with the picture of

a shy, awkward lad of seventeen in it, he
could not bring himself to replace that

hard-working farm boy of the locket

with the stylish young gentleman of leis-

ure of the present.
"Dreaming, Mr. Grant?" said a laugh-

ing voice, as Arthur watched his crip-

pled charge roll i.i great delight on the

Grace, "but they are few and far be-
tween. The young men know nothing
higher than corn husking, and the girls

are concerned with selling- butter and
eggs. All the ambitious young folks go
to the cities as soon as they are old
enough, and the dull ones are left behind.
We had a neighbor once who was mar-
ried to a country girl, and I pitied her
exceedingly. He left home to go to col-

lege, and outgrew her in a few months,
but she refused to release him, so when
his course was ended he married her. I

suppose she had been pretty and attrac-
tive at eighteen, but at twenty-six she

looked forty. Of course they cannot be
happy, for she knows nothing beyond her
children a^id her housekeeping, while he
has friends among the most cultivated
people of the city."

"Would you have him desert her?"
asked Arthur as lightly as he could,
fearing lest his face showed the interest
he felt in the story.

"Of course not; but he never should
have married her. She would be happy,
as happy as she is capable of being, out
on- some farm with a plodding husband,
but now she is miserable and ill at ease
among her husband's friends. It might
have hurt her if he had broken the en-
gagement when he first realized the great
gulf between them, but she would have
recovered, while now her whole life is

spoiled."

"It would not have been honorable,"
said Arthur in a low tone. "Perhaps she
had home duties that kept her from
school and improving her mind."

"Yes, I think that was the case; but
she should have had common sense
enough to know the 'folly of marrying a
man far above her."
Arthur hastily changed the subject, for

fear his face might betray his inner
thoughts, as indeed it did. He was tliink-
ing of Violet, who was wearing her life
out for her mother, and wondering if at
twenty-six she would look forty. Miss
Shelby had no right to judge things from
her standpoint, he thought, yet he could
not get away from her statements.
Hitherto he had had a mean feeling that
he was living in ease while his sweet-
heart was toiling in the narrow little vil-
lage home, but he began for the first time
to look at the other side of the case. Miss
Shelby watched him closely while she
talked, for she had heard his history from
her cousin, who was Arthur's host,
though of course they knew nothing of
his engagement. It was with the thought
of warning him against entangling al-
liances that she spoke at first, but when
they talked of other things she felt sure
the plain gold ring on his finger spoke of
an alliance already entered into, and she
wondered what his future would be.
Arthur went back to college without

ever knowing the disappointment Violet
had suffered. She wrote briefly to him
of her new home off in the countrj' with
an invalid auni, but she spoke hopefully
of the future, so he would not think
of the real state of her mind. She said
her aunt had a small farm, and she would
have to oversee everything, since the mis-
tress of the house could walk about only
with the aid of crutches. She told him
she might have little time for letters, and
somehow a sense of relief crept into his
heart. He was instantly ashamed of the
feeling, and wrote a long, tender letter
to Violet: but studies and work soon en-
grossed his mind, and his letters also be-
came brief.

During the four years of his college
course Arthur never saw Violet once. His
summers \teTe taken up with work of a
congenial nature, and it alwavs seemed
impossible to find time to visit the out-of-
the-way farm where Violet still cared for
the almost helpless relative. Her letters
said little about her present life, and after
that first summer she ceased to fill them
with longings to see him. Evidently she
was living over again the years she had
cared for her mother, and his heart went
out in sympathy to her, even if he did not
miss her letters greatly.
At last the four years flew by and grad-

uation day drew near. Arthur was at the
head of his class, the pride of the men
who had helped him through the first
struggling years, and everybody predicted
a brilliant future for him. After gradua-
tion he was to visit Violet and the long-
deferred wedding was to take place. At
least this was what they had planned long
ago, and neither had ever hinted that a
change of program was possible. He had
often asked Violet to send him her pic-
ture, but she had always evaded or ig-
nored his requests. She had never been
more than twenty miles from the farm
since she went to it, and her aunt was
daily growing more feeble. In fact, early
in the spring a brief note said she could
not live longer than a few months at most,
so there could be no bar to their
immediate wedding after her death, since
Arthur was to take a good position in

*
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early autumn, and neither of the young
people had relatives to consult.

"Art Grant is getting pretty attentive

to Grace Shelby, isn't he?" said Mr.
Markham to his friend John Newton in

the college library one fine spring day.

"I think he shows good taste, for she is

the kind of person who will make a good
wife for an ambitious man. She is beau-

tiful and has money, two very important

factors in a man's success nowadays, and
Grant can do no better than to marry her

if he can."

"I hadn't noticed," remarked Mr. New-
ton. "It always seemed to me that Grant
was no ladies' man."

"Well, he isn't. He is just a sensible

young man, in my opinion, but people are

beginning to say he is in love with Grace.

At one time I thought he might have some
sort of a boy-and-girl affair with some
girl in his native village, because he had
so many letters from there; but if he had,

it's all off now. I talked to him pretty

plainly one day about the wisdom of wait-

ing until he was through school before

engaging himself to any one, and I think

he ended up the little affair, if there ever

was one. Arthur Grant is a first-rate

young man, and he'll get along in the

world."
"If Arthur Grant ever was engaged to

a village girl, and the engagement has

been broken, you may be very sure it 'was

not his fault," said Mr. Newton slowly.

"Arthur Grant has too mnch honor and
sense to desert a girl who has been faith-

ful to him for years just because he fan-

cied her beneath him. I have helped a

great many young men through college,

and some of them have disappointed me,
but I know Arthur Grant wiU not."
"You certainly would not have him

handicap himself by making a foolish
marriage, would you?" demanded Mr.
Markham.

"I certainly would not have him break
a solemn contract," said old Mr. New-
ton. "I know he will not, though. I

have the utmost confidence in his in-

tegrity."

. Then the two gentlemen passed out of
the reading room, and from behind a
stack of books came a white-faced young
man who had heard every word. During
those few moments his whole past life

flashed before him, and he had a vision of
a patient, hard-working girl waiting and
working and trusting in a man who
almost unconsciously had grown to pity

himself because of the boyish engagement,
and to plan a way of escape from it.

"I don't deserve the good opinion of
any one, much less that of my firm
friend Mr. Newton, but I will not disap-
point him. I will marry Violet and bring
her here, no matter what it costs."

Then flitted across his path beautiful

Grace Shelby, and she tarried to congratu-
late him on winning a certain prize.

"Every one says you have a brilliant fu-

ture before you," said she earnestly. "I
trust nothing will ever mar it."

"Thank you, Miss Shelby," he said

gravely, and passed on. He wanted to

be alone and think over his future.

At his room he found a letter from
Violet, telling of the death of her aunt.

She had waited until after the funeral

to write to him, knowing he could not

come to her, and spoke only of the de-
tails, of the sad affair. No mention was
made of the future, though commence-
ment was so hear; but Arthur was not
surprised at that, since the poor girl must
be busy with petty cares connected with
the settling up of the little estate.

"I will go down and marry her and
bring her here for commencement," he
resolved. "If I am going to present her
to the people here, I might as well do so
at once. We can stop in the city and get
some necessary things, and her mourning
will keep her from seeing many people.
Next term she can have some private les-

sons, and I will teach her many things
myself. I am done forever with self-

pity."

But it was with the feeling that the
martyrs of old were no more heroic than
he that Arthur Grant set out to carry out
his firm resolution. If he could only find

the girlish sweetheart he had left in his

native village he would be content, he
thought ; but looking back to the great
change in his life, he could not think that
changes had come to Violet, too.

At commencement, when the vast
audience fairly shook the building with
their applause for Arthur Grant, a tall,

graceful woman in deep black wiped away
a few happy tears. Even his best friends
were surprised at the eloquence of the
young man, and no one doubted that time
would bring greater honors.
"Who is that woman in deep mourn-

ing?" asked Grace Shelby of the young
lady who sat next her. "I do believe she
is the only person in the audience who
did not applaud when Mr. Grant spoke."

"Haven't you heard ?" said the other, in
great surprise. "That is his wife! It
it the most romantic story you ever
heard. He hadn't seen her for four years
till he went, to marry her. It seems she
had to take care of her mother first, and
then an invalid aunt on a farm in the
country. People who have met her say
she is wonderfully refined and intelligent.
It seems, in spite of her work, that she had
time to run the farm so it made her a lot

of money, and she improved her mind,
too. Mr. Newton thinks she is simply
wonderful. They were quietly married,
and he brought her here to see him grad-
uate. No wonder he did so well to-day
with that kind of a wife to inspire him.
Isn't she beautiful?"

Grace Shelby looked across the sea of
faces to the one under the mourning veil

all aglow with love light, and thought of
the conversation under the oak tree so
long ago. It was a strong but refined
face showing plainly the soul within, and
it was not surprising that the hero of the
occasion sought her eyes first of all as he
took his seat. In that look Grace saw
the love and devotion of a man's heart;
but with all her intuition, she could not
see the shame and self-abasement that
lurked there because Arthur realized that
he did not deserve the heroic efforts Vio-
let had made all the long, hard years in

his behalf. Instead of being a martyr he
felt himself supremely blest as he gazed
upon the fair, womanly face of his wife
and knew she was the superior of many
who sat about her.

"Yes, she is beautiful," answered Miss
Shelby.

The Frog as a Weather Prophet

IN
Switzerland and Germany the frog

is looked upon as a never-failing

weather prophet, and "Symons Mete-
orological Magazine" very interesting-

ly discusses the Httle animal.

In many houses the frog is kept in a

bottle half filled with water and provided

with a ladder, and the little fello\v is care-

fully watched as to his behavior in uncer-

tain conditions of the atmosphere. A
number of weather maxims are based

upon his posture and activity.

If he remains on one of tlie lowest steps

of the ladder it is considered a sure sign

that bad weather is coming. If he emerges
from the water and rests upon the steps

above it fine weather may be expected,

and the higher he sits on the steps the

finer the weathet is sure to be. He is also

supposed to give warning of bad weather

by croaking loudly before a storm.

The magazine says that there is really

some reason to believe that the green tree

frog is somewhat
experienced a s

regards climatic

conditions, and
acts accordingly.
In fine weather
he skips about
among the
branches of trees,

when at liberty,

catching flies. At
the approach of
winter he seeks
the water and
finds himself a

' bed in the mud
until the follow-
ing spring calls

him out to re-

sume his war on the flies.

Now the frog on the ladder without
doubt watches the weather conditions keen-

ly and rises to look out for flies when
the circumstances seem favorable. On the

other hand, when the weather is cold and
damp he is reminded of winter, and in-

stinctively retires to bury his sorrows in

the imaginary mud, which he seeks at the

bottom of his prison.

Toy Revolutionized Africa

CHANCE has brought fame and fortune

to many a man, but it's a mighty bad
thing to build hopes upon, and a still

more dangerous thing to depend upon.

Power and wealth have and do come from
hard, tireless toil, but it isn't any task at

all for the average mind to contemplate
the great hand chance has played in the

game of Hfe. Many of the world's great-

est mines were discovered by chance, and
in many cases, through ignorance, the dis-

covery has been of no value to the man
who made it. The South African dia-

mond mines, with their stupendous treas-

ure, brought exactly one hundred dollars

to the Boer farmer who was instrumental

in unearthing their secret.
^

Howard Hensman, in his biography of

Cecil Rhodes, says:
"This man one day saw a native child

gleefully playing with a small pebble that

glittered and coruscated in the sun with

unusual brilliance.

"He took the stone from the child, ex-

amined it, and carried it home with him.

He could have had but little idea of what
the stone really was, for probably the only

A SWISS WEATHER
PROPHET

time he had ever heard of diamonds was
when he had read the Old Testament. But
a Boer has always a keen eye for business,

and thinking that the stone might have
some commercial value," the farmer
showed it to a British trader named
O'Reilly.

"O'Reilly seems to have recognized the

stone immediately as a diamond, and
bought it of the Boer—after considerable

haggling—for one hundred dollars. Next
he submitted it to Doctor Atherstone, of

Grahamstown—an authority on mineral-

ogy—who unhesitatingly declared it to be
a diamond of the purest water.

"The diamond was then shown to Sir

Philip Wodehouse, high commissioner of

the Cape, and was bought by him from
O'Reilly for twenty-five hundred dollars."

Cinder Cone Monument
UoR several years past it has been the
^ general opinion that congressional ac-

tion was needed to preserve objects of

historic or scientific interest situated upon
the government lands. Congress therefore

passed an act in June of last year author-
izing the President to declare by procla-

mation that such objects or lands are

withheld from private occupancy or use,

and are to be known as national monu-
ments, also warning unauthorized persons
not to destro3r, injure or appropriate any
feature of the national monuments. It is

under this law that the Cinder Cone
National Monument has been created.

The picture on this page, which we
, take from the New York "Sun," shows
the entire area that has been set apart

by proclamation of the President under
the name of the Cinder Cone National
Monument. Cinder Cone is easily recog-
nized. It is a great mass of volcanic sco-

riae and sand, dull black in color, rising

six hundred feet in the air, with steep

slopes, and a crater at the top that is

about two hundred feet deep.
Extending around it on three sides is

the lava field, most of it composed of
great blocks of lava loosely piled together,

making very difficult walking. In many
places the field is one hundred feet high.

On the left is Snag Lake, which orig-

inated in the fact that the lava field

dammed up the waters of a stream that

flowed through this valley before the vol-

canic vent of Cinder Cone poured out the

lava that spread over the river plain.

On the right is Lake Bidwell, that ex-

isted before the eruption occurred, but it

is much smaller than it was before the

outburst, Ijecause the lava field filled near-
ly half of the lake bed.

These four geographical features—the

Cinder Cone, the lava field and Lakes
Snag and Bidwell—are v/hat has been re-

served under the President's proclamation
as the Cinder Cone National Monument.

It is situated in California, at the south-

ern end of Cascade Range. It is desired

to preserve it intact, because it offers un-
usually fine facilities for the study of

many phases of volcanic activity. It is

also interesting, because it is believed to

be the result of the latest volcanic out-

burst in our continental domain except in

Alaska. The crater, cone and lava field,

according to all the evidence, were the

result of perhaps only a few hours of

volcanic activity about two hundred years

ago. No doubt this part of the valley

was then covered with heavy timber, as

is still the case with those parts of the

river plain outside of the volcanic area.

But in a few hours all vegetation was
destroyed and the area remains a barren
waste to-day. Along its edges still stand
the trunks of trees that were killed by that

fiery ordeal, and Snag Lake derives its

name from the trunks of trees that are
sprinkled over its bottom and which were
drowned when the lava field dammed the

stream and created the lake.

<$>

The Grave Creek Tahlet

/^NE of the most remarkable relics ever
discovered in the United States is

the "Grave Creek Tablet," found in the

Grave Creek'' Mound, twelve miles below
Wheehng, West Virginia. It has at-

tracted more attention and been a greater
puzzle to antiquarians, both American
and foreign, than any other relic of the

Mound Builders ever found in America.
This tablet is a small disc of stone,

about three quarters of an inch thick,

and one and one half inches in diameter.
It bears on one side an inscription con-
sisting of twenty-one alphabetical char-
acters, arranged in three rows of seven
each, below which is a more complicated
character somewhat resembling a human
head supported by one arm of a sort of
cross, and seemingly intended as a kind
of signature or seal. The characters may
be referred, almost without exception, to
two closely related alphabets, the Phoeni-
cian and the Old Hebrew. This fact tends
to strengthen the supposition of George
de Huron, an early Dutch historian, that
America was colonized by the Phoenicians
and Hebrews during the aUiance between
Hiram of Tyre and King Solomon.
The tablet was found in the upper

chamber of the mound, where was also

found a skeleton, which, from the pro-
fusion of ornaments with which it

was surrounded, was supposed to be that

of some great king or chief among the
Mound Builders. It is well known that

OK
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it was the custom of the American abo-
rigines to bury with the deceased all his

personal effects, and, in view of many
other apparently Israelitish traditions and
customs ainong t'ne Indians, the presence
of this stone in the mound may indicate

that the personage there buried was of

Hebrew descent. This supposition is

strengthened by the fact that the proph-
et Jeremiah (chap, xxv, v. 22) speaks
of his having been sent to preach to "the

kings of the isle (or coastland) which is

beyond the sea,"

The World's Big Battleships

THE two monster battleships authorized

by Congress will cost twenty million

dollars, and each of them will surpass in

tonnage the much-vaunted "Dreadnought"
of the British navy. The new ships will

be 510 feet long, 27 feet draft, 2,300 tons

coal capacity, 21 knots speed and 20,000

tons displacement. The "Dreadnought" is

500 feet long, has a displacement of 18,(XX)

tons, and a speed of about 21 knots.

The largest ships of the American navy
at present are those of the "Louisiana"

type. The newest of these, the "Minne-
sota," was delivered to the government at

the Norfolk Navy Yard on February 27th,

after having demonstrated an average

speed of 18,851 knots in a remarkable ac-

ceptance trial run in a heavy gale. She is the

fastest battleship in the American navy.

The displacement of the "Minnesota" is

17,650 tons. She is surpassed in size and
armament not only by the "Dreadnought,"

but by the new Japanese battleship "Sat-

suma. At the present time Japan owns
the largest battleship afloat, for the "Sut-

suma" is a 19,200 ton ship.
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The 'Toultry ftueen of Iowa"
BY MORRIS WADE

THE woman of to-day who finds her-

self suddenly thrown upon her own
resources, with others dependent
upon her for support, need not sit

down in tearful idleness because there is

nothing for her to do. There are avenues
of industry open to her that were not
open to the woman of half a century nor
even of a quarter of a centur\' ago. Mrs.
C. I). Johnson, of Iowa, was a woman of

too much spirit to waste any time in vain
repining when she found herself with a

husband suddenly incapacitated for aU
work, and four little children looking to

her for their support. In addition to

plenty' of courage, willingness to work
and a determination to succeed, Mrs.
Jobnson found herself with a farm of
nearly three hundred acres. But the farm
wa; heavily mortgaged. This was twentj-

years ago, and the achievements of Mrs.
Johnson since that time have been nothing
short of remarkable.
When considering what she should do

in her extremitj', Mrs. Johnson came to

the conclusion that there was money in

eggs and chickens, and she set to work to

demonstrate some of her theories. Her
teacher was nothing more nor less than
an old hen sitting on a dozen or more of
eggs. Mrs. Johnson took a thermometer
and made a record of the temperature at

which Madame Biddy kept her eggs. Then
Mrs. Johnson took a couple of common
wooden boxes and constructed an incu-

bator of her own. In this home-made
'contraption"' she put one hundred and six-

teen eggs, and kept her lamps burning
carefully for three weeks. The result was
one hundred and five little chicks. That
settled matters for ^Irs. Johnson. She
would go into the chicken business, and
she would make it pay. She has succeeded
so well that she is now known through-
out the West as the "Poultry Queen of
Iowa." Not long ago she accomplished
the remarkable feat of taking 2,330 chick-

ens frorri one of her incubators in one
day. She had announced that on the
twenty-first day of July she would take
at least two thousand chicks from one of

her incubators. There were doubting
Thomases there to see. Indeed, several

hundred people assembled to see if Mrs.
Johnson "made good." She did, with more
than three hundred little chicks "to the
good." A couple of weeks later Mrs.
Johnson took 1,827 chicks from one of
her incubators as the result of one hatch.

Speaking of some of the results of her
efforts in the chicken business not long
ago, Mrs. Johnson said:

"I sold the proceeds of the farm and
applied it on the debt. I made the living

for the 'family, and paid our help and
bought farm m.achuiery with the proceeds
of eggs and poultry. I have built a new
house, barn, double cribs twent\--four by
forty-eight feet, hog house eighteen by
ninetj' feet, poultry house sixteen by fifty

-

eight feet, smoke house, ice house, wash
house and three brooders, and paid a debt
of $14,000 in eight years. Not all this

was done with poultry, but I made the liv-

ing for our family, paid all running ex-
penses and put up some of the buildings
with what I received from my poultr}-

and eggs, leaving the entire proceeds of

the farm "to apply on the debt. I have two
sons in college, and old Biddy is footing
the bills."

Mrs. Johnson certainly has excellent
reason for thinking that there is money
in the chicken business when that business
is properly managed. W^riting to the
riuthor of this in regard to some of her
methods, ^Irs. Johnson says

:

"I sell eggs for sittings and also for the

market. I raise broilers and sell poultry
for breeding purposes. I also sell chickens
right from the incubators as soon as they
are hatched. From this I realize front
fifty to one hundred dollars every three
weeks. I sell the chickens at a rate of
from six to fifteen dollars per one hun-
dred, owing to the breed. If one engages
in all the different branches of the busi-
ness, there is big money in it—more, in

fact, than in any other kind of business
in which one can engage with the same
amount of money invested. .A. very com-
n.on mistake in rearing chickens with in-

cubators is that of keeping too high a
temperature with not enough ventilation.
This causes the little chicks to die in the
-hell."

Mrs. Johnson l*s really accomplished
wonders in rearing poultry, and seems to
have well earned the title of the "Poultry
Queen of Iowa."

-«>

Perfection Meat Brine

rvissoLVE five ounces of saltpeter in a

little hot water. Weigh twelve and
one half pounds of salt and five pounds
of sugar, and put into a tub; to this add
ten gallons of cold water and the dissolved
saltpeter. Stir well until all the salt is

dissolved. Skim off any skum which may
rise to the top. and pour over the meat.
This quantity of brine is sufficient for a

barrel of meat. After putting the meat

into a barrel, cover with a board, and
place a hea\-y weight on the board to keep
the meat well covered with brine.

Allow the hams and shoulders to lay in

the brine for six or seven weeks, accord-
ing to the size.

This brine is superior for either beef,

pork or mutton.
Delicious corned beef can be had by

putting the meat in this brine for a week
or so. S. E. B.

<$>

Two Good Pies
VV/hipped Cream Pie—Line deep pie
" plates with a moderately rich crust,

prick them well, and bake in a good oven.
Make one cupful of thick sweet cream
very sweet and flavor with vanilla or
lemon, then whip it to a stiff, dry froth.

It should be kept very cold while beating
and until the crust is ready. Fill it into

the pastrj- shells and ornament with little

dots of bright-colored jelly. A delicious
variation is to half fill the pastry with
fine ripe," sweetened berries or sliced

peaches before putting in the cream.
Serve very soon after preparing.

Potato-axd-Almoxd Pie—Grate suffi-

cient raw potato to fill a common teacup,
and stir it into one quart of boiling milk.

When cool add three well-beaten eggs,

one half teacupful of finely chopped
blanched almonds, three fourths of a cup-
ful of sugar and one teaspoonful of lemon
extract. Bake without upper crust. This
will make two pies. Eat the" day it is

baked.
<$>

Calf 's Feet Jelly

A . VERY delicious and nourishing dessert
** can be made as follows

:

Cut calf's feet into small pieces after

they have been thoroughh- cleaned- and
soaked in cold water. Stew until well
done. When entirely cold, take off the
fat from the'top, and carefully remove the
jelly from the sediment. Put into a sauce
pan, and for ever\' three pints of this

jelly add one pound of granulated sugar,
four tablespoonfuls of stick cinnamon
broken in one-inch lengths, the white of
one egg beaten stiff and three tablespoon-
fuls of vinegar. Set over the fire, and boil

all together five or six minutes. Take
from the stove,, and strain when cool.

Serve with cream and sugar. S. E. B.

Some Apple Dainties

BY MARY FOSTER SXIDER

THE apple is the most healthful of all

fruits, and one beloved by everj' one.
The delicious ways in which it may be
prepared may safely be called legion, but
ahnost every housekeeper has her own
favorite recipes, and dabbles with newer
ones not ^rom necessity, but from the
love of experimenting in her art and the
possibility of making a delightful discov-
ery. Some verj' pleasing apple ways are
the following:

Apple T.\pioc.\—Soak one half cupful of
tapioca in warm water to cover for two
or three hours or over night. Pare and
cut one quart of good cooking apples into

small pieces. Butter a pudding dish, put
in a layer of the apples, sprinkle gener-
ously with sugar and a few cloves, cover
with a layer of the soaked tapioca, and
alternate these layers until the dish is

full, having the last layer of apples. Add
enough water to come half way up the
dish, and bake for an hour in a moderate
oven. Cover the dish during the first half
hour, so that the apples may cook with-
out browning. Add a little more water if

"necessary. Serve with cream and sugar.

Apple Batter Pudding—iNIix two table-

spoonfuls of flour smoothly with- three
gills of sweet milk, add one egg well
beaten, one half cupful of sugar and a
little grated lemon peel. Pare and slice

one and one half pints of apples, mix
them well through the batter, turn into

a buttered mold, and steam for two hours.
Turn out, and serve at once with sugar
sprinkled thickly over the top.

Apple Charlotte—Pare and slice thin
one quart of nice-flavored cooking apples,
and stew them in a little water until quite
soft, adding sugar to sweeten and a few
cloves. Line a. mold with small, thin
slices of bread dipped in melted butter,

turn in the cooked apples carefully, cover
the top with slices of buttered bread, and
bake to a nice' brown in a moderate oven.
Serve with cream and sugar.

Apple Cake—Pare a dozen good-sized
apples, and slice them thin or chop small.
Mix together in a bowl as much sugar
as will be required to sweeten the apples,
a little grated lemon peel, two tablespoon-
f\il5 of melted butter, one fourth of a

MRS. JOHNSON AND HER CHICKS

1.872 CHICKS HATCHED AT ONE TIME

cupful of sweet cream and two well-beaten
eggs. Mix well, then stir in the apples
thoroughly. Line a deep pie tin with puff
paste, place a narrow rim around the edge
of the dish, and lay the apple mixture in
the middle. Sprinkle the top thickly with
blanched almonds cut into shreds, and
bake for three fourths of an hour in a
good oven, being carefttl that it is not
hot enough to burn the almonds. When
done sift powdered sugar over the top.

Jellied .Apples—Pare and slice very
thin enough fine tart apples to make a
quart, and mix with them one cupful of
granulated sugar and a few cloves. Put
them in a shallow dish, pour over one
half cupful of water, cover with another
dish, place in a tin of water, and bake
very slowly in a cool oven for four hours.
When done and cold this will turn out
a solid delicious jelly. It should be made
the day before it is to be served. Before
serving pour a large cupful of cold boiled
custard or whipped cream around it.

Apple Nests—Boil two teacupfuls of
well-washed rice in milk to well cover
until about three fourths done, then strain
off any milk that has not been absorbed.
Pare and core the apples carefuUi', put
a little sugar and a clove in each one,
place a thick coating of the rice around
them, and tie each separately in a piece of
white muslin. Boil until the apples are
tender, from half an hour to an hour,
depending upon the size, then remove the
cloth and serve with a sweet liquid sauce
or with cream and sugar.

Alexaxdr.\ Pudding—Stew one pint oi
pared and shced apples in just enough
water to prevent scorching, then add sugar
to sweeten. Let them cool. Put a layer
of stale cake, sliced or cnunbed, in the
bottom of a glass dish, pour a little boiled
custard over it, then a little of the stewed
apples, another layer of the cake, and so
on, tmtil the dish is full, having the top
layer of cake. Pour a good deal of cus-
tard over this, and heap over all a stiff
snow made with the whites of two eggs
and one tablespoonful of powdered or
granulated sugar. This is a very pleasing
way to use up several left-overs.

Apple Cheese Cakes—Pare and boil
two pounds of apples to a soft pulp. ad<l
to them two tablespoonfuls of melted but-
ter, one cupful of granulated sugar, three
well-beaten eggs (omitting the white of
one) and the grated yellow rind and juice
of a lemon. Stir all the ingredients well
together. Line fancy pans with puff paste,
put in the apple mixture, and bake them
for twenty minutes. Make a meringue
with the white of the egg and one table-
spoonful of sugar, spread it over each
little cake lightly, and let brown very del-
icately with the oven door half open.

Creamed Apple Pie—Line a deep p'.c

dish with puff paste, fill it with very thin-
ly sliced apples, add sugar to make quite
sweet and a Httle grated lemon peel, and
cover with another layer of the paste, buf
do not press it down. Bake until done.
When cool, lift the top carefully, and
pour in one half cupful of boiled custard
or whipped cream.

Gr-\ndmother's- Apple Stew—Pare and
slice six large apples, having first washed
them well. Put the parings with one
quart of water over the fire, and let them
simmer half an hour. Then drain off the
liquor, add it to the sliced apples, with
sugar to sweeten and the juice of half
a lemon. Boil until the apples art clear
and soft, then remove from the fire, and
beat into tliem one cupful of rich milk
Turn them into a shallow pudding disli,

and when cool cover the top with the white
of an egg whipped to a snow with one
tsblespoonful of sugar. Let brown very
delicately and slowly, and serve at once.

Preserving Sausage Meat
A FEW seasons ago we learned how to^ keep sausage meat in a perfect condi-
tion until late in the spring. After the
meat was ground and seasoned it was
fried until well done, and while very hot
the fried sausage meat was packed I'n tin
fruit cans and carefully sealed.
We find this to be a superior method,

as the meat is taken from the cans in a
fine, healthful condition, free from the
slightest taint or mold.
The great advantage is that the meat

can be saved in the tin cans until late in

the spring. S. E. B.
<S>

Fertilizers for House Plants
A GOOD fertilizer for house plants, and

one which is entirely inolTensive^ may
be made as follows : Dissolve thoroughly
in one pint of boiling water four ounces of
^uljihate of ammonia and two ounces of
nitrate of potash. Bottle, and cork tightly.

One teaspoonful should be used to three
<Htarts of lukewarm water. It is said to

stimulate growth better than liquid ma-
nure. To make the bloom stalks of hya-
cinths stronger and much richer in color,

put a few drops into the water in which
the plants arc growing. Small white
worms will also avoid coming in contact
with this liquid.
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A Simple Drawn-Work Border

RAWN WORK, one of the oldest known
forms of ornamental needlework, is

capable of many variations, and one of

the simplest and prettiest of these is

shown herewith. It is illustrated as a
border design, but is equallj' as appro-
priate for all-over effects, as for pillow

or pincushion tops, yokes, and the like.

The work as shown is on scrim, with
mercerized cotton as a working medium,
and is made coarse purposely; but on
fine linen^ with thread of a corresponding
texture, and with threads drawn to form
smaller squares, the work is as exquisite

and dainty as any one could possibly

wish. Indeed, it appears more like some
sheer, intricate net Work than an easily

executed piece of drawn work.
In the sampler six threads are drawn

and four left, alternately, both ways of

the border. The cotton it then carried

'jSii^^d^^^.

BORDER DESIGN IN DRAWN-WORK

diagonally across these openings, over
the squares of intersecting threads, to the

other side of the border, and then back,

thus crossing the threads in the openings
hour-glass fashion. By filling all the di-

agonal rows for a little ways, then alter-

nate rows for an equal distance, a unique
striped pattern is formed. The edges are

of course buttonholed to prevent raveling.

This work is so rapid, and in finer

materials will prove so pleasing, that-

every one who 'admires drawn work
should try a bit of it. Centerpieces, doi-

lies, towel and scarf ends are all embel-
lished in this way, and it makes handsome
inaertions for waists and dresses.

. Mae Y. Mahaffy. .

Batter Bread

1>ATTER bread, as Southern people make
it, is very soft, and is meant to be

served with a spoon. It is one of the sim-
plest forms of corrL bread. It should be
borne in mind that Southern people never
use wheat flour in combination with corn-
meal. Corn bread with them means bread
made entirely of cornmeal, and the meal
used for this purpose is invariably fine

and sweet; it is ground by the old water-
mill process, which means that the entire

grain of com is used, including the kernel.

It is the kernel which gives the sweet
flavor to cornmeal ; this is not obtained
in meal ground by the patent roller pro-
cess, as the kernel is eliminated.
Following is the recipe, which makes

a pan of bread sufficient for four or six

persons, according to how liberally it may
be served : One cupful of cornmeal, two
heaping teaspoonfuls of baking powder,
one half teaspoonful of salt, two eg^s,

and three cupfuls of milk.
To the cupful of cornmeal add the bak-

ing powder and salt, mixing them well
through the meal. Break and stir the
eggs into the meal without beating them

;

then add the milk slowly at first, until

the meal is thoroughly wet and free from
lumps ; add the remainder of the milk

;

stir quickly once or twice, and put into a
hot oven, and bake just twenty minutes.
This mixture should be stirred as little

as possible, in order that it may be very
light. It should be of the consistency of
cream when put into the oven, and should
be baked in a deep pan, as it will rise

more than twice its original height
Served hot with butter, it will literally

melt in the mouth.

Improving the Farmhouse

OFTTiMES one can but wonder at the
neglect and dreary aspect of the

country home. There is room for flowers,
shrubs ^nd vines of every gay color, yet
the bare porches and weedy yards show
naught of Nature's beauties. The un-
painted walls and rickety steps,' the un-
hinged gates, missing pickets, through
which chickens and pigs run riot, all tend
to blot out the pastoral beauty of life

on the farm.
As a general thing, the housewife is

anxious for an improved appearance, but

has waited so long for the good man of
the house to begin, that hope has fled,

and the torn-up flower beds and destroyed
annuals have disgusted her against trying
again. The girls in turn have had their
breaking in, and the boys have followed
in the footsteps of father.

Now I am going to tell you how a dear
friend of mine managed such a dispirited
case.

For many months she had been saving
the pennies toward a new carpet, as the
old one was threadbare, and the girls had
been hoarding up for a sofa. They counted
their means over and found them sufficient

for the wants.
Katie, the youngest daughter, said, "I've

an idea it would be best to put our carpet'
and sofa outside."

The others of course protested at first

at such an idea, but when each one owned
up that the outside of the house caused
them more shame than the faded carpet
and worn sofa, they agreed on the change,
so it was decided to call in a painter and
carpenter.

As luck would have it, the good man
was absent on a visit, and during the
week the house received a new coat of
paint, gates were rehung, pickets straight-

ened and replaced, and a nice set of steps
built ; the old carpet was gone over with
corresponding colors of a good dye, and
there remained of the original fund enough
to purchase some pretty rep to recover
the old sofa.

The astonishment of the husband and
father on his return can better be imag-
ined than told—and what is better, it real-

ly opened his eyes. D. B. P.*

Pointers Worth While
A N ORANGE, lemon, apple, a spray of rose

geranium, or any sweet-scented frflit

or flower, placed in the air-tight jar of

fresh-baked cake or cookies will, give a

delicious flavor.

One and one half cupfuls of sugar, but-
ter the size of a butternut ; boil three
medium-sized potatoes, mash, and mix
with above ; add one teacupful of sweet
milk and two eggs, five heaping teacupfuls
of flour and four teaspoonfuls ofNbaking
powder, one teaspoonful of salt. This
recipe makes forty-five doughnuts, and
they will keep moist for many days.

Stir thoroughly one egg into one pound
of ground coffee ; set in covered porcelain
dish in warming oven, to dry, then put
in coffee can. Your coffee will need no
more egg until a fresh supply of coffee is

needed.

Cut the sleeves from old white lawn
shirt waists, trim off the cuffs, leaving
only enough to make a narrow band, and
cut straight across the top, making the
sleeve protectors long enough to come
well over the elbow. Hem the tops and
bands on the sewing machine, and you
have a quickly made and very useful arti-

cle to draw on over the clean blouse
sleeves. Being so easily and cheaply made,
one can have several pairs, which can be
put in the weekly wash when soiled. As
a general rule, they will stay in place
without pinning, but if one finds they keep
slipping off, it is very easy to put over
them, when in place, a thin rubber band,
to hold them on.

Teacups, even when carefully kept,
sometimes have dark stains at the bottom,
caused by the action of the tannin in the
tea. Salt, slightly moistened, will remove
these, but in the case of the very fine

china the salt sometimes scratches it a lit-

tle. Powdered whiting will be found
quite harmless and equally good.

Nothing helps so much toward making
hens lay in the winter time as nuts. Two
heaping panfuls of walnuts and butternuts
cracked are given to a flock of twenty-
five hens twice a week, and how it makes
them "shell out" the eggs. Remember we
live on a large farm, and all the nuts cost

us is time to pick them up in the fall.

<$>

Lark Cake

TAKE one cupful of brown sugar, one
half cupful each of butter and sour

milk, two cupfuls of flour, one cupful of
chopped raisins, one teaspoonful of soda,

one tablespoonful of molasses, the yolks
of three eggs, one teaspoonful each of
cloves and nutmeg.

<5>

Nut Salad

SE one cupful each of chopped celery,

apples and nuts (English walnut or
hickory). Mix with salad dressing a
short time before serving.

Rye Gems

MIX and sift one and two thirds cupfuls

of rye flour, one and one third cup-
fuls of pastry flour, four teaspoonfuls
of baking-powder and one teaspoonful of

salt; then add one and one fourth cup-
fuls of milk, one fourth of a cupful of

molasses, two eggs well beaten and three
tablespoonfuls of melted butter. Bake in

hot, buttered, iron gem pans.

U

Dish-Washing Drudgery
TV/TOST women dislike to wash dishes simply because of the

effort involved, and the frequency of the necessity. Dishes
have to be washed three times a day, or 1095 times a year; there-
fore, every little saving in effort counts.

GOLD DUST
will cut dirt and grease from your dishes like magic, and will not only
make them spotlessly white, but will purify and drive out every semblance
of dirt or germs which may lurk in them. It is the greatest cleansing
powder and labor saver the world has ever known. It acts like magic
on dirty dishes, and starts to cleanse the moment it strikes the water.
It will cut your dish-washing labors right in two.

No soap, borax, soda, ammonia, naphtha, kerosene

or other foreign ingredient needed with GOLD DUST.

For washing clothes and
dishes, scrubbing floors, clean-

ing woodwork, oil cloth, silver-

ware and tinware, polishing

brasswork, cleaning bath, room
pipes, refrigerators, etc., soft-

ening hard water and making
the finest soft soap.

Made by
The N. K. Fairbank Company

Chicago
Makers of Fairy Soap

\ ^ 1

^'Let the GOLD BUST Twins do your work"

Do You Want the Best?

\^CiI iGiilvt Gas Rasges and Heaters

THE WORLD'S BEST
35 Years the Standard

Sold by all First-class Dealers Everywhere,
Bknges furnltifaed with the Garland Oven Heat Indicator. Booi^lets freebymail*

THE MICHIGAN STOVE COMPANY
Detroit,Mich.

-!>arfle»tilfaierso/^o««an<tlJan»e, chicago.m.

Simpson-Eddystone

0^4^ Black & Whites
The standard for over sixty years.

Absolutely fast color. Every year

has added to their quahty. Some
designs have a new silk finish.

Ask your dealer for Simpson-Eddystone
Black • and • IVhites. '-

Three generations of Simpsons
have made Simpson Prints,

PRINTS The Cddystone Mfg. Co. (Sole Makers) Philadelphia

Evening Hours at Home
When twilight shadows softly fall

Across the fading tight.

And vesper bells in music call

The heralds of the night;
Oh, hour that breathes of peace and rest

To those who sadly roam,
Hour that is the dearest, sweetest, best,

When evening brings us home.

Forget the trials of the day.

The toil, the grief, the care

;

All seem to fade at sunset ray.

The world grows bright and fair

;

And yet the shadow deeper falls.

And weary wanderers roam,
.But through the gloom a loved voice calls

When evening calls us home.

The lagging feet quick onward press
To meet those at the door.

Where love in answering caress
Waits loyal evermore.

Most blessecf hour of all the day
To those who toil and roam.

Love is the star that lights our way
When evening brings us home.

Arid if it be that no one waits
In earthly homes to greet,

There is a home beyond the gates
Where all who love shall meet;

So may we say in truth always
To those who sadly roam.

Each heart will find its own some day
When evening brings us home.

—N. R. Burnett in Twentieth Century
Farmer.

<^

Do you read the advertising columns
in your farm paper? Advertisers are
spending large sums of money to put you
in touch with their goods, and they make
the advertising columns very interesting.

MONUMENTS
Why buy of local dealers at high
prices. Deal with the man'f'rs.

We ship work anywhere and
guarantee safe delivery. Designs
and full information mailed on
request. State about how much
you wish to expend.

Our motto: the best work
at the lowest prices.

Reliable representatives wanted.

MONUMENTAL BRONZE CO.,

347 Howarit Ave., Bridgepiirt, Conn.

THE BEST" LIGHT
MlAKES and burns its own gas. Pro-

duces 100 candle power lifht—
brighter than electricity or acetylene
— cheaper than kerosene. No dirt.

No grease. No odor. Over 200 styles.

Every lamp warranted. Agents want-
ed. Write for catalog. Do not delay.

THE BKST lilGHT CO.
212 B. StIiSt., Canton, Ohio

OonfOirawitAwg MEND IT
Do as :Ypu-r .'G'r

' USE COLLETTE'S PATENT PATCHES
^ ' mend all leaks in all utensils—tin,

brass,copper, graniteware, hot water bags,
et^. Ko solder, cement or rivet. Anyone

) can use them : fit any surface ; used over
and over. Send for sampl*. p;t<-kHc;e, assortt'd

KizeslOi-., postpaid. KegUlarpkg.25c. Agents n-antiMl

"collette Mfg. Company, Bo;t 519. Amsterdam,N.Y.

TRAINING SCHOOL FOR NURSES
The Kings County Hosi^ital Training School for Nurses il

desirous of greatly increasing the nursing staff. The course li

two years with two uionths' probation. During this probation-

ary term candidates are maint,\ined ; after this term $10.IH) per

month is allowed. Uniforms and books are supplied. There is*

comfortable nurses' home which is pleasantly located. For

further particulars apply to Miss M. O'jNem, Superin-
tendent of Nurses, KiTigs County Hospital,
Brooklyn, New York.

PARKER'S HAIR BALSAM
Cleanses and beautifies the hair.

Promotes a luxuriant growth.
Never Fails to Restore Gray
Hair to its Youthful Color.

Cures scalp diseases & hair tailing.

50e. and gl.OO at Drug.gigS:——
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Smart Styles for the Fall and Winter

No. 863—Boy's Overcoat
Pattern cut for 6. H and 1 0 year sizes. Quantity of ma-
terial required for medium size, or 8 years, three and
one half yards of thirty-six-inch material, or two and
one half yards of fifty-four-inch material, with three
eighths of a yard of velvet for collar

No. 852—Seven-Gored Skirt

Pattern cut for 24, 26, 28 and 30 inch waist measures.
Length of skirt, 41 inches in front. Quantity of mate-
rial required for medium size, or 26 inch waist, six
and one half yards of thirty-six-inch materia], or five
^irds of forty-four-inch material, with one yard of
thirty-six-inch material for the bands

No. 909—Thirteen-Gored Skirt

Pattern cut for 24, 26, 28 emd 30 inch waist measures.
Length of skirt in front, 40 inches. Quantity of mate-
rial required for medium size, or 26 inch waist, nine
yards of twenty-seven-inch material, or seven yards
of thirty-six-inch material

No. %2—Dress With Revers
Pattern cut for 4, 6 and 8 year sizes. Quantity of ma-
terial required for medium aize, or 6 years, tifiree and
one half yards of thirty-aix-inch material, or two and
one half yards of forty-four-inch material

By Grace Margaret Gould

THE
skirt

separate
this au-

tumn will occupy a

most important
place in the well-
dressed woman's
wardrobe. Many
of the worsted, and
s'oft plaid fabrics
show wonderfully
beautiful colorings
—plaids which are
subdued rather than
conspicuous. These
materials will be
much used for the
making of separate
walking skirts to
wear with plain
cloth jackets. Then
the separate skirt
comes in most con-
veniently when one
does not happen to
own a skirt-and-
coat suit, but has
many shirt waists
and a long coat.

No. 939—Thirteen-Gored Skirt
Buttoned in Front

Pattern cut for 24, 26, 28 and 30 inch waist measures.
Length of skirt, 40 inches. Quantity of material re-
quired for medium size, or 26 inch waist, eight and
three fourths yards of twenty-two-inch material, or
SIX and one half yards of thirty-eix-inch material

•pLAiTS are still^ the feature of
the smart skirts
There are kilted,

box - plaited and
fan - plaited skirts
which are all ex-
tremely good style.

The very new walk-
ing skirts are quite
short. Skirts cut in

many gores are also
much worn. Many
of the skirts are
decorated with a
foot trimming.
Bands of silk braid
are used for this

purpose, also bands
of the self material,
sometimes one and
sometimes three in

graduated widths. A
pretty touch is to
introduce a note of
plaid or contrasting
color as a piping
for these bands.

No. 743—Slip for Lingerie Blouses
Pattern cut for 34, 36, 38 and 40 inch bust meas-
ures. Quantity of materia] for medium size, or 38
inch bust, tliree and one fourth yards of twenty-

thirty-six-inchtwo-inch
material.

material, or two yards of
for waist with puff sleeves.

No. 706—Corset Cover With or Without

Fitted. Skirt Portion

Pattern cut for 32, 34, 36, 38 and 40 inch buSt meas-
ures. Quantity of material required for medium size,
or 36 inch bust, two and one fourth yards of twenty-
two-inch materia], or one and three eighths yards of
thirty-six-inch material

No. 802—Seven-Gored Skirt With Fan Plaits

Pattern cut for 24, 26, 26 and 30 inch waist measures.
Quantity of material required for medium size, or 26
inch waist, eight and three fourths yards of twenty-
two-inch materia], or six and one fourth yards of
thirty-six-inch materia]

No. 926—Seven-Gored Bcind-Trimmed Skirt

Pattern cut for 24, 26, 28 and 30 inch waist measures.
Length of skirt, 39 inches. Quantity of material re-
quired for mtdium size, or 26 inch waist, eleven
yards of twenty-two-inch material, or seven yards of
thirty-six-inch material

•tr->

-A

MADISON SQUARE PATTERNS
Our magnificently illustrated fall and winter catalogue of Madison

Square patterns, larger and better than ever, containing Miss Gould's latest

Parisickn designs and London fashions, will be sent free upon request.

Our fall catalogue is the result of Miss Gould's summer in Paris and the other

fashion centers of Europe, and consequently it contains the very latest and
newest styles to be found anywhere in America. When ordering patterns

alone address Pattern Department, Farm and Fireside, I I East 24th Street,

New York City, Orders for patterns in connection with subscriptions and
renewals should be sent to Farm and Fireside, Springfield, Ohio.

Full descriptions and directions are sent with the pattern as to the number
of yards of material required, the number and the names of the different pieces

in the pattern, how to cut and fit and put the garment together, and also a

picture of the garment as a model to go by.

ALL PATTERNS ARE 10 CENTS EACH
When ordering be sure to comply with the following directions: For

ladies' waists, give bust measure in inches; for skirt pattern, give waist measure

in inches; for misses and children, give age. To get bust and breast measures,

put a tape measure all the way around the body, over the dress, close under

the arms. Order patterns by their numbers. Satisfaction guaranteed or money
refunded.

No. 898—One-Piece Dress With Side Opening
Pattern cut for 6, 8 and 10 year sizes. Quantity of
materia] required for medium size, or 8 years, six and
one lialf yards of Iwenty-two-inch material, or four
and one half yards of thirty-six-inch material

No. 892—Plaited Skirt With or Without
Trimming Band

Pattern cut for 22, 24, 26 and 28 inch wraist measures.
Length of skirt, 39 inches. Quantity of material re-
qujjed for medium size, or 26 inch waist, ten and one
half yards of thirty-six-inch material, or five and
seven eighths yards of fifty-four-inch material

No. 723—Skirt With Tucked Panels
Pattern cut for 24, 26, 28 and 30 inch waist measures.
Quantity of material required for medium size, or 26
inch waist, eight and one half yards of twenty-two-
inch material, or six and one half yards of thirty-eix-
inch material

Copyright, 1907, by The Crowfell Publishing Company

No. 897-Box-Plaited Coat
Pattern cut for 4, 6 and 8 year sizes. Quantity of ma-
terial required for medium aize. or 6 years, six yards
of twenty-two-inch material, or three and one half
yards of thirty-six-inch material
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Miss Gould's Practical Fashions
Designs for Easy-to-Make Clothes for the Amateur Dressmaker
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THE quaint little coat for a small girl,

illustrated on this page, is made with
an Empire yOke. Now that braiding is so
much the fashion, the coat can be made
extremely attractive by having it fashioned
of white cloth or white silk wadded, and
covering the yoke with white silk braid.
Braided cuffs also make a^ pretty finish for
the full sleeves.

Almost every mother firfds it more or
less difficult to introduce some new little

touch into her baby girl's first short
clothes. Th^t is why she is sure to like

the dress here pictured. It is made with a

No. 1018—Child's Dress With Drop Yoke square yoke back and front, and a pointed
Pattern cut for 6 monthj, 1 and 2 year vza. Quantiiy of drop yoke included irf the neck seam.
mat^Mial recjuix«l for medium 1 yew. three Mid three Rosettes finish the ribbons which Outline
eisntht yards or twenty-leveD-uich material, or two and one . r ^ i i

half yardi of thirty-.ii-inch material part of the Square yoke.

-A WELL-MADE shirt-waist suit, whether
•* it is for summer or winter, is about
the most useful every-day-wear dress a
woman can own. The model shown on this
page is developed in plaid serge. The waist,
which has plaits on the shoulders in front
and a plain back, is made with an adjust-
able chemisette. White pique is the best
material to use for this chemisette, and be
sure to have the cuffs of the leg-o'-
mutton sleeves the same. The bows at

the neck and corsage can be of dark silk

or pique, just as preferred, and the belt

should be of the same material. The waist
fastens in the back. It is always well,

with a waist of this sort, to have a num-
ber of chemisettes -and cuffs

;
they freshen

up the costume wonderfully. Of course
none of them should be of the same ma-
terial as the dress.

The skirt is the new short length. It

is cut circular, fitted with darts around
the hips, so that it clings prettily to the
figure, and has inverted plaits at the
center back. A broad band of the same
material, only cut on the straight instead
of the bias, trims the lower part of the
skirt. ' .

No. 1020—Plaited Waist With
Adjustable Chemisette

Pattern cut for 32. 34. 36 and 38 inch
bust measures. Quantity of material

required for medium size, or 36 inch
bust, three yards of thirty-six-inch material, or two
yards of forty-four-inch material, with three fourths

of a yard of tucking for chemisette and cuffs

No. 1021—Circular Walking Skirt

Pattern cut for 22, 24, 26 and 28 inch waist

measures. Lensth of skirt, 39 inches. Quantity
of material required for medium size, or 26 inch
waist, seven yards of thirty-six-inch material, or
ive yards of forty-four-inch material

Write for our fall and winter catalogue of Madison
Square patterns, which is just out. If you want a new
tailored suit, a more elaborate costume, clothes for your
children, or new designs in house gowns and under-

wear, write to Pattern Department Farm and Fireside,

I 1 East 24th Street, New York City, for this catalogue.

No. 1022—Work Apron, With Cuffs and Cap
Pattern cut in one size only—medium, 36 inch bust. Quan-
hty of material required, three and one fourth yards of twenty-
seven-inch material

No. t019--Chi!d's Empire Coat
Pattern cut for 6 months, I and 2 year sizes. Quantity of
-material required for medium size, or I year, three yards of
ihirty-six-inch material, or two and one half yards of forty-
four-inch material

pVERY woman needs a house gown, but
not all women can afford to have each

season a new wrapper and a new tea
gown._ The wrapper illustrated on this

page is just the sort of gown, which will
appeal to the woman who must consider
economy in her wardrobe. It is plain
enough for a wrapper and yet effective
enough to be used as a tea gown.
This Princess wrapper with full front

has the edges of the fronts cut in squares,
each square trimmed with a button. The
plain Princess back shows the curved
seams. The sleeve is an elbow puff with
a dainty ruffled cuff and a cape cut in

squares.
The pattern for the useful work apron

illustrated on this page includes a pattern
for the dusting cap and one for the half
sleeves.

Send all pattern orders to the Pattern
Department, Farm and Fireside, 1

1

East 24th Street, New York City.
In ordering, give number of pattern and
bust and waist measures required. In

ordering children's patterns, mention
age. The price of each pattern is ten
cents. Write for our new fall and
winter catalogue.

Copyright,

No. 1023—Princess Wrapper With Full Front

Pattern cut for 32, 34, 36, 38 and 40 inch bust measures.

Quantity of material required for medium size, or 36 inch
bust, eisht and one half yards of thirty-six-inch materia], or
seven and one half yards of forty-four-inch material, with one
and three fourths yards of contrasting material for front

1907, by The, Crowell Publishing Company

600
PRIZES

CONTEST FREE TO

-IIMERICKS
ALL
Written

About

^anta^ote
Prizes to the value of $2500 to be distrib-
uted, consisting of fine furniture, hand
made illuminated tooled leather table
mats, handsome books, 100 annual sub-
scriptions to Harper's Bazar, etc,

Pantasote leather is better than real leather
and costs only one-third as much. Water-
proof, fireproof and greaseproof. Nothing
equals it for upholstery. Illustrated
booklet containing sample Limericks,
with particulars of contest and list of
prizes, sent postpaid on request.

THIS IS A LIMERICK:
Said the bride to the groom, "It is said
That PANTASOTE is far ahead
For screen, couch or chair-
It won't burn, fade or tear—
There is nothing will do in its stead!"

Can You Write One About Pantasote?
If so send postal for our free booklet to-day.

THE PANTASOTE COMPANY
Limerick Dept., 60 Bowling Green Bldg., New York City.

When in New York visit our extensive show room at
26 W, 3+th street, where prizes are on view.

ON CREWT^
Buy Men's Suits, Overcoats,

Topcoats and Raincoats direct
from our factory by mall

For $15 and $18
We require no security or

reference and we trust any
honest person anywiiero in
tiie United States.
We Bend garments on, ap-

proval—you don't pay a pen-
ny 'till you get the clothes
and find them satisfactory

—

then pay SI.00 a week.
We are the pioneers and

twice over the largest Credit
Clothiers in the world. We
operate 73 stores in the prin-
cipal cities of the United
States and have orer 500,000
customers on our books.

I^DPP Send today for our fine
r tiilrb line of Fall and Winter
samples. Self measurement blank,
tape and full particulars of our
conrenient payment plan—aJ.1 free
to you. i

Commercial rating «l,000,OdO.

Mcntcr ic Roscnbloom Co.
258 St. Paul St. Rochester, N. Y.

RRUIT FREB

This magnificent, artistic reproduction of New-
ton G. Wells' 86,000 picture of deliciously tempting
pears, pineapples, peaclies, grapes, strawberries,
cherries, melons, roses, etc., given absolutely tree

with every three months' trial subscription to The
Mother's M«i;azine at 10 cents. The Mother's
Magazine is the handsomest large illustrated home
and family magazine published at the price—artistic-
ally illustrated, colored covers, and 43 pages of reading
every month. The picture is 16x20 inches in size, is

reproduced In many beautiful colors, and is finished
with a inac»ificent litlio. faeslmHe eold and scroll

t'raiue. It will add much to any dining-room or parlor.
Ready for the wall when received. Send 10 cents to-

day (stamps or silver) for the magazine three months,
and ask for picture 8K. Both will be sent to you at
once. Money back if you are not delighted.

Address, THE MOTHER'S MAGAZINE, Elgin, HI.

The BEST LITERATURE
FOR CHILDREN

Selected by experts, from the
best books of the world.
Over 200 different authors.

It Solves the Problem

—

What shall the children read?
Needed in every home. "Send
4c. for pamphlet and speci-
men stories.

can easily sell

what everyone

wants. Apply
at once. References required. Elxperience not

necessary. Good employment for intelligent

people. Address Dept. C.

Houghton, Mifflin & Co., 85 Fifth Ave., New York

AGENTS

AGENTS SI 03.60 per month
selliBg thesewonderf ul Scissors.

V.C.Oiebner.Columbus.O-.eold 22 palra inS

^ — hours.madef 13;tou can do it; we abow how
CUT5 TO THE CHD splendid goods for Cbrlsttnaa and Holiday

^Preaanta-Free Outfit. F.Thomas Mfs.Co..51<'.St.Dnyton,0.

liOPMTO POBTRAIT8 S5c FRAMES 1 So,ffU&n I 9 sheet pictures Ic, stereoscopes 25c.

views Ic. 30 days credit. Samples A- Catuloc Free.
CooBolidated Portrait Co.» 290—81 W. Adams St., Chieago.

4^ g% ^«Per 100 for Diatrihuting Samples of Washing
^O#naflffluid.Send6c.8tomp.A.W.8*:0TT,C0ll0K3,M.¥.
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On Grub Street

So many dreams have perished there

!

So many visions, frail and fair

!

Such mighty thoughts perv-ade the air,

On Grub Street.

Such lonely vigils in the night

!

Such fairy flocks of phantoms bright.

That hover ere they take their flight,

On Grub Street.

Such days of utter weariness,
Ere changes come that come to bless

:

Such periods of strife and stress..

On Grub Street.

Such sadly sordid sorrows fret

The struggling soul—such woes—and yei.

I would not. if I could, forget
Old Grub Street!—Louise Cass Evans.

. ^

The Bishop of London in America

DR.
Arthur Foley Winnington

IXGR.\M, Bishop of Lokdon, who
is to be in America this month in

attendance at the General Conven-
tion of the Episcopal Church in Richmond.
Virginia, is known throughout London as
the "people's own prelate." because of his

great popularity with all classes and con-
ditions of people. High and low, rich and
poor, unite in their respect and admiration
for a man who has endeared himself to

ever}- class by his broad and generous
sj-mpathy and his eagerness to serve all

without respect to their condition. He
has the honorable reputation of keeping
busier than any other churchman in Lon-
don. And no cabinet minister or member
of parliament works harder than the
Bishop of London works for his church.
But hard work never troubles him. He is

accustomed to it, for he has always been
ri great believer in the gospel of work.

THE BISHOP OF LONDON

He has had years of experience as a

worker in the slum end of London, and it

was here that he developed his rare

capacity as an organizer. It was he who
induced many of the public schools to

take up settlement work by each school
assuming the support of a club for this

work. Personal work has been the meth-
od of the Bishop of London in getting

hold of the people he has been so eager
to help.

It is of interest -to know that the sal-

ary of the Bishop of London is the same
that we pay to our President of the

United States. He needs all of his salary

to keep up his residence and the grounds
adjoining it, for he lives in a big palace

with no less than forty-four bedrooms,
and he is expected to do a great deal of

expensive entertaining. One of his friends

has written of him: "He didn't want the

palace, and he didn't want a big mansion
in Saint James Square that was also add-
ed to his episcopal domain, but he had
to take them, although he protested that

he would much prefer to live in some
little flat and divide his income among
the poorer clergy. As it is, it requires

even more than the Bishop's income to

keep up his expensive homes. Indeed,

he could hardly keep them up but for the

help of wealthy men in the Episcopal

Church."
While in Washington the Bishop will

lay the corner stone of the great cathedral

to be built there, and will then go tn

Richmond and to other .\merican cities.

The Rev. William Durham of London
•-ays of the untiring efforts of the Bishop :

"The Bishop of London is eminently
(ine of the 'preaching prelates.' Every
Sunday in the year he delivers at least

one sermon, but frequently two; and eacli

week all through the year he preaches not

less than twice, very often thrice, and
sometimes even on a fourth occasion. He
TH-ver tires of this function, but seems to

feel increasing delight in it. The wonder
i< that he is always fresh and strikingl.\-

original, for his days are so thronged witii

various duties that he cannot attempt

systematic ' preparation. Most preachcr-
l an devote the morning hours to quiet

-ludy, but the Bishop of London is con-

MODER.N FARWINQ SCENE ON THE BIG ALFALFA RANCH OF S. P. MILLER
IN NEW MEXICO

stantly receiving . his clergy ,or visiting

different parishes at all hours of the day.
His regular habits aid him somewhat, for
he rises all the j'ear round at seven, .and

remains alone for a full hour of reading,
until the bell summons the household to

the palace chapel for prayers. The do-
mestic service is followed by breakfast,
and business begins immediatel3-.

"A great factor in the popularity of the
Bishop of London is his comprehension of

the people. Few leaders of society equal
him in this respect. He told me how,-
when Bishop of Stepney, he delighted,

early in the morning, to cycle with clubs

of working lads. And on Saturday after-

noons it was his usual occupation to take

parties of factory girls over Saint Paul's

Cathedral. Now, as Bishop of London,
his great garden parties consist mostly of

similar clients, invited to come to enjoj'

his hospitality and to play in his park
at Fulham on the banks of the Thames.
When he was rector of Bethnal Green he
still resided in the Oxford Settlement
house., so as to be constantly in the very
heart of all the povertj-, and he spent

much of his time daily- in visiting the

neediest of the people in the great, wretch-
ed slums, until the people learned to know
and love him as their true friend. His
rectory he gave up to his assistant clergy.

In those days he made a great record as

a masterly open-air preacher. And he
loves open-air preaching still.- and has
inaugurated this summer a 'Bishop of

London's open-air session' for the various

London parks."'

When one kno>vs of all that the Bishop
of London is doing for all classes and
conditions of people one is not sifi-prised

that he is known in England as the peo-

ple's prelate.

The Gracious Lady of Deer Isle

BY MORRIS W.\DE

OUT in the Merrimac River, in front of

the fine old town of Newburyport,
Massachusetts, is a little island of five or

six acres, on which lives one of the most
popular of our American writers, Mrs.
Harriet Prescott Spofford. Hers is the

only house on the island, and the first

chain, or suspension, bridge ever built in

our country reaches from the Newbury-
port shore out to Mrs. Spofford's island,

better known as Deer Island. It was one
of these islands and of Mrs. Spofford that

Whittier wrote

:

From the green Amesbury hill which bears
thy name

Of that half-mythic ancestor of mine
W ho trod its slopes two hundred years a.go.

Down the long valley of the Merrimac,
Midway between me and the ri\'*r's mouth,
I see thy home, set like an eagle's nest
Among Deer Island's immemorial pines

;

Crowning the crag on which the sunset
breaks

Its last red arrow. Many a tale and song.

Which thou hgst told or sung, I call to

mind,.
Softening to silvery mist the woods and

hills,

The out-thrust headlands and inreaching
bays

Of our northwestern coast line, trending
where

The Gulf, mid-sumrqer. feels the chill

blockade
Of icebergs stranded at its northern gate.

In the closing line of the poem "Mr

Whittier referred to ]\Irs. Spofford as

"my neighbor and my friend."

Few of our American women writers

have done better work than has been
done by Mrs. Spofford both in prose and
rhyme. She has been a very prolific

writer, and her work is sometimes seen in

half a dozen periodicals in a single month.
Mrs. Spofford was born in Calais.

Maine, seventy-two years ago, and re-
' moved to Newburyport when she was but

a very young girl, and tliat interesting

old town has ever since been her home.
She was married to Richard Spofford in

the year 1865, and they made their home
out on the Deer Isle, on which Mrs. Spof-
ford still lives, excepting during the winter
months, when she lives in Boston or in

Washington, for both of which cities she
has a great liking. ^Ir. Spofford was a
man of the highest education, and one of

the charms of the old mansion on Deer
Isle is the large library which long ago
overflowed beyond the confines of a single

room, and books are to be found in every
part of the house.

Mrs. Spofford has never had robust
liealth, and is seldom seen in society, re-

ser\-ing such strength as she has for her
literary w'ork. Something more than a
dozen works of fiction bear her name on
the title page, and if she were to collect

her short stories they would make a dozen
more volumes. It is seldom that a w"riter

excels in both prose and poetry as does
Mrs. Spofford, and her volumes of poetry
have in them the songs of a real singer.

She has struck as high notes in some of

her poems as were ever struck by an
-A.merican poet. One of her critics said

not long ago of Mrs. Spofford ihat her
pen was "diamond tipped." It is certainly

a pen that has contributed much of per-

manent value to our American literature,

and as the literary profession is one in

which there seems to be no "dead line,"

one may hope to read new songs and new

stories from the pen of this gifted writer,

who is sixteen years younger than that

remarkable woman, Sirs. Julia Ward
Howe, who has passed the eighty-eighth
milestone of life, and is still doing ad-
mirable work as a writer, while it is not
imusual for her to address two or three
audiences a week. When Mrs. Louis
.A.gassiz, widow of the great naturalist,

died last June. Mrs. Howe said of her
that her life record was "writ;ien in white,''

because of its purity. Those who know
Harriet Prescott Spofford best feel that
this might also be said of her because of
the purity', the refinement and the beauty
of her life. She has a charm of manner
that has won for her the title »f the "gra-
cious lady of Deer Isle," and those who
have the privilege of going over the old
chain bridge visiting - her in her own
home feel that the title is one that is de-
served.

Out-of-Door Life for the Indoor Wife

BY WILUAM J. BUTITSCHER

No MATTER how much work a woman
has inside, she should be able to

introduce a system which would enable
her to get through in time to spend some
of her time out of doors. If she cannot
arrange this, then it is possible for her to
carry the out-of-door life into the house
with her.

The first thing tliat a woman gets out
of doors is fresh air. But she can keep
the air in every part of the house just as
fresh as the air outside by proper ventila-

tion. There should be a window or two
open in every room, winter and summer

—

especially the bedroom. No matter liow
cold the night, sleep near an open window,
and vou will never be bothered with cold.

THE UNIQUE RESIDENCE OF MRS. SPOFFORD

MRS. HARRIET PRESCOTT SPOFFORD

I have entered homes in cities where the

air was so foul that I felt like crying
aloud, ""Ventilate ! "Ventilate !" Under such
conditions women cannot be healthy.

The next thing she gets out of doors
is sunshine. We all love sunshine, j'et

some will do all possible to keep it out
of the rooms. Pull aside the curtains and
let the sunshine in. And when possible,

perform your work in that part of the

room where the sunshine falls upon you

—

except in mid-summer.
The next thing she gets out of doors

is exercise. This may also be had in the
house. In the course of a day she will

walk a mile, perhaps. She will exercise
her arms in sweeping, dusting, dish wash-
ing, etc. When you have exercised your
body, rest yourself by sitting perfectly
quiet for several minutes in a comfortable
rocker. When your work has been while
sitting, rest yourself by taking a walk.

In the question of health we can all

afford to emulate the Indians, who took
their medicine while they were well, to

keep from getting sick. The medicine I

recommend is a compound of system, fresh
air. sunshine, exercise and healthful food.

The Puzzler
Cn.\R.\Di;

\ weary traveler approached my firsi
To satisfy his hunger and his thirst.
Then felt within his pockets, thinking there
fo find wherewith to liquidate his fare

;

IJut not a THIRD remained. My second
shows

In cypher plain the sum which they enclose.
TIow WHOLE we are." at length the land-

lord sneers,
\nd turns him out, well boxing both his ears.

Transpositions
1. niame—Rome. 5. Harry got hemp.
-'. Puss on spire. 6. Snipe trade.
.!. I can run Tom. 7. J?us in city—E.
4. Tie, Stella. 8. Miss N. Reade.

\\SWERS TO PfZZLES IN THE SePTEMBFR
25th Issue

Girls' \ames Concealed— 1. Ada; 2. Isa-
l>ella: ^. .\melia : 4. Ellen; 5. Emma:
6. Barbara : 7. Martha : 8. Susan : 9. EII.t :

in. Mary: 11. Sarah; 12. A.enes.
Charade Xo. I—Wintry—win-try.
Charade N'o. 2—Curtailing—curt-ailinj;.
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The Grange
BY MRS. MARY E. LEE

A FARM AND FIEESIDE GRANGE
SEVERAL Granges have been organized

through Farm and Fireside, and 'I

feel as much interest in them as in

those I have personally organized.

Last week I met one face to face and was
indeed proud of it. Last March W. A.

Palmer wrote me that they were to hold

an independent farmers' institute, and he

was on for a talk on the Grange. He
wanted literature. Nearly every family

read Farm and Fireside, and they most
naturally turned to it. I sent material,

wrote the other granges and the county

delegate to send greetings and a helping

hand, notified that excellent deputy. Ell-

wood Walker, and in two weeks a Grange
was organized, which now numbers forty-

five members. It is destined to become a

leading factor in Grange life; high ideals,

with the grit and determination and spirit

of self-sacrifice to make these qualities felt,

are characteristics. A brass band and choral

club, a good organ, fine musical and lit-

erary programs, and withal high courage
and heartsomeness—ah, there is hope for

men and women of this stamp.

In this vicinity the hills are high and
rugged

;
sheep raising is the principal in-

dustry, with poultry coming to claim atten-

tion, and fruit looming in the rear will

make this country a garden spot. Such
organizations thrill the heart and give

hope and courage, for the future.

<$>

EFFICIENCY IN .PUBLIC SERVICE
Just as long as the public business is

transacted by those who must yield to the

chicanery of politics, and contribute to

the party in power from their earnings

in office to hold that office, ^ust so long

will there be fraud and slip-shod and ex-

pensive methods that no business on earth

could stand and prosper.

The business of administration of pub-
lic office is entirely separate and distinct

from vote getting. Under our rule of

two terms and out, which prevails in most
states, the first term in office must be

largely consumed in learning the duties

of that office, unless experienced and com-
petent clerks are retained, in which case

the extra officer is an added expense. To
make a man contribute from his earnings

in office, that he may get back again, is

one of the surest ways of forcing him to

find a way to take from the office—that

is, from the tax payers—the funds he has
to pay out. Fortunate for the public purse
is it that after he has learned the trick

he doesn't take more.
I see an expression of "that's so" on

j-our face. Wait a minute. The fault is

yours. The business is yours, and you
have voluntarily selected a man to trans-

act it for you. You are the electors.

You are the ones to blame for this nefa-

rious system that is sapping the purse and
•weakening the moral fiber of the people.

You time-serving electors, who have flat-

tered yourselves on your goodness and
intelligence, who growl at graft and cor-

ruption, complain of high taxes, you are

the ones to blame. It's your business. A
part of business you retain to yourself

as a private matter, and mind it with

varying degrees of sagacity and ability;

and a part is said to be of a public na-

ture, and the entire community turns out

to take part in selecting a man to trans-

act it. Do they go about it in an orderly

way, as they would to select a man to

put in as foreman on a farm or in a shop?
By no means. Brass bands, huzzas, hunt-

ing up everything about the record of the

man back to the fourth generation, if it

can be traced so far, but not a word about

his ability and efficiency for the business

in band. Party strife is stirred up, and
for weeks papers are paid for, that either

laud to the skies or cast to the uttermost

depths the candidates for office. And the

people read and shout and call themselves
intelligent! Was there ever such monu-
mental blundering?

I would that every man, before he could

even be announced as a candidate for office,

qualify for the duties of that office and
pass a civil service examination. To go
before the people and ask for their votes

to do a certain kind of business without
qualifications is consummate effrontery.

Let us get at the matter in an orderly

way. Have we not fumed and vaporized
quite long enough? Have not the rev-

elations of graft been sufficiently lurid?

Has there not been enough agitation to

at last rouse the people from their iron-

lidded sleep? Are we not ready to declare

that public business is just as much our
business as private affairs, and use the
same business methods to achieve an eco-
nomical, businesslike administration of
them?

I think in each community there are

those who could form the nucleus of a

sane, determined effort in this regard.

The first step is a system of bookkeeping
which shall be uniform throughout the
state, which will include every official,
from road supervisor to governor, by
whicli all accounts shall be accurately kept,
all the income and outgo; these accounts
inspected annually, published and dis-
tributed to every tax payer. Throw the
light of publicity on every transaction.

If a man is an efficient business man,
keep him in office and pay him liberally
for his ability. Select a man with judg-
ment, who knows where to get information
and skilled help, and keep him there until
a better man arrives. There will not be
economy or honesty in the public service
until this is done.
There is no good reason for desiring

frequent change in office, and the man
who is always clamoring for short terms,
"pass the honors around," "there are
other good men," simply has an ax to
grind. There never was a time in the
history of the world when there was as
great need for efficiency as now, and never
a time when so many elements conspired
against it. Go to work, if you really
want an orderly, economical administra-
tion of your business which you call

public. Feel a personal responsibility. It's

an economic necessity. Until you do it

you will groan under heavy taxes, and
your sense of decency will be outraged
by revelations of corruption that should
make every honest man and woman blush.
Organize into Granges in the country,
into boards of trade in the city, and all

work together for a businesslike adminis-
tration of public affairs.

NATIONAL GRANGE
Several of the Eastern states have voted

funds to make a special display at Nation-
al Grange in Hartford, Connecticut, in

November. Committees have been ap-
pointed to look after the comfort of guests
in other cities. Connecticut herself, under
the leadership of Orson S. Wood, is

making arrangements for splendid enter-
tainment and trips to historic places, these
trips to be so arranged as to interfere as
little as possible witli the regular meet-
ings. This is to be one of the most impor-
tant meetings in years.
Let every one who possiblj' can do so

arrange to attend this great convention.
One cannot be intelligent on economic
and agricultural themes unless intelligent

upon the action of the National Grange.
$>

THE OBSERVATORY
Maine has the finest Grange halls of

any state in the Union; The home Grange
of State Master Gardner built a hall cost-
ing sixteen thousand dollars. There are
toany halls in the state costing from twelve
to sixteen thousand dollars. Mr. Gard-
ner is loved and trusted by his people for
his fine organizing ability and leadership.

Organizations for civic betterment are
turning to women urging them to take up
the responsibilities they have so long
shirked. Moral and economic problems
cannot be solved without the aid of good
women, they say. They bitterly condemn
the indifference of women to the most po-
tent means of reform, the ballot, and
urge the women to join with them in ask-
ing for an opportunity to express their

demand for good, clean government at
the polls. It's the economic and moral
necessity of the age. Are women going
to wait for the ballot to be thrust upon
them? The Grange has always stood for
woman suft'rage.

Fines, no matter how large, will not
prohibit lawbreaking of such corporations
as are determined to break the law. They
can soon reimburse tliemselves from a

small raise in prices. The fine is simply
transferred from business channels to
government vaults. The only effective
waj' is to devise laws of- such justness as
will command the respect of all, then pun-
ish violators by imprisonment. Some
place in the corporate machinery there is

some one responsible. Find him.

If the people are unable, through their

representatives, to regulate industries in

the interests of common good, will they be
any more able to do it when the govern-
ment owns the commodities? We still

have the integer, the individual, with
which to deal. What is needed is a larger
sense of justice toward individuals and
corporations and from individuals and cor-
porations. It is not likely to come unless
sought.

There are enough agencies at work to

make our government an ideal one if only
the interested ones will make use of the

power of organization, and the organiza-
tions will co-operate. That is the true
remedy. There is goodness -enough to

win. God helps the righteous.

Cheap Lands in the
Heart of Texas

Trinity and

There is an oppor-
tunity open to you
now to get good
land in The
Heart of Texas
for much less

than it is really

worth.
The land lies in the

fertile

Brazos Valley
This valley is located in the midst of the most prosperous and thickly

settled part of Texas. It is formed by the Trinity and Brazos Rivers,

which flow only about 70 miles apart for over 300 miles through the
richest agricultural section of Texas.

The land in this Trinity and Brazos Valley varies in character from the
finest black waxy land, capable of growing enormous crops of staples,

like cotton, corn wheat, etc., to the light sandy soils which produce
fruits and vegetables in abundance.

The Trinity & Brazos Valley R.R. has recently been completed
through the very centre of this valley from Ft. Worth and Dallas on the
North to Houston and Galveston on the South, The direct transpor-

tation to the four great markets of Texas thus secured gives the territory

along the railroad what it has needed to develop its great resources.

Large numbers of settlers are going into the Trinity and Brazos Valley

now. They are buying fine land at from $5^ to $40 an acre, according to

kind and location, but these prices are not likely to long remain so low.

If you see in this your opportunity, don't delay. Investigate. You will

find the land cheap— the crops big— the climate healthful —- the people

prosperous, industrious and glad to see you.

Take advantage of one of the low-rate excursions on the Rock Island-

Frisco Lines, onlv $20 from St. Louis or Kansas City, $25 from Chicago,

to any point in the Trinity and Brazos Valley and return.

If you would like to read something about the opportunities open to you in the Trinity and
Brazos Valley write for my book on Texas. You will find it full of good, reliable informa-
tion. I will send you one, without cost, if you will give me your name and address.

The Kock Island-Frisco Lines have no land for sale and are only interested in getting
good, energetic settlers for the desirable, but unoccupied, lands along their roads.

I have chosen several specific sections, where con-
ditions are especially favorable for new settlers, and
am advertising their advantages. If you would pre-
fer some other section than the Trinity and Brazos
Valley, look for my advertisements in other issues
of this paper, or write me for specific literature about
the section you are most interested in.

FRISCO4
JOHN SEBASTIAN, Passenger Traffic Manager, Rock Island-Frisco Lines,

1222 La Salle Station. Chicago, or 1222 Frisco Bldg.. St. Louis

r
Be Wise in

^^^^

TOIR LIFE

Always look for the H. & R. trade-

mark, for a good revolver is your friend

for Hfe and oh which your life may
depend at some crucial time.

The man who knows will select an

H. & R. for obvious reasons. There
could be nothing better than the best

The H. & R. Revolver has no superior in point

of constnicdon,^ simplicity o( action, oi in finish. It

costs a trifle less than some other revolvers, but

that is a point in your favor, one of the many
reasons why the H. & R. is the most popular firearm

made to-day.

They are made in many styles and sizes as described in our
tjeaulifully illustrated catalog, among which we would especially

recommend our H. & R. AUTOMATIC DOUBLE ACTION.
32 calibre. 6-»hoi. ot 38 calibre, 5-ihot, 3V4-inch barrel, finest

niclcel finish. $6.56; the H. & R. HAMMERLESS. $7.00.

Sdd by all first-dass dealeR. Rather than accept a substittite,

order from us direct. Loolc (or our name on barrel and tha Bttle

target trade-mark on the handle.

Send_for Jllujfrated Catalog

HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON AI^S CO.

454 PARK
AVE.

WORCESTER, MASS.

3(1111110 C

Hunters' & Trappsrs' Guide i^^''^,
pages; leather boand

Send us yonr address

I
and we will showyoa

I how to make %'i a day
V absolutely sure; we

fnrnish the worlc and teach yon free, you work in

the locality where yo" 1 ive. Send us yoar address and we will

explatQ the bnsiness fHlly.remeniber we guarantee a clear profit

of $3 for every day's work, absolutely sore. Write atonce.
BOTAL UAAUFACTUBIRO CO., Box 915 Detroit, Uietu

000
r.0

lustrating all Fur Animals. All
about Traps. Trappers' Secrets. Decoys; Price $2.00. \Ve

pay 10 to more for Raw Furs, Hides. Skins than
home buyers. Hidestaoned intn Robes. Scndfor Price
List. Aud^nich Broa,, Dept. llOi SllnneapoUa, HIdb*

Nurseries Pay Cash Weekly
AND Want More Salesmen Every-

where. Best Contract, Best Outfit,
' Largest Nurseries—with an 82-Year Record.
STARK BRO'S, LOUISIANA, MO.

Plant Currants in September and October
Plant the most profitable variety. Plant President Wilder. Send
for descriptive list with prices to S. D. WILLARD, Geneva, N. Y.

FREIGHT PAID.
Cataloeue Free

Box D. Geneva, N. Y.

%Hun1

TREES S5 PER 100
Reliance Nursery

INFORMATION
WANTED

Any one having a farm for sale in good
locality, please send price and descrip-

tion. Would also like information re-

garding good business and house and lot

for sale in good small town. Please state

reasons for selling and when possession

can be had. Will deal with owners only
who wish to sell direct with buyers and
save commissions. No agents need
answer.

Address, Buyers' Dept.,
NORTHWESTERN AGRICULTURIST,

Minneapolis, Minn.

The XTNIVEKSAI. MAGAZINE the most interesting.

Send 25 cents (or one yearns sutMcript^n and 12 beaoti-

fnl pictures. Address, HAI-E PUBUSIIUNG CO.,
8560 Vista Avenue, St. lA>nl9, Mo.
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THE PRINCE OF PETS

A future society queen on her small gray thorough-

bred. A few more years and this little daughter

of Mr. O. W. Bird, of Hempstead, -vvill follow

the Meadowbrook hounds.

Th&pony directly below is "Prince," the first-prize

pony in the contest that FARM AND FIRESIDE is

just starting. This picture was taken only a few

weeks ago on the FARM AND FIRESIDE pony farm,

and the Httle girl is the daughter of the superin-

tendent. She and "Prince" are warm friends, as

the picture will show.

The son and daughter of a New York man with
their favorite pony. No fault can be found with this

turnout, but "Prince," with his cart and harness, are

prettier still.

This is Archie Roosevelt, the Proident's son, on his calico pony, "Algonquin."
"Algonquin" is a mighty nice pony, but not a bit finer than the ponies we are going

to give our boys and girls.

Boys make good "pals" and little girls are mighty
nice, too, but after all there is nothing belter for a
fellow than a pony. The pony is the favorite pet of

all children. AU the sons and daughters of the kings

of Europe have ponies, and 'Archie Roosevelt has

one, too. They are so gende and easy to keep that

the world over they are indeed "The Prince of Pets."

This is another one of the ponies that will go to our

boys and girls. We are going to give him away as third

prize.

How would you like to have this pony? He will be given away

as second prize in (he FARM AND FIRESIDE Pony Contest Isn't

he pretty?

This is a picture of "Prince," the first-prize pony, hitched to

the cart that will be given away with him. Isn't it a hemd-

some turnout?

Five of the ponies pictured above will be given away in the great FARM AND FIRESIDE Pony Gintest, which is just starting. Ten ponies will be giv<M

Shetland ponies on the FARM AND FIRESIDE pony farm, and we have our choice of these to give the boys and girls who are out fnends. Yi

be given away altogether. There are two hundred and eighty

ou can find out more about them on page 22
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PLANTING WINTER GRAIN IN
THE SOUTH

Some few years ago the territory com-
monly denominated as the cotton belt

nowadays was known as the land of the

cotton. But with diversification and in-

tensive cultivation the changes in no other

section and in no other line of business

have been as notable as in farming in

the states in question. A combination of

causes account for the remarkable dif-

ference, but labor is probably chief among
all the rest. With this as a primary
trouble, others developed on every hand.
Crops that required cultivation had to

be abandoned in a measure for crops that

could be handled with a small force.

Methods of cultivation that called for fre-

quent work had to be supplanted by im-
proved mechanical contrivances which
took the place of men. Through all these

agencies, so to speak, a great number of
changes took place.

The growth of the live-stock industry

has called for more grains and forage. The
Southern farmer has found the cow pea
to be the most wonderful summer crop

in the world. They serve as hay and pas-

turage crops, and are used profitably as a

seed crop. However, there are many oth-

ers being brought into use. From every
section of the world new plants that will

help out are being introduced.

Now the greatest work, in the estima-

tion of many farmers, is the crop to be
grown profitably through the winter. New
varieties of oats have been established.

The Appier oat has made such a wonder-
ful change in the winter-oat crop of the

state that the difference in yield has
amounted to enough to make the oat

crop, under present conditions, one of the

most profitable that can be planted. The
Georgia Experiment Station grow3 them
almost exclusively, and always sells every
bushel for seed at splendid prices. In ad-

dition to these oats, the turf oat has been
found of great value for grassing, and it

also makes a good grain crop. The Burt
oat has supplied a missing link in the

spring-oat crop. It can be planted in

February or early March in the South,

and made to yield a big crop, where a few
years ago farmers would not think of

planting spring oats, even to help out a

short food crop.

However, the winter oat is the most
profitable to plant. It is very easy to

grow splendid crops of them on most any
soil that is properly drained. Where the

land is at all sour, or shows signs of

acidity, the application of lime will rem-
edy the evil and put the land in such
condition that an immense crop of oats

can be grown. Still the preparation of

the soil and the method of planting has
much to do with the final yield. There
is nothing stranger to me than the lack

of knowledge of the farmers concerning
the essential points in preparation of the

soil. In preparing for winter oats the

land should be broken broadcast, so as to

turn under all weeds and trash. After this

is done, a drag harrow should be used to

smooth the land, or if the land is excep-
tionally rough, a disk harrow could be
used with advantage. Writing for the

benefit of the average Southern farmer,

who is not well supplied with improved
implements, causes me to mention the drag
harrow, as most anybody has one. In

case the land is rough it can be run over
two or three times and a good seed bed
prepared. That is the essential point to

be kept in view.
After this is done, if one has no seed

drill, a double-foot plow stock, or even a

single foot, can be used to lay off the

land, using a four-inch scooter plow, run-

ning close together, say six or eight

inches apart. When this is done the oats

can be sown broadcast over the land, and
nine tenths of them will fall in the fur-

rows. When the harrow is run across

the land, in the opposite direction of the

furrows, all the oats will be dragged into

the rows as nicely as if drilled. By this

method the slight danger of being winter
killed is reduced to a minimum and the

crop is practically assured.

The matter of fertilization is of prime
importance. When the oats are planted
on a field where cow peas have been
grown there is usually a good supply of

vegetable matter and nitrogen. However,
no matter where they are planted, it will

be best to use only acid phosphate in the
beginning. It can be thrown broadcast
over the land and turned under when the
soil is broken. If lime is to be applied,

it should be applied the same way. Then
the harrowing mixes it in the soil.

In the spring, just as the oats begin
to grow, nitrate of soda or cotton-seed
meal may be applied broadcast vi^ith won-
derful results. By waiting until spring
to apply the nitrogenous fertilizer all dan-
ger of its washing out of the soil' before
the plants take it up is eliminated, and as

a result the crop is invariably successful.

J. C. McAULIFFE.
«>

The economic potentiality of agricul-

ture is enormous when we take into con-
sideration the total crop production of

last year. *

iBefferand Cheaper Roofing
ThanTinor Shindies.
Ciood foraigr KindorRoof

Did you ever pay a
good price for a new roof and

then have to patch it within the first

year or two ? Enough to make anybody
sore, isn't it?

You know just as well as we do that the tin and shingles that you
buy nowadays are a long ways from being the good old quality
you used to buy. Big difference in price, too, isn't there ?

Do you want to put your good money into any kind of roofing
material that after it's been on six months will make you incessantly
haul out the old ladder and patch up a few leaks after every rain ?

For 18 years we've been manufacturing MICA-NOID PRE-
PARED FELT ROOFING. When we first started there were no
manufacturers of such roofing, but today a bunch of young ones
has broken into the ring and, gee, how they talk ! In many cases
they even have names similar to

MICA-NOID READY ROOnNG
It takes years to test a roofing material and that's why every farmer ought
to investigate MICA-NOID before he decides to put on a new roof.
We've thousands of customers who bought MICA-NOID years ago, the
first time for only one building. Two or three years after they bought
enough for another building, until today they haven't any other kind of
roofing on the place. Isn't that pretty good proof that the old stand-by.
MICA-NOID, is all right ?

MICA-NOID can be applied by any one to any kind of roof. If nec-
essary, can be laid over shingles. Makes a splendid tiding for build-
ings. MICA-NOID is the only roofing that's good for life.

Why wouldn't MICA-NOID be just the thing for that new roof of
yours? Write for FREE samples of MICA-NOID and our illus-
trated booklet.

SOLD ONLY
DIRECT FROM
THE FACTORY
FREIGHT PREPAID

Mica-Noid Manufacturing Company
115 Mica-Noid BIdg., St. Louis, Mo.

CAUTION: -No MICA-NOID ROOFING has been
(old to dealers since January 1, 1903. Any dealers

or jobbers offering any roofinff under the name ol
MICA-NOID will be prosecuted.

We Trust the People Everywhere
STOVES, FURNITURE and HOUSEHOLD GOODS
ON CREDIT TO YOU WHEREVER YOU LIVE

CCUn HQ A DnCTAI PARIl TnnAV for oar free beautifully lUnstrated catalogtiesOCnU Ua It rUOlnli UnnU lUUni of stoves, furniture, carpets, household goods,
graphophones and pianos. Catalogue H embraces a complete line of stofes and ranges. Cata*
loGTue Q contains fumltare, carpets and household goods. Catalog; K contains Columbia
graphophonee and records, and Catalogue M contains our celebrated BECKMANN Pianos.
When writing state definitely whether you desii-e any particular one, or all catalogues. We will
send them by return mail FREE-

UfC Ufil I TDIICT Vflll and will send anything yon want and Euar-nC nILL InUdI TUU antee a savlngr of from 25% to40% on
anything ordered from us. We will give you the full benefit of the clean-
est and most desirable credit system ever created, one which is strictly
confidential and devoid of any and all embarassing features. We are the
gaeatest of America's national home furnishing concerns with a combined
capital of $7,000,000,00. We own 25 mammoth retail stores located in the
principal cities of the United States, and on account of our grreat size we are
enabled to undersell all, and at the same time sive you over a year to pay
for your noods.

TERMS FIXED TO SUIT YOUR SALARY AND MEANS
and ample provision made In case of Illness, accident or other misfortune-
Goods shipped on approval to any part of the country, and if not exactly
as represented and the greatest bargains you ever saw, they may be re-
turned at our expense. You assume no obligation of any sort until yon
are convinced that you have saved considerable money by ordering from us,

lupiTC HQ TfinAV "hder any ctrcumstances order any
ITm I b UO I UUni household goods until yon have received our
free catalogues. In the meantime

Price $4.95«
Terms 75c cash; 60c Monthly.

As an example of tile wonderful

INVESTIGATE OUR RELIABILITY ^a^nM
in Ctiicago. St. Louis. Pittsburg. Detroit, Cincinnati, Milwau-
kee or any other big city and you will find that we are rated at
the highest terms of financial responsibility, that we do every-

vaioea and our open scconnt credit promise and seU precisely as advertised.
terma shown m oar catalogues, we
offer this magnificent Victor Btnpire

Hot Bl&8t Heater, which will bora any
kind of fuel, made in the best possible

manner and beautifully nickled. Wa
famish this stove with 10 inch fire pot

at $4. 95, on terms of 76c cash and Mc
montbly. Send us 75e today and vre

will ship this stove to yoa at once OB
approval. Our stove catalogue offers

a full line of all kinds oC ttove* at
prloet from S9e op*

725 So.

Sangamon

Street,

CHICAGO.

$1,600.00 in Cash Frizes for November
will be awarded by Woman's Home Companion
in addition to a liberal compensation for all work
done. Here is the greatest opportunity in the mag-
azine field to earn big money. Last year many
"Woman's Home Companion agents cleared from
glOO.OO to $300.00 a month. This season the oppor-
tunities are even gi-eater and, as yet, the territory
has not been half covered. You can earn Uberatl
commissions and big prizes in getting subscriptions
for the greatest magazine in the world at One Dol-
lar—the inaific piece of currency every one is willing,

to pay. Act quickly and you can secure a good
share of the gl,600.00 prize money and of the§ 2,000.00

December prize money. Address
Agents Department, Woman's Home Com:-
PANION, Madison Square, New York City.

9 GORDS IN 10 HOURS
BAW8 DOWI
IBUS

BY ONE MAN, irith tiie FOLDING SAWING MACHINE. It
saws down trees. Folds like a pocket koife. Saws any kind ol
timber on any kind of {Tound. One man can saw moro timber
vithit: than 2 men in any other way, and doit enter. Send fot

FREE illustrated catalog^. showing latest IMPROVEMEIITS
•ad fffHmnnifci. from ttumsud,. FlrBt CTder secures .gesfl^ 'ftrliirii.

FOLDING SAWING MACHINE CO.
168- 1 64 E. HaiTKsn Street, Cbicage, H llnela.

CROOKED SPINES-STRAIGHTENED
CUBE T0UB5ELF OR TOIJR CHILD AT HOKE, WITHOUT PAIK OB tNC0!fTEinE5CB,

OF ART SPUIAL DEFOBHITI WITH THE WONDERFUL SHELDOA AFPLUNCE.

Ho matter how old yoa are, or how long yoa hare snffered, or what kind of
spinal deformitf you have, thecals a care for yoa by means of the wonderfal
Sheldoa Appliance. It is as firm as steel and yet elastic at the right plaoes. It
gives an even, perfect support to the weakened or deformed aplne. It is as easy
to take off or pot on as a coat, causes no inconvenience, and does not chafe oi
irritate. No one can notice yoa are wearing it.

CURC: YOURSELF AT HOME.
The Sheldon Appliance is made to order to fit each individual perfectly. It weighs
ounces, where other supports weigh pounds. The price is within the reach of all.

Hundreds of doctors recommend it.

We Gaarantee Satisfaction And Let You Use II 30 Days
If yoa or your child are suffering from any spinal trouble, hunchback, or crooked spine,
write at once for new book with full ioformatioa leferences. We have stoong testi-
monials from every State in the Union.

PHILO BURT MFG. CO.» 236-IOth St, Jamestown. Y.

Travel at Our

Expense
Would you not like to go to Europe and

see London and Paris and Berlin and

Rome—to visit the places that you have

always read about and wanted to see?

Woman's Home Companion has made it

possible for hundreds of young men and

women to travel, to go to college, to study

music, and it can show you how to earn

every cent of the money necessary to do

any one of these things.

Address

Subscribers Helps Department

Woman's Home Companion

Madison Square

New York City

BE SURE TO MENTION FARM AND FIRESIDE WHEN
WRITING TO ADVERTISERS.



isPony?
"Prince" i« hi*
name, and he cer-
tainly is a prince
am o n s Shethmd
Ponies. "Prince"
is by far the pret-
tiest pony we have
ever given away,
and see how gen-
tle, too!

The
Greatest

Of AU
Pony
Contests

For Our
Boys
And
Girls

Good News For You All!
How would you like to have your mother or father tell you that you could have one of the prettiest Shetland ponies in

America all for your very own? Wouldn't you be happy?
Well, you can get a beautiful Shetland pony just as well as not, for we are going to give away "Prince," the handsome

pony whose pictures you see on this page, to some boy or girl who will do FARM AND FIRESIDE a favor. Wouldn't you just

love to hitch up "Prince" and take your friends for a drive in his pretty cart? You would be the envy of every one in your town,
for "Prince" is the prettiest Shetland pony we have ever seen—and we have looked all over the country for pretty ponies, too.

But "Prince" is not the only pony we shall give away. Altogether we shall give to our boys and girls

Ten Beautiful Shetland Ponies

500 Magnificent Grand Prizes, and
Ten Thousand Dollars in Ponies, Prizes and Rewards!

Just think of it, ten beautiful ponies for our boys and girls! Last spring there were only three pony prizes, but in this

contest there are ten—all of them prettier than any ponies we have ever before given away! We have two hundred and eighty

ponies on the FARM AND FIRESIDE pony farm, and these ten are our choice of all for our boys and girls, so you can see how
fine they are. And just think, there will be five hundred magnificent grand prizes, too. Besides all these, we shall give away
thousands of other valuable prizes, including pianos, watches, bicycles, sewing machines, guns, talking machines, and everything
else you can think of that is beautiful and useful. Don't you want some of these fine prizes? They are not ordinary prizes at

all, nor is this an ordinary prize contest, for in this contest there will be

A Prize for Every Contestant Enrolled!
That is our guarantee, and FARM AND FIRESIDE stands behind it with hundreds of thousands of dollars capital. It is

going to be different from any contest FARM AND FIRESIDE has ever conducted—and far more liberal. We mean every word
of it. You can get a prize by just becoming enrolled as a contestant, and in addition to your prizes we will pay you in cash
for absolutely every subscription you get. FARM AND FIRESIDE guarantees that absolutely every contestant will be rewarded

directly, according to the number of subscriptions obtained. Could any offer be more liberal? As soon as you get started you
will be a prize winner sure, but nothing in the world can keep you from getting "Prince," with his cart and harness, or one
of the other beautiful prizes, if you will hustle a little. Just think, there are ten beautiful ponies, all sound as a dollar and
gentle as kittens—just like "Prince." And you can get one

!

How to Get "Prince"
Absolutely the most important thing to do now is to write your name and address on

the coupon below (or a postal card will do), cut it out, and send it to the Pony Man,
Farm and Fireside, Springfield, Ohio. That is my address, and just as soon as

I hear from you I will send you pictures of the other ponies and prizes, and tell

you just how they will all be given away. And I will send you a fine picture

of Archie Roosevelt, the President's son, on his pony "Algonquin," pictures

of the pony winners in Farm and Fireside's last contest, and letters

from them to you, telling you just how they won the ponies and how happy

they are. There are lots of other things I will send you, too, and they

won't cost you a cent. All you need to do is to write. But if you
want to make sure of a prize the very first thing, don't wait to hear

from me, but get ten of your friends to take Farm and Fireside,

or renew their subscriptions at twenty-five cents each. Then
you will be a prize winner sure, and you can keep five cents

from each subscription as your cash commission. Just as

soon as I get your coupon or postal I will send you all

the pictures and other things. Don't wait. Write
to-day—diow.

DEAR ^
PONY MAN:—
Please send me by
return mail all the

pictures of the ponies
. ^

and the other things you 4^
mention, and tell me just

. A
how I can get a pony. 1 am '

.•

very anxious to get "Prince," so

*ave a place for me in the contest.

I will send my ten subscriptions as

soon as possible.

Name

Rural Route .

Town

FARM AND FIRESIDE
Springfield, Ohio

This is "Prince" with his beautifuf cart and hao-ness just as
they will all be sent absolutely without cost to some one

of our boys or girls. You can get him if you hustle!

Datt Slate
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IS THE MODERN MAN A POOR
FATHER? "

WHAT the father of to-day should
be to best develop his offspring
and at the same time create for
himself an abiding source of

delight is set forth pleasantly and con-
vincingly in an article in the German
magazine, "Deutsche MonatsschriftJ' of
Berlin. The writer maintains that neither
in the school nor in the home do
the children as a rule obtain the train-

ing which fits them later to discharge
the duties of father. He remarks at the
outset that the haste and unrest of modern
life leave Httle time for paternal joys.
Some are too weary from the day's work
to pay attention to the children's training;
others are pre-occupied with social duties,
and many there are who are really in-

different about the whole matter. In this-

way the coming generation loses those
priceless hours when the father is also
the educator, frJend and ideal ; and the
latter is robbed of the rejuvenating, vivify-
ing force, the spiritual expansion, that
spring from contact with one's own child.

The number of fathers that are able to

satisfy their children's thirst for informa-
tion is steadily decreasing. Ev«n when
a father is willing to devote his leisure

to their interests the modern parent is

no longer capable of coping with the sit-

uation. The world of surrounding ob-
jects has undergone a fundamental change.
Germany, for example, from being pre-
ponderatingly agrarian, has become an
industrial country, and modern German
life fairly bristles with technical problems.
On every hand the child observes phe-
nomena whose solution he is eager to
learn—electric roads, gas pipes, telephone
wires, aqueducts demand elucidation.

One must not try to satisfy him with
foreign words and vague phrases; the
explanation should primarily be clear and
simple. Here the child becomes the edu-
cator; he compels us to reflect about
things, and, above all, to realize how little

Commensurate our knowledge, our cul-

ture, is with the demands of the time.
The writer says he trains his own boys

—of eight and nine—to be keen observers
of the things about them and of apparent-
ly simple or insignificant objects, and these
reveal a world of wonders and surprises.

He himself has gn'own conscious of his

own insufficiency, for in his ' years of
study of Nature at the gymnasium but
little attention was. paid to the plant and
animal life of his immediate surroundings.
The naturalist never took his pupils into

the open where they could question him
about the myriad things that met their

gaze—plant, beetle, stone; nor does the
writer think that even at present instruc-
tion is imparted in this profitable, vital-

izing way. He shows what a fruitful

source of interest and knowledge a mere
pond might be, with its many odd forms
of animal life.

"The frog might teach us the secret of
submarine navigation; the enlarging wave
circle's, ceaselessly shaped by the water
beetles, picture to us the light waves and
those that serve as messengers of news
in wireless telegraphy. There were min-
eralogists as far back as five thousand
years ago; every boy should be some-
thing of a mineralogist to-day. By proper
observation beautiful specimens may be
gathered in field and road, and what
pleasure to find shells embedded in stones,
to strike fire from the flint. A knowledge
of mineralogy affords pleasure in a thou-
sand ways—the color of sea and river,

the forms of mountains, of landscapes,
the material of which most of our indus-
tries are the product, all these would be
better comprehended through a knowl-
edge of the mineral world. And there
are things still closer to us—the house
fly, for example, of which we know
nothing, in spite of constant contact with
it. Instruction usually follows the rule

of proceeding from the known to the un-
known. Should not a father, too, begin
with teaching his little ones in a natural,
unconstrained way, about objects which
are the most familiar, but about which
there is often total ignorance? It may
be rejoined that the school is there to
instruct- the child regarding the things
around him, to develop his powers of ob-
servation. With all due respect for the
school, its actual teaching is done en
masse; with the best will it cannot ac-
complish everything. Besides, the child
spends only a portiotj of his time in school,
and learns things there which, though
indispensable, tend rather to dull than to

sharpen his faculty of observation. The
father is the appointed teacher, who in

the home, on walks, can develop his

senses, which cannot be awakened too
early, to^ be sure, in an easy, pleasurable
way. The incitement to exact observation
is an incitement to the discovery of un-
suspected things in the heavens, in grass,
tree, stone." ,

If one knows through experience how
rejuvenating, stimulating and full of de-
lights it is to live in close contact with
a child, to investigate, to learn along with
it, one is tempted to cry out to the other
fathers

;

StandBack
0I ^ ^i^M. Mf. Hirttia,

727E.SecondSt.,
Muscatine, la.

Without obligating: nie
please send me your Fipee

I

S»itipl»otMuttWm Green Flag
Rubbmr KootInQ and RoofBookm

Name Street.

THE BEST

MUTTI

HUTTIO inPC>. CO.

&'J*WHW$S IMITATIONS -huh « ^-l^^^Zl

i

Hear\
From

Green Flag
~

Rubbei^ Roofing
For to Years with My Genuine—Legal
Binding—Personally Signed Gasraniee

City i State.
I

YOU or any man can put my Genuine
Huttiff'a GreenFIag Rubber Roofing
on the roof or side of any building

and I fltand back of that job for lOycau-s—
I stand back of every foot of my roofing:
personally, and the $1,000,000 capital of
the Huttis Mamufacturin^f Company of
Musc^ne, Iowa* also protect£ youfor 10
years. Nootherroofingfmakercanafford
to do that. Others make 'Verbal" guar-
antees—or"fake" promises. My 10-year
eucu-antee Is just as strong and durable
and genuine in your protection on the
reasonable cost to you of ^luttig's Green
Fla« Rubber Roofing as my roofing is

strong anddurable and genuine in protect-
ing your buildings from cold, heat, damp-
ness, rain, sun, hail, wind or tornadoes.

My Genuine Huftig'm Cfcen Flag
RoafingCo9i»HaifWhatShlnaiem
Do antt You Lay it Younelfm
Don't let your buildings go to rack and

ruin. Nothing destroys building values so
quickly as poor roofs or worn out roofs.
My Huttig's Green Flag Roofing is most
economical in first cost and long service
and is always protected for. 10 years by
my personal guarantee and all the re
sources of my company.
Because my roofing is the only roofing on tlie

market, made from pare, natural, imported
Asphalt from the famous Asphalt LAke in the
Island of Trinidad. This is used Intheexclu-

eiTe manafacture of Htittlg's Green Flag Rob*
b*r Roofing. . g
My rooting Is made of long-flbred wool lelt,

densely compressed and heavily saturated with
thla specnall/ prepared Natural Trinidad As-
phalt, which protects every particle of the fibre.
The saturation of Felt with Asphalt In Hultlg's

Croen Flag Rubber Roolin^ Is l.W per cent as
against 104 per cent, the highest saturation of
any of the roofing's with the crazy names.
That's the principal reason why my roofing

will not "stick" In the hottest, nor crack In the
coldest weather. Other rubber roofings, which,
have to depend on Texas and California. As-
phalts (products of petroleum oil) crack in the
winter and "run" In summer.
Test it for yourself. Send for sample of Hut-

tig's Green Flag Rubber Roof9ne and the others,
then do this.—Get a small quantity of salplmric
acid from your druggist. Put in the sample of
Hutiig'» and the other roofings. Let "em soak
24 hours, and note results. Huttlg's Green Flag
Rubber Roofing requires no skilled labor to lay
it. Every roll contains enough liquid cement,
nails, caps, etc, to lay it. Use the coupon above
or write me a postal for my Hutllg** Green
Flag Rubber Roofing

—

FiPeo SampiG to Tomt mmtt
Free Roofing Booic,

Then, when you hear from me personally,
youMl always know the difference between my
roofing—<he Green Flag—and Inferior Imlta*
lions which are even sold under my name but
not guaranteed like my roofing. Just put the
burden on Hultlg. My shoulders are broad. I
will take care of all your roofing troubles. If
you will trust me. Ask your dealer for Huttlg's
Green Flag Rubber Roofing. If you can't got
it of him, ask Me, and I'll see that you do get

Wpito Me Pmrmmnmlly—Fm^ Big Sampio and Roof Book 0-1

President

HuWg IVifgm Com
727 E. Second Street,

Muscatine, « Iowa

Genuine
Made - to -Order

I
Ship my Paint in extra size Gallon can*—
guaranteed to contain full measure.
These cans are dated the day the paint Is

made—your guarantee that the Faint Is abso*
Intely/resft. when you get it.

Out of any sli-gallon order or over you may
use two gallons on your buildings.

If it is satisfactory, use the balance. If It
isn^t satisfactory, return the balance. I'll re-
fund all the money paid—pay transportation
both ways—and the test shan't cost you a cent.
Making Paint fresh to order on a big scale for

the indiridoal oser enables me to offer a better

PAINT
mint—at a lower price—than any Mail-Order
House or paint company in the United States,
Don't think of buying Paint anywhere until

you get my proposition.
I can save you some money on a paint that's

bound to please you—because if it doesn't
please you, you can send it laack after you have
used two full gallons.
Won't you write today formyBig Paint Book

and other printed matter! It is sent FREE—
together with sample colors to choose»fronu
Just send me a postal with your name and ad-
dress—and do it now—while it's on your mind.

84
FREIGHT PREPAm

Cfs.
PCP
Gal.

Foil
Net
Meas-

Two Full
Gallons

To Try

Om Lm CHASE, The Painiman, Dept. A*Wr ST. LOUIS, MO,

"Ah, did you but know the joy it

affords ! You can give your children
something better than your gold—your-
selves, provided you renew ' and increase
your knowledge. And if it be too late

for that, see to it that your sons receive

a better training for fathers than was
vouchsafed to you, and this by having
them taught above all about the things
that lie nearest to them—in other words,
more natural science and technics in the
school !" V.

<$>

WAGON JACK
In your June 2Sth issue I noticed a cut

of a wagon jack, by Mr. Richard Maxwell.
The next day it rained, and I thought I

would make one. After studying the
drawing carefully, I concluded it would
be almost as heavy as the man-killing rail.

So I took lighter material, and made it in

a little different way, as may be seen in

the sketch. You will notice that the lever
is not notched, hence does not need to be
so. heavy. The base and braces need not
be of heavy material. W. T. Smith.

<$>

Farm and Fireside advertisers are get-
ting better returns than ever before. We
are glad of this, as it shows that our
readers are pleased with the treatment
they are receiving from, the firms adver-
tising in Farm and Fireside.-

HOaSIER STEEL

Order direct from our Stove Factory
and save for yourself all Jobbers' and Dealers'

Hoosier Stoves and Ranges!
"The bcBt in the world." Areioldon30|

days' free trial.«3"We pay the freight.
I Guaranteed for years, "backed by a J
miUton dollars. " i^Hoosier's are

I "fuel savers and easy bakers." Very eKi^aE
heavU^ m&de of highert grade selected ma-

terial, boantifully finished, with many new improTO* >

menti and feataree. Our large Stove and Banga
I Catalog shows the ereatest bargains ever offered.

aS'me for oblog and Sptdal frtt Trial Off«.^
Hoosier StOTe Co., 126 State St,

HuioQ, Ind-_
'

UnilSIER DAK

HAVE A READING CLUB
An education promises more to enjoy, and a better

chance. Hence thonsands are bnngermg for hoars with
Inspiring books and the social charms of a literary club.
But not all know how to start a club, nor what to do.
Have you ever heard of- the Bay View Reading Club? It
offers successful plans, and its short, popular travel
conmes are taken by hundreds of clnhs. Get its circular.
Write J. BI. HALL. Boston Boulevard. Detroit, Mich.

UCll lUAUTCn Reliable men in every localityMCn WhIII CU throughout United States to ad-
vertise our goods, tacking up show cards on trees, fences,
bridges and all conspicuous places; distributing small
advertising matter. Commission or salary S90 a month
and expenses $3.50 a day. Steady employment to good
reliable men. We lay out your work for you. No ex-
perience needed. Write for particulars.

SALUS MEDICINAL COMPANY, London, Ontario, Canada

We will send you this beautiful
gold plated Ring absolutely Free
if you will send us the names of

ten of your neighbors and roc

to pay postage, etc. GEM CITY
SUPPLY CO., Quincy, III.

earn TELEGRAPHY
for Railroad aod Comme r-

eiaJ Service. Yomig Men
Wanted lmmedia telj.

PosItlOM ^aranteed. Particulars sent free.

O. W. DOnELL, Snpt., I>ept, K, HicksviUe, 0-

ALL ABOUT SCALES
"Write for Tree copy of oar new cat-

alogae. Describes all kials of
Hcales—Portable, Pit, Pitless.

i^mmmmmmmmfmB^m^^ Steel and Cement coDstruction.

OSGOOD~30AI<E CO.. IBS Central St., Binghamton, H.¥»

Best Peau
d e C y £f n e
or Foulard.SILK WAIST

Material, thread and pattern included. Costs you nothing but
a little easy work, at home. No experience needed. Location
makes no difference. Samples and full particnlars FKEE.
P. J. SPLITSTONE, Mgr., 810 S. 4th St., Minneapolis, BOnn.

2941
Hlddra Kanu, Frlendihlp, SQk Triage,
Snrelope and all otber klnda of CARDS
and Piemiam AitlclM. SkDjpl« Album

of Flaest Card* and Biggest Premlom Llat, all for a

333.OO
CALIFORNIA, OREGON AND WASHINGTON

There are rare opportunities for

the health-seeker and home-seeker on
the Pacific Coast and special low rate

colonist tickets via the Chicago, Un-
ion Pacific & Northwestern Line,

daily to October 31st, at the rate of

$33.00 from Chicago, with corre-

spondinglylow rates from other points,

make it possible to visit the Coast
region at a minimum of expense.

Daily and personally conducted tours

in Pullman Tourist Sleeping cars only

$7.00 for a double berth. Booklets,

maps and other information on appli-

cation to W. B. Kniskern, Pass'r.

Traffic Manager, Chicago, 111.

Q|lin|TI|J|l ICU ^'^'^ mysterious subject fully ex-

drilf I I UHLIOIVI plained. It is indeed a muster work.

120 Pages Postpaid 10c.

Un I What is it? Where is it? Who goes there?
n LLL. A marvelous work, 100 pages, postpaid 10c.

Address
E. W. V. KUEHH, 20 Produce Exchange. Toledo. 0.

rnaifPI |||C DIlCITinil Tobacco Mnnafacturec
InHIkLinO rUdlllUII nowopen. Good ray sudpro-
motioa. If industrioni and energetic, experience is not necessary.

DAl?yiT.LE TOB.^CCO CO., Box H-24. Danvill e , Va.
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THE IDEAL LEGUME

IT
IS a fact that the tiller of the soil must
keep up the fertility of his land, and
the three elements most necessary
to the growth of plant life are

nitrogen, phosphoric acid and potash.

Barn-yard manure furnishes all three,

although not a balanced fertilizer, but no
farmer, can make enough manure to sup-
ply the needs of his farm; nor- can he
afford to buy the chemicals necessary to

make a complete fertilizer, so he must
necessaril}' depend upon the legumes as

a source from which to obtain cheap nitro-

gen. Having gotten the nitrogen, he can
afford to buy the phosphoric acid and
potash.

Alfalfa growing -is -a very uncertain
way of obtaining nitrogen, as so many
things can happen to this plant In some
sections of the country it is almost im-
possible to get a stand, and it is always
readj' to give placS to any persistent

weed or grass. K.ed clover is much harder
to grow in the South than some years ago.
I can remember when the practise in my
state, Virginia, was to sow it broadcast
over the wheat or oats in Februarj', and
a good stand was always obtained, but now
that way won't do ; the land must be
enriched, especially prepared and the seed
sown in August or September, or you
won't have any red clover the next spring.

It used to live three years, now two is

the limit. The reason for this change
no man can give. If the soil is good,
cow peas will always come in the South;
but peas are high now, and on this ac-
count are an expensive crop in the way
of seed. If a wet spell comes about cur-
ing time, you will certainly loose the
vines in an attempt to cure for haj^
For the South, Japan clover, (Lesped-

eza striata) is the ideal legume. It has
done more for this section in the way of
furnishing nitrogen than all the alfalfa,

red clover and cow peas put together^ No
one can say how it first got a foothold
here. About fifteen j^ears ago it appeared
and has held its own against all new-
comers. It was introduced, no doubt, in

seeding other grasses. This little clover
came like the early settlers, blazing its

own way without any help from the hand
of man. It took possession of all the
waste places and commenced to build
them up by putting to flight the weeds
and grass. It will grow and flourish on
much poorer land than even the white
clover, and is the only plant that will de-
stroy wire grass and broom sedge. It

will grow in the shade better than any
other clover. I have never known it to

destroy a crop on cultivated land, and if

sown on any kind of soil without the
least cultivation, it will take hold and do
well.

Fields that are well set in Japan clBver
will bring good crops of corn, wheat,
oats and rye. I consider every acre well

set in Japan clover to be worth at least

five dollars more than before. Cows give
large quantities of milk while running
upon it; for them it is as good -as red
clover. I have never known it to give
a cow the bloat, even when eaten wet.

The only thing that can be said against
it is that it makes horses slobber, but not
as badly as the second crop of red clover.

I have seen it get eighteen inches high on
rich land, and it can be cut for feed, but
it is primarily a grazing crop: It should
be sown in the spring. The first frost in

the fall will kill it, but it will come again
the next spring. It stands dry weather
well and looks like it might live forever
by reseeding itself every year. It is easy
to destroy by plowing up.

I do not advocate abandoning alfalfa,

red clover or cow peas for Japan clover,

but I simply, wish to call the attention of
every farmer to the merits of Japan clo-

ver, and let him test it for himself. If

Japan clover does this much for us in

the uncultivated state, what won't it do
when seeded under the same conditions

as alfalfa or red clover?
W. H. Armistead.

HOW LICOMCE IS PRODUCED AND
MARKETED

Almost every pound of the world's sup-
ply of the toothsome licorice root comes
from Asiatic Turkey. The plant grows
wild in the fields, and but few attempts
have been made toward its cultivation.

According to a recent report by our
consul at Smyrna (Mr. E. L. Harris),
the use of licorice is scarcely more than
half a century old We quote from his

report

:

"The root grown on the Meander
plains is the best in the world, being
superior to that found in Syria, Mesopo-
tamia, Caucasia, Siberia or China. The
exporters of the root lease licorice-bear-

ing lands for a period of from three to

five years. Digging usually begins in

October, and is done by peasants, who at

the end of each day deliver the root to

the various depots and receive payment
riccording to the quantity they bring. The
v.riiLres earned depend entirely upon the

industry of the individual laborer.

"The root is piled up and exposed to

the air until about May and Tune. It

then weighs only half as much as origi-

nally, owing to the thorough drying process
to which it has been subjected. It is

sorted to obtain the qualities known as
'debris' and 'bagette,' both of which are

' highly valued. The quantity and con-
sumption of these two qualities is but
small compared with the unsorted root
exported for the manufacture of sugar
and powder of licorice.

Licorice root is shipped in bales, weigh-
ing about two hundred and twenty pounds
each, pressed by hydraulic machinerj- and
strapped with iron bands. The United
States is the principal consumer of this

class of licorice, which is shipped there
in its natural state as raw material, being
admitted" free of duty. It is converted
into licorice paste for medicinal purposes,
and is especiallj- used for flavoring plug
tobacco. Licorice root in its original
state can also be found in any drug store

in America. Annual exports to the United
States amount to about 14,210 tons, valued
at $550,000.

"The debris and bagette qualities are
purchased, almost exclusively by France.
Germany also purchases a small quantity.
This class of licorice is shipped in sacks
weighing from three hundred to three
hundred and thirtj' pounds each.

"Licorice intended for European mar-^
kets is first converted into paste in fac-
tories near Smyrna. It is shipped in cases
which weigh about three hundred and
thirtj' pounds each. Recently small loaves
have been prepared for export, which
weigh from eight to eleven pounds each,
twenty-four of which are packed in a
single case. England is the chief pur-
chaser of licorice in the paste, only small
quantities being exported to other Euro-
pean countries.'' V.

AGRICULTURAL NEWS-NOTES
Bostonians are fruit eaters. They re-

quire _ about one hundred carloads each
day to meet the demands.

France is the largest importer of pea-
nuts. They are received at Marseilles,
where the oil is extracted from them.

Delhi, Delaware County, New York, is

said to receive and ship fifteen thousand
cans of milk daily. This makes it the
leading milk-shipping point in the United
States.

It is conceded that consumers of farm
products are haying to pay an increased
price for their table supplies. Is the pro-
ducer getting his proper proportion of this

increase ?

Fifty or more farmers, together with the
experiment substations in~ northern Wis-
consin, are testing the Oderbrucker bar-
ley this season. It is without question
a valuable acquisition.

The acreage of durum wheat in the
Northwestern states in 1906 was estimated
at three miUion acres. The average
yield an acre was a little over six bushels
greater than that of the spring varieties.

An important addition has just been
made to the .Minnesota Experiment Sta-
tion by the purchase of one hundred and
twenty acres of land. This is to be used
for experimental work in the propagation
and growing of fruits.

Of the leading kinds .of lumber cut in

the Southern and Eastern states, the four
that advanced most in price between 1900

and 1905 are the following : ]\laple, $8.11

;

cypress, $6.16; poplar, $4.68, and cotton-

wood 0t.57 a thousand feet.

'A plant for the production of denatured
alcohol is about to be established at

Woodward, Oklahoma. Woodward Coun-
ty, which is in the extreme northwestern
part of the state, is noted for its extensive

production of broom corn, and the surplus

of this product wijl be utilized at the dis-

tillery.

A notable addition to the means for the

preservation of forests has been the intro-

duction of telephones. By using these,

help can be summoned before the forest

fires have gotten beyond control. The
construction of the lines is not expensive,

as the poles required are right at hand.

It is quite evident that science is at

work at the various experiment stations

and at the United States Department pf

Agriculture. The thousands of dollars

that have been expended in this work
have added millions to the profits of the

farmers of this country. Let the good
work go on.

The only really good road is a ma-
cadamized or broken-rock one. They are

expensive, and the burden of cost should
be evenly distributed over a series of years.

The Missouri law provides for the paying

of a tax of ten cents an acre for twentj'

years, the state to pay one half the cost

of construction.

President Roosevelt reiterates the now
well-known fact "that the Department of

Agriculture has done work of inestimable

value, and stands in direct relation to our
national prosperity to such an extent that

its work must be enlarged and improved."

Let the appropriations be increased, and
improved efficiency will be the result. *

The main weakness of most ready

roofings is the fact that they have no
mineral surface, and therefore need
constant painting or coating to keep
them tight.

Instead of a smooth skin coating

made to receive a coat of paint, Ama-
tite has a rough surface of small par-

ticles of hard siliceous rock such as is

seen in quartz or other hard stone

when examined under a microsco£e.

This mineral matter is chosen for its

weather resisting qualities. It is firmly

embedded in the surface of the roofing.

On the steepest roof the flow . of

water will not be strong enough to

loosen these particles. This surface

does not need paint to protect it from
the weather. It will last for years.

The extremely
low cost of /imatite

w ith its effective

protection and long

se rz ice , without

painting, care oi

repair, make it the

most economical
ready roofing yet
devised.

Two representa-

tive buildings
showing the hand-

some, clean appear-

ance of Amatite on

the roof are illus-

trated herewith.

The following

1 e tt e r from the

Amatite on one of the great Bellemeade Farm Buildings at Bedford, Mass.

There is no reason in the world

why you should buy a roof that needs

painting.

Paint is a makeshift to help preserve

the material on which- it is used and
will only give limited service at best.

Th6 roof that you have to paint

every two or three years is the roof

that is going to leak if this care and .

expense are overlooked.

owners of one of these roofs is typical

of the thousands of letters which we
have received in praise of Amatite.

Gentlemen: I am very pleased

to be able to slate that the Amatite
has been entirely satisfactory, and

I would not hesitate in recom-
mending it to anj' one in need of

roofing material. Yours truly,

Caney Glass Company.

Partial View Canev Glass Company's Plant. Roofed with 55,000 squire feet .^malite

The need of painting is proof of

weakness. It is not the roof that pro-

tects, it's the paint. If you forget to

put the paint on, or for economical

reasons omit doing so, you have a

leaky roof. Amatite Roofing requires

absolutely no painting or coating of

any kind during its life.

Booklet and sample of Amatite
will be sent free on reqmst if you
drop a postal to the nearest office of

The Barrett Manufacturing Co.,

New York, Chicago, Philadelphia,

St. Louis, Cleveland. Cincinnati,

Allegheny, Minneapolis, Kansas City,

New Orleans, Boston, London, Eng.

25 ^'''^ large
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tnakio? II ao orBamentio any borne
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Cattle Raising in the South
Combating Texas Fever, the Handicap of the Industry

ABOUT the time when my acquaintance
with the South was beginning, and
before I had decided upon taking

up my residence in this land of
contradictions, I heard a conversation be-

tween a lady who had bought a small
farm down here, and a farmer, Northern
born, but so long a resident of the South
that he had become as racy of the soil

as a veritable native.

The lady had lived on a farm in the
North, and regarded herself as fully ac-

quainted with the necessities of rural life.

"I am thinking," she said, "of buying
some stock, young steers, you know, and
a couple of cows. They can live on the
grass that you tell me keeps its growth
till late in the fall, then I can fatten them
in the winter, and no doubt it will pay
me to market some of them in the spring.

Perhaps you can tell me where I can
purchase some cattle."

"Wal, ma'am," was the reply, "I reckon
I might rustle 'round an' find a few cow
frames fer ye, but what success ye'd have
hangin' flesh on 'em is more'n I can tell

ye."

The term "cow frames" amused me,
though I did not then understand the apt-
ness and accuracy which gave genuine wit
to the phrase. But when I came to know
the South by actual, close observation,
nothing amazed me more than the paucity
of stock In meadows
and barn yards. When
I g^ve utterance to

my surprise that in a
land where the win-
ters were so mild that
animals could browse
the year through, and
where a well-culti-

vated meadow would
yield four crops of
hay in a year, there
was so little stock to

feed upon either grass
or hay, I received al -

ways the same reply,

"Oh, every one knows
the South is ^ not a
cattle country." And
when I noted the as-
pect of many of the
cattle here, undersized
and thin, stunted in

growth and gaunt as

skeletons in the midst
o f apparent abun-
dance of food, and
sought to have the
strange fact ex-
plained, again I was
told that "the South
was not a cattle coun-
try." When, further,
my neighbor brought
from Illinois half a
carload of fine steers

and heifers, only to "be compelled to use
them as fertilizing material in less than
three months, the sum total of his con-
solation was the assurance that he "ought
to 'a' knowed the South wa'n't a cattle

country."
Now that cattle raising is an industry

very imperfectly carried on in the South
is generally known elsewhere, but perhaps
few other sections, excepting those directly
engaged in cattle buying and shipping,
fully understand the causes of this serious
deficiency. It has been largely supposed
that a condition of insufiicient pasturage

exists through much of the South, es-

pecially in the Gulf states. I have heard
new-comers to this region, who held to

that view, try to sustain it in the face of

the magnificent growth of grass shown
here, by arguing that these grasses are
lacking in nutritive quality, and fail to

properly nourish stock fed thereon. These
theories, however, only show that those
who uphold them are quite ignorant of

the vital facts of the question.

It is true that the indigenous grasses
of the South are different from those
native to the Northern states, and less

varied in species. But experiments car-
ried on at the various agricultural sta-

tions oi the Gulf states have fully proved
that a large number of the most nutri-
tious grasses will grow abundantly here,
plainly showing that only a more general
tillage is needed to furnish the hills of the
Gulf states with a luxuriant green growth,
on which unnumbered fine cattle might
thrive, fatten and multiply.

They might, but they do not, and the
cause of the lack must be looked for out-
side of the question of food supply.

Another theory, that the imperfect suc-

cess in cattle raising in the South is due
to the climate, the excessive heat fostering
fevers and blood diseases among the an-
nuals, is partially correct. The reason
why the South is not, as has been under-

driven northward from Texas carried
with them the poison of a strangely in-

fectious disease. It was noticed that cat-
tle driven over the trail of these herds
even sixty days or more after they had
passed would contract this disease, and

.

often perish in great numbers. As cattle

buyers from the Atlantic coast began to

drive cattle from the Texas pampas, they
also noted the trail of death these left

behind them. At first the connection of
the disease with the moving cattle was
not credited ; it was generally believed to

be an epidemic of purely local cause.
During the period of the war the sub-

ject was unnoticed, there being no move-
ment of the southwestern herds, but when
about 1867 this movement was again re-
newed, it was once more noted that wher-
ever these moving herds had grazed, there
were left the germs of a frightfully fatal

disease, by which native herds without
number were decimated.

.-\t this time the economic importance
of the enormous grass ranges of the West
and Northwest was just beginning to be
understood. Rich men from the Eastern
states, and even from Europe, were buy-
ing or leasing these wide ranges, and they
sought to buy the Texas cattle—then very
numerous, and of course cheaper than
Northern herds—and drive them to feed
thereon. Cattle owners in the localities

HERD IN NORTH CENTRAL MISSISSIPPI

This is part of a really fine herd, fed in a section where the fieht with the tick is now actively eoing on

Stood for nearly seventy-five years, "a
cattle country" is involved in the preva-
lence of one disease, splenetic, or Texas,
fever. That this disease is caused by the

bite of an insect has been known for

eighteen years only.

HISTORY OF THE TEXAS FEVER

The disease known as Texas fever, or

splenetic fever, made its existence known
soon after the Mexican War had brought
the southwestern territory into the Amer-
ican Union. During the fifties cattle buy-
ers of the West noted the fact that herds

through which these moving droves passed

made angry protest at this spreading' of

a terrible disease, and tried to confine the

trails of the infectious herds to narrow
limits, and in some instances to close the

trails entirely—actions bitterly resented

by Texas cattle raisers, who refused to

believe that their animals, which were
apparently unaffected by it, could cause
the disease that broke out along the line

of travel.

However, the uncomprehended curse
continued from year to i'ear, causing
great loss to the domestic trade in cattle,

and threatening the very existence of our
export trade. Plainly it was beyond the
power of individuals or states to deal with
it, and federal aid was felt to be essential.

At that time the Department of Agricul-
ture was only a bureau, very imperfectly
equipped for scientific work. The first

appropriation for the investigation of pre-
vailing animal diseases was made in 1877,
when ten thousand dollars was granted.
In 1884 the Bureau of Animal Industry
was organized, and it was understood that
no more important duty lay before it than
the study of the nature and conditions of
the Texas cattle plague.
At first, the true cause of the disease

seeming to baffle even conjecture, investi-
gation was turned to the task of learning
the extent of the area of infection. Here
facts were so fairly attainable that in the
course of a few years the northern border
line of the plague district had been traced
from the Atlantic coast in Virginia to the
Pacific coast in the vicinity of San Fran-
cisco, a distance, allowing for turns aside
from a straight line, of about four thou-
sand miles.

The actual knowledge of this line of
endemic delimitation was of great value
to the cattle trade, making it possible to
check the spread of the disease through
quarantine regulations. But the far more
important discovery came soon after, when

the mystery of the
disease itself was
penetrated. It had
been already noted
that a microscopic
animal parasite was
always present in the
blood of infected an-
imals. In 1889 it was
discovered that the
agent not * only in

conveying, but in de-
veloping, this disease
germ was the com-
mon cattle tick, the

Boophilus annulatus
of entomologists.
Then it became
known how these cat-

tle of the Southern
prairies, though them-^
selves apparently free
from disease, carried
a death-dealing
plague everywhere
they went.

THE TICK AND ITS

EVIL WORK

What is the Boo-
philus, generally
called the "blanked
tick" for short? It is

a very small insect,

one of the mites that
infests the entire

South wherever there is an ox, a cow
or a calf upon whose life blood it can
feed. When not engaged in its mission
of prey it is attached to vegetation every-
where, actively employed in multiplying
its numbers. These insects are endowed
—by that inscrutable Providence that has
so generally given the trump card of num-
bers to things that are worthless and evil
— with amazing fecundity, each female
tick laying about three thousand eggs

;

and as four generations in a season is the
rule with them, it follows that the prog-
eny of a single individual may be computed

Farm and Fireside One Year, 24 Numbers, 25 Cents. See Our Offers on Page 22
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into the millions in one year. The tick

belongs properlj- to hot countries, and
does not live through the winter. It looses

its hold on the animal, whereon it lives,

with the coming of cold weather, but its

eggs live unharmed through the short win-
ter, to hatch in the first days of spring.

1 he supply therefore does not fall off,

but increases its area and its power for

evil annually.

Did you ever see a "ticky" cow, one,

for instance, in a neglected pasture, where
iiisect infestation had accumulated, sea-

son after season, with no let or hindrance
on the part of fire or the plow? There
she stands, gaunt and wretched, with
drooping ears and clouded eyes, making
no effort to eat the grass that grows about
her feet; if she could speak she could not
make the fact plainer that she is only
waiting for merciful death to end her
life's miser3'. Go close to her and j'ou will

see that her body is so covered with small
insects that not another could find a hair

to lodge upon. How many do you think
there are? Well, I should say that count-
ing the dots on a prize picture was a
cinch compared to counting the ticks on
a Mississippi cow, but I have heard a
farmer, taking her dimensions and rea-

soning from the number counted on a
square inch, roughly estimate the total at

three hundred thousand. Oh, the South
is not a cattle country, j'ou say. Certainl}',

when it has specimens like this to show,
it is just as well that it should not try

to be!
Now, when the cause and origiri of this

disease came to be known, and it was
at last admitted by the natives that Texas
fever was an actual product of this lati-

tude, it was claimed that the native-born
cattle -were not affected by the disease
that killed those bom elsewhere. When
our attention was called to the "numer-
ous" ticks it was assured that they had
lived on cattle in this region so long that
calves were bom immune tq any hann
from their bites. Investigation showed,
however, that these cattle were not im-
mune at birth, but that they invariably
suffered a mild attack of the fever when
very young, and apparently the effect of
this was, if the calf did not die, to ensure
its immunization. But later it was gen-
erally recognized that three fourths of
the supposed immunity of these cattle was
the result of the wide range that they
had to feed upon, it being impossible for
infestation to become so intense there.

^t will be remembered that the Texas
cattle, when first known in the North,
were made the subject of much adverse
comment, because of their bony frames,
the difficultj' in fattening them, the poor
milking quality of the cows, and other
reasons. It is now believed by many that
the defects of this breed of cattle are so
largely due to the poison of the tick,

that were it possible to wipe this insect
out of existence, the Southern cattle tj'pe

would in a few generations become en-
tirely changed. This belief is founded on
the fact that every attempt that has been
made to improve Southern cattle has been
thwarted, more or
less, by the agency of

the tick. Given the

best blood for cat-

tle brought to or born
in the South, also the

most generous feed-

ing and the best of

care, and if the tick

has an opportunity to

obtrude his evil work,
it all comes to noth-
ing. Again and again
improved stock has
been brought into
this section, and I

have been s h o w i'

calves born here that

were the equal in fine

points to the best that

could be shown at

any time in Illinois

herds. But if the tick

ever gets hold of
them, either through
infestation of pastures
or because of the idea,

<o unfortunately prev-
lent down here, that the infection of.

this poison is necessary in early life as
a measure of protection against more dan-
serous infection later, its evil power is

plainly shown to be stronger than the
t.'est influences of heredity. The animals
never can be made to attain their full size,

no matter what care may be given them
later. And if further infestation follows,
there is loss of flesh, debilitation of the
system, and a loss, one by one, of the
4Cod points given by breeding. There
need be no question why the South is not
a cattle country while the tick continues
to have it all his own way.

THE TICK MtrST CO

But it has now been decided that the
rule of this pest must come to an end,
nnd the clarion cry has been sent out
from farmers' conventions, from the
Southern experiment stations, from stat''.

departments of afrriculture. as well as

from the headquarters of agricultural

stimulus at Washington—"The Tick Must
Go!" And jn this last chapter to my
story I wish to show how we of the South
know that this glorious culmination, des-
tined to be of more material benefit to

our section than any number Sf big cotton
crops, is both possible and certain.

When the existence of the tick as the

cause of Texas fever became known it

was of course first supposed that an effec-

tive remedy against it would be found in

the form of dips and washes. The gov-
emment lent its aid toward the testing

of such aids to the cattle raiser, and under
the auspices of the Bureau of Animal
Industry- cattle men of the West have
been able to use dips with results held
to be quite satisfactorj-. But remedies of
tliis sort are cumbrous and expensive, and
possible only upon large ranches, where
labor is available and the cost of appli-
ances is a small item. They are trouble-
some and difficult to the small farmer,
and often altogether impossible. Besides,
the chemical appliance advised, sometimes
in ignorant hands, has caused serious in-

jury to the cattle. Furthermore, under
the best of conditions it was seen that
washes were never sufficiently effective,

as they gave to the animals only tempo-
rary relief, never protecting them from
re-infestation by the insects.

Finding that a list of chemicals war-
ranted not only to kill the ticks, on any
cow, but to also take off her hair and
hide was not fully appreciated. Science
made a second offer in a system of inocu-
lation, by which a small portion of the
blood of a tick-infested animal was in-

jected into the veins of a healthy animal,
thus producing a mild form of Texas fev-
er, and rendering the latter immune to
any severer form. This plan was often
tried, and it undoubtedly checked the ex-
cessive mortality of susceptible stock
which had been brought into the tick ter-
ritor>', but it in no way touched the real
tick problem.
Then pushing Science and her theories

aside. Observation and Common Sense
came into the field some three years ago,
and in partnership gave us the true rem-
edy. Observation noted that the tick drew
its sustenance from bovine animals only,
and that when for a period of a few
months it was deprived of their proximity,
it perished for want of its natural food
supply. "Stane it to death, then," said
Common Sense, and this is the work that,

already begun, bids fair in time to bring
about a complete revolution in Southern
farming and open an era of prosperity
exceeding anji;hing that the South has
ever known or has ever dreamed of.

The means of accomplishing this monu-
mental work is so simple that many may
doubt its full efficacy, but experiment has
given entire proof that it meets the case.

It is merely a rotation of pastures, pro-
viding for the removal of the stock when
they are free from the ticks in the winter
to a tick-free pasture, and keeping them
away from the infested enclosure until

the insects within it have been . starved.

ticks, but they should not be placed in
the pasture which they left the first of
December until about two hundred days
have passed, during which time the ticks
therein may be assumed to have perished
from starvation. Those who have written
on this subject, and who, presumably,
have tested the plan, differ somewhat as
to the length of time that should be al-
lowed for the dying off of all the ticks,

making it from one hundred and seven to

two hundred and twelve days. A farmer
whom I know, and who has successfully
eliminated the tick pest from his land,
tells me that his usual limit of time was
one hundred and fifty days. This is for
cold .months, he says. The insects die oft'

nmch sooner in hot weather than in cold
weather.

I need not, howevei-, in an article like
this, go into the details of the eradication
plan. Enough is it to note its simplicity,
its entire practicability and the fact that
it has already been begun with most
promising results. During 1906 no less

than seven counties in Nortli Carolina
were freed from the tick by such a meth-
od as I have outlined, and two in Georgia,
and during 1905 and 1906 eight counties
were cleared in Tennessee. This cleared
territory lies contiguous to the national
quarantine line which has already been
referred to, a line which is based solely
on the presence or absence of this partic-
ular insect, and which is altered from
year to year, as adjoining territory is

found to be free of the pest. Every year
in January the Bureau of Animal Indus-
try sends out a map, carefully brought up
to date, showing the limit of existing in-
fested districts.

The success of this eradication work
demands, of course, a willingness on the
part of Southern farmers to work togeth-
er, and a determination by the intelligent
and thrifty to bring the idle and the shift-
less up to the mark. They must under-
stand that neglected "ticky" creatures,
such as I have above described, are a
menace to the whole community of stock
raisers, and should not be tolerated.
The loss which the South sustains an-

nually through the toleration of this one
insect pest is amazing, computed in dol-
lars, and j-et no estimate probably even
approaches the actual truth. I will show
this by changing the point of view, and
look not at our present loss, but the cer-
tain gain to the community from a ban-
ished tick.

In the first place, there will be no
deaths from Texas fever. Is not that a
gain of fifty million dollars, at least? Sec-
ondly, we will not have anj' stunted
calves, no j-oung steers and heifers with
vitality so impaired that no care can bring
them up to the standard of their kind;
we can improve our stock with the aid of
the best strains that the land affords. Is

not that worth one hundred million dol-
lars to us? Further, we abolish the quar-
antine line, having an open market for
our stock the year through, and thus bring
in a stimulus that wOl build up a neg-
lected industry and wipe out the stigma of

A TICK-PREB PASTURE IN CENTRAL MISSISSIPPI

' As long ago as when^exan cattle rais-

ers and Northern cattle buyers were quar-
reling as to the source of the epidemic
fever that followed the cattle trails of the

West, it was noted that these outbreaks
of disease never occurred in the winter.

The fact is, as I have before said, all

ticks drop from the cattle they have been
bleeding—pleasantly styled their "hosts"

—

upon the coming on of cold weather. Each
female then proceeds to lay her stint -of

three thousand eggs or so on the ground,
according to her custom, but these eggs
do not hatch until the coming on of mild
weather in the spring. All cultivated

fields, if tick-infested cattle have not been
feeding in ihem, are tick free in the fall,

and on December 1st the "ticky" cattle may
be driven into one of these, for the shed-
ding of the seed ticks. By February 15th,

when all these have dropped, the cattle

may be driven into another cultivated

field, or a pasture known to be free from

"no cattle country." In one year this

would surely be a two;hundred-million-
dollar gain.

.\nd lastly, though gften overlooked,

there would be the increased product ivit\-

of the soil to count on, through the nat-

ural fertilizers that we now so greatly

lack, an advantage that may not be com-
putable offhand, but soon must involve

millions in increased values.

A. C. Chase.

PROMPT ACTION PAYS
"My corn crop is made, and it will

easily reach fifty bushels an acre. My
first planting was a failure, owing to heavy
rains rotting flie seed, and I feared it

was all up with me for a corn crop this

year. Just then I read your advice in

Farm and Firesipe to plant an earlier

variety if the first planting failed, and that

decided me. T ordered four bushels of

an early maturing variety from a reliable

seedsrnan by telegraph, and I ripped up
the soil again, ran over it with my six-
teen-foot harrow, and the com arrived
by express just as I finished the job, and
I soon had it planted. It seemed like
every grain grew, and the weather was
just right.

"I hired two boys when the plants were
about a foot high, and went over it and
thinned it to three strong stalks to a hill,

and the result is a dandy good crop that
is now (September 14th) safe from injury
by frost.

"I left one acre of my first plantuig,
v/hich I had replanted by hand with the
big, late variety I generally grow, and it

will make about twenty-five bushels, if

frost holds off until the first of October,
that will be sound com.

'T have made enough off one acre in,

this deal to pay for Farm and Fireside
the rest of my life, and something over.
If my first planting had come on all right,
of course I would have had a larger i'ield,
because my big corn generally makes
about seventy bushels an acre, but it re-
quires a long season to mature. I am
more than satisfied with the outcome of
this move.

. The ears are well filled out,
and the grain will be sound and heavj',
and it may shell something over fifty
bushels an acre."
The above is part of a long letter just

received from an Iowa farmer, and is one
that makes a fellow feel that he has done
at least one person some good service.
This man acted promptly and wisely.
Some farmers would have laid down. I

know several farmers who did. and sev-
eral more who declared that they would
not go to the expense of procuring seed
of an early variety, because it would sim-
ply be adding to their losses, and as a re-
sult they will be shy a good many bushels
of high-priced corn. I like a man that
does not quit because luck seems to be
against him.. Farming depends upon the
weather to a considerable extent, but not
so much as upon the skill and prompt
action of the farmer. All great battles
have been won by prompt action at the
opportune moment, and wealth is won on
the farm in the same way.
A live, skilful farmer is never beaten.

If one course of action fails he is ready
with another, and if he fails to score a
great success he scores a smaller one. I
well remember the words of an old farm-
er at the close of a drought that cut the
com down to a mere fraction of a crop.
"Well," said he, "I lost out on my com
crop this year, but I raised some of the
finest and sweetest melons that ever grew,
and I filled up on them everj' hot, dry day
all through August and September, and I
felt sorry because I couldn't fill some of
my poor, shriveled hills of corn up with
them, too. My, how they would have en-
joyed the rich, sweet juice!"

SECTJEING A FULL STAND OF CORN
Just about this time of year many a

farmer can see exactly how he missed
growing a bumper crop of corn. The

principal reason, is

because there is only
about half a stand of
stalks in the field.

Every hill and stalk
that is missing is so
many ears missing. I

have seen a farmer
make a great fuss be-
cause a busker missed
an ear in one of his
rows, but he had
nothing to say about
the twenty to fifty

ears missing from the
same row through
his own mismanage-
ment—failure to se-

cure a full stand. A
poor stand of com is

often the result of
pure shiftlessness.
Not one time in fifty

does it pay to replant
missuig hills or plant
more seed beside a

single plant. The on-
ly way it can be done

with any success at all is by heavily fer-

tilizing the spot where the hill is to stand,
aiid planting a much earlier-maturing va-
riety'.

One farmer I know has not failed in

years to secure a full stand of corn. He
plants eight to ten grains in each hill and
thins to four plants when they are about
four inches high. He grows only about
fifteen acres a year, but he invariably se-

cures a maximum yield. He told me that

he rarely finds more than one hundred
and fifty to two hundred hills entirely

missing, and he has two hundred three-

inch flower pots with a hill growing in

each, and he fills the vacant spaces with
them. He says this plan makes him five

to eight bushels of com, and he think?
that pays. It is very evident, let farmers
say what they will, that planting too mucii
and thinning is vastly better and more
profitable than planting too little and re-

planting. Fred Gruxuv.
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MAKING "FLOATS" SOLUBLE
Several of our friends have asked me

whether I think it would pay them to buy
raw phosphate, the so-called "floaty," and
sulphuric acid, and make their own super-

phosphate. If I had a chance to buy
floats near by, or at least not too far off,

and at a reasonable price, I would surely

buy and use some. Unless I could get it

comparatively cheap, and also secure sul-

phuric acid very cheap, I would not for a
moment think of going into the business
of manufacturing superphosphate, al-

though the process is by no means com-
plicated. To do this with advantage
one has to secure the materials at low-
est wholesale prices, and have vats or
tanks, and possibly other equipments, for

doing the work. The regular manufac-
turer of fertilizers has all these advan-
tages, and I believe that in most cases I

would rather buy the ready-made acid
phosphate, which is a plain superphos-
phate, at the going price, say fourteen
to sixteen dollars a ton, than work with
sulphuric acid, the handling of which re-

quires considerable care and caution. An
alkali, such as baking soda, should al-

ways be kept within easy reach, so as to
apply it to any place where the acid has
been spilled or spattered, and thus neu-
tralize its corrosive action.

A simple formula for turning floats (a
plain phosphate) into superphosphate or

acid phosphate (dissolved, rock)—in other
words, dissolving or reducing it—is as
follows : Make a tank of suitable size,

using sound two-inch plank, and line this

inside with sheet lead, as this will with-
stand the action of the acid. Put into

this two hundred and sixty-five pounds of
floats, and moisten it with about ten gallons
of water, stirring it until well mixed. Next
add slowly the contents of a carboy (one
hundred and sixty pounds) sulphuric acid
of sixty-six degrees strength, and stir

thoroughly. After a while it will be in

condition to be bagged and applied, and
will make about four thousand and fifty

pounds of acid phosphate containing
sixty to seventy pounds of soluble phos-
phoric acid, and being worth about three
dollars and twenty/five cents.

I have heretofore used the ready-made
acid phosphate altogether, but shall make
an effort to procure a supply of floats, and
use it in the raw, or undissolved, state as

already mentioned. It may be used on
soils that are a little acid and well sup-
plied with decaying organic matter. The
natural acids and ferments in such soils

will gradually ^dissolve the phosphate of
lime and make the phosphoric acid
available for the use of plants.

Floats comes also especially handy for

'

scattering under the hen roosts, over piles

of fermenting manure, in privies, etc., and
its free use in such places will seldom
fail to pay well.

'

<$>

POULTRY STANDARDS
At the American Poultry Association

recently held in Niagara Falls the ques-
tion came to a discussion, whether in the
established American standard of the va-
rious breeds utility had found its proper
consideration as compared with beauty.
The membership of the association un-

doubtedly consists almost wholly of fan-
ciers and "bre'eders," and their ideal is

the "show bird" which can win prizes. A
few of the members seem to realize, how-
ever, that for every fancier there are a
thousand poultry-keeping farmers who
raise poultry for their eggs and their
meat, and do not understand the standard
nor care particularly about perfection in

color. One speaker mentioned a certain
penciled Wyandotte hen, perfect as to
standard, which took the prize at every
show, but produced no eggs. He called
attention to the Rhode Island Red hen
which came into popular favor and de-
mand long before she was recognized by
the standard and the fancier, and this
simply because she -produced the goods,
in large number of eggs and meat quali-
ties.

For the established standard, however,
it was claimed that utility points are pro-
vided for, that the hen which has the
typical shape and other characteristics
given by the standard is also the utility

hen, producing the eggs and the meat, and
that even the color of the bird has much
to do with its market value.
The "judges" decided in favor of the

advocates of the established standard ; but
the truth, it seems to me, lies in the mid-
dle. Every observing poultry raiser
-knows how seldom we find in our flocks
a "perfect bird." A hen or rooster with-
out a blemish, however slight, is a rare
bird indeed. Even while we value utility

above everything else, and are after eggs
and meat stock, yet we at the same time
desire to have our fowls as handsome and
perfect as possible, and for that reason
we continuously "weed out" the faulty
specimens. We don't want the barren
hen, or the fowl that has a poor carcass,
no matter how beautiful her color or ap-
pearance ; but we like to have our good
la5'ers and good meat producers "show
off" to best advantage, and all in one

flock of the same general type and appear-
ance.

.
While color may not count much in this

respect, yet we know that our neighbors
or chance customers from other places
will be much more willing to pay a good
price for "eggs for hatching," or for
breeding stock of the particular breed we
are working with, when we have birds
that conform to the established standard
and the type, and are reasonably perfect
in color, as well as in shape and other
points. As for me, I like to combine good
color and beauty in general with utility
in my fowls. T. Greiner.

WINTER LEGUMES FOR THE SOUTH
There are hundreds of farms in every sec-

tion of the South that are usually denom-
inated as worn-out lands, and abandoned
by their owners. Generally these farms
are found in old settled communities,
where the people who first settled the
country centered upon as the most advan-
tageous of all the country. So far as
Nature is concerned, these same commu-
nities retain their superiority over the
country, and are really just as valuable
to-day as they were in the days when the
country was first opened.
However, an old worn-out system of

farming, with untutored cultivation, has
robbed the soil of all available fertiHty,
and in order to rnake it productive an in-
telligent and intensive system must be in-
stalled. One of the greatest troubles that
has been experienced in these communi-
ties, aside from continual one-crop method,
is the lack of cover crops in the South,
where the burning sun of summer parches
the land ^nd dries out the soil to such an
extent that it is damaged almost irrepar-
ably. In the winter the same is true from
the different sources of rains, that cause
the soil to leach away, and gullies develop
in the land that was before in a splendid
condition.

To eliminate this feature it is necessary
for the farmers to take up the study of
cover crops. In most sections of the
South this trouble has been eradicated
by the introduction of the cow pea and
other leguminous crops that are proving
very valuable. In fact, in many instances
the cow pea crop has become one of the
leading crops of the country, and its

value this season has been attested in a
greater degree than ever before. How-
ever, it now remains for the farmers to
take up the care of the land in winter.
This can be done in various ways, and it

is being understood better each season.
On these old farms in the South the an-
cient custom was to plant--a small patch
of rye or some other grain crop around -

the home, and this served as a grazing
patch for the family horse or some other
fancy cattle, that usually received especial
care in the family. On these plats the
grain grew with remarkable vigor year
after year. These lands developed into
pet patches, and summer and winter
something was kept growing on them.

It can be safely attributed to these
spots of God's great terrestrial empire
that they were the fundamental factors
in getting many new farmers inter-

ested in a better system long before edu-
cational farming was indulged in to any

worth double the price in the great grain
belt. This is just one instance among
the first to be ^rted in the South. To-
day there are hundreds of farms growing
better every year, and in some localities

I know the prices of lands have made an
advance that is almost out of reason, com-
paratively speaking, and now selling at
three times the figure asked for them three
years ago.

It is quite useless to ask what system
and wh&t legumes can be used in the
South. A thorough preparation of the
soil in the early fall, the selection of some
leguminous plant or plants that grow in
winter, and the rest of the story is short.
Rye, beardless barley, Canadian field peas,
burr clover and the vetches form the
basis of plants to grow. It is time for
the farmers, not only of the South, but
of the whole country, to take up this
matter from the general business point,
resulting in a great advantage to the soil

and much profit to the farmer, to say
nothing of the interest of the community
at large. J. C. McAuliffe.

<$>

A NEW PLAN FOR GROWING CORN
During the past few years a new meth-

od of growing corn has been developed m
the South which is working a revolution
in corn-producing districts, and which is

proving so successful that the farmers
are anticipating the time when they shall

be independent of Western com growers.
The new method was discovered and
worked out by Mr. E. Mclver William-
son, of Darlington County, South Caro-
lina, and is commonly spoken of as the
Williamson plan.

Mr. Williamson's practise sounds de-
cidedly radical to people who have been
growing corn in the usual way all their
lives. One leading agricultural authority
in the South declared that it was against
Nature, but when he saw one of Mr.
Williamson's fields he said that against
Nature or not, Williamson had the cojn.
There are four essential features in the

plan. The first is deep planting on deeply
plowed ground ; the second is holding back
the growth of the plant after it is above
ground ; the third is the side application
of fertilizers while the corn is growing,
and the fourth is the sowing of cow peas
at the last cultivation, to be plowed un-
der for humus and nitrogen. The whole
purpose of this plan is to produce grain
instead of stalk.

With corn planted eleven inches apart
in six-foot rows, and with the use of
eleven dollars' worth of fertilizers, Mr.
Williamson has been able to produce an
average of eighty-four bushels to the
acre, while on some of his best acres he
has been able to raise as many as one
hundred and twenty-five bushels to the
acre. Mr. Williamson says that the ten-

dency of corn is to grow upward and not
down into the soil. For that reason he
advises deep plowing and the planting of
the corn deeper than is the custom. Mr.
Williamson uses no fertilizer before
planting, this point being one of the most
important differences between the new and
the old plan.

The first working of the ground is giv-
en with a harrow or any plow which will

FALL SCENE IN A COMMERCIAL ORCHARD

€xtent worth mentioning. Experimentation
and diversification from a personal stand-
point became a leading factor in develop-
ment, and wherever it was practised in
the days when the present advanced ideas
of farming were in the, incipient stage, it

is an easy matter to distinguish the com-
munity from its neighbors that did not
promptly fall into the idea.

I know of one particular instance of a
farmer who started this work on a barren
farm in Columbia County, Georgia, some
twenty years ago, and to-day it is almost
priceless, yielding crops as abundant as
the grain field of the Middle West, and in
a section where the product is almost

not cover the plants. Another working
is given when the corn is about eight

inches high, after which it is thinned.

The field is not worked again until the

stalk has teen retarded or stunted, and so

toughened that it will never grow too

large. This is the point which gives the

most trouble, for it takes a good deal of

courage to deliberately hold back a field

of growing corn, but it is the all-impor-

tant feature of the whole plan. The stalk

from then on takes much less nutrition
from the soil than under the old plan,

allowing the ears to benefit, so that they
grow large and full, with very few nub-
bins.

It takes some experience to tell just how
much the corn should be held back to get
the best results, but the richer the land,
the more thoroughly should the stunting
process be done. When the corn is from
twelve to sixteen inches high it is time
to make the ear. It will not look vt-y
promising, and neighboring fields, where
fertilizers were used heavily before plant-
ing, will look far ahead of it. If you
want corn and not stalk, and are follow-
ing the Williamson plan, you just hold
your peace and wait for the harvest.
When the corn is ready to make the

ear the first application of fertilizer is

made. Mixed fertilizer is used as a side
dressing. A few days later nitrate of
soda is used, and at the same time the
corn is laid by and cow peas are planted.
Mr. Williamson is quoted as saying that
in his opinion more corn is ruined by
late plowing than by lack of plowing, for
that is when the ear is injured. The corn
will make more with less rain under this
practise than when fertilized and culti-
vated after the old fashion. The stalks
being small do not require nearly the
amount of moisture necessary for large
stalks running with sap. For this reason
they may be left much thicker in the row.
The theory of the whole thing is that
large stalks cannot make large and uni-
form ears except in unusually favorable
seasons. Heavy applications of manure
before planting go to make large stalks,
which are not wanted, and the plant food
is used

_
up before the ear, which is

wanted, is made and matured. The final

application of nitrate of soda is particu-
larly important. It is given just when
it is needed by the ear, and should never
be mixed with other fertilizers. The sow-
ing of peas is also held as essential, as
being of great benefit to the land. Some
of the farmers who have adopted the plan
say that they believe the increased fer-
tility of the soil arising from the plowing
in of the peas and stalks fully equals the
value of the fertilizers used to grow the
corn, as the land is in better condition
at the end of the cropping season than at
the beginning.
The Williamson plan is by no means a

one-man afTair, for it has now been tried
in practically all of the Southern states,

and in the majority of cases is reported
to have greatly increased the yield of
corn. Just how far the plan can be adapt-
ed to conditions in the North remains to
be seen. Farming has now reached a
point where every acre must be made to
produce more than it ever did before in
order to show a profit. It is not the na-
ture of corn to grow quite so high in
the Northern states as in the South. The
farther south one goes, the higher the
corn is found to be, until the tropics are
reached, where there are tremendous
stalks, but very insignificant ears.

The secret of the success of the Will-
iamson plan seems to lie in the applica-
tion of the fertilizers at the right time
and under the proper conditions, instead
ot applying all of the plant food "before
planting, and having a large part of it

washed away or otherwise lOst before the
com can make use of it. In this case
there seems to be no reason why the
principle should not apply as well
in one section as in another. Of course,
however, any farmer would make a big
mistake in attempting to experiment with
a plan of this original nature on a large
scale at first. The value of growing the
cow peas and turning them under with
the corn stubble is of course apparent.
In the North it is probable that crimson
clover could be used in the same way
with this system with as satisfactory re-

sults^ E. 1. Farrington.

THOUGHTS FOR THE FARMER
Give those fall calves lots of room in

which to run around. They need all the
exercise they will take.

A farmer living near Gibson.Tennessee,
claims that he cleared nine hundred dol-

lars ofif of six acres of tomatoes. He
raised for early shipment. It took work
at the proper lime.

Give your son a field education to be-
gin with, and a college education to end
with, if possible. It may mean wonders
for the field.

There is much valuable information in

the various farm books which the average
farmer ought to know. A little "book
knowledge" mixed with his other knowl-
edge is what he needs.

The Carroll County (Tennessee) "Dem-
ocrat" advises its readers to grow toma-
toes, cabbage and cantaloupes and put
money in the bank, or grow cotton, com
and razorback hogs and stay in debt.

Never run a neighbor down to a new-
comer. That particular neighbor may
make such a favorable impression on the

new-comer after a while that he will think

of you what you tried to have him think

of your neighbor.
WrLLI.\M J. BURTSCHER.
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MARKETING HOGS

IX
DETERMINING the time to market

hogs, there are many things to con-
sider. It used to be the custom to mar-
ket them nearly exclusively in the fall

and early winter. We remember when
not many hogs were marketed before they
reached a year old, and many of them
were a year and a half. They were
turned into the woods during the sum-
mer, and remained there until the com
was matured, when they were brought up
and fed a few weeks, and then put on the
market generally during October, Novem-
ber and December. Regardless of age
or maturity, the fattening and marketing
was done at this time, and for this reason
the markets usually ruled low during these
months and were correspondingly high
during the spring and summer. The June
market was often recommended as the

best time to sell ; but not many took ad-
vantage of it, for the reason that they
had no hogs, or if they had, they had no
com to put them in marketable condition.

But to-day the forests are gone and acorns
and beechnuts have ceased to be factors

in pork production.
To-day men who handle hogs with an

eye to profit push them along as rapidly

as possible from the start, and there is no
fattening period, unless the whole life of

the hog may be so considered. They are

fed grain from the time they begin to eat,

and are marketed as soon as they can be
made to weigh one hundred and fiftj- or
two hundred pounds, regardless of age or
time of year. After they reach this

weight it is believed that they gain less

in proportion to the amount of feed con-
sumed, and it is more profitable to let

them go and employ the feed and labor
on a bunch less matured. It is believed

that March and September are the best

months for pigs.

The best time to market swine is as

soon after this as they can be made to

weigh one hundred and fifty or two hun-
dred pounds. This should be any time
after five months. If the market is rising,

and there is a prospect of it continuing
to do so, it may be profitable to feed them
some time longer, but it is our opinion
that usually the best plan is to push them
as rapidly as possible, and as soon as they
get in marketable condition, let them go.

—The Farmer's Guide.

CULLING THE FLOCK
After the rush of the season's work is

over it is a good time to cull the flock

and remove from it all animals that are
objectionable for breeding purposes. In
any branch of the live-stock business an
unproductive animal is always kept at a

loss, and this is particularlj' true in sheep
raising. Where pure-bred sheep are

maintained, one of the first points to be
sought after is uniformity of type among
the breeding ewes. In every flock there

will always be found a few sheep which
seem to be almost entirely different from
the rest, and these are bound to beget
lambs of the same stamp. No matter how
productive such ewes may be< it is gen-
erally best to get rid of them as soon as

possible. One of the first things which
impresses a prospective buyer is a nice

even lot of sheep that look as nearly alike

as so many peas in a pod.

Another very important point in the

breeding flock is constitution. A ewe
that is narrow in the chest, sluggish in

her movements and possessed of other

characteristics which indicate a lack of

vigor should never be tolerated in the

flock. A weak ewe will almost invariably

produce a weak lamb, and there is no
legitimate place for weaklings of any kind

in breeding live stock. In deciding

whether or not a ewe is constitutionally

weak some attention must be paid to her

record during the previous season. Thio
flesh is not always an indication of weak-
ness. The ewe may have raised two big

lambs during the summer, and such a one

cannot be expected to be fat and sleek

in the fall. In fact, if she has been able

to give so much nourishment to the lambs

that her flesh is ver>' much reduced, it is

about the best evidence possible to prove

that she should be retained. Again, a

ewe may appear fat and lust>' in the fall,

owing to the fact that she has raised no
lamb during the summer or that she has

not properly fed the lamb she was sup-

posed to raise, and here again it is a

matter of the breeder's judgment to de-

cide whether or not she should be dis-

posed of, all of which goes to show the

importance of keeping a close record on

the productiveness of the individual mem-
bers of the breeding flock.

No matter how productive a ewe may
be, this is no cause for keeping her until

she is too old for service. At the present

high price of mutton even old sheep can-

not be profiubly thrown away at the

close of their usefulness, but must be sold

soon enough so that they can find a place

on the market When a number of ewes

begin to show signs of age they should

be separated from the remainder of the

flock and fattened on ground corn or

Review of the Farm Press

meal, and unless thej- are extremely poor
when entering the fattening lot they can
soon be disposed of at a fair price.

The diseased sheep is another thing
that should not be allowed to remain in

the flock. If the animal is a valuable one
it can be removed and given special treat-

ment, but if it be of little value it should
be destroyed at once. There is nothing
that injures the appearance of a flock

more than a few sicklj' looking sheep
which have apparently but a few days to

live, and unless they can be quickly cured
there is absolutely no profit in keeping
them. A few spare moments spent in

culling out the flock will be paid for many
times in the profit attained therefrom.

—

The Farmer.
<s>

LIFTING POSTS
A Kansas farmer sends us a descrip-

tion of a simple post lifter. The accom-
panjnng drawing will give some idea of

how it should be made. Take a common
log chain and fasten one end of it se-

curely to the post near the ground. To
the other end of the chain hitch a horse,
or if the ground is hard and the post
large, hitch a team. Take a four by four

about eight feet long and put one end
under the chain and draw the other end
up toward the base of the post so the
end under the chain will lift the chain
nearly to the top of the post. Then drive
a stake so as to hold the four by four in

place and start the team. The horses
pulling against the slanting four by four
will lift the post out of the ground. I

have pulled as high as sevent>'-five in half
a day with this simple device.—Journal
of Agriculture.
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HINTS ON BREEDING SHEEP
As the result of several 3'ears of ex-

perience, the Wisconsin station publishes
the following conclusion

:

From the breeding records of 514 ewes
at this station we conclude that for such
animals and conditions as ours the nor-
mal period of gestation ranges from 144
to 150 days after the date of service, and
that more ewes will lamb 146 days after
service than at an)- other time.

There is no appreciable difference in the
period of gestation for male and female
offspring in sheep.

There is an apparent relation between
the duration of the period for gestation
and the period required for maturity.
Quick-maturing breeds appear to carry
their young for a shorter period than
those breeds requiring more time to ma-
ture.

Large lambs are on the average carried

in the uterus for an appreciably longer
period than small or medium lambs.

Lambs dropped before the 144th and
after the 149th day of pregnancy are lack-

ing in strength and vitality at birth.

Shropshire ewes are more prolific than
any of the other breeds and crosses, ex-

cept the fourth cross of Shropshire rams
on a Merino ewe foundation.

_

From the data presented it is apparent
that twins are the normal increase for

ewes of the mutton type.—Colman's Rural
World.

<j>

FEEDING FAT INTO MTT.K

As to whether the character of the feed

has an>thing to do with the richness of

the milk is a question about which for-

merly there was a great deal of debate. It

is now pretty generally believed that the

feed does not affect the per cent of fat in

milk. Experiments made in America
along this line indicate that there is noth-

ing to be gained in the way of increasing

the per cent of fat in the milk by feeding

certain feeds. At the Iowa station Pat-

rick found a larger per cent of fat

in milk of cows getting sugar meal than

was found in the milk of the same cows
when fed on corn-and-cob meal. This,

however, was only a slight difference, and jt

was concluded that the results were acci-

dental, or rather they were due to some
other cause.

Very extensive experiments along this
line were carried on in Denmark, and
Friis writes as follows: "In the com-
parative trials with milch cows, now
conducted for several years by this sta-
tion, in which 1,639 cows have been in-

cluded, it has been repeatedly found that
the changes made in the feed of the lots

have practically had no influence on the
chemical composition of the milk."

It is possible that a cow that has
been poorly fed or one that is in poor
or sicklj' condition will give milk that is

abnormally low in fat, and when she is

better fed or when she begins to improve
in condition that she will give milk richer
in fat than before, but of course this sort

of a comparison is not justifiable, because
we have conditions that are abnormal.
The per cent of fat which a cow gives

seems to be a matter of heredity, just

the same as her color or disposition is a
matter of heredit>', and can no more be
changed than can either of these two
characteristics. We well know that the
only way to change the color or disposi-

tion of animals is through breeding; that
is, a cow of one disposition or color will

transmit those qualities to her offspring
only to a limited degree when bred to a
bull whose color or disposition diflters

from hers. The offspring will inherit

the sire's characteristics as well as those
of the dam. If the sire's matemal ances-
tors were cows that gave miUc poor in fat

content, then his offspring will inherit

that characteristic to a certain degree,
depending upon his prepotency and that

of the cow he is bred to. There is an-
other way by which the fat content of

milk may be changed, and that is b\' ani-

mals existing for generation after genera-
tion under similar conditions as to feed.

For instance, it is claimed that a breed
of cows taken from a district where the
pasture has been scarce and scantj' but
nutritious for a great many generations,

that these cows will give milk that is

richer in butter fat than cows taken from
a district where feed has been abundant
for a great many generations.—P. N. F.,

in The Southern Ruralist.

A GATE WITHOUT HINGES
The elevator rollers from an old binder

can be put to good use in making small

gates. Cut notches one by three inches

in the roller at A, as shown. Use one-
by-three-inch stuff to nail the pickets to.

At B use a flat rock or a block of wood
with a hole in it to fit the iron shaft. To
support the gate at the top use a short

plank five inches wide and one and one
half inches thick. This makes a very good
gate and requires no hinges and little

time.—The Pennsylvania Farmer.
<5>

SELECTION AND CARE OF PULLETS
When selecting the young pullets, bear

in mind that any lack of vigor in them
while they are small is evidence that they

will not be hardy when fully matured.
Hardiness is everything with a flock, for

if any of the old or young stock cannot

and stored away until another season, but
there are a great many things that must
have our undivided attention. The pullets
that we expect for winter layers^must be
kept growing and in good health. We
should see that they are not crowded. It

is important to push the pullets, because
if they begin to lay during the fall months,
before winter sets in, they will keep on
lajnng. Liberal feeding assists in over-
coming some of the difficulties. Cull out
all inferior stock and select only early,
strong, active pullets. One must have an
intelligent interest in the care and feeding
of fowls to get best results. The early
hatched chicks are the ones that pay the
big profits and to them we must look for
the breeders that will give best results.
No one can afford to breed from late-
hatched chicks or unmatured stock, for
such stock will breed nothing but disap-
pointment in the shape of weak, scrawny
birds which are almost impossible to raise.

Discard all birds that have not made good
growth and those that are inclined to be
long in their legs. Long legs seem to be
easier to get than most any other defect.
Cling to the breeders which have this
year proved their qualities. If properly
mated, they will give you a nice, uniform
lot of chicks of hiah quality. The most
promising pullet may go all to pieces as a
hen and be whollj- worthless as a breeder.
The good points may not be bred into
them strong enough to transmit them to
the offspring. In selecting breeders from
your own youngsters, choose those that
are wholly sound and that are known to
be the offspring of good breeders. Save
others that have showy qualities for the
fancy trade, and assign the faulty ones to
the fattening pens.—Mrs. B. F. Wilcox-
on in The Horseman and Stockman.

SCHOOLYARD FENCE
A verj- safe, lasting and convenient

schoolyard fence may be made b)- using
iron tubing in place of wire or boards.
Good, substantial posts should be set from
eight to ten feet apart, and holes bored
near the top, through whicii the iron tub-
ing is inserted. This tubing should be
screwed into knuckles, as any pump tub-
ing, so as to make it one continuous
length and ensure greater strength in the
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pass through the warm season of the year
with perfect freedom from disease, they
will not prove profitable as layers next
winter. Thfc getting of eggs from a flock

during cold weather depends on the selec-

tion and management of the pullets in

the summer and fall. The fall months
relieve the poultry raiser of many cares

and close observations. The chicks do
not require the care and close attention

that they need earlier in the season.

Incubators and brooders arc cleaned

fence. As the schoolhouse is the common
place for farmers' meetings, where hitch-
ing places must be provided this fence is

a very desirable kind to have, as it is well
suited to this purpose. Furthermore, it

prevents the use of the schoolground as a
highway or as a grazing land, and does
not endanger the children when pla\nng, as
wire fences would.—The Homestead.

HAMS FROM RAZORBACK HOGS
The much-talked-about Virginia Smith-

field ham, or Smithfield ham from other
sections of the South whgre the razor-
back hog abounds, is cured as follows:
After the hogs have been killed and the
meat thoroughly cooled, the fresh surface
is sprinkled with fine saltpeter until the
meat is white. About three or four
pounds of saltpeter are used to one thou-
sand pounds of hams. Fine salt is then
rubbed over the entire surface, and the
hams are packed in bulk not deeper than
three feet. In ordinary weather they
should remain thus for several days, at
least three. Then break the bulk and salt
again with fine salt, and again pack.
Each ham should remain in bulk at least
one day for each pound of weight. The
hams are then hung up and gradually
smoked for thirty or forty davs with
hickon,- or red oak bark. When the
smoking is complete they should be
peppered again and placed in canvas bags,
to guard against vermin. The Smithfield
hams cured as indicated improve with
age and are considered about perfect when
about one year old.

Experts declare that a fine quality of
ham can be made from any good strain
of hogs by following these directions.
Professor Soule, of Virginia, says that
there is no reason why the Smithfield type
of hams should not be produced under
similar conditions in any part of the
country. In many instances pure-bred
sires have been used on the native stock,
and a more rapidly maturing strain of
animals developed which attain a larger
size in a given period of time without in-

juring the quality of the meat. In fact,

it is now generally conceded that hogs of
many of the improved strains, especially
the first and second cross of the native
razorback, can be raised on a succession
of grazing crops in practicallj- all sections
of the South and as fine hams produced
as were obtained from the original Smith-
field hog.—The -Inland Farmer.
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A NEW BREED OF DRAFT HORSES
The Iowa State College at Ames is

co-operating with the United States gov-
ernment in a breeding experiment to es-

tablish a breed of gray draft horses, ^n
importation of gray Shires and Clydes-
dales arrived at Ames some time ago and
they are to be used as the foundation
stock in this work.
The object of the experiment is to com-

bine and improve the qualities of the

highest excellence of each breed, so far

as possible, and to eliminate some of the

characteristics that are objectionable from
the American standpoint. It is the in-

tention to combine the feet, quality, pas-
terns and action of the Clydesdale with
the more massive proportions of the
Shire, and, while doing so, to establish

the gray color and other essential char-
acteristics which will eventually lead to

the development of an American breed
of draft horses better adapted to Ameri-
can conditions than any of the foreign
breeds.

It is the opinion of the best informed
horsemen that the crossing of these

breeds will not be attended with the usual
uncertain results of "Cross-breeding exper-
iments, as they have practically the same
origin and have been bred along quite

similar lines for many generations. Law-
rence Drew, the most successful Clydes-
dale breeder of his time,- unquestionably
made use of Shire blood in his operations,

and the famous sire, Prince of "Wales,
is generally conceded to have had a Shire
dam. Moreover, some of the most noted
show geldings seen in American show
rings in recent years have combined the
blood of these two breeds.

In adhering to the gray color there will

be no radical departure from the original

characteristics of these breeds, as gray
has been a common, if not a prevailing,

color of both breeds, and many of the
best specimens of each breed are still

found among the grays. In America
gray is the popular draft-horse color, and,
other things being equal, a gray gelding
commands more money on the market
than one of any other color.

A study of blood lines and draft types
decided Secretary Wilson of the United
States Department of Agriculture and
Professors Curtiss and Kennedy of the
Iowa State College to select the Shire
and Clydesdale breeds for the beginning
of the experiment, though some of the
gray Percheron blood may possibly be
used later in the progress of the experi-
ment.—L. E. Carter in Live Stock World.
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WAGES IN CANADA
It may be of more than passing interest

to American farm workers to learn some-
thing of the wages paid in Canada for
the principal industrial occupations. Ac-
cording to our Consul-General at Mon-
treal (Mr. Church Howe), the total

number of wage-earners, covering all

classes of employees in manufacturing
establishments, in Canada for the year
1900 was 344,035, and the wages paid
amounted to $113,249,350, while for the
year 1905 wage earners employed num-
bered 391,487, and the total wages paid
amounted to $164,394,490, the details be-
ing: In five years the number of em-
ployees increased by 47,452, the amount
of wages by $51,145,140, and the average
wage per employee by $90.47. Employees
increased in the five years by twelve per
cent, total wages by forty-five per cent,

and average wage by twenty-seven per
cent. The value product per employee in

the year 1900 was $1,398, and in 1905 it

was $1,832, being an increase of $434, or
thirty-one per cent. For 1890 the average
'wage per employee was less than in 1905
by $128.66, and the average product less

by $477. The largest number of wage
earners are engaged in log products. They
total 54,954, with wages aggregating $21,-

028,919. Other big sources of employment
are : Boots and shoes, 12,940, with wages
of $4,644,171 ; bread and biscuits, em-
ployees, 8,241 ; butter and . cheese, 5,056

;

car repairs, 8,957 ; car works, 7,755 ; cloth-

ing, all kinds, 26,000; cottons, 10,450;
electrical apparatus, jl-,806, with wages of

$2,489,905 ; electric light and power, 2,418,

with wages of $1,460,418; fish, 18,449;
foundry and machine, 17,928; flour mills,

5,619; furniture making, 8,141; iron and
steel products, 5,580; lumber products,

13,336; paper, 4,974; plumbing, 6,807;
printing, 9,686, with wages, $5,540,885. V.

MARKETING APPLES
Be careful, in making a sale of apples,

about claiming that the fruit is fancy
fruit, for there are few orchards that pro-
duce fancy fruit. The word fancy is

superlative, and means an extraordinary
high grade. It means, in fact, apples so
large, beautifully colored and perfect as
to be suitable for placing upon the fruit

stand to be sold at from two to five cents
each. A fancy grade of apples should not
be sold at less than double the price

of ordinary first grade.—Green's Fruit
Grower.
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THE FARMER IN SOCIETY
It is an undisputed fact that the farmer,

even of to-day, is looked down upon by
persons of other professions and occupa-
tions, and is considered by them as a kind
of inferior animal

;
good enough, perhaps,

in his place, but not good enough to as-

sociate with them.
City "dudes" regard the appearance of

"old hayseed" as their opportunity to

make "game" of him, and enjoy the fun
at his expense. The poet (?) writes of

"The Man With the Hoe," and dubs him
"brother to the ox." Of course the farmer
resents all this—at least he feels resent-

ment if he does not express it. Here then
is a class of men more numerous than
those engaged in any other occupation or
profession at the present day, who are

not looked upon as the equals of those
engaged in mechanical or mercantile pur-
suits: There must be some foundation
for such an opinion or it would hardly
exist. And I am inclined to think that

the fault lies largely with the farmers
themselves. They have taken these back
seats from choice. Now I am speaking
of our farmers as a class.

It is true that now and then some indi-

vidual farmer steps up and says to the

world, "1 am a mari," and makes his

presence known and felt ; but how many
of our farmers make the most of their

opportunities, or take any active part, or

interest, in matters outside of the daily

routine of their own business? Not a
majority of them surely.

How many of our farmers have taken
pains to educate themselves up to a thor-

ough knowledge of their own business
even? How many have taken pains to

make their home surroundings and their

home life as pleasant as they might?
Surely not all. Now as farmers, we
want to step from this low level to a
higher one; but we do not want to take
the step until we have prepared ourselves
for the new position.

^_ The first thing to do is to respect our-
selves and our calling. If an individual

has no respect for himself he can hardly
hope to gain the respect of others. In-

telligence wins respect—and in order to

be intelligent we must educate ourselves.

In this age of free schools, free libra-

ries, cheap books, newspapers and maga-
zines of every description, there is no
excuse for our farmers or any other citi-

zen of average ability remaining in igno-
rance. We must also have due regard for
personal appearance.

The farmer who goes into the village

or city with his farm products, wearing
heavy cowhide boots, every-day pants and
coat, carrying with them the odor of the
cow stable, hat brim covered with hay-
seed, etc., cannot expect to win the ap-
plause of the people with whom he comes
in contact. Although they may be well
pleased with his products, there is cer-

tainly nothing attractive about him.
Farmers must learn that they as well as
their products must be of first quality

and put up in good style. Perhaps some
reader will quote just here the old famil-
iar proverbs, "Fine feathers do not make
fine birds," "All's not gold that glitters,"

etc., all of which may be true ; but at

the same time, the bird is none the worse
for his fine feathers, and the glitter of
that which is not gold does not lessen the
value of the same, while it certainly does
improve its appearance. Farmers, as a

class, must be aroused to the fact that

they are men possessed of brains and
common sense, with minds and manners
capable of education and improvement,
and that they have wives and daughters
capable of appreciating the home com-
forts and adornments which they might
have and should have, but in too many
instances are obliged to go without.

Is it any wonder that our boys as soon
as they arrive at years of observation
have a desire to leave the farm and try

their hand at some more congenial em-
ployrnent? What is there in farm life

to keep them at home? What attractions

are there in the home for them? And
what has been their observation and ex-
perience as regards the farmer in society?

Have they not in too many instances good
reasons for leaving the home roof? And
yet these homes, their lives and their sta-

tion in society are largely w^hat the farm-
ers themselves make them.

It is the fault of the farmer himself,

and not his calling, that he occupies a
lower level than he ought.

True, many of our roughest farmers
may be good, kind-hearted, sober and in-

dustrious—veritable "rough diamonds,"
etc., but remember, brother farmer, that

the rough diamond is made more valuable
and beautiful by polishing.—The Amer-
ican Cultivator.

GOOD GAINS ON DRAFT COLTS
This year we are weaning at four

months of age and under, and are work-
ing hard to make the youngsters hold
their own for the first two weeks, after
which time we expect them to gain as
much as usual. A good healthy draft colt
will make almost phenomenal gains when
rightly handled. We have one two-year-
old which put on eighty pounds a month
for the first eight months after being
foaled. Two which are now being taken
from their dams weigh five hundred and
four hundred and seventy pounds at four
months, which is a gain of from eighty to
ninety pounds a month since birth.

It is important that the young drafter
should have no setbacks to his develop-
ment, especially in its earlier stages. Size
is an all-impottant consideration, and to
secure it the young horse must be kept
at his best all the time. In order that
these setbacks should not occur, all

changes in his method of life should be
gradual. As soon as the colt will touch
it, we give him a little grain, usually oats,
gradually increasing the amount as his
appetite grows. At four months our colts
are eating about three quarts of oats
apiece each day. Thus when taken from
their dams they have something to fall

back on. We try to reserve a pasture lot

for their use, keeping a seven-acre piece
of timothy meadow apart for them this
season. By this means they get all the
pasturage they can use without having
to closely crop the same. The oats are
fed just the same. It is not a bad plan
to make sure of your fence, as a young
colt can do seemingly impossible feats at
breaking down and jumping over fences,

especially when a little excited. Also be
especially careful to securely tie the mares,
as they, too, can do "stunts" when worry-
ing on account of their colts. Such advice
may seem unnecessary, but by not so doing
we have lately lost a brood mare.
For the first few days we allow the colts

to suckle twice daily, after that once,
and even less seldom. Wiih reasonable
care the mares' bags will not become
caked, though sometimes it is very hard
to prevent it. However, camphor is a
great aid in treatment, if one happens to

get a case on hand, and we have used it

with success.—C. A. Waugh in The
National Stockman and Farmer.

BREAD SALES IN EUROPE AND
AMERICA

The following interesting item of in-

formation appears in the "British and
Foreign Confectioner and Baker," a Lon-
don periodical relative to the bread sup-
ply of American and European countries

:

"Government statistics show that the
bakers of the United States furnish about
sixteen per cent of the bread consumed,
giving the housewife credit for making
eighty-four per cent. On the other hand,
the Scottish baker furnishes ninety-five

per cent against five per cent baked at

home. The French baker furnishes eighty
per cent, leaving twenty per cent for the

home baker. England and Ireland are
credited with seventy-five per cent for

the baker against twenty-five per cent for

the housewife." V.

GATHER THE WORMY APPLES
If the apples are to be gathered in time

to prevent a full crop of the codling
moth in the orchards for next year, the
work must be done at once. All the ap-
ples in the orchards of the Colorado
Agricultural College were gathered from
the trees recently, and ninety-two per
cent were found wormy. Ordinarily the
Etpples at this time of the year would not
be more than five per cent wormy. By
the time that the next brood of worms
gets into the apples it is probable that

there will not be one apple in five hun-
dred that is not wormy in the orchards
of the eastern part of the state, where so
very few apples are to be found.

It will be a great gain, whenever the
apples are in very small numbers, to pick
them all now, for the purpose of greatly
lessening the number of worms in the
orchards for the next two or three years
to come. In order that this work should
be most effectual, it will be necessary to

induce your neighbors to pick the apples
from their trees, also.—C. P. Gillette in

Orchard and Farm.

CORN A CARBONACEOUS FOOD
Notwithstanding the fact that corn is

the best single stock food known, and
that thousands of animals are successful-
ly wintered or fattened each year on an
exclusive ration of corn and corn stover

or some similar roughage, it is true that it

is by no means a perfectly balanced or
completed food. Corn contains a very
large quantity of carbonaceous matter in
proportion to the protein compounds. It
does not give a proper balance between
the carbohydrates (which includes starch,
sugars, fat and digestible fiber) and
the protein. In other words, practical ex-
perience and scientific experiments have
proven beyond doubt that by combining
corn with some feed that will increase
the proportion of protein, a more efficient

ration will be the result; more rapid gains
will be made by the animals to which it is

fed; more rapid and healthful growth will
be made on young animals ; a larger flow
of milk will be obtained from the dairy
cows, and the steer will carry a smoother
finish and a finer coat to market.—Prof.
H. J. Waters in Farmer's Review.

TO RECLAIM THE EVERGLADES OF
FLORIDA

As far back as 1850 Congress passed
an act called the "Swamp Land Act," ac-
cording to the terms of which that great
swamp of Florida, the Everglades, is be-
ing reclaimed. The law granted to each
of eleven states all of the swamp and
overflowed lands within their borders for
draining and reclamation, on condition
that the lands so granted, or proceeds
of their sale, should be used in reclaiming
the lands by means of levees and drains,
Florida appointed trustees to carry out
the provisions of this law in 1855, but
except for two abortive attempts no action
was taken until last year, when dredges
were put to work digging two canals into
the Everglades, running northwesterly to
Lake Okechobee. Says a special corre-
spondent of "The Manufacturers' Record"
(Baltimore) :

"The Everglades are formed of two
rock reefs running in parallel lines from
north to south, about sixty miles apart,
the length of the reef being about one
hundred and forty-five miles. Situated
between the northern ends of the rock
reef is Lake Okechobee, which is about
thirty-five miles in length from north to
south. From the southern part of the
lake the muck and silt have been washed
in between the rock reef and packed in
as it has been washed from the higher
portions of the state down the Caloosa-
hatchee Valley and through Lake Oke-
chobee until the center of the Everglade
is slightly higher than the other portions
of southern Florida ; but as the founda-
tion is of rock, with muck on top of it

ranging from twenty down to two feet

in depth in the southern end, and as the
capacity of this muck to absorb the rain-

fall, which averages about sixty inches per
annum, is not very great, it remains
sloppy, and in rainy seasons the lake
overflows through the Everglades, and
that, together with the rainfall, causes
the whole territory of the Everglades at

times to be covered with water from a
depth of two or three inches to a depth
of two or three feet.

"There are about 3,000,000 acres of this

land, covered with dense sawgrass, with
no timber or brush upon it of any kind,

with only an occasional lump of trees upon
what may be called islands, which islands

are few in number and embrace only a
few acres each.

"On account of the latitude in which
the Everglades are and the richness of
the soil, they should be of very great
value when once reclaimed. This land is

farther south than any other portion of

the United States, having the Gulf of

Mexico on one side and the Gulf stream,
running between the Florida coast and the

Bahama Islands, on the other.

"On 500,000 acres of this land could be
produced the 2,250,000 tons of sugar an-

nually imported from abroad; other por-

tions can be made into great rice fields.

Sugar cane will grow there luxuriantly,

and after planting once it will continue

to grow afterward from the stubble for

from seven to twenty years without re-

planting."
The plan of reclamation, the writer

goes on to say, will be to lower Lake
Okechobee by cutting canals info it, lead-

ing from rivers on the Atlantic coast, and
from the Caloosahatchee River to the Gulf
of Mexico, then by running half a dozen
parallel canals north and south, with lat-

erals leading through them. To quote
again

:

"It is the purpose of the trustees to have
six large dredges at work in the course

of two years. By December of the pres-

ent year they expect to have
_
several

thousand acres ready for cultivation and
settlement.
"The reclamation of the Everglades is

considered by its promoters as the most
important work for the development of

agriculture undertaken in the United

States up to this time. The_ fact

that the territory has upon it no timber,

hence no stumps, but is ready for the

plow when freed from water, adds an-

other value to it, as the 3,000,000 acres

would cost at least $100,000,000 to clear if

covered with timber."
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Gardening
BY T. GREINEJi

GAKDEN PLEASURES

BETTER late than never. Until a few
weeks ago it had every appearance
as if oar supply of many of our
most valued garden products would

be short Our tomatoes, egg plants,

peppers, melons, etc., were several weeks
later than in average seasons. Yet a few-

hot days in September have helped to

ripen these things fast, and at this writing,

the latter part of the month, we have an
abundance of all these delicacies, and we
enjoy them all the more. At the same time
there is also an almost- Hmitless demand
for such products, and prices are ruling

so high that our gardening operations will

not be altogether profitless, even from a
financial viewpoint. There is a lot of

pleasure in having so many things from
the garden on our table, but the enjoy-
ment is largely augmented by the inflow-

ing coin.
<$>•

ONIONS, BIG ONIONS
The big onions of fehe Prizetaker (Yel-

low Spanish) t>'pe have never failed to

materialize since I first began growing
tliem by the new transplanting method.
In all kinds of seasons—hot and dr>', cold
and wet, early or late

—

ihey grew to

about the same giant size. Neither mag-
gots nor blights nor smut have ever pre-
vented me from obtaining a profitable crop.

I have now grown them thus for nearly
twenty years, and have come to look upon
this as one of my surest and most profit-

able garden vegetables. After this the

onion will be my main money crop. This
year, although my onions are later, they
have given me nearly the old accustomed
size ;

namely, up to a pound and a half,

or nearly so apiece.

I have been repeatedly asked which of

the two kinds, the Prizetaker and the
Giant Gibraltar, I prefer or find most prof-
itable. I answer. "Both." The Gibraltar

is larger, a little later, sweeter than the
other; in fact, the most delicious thing in

onions, fine for slicing and eating raw.
No imported "Spanish" onion could be
nicer. When I plant with the idea of get-

ting only fift}' to one hundred or even
two hundred bushels, and am surs that I

can dispose of them during the early fall,

I find the Gibraltar much the more profit-

able of the two, as being so much larger,

I can grow three bushels of them as easily

as two bushels of the Prizetaker. But
when I must keep onions over into late

fall or winter, I prefer the Prizetaker, as

it is by far the better keeper.

The Gibraltar is especially subject to a
troublesome fungous disease, which first

attacks the outer skin or scale, and soon
spoils the bulb for market. This disease
is most troublesome in moist or wet sea-

sons, and is easily spread by contact. I

always try to harvest the Gibraltars
promptly, if possible before the fall rains,

and keep them as dry and cool as possible.

Sprinkling with air-slaked lime has proved
a good protection. I find a good many
white sports among these }-ellow onions,

and they are most generally the first to be
affected by this "Onion Vermicularia."

<5>

EARLY WATERMELONS
While I lived in New Jersey, and had

the advantage of sandy loam, I found no
difficulty in growing all the watermelons
I wanted, of almost any varietj- and of
large size and best quality. Our home-
grown watermelons were far, far ahead
of any that we could buy, that were grown
in Virginia or Georgia, for size and prof-
its, rather than for quality.

A year or two ago, while in central New
Jersey, not far from Vineland, v.-here the
soil consists largely of sand, I came across
a patch of the "Allheart" watermelon, a
long melon of medium size and most ex-
cellent quality, sugary clear to the rind,

and with rather small seeds. It is a n|el-

on such as the home grower can enjoy.
Of course I got some seed and planted a
number of hills. Last year my crop was
so attractive for the boj's in the neigh-
borhood that hardly a specimen was left

for ourselves. It is not a late melon,
but our seasons are .short, and the few
melons that the boy.<; left on the vines for
us ripened just before frost or not at all.

My patch of the Allheart this year pro-
duced a great abundance of vine, but only
a melon or two set early enough so that
we can expect them to get ripe before
frost. We have not had much of a sum-
mer, you know. A few weeks ago the
plants began to set fruit in good earnest,
however, and the ground is now well
ccrv'ered with half-grown specimens. It is

now about time for the first frost of the
season. So we may use some of these
green melons for preserves, in the same
way as citron watermelons are used.
We are not quite without ripe water-

melons this year, however. We have one
hill of the "Triumph of Asia," Hugo
Beyer's melon, the seeds planted in a num-
ber more hills having failed, to grow, or

the plants having accidentally come to

grief. The plants in this one hill have
set fruit earlj- and freely, and the melons
have reached maturity by the middle of

September, which is a good record in thi?

late season. The specimens are not large,

.but they are very sweet and verj- good.
The seeds are rather small and not very
numerous. The rind thin. I believe that

this is the melon we can grow here to ad-
vantage. In an average season we can
get them ripe probably by the end of Aug-
ust and through September, and they are
certainly enjoyable. You may be sure

I have saved all the seed of it that I

may desire to plant next year.

<5>

GEEEN FLY
A lady reader complains that her cucum-

ber vines last year and this, were covered
with lice. Plant lice, or green flies, are

common pests of many vegetables,

especially cabbage, cauliflower, Brussels
sprouts, kale, etc., and sometimes quite

destructive and troublesome. Tobacco, in

the form of a dust or tea, is one of the

best remedies for them. A handful of

fresh tobacco dust thrown over a cabbage
or cauliflower head, or a spray of good
strong tobacco tea thrown forcibly onto
it, will quickly clear it from these lice.

A stream of hot water or soapsuds di-

rected with some force upon the suffering
plants or leaves will also give good results.

But when we have to treat cucumber or
melon vines or similar plants for lice we
must try to reach the under surfaces of
the leaves as well as the upper surface.

I have a knapsack with nozzle attached
that is calculated for just such service,

being bent at an angle about two inches
from the opening, or discharge. With this

I can reach under the foliage or among
the vines and spray from the under side.

In the absence of tobacco dust ^or tea,

kerosene emulsion may be used. It is

probably best and most effective if made
with whale-oil soap, but any common soap
will do. Pains should be taken to make
the emulsion perfect, so that there is no
free oil.

<$>

POTATOES IN MISSOURI
A reader says he wants to raise ten

acres of potatoes next j^ear, and asks what
variety and mode of culture I would rec-
ommend. Would it do to plow and fertil-

ize the land this fall and again next spring ?

The selection of varietj' is quite a prob-
lem. I infer that he has no seed potatoes
on hand. If he had, he would probably
want to use them. I would look around
in my own neighborhood, if I were in his

place, and find out what variety has given
best results for the people there, and then
arrange with them for seed potatoes. In
my vicinity the Carmans and the Rural
New-Yorker No. 2 are yet the leading
late market sorts. For myself I prefer
the early sorts, especiall)' Irish Cobbler
and Early Ohio, as I am surer of a crop
under my conditions than were I to platlt

late sorts, which here are more apt to

blight.

Local conditions are a big factor in all

this. Applying old stable manure in the
fall and plowing it under is a good prac-
tise. Plow again in spring and apply a
complete or mainly phosphatic commercial
fertilizer broadcast, to be thoroughly har-
rowed in. Make the rows three feet apart
and about four inches deep, then plant.

How this work is to be done depends on
the tools you happen to have on hand
Man}' people around here, when planting
potatoes on such a scale, use a regular
potato planter. We plant in drills, having
the plants or hills fifteen to eighteen
inches apart. In the great potato sections
of the state the growers all plant in check
rows, three feet by three. The cultivation
is all given by horse power, with culti-

vators and hUlers. The hand hoe has
gone out of use in the potato fields.

<«>

POTATO ENEMIES
A central New York reader reports that

the potato beetles have been few and far
between on the early potatoes, and entire-
ly absent in the late potatoes. He wonders
what may have caused this imexpected
exemption. Evidently the winter condition
had not proved very favorable to the safe
hibernation of the potato beetle, likewise
to many other insect pests. The yellow-
striped cucumber or squash beetle, the po-
tato beetle, the cabbage, maggot, the large
black squash bug, and perhaps other in-

sects, found the last winter too severe for
comfort and health, and failed to make
their reappearance this spring. We do not
particularly care why they did not come
back, but felt greatly relieved at their
f?ilure to appear. Unfortunately, how-
ever, the black flea beetles pianaged to
come through all right, and to do the usual
amount of damage to our potato vines.

There are also potato beetles enough left

to give us some trouble next and follow-
ing years unless we watch out. Spraying
will j:ontinue to be a necessary practise.

Fruit Growing
BY S.^MCEL B. GREEN

MAPLE-TREE INJURY
J. F. S., Monroeton, Pennsylvania—In

regard to your maple tree, which is split

from the first set of limbs to the ground,
and from which the sap is oozing and
causing a greenish, unhealthy growth
which j'ou think is liable to injure the
tree, I take it that the crack is caused by
freezing, or possibly by wind. If the crack
is due to the action of the wind, then it

is desirable to put a half-inch iron bolt
with a washer on each- end through the
tree, and draw it up tight. But first you
should clean out the crack as well as
may be, then seal the crack with grafting
wax, taking special pains to make it

tight in this way in the crotches. This
will keep out the water and insects and
give the wound a chance to heal over.

If the bark is covered with moss,
which you want to get rid of, it is a
good plan to scrape it off and then apply
a solution of sulphate of copper made at
the rate of one pound to twenty-five gal-
lons of water. This will kill any of the
moss or alg£e that may be growing on
the trunk.

<S>

VARIOUS KINDS OF APPLES FROM
THE SAME GRAFT

W. Y., Winona, Minnesota—The ap-
ples which you sent I have noted with
much interest. I can readily beheve that
they all came from the same tree, and
yet if they were exhibited for the same
apple at the fair I might perhaps be dis-

posed to throw out one or more of them
as being of a different kind. It is unusu-
al for such sports to occur in plants, but
they do occur occasionally, and I know
of other cases fully as marked as this one.
For instance, I have seen specimen ap-
ples taken from a Ben Davis tree that
were a uniform red over nearly the en-
tire surface like Winesap.

Occasionally apples are modified in
form and quality, as well as in color, by
the stock on which they are grafted. For
instance, the Duchess grafted on Trans-
cendant will sometimes take on quite a
few characteristics of the crab, even in

quality.

VARIETIES OF GRAPES FOR
PLANTING

E. A. R., £aton Rapids, Michigan—For
northern Michigan only early maturing
grapes should be planted, and perhaps the
best kinds for jou to use are Janesville,

Moore's Early, Worden and Green Moun-
tain. The first three are purple and the
last a white grape. For southern Mich-
igan probably Concord, Worden and Ni-
agara are among the m»st desirable kinds.

PEAR-TWIG INJURY
J. A. W., Stendal, Indiana—The sam-

ple of pear twig which you sent seems
to be injured by some disease. I am in-

clined to think it the ordinary pear blight,

but would h"ke to have a sample of the
diseased foliage, which, if injured by
pear blight, would have turned black sud-
denly and dried up. There is no sign of
San Jose scale on the specimen sent.

WHEN TO MAKE CUTTINGS
Make cuttings of gooseberries and cur-

rants when the plants have matured the
shoots of the present year and are dor-
mant and clear of leaves. Cut them
about ten inches long, cutting just under
a bud at the bottom and about half an
.inch above a bud at the top. Insert them
in the soil in rows their full length, so
that the bud at the top will be about level

with the surface. A slight mulching of

straw or leaves between the rows, to

prevent too hard freezing, will be of ad-
vantage.

Cuttings of nearly all the spring-

flowering shrubbery can be treated in the

same way. In a cold climate it is hardly
practicable to root rose cuttings in the

open groiind. You can, however, put
them in sand in a cold frame with glass

sashes, and root them, so far as the

hardy hybrid perpetual class is concerned.
In a shaded frame in late summer and
early fall you can root cuttings of tea

roses from the half-ripened wood. Make
the cuttings of shoots that have just

formed a bud, and use the lower half of

these shoots. Cut right under the lower
eye and leave a full leaf of the upper
bud and about half an inch of wood above
it. Insert the cuttings thickly in rows in

the frame, and place a whitewashed sash
over. Keep the sand always wet, and_ if

the wood was in the proper condition

they should show white roots in about
four weeks, when they should be potted

in small pots, and can be packed in a

frame in coal ashes, covering the pots,
and the frames protected during the cold
nights of winter with straw mats. I have
grown and wintered tpa roses in this waj',
and planted them in the spring in the
open ground, where they soon made fine
plants. But all the tea-rose family are
better rooted in the greenhouse and kept
in a cool greenhouse during the winter.

—

W. F. Massey in the Rural New-Yorker.
«>

CAROLINA AND NORWAY POPLARS
M. J. D., Moorhead, Minnesota—The

Carolina, Norway and Russian poplars I

think are distinct. The Carolina and
Norway poplars are forms of our native
Cottonwood that have been sent to as
from Europe. Some nurserymen regard
them as being identical. In my opinion
this is not true, but they are forms of
the Cottonwood which are of remarkably
free growth and exempt from ordinar>'
leaf rust, to which our ordinary cotton-
wood is subject.
By Russian poplars may be meant a

group of perhaps ten different kinds of
poplars that were imported from Russia
about twenty-five or thirty years ago and
distributed in this coimtry, largely through
Prof. J. L. Budd of the Iowa Agricultural
College. I do not know that any of them
are as worthy of cultivation as either
the Carolina or the Norway poplar. On
the grounds of the Minnesota Experiment
Station none of them have been a great
success.

I think you are perfectly safe in rec-
ommending your customers to plant the
Carolina or the Norway poplars in pref-
erence to the ordinary Cottonwood, and
that either one of them is better than
our native cottonwood, and there is not
a great deal of difference between them.

<$>

NEW REMEDY FOR SAN JOSE

SCALE
Those who have to combat the San

Jose scale will be interested in knowing
that the Connecticut Experiment Station
at Storrs has worked out a new formula
which is verj- promising. It can be ap-
plied in the fall, when the scale is most
susceptible to injurj-, and is easily applied
and prepared. It has no ill effect on the
flesh, nor does it corrode spraying ma-
chinery-. It also has the decided advan-
tage of being cheap, costing a little less

than lime-sulphur wash. The preparation
is something along the line of certain
proprietary articles, as the oil emulsions,
though somewhat different, and costs not
over half as much as some of these.

At the fall round-up institute meeting
of the pomological societj- at J. H. Hale's
orchard. Prof. C. D. Jafvis of the Storrs
station demonstrated the use of the prep-
aration. It proved to be one of the fea-
tures of the occasion, and the keen interest

shown hy growers present left no doubt
as to the presence of San Jose scale in

Connecticut.

THE NEW REMEDY DESCRIBED

This new remedy goes by the name of
petroleum emulsion. It is made as fol-

lows : Use two quarts of carbolic acid,

two and one half quarts of fish oil and
one pound of caustic potash. This is

brought to a temperature of three hun-
dred degrees. The next step is to add
three and one-half quarts of kerosene and
five and one-half quarts of water. This
mixture is a stock solution, or, as Pro-
fessor Jarvis explained, "an emulsifier."
Then for the next step eight parts of this

emulsifier is taken, one part of water,
eighteen parts of crude petroleum and
four parts of rosin oil.

. To spray, dilute this mixture with fif-

teen parts of water. The formula sounds
a little complicated, but is not in actual
practise. Stock solutions are made and
it is little bother to have the mixture
ready for application. It stays in suspen-
sion for daj's at a time, and while an
agitator in the spray barrel is not neces-
sary, it is a little better to use such.

Arsenate of lead cannot be mi.xed with
it. but Paris green can, with fairly good
results. There is no special danger in

making the mixture.
Horticulturists all over the country

will watch the behavior of this mixture
closely. Lime-sulphur wash has many
undesirable things about it, while pro-
prietary substitutes are more or less ex-
pensive. The Connecticut station will

soon issue a special bulletin on the sub-
ject, but "The New England Homestead"
gives this advance notice so readers will

not miss the importance of the bulletin.

Mr. Hale has tried the petroleum emul-
sion and speaks enthusiastically regarding
its merits. It has also been tried in

orchards at Yalesville with gratifjnng re-

sults.—^The New England Homestead.

If you are a successful farmer you will

sell at a bargain whatever you have and
do not need, and buy what you need as

soon as you need it. Use the advertising

columns of Farm and Fireside in 3-our

transactions.
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Poultry Raising
BY P. H. JACOBS

GRASS AND POULTRY

IT
IS easy for those who live on farms

to provide grass for the flocks, espec-
ially when they can work over the
orchard or grass field; but wrhere the

fowls must be confined, the matter of
supplying green food is one that gives
the poultryman considerable anxiety at
times. If the area of land given to the
hens is limited, the proper course to pur-
sue is to have two yards, changing the
hens from one yard to the other, as oc-
casion demands, which yards can be
spaded or plowed, thus removing the sur-
face filth.

Grass is an essential portion of the
ration for hens, and if they are confined
it pays to cut it into short lengths for
them, reducing the grain ration propor-
tionately, in order to avoid overfeeding
on concentrated food, and to afford the
hens that which is more appropriate for
the purpose of egg production, as grass
contains a large share of nitrogen and
mineral matter.
The best green material for hens is

white clover; but where a quick growth is

desired, oats or any other grain may be
sown. In early spring, kale is an excel-

lent substitute, and young corn, just peep-
ing out of the ground, is highly relished.

Very young rye or grass may cause
diarrhea if given in very large quantities

at first, but as the grass approaches ma-
turity there is less water in its composi-
tion and it does no injury. Any of the
clovers should give good results, as they
are rich in lime ; but young weeds or any
tender green material will be relished,

and prove valuable in the way of pro-
moting thrift and contentment in the

^
flock.

CLEANING THE TROUGHS
Troughs that have tops arranged so as

to prevent poultry from fouling the water
are better than tin fountains under cer-

tain conditions. It is difficult to scour
the interior of fountains, but troughs can
be more easily managed. Troughs are
sometimes found to be slimy, and the tin

or earthenware fountains, if they could
be examined, would present a similar con-
dition.

It is an easy undertaking to clean
wooden troughs. Take an old broom, and
brush them well, washing with boiling
soapsuds, and rinsing with clear water.
As the water trough is the source of
spreading disease, such utensils cannot re-

ceive too much attention in the matter
of keeping them clean.

Ducks and geese waste a large quantity
of water when drinking from troughs or
fountains, much of the water being util-

ized in the effort of keeping the nostrils

clean when eating soft food, the bills

being shaken and washed in the water.
Both fountain and trough are the main
appliances from which diseases spread,

hence do not omit the boiling soapsuds
when cleaning such utensils.

<$>

CONDITIONS AND EGG PRODUCTION
The domestic fowl is kept under condi-

tions differing from all other birds. ' She
is sheltered, provided with food, and her
,young are cared for independently of her
aid if necessary, the hen being a producer
of articles that command a value in mar-
ket. The goose, duck, turkey and guinea
are also domesticated, but their usefulness
extends over a shorter period of the year
than with the hen. Man has changed her
nature, compared with her wild jungle
state, and she is now a necessity in nearly
all countries. Birds in the wild state lay

but few eggs, and only at certain seasons
of the year. The jungle hen probably does
the same, and the larger proportion of her
young become the prey of numerous ene-
mies. The domestic hen, however, per-
forms greater work than the birds on the
wing. They seldom lay more than two
or three eggs before commencing incuba-
tion, but the hen may lay from fifteen to

fifty, or even more, beginning again after
caring for her brood. She must produce
these eggs as well as maintain herself.

In the natural state she lays fewer eggs,
but she has greater difficulty in procuring
food and resisting enemies. An egg is

a composite substance, and cannot be pro-
duced from a single article of food. The
hen requires a variety of food in order to
perform her duties as a regular and per-
sistent layer. Therefore, it is not condu-
cive to egg production when the hen is

deprived of her natural advantages of
scratching.. She does best when she is

compelled to work and scratch for her
food, and she will always select the kinds
most suited for her purpose. The condi-
tions affecting birds that produce but few

young, and the hens that average one
hundred and fifty eggs or more a year,
demand the consideration of the farmer.
If certain wild birds exist in the open air
and during the most inclement weather,
the hen cannot compete with them in that
respect, as she must produce eggs as well
as maintain herself. It is not a natural
condition when the hens have but one
kind of food, such as grain; the birds
that build in trees and feed their young
would be unable to do so if they could find
nothing but seeds. As the concentrated
foods must be given, the variety is also

,to be considered. Such substances as
grass and the tender shoots of herbage are
intended as much for dilution of the con-
centrated foods as for the nutrition to
be obtained therefrom. The work of feed-
ing her young is not incumbent on the
hen, by bringing their food to her chicks,
but she works and protects them. Scratch-
ing is the natural function of the domestic
hen, and she enjoys such employment;
she requires a variety, and seeks it, not
rejecting worms, meat, bone, grain, grass
or anything that she can utilize.

SHIPPING LIVE FOWLS
The fowls sent to market should not be

shipped under conditions which conduce
to cruelty. Thousands of poor birds are
tortured during the warm season, and the
matter deserves the consideration of all

who are interested in mitigating the cruel-
ty which seems to exist everywhere, so
far as the fowls are concerned. Poultry
should be treated with more care than is

usJal in such cases. Often whole coops
arrive in market fearfully overcrowded,
with the fowls nearly dead for the want
of food and water. They cannot eat and
drink while in a crowded condition, and
during the warm months they suffer se-
verely on the journey to market. The
flesh of such fowls is not wholesome, for
fear, exposure and suffering act upon
their systems to such an extent as
to bring on disease during transit. The
remedy is to give them plenty of room in
the shipping coops, and to have several
tin cups nailed to the sides, filled with
water, with plenty of food scattered con-
veniently within reach. Regarding the
watering of fowls, a single tin cup is of
no use except to those fowls near it

When a car is in motion the birds sit

down, and do not attempt to stand, fear
assisting to keep them quiet. The animal
heat of their bodies assists in raising the
temperature of the coop, and as coops are
usually crowded, the birds cannot seek
water even if they desire to do so. They
do not know- that there are water cups
unless they see them, for which reason
the more cups the better. Thirst kills

many of them on their journey to market,
both in winter and summer.

REVOLUTIONS IN FEEDING
Modern poultry keeping is conducted

with more systematic arrangements than
formerly, compared with the practise once
so common^ on farms where all kinds

—

ducks, geese, turkeys, guineas and hens

—

were fed together, or given no food at
all, as the case happened to be. The bet-
ter plan of allowing each variety to par-
tially manage itself, by separation from
fowls not of its kind, saves labor and
annoyance ; and it is an advantage, too,
to separate the older from the younger
stock when feeding.
Promiscuous commingling of fowls

allows the largest and strongest to take
their choice, and leave the refuse to be
eaten by the weaker ; whereas the best
should be given to the poorest, in order
to help them to a condition of thrift and
growth. It is more economical to make
some distinction when feeding. The
system of feeding, according to arbitrary
forms and regulations, such as allowing
a certain proportion of food according to
live weight, cannot be followed in con-
nection with poultry, owing to the large
number of individuals, as compared with
larger stock, while the labor of so doing
is more costly in proportion to live

weight.
No rules can be adopted that can apply

to all, as the preference for the various
kinds of food, the capacity of production
and the health of the individuals vary.
A large fowl may be a dainty feeder,
while a small one at times may be ready
to consume large quantities of food. To
feed properly it is necessary to study each
fowl in the flock and allow her as much
as she requires. If she does not pay for
her food, then she should be replaced
with something better. It matters not
how large a quantity of food a fowl may
consume, so long as she gives a profit.

Roofs May Look Alike
but the kind that is most easily laid, that gives the best protec-
tion with the least care, that lasts the longest and therefore
costs the least in the long run, is the best roof.

FLINTKOTE

ROOFING
is the best roofing in the world and we are prepared to prove it.

We have been established for seventy years. We have never
paid any attention to the competition of poor quality and low
price. We have made it our business to make the best roofing
at a fair price. -

We believe j/ow want our kind of roofing—water-proof, fire-

resistant, high quality, fair priced and easy to lay.

Rex Flintkote Roofing is as good for siding as it is for roof-

ing. It can be put on over a framework without boarding.
It is made of long-fibred wool felt and will not stretch,

sag, rip or tear. Any one _pan lay it or put it up, and every-
thing you need, but the hammer, comes in the roll

Send for Our Free Samples
and test them for fire, water, pliability and appearance. We also send a book-
let about roofing, full of interesting photos of Rex Flintkote roofs everywhere.

"Making Poultry Pay" is a booklet worth many times the postage

(4 cents) which is all we ask for it Send for it.

J. A. ft W. BIRD & CO., 75 India Street, Boston, Mass.
Agents everywhere

SAVE TREES THIS FALL
Thousands of trees will be dead before sp.raying time next spring, unless
prevented by that effective spray—Scalecide. Guaranteed to kill San Jose

l(ir_|_^ , _ ^^m~^^w Scale. Contains largest percent oil; thoroughly miscible with
|%/|Alri lllr water. Economical, cheap, easy to apply; non-corrosive to
UV/fLlsVll/b man and beast. 50-gallon barrel, t25. Order today. Smaller

" packages if yoo wish. 1 barrel makes 800 to 1000 gallons. Special booklet free.

B. G. PBATT CO.. Mfg. Chemigf. T- 11 Broadway. New York City

GREATER DEMAND FOR GUINEAS
Until vi'ithin the past decade the guinea

found little favor on the market stalls,

few purchasers seeking it, but with the
advent of the mammoth hotels, and the
demand for wild game as a portion of

the bill of fare, the guinea fowl is now
largely used, its flesh being considered an
excellent substitute for grouse and other
birds. It is possible that it is sold under
its true name in some instances, and that

it is appreciated by those who know the

value of the guinea on the table, and it

is an assured fact that in a few years the

guinea will be. in great demand, and sold

solely upon its merits.

The eggs of the guinea have long been
sold with eggs from chickens, and with-

out objection. When the guinea btfgins to

rival the other varieties of poultry for

its flesh it will be capable of aflfording a

profit, for the reason that it can forage
over a wide area and secure the larger

proportion of its food without assistance,

while its prolificacy as a layer is well

known.
<$>

THE SURPLUS PUILETS
The surplus fowls are the non-pro-

ducers. When the conditions for laying

are favorable, the farmer should be ob-
servant and note results. If he has kept

a lot of pullets until they are old enough
to lay, and they give no evidence of being
productive in proportion to their oppor-
tunities, they should be disposed of, in

order that their room may be given to

something else. The farmer usually does
not like to sell off a lot of pretty pullets

that give promise of being useful in the
future ; but he should not rely too much
on possibilities, and should get rid of the
surplus as soon as he can.

The large, fat pullet, that has completed
her growth, and seems to be a hen, may
have already lost more time than she should
have been allowed. If her comb is not
now becoming enlarged, and of a bright
scarlet color, she will not amount to any-
thing for some time yet, but she may
bring an extra price on the market stall

as a choice table fowl.

Give
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Live Stock and Dairy

PRODUCING MUK FOR THE CITY

TRADE
AN-AKTiCLE SO generally used as milk,

to say nothing of the products
made from it, demands great care

in its production. Every meal in the

average famil}- depends upon milk to

some extent, and there is no single food
so wholesome to both young and old as

this product from the cow.
In all branches of the dairy business,

that of producing a good, wholesome ar-

ticle for the cit>- milk trade is probably
the most exacting, and of all the care,

that which is given during the first half-

hour after being drawn from the cow
availeth more than several hours" labor

later.

The dairj'man who makes this branch
of dairj^ farming his specialtj- should
have an equipment commensurate with
the needs of the business. , By this I do
not mean anj-thing very expensive, but
I do mean a stable with good ventilation,

kept scrupulously clean, large and airy,

and built on sanitary principles.

There must be regular periods of milk-
ing, according to the time of trains, de-

liverj' and distance to haul ; a clean room,
in which to cool and aerate the milk im-
mediately after it is drawn, and a good
tank, in which to put the cans, and
which should be kept full of cold water
until time to remove the cans for ship-

ment The cans must be sterilized, aired

and kept absolutely clean. MUk cared

for in this manner will reach the city

in good condition, and be clean and whole-
some food for the people who consume it.

The cut shows the best and most prac-

tical arrangement of an aerator and tank
that I have ever seen for the care of

milk that was intended for city delivery.

The low cost of the outfit and its ef-

ficiency should commend it to general

use on all farms where running water
is available in the milk room or \vhere

it is possible to keep it running by the

use of a windmill or other power during
milking time.

The water passes into the aerator and
fills it nearly full, and from there it passes
out through the overflow pipe and into

the tank, where the cans are put after

being filled, arid from there it feeds the

automatic water basins by the side of

each cow, and also the yard tank which
affords water for the other farm animals.

The water that slops over from set-

ting in the filled cans goes onto the

cement floor and out through the drain

tile, away from the buildings. After
each milking the outside surface of the

aerator should be washed clean. In some
places it is a good plan to connect the

aerator on the pipes and allow the water
to run through it all the time.

A milk room should be plastered and
kept whitewashed, and the cans may be
covered with netting, to prevent dust and
insects from falling into the milk. - They
should remain in the milk room or tank
until just before time to ship. It is im-
portant that the water in the tank comes
up as high as the milk in the can, for if

this is not the case, the cream will rise

and become sour, or will be tainted be-

fore the milk turns, and when stirred

together before shipping the milk will be
spoiled.

That disease and contagion may be
transmitted through milk is an undis-
puted fact, hence the utmost care in

everything that pertains to it is nec-
essary. At the present time the city

municipal governments are taking every
precaution to prevent the impure milk
from being sold, and many cities are en-
acting ordinances that prescribe the grade
and quality of all milk that is sold for

domestic purposes.
After the sanitary care of the milk

and the utensils that are used in hand-
ling it, the next important matter for

the dairyman to consider is the selection

of a herd of healthy cows that will yield

a profitable flow of milk that will test

close to four per cent butter fat, and have
them freshen at times during the year,

so as to keep up about the same produc-
tion every day in the year.

The Holstein and Ayrshire cattle are
perhaps the best adapted to this line of
the dair>- business of any of the breeds,

but it has been our experience that in

order to keep our test up to a four per
cent standard it was necessary to keep
about one third Jerseys or Guernseys.
The sending of all the milk to the city

makes it necessary to purchase to the
best possible advantage the cows that
are needed to replace the ones that are
sold from the herd.
We find, in selecting cows for the herd,

that we must take those that we can buy
at the time they are needed most. We are
compelled to buy when we find them, re-

gardless of breed, color, size, age, etc.,

and select as nearly as possible in regard
to what they will do when fed to very
near their full capacity and well cared
for. The man who is buying cows to

put in his dairy, and who needs the milk
for immediate use, does not find it pos-
sible to buy just what he wanfs and at

just the time he needs them most.
The next important step after we se-

cure the cows is to plan our system of
feeding. We find that the man who is

feeding his cows for cir>' milk must fol-

low different plans . from the man who
is making butter or some other kind of
dairying his business. He is compelled
to depend less upon pastures and more
upon feeding in the stable or soiling his

cattle to supply them with forage or
roughness, and right here is where the
silo fills a long-felt want. It pro\ndes
good, palatable and succulent food at all

times of the year—either in the summer,
when the pastures are short, or during
the six or seven months when the cows
are confined in the stable.

Clover hay and ensilage are the best
rough feeds for producing milk, and the
grain foods for the cows must be to some
extent composed of the bj'-products from
the mills, gluten feeds and oil meal, if we
form balanced rations that will prove both
palatable and economical food for the
cows.
Our experience has been that pastur-

ing cows on clover and other fields has
been more dangeifous and expensive than
growing and putting the ensilage in the
silo.

When we are marketing a uniform
amount of milk during the whole year
we must not make any sudden changes in

ouF—4ine of feeding or we will find our
milk a number of gallons short some
morning when we are ready to ship it to

the citj'.

A supply of good, pure water is fully

as essential as the feed, and a system of
automatic water basins will reduce the
cost of the production enough to pay

MILK AERATOR AND TANK

their entire cost in a few months. The
cow that is turned out to drink ice water
ever}- day, and then comes into the stable

and shakes and shivers for an hour, can-
not be expected to give good results at

the pail.

I am satisfied that if any man will con-
duct his dairy with the knowledge that

the causes of the physical and chemical
changes in milk are the result of
exposure to bacterial dirt, he will be fore-

warned and forearmed and will be better,

qualified to work in an intelligent man-
ner.

Volumes of good advice could be writ-

ten aboat producing good milk for the
city trade, but I am speaking from the
standpoint of the farmer who is ex-
pected to produce a good article at from
twelve to fourteen cents a gallon and still

make a profit on his investment and home-
grown feeds. We have many articles on
sanitary milk, but when we try to pro-
duce such milk the increased cost puts it

out of the reach of the common people,

who form the larger portion of the trade

that we are to supply.

W. Milton Kelly.

<$>

ECONOMY m WINTER FEEDING
All kinds of feed are going to sell for

a good price the coming winter. Corn is

now at a figure that is making many a

farmer smile. Oats, hay, straw and other
feed stuffs are high. Bran and middlings
are away up with cotton-seed meal and oil

cake. Farm animals and fowls are not
going to wallow in corn and other rich

foods next winter, while the town animal
is going to have his food measured or
weighed to him. I believe that most
farmers can, by putting a little more work
on the preparation of the food given their

horses and young stock, make qttite a
saving in their feed bills.

I have been not a little amazed at the
way many farmers feed their work horses
in the winter when they are doing very
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little work. While calling on a neighbor
one day last winter I went to the barn to

see ' his stock. As it was ver>- near his

regular feeding time, he proceeded to feed
his nine horses. He said he fed his idle

animals only twice a day in winter. He
gave each horse about half a peck of oats
and ten ears of com, then filled their
mangers with hay. Either the oats or
the corn alone would have been an abun-
dance of grain, with the hay he gave
them. Yet he thought he was feeding
closely and economically. I told him that
he could cut down the feed one half with
benefit to the animals. That if he would
entirely shut off the hay and substitute
straw they would reach spring in better,
healthier condition. He said he fed closer
than any of his neighbors, and sometimes
felt that he was rather stingy with his

feed.

I have seen lots of horses wintered on
straw and five ears of corn a day, and
they came through in far better condition
for spring work than animals that were
fed like hogs. I am well satisfied that
more horses on farms are overfed than
underfed. The condition of the animal
should be the feeder's guide in feeding
all kinds of stock. Idle horses should be
kept in just fair condition. They can do
better work and more of it in spring with-
out on ounce of surplus fat on them than
if loaded with it.

.A.nother thing farmers should remem-
ber is that the warmer animals are housed
in severe weather the less food will they
require to keep them up, and no time
should be lost in getting stables and sheds
into good shape for winter. Don't put
this^ matter off until snow flies and you
can't half do it; go at it right now, while
3'ou can handle boards, felt and tools with
some comfort. Fred Grundy.

WEANING PIGS
Weaning the pigs is a crisis most vari-

ably considered by farmers at large. In
the minds of many it has been considered
sufficient to allow the sow and pigs to
run in a pasture, and after a while to
get the pigs up and shut them in a pen-
to squeal for a few days.
VVe have found that as soon as the

pigs are farrowed they should be rushed
on to a successful weaning by giving the i

sow plenty of milk-producing feed. Bv
j

the time a pig is three weeks old he will
easily drink a quart of skim milk a day
if the litter is provided with a "creep"
near the sow's feeding place. This creep
should be provided as soon as the pigs
show signs of drinking the sow's slop.
By increasing the pigs' ration with skim
milk and middlings slop they will practi-
cally wean themselves.
Never confine pigs in small pens and

bare yards—young pigs will die on that
kind of treatment. Plenty of protein slop
for the sow after farrowing, skim milk
and the "creep" for the pigs, and the
clover pasture after "weaning"—these
mean success with the pigs.

Geo. p. Williams.
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FEED RACKS AND TROUGHS FOR
SHEEP

Of divers styles are the feed racks in

use by the small shepherd. Some of them
waste too much feed, while others do not
permit the wool to be kept clean.

The worst for wasting roughage are
those made of slats and two long poles

—

the same as a ladder—and fastened slant-

ingly against a wall. The sheep pull out

The described racks are for feeding
roughage. Cut roots, such as turnips or
potatoes, and grain and ground feed must
be given in troughs.
They should not be made V-shaped, as

is generally done. The animals can then
take big mouthfuls of the feed and will
not chew it enough. That's bad for the
thorough digestion and assimilation of
whatever is fed. The trough should be
made about six inches wide at the bot-

DE LAVAL
THE WORLD'S RECORD

CREAM
SEPARATOR

Considered from "every point of the compass," so to speak,
DE LAVAL Separators are truly "World's Record Machines."
In original inventions, in skimming efficiency, and important
improvements, in durability and ease and economy of operation,
as well as in widespread usage and number of sales, the DE
LAVAL has no competitor, or one that even approaches its

record on any one of these points. The DE LAVAL was the
original cream separator and by such« all-important inventions as
the "Alpha-Disc" system and "Split-Wing" device it has always
led and is today from five to ten years ahead of all other machines.
In close skimming, durability and ease of operation it shows an
unbroken victorious record covering more than twenty-eight
years. Thousands of tests have proven that it will save from $3.-
to $5.- per cow each year of use over other separators. Nearly
900,000 machines have been sold to date and are used in every
country, being distributed by more than 10,000 DE LAVAL
branch houses and agencies in different parts of the world. Over
98%! of the world's creameries use only DE LAVAL machines,
also all government and state experiment stations and every dairy-
man who has had real separator experience. The latest DE LAVAL
models are ideal in every respect and represent the experience of

over a quarter of a century in building separators. Send for new
July, 1907 catalogue of the "World's Record" Separator.

The De Laval Separator Co.
Randolph & Canal St8.

CHICAGO
1213 & 12 IS Filbert St.

PHILADELPHIA
Drumm & Sacramento Sts.

SAN FRANCISCO

General Offices;
173-177 William Street

MONTREAL
74 CORTLANDT STREET. * '^innTpEG^"'"

NEW YORK. 107 First Street
PORTLAND. OREG.

ROVAL DREAMER
This ram was bred by T. S. Minton, one of the foremost English breeders of Shropshires, and

was one of the thirty-five grand yearline rams shown in the International Stock Show of 1906.
Althoueh the photo was taken after much of the face wool had been rubbed out, it shows him to
be beautifully wooled over and to have a mutton form which is rarely excelled. Nor is eood
individuality without the support of a good pedigree. His sire is "Royal Mock," first prize year-
ling ram at the Royal Show of 1904. Sire of dam, "Mars," a ram famous in his day. The lilt also
includes "Bonny Beau," and "Montford Dreamer"—the ram sold by Minton for $875.

the hay between the slats and more than
half of it will fall down and be trampled
upon by them. It may be good roughage,
but a sheep will not eat it after "being
trampled upon, unless compelled to by
hunger.
Another form is made like a trough,

the sides being constructed of upright
slats, which are placed several inches
apart. This form has several faults,

which, however, can be OYercome so as
to conform the rack to my ideals.

In the first place, the racks are made
wider at the top than at the bottom.
When eating from such a rack, bits of
roughage are more likely to fall into the
neck wool than if the crack were just
the reverse—that is, wider at the bottom
than at the top. It is easier to put the
roughage into the former kind of rack;
but then this is no great advantage over
the better form.
Another mistake made is in having the

perpendicular slats far enough apart to
admit the sheeps' heads and necks. The
wool can't be kept free of bits of Hay and
other roughage fed. Several cents a
pound less is paid for wool in this con-
dition.

Having enumerated the faults of this

form of rack, I will describe how it

can be modified so as to overcome them.
The length must of course correspond to
one's room in the stable. The width
should be from fifteen to twenty inches
at the bottom and two or three inches
less at the top. The perpendicular slats

may be either round or one by two
inches. If the latter, they should be
rounded off somewhat—that is, the edges
taken off.

And now comes an important part

:

Put the slats only far enough apart so
the sheep can get their heads in between
the slats as far as their ears. Different
breeds of sheep have different sized heads,
so it is best .to measure the heads of
one's sheep at their widest parts and con-
struct the racks accordingly.
As the sheep cannot reach to the center

of the bottom of the rack, it should be
made higher in the middle, so the leaves
aiid other bits of roughage will fall

toward the sides.

The upright slats are to be nailed to

a two-inch strip, both at the top and
bottom running the length of the rack.

The bottom strips should be set on the
edges of the rack bottom, and the per-
pendicular slats either set on this or
nailed in the side. The ends of the racks
could be made open, too, but I prefer

them made solid with boards.

tom. Then the sheep are compelled to

take small mouthfuls. They will then
masticate their food properly.

F. A. Strohschein.

Clean milking means more milk.

Surround yourself with the best of

stock and surround your stock with the
best of stock comforts and stock conve-
niences. W. J. B.

p Write Fop CRFF RflfllC Now—Today
EST. 1867 ^^ctYLES BUWIV

flAHjnTv.^^ INC. 1902

eBiAC Sent on Trial—Freight Paid
Grind Corn and Cobsr Feed and Table Meal.

10 lbs. to 70 bushels per hour; ball bearing; easy running. Shipped from
Philadelphia or Chicago. Send for free catalogfue to

THE A. W..8TRAUB GO., 8737-39-41 Filbert Street, Philadelphia, Pa.mi

AT)V A/^TTTM^T^ Many ladiea are making highly satisfactory incomes in the pleasant and
* XVVJill^ X «J ladylike employment of procuring sabscriptions to the Woman's Home Com-

panion, a calling that requires no investment. Tbe requisite materials, with full and simple instructions, are sent
free to any intending agent on request. Address WOMAN'S HUUE COMPAMON, Dept. of Agents, nadison S<inarF, New York City,

DON'TBUYGASOLINEENGINES UNTIL YOU INVESTIOATE
"TIIE MASTER WORKMAN,"

_ _ _ _ _ * two-cylinder gaaoUiie, keroeene or
•Icohol engine, superior to any one-cylinder engine; reTOlntlonizing power. Ita weight and bulk are half that of single cylinder eng-lnee. with greater darablUty. Costs
Less to Buy—Less to Ruq. Qvilckly, easily started. Vibration practically overcome. Cheaply mounted on anv wagon. It Is a combination portable, stationary or traction
aneine. Send fob. Catalogcx. THK TEMPLE PUMP C0« MCfra.. Meagher and 16th Sts.. Cliicaco* THIS IS OUR FIKTY-THlRD YEAR

from Calf to\fearlin^
A horse, cow or steer—any domestic animal—is, in a sense, what the breeder makes it.

An inherited tendency toward heavy milking or capacity for fattening may be intensified

by judicious management on the part of the feeder until succeeding generations excel the

parent stock. The feeder can change an unthrifty animal into one that proves profitable.

This developing of characteristics is made possible by the modern science of feeding as

understood by up-to-date farmers. Hence the first twelve months in the life of a calf

become of vital importance as largely determining its future usefulness. Now, to rightly

develop a calf with large appetite, it's necessary to strengthen digestion so that increasing

ration may be met by increasing appetite and no derangement result from over-feeding.

To do thii, give regularly, twice a day, small doses of

DB HESS STOCK F^D
in the grain ration. This is the prescription of Ur. Hess (M.D., D.V.S.) and con-
tains bitter tonics, iron for the blood and proper nitrates to cleanse the system.
It acts upon the digestive organs, correcting any tendency toward indigestion

and enabling the animal to assimilate great quanti-
ties of food; hence compels rapid growth and perma-
nently fixes the feeding habit.

Dr. Hess Stock Food gives increased appetite for
roughage and, by aiding digestion, prevents much

loss of nutriment in the manure. Corrects all minor stock ailments
and costs but a penny a day for a horse, cow, hog or steer. Its in-
gfredients are endorsed by Professors Quitman, Winslow and Finley
Dun, the greatest medical writers of the age.

Sold on a written guarantee.

100 lbs. $5.00; 25 lb. paU $1.60\E«ept in Canada

Smaller qnantitlee at a slight advance. t west and Sooth.
Where Dr. Hess Stock Food differs in particular is m the dose—it's small and

fed but twice a day, which proves it has the most digestive strength to the pound.
Our government recognizes Dr. Hess Stock Food as a medicinal compoond, and
this paper is back of the guarantee.

Free from the lit to the 10th ofesch month—Dr. Hess (H.D., D.V.S.VwlU
prescribe for your ailing animals. You can have his 9€-page Veterinary Book
•ny time tor the asking. Uention this paper.

DR. HKSS & CLARK, Ashland, Oblo.
Alio mann^ctarerg of Dr. Bess Pooltr; Pan-a-ce-a and Instant Lodbo Killer.

INSTANT LOUSE KILLER KILLS LICE

'///
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One Year (24 numbers) 25 cents

Entered at the Post Office at Springfield,

Ohio, as Second-Class Mail Matter.

Subscriptioiu and all editorial letters should be
sent to the offices at Springfield. Ohio, and letteirs

for the Editor should be marked "Editor."

The date on the address label shows the time to

which each subscriber has paid.

Subscribers receive this paper twice a month, which
is twice as often as most other National farm journals
are issued.

S3Ter, when sent through the mails, should be
carefully wrapped in cloth or strong paper, so as not
to wear a hole through the envelope

When renewing your subscription, do not fail to
say it is a renewal! If all our subscribers will do
this a great deal of trouble will be avoided.

PUBLISHED BY

THE CROWELL PUBLISHING COMPANY
SPRIIVGRIEUD, OHIO

Branch Offices: 11 Cast 24th St, New York CHy.

Tribune BuUding', Chicagfo, BL

ABOUT ADVERTiSIIVG
Farm .and Fireside does not print advertisements

generally known as "readers"' in its editorial or
news columns.
Mention Far.m and Fireside when you \vrite to

ovir advertisers, and we guarantee you Cair and
square treatment.
Of course we do not undertake to adjust petty

difierences between subscribers and honest adver-
tisers, but if any advertiser should defraud a sub-
scriber, we stand ready to make good the loss
incurred, provided we are notified within thirty days
after the transaction.
Farm and Fireside is published on the loth and

25th of each month. Copy for advertisements should
be received twenty-five days in ad\-ance of publica-
tion date. $2.00 per agate line for both editions; $1.00
per agate line for the eastern or western edition
singly. Eight words to the line, fourteen lines to the
inch Width of columns 2^ inches, length of columns
two hundred lines, sf discount for cash with order.
Three lines is smallest space accepted.
Letters regarding advertising should be sent to the

New Vork address.

Mr. J. O'Donnell, of Onondago County,
New York, sends Farm axd Fireside
these words of appreciation:
"Your article, 'The Advantage of the

Fort\--Acre Thorough Farmer,' may i>e

applied to eveo' trade in the land. It is

timely and well placed. I shall take pleas-

ure in reading it at our next state meet-
ing of master plumbers."
Reversing his point: The same soimd

business principles that apply to any trade
or business apply to farming, and it is up
to the farmer nowadays to study and apply
them.

* * *

The district-school teacher is a pretty
important person these days. From Sep-
tember to June she occupies^ a prominent'
position in our life. To her is largely

entrusted the future of our children,

which means the future of our country.
Few people realize what an important in-

fluence upon their children a school
'teacher may have. Most of us think that

all our children get from her is a little

readin', writin' and 'rithmetic. We never
stop to consider how her association with
them influences their lives. We never
think of the effect she has on them mor-
ally and socially. But as a matter of fact

it is perfectly possible for a school teacher

to do more harm than good unless her
moral and social influence upon the chil-

dren is of the right kind. Show the trus-

tees of your district that the kind of

teacher you want for your children is one
who not only has a good education, but
is also in sympathy with farmers and
farm life. City-bred school teachers, who
are continually giving their pupils pearly

visions of city life, and running down the

farm, are one of the greatest social evils

with which farmers have to put up. See
that your district has the right kind of a

teacher. Get one who loves the country,

and who will inspire in your children a

love for it, too, if they don't love it now.
In\-ite her to your home that you may
know her and that she may know j-our

children better. Keep her in sympathy
with farm life by helping her enjoy it

If you. can get this kind of a teacher and
will treat her in the right way, she will

have an influence for good upon your
children far beyond what you have ever

before realized a teacher could have.

«>

THE THEALDOM OF THE PRESS
In a notable address before the State

Universit>' of Missouri. Mr. Samuel
Bowles, editor of the famous Springfield

'"Republican," accurately described some
of the dangers menacing the independence
of the press. Formerly the press was un-
der the bondage of politics ; in this day
of greedy commercialism it is under the

dominance of the advertiser in the most
dangerous and insidious manner.

"It is not the local advertiser," he said,

"who is the menace to the independence
of the press. If he is in the mercantile

class he wants his little notices from time
to time. But they are comparatively
harmless, and he is on the whole the

natural loyal supporter of the home paper,

profiting richly by the liberal use of its

columns in appealing to the public for

custom. It is the so-called foreign adver-
tiser spending hundreds of thousands of

dollars in promoting public demands for

his goods who seeks to hold a whip hand
over the newspapers as a condition of his

cash payments. He always requires a
preferred position, and his announcements
as a riile either startle the reader into

attention by their grotesqueness or de-
ceive him by the method of tVieir con-,

struction into the idea that he is reading
news matter. A complete surrender to

such demands from many advertisers
makes the newspaper a horror of typog-
raphy and a patchwork of fraud in sub-
stance.

"Again many general advertisers seek
to ifjfluence or control the publisher of
newspapers in the management of their
editorial or news columns.
"There is also the publicity that is not

paid for, issuing from the press associa-
tions which offer what truly may be
called stuff at three dollars a' page, and
who find their account as press agents for
a more definite payment. These syndi-

cates tend to destroy the individuality of
the press, to discourage strong, clear and
condensed newspaper writing, to weaken
the character and independence of the

publications which depend upon them.
"There is also the insidious influence

of wealth, direct and indirect."
* * *

Mr. Bowles speaks from the standpoint
of a daily newspaper man, but his keen
criticisms apply with equal force to farm
papers.

Few readers of farm papers know of
the tremendous pressure brought to bear
on the publishers by advertisers who want
to exploit the farmers. Application of the
square-deal principle means the loss of a
large amount of advertising to the paper,
but it means protection to the subscriber
and to the fair-play advertiser.

FARMERS AND WALL STREET
From far-off southern California Mr.

Cristadoro sends this keen-breeze letter

to the editor of the New York "Sun:"
"Sir:—Time was when if Wall Street

sneered it sent the farmers of the country
to the banks to beg that their mortgages
be not foreclosed. Now Wall Street

sneezes and yells and shouts and kicks
up a devil of a fuss—in Wall Street—and
the farmer follows the plow, the wheat
grows, the chickens lay abundantly, the

stock increases, all Nature smiles in peace
and plentj-. and the farmer buys autos
and gives not a rap for Wall Street
"The wires are broken. The farmer is

not interested, for Wall Street has ceased
to be the barometer of the nation's pros-,
perity. The barometer has been moved
elsewhere. Wall Street drops three bil-

lions in values and the farmer reads of

such 'terrible doings' with -a chuckle and
saj-s, 'Things are drpppin' some in W'all

Street and no mistake, b'gosh
!'

"No better time could have been se-

lected to thrust the lance into the Wall
Street ulcer ; and no better period for the

good of the public could h'^ve been chosen.

It is. of course, hard upon the innocent
investor, especially the 'common investor,'

who bought wind and water and nothing
else ; but it was a case of caveat emptor.
The man at the White House—well, has
he not done the national body a good
service, just as does the surgeon to the
body when he cuts a boil that is ripe for
lancing? It had to come."
Back of the humor of this communica-

tion is soimd sense and a correct apprecia-
tion of the feelings o£ farmers all the way
across the countrj' from San Diego Coun-
ty to Manhattan Island.

Intelligent farmers all over the coun-
try now have their eyes on the frantic

efforts of the "Interests" through their

press bureaus and advertising agencies to

change public opinion and stay the just

enforcement of law against the great
transgressors who have been persistently

violating the law and defiantly disregard-
ing the decisions and orders of the courts.

<S>

IMPROVE THE INLAND WATER-
WAYS

In his St. Louis address, while on his

way to attend the Inland Waterways Con-
vention. President Roosevelt said

:

"From ever\- standpoint it is desirable

for the nation to join in improving the

greatest system of river highways within
its borders, a system second only in im-
portance to the highway afforded by the

Great Lakes ;' the highways of the Missis-
sippi and its'great tributaries, such as the.

^^issou^i and Ohio. This river system
traverses too many states to render it pos-
sible to leave merely to the states the task
of fitting, it for the greatest use of which
it is capable. It is'erhphatically a national
task, for this great river system is itself

one of our chief national 'assets.

* *

"Within the last few years there has
been an awakening in this countrj' to the

need of both the conservation and the
development of our national resources un-
der the supen'ison of and by the aid of
the federal government. This is especially

true of all. that concerns -onr ronning
waters. On the mountains from which
the springs start we are now endeavoring

to preserve the forests which regulate the
water supply and prevent too startling

variations between droughts and freshets.

Below the mountains, in the high, dry
regions of the Western plains, we endeav-
or to secure the proper utilization of the
waters for irrigation. This is at the
sources of the streams. Farther down,
where they become navigable, our aim
must be to trj' to develop a policy which
shall secure the utmost advantage from
the navigable waters. Finally, on the lower
courses of the Mississippi, the nation
should do its full share in the work of
levee building; and, incidentally to its

serving nav-igation, this wUl also prevent
the ruin of alluvial bottoms by floods.

* * *

"Our knowledge is not sufficiently far

advanced to enable me to speak definitely

as to the plans which should be adopted;
but let me say one word of warning : The
danger of entering on any such scheme
lies in the adoption of impossible and un-
desirable plans—plans the adoption of
which means an outlay of money extrava-
gant bej'ond all proportion to the return,

or which, though feasible, are not, rela-

tively to other plans, of an importance
which warrant their adoption. It will not
be easy to secure the assent of a funda-
mentally catitious people like our own
to the adoption of such a policy as that

I hope to see adopted ; and even if we
begin to follow out such a policy it cer-

tainl}- will not be persevered in if it is

found to entail .reckless extravagance or
to be tainted with jobbery. The interests

of the nation as a whole must be always
the first consideration.

* * *

"This is properly a national move-
ment, because all interstate and foreign
commerce, and the improvements and
methods of carrying it on, are subjects
for national action. Moreover, while of
course the matter of the improvement of
the Mississippi River and its tributaries is

one which especially concerns the great
middle portion of our countr\-, the region
between the AUeghenies and the Rockies,
yet it is of concern to the rest of the coun-
try also, for it cannot too often be said

that whatever is really beneficial to one
part of our country is ultimately of ben-
efit to the whole. Exactly as it is a good
thing for the interior of our countrj' that

the seaports on the Atlantic and the Pa-
cific and the Gulf should be safe and com-
modious, so it is to the interest of the

dwellers on the coast that the interior

should possess ample facilities for the
transportation of its products. Our in-

terests are all closely interwoven, and
in the long run it will be found that we
go up or go down together.

* * *

"Take, for instance, the Panama Canal.
If the Mississippi is restored to its former
place of importance as a highway of com-
merce, then the building of" the Panama
Canal will be felt as an immediate advan-
tage to the business of every city and
country district in the Mississippi 'Valley.

I think that the building of that canal will

be of especial advantage to \he states

that lie along the Pacific and the states

that lie along the Gulf; and yet, after all.

I feel that the advantage will be shared
in an only less degree by th^ states of the

interior and of the Atlantic coast. In

other words, it is a thoroughly national

work, undertaken for and redounding to

the advantage of all of us—to the advan-
fage of the nation as a whole."

A BANKER ON REBATERS
Bankers who attend strictly to legiti-

mate banking business and are not mixed
up with speculators and promoters

_
of

high-finance schemes take a broad view
of the present business situation. In a

recent address before the Kentucky Bank-
ers' Association, Mr. Henry Clews, of

New York, gave his opinion that the ad-

ministration's intention to prosecute the

men guilty of illegal practisas in the man-
agement of corporations would prove a

benefit instead of a detriment to business.

"The true remedy," he said, "for rebat-

ing and other wilful violations of law is

not to be found in the infliction of heavy

penalties on the guilty corporations, but
on the responsible and guilty officers of
those corporations, and not alone hy fine,

but by imprisonment. Heay>' fines inflicted
on corporations fall finally on their stock-
holders through a corresponding loss of
dividend-paying power, and the lowering
of market prices for their stocks. The
proper remedy is punishment behind bars.
"Through overtaxing their capacity,

their working capital and their credit, to
keep up with it, the national prosperity
has proved a two-edged sword to many
corporations as well as individual firms,
and the greed for excessive profits among
them led to much of the corporate dis-
honesty, illegal acts and methods and
wholesale graft in high places which we
have seen exposed. These excesses and
irregularities are now being corrected.

* * *

_
"No wonder that their exposure from

time to time gave blow after blow to
public confidence, and kept investors from
bu)-ing stocks, and turned their attentioH
and speculative enterprise in other direc-
tions and into other channels. These ex-
posures and violations of law naturally
aroused severe public criticism and indig-
nation and called for investigation bj' the
federal government. In this President
Roosevelt took the lead for the purpose
of correcting maladministration, the abuse
of power and the illegal practises that had
been exposed.

* * *

"It was far from his intention to dis-
turb public confidence among stockhold-
ers of the railway and other corporations

.

that, through their officers, had been guilty
of illegal and fraudulent acts, particularly
rebating, ^is real object was by extir-
pating abuses to secure honest and lawful
methods of management, and so protect
and benefit investors in bonds and stocks,
and secure justice and equality- for ship-
pers of produce and merchandise of all

kinds, with the same rates for all, small
and great, rich and poor, without special
privileges to any, great corporations being
compelled to respect the law as well as
small ones. The righting and correction
of wrongs practised in violation of the
interstate and anti-trust laws of Congress
would have had no disturbing effect upon
investors and the public mind, if properly
yiewed, and it requires a stretch of imag-
ination to hold Mr. Roosevelt even in-

directly responsible for the $29,000,000
fine, the immediate cause of the disturb-
ance in Wall Street that followed it."

TRAVELING FARM SCHOOLS IN
SPAIN

A novel and significant feature of the
new agricultural movement in Spain is

the traveling farm school, recently estab-
lished by government order. The launch-
ing of this enterprise, which has for its

object the instruction of the remote
agricultural districts in the principles of
scientific farming, has a real commercial
significance for the American people,
since it will probably develop a demand
for better a.erricultural implements. In a
recent consular report made by our repre-
sentative at Barcelona. Mr. B. A. Ridge-
ly, these facts are stated

:

The government order referred to pro-
vides for a course of experimental and
practical instruction to be given every
year by itinerant lecturers, selected from
among the agricultural engineers at the

district schools of agriculture. In the

months of January and February of each
year the directors of these schools are re-

quired to report to the department of ag-
riculture at Madrid, .giving the program
of the lectures intended to be given during,
the ensuing twelve months, with an esti-

mate of the cost, including traveling ex-
penses, and remuneration of the teachers,

and transport of the agricultural ma-
chineo' or appliances which it may be.

considered advisable to carry to those

remote villages where the practical in-

struction is to be given. So far only the

schools of agriculture at Zaragoza, Jaen,

Palencia, Badajoz and Barcelona and the

two stations at Haro and Villafranca del

Panades are referred to in this order, but
if the movement proves a success it will

no doubt be extended.
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On a Two-Cent Fare
BY WILLIAM J. BURTSCHER

I ain't done no trav'lin'

T' amount t' much,
The fare has been t' high

Fer me t' touch ;

But I've been layin' off

T' go somewhere,
Since now I kin travel
On a two-cent fare.

I'm goin' t' San Francisco,
An' swing on the Golden Gate,

I'll stop off in Utah,
An' see the Great Salt Lake;

I'll do the Yeller Stone Park
An' see them Guysers rare,

Fer now I kin go some
On a two-cent fare.

I'll fly t' New Orleens
When Mardee Graw comes 'roun',

I'll stop off in Kaintuck
By that hole in the groun'

;

I'll run t' ole Virgin' ,

Cross the nat'ral bridge that's there.
An' travel like a gentleman
On a two-cent fare.

I'll jump t' Chiggergo,
T' hear the wind a-blowin',

I'll jump agin t' New York,
Jes' t' be a-goin'

;

I'll take in Bosstown, too,

Fer I cert'niy do declare
A feller oughter scoot some
On a two-cent fare. /

It ain't what y' make, nohow,
But what y' save all the while,

An' here I'll save a dollar
Ev'ry hundred mile

;

So I'll keep on movin'
Till I've been ev'rywhere.

Then go home an' be content
On any kind o' fare.

Mysterious, Jolly Hallowe'en

Hallowe'en, the time of all times
when supernatural influences are
supposed to prevail, dates more
parties, perhaps, than any day on

the calendar, and, with the exception of

Christmas and Fourth of July, the thirty-

first of October is more eagerly looked
forward to by American young folks than
any day in the whole year.

Hallowmass, or Ail Saints' Day, is as-

sociated with an ancient pagan celebra-

tion of great antiquity, and from this

older rite many of its curious and singu-

lar observances are derived. Hallowe'en
is the vigil of the feast of All Saints, and
the custom of its elaborate observance is

general everywhere, though its greatest

development has been reached in Scot-

land.

The leading idea of Hallowe'en is that

it is the time of all others when super-
natural influences are strong, and charms,
therefore, will not fail to work. Spirits,

both good and evil, walk abroad on this

one mysterious night, and divination at-

tains its highest power. All who choose
may avail themselves of the privileges of

the occasion with the certainty that their^

questions will be answered.
The feast of All Saints was introduced

very, early by the Christian Church, be-'

cause of the impossibility of keeping a
separate day for every saint. In the
fourth century, when the persecutions of
the Christians had ceased, the first Sun-
day after Easter was appointed by the
Greek Church as the day for commem-
orating the martyrs generally.
In the Church of Rome a like festival

was introduced about 610 a.d.^ this being
the time when the old heathen Pantheon
was consecrated to Mary and all the mar-
tyrs.

The real festival of All Saints, how-
ever, was first regularly instituted by
Pope Gregory IV., in 835, and appointed
for the first day of November. It was
admitted into England about 870, and
probably about the same time into Ire-
land and Scotland. The festival is com-
mon to the Roman Catholic, English and
Lutheran branches of the church.
In the days when the "hallow fire"

was kindled, various magic ceremonies
preceded its lighting. These exorcised
the demons and witches and rendered
them powerless. When the ceremonies
were finished, the fire was lighted and
carefully guarded by the men of the
family from the depredations of certain
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societies which were formed, sometimes
through pique and at other times for fun
alone, for the purpose of scattering these
fires.

The first ceremony of Hallowe'en was
pulling the kail (stalk). By its shape
and size the young women determined
the figure and size of their future hus-
bandsj while any "yird," or earth, sticking-
to the roots meant fortune. The taste
of the "custoc," or heart of the stalk,
showed the temper and disposition, and
finally the stems, or "runts" are placed
above the door, and the Christian name
of the person whom Fate s^nds first

through the door gives the name of the
gentleman.
The vigil and ringing of bells all night

long upon All Hallows was abolished
under Henry VIII.,
but in spite of this,

half a century later,

under Elizabeth, a
special injunction
forbade all super-
fluous ringing of
bells. Evidently the
laws were not en-
forced then any
more than now,
and the nerves of
the people were
tried as they are in

these days. It is our
door bells, however,
not church bells,

that keep us on
edge, with the small
boy at the button.
Nuts furnish the

principal means of
reading the secrets
of the future, and
in some parts of
England the night
is known as "nut-
crack night." In-
deed, one of the
most delightful
ways to entertain
the children o n
Hallowe'en is to
invite them to go nutting at your home.
Soon after arrival each child should be
presented with a charming little basket
for the purpose. The baskets should be
different in design, as attractive in shape
as possible, and gaily adorned with ribbon,

for when filled they will be carried home
as souvenirs.
Before the little guests arrive you must

hide the nuts in every conceivable nook
—behind books, under rugs, in vases, be-
hind pictures, etc. Then at the proper
moment turn the children loose to "go
nutting" in your parlors. At the sum-
mons of a bell every one must stop and
the nuts counted. Appropriate prizes^

should of course be awarded to the most
successful hunters.
The games in which figure the apples,

the pumpkins, the candles, the glasses of
water, the walks around a given square,
the telltale looking glasses, the three
dishes in a row, naming nuts and placing
them on the bars of the grate, Hallowe'en
cake baking, nut charades, peanut grab,
magic pills—all these and many more will

go to make up many happy hours through-
out our broad land on the last evening
of this month. •

^. -

A Veteran Traveler

JWrs. William Butler, of Boston, a
woman eighty-six years old, has just

recently returned from a trip around the
the world, covering a period of exactly
eleven months from the day she started.
The prime motive of Mrs. Butler's trip

abroad at her time of life was that she
might attend the jubilee celebration of the
Methodist Episcopal Mission in India,

L.

MRS. WILLIAM BUTLER, MISSIONARY,WHO AT THE AGE OF EIGHTY-
SIX COMPLETES A TRIP

AROUND THE
WORLD

founded by Mrs. Butler and her husband,
Dr. William Butler, in the year 1856. Mrs.
Butler believes herself to be the only
American survivor of the Sepoy Rebellion
and the only American woman who gazed
on the faces of the last of the great mo-
guls and his empress. '

Mrs. Butler and her husband crossed
the great desert fifty-one years ago with
a train of seven hundred camels, and thir-

ty-five days were required for the journey.
Some of the dangers this brave woman
and her fearless husband faced and es-
caped would make thrilling chapters in
their life history.
While on her journey Mrs. Butler spoke

to_ twenty-one audiences in different parts
of India, and spoke to a large audience
in London. On her return to America

she spoke to anoth-
er large audience at
Carnegie Hall in
New York. She
made a complete
tour of India from
Ceylon to a point
in the Hymalayas
eight thousand feet
above the sea.

Speaking of her
trip Mrs. Butler
said, on her return
to Boston

:

"It was most
gratifying to me to
be received so well
and after m^ many
years absence from
India. In the fifty

years of its life the
mission at Bareilly

?! has gained ninety
thousand communi-
cants and a quarter
of a million adher-

j ents. It has five

great mission
presses, so that its

pamphlets are is-

sued all over the
northwest provinces.
At one great meet-

three thousand native
as well as delegates

ing there were
Christians present,
from China, Japan, Asia, Mexico and"six-
ty from the United States."

Mrs. Butler made the entire trip with-
out a day's illness, and reached Boston
very happy over her achievement of go-
ing around the world at- her great age.

$>

California's Walnut Industry
BY CHARLES ALMA BYERS

CALIFORNIA as a fruit-growing state is

known everywhere, but the fact that
it produces each year a crop of English
walnuts that yields an income of more
than two million dollars is a matter of
news even to many native Californians.
The growing of walnuts, in fact, in the
past few years, has become an industry
of great commercial value to the state,

and having so much to commend it to the~
investor of moderate means, indications
may be said to point to its becoming an
important rival to the citrus crop, of
which Easterners are now hearing, so
much.
The growing of walnuts in California

dates back to the days of the Spanish
priests, as also does the introduction of
grapes, olives, .oranges, lemons and limes.

The walnut of those days, however, was
of the black, hard-shell variety, which to-
day, though recognized as good and still

of value, has been relegated somewhat to
the background.

In its stead has come the soft-shell,

called the English, walnut, although in

reality introduced in this country from
Chili, South America. The first consign-
ment of these nuts was received in San

I-rancisco about fifty years ago, and con-
sisted of only three sacks. These were
used as seed, and from them, in the vicin-
ity of Santa Barbara, sprung the first
orchard of soft-shell walnuts in the United
States.

The growing of walnuts is an industry
that requires very little attention, and yet
a good profit is yielded to the grower.
The trees need very little care in the way
of cultivation, and the walnut is said to
live the longest of any orchard tree. The
harvesting of the crop, in fact, is really the
only work of any great importance at-
tached to the industry, and even this part
of it is light when compared with the
growing of oranges and lemons. The co-
operation of the growers has simplified the
work of harvesting and marketing the
crop to a very great extent by the estab-
lishment of association packing houses.
This makes it necessary only for the
rancher to pick, wash and haul the nuts
to one of these places, where the
grading, blending, bleaching, packing and
shipping is attended to for him at small
cost.

The English walnut as it comes ripe
from the tree is too dark for the market,
and to make it lighter in color it is dipped
by machinery in a chemical bath, and then
immediately washed. After the nuts are
thus bleached, washed and graded they are
passed by elevators to large bins, from
which they are sacked and shipped. The
sacks used are imported from Calcutta,
India, and more than fifty thousand are
ordered each season.
The walnuts grown in California are

shipped to all parts of the United States,
and the bidding of buyers for the crop is

always brisk. The acreage and yield have
been rapidly increasing for the past ten
years, and yet the growers have not been
able to supply the demand. In feet, there
seems to be little danger of an overproduc-
tion of soft-shell walnuts for many years,
and even when the demand in the United
States is supplied, there remains the ex-
port trade to consider.
The prices of English walnuts vary from

year to year, but the grower is always
certain of a good margin of profit for his
season's work. The past year's crop was
marketed at the following prices : eleven
cents a pound for first grade ; ten and one
half cents a pound for standards, and three
cents less a pound for second grades. The
cost of marketing the crop, everything
considered, is, on account of the associa-
tion idea, barely one per cent of the crop
value, and some seasons it has even fallen
below one Jialf per cent.

There are twelve different associations
of walnut ranchers in California, with a
total membership of about one thousand,
all of which form, when united, what is

known as the Walnut Growers' Association
of Southern California. These organiza-
tions, w-hich represent three fourths of
the annual supply, put upon the market
each year about six hundred carloads of
English walnuts.
The walnut harvest time is during Oc-

tober and November. The cool, damp
nights of these months cause the husks of
the nuts to become loosened, and there is

a continual fall of husks and nuts. Men,
women, and children, mostly of Mexicans
and Indians, are employed to gather them
up and prepare them for the packing
houses.
There are several points about the grow-

ing of walnuts that every rancher must
learn before he can hope for success. First,

the soil must be deep, at least ten feet;
second, the location must be where frost
is seldom known; third, irrigated land is

to be preferred, although not absolutely
essential ; fourth, the trees must be well
distanced from each other. Walnut trees
set close together will bear when young,
but experience has taught that as they
grow older they cease to produce if set

too close.

The walnut tree, to look into its history
briefly, is a native of Armenia and north-
ern India. Later, but many centuries ago,
it was introduced into Greece, Italy, Spain
and France, and still at a much later date
into England. It flourishes to-day in all

of these countries, and in France it is cul-

tivated very much the same as it is be-
coming to be in southern California.

GROVE IN EARLY SPRING SHOWING IRRIGATION WALNUT ORCHARD AT WHITTIER. CALIFORNIA A TYPICAL GROUP OF WALNUT PICKERS
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Chapter I.

OT 1313," shouted the auctioneer.

"One dollar, dollar fifteen, dol-

lar twenty-five, dollar fifty, dollar

sixty, dollar seventj'-five, two
dollars, two ten, two fifteen, two twenty—

"

The prices rattled off in quick succession.

"All done? Yours, sir—the gentleman
with the gray Derby over against the wall,

Tom."
The gentleman with the gray Derby

handed over two one-dollar bills and two
dimes, and took the big manila-paper bag
with the United States Dead-Letter Office

stamp at the top left-hand corner.

The articles it contained were written

on the outside in bold, legible hand : Four
handkerchiefs, three gent's ties, cheap
pocket knife, briar\vood pipe, ash tray.

Roger Walford, attracted by the crowd,
had dropped in at Uncle Sam's annual
Dead-Letter Office sale. The briarwood
pipe and ash traj' had appealed to him, so
lot 1313 became his. Now he was endeav-
oring to get out from the mob again.

He sauntered along Pennsylvania Ave-
nue for a time and then returned to his

room, where he opened the big envelope,

and looked over his purchases. The pipe
and ash tray he placed on the mantelshelf.

The knife was cheap indeed, and he tossed
it contemptuously on the table. The ties

looked rather gaudy, but one was white,

an immense made-up affair, and as he
examined it a small photo dropped out
from its folds.

"Thrown in for luck, I guess," solilo-

quized Roger, as he picked it up.

The photo had evidently escaped the

observation of the postal people, tucked
away, as it had been, in the folds of the

tie. It was the likeness of a young girl

in evening dress. It was mounted on a

plain piece of cardboard, without name
or address.
"Amateur," commented Roger, "but, by

Jove, she's pretty
!"

He took the photo towards the light:

"She certainly is," he reiterated, as he
laid down the likeness of the fair un-
known, and taking up the pipe, started to

fill it
—

"to break it in," as he muttered.

He took a few pulls, and then walked
over with the picture once more toward
the light of the gas. Then he stretched

himself out in the Morris chair, and as

the blue wreaths of smoke ascended ceil-

ingward, half dozing, in quiet contentment,
he held the photo before him, building up
a fabric of conjectures as to the person-
ality of the girl in the picture.

Her eyes met his fairly and squarely.

It mattered not at what angle he held it,

the girl's eyes followed him. Inadvertently
he enveloped her in smoke, and then
csught himself apologizing for making
the break.
That night the Hotel Tillard was burned

out, and the only effects Roger Walford
saved were a few of his samples, his suit

case and the little photo of the unknown
girl.

A year later he was in a railway wreck
out West, and still he escaped with his

life and the little four-by-five picture
tucked away in his breast pocket.

"She's my mascot," he commented, and
the girl in evening dress became yet more
precious to him.

In the fall of that year Roger Walford
went to England to introduce some labor-
saving devices manufactured by his firm.

His territory took in Bristol, Cardif,

Gloucester and other western towns of
the old country, and the day before Christ-

mas found him at the fashionable watering
place of Cheltenham, a town of some
fifty thousand inhabitants. The place is

comparatively new, being almost unheard
of until old George III. journeyed there
to drink the waters, but there is an old
church right in the center of the town
which dates from the eleventh century.
It is surrounded by a graveyard, and the
houses of the modern town all turn their

backs upon the grand old church, with its

long, thin, tapering spire.

The graveyard is quiet, very quiet, al-

though one can listen and hear the rumble
of the traffic, and the "honk, honk," of
the motor cars as they whizz along High
Street, but it sounds very far away, for
the houses shut out the sound.
On Thursday nights and on Sundays

the bells peal right merrily, and on King's
Birthday and other red-letter days they
"fire." It is a grand, impressive sound.

that "firing," when the eight bells all

peal simultaneously, and then echo away
into muffled silence, only to break out
again in a few seconds into clanging,

musical hubbub. And then the bell-

ringers will change off into hymns, and
from the old steeple will sound forth "The
Old Hundred" or some other well-known
tune.

Roger Walford, his business in the
town concluded, wandered away from the
noise of the High Street into the old
churchyard. The bells were firing noisily,

welcoming in the Christmas in true old
English style. He leaned against the iron
railings and gazed out across the bury-
ing ground, with its forgotten stones, all

toppling this way and that An immense
marble cross, some twelve feet high, rose
up in the dim light between him and the
somber old church. He went toward it,

and seating himself upon the steps of its

base, listened to the bells.

He had been there but a few minutes,
when suddenly he saw the form of a
woman running rapidly across from the
opposite side. She passed close to him;
he could hear her shortened breath as she
dashed past, and a moment later a man
followed, running hard.

In an instant Roger was up and giving
chase. There was no time for thought;
he simply followed his instinct. The man
heard him racing behind him, and half

turning, motioned him back with a re-

pelling wave of his hand. It would have
taken more than that to have stopped
the American just then. He was on even
terms with the man in a few strides.

"What's up?" he shouted.
"None of your business," came the

tart, panting reply.

"Then I'll make it so," snapped back
Roger.
By this time the farther end of the

churchyard was reached. The girl was
fumbling hurriedly with the big, iron
gate, endeavoring to find an exit. The
man grasped her by the shoulder.

"Don't be a fool, Laura !" he cried.

"Come back!"
"With you !" the girl screamed almost

hysterically. "Never !" Then, for the
first time, she saw the American standing
•beside her pursuer. "What do you want?"
she demanded.

"I want to see fair play done," said
Roger. "What's the trouble, anyway?"
The girl looked at him almost be-

seechingly. "Take him away," she

screamed, pointing to her late pursuer.
"With pleasure. Is he annoying you?"

Then, shaking the fellow by the shoulder,
"Get away," he ordered. "You are an-
noying the lady, don't you see."

"I tell you to attend to your own busi-
ness," roared the man.
"I'm going to mind the lady's for the

time being. Just clear off, she doesn't
want you."
For answer the man made a wild swing

at Roger. The American ducked, and
closed with him. In another moment he
would have thrown him, when suddenly a
broad beam of light was flashed in their
faces, and a gruff voice challenged;
"Now, then, what's the row?" and the

burly British guardian of the peace loomed
up before them.
"Why," explained Roger, "this lady

was being annoyed by this fellow, and I

just stepped in and stopped it."

"What lady are you talking about?"
"Why this— Why, she's gone!"
"So are you gone—gone in your top

v/orks, I think. You are drunk, that's

what's the matter. Now move along or
I'll run you in."

The than who had been pursuing the
lady sneaked off without another word,
but Roger tried to explain things to the
policeman. It was useless.

"There wasn't no lady here," the police-

man maintained, "and it isn't no good
saying there was."
"But don't I tell you she was here a

moment ago, and that chap was chasing
her? I saw her, and I ought to know,"
argued Roger.

"Yes, you ought to know, but you don't,"
summed up the officer of the law. "Now,
it's Christmas Eve, so don't say nothing
more about it, but just move along, and
go steady now, or you'll be seeing more
things before morning."

It was no use trying to make the
thick-headed officer understand. Roger
said, "Good-night, officer," and made his

way back toward his hotel. The clock
in the steeple struck eleven o'clock and
the bells burst out again into a merry
peal.

"Good-night, sir," replied the police-

man, "and a merry Christmas to you."
Roger Walford made his way back to

"The Lamb," -his hotel, thinking over the
strange event of the evening.
Things were running merrily there that

evening. The tap was crowded, and song
and music filled the air. The glasses

0i'

" 'I want to Ke fair play done,' said Roarer. 'What's the trouble, anyway^'

clinked and the rosy-cheeked barmaids
were busy. It was after midnight when
Roger finally took his bedroom key from
the clerk. He passed out into the hall on
his way upstairs, and as he sauntered
along he heard one of the boots chuckling
with his mate over somethir.g.
"She thought it was a bloomin' family

hotel," laughed the one.
"Must 'ave done. Were she go?" re-

plied the other.
"They send her down to "The Lans-»-

down. "'

"Who was that?" demanded Roger
sharply.

"A lady^ as just come here, sir—she's
taken the tram for 'The Lansdown.'

"

Without another word Roger Walford
took back his key. "I'm going out for
another stroll," he explained, and hastily
left the hotel. Something told him the
lady who had recently left the hotel was
the one whom he had recently encoun-
tered in the old churchyard.
The last tram had just passed, but he

hailed a passing cab, and instructed the
driver to catch up and keep behind the
car.

"All right, sir—it's a shilling hextra
hafter twelve."
"Go ahead, do as I tell you, and it's

half a crown."
The man whipped up his horse, and

half way up the Promenade was close be-
hind the tram. Then he slowed down to
a walk, occasionally urging the horse into
a trot to keep up with the car.

At "The Lansdown Hotel" a lady got off
and made her way up the front entrance
of the hotel. The American paid his cab-
by and followed her. He stood close
behind her at the desk and heard her ask
timidlj' for a room.

"There's ninety-three on the third floor,

miss. Will that suit you?"
"Perfectly."
"Any luggage, miss?"
"N-no; it will arrive in the morning,

but I have my little grip," and she made
a pretense of fumbling under her long
Newmarket.
The clerk did not notice her very evi-

dent confusion. "Take the lift, miss.
Here, John, take the lady's bag."
"Thank you, I prefer to carry it," and

she took her key and went toward the
lift, while Roger Walford made his way
in a daze out of the hotel and back
toward his own.
The lady he had seen assigned to room

ninetj'-three was the one he had encoun-
tered in the old church3'ard, and the face
he had caught a glimpse of for one brief
moment, as it was upraised to the "brilliant

electric light, was the face of the girl in

evening dress—the face of the girl in the
photograph he carried in his breast pock-
et; and had he fancied it, or did she
really flash a look of recognition at him
as 'she passed along the reception hall?

Chapter II.

There is little business done in England
on the day after Christmas. It is

"Boxing Day," and John Bull is out for
a good time. The public houses are run-
ning full blast from six in the morning
until midnight, and all the world and his
wife is abroad. The pantomime starts
in with a flourish, and in the homes of
the rich receptions and balls are the order
of the day.

So Roger Walford found himself with
a clear program and no business engage-
ments. Boots rapped on his door at eight
o'clock, and brought his shaving water
and shoes. He breakfasted in the com-
mercial room at nine, looking over his
mail, as he did so. Then, undetermined
exactly what to do, he sauntered out and
along High Street toward the Promenade.
The hounds were to meet at eleven at
the "Queen's Hotel" and then proceed to
Carwly wood to tjirow off. It was an an-
nual event, and big crowds of people were
on hand to watch the fine pack of forty-
odd couples of dogs, with the scarlet and
black coated men and the voluminous
skirted ladies.

•

The American watched it all with lan-
guid interest, and then, as pack and riders
disappeared at a trot under the long
vista of chestnuts and elms, almost un-
thinkingly his steps led him toward Lands-
down Road and on toward the hotel of
that name.
There was a little tap room at the rear
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of "The Lansdown." It is frequented

mostly by cabbies and wheelchairnien

from the near-by stands. Roger Wal-
ford entered the low-roofed structure and
called for a "shandygaff." He seated him-
self at a little round table in a dark corner

and sipped the drink slowly, turning over
in his mind again and again the events of

the past night, and trying to determine on
some course of action. He had sat there

the greater part of the previous day,

after having discovered that the lady who
had registered at the hotel as Miss Laura
Durrant had not yet left. He might sit

Jjiere all to-day, he argued to himself,

with no different results. To-morrow busi-

ness would claim his time and attention;

he must do sorhething'now.
He slipped away from the barroom

and made his way around to the western
i entrance of the hotel. He inquired for

the lady and sent up his card. He was
shown up into the reception room, and in

a few moments the lady of the church-
yard, the lady of his picture, entered.

"You wish to see me?" she inquired,

apparently without a sign of recognition.

"Yes. You will excuse my seeming in-

trusion, I hope, but I wanted to know if

I could be of any assistance to you. You
will perhaps recollect that it was my good
fortune to be allowed to help you on
Christmas Eve, and if—^you are, I think,

a fellow-countrywoman of mine—I can
• be of any use to you now please command
me. It is perhaps the fact that you are

from 'God's Country' that makes me bold
' to offer my services. You have my card.

My home is Nevsf York, and I am here

i
on business for my firm. Please don't

think I am endeavoring to make myself a

nuisance ; I simply want to help you if

you are in need of help."

He looked straight at her with his hon-
est, manly face as he spoke. There could

be no doubt of his sincerity and straight-

ness of purpose. The girl understood.
With the quick intuition of her sex, she

!knew that the man before her was one
of Nature's gentlemen. She colored
slightly under his calm gaze, and then,

indicating a chair, said

:

"Please be seated, Mr."—glancing at

: his card, which she held in her hand

—

"Mr. Walford. I appreciate your kind
offer, and I feel that it is only natural

that you should consider my conduct, to

say the least of it, odd ; but I have had
a most strange and extraordinary experi-

ence, and I freely confess that at the

present moment I am quite at a loss to

know what to do or where to turn."

She stopped, evidently unable to make
up her mind whether she should take this

1
stranger into her confidence or not. An-

., other look at the man before her apparent-
ly determined her, for, speaking rapidly,

almost nervously, she resumed

:

"My name you know. My father was
j

General Ammon Durrant, and he com-
manded a brigade during the operations
of the Army of the Potomac. He died
but five months ago. My mother died
when I was a baby, and I have no near
relatives alive. Upon the death of my
father I inherited his fortune, which,
though not large, was yet considerable.
A part, a large part, if it consisted of in-

vestments in Welsh coal mines, and the
I lawyer, Mr. Moss Ewing, considered it

necessary to make a visit to England in

connection with this investment. He was
an old and experienced attorney, and I had
every faith in him. He suggested that I

accompany him, and I saw no reason for

not doing so. We arrived in London late

in November—scarcely a monrii ago—and
there a terrible thing occurred : Mr.
Ewing was taken suddenly ill at our ho-

'

tel, and died in the night.

"The day. previous to his death we had
been to a lawyer's office in Padmoster
Row, and my affairs had been gone into.

It was natural, therefore, that I should
take this lawj^er's advice, and, upon his

suggestion, I came to this little watering
place to wait while he arranged my busi-
ness. A week ago he came on here,
bringing with him some papers that he
wished me to sign. I am not much of a
business woman, but I saw at a glance
that it would be unvi'ise for me to place
my name to them, as by doing so I

was giving him practically the entire
handling of all. He wanted me to give
him power of attorney and allow him to

I act for me in everything. I refused, tell-

' ing him plainly that I should prefer some
one better Jcnown to me to be my lawyer.
He was insistent, however, and finally,

upon my refusing point blank to do as
he wished, became abusive ; but seeing
that I remained firm and was not to be
intimidated, he apparently yielded the
point, saying that as I had no confidence
in him, he would withdraw from the case,

and suggesting that I employ another at-

torney. I told him I would, and made
j

arrangements for leaving my hotel that
night, intending to catch the next boat for

America, which sailed the next morning.
I settled up, and was seated in m3' room
just writing a form to telegraph to en-
gage passage, when a maid knocked and
informed me that a lady 'was below wish-
ing to see me. I told her to show the

visitor up. Her name on the card was
given as Mrs. Helen Durrant, the same
name as my own.
"When she entered I noticed that she

was dressed in deep mourning, and car-
ried a small bag. She was a person of
good address and appearance, and at once
began to explain that she was my aunt,
and had only recently heard of her broth-
er's death. The lawyers in London had
told her of my arrival, she said.

"Now I knew positively that my father
had no sisters, and at once I suspected
her of being an accomplice of the attor-
ney. When I commenced to tell her that

my father was an only child, she drew
a handkerchief arid began to cry. She
laid her head on the table and sobbed
pitiably, trying to explain between her
sobs that my father for some reason or
other would never own her. I really felt

quite sorry for her, and bending over her,

tried to comfort her, and as I did, sud-
denly the whole room seemed to swim be-
fore my eyes. I tried to get up, but I reeled
and staggered. I almost reached the beil

rope, but the woman stopped me, and
then I became unconscious and knew no
more until I awoke and found myself in
bed in a mean little room overlooking
that old church. My head was aching
horribly, but I at once arose and dressed.
Then I tried the door, but it was locked.
I rapped on it and stamped with my feet,

but no one responded. It seemed to me
I was in an empty house, for not a sound
could I hear. It was almost dark, so I

endeavored to light the single gas with
which the room was provided, but it

would not light. I felt like crying; but I

realized that it was no time for tears, so
going to the window I looked out. I was
apparently on the third floor at the back
of the house. I saw a man walking
along one of the drives of the churchyard,
and rapped on the window, for I could
not open it, as it was screwed down. He
did not hear me, but at that moment I

detected the sound of feet approaching on
the stairs. I flew to the door and ham-
mered upon it. A key was inserted and
it swung open. There before me stood
that wretched little lawyer, Hickins, as
he had called himself.

"Fear gave me courage, and in a bold
voice I demanded of him an explanation
of what it all meant, for I knew he was
at the bottom of it all. Without a word
he entered the room and closed the door
after him.

" 'Now, my dear young lady,' he began
in his nasty, oily voice, 'you are exciting

yourself unduly; be calm, I beg of you.
What has been done has been done be-
cause it was best for you. Believe me,
I have your interests at heart.' And then
he went on a long rigmarole about look-
ing out for my interests, and a lot of
other nonsense.

"I cut him short by telling him that he
must allow me to leave the house at once,

but he shook his head and explained that

was impossible just then. After a lot of

talk, he came right down to it and said

he would not let me go until I had signed
the papers he had with him. He had a
witness in the house, he said, and if I

would consent he would call her up, and
then I could come on to London by the
night express, and everything would be
all right. I' told him 'No' most decidedly,
that I would not consent, and he got verv
mad, and finall}^ stalked out in a passion,
slamming and locking the door after him.

"I was in a terrible fright, but deter-

mined at once to get away if I could. I

went again toward the window and tried

to get out the screws. I suppose they
heard me, for in a short time he came in

again followed By the woman, who had
said she was my aunt, and despite my
struggles and cries, fastened me up to the

foot of the iron bed by my wrists 'with
an iron chain. See !"

The girl held out her wrists, on which
nasty red scars were visible.

"The cads !" muttered Roger, his blood
boiling within him.

"I don't know how many days they
kept me thus," continued the girl. "At
times the woman would unlock my hands
and allow me to wash or eat, but always
she fastened me up again. It was hope-
less for me to think of resisting, for she

was a large, powerful woman, and could

easily have overpowered me. Once, in-

deed, I did break from her and made a

dash for the hallway, but she caught me
and dragged me back again. And all the

time the same words were flung at me

:

'Sign, sign.'

"I beheve I must at last have given
in, for I was fast getting past caring for

anything, when one night—I know now it

was the evening before Christmas—my
opportunity came. The woman was out,

and that wretched little Hickins came into

the room. He talked soothingly to me,
and unlocking my wrists, bade me sit in

a chair and 'be reasonable,' as he ex-

pressed it.

"I made a pretext of sitting down, but

suddenly turning about, made a dash at

him. I suppose I caught him entirely

unawares, for I toppled him- right over,

and ran quickly toward the door. As

good luck would have it, he had locked
the door, but left the key on the inside.

Before he could recover himself, I had
unlocked the door and flung it open ; then
I fairly leaped down the narrow stairs.

He was right behind me, but I ran as I

never ran before, and gaining the street,

raced across the old graveyard, and then
—and then—you know—you saw me. I

thought at first you were another of my
enemies, and oh, how thankful I was
when you spoke as you did. When the
policeman came up I was so scared I

scarcely knew what I did. I remember
running through the walk on into a
lighted street and pf trying to get a room
at a hotel, but they said they had none
empty. Then I went where they told
me, to—to this place, 'The Lansdown.' "

"But why didn't you go to the police ?"

demanded Roger.
"I don't know. I hardly know what

I did or what I shall do now. I have my
pocketbook, for they did not touch it ; it

contains some twelve pounds, and I am
thinking what is best for me to do. I

don't want any notoriety, and besides, I

am afraid if I go to the police they will not
believe me—it is such a very extraordi-
nary story I have to tell. Do you think
they would?"
"By Jinks, somebody's going to sit up

and take notice, for I'm going to see you
through with this thing, if you will allow
me," replied Roger warmly. "Why, it's

an outrageous thing. You will let^ me
take care of .you until you get in touch
with your friends again, won't you?" he
appealed.
"Oh, if you will, if you will, please,"

stammered the girl. "I am completely
unstrung and scarcely know what to do."
"Don't do a thing," said Roger. "Just

Jeave it all to me. Stay at this hotel

—

it's a nice place, and you'll be quiet here.

I wouldn't see any one, man or woman,
except in this public reception room. But
I want to ask you one thing before I go.

Can j'ou give me some description of this

house where you were confined?"
"I didn't see the outside of it, but I

should know if I was placed in that room
again. It looked out on that side of the

church where there is a little porch en-
trance, and to the right of that- is a large,

circular, stained-glass window."
"All Tight," said Roger. "Now cease

worrying—just leave all to me; I'll see

things are righted. I shall call again to-

night and talk matters over with you.
Don't be afraid, I shall do nothing ha-
stily ; I'm going to think it out before I

move. Good-by. Miss Durrant.''

He bowed himself out, and a minute
later was walking rapidly down Lans-
down Road.

[to be continued next issue]
<$>

The Part the Old Man Played

BY E. W. CREEK

I
WAS young then, and headstrong.
The serious side of life appealed
to me, and I was a firm believer in

luck. I had little dealings with my
neighbors, and the}' came to regard me as

a negative kind of man.
I had purchased a quarter section of

land, paying one half down and going in

debt for the remainder. Soon cotton fell

in price to the cost of production, and it

seemed that the Fates were against me.
I had been married five years, and three

little girls had come into my family.

With a "calico outfit" on my hands, for

this term I applied to my wife and chil-

dren, and the low price of farm products
incited me to sell the farm for what I

could get out of it and abandon farm life.

Just here the tact and intuitive judge-
ment of my life's partner came into play,

and I must give her credit for the greater
amount of my happiness to-day. All along
she admonished me to be more neighbor-
ly with those living around us, to read
more magazines and papers, to mingle
with my fellow-citizens, and to take life

easier. I would reply that the Divinity
that shapes our ends, letting us do the
rough hewing, alone was responsible for

my serious nature and nagging disposi-

tion.

One day a letter from a far-off North-
ern state came. It was from a great-
uncle of my wife, and stated he desired
to make his home with us. He was all

alone in the world, and it was likely that
since he had passed his seventieth mile-
post that his days on earth would be few.

When I returned from the field one day,
tired with my battle with weeds and grass,

the letter was read to me. In disgust I

merely remarked that I thought I had
about as many mouths as I could well feed
and that the poorhouse was the proper
place for the old codger.
My wife insisted, and I reluctantly gave

my consent for him to come.
"Yes," I remarked. "I have heard of the

old mossback. What a grand weather
prophet and general prognosticator he
must be. I suppose he cannot move un-
less the moon is in her correct phase ; and
his ideas about things in general are about
as much out of date as would be those of
Moses."

In due time the old fellow came. Per-
haps he was more spry than I anticipated,

for within a week he was familiar with
every nook in the farm. But I did not
like him, and figured that he would soon
hie' himself away to other parts, for I

treated all his remarks with the utmost
indifference.

After a few weeks I was forced to ad-
mit that the old gentleman was probably
earning his board. Always busy ; doing
numerous chores

;
mending gates, fences

and such like
; devoting much time to the

garden and the hennery ; in fact, going
at every piece of toil with zeal and earn-
estness, I frankly admitted to my wife that
her kinsman was a wonderful machine
and a great help about the place. I did
not interfere with any of the old man's
work, but let him use his time as he saw
fit. He was always full of various sug-
gestions and generally carried into exe-
cution any plan that entered his head.
Perhaps the collars did not fit the

horses. He soon adjusted them. If I

left my harness in the sun or rain I found
them under shelter. No kind of imple-
ment was allowed to take the weather,
and each spring the wagons, cultivators

and plow stocks were all treated to a
coat of paint. I found my blacksmith's
bills greatly reduced every year, for in

spite of his years this old man could
handle hammer and tongs or saw and
plane with alacrity.

So I came to give him more respect.

He might be old-fashioned and out of
date, yet he had assimilated the dear les-

son of experience. Many working plans
that would have required me hours to

execute were by him often changed and
shifted to be finished in a few minutes.
My life was a busy one and mainly con-

fined to the hard labor in the field. The
old man usually attended to the work
closer to the house. I noticed that the
chicken houses were always clean, and
our table never lacked for fried chicken
or eggs. Our garden was always clear

,

of weeds, and back of it was a fine melon
patch—the pride of the farm. Rats and
English sparrows had become very nu-
merous, but by means of traps and poisons
he kept down these pests. I considered
my time too valuable to spend on an or-
chard. Trees and vines grew too slowly.
Now we have four acres in vineyard and
orchard, most of which was set and
cared for by the old man; and he enjoyed
much of the delicious fruit borne.
Only a short time after taking up his

residence with us the old fellow made
many friends throughout the neighbor-
hood. On Saturday night he would creep
to the village schoolhouse, and soon be-
came a leading figure in the Farmers'
Union and Debating Club.
To my own little ones he was more

than a father, and they loved him devo-
tedly. As they gathered around, many
were the spicy tales told them at even-
tide. During school days he assisted them
in preparing their lessons for the morrow.
It was the pride of his heart that my little

daughters always shared the. prizes for

excellency in different studies.

In four years I had almost cleared the
mortgage on my farm, but adversity in

the form of a late spring and an attack of
slow fever threatened to overwhelm me.
Here the old man played another impor-
tant part. "Don't you worry," he had
said a hundred times. "I will care for the
crop."
And he did, for with a little hired help

there was a bounteous yield. With a rid-

ing cultivator he had cultivated the crop
thoroughly while carrying out one of his

dictums. "Keep everlastingly at it when
trying to keep down the devil and his

imps."
Time rolled on. The old man had be-

come a necessary addition to the working
force of the little plantation. At last,

ashamed of the indifference with which
I had accorded him. I began to treat him
with veneration, and "always gave ear to

each and every suggestion offered by him.
T%velve years passed, and, Moses like,

the eyes of the old man had not grown
dim nor had his strength waned to any
•great extent. Yet the demands of Na-
ture must be complied with ; the course
was finished, and the old man slept.

Not many days after I sat before the

fire, gazing at the coals, buried in

thought. Rousing from my lethargy, I

broke the silence by asking, "Maud, do
you remember how uncompromising and
crabbed my disposition was when Uncle
Bill came to live with us?"

"Yes, Tom, I well remember."
"Well, do you know that in these twelve

years that old man came very near taking

all the independence out of me?"
<S>

Look Out for "The Impostor"
Are you ready for a brand, spanking-

new serial story? Well, we are going to

give it to you, commencing next month.

It is going to be a great treat for fiction

readers, and we want you to tell your

friends about it. It will appear only in

Farm and Fireside, so be sure your sub-

scription is paid up, so that you will not

miss the opening chapters.
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The Early Bird

BY BARBAR-\ WILLIS

THE old proverb about the early bird

being the one who caught the worm
will apply very nicely to Christmas
shopping at this season. The ladies

who have plentj- of money can afford to

wait for the very latest novelties enter-

prising shop keepers will display just be-

fore the holiday season, but the thrifty

buyers with "short" purses and long lists

are quietly picking up an article or two
everj' chance they have. While I would
not miss the delightful rush and bustle

of shopping at the last critical moment,
i-et I find it profitable to make a little

collection of gifts all the year, particularly

at the end of summer and the beginning
of winter. It is such a delightful time to

visit the stores—not warm enough to be uncomfort-
able, and still pleasant enough to do without wraps.

There are many people who argue that the things to

be purchased in summer are not suitable for Christmas
gifts, but the people who receive my "bargains" always
assure me that they are genuinely pleased.

To begin with the things that delight the women
folks—why is it that the ladies think of pretty dishes

first?—there are bargains to satisfy the most fastidious.

If you only have ten cents to spend for a gift, it is

possible to buy a pretty little plate, a cream pitcher,

a pair of salt and pepper shakers, a glass dish, a Jap
pin tray and many other pretty things. One lady has
a beautiful set of thin Jap cups and saucers that were
given her by different friends at different times, and
they were only ten cents each. The shape is the same,
but the colors and decorations are different. For twen-
tj'-five cents the display widens. A pretty chocolate
pot in my collection cost just twentj--three cents, and it

is a beauty. It is thin enough to satisfy any one, but
not too good for the morning cocoa in any home. Salad
dishes, more cups and saucers, thin tumblers, jelly dishes

and dozens of other pretty and useful things are on the

list.

Before the rush of holida\- shopping begins is also

a good time to buy such things as little Indian baskets,

vases, books, handkerchiefs, marbles, brushes and other
articles. A mirror that was displayed last Christmas
in a certain window for two dollars and fifty cents
went the following summer for just half that amount.
It was a triple affair that was just the thing for shav-
ing, and the wise woman who did not part with her
monej- when it was too expensive now has it for the
coming season. All children enjoy books, , and it is

possible to pick up many bargains out of season. Of
course it is not good policy to buy flj--specked or
damaged volumes, but if care is taken, clean ones are
just as common in summer as winter, and even more
so, since careless shoppers finger the holiday books ruth-
lessly.

In the dry-goods stores the bargains are legion. A
little girl who has wanted a white parasol all her short
life will- have her dream realized on Christmas morning.
For seventy-nine cents her doting aunt bought a dainty
little affair that will delight her heart. Not a suitable
gift for winter time? I should like to know why not,

since this dear little girl will enjoy it all the time in

anticipation until warm weather comes, and then blos-
som out like a butterfly in all the glories of realization.

Hair ribbons for a song, bargain handkerchiefs, fans,
beads, turnover collars, fancy linens, aprons, silks and
countless multitudes of pretty things are on sale. A
lady who had several elderly people on her Christmas
list bought a remnant of silk that she made into work
bags for the. old ladies to carry their work in when
they went visiting, and so earned their
everlasting gratitude. Another bought
several bright remnants of silk and wool
to cut into "quilt pieces" for her aged
friends, and one old ladj' cried for joy.

Every one gave her sober browns and
grays and blacks for her precious quilt,

but when she saw the vivid reds and gay
tints she felt her cup of joy overflowing.
The jewelers are also busy disposing of

their old stocks to make room for holiday
goods. Special sales are common and the
last year's novelties are much reduced.
While it is never advisable to buy silver

trifles that are worse than useless, there
are always pretty and substantial gifts in

this metal that every one is glad to re-
ceive. Spoons, thimbles, forks, fruit
knives and umbrella markers never go
out of style and always make pretty gifts.

One sterling teaspoon or an individual
fruit knife should always be given the
preference over a dozen cheap ones or a
whole set of worthless knives in choosing
gifts of that sort. It is money thrown
away to buy cheap plated articles. Neces-
sity compels using poor substitutes
for the genuine sometimes in house-
keeping when the purse is limited, but
when one i% making a present it is folly
to throw money away on trifling things.
Even the house-furnishing stores are

selling out their goods at a reduction to
make way for holiday stocks. Rugs, fine
kitchen ware, cushions, hampers and other
articles can be picked up if a useful gift
is sought. No one need ever be afraid
of offending a housekeeper by giving her
a set of paring and kitchen knives, a
double boiler, a good crumb brush and
tray or any other fine article for use in
the kitchen. One woman clasped the
basket of household conveniences, consist-
ing of egg beater, measuring spoons, dip-
pers, cooky cutters and other things that
should be in every kitchen, from the col-
lection of Christmas gifts spread out
before her in her arms, and then waved
it aloft in her joy. "1 have wanted these
things for years," she said solemnly, "and
Santa has brought them at last."

The Housewife

So while there is time to study the individual likes

and dislikes of the family and friends, it is well to
have an eye open for bargains. Remember, it is the
early bird that catches the worm.

Hickory-Nut Dainties

BY ALICE M. ASHTON

THE hickory nut or walnut is found in many parts of
our country, and may be had for the picking Or for

a very reasonable sum indeed. It reaches its perfection
about the holiday season, and many are its culinary
possibilities. The following recipes are exceedingly
good, and any of them will be an acceptable addition

CROCHETED STAR

to the Christmas dinner or form a wholesome variety
in the months to come.

Nut Loaf Cake—One half cupful of butter; one and
three fourths cupfuls of sugar; one cupful of sweet
milk; three cupfuls of flour; two teaspoonfuls of baking
powder ; two eggs ; one teaspoonful of vanilla ; one cup-
ful of chopped nuts.

Cre.^m Nut Cakes—One cupful of sour cream ; one
cupful of soft sugar; one egg; one and one half cupfuls
of flour; one teaspoonful of soda; salt; a little nutmeg;
one cupful of chopped nuts. This amount will fill

twelve patty pans. They should be eaten fresh without
icing.

Nut C.\kf3—One cupful of butter : two cupfuls of

DAUOHTER TRIES THE LATE CORN

sugar ; the yolks of six eggs ; one cupiul
of milk; four cupfuls of flour; four tea-

spoonfuls of baking powder ; the whites
of two eggs ; two cupfuls of chopped, nuts.

Bake in little cakes. Cover with vanilla
icing, on which arrange large nut meats.

Nut Icing—One coffeecupful of sugar;
cream of tartar the size of a bean ; one
fourth of a cupful of hot water. Boil
until it spins a thread, then pour over the
well-beaten whites of two eggs, and beat
until smooth. If used for a layer cake,
divide; in one portion place three fourths
of a cupful of chopped nuts, and use be-
tween layers, and use the other portion
for the top and sides and decorate with
whole nut meats.

Nut Cookies—One cupful of butter; two cupfuls of
sugar; one half cupful of sour cream; one half .cupful
of sour milk; one egg; one teaspoonful of soda; one
teaspoonful of vanilla; one cupful of finely chopped
nuts; flour enough to roll. Sprinkle with sugar, and
press a large nut in the center of each before baking.

Nut Hermits—One cupful of butter ; one and one half
cupfuls of sugar; three eggs; one cupful of raisins and
currants ; one cupful of chopped nuts ; one teaspoonful
of soda ; one teaspoonful each of cinnamon, cloves and
allspice; flour enough to roll, making them only just
stiff enough to handle.

Rocks—One cupful of butter; one and one half cup-
fuls of sugar; three eggs; one cupful of raisins; one
cupful of nuts ; one fourth of a cupful of water ; one
scant teaspoonful of soda; one teaspoonful of cinnamon;
two and one half cupfuls of flour. Drop into unbut-
tered pans to bake.

Nut Sandwiches—Pound hickory nuts in a mortar
until reduced to a paste. Add a little melted butter, salt
and mayonnaise dressing", and spread between medium
slices of white bread. A little finely cut cress or celery
is an addition to these sandwiches, which are very sub-
stantial and excellent for school or picnic luncheons.
Nut Salad—Two cupfuls of nuts; one cupful of the

mner tender stalks of celery cut in half-inch pieces;
one cupful of tart apples chopped. Ser\'e with mayon-
naise dressing.

Stuffed Apples—Remove the core from large sour
apples, and steam the apples until tender. Make a
sirup of granulated sugar, and flavor with a little vknilla.
Fill the apples with finely chopped candied cherries,
citron and orange peel and an equal quantity of chopped
nuts. When the sirup is thick, pour over the apples.
Serve very cold with whipped cream.
^Vanilla Cream—A pleasant change from serving a

plain vanilla cream is to make a thick sirup of maple
sugar, add a quantity of nuts broken in rather small
pieces, and pour over the cream. This is especially nice
for a cold-weather ice.

Nut Ice Cream—Beat two cupfuls of sugar and the
yolks of eight eggs for ten minutes. Place in a double
boiler with one quart of milk, and cook until thick and
creamy. Stir in one cupful of sugar, and cool. When
ready to freeze, add two quarts of sweet cream, the
whites of the eggs Heaten stiff, one quart of nuts
pounded to a paste and salted slightly, and two table-
spoonfuls / of vanilla.

Crocheted^ Star
Ohain eight stitches for a ring.

. _
First row—* 1 long tr (thread over hook twice)

in rmg, 7 ch; repeat from * seven times.
Second row—3 ch, fasten with a s c in center st of

/ ch, 3 ch, 1 s c on top of long tr; repeat from
beginning of row, around.

Third row—3 ch, 1 s c on s c of previous
row, 4 ch, fasten in same place, 3 ch,
fasten on long tr; repeat around.
Fourth row—4 long tr in 4 ch loop, 11

ch, 4 long tr in next 4 ch loop, 11 ch;
repeat.

Fifth row— 1 d c in every st of row,
or make 11 d c under 11 ch, and 4 d c
over 4 long tr, either way.

Sixth row— 1 tr in every st of row.
Seventh row—* 8 tr (arrange these so

4 tr will be directly over the 4 long tr in
fourth row and 2 tr on each side, as
shown), 7 ch, 1 long tr in center of the
11 ch of previous row, 7 ch

; repeat from
* around.

Eighth row—* 1 tr on the third, fourth,
fifth and sixth tr of the 8 tr. 7 ch, 1

tr under 7 ch of previous row, S ch, 1
tr under next 7 ch, 7 ch ; repeat from *

around.
Ninth row—* 1 tr on the second and

third tr of the 4 tr of previous row, 7
ch, 8 tr separated by 1 ch, all under 5

,

ch ; repeat from * around.
Tenth row—2 tr on 2 tr, 5 ch, 3 long tr

in 1 ch space, work off only two loops of
the long tr, then draw thread through the
four loops on hook at once to make th^
3 tr come close together at top, 3 ch. ;

repeat 3 long tr six times, 5 ch, 2 tr on 2
i

tr; repeat around.
Eleventh row—6 ch, fasten it on the

first of the 2 tr, 6 ch, fasten on next tr,
* 3 ch, 1 tr on top of long tr, 6 ch, fasten .

in top of tr just made, repeat from *

six times, 3 ch, s c in first of the next
2 tr, 6 ch, fasten in same place, 6 ch, I

fasten in next tr; repeat from first star.

These crocheted stars can be used for
doilies, or they may be joined to form
tidies, etc. The illustrated model is made
of No. 24 thread and measures five inches
across. Mrs. J. R. :Mackintosh.

<$>

Fig Sandwiches
E^ro\•E stems from figs, and chop fine.

Put in double boiler, add a small
qifentity of water, and cook one hour.
Season with Icmort juice, cool, and spread
between slices of buttered bread.

R
A. D. W»rM
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Trimmings in Double Shadow Work
ALMOST every needleworker is familiar

with the shadow embroidery which
has been so popular for the past year or
two. Just now this work is taking on a

somewhat different form, equally charm-
ing and merely an adaptation of the same
stitch—the old-time herring bone.

This new mode of embellishing thin

materials is known as double or French
shadow work, and is illustrated herewith.

FIG. 1

In the original shadow embroidery the
design was stamped on the wrong side

of the goods. The same plan may be
followed in the double work, or threads
of the fabric may be withdrawn to guide
one in keeping accurate forms where the

design is of a block pattern, as is usually
seen.

Id one or two of the illustrations the
lines show where threads were with-
drawn. If the work had been done di-

rectly on an article for wear instead of
a sampler, these threads would have been
removed only for the space to be covered,
but in the sampler we wished to make the
idea as clear as possible.

When the guiding lines are placed,
whether stamped or otherwise, the work
proceeds as in ordinary shadow work,
except that all four sides are covered.
The shadow or herring-bone stitch is

carried back and forth on the wrong side

across the space, as in Fig. 1, thus making
what appears to be small back stitches

on the right side. When two sides are
thus wrought the work is turned and
carried directly over these stitches at

right angles.

Various combinations of blocks, bricks
and the like are seen, making particularly
effective trimmings for those who prefer
siujple (Resigns to the highly ornate ones
frequently: seen. These may be in inserr
tion or band style, as shown in Figs. 2
and 3; or medallions, similar to Fig. 4,

are equally pleasing arranged in groups
or rows to suit the worker.
This mode ef decorating is delightful

for little girls' dresses and aprons or for

one teaspoonful of salt, one tablespoonful
of minced parsley, one tablespoonful of
dried sage leaves cruinbled fine before
measuring, one half teaspoonful of black
pepper, one fourth bf a teaspoonful of
cayenne, one eighth of a teaspoonful of
summer savory, one pint of celery (cut
fine or ground), and one sour apple in

thin bits. Melt one third of a pound of
butter, and in it fry for five minutes one
onion c»f medium size chopped fine. Pour
this over, the other ingredients, and mix
thoroughly. Beat three eggs, add one
pint of milk, and pour over the mixture.
Let stand to soften the crumbs, while
-three cupfuls of nut meats—pecans, fil-

berts and Brazil nuts—are ground fine.

Reserve one tablespoonful of the ground
nuts for the sauce, and mix the rest into
the crumbs. When the whole is well
mixed, shape it into a loaf four inches
wide and three or more inches thick.
Butter a perforated tin sheet, set the
loaf upon it, and set to cook in a rather
slow oven. Bake one hour and a half,

basting often with butter melted in hot
water. Serve on a hot platter. Garnish
with slices of orange and parsley. Serve
the sauce in a separate dish. This will

serve about a dozen people.

Sauce for Nut Loaf—Melt three ta-

blespoonfuls of butter in a hot omelet pan.
Add one teaspoonful of chopped onion
and half a sour apple cut in thin bits.

Then add two rounding tablespoonfuls of
flour, and cook to a clear brown. Add
one pint of milk and one cupful of hot
water in which the glaze from the baking
pan has been melted. Stir until boiling.

B

^^^^^^^^

FIG. 3

Then add the tablespoonful of chopped
nut meats left for the purpose, one table-

spoonful of lemon juice and one half tea-

spoonful of salt.

<$>

Ho'w to Keep Soft Yeast

READ is very much nicer where soft

yeast or sponge saved over from the
last baking is used in setting the sponge.
Many housekeepers say they are unable

to keep this soft yeast. It can be kept
in a perfect condition, even during the
hottest weather, if it is put in a howl and
covered with sugar and salt. The sugar
and salt will melt, and thus the yeast will

keep perfectly.

Sprinkle one tablespoonful each of
sugar and salt over the sponge, cover and
set away in the cellar. S. E. B.

Pop-Corn Brittle

AFTER you have filled a large dish pan
with pop-corn, make a sirup composed

of one cupful of New Orleans molasses,
one half cupful of granulated sugar, a
piece of butter the size of a walnut and
one tablespoonful of vinegar. Boil slow-
ly until the mixture spins a hair, or until
it is brittle when dropped on snow. Pour
it, little by littk while hot, over the corn,
mixing it lightly with the kernels until
every one has a light coating and there
is enough to adhere lightly to the mass.
There should he two persons to do this

—

one to poise the kettle, the other, armed
with two long-handled spoons, to keep
the corn turned over from the bottom.
The more careful the handling, the more

FIG. 2

baby clothes, as well as for the waists,
tub gowns, kimonos, collars and ties of
young maids and matrons. Dresser cov-
ers and pincushions outlined in such pat-
terns are also pleasing over a colored
background, or the work itself may be
in a favorite color.

Many of the new waists made of chif-

fon, silk mull and such diaphanous tex-
tures are in colors, worked in self or
harmonious shades, and used over linings
which match the material in color, though
perhaps a trifle darker, and are exquisite
for dressy wear. Mae Y. Mahaffy.

Pancakes from Porridge

•yAKE one and one half cupfuls of cold
* porridge, one and one half cupfuls of
sour milk, one egg, flour to make an
ordinary pancake batter, and one tea-
spoonful of soda. Or, if made with two
cupfuls of sweet milk, omit the soda and
add two teaspoonfuls of baking powder to
the flour.

<$>

How to Make Good Nut Loaf
In ANSWER to a request of one of our,
* subscribers for making nut loaf, we
print the following from the "Boston
Cooking Magazine :"

Crumble the inside of stale white bread, delicious and delicate the crackle will be.
and cut the crust fine. Then dry the It should not be pressed into a cake or
whole slowly for two hours in a warm into balls. When it is coated, turn it into
oven. Use a granite pan, and stir the an oiled punch bowl or other, big dish,
crumbs occasionally. Dry the crumbs and put it where it will get cold and
without browning them. To three pints brittle. This is at its best the day it is
of crumbs, measured before drying, add made.

ill

FIG. 4

Before You Buy
a sewing machine, remember that

you want it for a lifetime, not for a

day, a week, or a year. Then you'll

realize that Singer Sewing Machines

and Wheeler & Wilsons are

the only ones good
enough fot

you.

After

You Buy
a Singer Sewing Machine or a

Wheeler & Wilson you'll find that Singer

Stores are always near, ready to assist you

in every way—a free service that no

other manufacturer even attempts

to give you. LooK for the

m red "S/

G

BY THESE SIGNS YOU
MAY KNOW AND WILL
riND SINGER STORES
EVERYWHERE.

FOR SALE ALL OVER THE WORLD

raB OUR FREE STOVE BOOK
If you want a stove or range of any kind for any purpose, let us send

Oircct to >t>u
TRADE.-MAPH PEGISTC^TCO

at actual factory prices. Too save from es to MO. because yoa keep in your pocket all tb« dealers*
jobbers' and middlemen's proiats. You run no risk, because we pay the freigrbt and sell yoa onOOA n^uc: A nnnAU'ft I '^'^^ 1^°^ ^^'7 ^"^^ l"*^^ A s^^® OP i^i^ge ofUciys #*ppi^OV«l exceptionally high quality. Made of the best pig iron and
steel of the highest grade, by the most skilled workmen, in one of the most modem and best,
equipped store fac;tories In the world. Every Kalamazoo is carefully Inspectedand we know it is ^

right. If not, you get your money back without a quibble. Tou cannot get a better, no mat-
ter how much extra you pay. Why not save all the dealers' profit! Is it not reasonable
to suppose that you can save iflOQey by buying direct from our factory

!

Send Postal For Catalogue No. 1 83 Compare Kalamazoo Quality and Kal-
amsizoo Prices with others—*nd save your money. Our line is complete, embracing stoves
and ranges of all kinds for ail domestic purposes.—for the home, school,
church, halls, lodge roonis, etc. Hotel ranges for restaurants, boarding
ihouses, clubs and camps. Gas stoves and ranges for cooking and heating
'ALt SOLD AT ACTUAL FACTORY PRICES.

Kalamazoo Stove Gompany, Manufacturers^
Kalamazoo, Mich.

All Kalamazoo cook stoves and ranges are equipped with patent oren
thermometer which saves fuel and makes baking and roasting easy.

Order direct from our Stove Factory
and save for yourself aU Jobben' and Dealers'
big profits.

Hoosier Stoves and RangesJ

fUnSIER STEEL

"The best in the world,** Arc sold o^3o*i
days' free trial.8®"We pay the freight.

I Guaranteed for years, "backed by aj
mlilion dollars." ;^°-Hoosier's are

1 "fuel savers and easy bakers." Veryf
heavily made of highest grade selected ma-

terial, beautifully finished, with many new improv©-

,

meats and features. Our large Stove and Bangs
JCatalog Ghows the greatest bargains ever offered.

jS*Write for catalog and Special Free Trial Offer.
Hoosier Stove Co., 126 State St,

Uarion, Ind^^
^

~"
HDOSIER DAK •

XIRAYI
StovePoIislii

Tr4d(i.Msrt.

GUARANTEED to iro twice
a» far a« paste or liquid, polislies.
£iives a quick, brilliant luatre, and
does not burn offl^

FR£E SAMPLE. Addrpss Department T.
Lamont. Corliss & Co., Agents, 78 HadsonStreet, N.Y,

Ask
dealer
for it.

MAH WANTED
We have a splendid position for man in

good small town who can devote part of his

time to handling customers. Large income
and steady position assured honest, ambitious
person who will give us faithful service

and properly handle our business in their

locality.

If you wish profitable employment, repre-

senting large corporation send references as

to honesty at once.

Address, Branch Dept..
' P. V. COLLINS PUB. CO..

Minneapolis. Minn.

BE SURE TO MtNTION FARM AND FIRESIDE WHEII
WRITING TO ADVERTISERS.
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Madison Square Fashions
- By Grace Margaret Gould

October 25, 1907
Ew

No. 1007—Wabt With Pointed Skeleton Yoke

Pattern cut for 34, 36, 38 and 40 mch bust measures. Quan-
tity of material reqmred for medium aze. or 36 inch ^ust,

three yards of twenty-two-inch material, or^ two yards of

ihirty-ax-inch material, with one half yard of inserted tucking

for chemisette and one yard of silk for trimming

TThere is no longer any uncer-

tainty as to the continued

vogue of the separate waist.

Paris is showing more fetching

waists than for many seasons

past.

The waists illustrated on this

page show new ideas in sleeves,

yokes and trimmings. All sleeves

are growing longer, and the

mousquetaire sleeve, which has

been out of date for some time,

is back again in fashion. Many
of the waists emphasize the large

armhole ; sometimes it is merely

simulated by the adjustment of

the trimming. The seven-eighths

sleeve is seen in a number of

the silk models, the sleeve being

generally in the form of a puff

finished with a deep cuff.'

Waists with pockets a, r e

among the new French novel-

ties, and a very odd as well as

convenient little touch do they

give. Broadcloth and lace are

combined in many of the ' new
waists, as well as satin and filet

net. A lace blouse made with

a skeleton yoke of broadcloth,

velvet or satin is extremely

smart, having a chemisette of

fine lace or tucking, which is ad-

justable.

w 0

No. 1005—Jumper Waist With Large Armhole

Pattern cut for 32. 34, 36 and 38 inch bust measures. Quan-
tity of material required for medium size, or 36 inch bust-

three yards of twenty-two-inch material, or two yards of

thirty-siz-inch material, with three and aac half yards of all-

over lace for guimpe and cape sleeTes

No. 1006—Panel Waist With Mousquetaire Sleeve

Pattern cut for 34, 36, 38 and 40 inch bust measures. Quantity of material

tequired for medium sixe, or 36 inch bust, six yards of twenty-two-inch material,

or four yards of thiity-ns-inch material, with one and one fourth yards of Telvet

for (rimming

The long panel front both at the back and front of this waist gives the modd
new and distinctive style. The fuU-length mousquetaire sleeves are another new

feature. These are the sleeves we have not seen for some time, and are gathered

from the wrist to the shoulder at the mside seam.

/^UR new fall and winter cata-

logue of Madison Square
patterns, larger and more up to

date than ever, containing Miss
Gould's latest Parisian designs

and London fashions, will be

sent for two two-cent stamps.

When ordering patterns alone

address Pattern Department,
Farm and Fireside, 11 East 24th
Street, New York City. Orders
for patterns in connection with
subscriptions and renewals
should be sent to Farm ^and
Fireside, Springfield, Ohio.

Full descriptions and direc-

tions are sent with the pattern

as to the number of yards of

material required, the number
and the names of the different

pieces in the pattern, how to cut

and fit and put the garment to-

gether, and also a picture of the

garment as a model to go by.

When ordering be sure to give
bust measure in inches for ' la-

dies' waists; for skirt pattern,

give waist measure in inches;
for misses and children, give

age. To get bust and breast
measures, put a tape measure all

the way around the body, over
the dress, dose under the arms.
Order patterns by their numbers.

Numbering from left to rirfi»-No». 1004, 1005, 1006. 1007, 1008

No. 1004-Waist With Adjusuble V«t
Pattern cut for 34. 36, 38 and 40 inch bust measures. Quan-
tity of material required for medium lile, or 36 inch bust,

four yards of twenty-two-inch material, or thr« yards of

thirty-six-inch material, with one yard of contrasting material

for vest and cuffs

Copyright, 1907. by The Crowell Publishing Company

No. 751—Princess Petticoal-Drawer*

Pattern cut for 36, 38 and 40 inch bust measures. Quantity

of material required for medium siie. or 38 inch bust, five

and one fourth yards of twenly-two-inch material, or ikree

and one half yards of lhi>ty-six-inch material

No. 749—Princess Petticoat

Pattern cut lor 36. 38. 40 and 42 inch bust measures. Quan-
tity, of material required for medium sile, or 38_inch bust,

six and one half yards of twenly-two-inch material, or fir*

yards of thirty-inch material, with three and one hall yards of

embroidery for ruffle

No. 1008—Box-Plaited Shirt Waist With
Plaited Trimmings

Pattern cut for 32. 34, 36 and 38 inch bust measures. Quan-
tity of material required for medium size, or 36 inch bust,

four and three fourths yards of twenty-two-inch material, or

three and three fourths yards of thirty-six-inch material, with
one and three fourths vards oi silk for plaiting
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R Miss Gould's Dressmaking Lesson
The Mannish Shirt Waist. How to Overcome Its Difficult Points

J.
'HE mannish shirt

waist, whether it

be made of heavy
wash materials, wool
batiste or silk, is

really the most ap-
propriate waist to

wear with the new
fall walking suit.

The woman who makes
her own clothes, and
has an idea that be-
cause these waists are
severe they are more
easily made than the
elaborate blouses, is

very much mistaken.
There is more study

required and care to

be taken in one of

these plain tailored

waists than any other.
Showing How a Band and the HOvice is likely

^"nltartiia'! to find many a stum-

er Edge of a Shirt- blmg block m the course
Waist Sleeve of its construction.

This dressmaking les-

son, however, explains the

more difficult points very

clearly, and if the instruc-

tions are followed carefully

the waist should be perfect

I

when completed.
The pattern of the Plain

Tailored, Shirt Waist, No.
1017, may be purchased from
the Pattern Department of the

Farm and Fireside, 11 East
24th Street, New
York City. Price of
pattern, ten cents. It is

a plain shirt waist, the
special feature being
the shirt sleeve finished

in mannish style with
straight cuff and upper
and' under laps.

The pattern envelope
contains eleven pieces.

Each piece is desig-
nated by a letter,

which is perforated
through it. The front
is lettered (V), the
back (T), the belt

1

(X), the pocket (E),
the neckband (H )

,

the collar (L), the
f collarband (Y), the

I

sleeve (K), the cuff

(J), the upper lap
(A) and the under
lap (1)^.

Smooth the pieces
of the pattern out
carefully and pin on
the material. Lay the
edges marked by
triple crosses (xxx)
on a lengthwise fold
of the material. Place
the other parts of the pattern with the
line of large round perforations in each
lengthwise of the goods. Cut the right
front like the pattern. There is no box

Send all pattern orders to the Pattern
Department, Farm and Fireside, 1

1

East 24th Street, New York City.

In ordering, give number of pattern and
bust and weiist measures required. In

ordering children's patterns, mention
Eige. The price of each pattern is ten
cents. Send two two-cent stamps for

our new fall and winter catalogue.

No. 1017—Plain Tailored Skirt Waist

Pattern cut for 34. 36, 38 and 40 inch bust meas-
ures. Quantity of material required for medium
size, or 3d inch bust, two and three fourths yards
of thirty-six-inch material, or two and one eighth
yards of forty-four-inch material

The price of this pattern is ten cents. It can be
ordered from the Pattern Department, WomEin's
Home Companion, Madison Square, New York
City.

rbc Upper Drawing Shows How to Join the Upper Lap
to the Opening in Sleeve ; the Lower Drawing

Illustrates the Finished Opening With the
Upper and Under Laps Stitched to Position

plait on the left front, so it is cut off by
line of large round perforations.
One illustration on this page shows

how the pieces of the pattern may be
olaced most economically on material
forty-four inches wide. The material
folded is not quite wide enough to cut
two fronts, but the tiny three-cornered
piece may be neatly joined to each front.

and as the joining comes below the waist-
line it will not be noticed. Some ma-
terials have no nap nor "up and down,"
and in this case the pieces of the pattern
may frequently be reversed and fully

three fourths of a yard of material saved.
Be sure to mark each perforation and

cut out each notch before removing the
pattern pieces from the material.

Join the under-arm seams as notched.
Turn a one-inch hem on left front. Turn
a hem on right front by notches, and
stitch one half inch in from the edge
of the hem. Crease the fronts on lines of
triangle perforations, and stitch one half
inch in from the edge of each crease to

form the tucks. In stitching
the first tuck on the right
front be sure to include the
loose edge of the hem in the
tuck. This forms the center
box plait.

Finish the pocket. Turn
the lap on pocket by line

of small round perforations
and button to position. Ar-
range the pocket on the left

front, bringing the
upper edge of pocket
to line of small round
perforations on front,

and stitch flat.

Gather the waist
at waistline between
double square perfo-
rations. The waist-
line is indicated by
lines of square perfo-
rations. Arrange the
belt on the under
side along waistline
using plenty of pins

i n arranging and
baste securely before
removing pins. Match
centers of waist and
belt back and front
and bring the large
round perforations in

belt to the under-ann
seams. Jo in the
neckband to neck by
notch. Lap the
fronts, bringing the
edge of the left front
to the center line of
large round perfora-
tions in the right
front, and fasten
through the box plait

with buttons and buttonholes.
Join the collar to collarband as notched.

Arrange the collarband around the neck,
and join to neckband, back and front,
by means of collar buttons. Lap the
front ends of collarband, matching center
lines of large round perforations.
The neckband, collar and collarband,.

as well as the cuffs, are cut double. These
two thicknesses should really be cut out
at the same time, in order that they may
be cut »n the same grain of the material.
If they are made in this manner both
pieces will shrink in exactly the same way
when the waist is laundered. If, however,
the upper cuff is cut properly and the
under cuff is bias or on the length of
the material, it will be a difficult matter
to iron them smoothly. The collar, collar-
band, neckband and cuffs are interlined
with one or more thicknesses of linen,
according to the individual desire for soft
or stiff collars and cuffs.

One illustration shows how the separate
collar and collarband look, while another
shows just how the neckband is arranged
around the neck.
The most important part of a tailored

shirt waist, and the most difficult one,
too, is the making of the sleeve. The
first step is to finish the slashed opening
with the laps. Crease the under lap and
join to the under edge of the opening as
notched. Then join the upper lap to the
opposite side of opening by notches, and
stitch. Fold the lap pa line of large
round perforations, turn in the edges
three eighths of an inch, and stitch flatly

to position on the sleeve.

Two illustrations are given of the lower
edge of the sleeve. One shows how the
upper lap is first joined to the opening.
The other shows how this lap is folded
over and stitched to. position, also how the
under lap looks when properly adjusted.
Now gathe-i^ the sleeve at upper and

lower edges between double crosses.
Finish the cuff at lower edge, but leave
the upper and side edges open. Slip the
sleeve between the upper and under cuff

and arrange the fulness in sleeve to under
side of cuff as notched. Then baste the
upper side of cuff to position.

An illustration shows how the sleeve is

arranged on the cuff just before the upper
and side edges of the cuff have been
stitched to position.

Pin the sleeve in the arms-eye, placing
front seam at notch and top notch in

sleeve at shoulder seam. Pin the plain
part of the sleeve smoothly into the
arms-eye, holding the sleeve toward you.
Draw the fulness up to fit the remaining

This Picture Shows How to Correctly Join the Neck-
band to the Neck, and It Also Illustrates the

Separate Collar With Collarband

space. Pin and distribute the gathers
carefully before basting firmly.

Three-eighths-of-an-inch seam is al-

lowed on all edges of this pattern, ex-
cept at the shoulder and under arm,
where one-inch seam is allowed, desig-

nated by lines of small round perforations.

As -most of the fitting in a waist is done
on the shoulders and under the arms, this

additional inch is allowed at these two
points as a safety outlet. Of course, after

the waist is properly fitted these wide
seams should be cut off and only three-
eighths-of-an-inch seam be permitted to

remain.

CUFF ;'

• BfLT

The Most Economical Way of Placing the Pattern
Pieces of the Shirt Waist on Material

Forty-Four Inches Wide

MAKE MONEY
6 Dozm Post Cards

S^ffJ FREE
We Set You Up Po»t
Card I>eput atuome.
Evciyoue is post-card orazv

the world over. People can t
get enough Pretty Post
Cards only wben they go
to large cities, where Post
Card shops are on every cor-
ner. If you had Post Cards at
home to show, you know your
friendt and neighbors would
buy lots of them. We
have quantities of
JPretty and Comie*
A.merican and For-
eign Souvenir JPost
Cards. We will trust
you with ISS assort-
ments to sell ; all you do is

to tell your ftienda about them and they will come and look them
over and buy them. They come assorted six cards in an envelopa
and sell at 15c, or 25c. doz. We send you the twelve lots free.
You will find, if you talk about them, they will sell quick; no
risk to you. Order them today. When eold, send money col-
lected, and we send you yoor choice : A nice American-
made Watch, a fine Ruby, £merald or Opal
Stone Kine in Gold Setting warranted for
years, or a Pair of 9 ft. l.ace Curtains as a Pre-
mium for your trouble. If you had rather earn cash you can send
uB half of the money, and keep the balance, for your
pay. Anyway yon will find one lot of cards will not supply
your friends, as they use so many they want them every
week; so you can establish a regular Post Card Branch
for us and make money right along selling Post Cards. Many
women and girla send for second and third assortments and go
about with them displaying them in a Post Card A.lbnm«
and let the people select what they want in that way. When
once the business gets established, we will famish you with a
BTice Post Card A.lbam Free, and a lot of extra cards
for samples, after yon show us you can sell the first lot of Cards
and are competent to manage a Branch Post Card
Depot for OB, either on salary or for commission on sales.

Send for the first lot today, before others get the business.

Address SUB. POST CARD CO.. Box 915 Aaousta. Maine.

FIVE KITTENS FREE.

This handsome picture, ot five kittens frolicking on
a lady's dressing table is an exact reproduction of an
oil painting costing hundreds of dollars. It is

given absolutely tree with every three months' trial

subscription to The Mother's Magazine at 10 cents.
The Mother's Magazine is the handsomest large illustrated
home and family magazine published at the price

—

artistically illustrated, colored covers and 48 pages
of reading every month. The picture is 16x20
inches in size, is reproduced in many beautiful
colors, and is finished with a magnificent lltho.
facsimile gold and scroll frame. It will add
much to any dining-room or parlor. Ready for the
wall when received. Send 10 cents today (stamps
or silver) for the Magazine three months, and ask for
picture number 84. Both will be sent you at once.
Money back if you are not delighted.

Address.THE MOTHER'S MAGAZINE, Elgin.lll.

FREE PRIZE OFFER
Take your pencil now and

copy this sketch and send It to
us today: end, if In the estima-
tion of our Art Directors it ii
even 40^ as good as the origrlnal,
we will mail Free ol Chargs
for Six Months

The Home Educator
This magraiine is fully illus-

trated and contains special in-
formation pertaining to Illus-
trating, Cartooning, etc. It is
a magazine devoted to Home
Study. There is positively no

money oonsldaration connected with this free
offer. Copy this picture now and send it today.
CORKESFONDENCE INSTITUTE OF AMERICA

Box 639 ScranloB. Pa.

TEDDY BEAR FREE
A Real True Bear-

Not a Pattern- A gren-
utne fazzy brown Teddy
Bear, 12 inches tall, h&s
movable arms aod,
legs, and gnmts wheu
you punch his belly. I
give Teddy to any bey
or glri who will sell 8 of
my handsome. 16 i 20-

ineh, fast -selling pic-
tures at 25 cents each.
I guarantee them to be
fast sellers. Sell the
pictures, send the
82.00 collected to me,
and I will send you
Teddy, all charges pre-
paid. Be first to get one.

Write to-day. G. L. PHULLIPS, Box 118, Elgin, 111.

Makes and bums Its own gas and
produce? a pure white, steady,
safe, 100 candle power light. N©
wick, smoke, dirt, grease or odor-

THEBE5TTIGHT
8

'Ughted instantly. Over 200 styles.

Agents wanted.Write for cataloB

,TUE BEST I.I&HT CO. i

ZIS £. 5tli St., Canton) O.

SOpO RIFLES
SEND NO MONEY

Just send me your name and address so
that 1 may tell yoa how to get this fine,

steel, blae barrel, 22 calibre hunting rifle abso-
lutely FREEf and a flne extra present besides. Be

I
sure and writ* at onw hefere they are all gone. Address

A. M. PIPEO, Seoretary,
[
€59 Popular Bolldlnir* * - I>e8 HolneB* la

TRAINING SCHOOL FOR NURSES
The KingB County Hospital Training School for Nurses is

desirous of greatly increasing the nursing staff. The course is

two years with two nionths' probation. During this probation-
ary term candidates are maintained; after this term $10.00 per
month is allowed. Uniforms and books are supplied. There is a
comfortable nurses' home which is pleasantly located. For
further particulars apply to Miss Iff. OITeiU, Superin-
tendent of Nurses, Kings County Hospital,
Brooklyn. New York.

UrU UlAUTrn Reliable men in every localityMen VrAHlCU throughout United States to ad-
vertise our goods, tacking up show cards on trees, fences,
bridges and all conspicuous places; r^astributing BmaU
advertising matter. Commission or salary S90 a month
and expenses $3.50 a day. Steady employment to good
reliable men. We lay out your work for yoa. No ex-
perience needed. Write for particulars. . : .

SALUS MEDlCfNAL COMPANY. London, Ontario. Canada
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Ten Be&utiful Ponies

t

For
Our
Boys
and
Girls

Five

Handsome

Harrington

Pianos Like

the One Below

Are Also

Offered as

Prizes

You Can Be Winner!
Every person who enters this greatest of all great pony contests, and becomes enrolled as a contestant, is sure to be a prize winner,

because absolutely every contestant enrolled will get a valuable prize. This great contest is far different from any contest Farm and Fire-
side has ever conducted heretofore. In this contest $10,000 in ponies, prizes and rewards will be divided among our boys and girls, and
just think, as soon as you become enrolled as a contestant, you are sure of your prize—absolutely sure! We guarantee that. And besides

all the ponies and other prizes, we will pay every contestant liberally in cash for every subscription obtained. In addition to the valuable prize

that absolutely ever\' contestant enrolled will receive, and the cash commission for every subscription obtained, we offer our bo)'s and girls

Five Handsome $750 Harrin£(ton Pianos
Ten Beautiful Blooded Shetland Ponies and

Five Hundred Magnificent Grand Prizes

Just think what fun you could have hitching up "Dixie," the pony pictured above, and taking your friends for a-drive! "Dixie" with his

pretty cart and harness will be sent absolutely without cost right to the door of the boy or girl who wins second prize, unless a piano is pre-

ferred. And you can ride "Dixie," too, for all of the ponies are broken both to ride and to drive. They are gentle as kittens, and a

baby would be safe with any of them. Every pony is guaranteed sound subject to veterinary examination. This is the best and easiest

time of the year to get subscriptions, and just think, the ponies will all be given away next March, when winter is over and you have a

whole spring and summer of pleasure ahead of you!

And the pianos are just as good as the ponies. They are the regular $750 Harrington Upright Grand, as pictured below, and come
from 138 Fifth Avenue, New York, where the executive offices of the E. G. Harrington Piano Company are located. Five of these hand-

some pianos, finished in either fancy mahogany, walnut or oak will be sent absolutely without cost right to the doors of the first five

winners in this contest, if they prefer a piano rather than a pony.

What To Do Now
Of course you want to know all about the ten beautiful ponies, the five handsome

pianos, the five hundred magnificent grand prizes and all the other prizes. Sign your

name and address on the coupon below (or a postal card will do), cut it out, and send it

to the Pony Man, Dept. B, Farm and Fireside, Springfield, Ohio, right away to-day, if

you can. It will not bind you in any way, and just as soon as I hear from you I will

send you a fine picture of Archie Roosevelt, 'the President's son, on his pony "Algon-

quin," pictures of all the ponies, pianos and other prizes that will be given away in

in this contest, and it won't cost you a cent. I will tell you just how you can get one

of these fine prizes and will send you lots of other things besides.

If you want to make sure of a prize the first thing, don't wait to hear from

me, but get twelve of your friends to take FARM AND FIRESIDE, or renew
their subscriptions for one year at 2.5 cents each. This will give you $3.00.

Keep 60 cents for yourself (five cents from each subscription), and
send the other $2.40 to the Pony Man. Then you will be a full-

fledged contestant anyway, and entitled to your share of $5,000 in

prizes and rewards the ver>' first thing. Don't wait. Send me
your name right away, and then start hustling. Remember,

you are a prize-winner sure just as soon as you become a

^ contestant—the sooner, the better. "Get in the saddle"

right now. That's the way to win! Good luck to you!

Yours for a Pony or a Piano,

Dear
Pony .Man:—
I am very anx
ious to get either
a pony or a piano.
Please send me by re-

'

turn mai? all the pictures
of the ponies, and pianos,
and of Archie Roosevelt. Al-
so tell mc just how all the ponies
and other prizes will be given

'

away, and how I can get one. Please
save a place for me in the contest.

Name

DEPT. B

FARM AND FIRESIDE
Springfield, Ohio

Five of Theie Handiome $750 Harrington Upright Grand Pianos

Are Offered as Prizes to Our Friends in This Great Contest. Yon
CtM Get One For Your Very Own if You Hustle!

J
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THE GRAY LEAPER

YOU all know me
with my gray
fur coat and
my shining

green, eyes. You have
often watched me
stalking my game on
the sunny south pi-

azza while you swung
leisurely to and fro -

in your hammock.
I never trouble my-

self to weave webs or

spin snares. How I

should hate hiding in

the corner of my web,
or hanging behind my white ladder, hour
after hour, waiting for my breakfast to

put in an appearance ! Why, I should

starve to death ! A hunter bold am 1,

and a life of stirring adventure is the

one that suits me. As soon as the sun
rises, the flies and griats, the ladybugs

- and grasshoppers, begin to wake up and
creep about, stretching their legs and air-

ing their wings. I slip down a crack in

the piazza, or hide behind a bit of^gray
bark just the color of my coat, then when
one comes near enough, out I spring, and
presto !' breakfast is served. No tedious

waiting, no silken winding sheet, no web
to repair. After my good meal I have a
nap, then it is time to be considering what
r will take for kmch.
There is only one time when I am really

unhappy, and that is when the days are

By Margaret Wentworth Leighton

THE GRAY LEAPER

cold and gray, and especially^ when it

•• rains, for then no sweet liitle bugs come
'/.forth to be caught, and I have to creep

into a crack, curl my eight legs around

.
my body and dream of the fine dinner I

|>will have v^rhen the sun shines once more.

, THE GARDEN SPIDER

pPEiRA, being rather lofty minded, has^ reared her castle high up in the wood-
• bine that hangs from the piazza roof. She
wears a pinkish gown with brown and
white trimmings, and believes in the max-
im, "All things come to him who waits."

There! she feels one of the guy ropes of

web trembling, and darts out of lier sky
parlor. Behold the Prince approaching!
Does he step gallantly forward, and drop-
ping upon his eight bended knees, appeal-

ingly roll his eight eyes upward, and say,

"Most beautiful and gracious lady, wilt

thou be mine?" Not he; far from it. His
legs are shaking so with fright that he
can hardly stand, and as the lady of his

choice approaches, he looks anxiously to

see whether she is going to smile or
frown upon him.
Being of a wily nature, and also very

hungry, she decides that the smile will

be much more for her advantage than the
frown, and cordially invites him to come
in ; but like the fly, he ne'er conies out
again. Being much smaller than his host-

ess, and also in strange surroundings, he
has a poor chance for his life in the
struggle which takes place, as soon as
Epeira has lured him up her winding
stair.

"He made a fine breakfast," she re-

marked as she carried out tlie empty shell

of his body and dropped it down behind
her web. "A suitor a day would be none
too many for irie."

THE MEADOW SPIDER

LADY Argiope makes her home near the
brook that flows through the meadow.

See the beautiful web she spun last nig:ht,

between a stalk of goldenrod on that side
and a wild rose bush on this ! What a
dainty little ladder runs up the center,
with spokes all of white silk!
Ah, here comes Miss Katydid, gaily hop-

ping along in her green gown ! Oh, what
a fatal leap was that right into the middle
of Argiope's web! Out darts the hostess
from behind her wliite ladder, and hastily
thrusts a bit of poison into her guest, to
stop her wild struggles. Now she draws
from her spinnerets quantities of thick
silk, and winds it about poor Katy, turn-
ing her over and over as she works.

"Katydid! Katydid! Katydid!" screams
the victim, but her cries are soon muffled,

as the last fold of the winding sheet is

drawn about her. Lady Argiope bears

her back behind the ladder, which is real-

ly a sort of screen, and takes a drink or
two of refreshing green blood. Then with
the little brush she carries on her leg she
carefully cleans her gown of black velvet

and gold. Now she comes out and rue-

fully surveys the great rent

which the struggle has made in

her web. "That was a .pretty

expensive meal," she sighs, "but
after I have devoured it all I

shall probably have made enough
silk to mend my web with."

calypso

r\ CEANUS, you know, was the
father of all the nymphs

who lived in the sea, the lakes
and the streams. Down in the
brook that flows through the
meadow lives. Calypso, named
after one of the river nymphs,
because, like her, she -prefers to
dwell beneath the water. Our
little nymph is dark and hairy
and is by far the cleverest mechanic in

all the world of Brookdom.
Like all spiders, she is a fine spinner

and weaver. Down among the rushes,
far below the sparkling ripples, she
weaves her bottle-shaped house of water-
proof silk. When it

is finished she runs
up her rush walk to

the surface, and
procuring a bubble
of air, she holds it

with her hindmost
pair of legs while
she descends and
carefully puts it into

her house. Again
and again she
brings down air, a

bubble at a time,
until her house is

full. Now at" last her task is finished,

and she takes a good rest.

A~ week later, if you should peep into

her chamber, you might spy a bunch of
eggs, on which ' Calypso keeps an eagle

CALYPSO

HOUSE SPIDER'S
COZY CORNER

ej'e. Here in this snug little house, as

dry as yours or mine, she will bring up
her forty-nine children, with little fear

of troublesome enemies.

THE HOUSE SPIDER

ARANEiDA doesn't believe in the benefits

of outdoor air and sunshine. A dark
corner in the attic is much more to be
desired, thinks she, and here she has spun

her silken snare, a closely woven
blanket stretched from one wall
to the other in a gray triangle,

with a cozy corner at the apex.
Like her sister spiders, Ara-

neida is as neat as a cat, and
spends a deal of time combing
herself all over, to remove the
particles of dust which may be
clinging to her. She carries her
brush and comb on her leg, and
it is a comical sight to see her
sitting up on seven legs while
with exceeding dexterity she
makes her toilet with the eighth.

When Araneida's infants first

leave their eggs they are the tin-

iest, palest atoms of life you
ever beheld, but every one can spin a

silk thread as long as he wishes. In a
few days they have outgrown their swad-
dling clothes, and .^each, hanging himself

on a silken rope, kicks and struggles until

his dress splits up the back and down
the front and he
can draw out his

head and his eight

little legs. Then
away he- scarnpers,

leaving his tattered
gown still hanging
on the line.

_
When spring ar-

rives, the brown
paper wasps, who
also occupy the at-

tic, will awaken to
active life. Then
indeed will Aranei-

da be surrounded by a horde of deadly
enemies, for if one of these bold fellows
should thrust his stiletto into her soft
body, no more would the garret know its

little gray tenant.

LEG COMB
ENLARGED

Perhaps the Pictures Below Will Suggest to You Some Things About
the Farm tiMit Need Repair

THE WOLF SPIDER

"l T IS the early
1 spider that

catches the fly," quoth
Lycosa, as she started

out on a hunt for

breakfast, before the

sun had even showed
a stray beam above
the eastern hill. She
scrambled over rocks

and stubble, jumped
a brook in two leaps,

landing on a flat

stone midway, and
hastened on through
the pasture. Her egg

ball bounced along after her as she jour-
neyed. "It would never do," thought she,

"to leave my precious eggs anywhere, for
fear harm might come to them in my
absence." So she carried them along
wherever she went, securely fastened to

the hind end of her body.
About a week later I met her in the

road one morning, and a curious sight she
was. Her egg ball was no longer visi-

ble, but on her back she carried ninety-
seven tiny wolf spiders.

"What do you think of my children?"
said she. "Haven't I a fine family?"
"You have indeed !" I answered. "Don't

you find it quite a load?"
"Oh, no," she replied. "There were a

THE MEADOW SPIDER

dozen more in the first place, but some
days hunting was poor, and so we ate a
few, the rest of the children and I," she
continued, without even a blush. "It takes
a deal of food to fill ninety-seven hungry
mouths, not to mention oneself."
The next time I met the Lycosas fifteen

of the little fellows were ranged on the
highest rail of the pasture fence. The wind
was blowing and they were spinjiing out
long silken streamers. All at once the
breeze caught some of these threads, and
away the little fellows sailed, each cling-
ing to his silken rope.

"It's great fun to go a-flying!" they
cried out. "Don't you wish you could?"

I felt at the moment as if I would al-

most like to change into a little black
wolf spider for the sake of taking a trip

over the tree tops. «

THE SPIDER GENERAL

THE name spider, which seems to be a
corruption of spinther, refers to the

well-known spinning powers which these
animals so cleverly exercise.
They are found almost everywhere upon

earth, especially in warm countries, and
are of much importance in checking the
multiplication of insects.

*

A few tropical forms, notably the bird-
catching spiders, exceed two inches in

length of body, but the majority measure
onlj^ some fraction of an inch.

As regards the sense of spiders, it

seems that few have much power of pre-
cise vision. What are known, however,
as the hunting Saltigrades have been ob-
served to stalk prey from a distance of
ten inches, but that this is regarded as

exceptional shows how limited the ordi-

nary power of vision is believed to be.

The lurking spinner feels rather tlian sees

the insect tangled in its snare or web.
All spiders feed on insects, which they

entangle in thejr snares, or stalk, or catch
after patient lurking. In most cases they
kill tlieir prej' with their poisonous falces.

The mouth is small, and behind the gullet

there is a powerful suctorial region that
acts as a suction pump.
No structure made by animals, not even

the nests of birds, the homes of bees, or

the hills of the white ant, are more nl*r-

velous than the webs and snares of the
spiders. The framework is so delicate,

yet so effectively firm, so clever in its

construction, so sensitive, we may almost
say, in its mechanism, that it ranks high-
est among the works of instinctive art.

THE GARDEN SPIDER

Answer to Puzzles in the October 10th Issue: Charade—Innocent—inn-o-cent. Transpositions-
1. Memorable; 1. Suppression; 3. Unromantic; 4. Satellite; 5. Mythoerapher;

6. Pedestrian; 7. Insecurity: 8. Dreaminess THE WOLF SPIDER
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The Grange
BY MRS. M.VRY E. LEE

SOCIAL SERVICE IN THE COUNTRY
DURING the General Assembly of the

Presbyterian Church, which con-

vened in Columbus, Ohio, this

summer, the question came up,

session after session, "Why is it that younp
men do not enter the ministry? Why.
in a time when there is such a moral
awakening and people are turning their

thoughts to the duties and responsibilities

of citizenship, why do not young men
seek the ministry as a means of social

service?"
Dr. Washington Gladden, the revered

Congregational minister, answered the
question as follows : "I have asked the

same question of many young people, and
their answers are almost uniform. They
believe that one can enter business or
professional life, and by just dealing and
high moral purpose support the church
work and inject higher ethical ideals into

business. There are so mam' organized
agencies for helping humanity that they
can do work in these channels and not
interfere with their business while getting
support from the business."

I believe this is the truth of the matter.
Everj-where men and women are turning
K) organizations that help humanity in

a very present way in its struggle to at-

tain the ideal. I conceive that this social

service will very soon make the church
even a larger factor. The problem of
the countrj' church is a hard one, and
means must be found to increase its

effectiveness and maintain it as one of
the most powerful factors for good.
The country offers rare opportunities

for social service. I know young people
who pine to do the work that Jane
Addams is doing, forgetting that !Miss

Addams made her name by taking up the
work at hand and seeking to better the
conditions of those about her. That is

the secret of effective work, doing the
work at hand. The country has just as
great opportunities for social service as

the city can possibly present. The prob-
lems are entirely different in nature, but
none the less important. Their results

will be farther reaching than any that can
be done in the city. Every one acknowl-
edges the value of country life in char-
acter forming, but pure air and good
living alone do not make sturdy men and
women who are capable workers. Pure
air and country surroundings all work for

better things if wisely employed.
It's only the thousandth man or woman

that is fit for solitude, and while the
telephone, trolley and rural mail delivery
have brought farmers together in some
sections, yet there is a waste of energy
and of time that is appalling. We could
have things so much better than we do,

know so much ijiore, and knowledge
brings happiness of the highest sort, have
so much more beautiful and artistic

homes, better schools, churches, roads,
and all that contributes to a better life,

if we would only set about to accomplish
it. We must get together, organize, work
in harmony and with the united wisdom
of a community. Then will that community
be able to take part with other commu-
nities all over this great land of ours,

working together for the common good
of mankind.
Oh, j'oung men and women, the Grange

offers opportunities for service as great
as the city can offer, and the rewards are
a thousand times greater. Leaders in all

activities must come from the farm. It's

not the farm itself, but the training there-
on, that counts. Rewards? Labor itself

is reward enough, and if you think of that

all the time, this is not for you. Effect
follows cause. You cannot escape the
effects of idleness and indifference.

Neither can you that of labor and service.

Choose the better part. Go to work.
Justify yourself to your Creator for hav-
ing created you. Every desire for good,
for advancement, be it ever so faint, is a
divine command to seek that good. If you
heed it you will be recompensed with joy.

If you heed it not you will be recom-
pensed with sadness.

<5>

AGGRESSIVE WORKERS IN THE
GRANGE

If I were ambitious for social service,

to do something that would benefit human
kind, and to take an honorable place

among the world's workers, and lived in

the country or in a small town, I would
go into the Grange. If I lived in a state

where the work was alive, where the
Master was alert and a good leader, where
he had the qualities that brought him in

contact with leaders in other organiza-
tions as a leader among them, then I

would recognize that here indeed was a
person of rare type. It means much to

the farmers to have one of the sort who

is looked upon by educators, business men
and all industries as^ one of transcend-
ent ability and unswerving integrity. I
would want to get in as close touch with

^ such a man as possible, learn from him,
and. seek to make' my life as great and
helpful as possible.

On the other hand, if I lived in a state
where there was a Grange organization
that was doing nothing save live on the
reputation of what the Grange at- large
was doing, to be State ]\Iaster of which
is not more than to be Master of a Po-
mona in Ohio, Michigan, Pennsylvania,
or some other Eastern state, then I would
go in, organize Granges, secure charters
for them, and go to work on a grander
scale. Such a man or woman will some
day become State Master and place the
Grange in that state in the hands of ag-
gressive leadership.

"The old order changeth, yielding place
to new.

And God manifests himself in various
ways."

There is no place where this'is so true
as among farmers. Take my own state,
where every important organization or
group of men seeks the Grange to find
how it stands on a question, and to get
in line with Grange thought. Take Maine,
with one out of every twelve citizens
organized, with a State Master-who holds
the respect of all classes ; or New Hamp-
shire, with a Grange in every town and
some to spare ; or Vermont, which Gov-
ernor Bell took with six thousand mem-
bership and brought to eleven thousand in

an incredibly short time, membership of
the best blood in this country; or Mas-
sachusetts, Connecticut, Pennsylvania, with
nearly seventy- thousand each. New York
with above eighty-two thousand ; in each
state named the Grange plays a leading
part in all public and civic matters. Ah,
it means something to be connected with
such an Order.

I would make my state a factor to be
reckoned with. I would seek only the
very best farmers and families, conserva-
tive men and women who are not hurtled
about with every wave of opinion, but of
stern, uncompromising integrity, and I

would bind them together in the blessed
ties of a fraternal organization. I would
expect a lot of hard work and disap-
pointment, and would find more than I

could ever expect, but it pays, it pays a
thousandfold. There is no fun so gr<at
as being in a lively scrap to bring good
things about, to change the old, where it

is evil and hurting, to the new, that is

better and more in accord with divine
law. You can't get a living by it, but
you can make life more worth the living
for self and humanity. If the ability is

in you for leadership, it will come to you.
If not, you will help to push another
who can lead, which is just as good. It's

the person who can do the work best
that all should get behind and push.
Some time go to the National Grange,

that parliament of states where men and
women from the North and the South,
the East and the West, come together
to deliberate on the policies that shall be
pursued by this great organization that
speaks for every farmer in the land,

whether he is a part of it or not, and you
will feel the mighty thrill of great powers
and interests working together for a com-
mon cause, the uplifting of agriculture.

The soul not stirred by the spectacle of
a National Grange session can have little

noble within it. If the experience gained
does not pay a thousandfold for all the
hardship, then the Lord pity you. But
get to work. You were not meant to sit

idly by while others were striving. If

you do, you miss the sweetest part of
life, for sweetness comes only to the
brave.

LABOR SITUATION IN SAN
FRANCISCO

Speaking of the industrial conditions
in San Francisco, a gentleman living

there said that the labor conditions were
a menace to material progress. The labor
unions refused admittance to membership
to those coming from other cities, even if

they brought membership cards. Appli-
cants for work were told that there was a
sufficient supply of labor, and conditions
were made intolerable for those who had
been attracted by high prices paid in re-

building the unfortunate city. The dom-
ination of the labor trust was retarding
development.

In its final results there is little practical
differcnqp between a financial corporation
in restraint of trade and to raise prices
and a labor trust with the same end in
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view. Pooling of interests either by labor
or capital may not always be an economic
wrong, but when a financial corporation or
a labor union reduces output in order to
advance prices beyond a reasonable profit
thej' become a menace to societj'.

'

Farmers are suffering in a thousand
wajs from the exactions of the labor trust
as well as from financial corporations, but
yellow journalists shriek only about the
latter. If the farmers are ever to be freed
'from the conditions imposed they must
fearlessly and earnestly study the situa-
tion and seek legislation along correct
economic lines. In a time when wages
are higher than ever before, when immi-
grants are pouring in great hordes from
foreign lands, the appalling labor shortage
on the farm should apprise thoughtful
farmers that they have been following
wrong policies and that their only salva-
tion lies in getting down to basic economic
principles.

I do not despair that farmers of the
present generation will become sensitive
to falseness in economic policies, but they
will not by listening to appeals to prej-
udices. Men must learn their relations to
their fellow-men, must consider questions
in their relations to the individual and to
society, must seek exemplification of the
Golden Rule. When men get correct ideas
of the relations of each to each, and re-

fuse to be inflamed by the demagogue's
appeal, then, and only then, will they reap
rewards commensurate with effort ex-
pended.

THE OBSERVATORY
Maine State Grange maintains a home

for girls at Good Will Farm. This is a
charitable institution where girls without
homes are given an opportunity to secure
a useful education that will fit them for
doing well the work in life, and Maine
Granges are to be congratulated on their
far-sighted generosity.

National Master Bachelder, National
Lecturer Gaunt and Past Master Jones
are doing a good deal of picnic work in

the Eastern states. Several national or-
ganizers are also at work in Vermont,
New Hampshire, Massachusetts and New
Jersey. Large gains in membership are
reported from each of the states.

Past Master Westgate, of Kansas, was
one of the speakers at a Grange picnic

and Old Settlers' Day at Manhattan re-

cently. The event was to celebrate the
fiftieth anniversary of the coming of John
Warner to Kansas. The picnic was held
on his beautiful farm. He furnished a
four-hundred-pound barbecue beef, which
was done to a turn. It was a great day
for Manhattan and vicinity, and hundreds
of people were in attendance. The grove
was profusedly decorated with flags and
bunting. Mr. Westgate held his large
audience as he spoke of the splendid work
yet to be done in behalf of progress and
the part that the American farmer is to
play in the future. He predicted that, even
great as had been the part the farmer had
played in times of war in behalf of his

country, it was not^o be compared to that
which he would do in times of peace
through organization and education for

the duties before him. The address
breathed forth high patriotic sentiment
and was greeted with hearty applause.
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back and we will
refund all your money.
This is our standing

offer,warranted by near-
ly 50 years in making

STOVES AND
RANGES

This is ail nnusnal opportunity to get a High Grade
stove at a low price. Send to-day for Our niustrated
Catalogue of ranges and stoves. A postal will do.

OOLD COIN STOVE CO., 8 Oak Street. Troy. N. V.
(Successor to Bnssey and McLeod—Established i860)

GOLD COIN

THERE ARE MANY HIGH-CLASS
SECURITIES LISTED ON THE
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
SELUNG BELOW VALUE, WHICH
IF BOUGHT OUTRIGHT NOW,
WOULD YIELD ATTRACTIVE
INCOME WHILE CARRIED, AND
SHOULD EVENTUALLY ADVANCE
MATERIALLY IN PRICE. WE
SHALL BE GLAD TO CORRESPOND
WITH YOU ON THE SUBJECT.

Send for Wetlcly Inrtstor's Bccietc

J.' S. BACHE & CO.
(Members New York Slock Eichange)

BANKERS, 42 BROADWAY. NEW YORK

MONUMENTS
Why buy of local dealers at high
prices? Deal with the man'f'rs.
We ship work an>-\vhere and
guarantee safe delivery. Designs
and full information mailed on
request. State about how much
you wish to expend.

Our motto: the best work
at the lowest prices.

Reliable representatives wanted.
MONUMENT/IL BRONZE CO..

347 Howaril Ave., Bridgeport, Conn.

SAVE HALF YOUR FUEL
BY USING THE

Rochester Radiator
Fits any Stove or Furnace.

Guaranteed to do all we claim
or money refunded.

Write for booklet od beftting bomee,

Rochester Radiator Co.,
67 rcmmx St., R<Kbt«t<r, «. T.

Price from
%i

.

00 to
$12.00

For harder
toft coal,

wood of gas.

Send OS year ftddreis
I and we wilt show jou
f bow to make 93 a day
abKilutely sure; wo

furnish the work and t«&ch you free, you work lo
thel ocality where you 1 ive. Send ns your »ddre!<* &nd we will
ezplBin the bueiDe5s fully, remember we ^araDt«e & clear profit
of 1-3 for every day's work, absolutely snrc. Write atonce.
ROTALaAJICFACTCEUeCO^ Boa 946 Detroit, Mleh.

ttt%M t ^'^^'^ "use. Prtetxlsblp. Bilk rriati,

# 5|A I Xai«l«p« atid all «Ui«r kiaiM of Caai)6w^r aod Premium AniclM. Sanpla ajboM
of PiBMt Carda aad Bioeet PremiuM list, all lb* a
Seeatnamp. OQIO Ca£l> OOUPAXT. OAJSU, OfilOL

The rJilTEKSAL M.IOAZINE ths moft intereetinir.
Send 25 cents for one year's snbscrlption and 12 beauti-
ful pictnres. Address, HALE Pl'DLIfIII>« CO.,
8650 Vlata Avenue, »U Lonia, Mo.

I AnV °^ '"'t' each town Good pay spare time Copy.nu I names Adv Dept Reliable Cash weekly Valuable
Package A Particulars 10c. KEEDLE CI., Saakamile, N. i.

$1,600.00 in Cash Prizes for November
will he awardetl by Woman Home C'omi'anion
In addition to a liberal compensation for all work
done. Here is the neatest opportunity in the mag-
azine field to earn blR money. Ijtst year many
Woman's Home Companion apents cle.ired from
SIOO.OO to 8300.00 a month. This season the oiipor-
tunities are even greater and. as yet. the territory
has not been half covered, '^'ou can earn liberal
commissions and big prizes in getting subscriptions
for the greatest m»gazine In the world at One Dol-
lar—the mftKic piece of currency every one Is willing
to pay. Act quickly and yon can secure a good
share of the ?i,600.oo prize money and of theSZ-OOO-OO
Decemlier prize money. Address
AOF.NTS DriARlMENT, WOJIAN'S HOHE COM-
PANION, Madison Soaare, New York City.
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PROSPERITY OF THE BUSINESS OF
AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS
One of the most interesting and con-

servatively progressive branches of Amer-
ican industry is the manufacturing and
export of agricultural implements. Bul-

letin No. 75 of the Bureau of the Census,
recently issued, gives the statistics of the

industry in 1905, compared with 1900, as

follows

:

Per cent
increase

since

1905 1900
Establishments 648 *9.4

Capital invested $196,740,700 24.8

Officials, clerks, etc.... 7.r99 *28.3

Their yearly salaries . . $7,572,646 *9.5

Wage earners 47,394 1.7

Their yearly wages... $25,002,650 11.4

Miscellaneous expenses. 15,178,098 33.2

Cost of materials used. 48,281,406 9.9

Vahie of yearly product. 112,007,344 10.7

*Decrease.

Ranked in the order of the value of
yearly product the leading states are

:

Illinois $38,412,452

New York 13,045,891

Ohio 12.891.197

Wisconsin ' 10,076.760

Michigan 8,719,719
Indiana 8,060,575

The heaviest classes of manufacture
in 1905 were

:

Implements of harvesting.... $30,862,435

Implements of cultivation 30.607,960-

Miscellaneous 19,534,114

Seeders and planters . 11,225,122

Seed separators 6,639,883

Illinois holds supremacy in harvesting
implements, and it also leads in produc-
tion of implements of cultivation as to

value. Together New York and Illinois

produced 73.6 per cent of the total value
of harvesting implements manufactured.
The United States leads the world in

the exportation of agricultural imple-
ments, with the United Kingdom as its

principal competitor. In the fifteen years
ended 1905 the extension of trade to for-

eign countries has been remarkable. In
1905 agricultural implements formed 18.5

per cent of the total value of products;
in 1900 the per cent was 15.9, while in
1890 the proportion was only 4.7 per cent.

Russia's purchases in 1905 were nearly
four times as much as in 1900, and Argen-
tina increased its purcliases by 178.7 per
cent.

Here are the export figures and leading
buyers in 1906 and 1907 fiscal years

:

1906 • 1907
Total exports $24,554,427 $26,936,456
Russia 3.851,455 5.152,101
•France 2,895243 3.724.959
.Argentina 5,963,714 3,808.232'

Canada 2,281,448 3.223,390
Germany 2,016,894 2,349,185
Other Europe 1,781,342 2,192.746
British Australasia. 863,350 1.148.566
Great Britain 1,019,317 888,981

THE GRAIN CROP IN EUROPE
According to the "Crop Reporter,"

France has this season rather less acreage
under the principal grains than last sea-
son. Here are the figures

:

May 15th, May 15th,

1907 1906
Wheat, winter 15,691,000 15,546,000
Wheat, spring 436,000 496,000

Total wheat 16,127,000 16,042,000

Oats 9,500,000 9,498,000
Rye 3,085,000 3,081,000
Barley 1,779,000 1,763,000
Maslin 242,000 372,000

Total acreage 30,733,000 30,756,000

Spain's yield this year will not be equal
to that of last year. Similar advices come
from Italy: "Good yield, but below the
average of 1905-1906." Austria's crop pros-
pects have brightened considerably. For-
age crops give fair promise, the condi-
tion of wheat and rye is not far belOw an
average, and the spring crops are satis-

factory. Colza will yield low, but linseed
has come up well. Latest reports from
Russia as to this season's crops show im-
provement over prior reports. Seven
provinces report as to the spring crops

:

. "Bad or below the average :" eight
provinces report

;
"Good," while the re-

maining provinces, except eighteen, say
"Satisfactory." Commercial reports from
Rumania seem to agree that the wheat
crop cannot exceed one half of last year's
record yield. Corn, which is the ^ chief
food of the country, occupies a larger area
than usual this year. From Bulgaria,
Servia and Turkey reports received are
conflicting. Some say : "Poor yield of
wheat, fair crops of barley and oats, and
a very satisfactory corn yield."

LAY IN YOUR COAL SUPPLY EARLY
;

For over twenty years I have not failed
j

to secure my winter's supply of coal early
j

in the fall, usually during September.
|

Then the roads are almost invariably good
and coal plentiful. I make it a point to
secure enough to last until the following
May, and sometimes I have about fifty

i

bushels left at that date. Gradually all my \

neighbors have adopted the same plan,
and while many people are waiting for
coal in winter, and using for fuel every
scrap of anything that will burn, we have
plenty.

If I lived in a section of the country'
where coal is difficult to obtain, I would
get a neighbor or two to join with me
and have the dealer order a carload for
us at the time of year when he could ob-
tain it without difficulty, and get it into
the coal house. There is no necessity
for farmers suffering from lack of fuel
if they will get in a supply when it can be !

gotten. There are times when the rait-

road companies find it almost impossible
to get freight, like coal, along their routes,
because of the enormous quantities of
grain and other stuff that they have con-
tracted to haul. Then iii winter there
are snow and ice blockades that absolutely
stop all traffic for weeks, sometimes, and
then is the time those who live on the
ragged edge of famine all the time suflPer.

Don't let the coming winter catch you
without a full supply of fuel on hand.
This is one of the things that should not
be neglected. F. G

<^

A HANDY GATE HOLDER
The illustration shows a handy device

for holding a gate shut. This is made by
taking two pieces, G and H, about eight-
teen inches long, and making a hinge joint
at B. Fasten the end of piece G on
gate at A with a hinge motion, then
fasten the end of piece H to the board on
the fence at ,C. Place a small pulley on
the post between the gate and the fence

at D. Run a small rope or wire from the
hinge B over the pulley at D and down
on the inside of the post, and place a
weight, F, on the end.
When the gate is opened' the joint B

moves away from the post D, drawing
with it the rope E, with the weight F at-
tached to the end. C. A. Krabill.

<S>

SELECTING SEED CORN IN SOUTH
CAROLINA

The methods of selecting seed corn that
I read of in Farm and Fireside I have
no doubt are very good, but my plan is a
little different from them. I live in New-
berry County, South Carolina. We don't
cut our corn off and shock it as they do
in the North and West. We strip off

the fodder of early planted corn in Aug-
ust, and by the middle of October the
corn is dry and ready to gather. I then go
to my field and hunt out stalks that have
two or three ears. I take but one ear
from a stalk, but try to get the best one.
I gather as much as I want in this way,
and put it in sacks, then put the sacks of
corn in my crib. There they remain all

winter. The rats don't bother the sacks,
for rats can't get into my crib.

A few weeks before planting time I

open the sacks, shuck out the com, pick
out the best ears, and shell off some of
the little end and the crooked grains off

of the butt ends of the ears. Then I

shell the corn, being very careful to see
that no bad grains go in. I then whid
it, to get all the fuzz off of the cobs out
of it. I then put as much as I can stir

well into a tub, put some coal tar in, and
stir it with a paddle until the corn is thor-
oughly black ; then I sweep a clean place
on the ground, spread out the com, let it

laj' a few hours, then sprinkle some fine
dry sand over it, after which I gather it

up and put it in sacks, and it is ready to
plant. This can be done weeks or months
before planting time, if so desired, and
if any is left over from planting it will
come up the next year just as well as new
corn, for no insect will bother it.

The crows may pull up a few stalks,
but will soon fly to other fields where
there is no coal tar. The ground moles
wont bother it. Early planted corn will
not rot in the ground in cold, wet weather,
as the tar on the corn is like paint on
wood—it keeps out the water, I have
planted the same kind of corn forty-one
years, and have never failed to get a good
stand. "

J. E. Quattlebaum.

For Farm BuilJ-ings - -%.

When the proprietors of Bellemeade Farm roofed

their big buildings -(one of which is shown above),

they chose Amatite. Why? First—Because Amatite costs less

than other roofings. Second—Because Amatite has a mineral
surface i/iai never needs paint.

Most other kinds of ready roofing need to be painted regularly,

and to re-paint all the roofs of Bellemeade^'arm every year or
two would have called for a huge expenditure of labor and money.

Weren't the Bellemeade people sensible in selecting Amatite?
Even if youi: roofs are not as large as these, the economy of

using Amatite is just as great in proportion.

Amatite is easy to lay, requiring no skill or tools

Nails and cement are free with every roll.

1^
Sample £ree on request. Sendforit Address nearest office

BARRETT MANUFACTURING COMPANY
New York Chicago Philadelphia Cleveland

Cincinnati Minneapolis Boston St Louis .i
•

'

:
" Allegheny Kansas City ..-^'Si

;•. London, Eng. .-"^ Needs
NO

Punt
Clothing

Made
to Order

afihe

Mill

Save Half

Men's

Buy your clothing di-

rect from the mill. Gut
out the dealer's profits.

Get two suits for the

price of one. Suits and
overcoats

MADE TO ORDER
handsomely trimmed
and guaranteed to give

satisfaction. Many pat-

terns to choose from.

Youth's Suits
OYercoats and Raincoats

MADE

$7^
Ladies'

Fall

Dress

Patterns

in ail

Shades
CLEN ROCK
207 Main St

TO ORDER

to $18i2o
Women's dress goods

direct from the mill to
the wearer at wholesale
prices. All the newest
styles and colors. Chev-
iots, Broadclotlis, Bril-
liantines, Panamas,
Henriettas, Shepherd's
Checks, Mohairs. Every
yard guaranteed.

EXPRESS CHARGES PAID.

Write for samples and
catalogue.

WOOLEN MILLS,
Somerville, N. J.

Don't Push
The horse can draw the

load without help, if you

reduce friction to almost

nothing by applying

to the wheels.

No other lubri-

cant ever made
wears so long

and saves so much
horse power. Next time
try Mica Axle Grease.

Standard OU Co.
I>e«Vermted

10 DAYS FREE TRIAL
w« Rtaip on approval, without & cent
dwocit/Xrele^t prepaid. DON'TFAY A CSNT if yoa are not a*ti<Sa(l
Bfter nsinc the bicycle 10 d&yi.

DO HOT ^^^ofV^^'^a^yo^
at any price until you receive our latest
art catalogs illnrtratiDg every kind of
bicycle, and have learned oar unheard of
prices and marvelous new offers.

nUC pCIIT is kU it wtU coBt yoa io"Ht Ukll I write a postal and every-
thiDg will be sent yoa tree postpaid by
return mail. You will get much valuable in-
formation. Do not wait, writeitnow.
i:iK£S« Coaster-Brakes, BuUt^

op-Wheel* and all lundries at ha(f usual prices.

MEAO CYCLE CCm DepLM83, CHICAGO

New and Liberal Homestead Regulations In

WESTERN CANADA
New Districts Now Opened

for Settlement
Some of the choicest lands in the graixt-f?rowlng

belts of Saskatchewan and Alberta have recently been
opened for settlement under the Eevised Homestead
Keeolations of Canada. Xhoosands of Homesteads of
160 acres each are now available. The new Hegnla-
tions make it possible for entry to be made by proxy,
the opportunity that many in the United States have
been waiting for. Any member of a family may
make entry for any other member of the family, who
may be entitled to make entry for himself or heirself.

Entr>' may now be made before the Agent or Sub-
Agent of the District by proxy (on certain conditions),

by the father, mother, Bon. daughter, brother or
Bister of an intending homesteader.
"Any even-numb«red •ectlon of Dominion Lands In

Manhoba or the Northweal Provinces, excaptlng 8 and
26, not reserved, may be homesteaded by any person
the sole head of a family, or male over 18 years of
age, to the eitent of one-quarter section, ol 160 aorea,
more or less.*'

The fee ijd each case will be $10. Churches, schools
and markets convenient. Healthy climate, splendid
crops and good laws. Grain-growing and cattle*
raising principal industries.
For further particulars as to Rates, Bontes, Best

Time to Go and Where to Locate, apply to

H. M. WILLIAMS. 413 Gardner Bldg.. Toledo. Ohio;
J. C. DUNCAN. Boom 30. Syracuse Savings Bk. Bldg,
Syracase, N. Y,; Canadian Government Agents.

THE MAN WHO SWEARS BY
THE FISH BRAND SLICKER

is the man who
has tried to get

the same service

out of some
other make

- H0Dii :

Clean Light - Durable
Guaranteed Waterproof
and Sold Everywhere

at $300

I rowcR CO BO^ros.u in

INFORMATION
WANTED

Any one having a farm for sale in good
locality, please send price and descrip-
tion. VVould also like information re-

garding good business and house and lot

for sale in good small town. Please state
reasons for selling and when possession
can be had. Will deal with owners only
who wish to sell direct with buyers and
save commissions. No agents need
answer.

Addresi, Buyers' Dept.,
NORTHWESTERN AGRICULTURIST.

Minneapolis, Minn.

CALIFORNIA
alog free. Wooster, :

Irrigated Fruit, Alfalfa Farms.
Easy payments. Special offer.
New Gov't aided canal. Cat-
02 Market St.. San Francisco.

$50,000.00 FOR AGENTS
Last season over fifty thonsand dollars in commis-
sions and cash prizes was paid to solicitors for the
Woman's Home Companion. Even more money
has been appropriated for the season of 1907-1908.

Woman's Home Companion is the greatest maga-
zine published at One Dollar a Vear, and the best
proposition for agents, whether whole or only part
time is given to the work. For full particnlara
address Woman's Home Companion. Department
of .\gents, Madison Sqtiare, New York City.
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Your Very Last Chance
These Offers Will Absolutely Be Withdrawn November 1 5th

You Must Act Now
This is absolutely your last chance to get one of the magnificent polychrome reproductions of

Mr. Earl Stetson Crawford's 51,500 oil-painting, "Mother and Babe," pictured and described

below, free with a renewal or subscription to Farm and Fireside.

This painting has become the most admired and best known of any painting in recent years.

Thousands of these polychrome replicas have been given away by us during the last two months
So great has been the demand, that our supply is rapidly being exhausted, and after November 15th

we shall have to withdraw these oflrers absolutely and forever. We cannot afford to give them
away after that date. They are too costly.

^

We own the original of this famous painting, for which we paid Mr. Crawford $1,500. We
control its reproduction entirely, and these beautiful polychrome replicas are reproduced in such a

way that all the delicate shading and color values, all the deftness of technique and lightness of

touch of the original painting have been preserved. They are lOK xl6K inches and are already to

frame and hang up in your sitting room. No picture equal to this reproduction has ever before

been offered by Farm and Fireside. If we allowed them to be sold, they would bring from, S2.00

to $3.00 in any art store in the country, but they can't be bought at any price. We won't allow

them to be reproduced except for our own readers.

A Reward for Promptness
We think this great painting of Mr. Crawford's is so beautiful that we want one of the hand-

tome polychrome replicas of it to be in every Farm asd Fireside home, because they are just like
the original painting. In order that our big family might get them without having to pay high
prices for them, we bought the original painting for 51,500, and had a special Farm and Fireside
edition of the polychrome replicas reproduced.

We are going to give one of these magnificent reproductions to every person who subscribes or
renews his subscription before November 15th, as a reward for promptness. If your subscription
hasn't expired, renew and we will set it ahead a year from the time when it does expire. No matter
if you are a subscriber or not, we extend these offers to you until November 15th, when they will
positively be withdrawn. These polychrome replicas are too costly for us to continue to give
them away absolutely without cost for more than a limited time.

It is worth something to you to subscribe or renew before the price of Farm and Fireside
goes up, and it is worth something to us to have you come with us now when we can give your
subscription all the attention it deserves, and before the busy winter season.

That is why we can afford to make these very liberal offers. Read this page all through

—

every word of it— and then send us your subscription right away. Don't wait! Remember we
can't afford to continue these great offers after November 15th. This is your very last chance!

A Great Farm Paper

Growing Greater

It isn't necessary to describe the old

reliable FARM AND FIRESIDE. It is

the best known farm paper in the

country—a great farm paper growing

greater—all the time.

It prints and circulates each month

more copies than any other farm paper

in America.

For twenty-five years it has worked

and fought for the best interests of

farmers.

It protects its readers against fraudu-

lent advertisers and guarantees every

advertisement.

It has twelve departments covering

every part of farm life, from live stock

and dairying to the kitchen.

It interests the farmer most, because

it is published for him, but it interests

his wife and children too.

It is published twice a month, twenty-

four times a year, and costs only twenty-

five cents a year, or about a cent a

copy. No other farm paper in this

country is as cheap as that, nor any-

where near as good.

Farm and Fireside has the best

and most helpful staff of contribtitors of

any farm paper in the country.

The best farmers in America write

for Farm and Fireside. They cost

money— lots of it—but tve pay for it

—

not you. It costs you only a cent a

copy—even less if you subscribe for

more than one year.

Farm and Fireside is the biggest,

cheapest, most interesting and most

helpful farm paper in America. It has

long been called

THE GIANT OF THE
FARM PRESS"

The Artist's Polychrome Replica

"MOTHER AND BABE"
This is a picture of "Mother and Babe,' the magnificent Si.500 oil paint-

ing that we have had reproduced in beautiful polychrome especially for
the members of the Farm and Fireside family. We want one of these
handsome artist's reproductions to adorn the walls of every Farm and
Fireside home. This painting is America' s Masterpiece and one of
the most beautiful paintings in the world. It is the work of Mr. Earl
Stetson Crawford, who has already taken first prize in nine art contests.
In fact, this painting itself took first prize in one of the largest con-
tests ever held. There were over five thousand paintings in the contest,
from all over the world, and the committee of award, headed by Sir
Caspar Purdon Clarke, director of the Metropolitan Museum of Art in

New York, decided that this painting of Mr. Crawford's was the best of

the five thousand or triore submitted. Mr. Crawford has studied
under the world's best masters. He is one of America's most noted
painters.
WTiat prettier or more tender sentiment could be expressed in a

painting than a mother with her babe in her arms longingly waiting at

the window for the first glimpse of her husband as he returns home in

the evening! No wonder the famous artists on the committee of

award thought this picture one of the most beautiful they had ever
seen! It is a masterpiece in every sense of the word—one of the
•world's greatest paintihgs. Surely you want this great masterpiece
in your home when it doesn't cost you a cent!

R£M£MB£R THIS!
You cannot buy this masterpiece. You cannot buy even a reproduc-

tion of it for love or money. But you can get one before November
15th absolutely without cost, by accepting any one of the offers on this

page. Don't wait. We can't afford to give away these expensive
polychrome replicas much longer. Sendyour subscription now.

For Old and New
Subscribers

The offers below are made to you whether
you are an old subscriber or not, because we
want you in the Farm and Fireside family.
^Ve will give you a royal welcome, and you
will find it the biggest, happiest farm family
in the country. Three million people are
reading every issue of Farm and Fireside!
We wouldn't have so many good friends
unless they thought a lot of their paper.
Won't }'ou join them? You will think a
lot of it too, for it is going to be better next
year, than it ever has been.

Here Are Our Offers to You

Offer No. 1

$ 1.00
gives you Farm asd Fireside seven whole
years—168 big, helpful numbers—and the
magnificent polychrome replica, the pub-
lishers' free gift for promptness. If you ac-

cept this offer, each issue of Farm and
Fireside will cost you but six-tenths of a
cent.

Offer No. 2

50c
gives you Farm and Fireside three whole
years—72 big, helpful numbers, and the

magnificent polychrome replica, the pub-
lishers' free gift for promptness. If you ac-

cept this offer, each issue of Farm and
Fireside will cost you but seven-tenths of a

cent.

Offer No. 3

gives you Farm and Fireside one whole
year—24 big, helpful numbers, and the mag-
nificent polychrome replica, the publishers'

free gift for promptness. If you accept this

offer, each issue of the Farm and Fireside
will cost you but one cent.

RUSH THE COUPON BELOW RIGHT
NOW BEFORE NOVEMBER 15TH

This is Your Very Last Chance

A BLUE MARK
in the square b«low indicates that you are an old subscriber and
that your subscription has expired.

Renew by accepting one of these offers before they are withdrawn.

CUT ALONG THIS LINE AND SEND TO-DAY

PUBLISHERS' GIFT COUPON
FARM AND FIRESIDE,

Springfield, Ohio. Date

I accept your special last chance Offer No for which I enclose . ., It Is understood that I am to receive, abso-

lutely without cost, a beautiful polychrome reproduction of the "Mother and Babe" if this coupon is sent hy November 15th.

Name..

Rural Route..

Town -

State..
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PARENTS SHOULD INSIST ON
SPECIAL TRAINING

I take it for granted that you take some
general interest in the rural school of the

district in which you live, and that you
will encourage the teachers who are faith-

fully working to teach what are known
as "Nature studies" or those relating to

rural life and its betterment. By far too

many parents fail to visit the school and
encourage the teacher. A well-known
farmers' institute worker, who recognizes

the importance of co-operation on the

part of parents and teachers alike, pre-

sents the following questions for reply

:

Are you one of those who think it a
waste of time to have the pupils taught

something a,bout birds and butterflies, or

seeds and flowers? Are you one of those

who think that teaching should be con-

fined to reading, writing and arithmetic?

l5id you ever think that the "three-study

system" exerts an influence at variance

with^an inherent love for the beautiful in

Nature and rural pursuits? How many
of you have encouraged your boys and
girls to plant flowers and shrubbery
around your home and theirs ? How many
of you have made it a point to visit the

public school, to see that the rooms are

rendered more pleasant and attractive?

How many of you have ever taken your

boys to a farmers' institute? How many
of you have ever thought that it might
make your boys better satisfied with life

on the farm- if during harvest time, when
the work is hardest, you paid them half

the wages of a hired man, so that they

might have a little money with which to

buy books or clothes, or to spend in any
other useful way? Have you ever given
your boys such a chance as this, or the

girls a share of the eggs gathered by
them, that they might have some spending
money of their own with which to buy
some desired article that they would
otherwise have been compelled to do
without? Has it ever occurred to you
that there is no surer way to make the

boys and girls discontented with farm life

than to deprive them of a chance to earn
something that they can call their own?
Some plan should be devised to lessen

very materially the exodus of farmers'

sons and daughters from healthy homes
in the country to the overcrowded cities,

where there are now so many young men
and women who do not know how to do
some One thing as well as modern methods
demand. If these young men and women
had been trained to work with both head
and hand at the same time, they would
not now have to hunt for paying positions,

as employers are constantly on the look-

out, and are advertising in our daily

papers, for young men and young women
who have fitted themselves for special

lines of work.
The nation that leads all others is the

one which gives its children the most ef-

fective training in some one of the varied
pursuits of life. Every child is entitled

to such training. Such an education will

enable the possessor to use his or her
hands deftly, to observe accurately, and
make life a success.
The boy or girl who has no aim in life

or no fixed purpose to excel in some spe-

cial line of work for which he or she is

mentally and physically adapted will make
a failure in life. Determined and per-

sistent effort, on the other hand, will de-
velop strength, and opportunities will be
multiplied if strict attention is constantly
centered upon the object to be attained.

W. M. K.

CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION
There are several reasons why large

quantities of cement will be used in the

ne^r future in concrete construction.

Some of these are the already high and
rapidly advancing prices of lumber, the
high wages demanded by skilled labor, a

desire for better methods of construction
than were formerly used, and the possibil-

ity of securing cement at a moderate price.

Of course, the fact that on many farms the
other materials needed can be readily ob-
tained also tends to make this method of
building more popular.-

Much of this work wUl be done by the
farmers themselves with the help of such
unskilled laborers as are to be found on
the farm, so a few hints and suggestions
may be of value to them. While it is a
simple matter to use concrete, when one
understands a few of the more impor-
tant details there are some precautions
which must be observed if good results

are secured.

Use only a good grade of Portland ce-
ment and be sure that it has not been
stored in a damp place.

The sand should be clean and coarse:
Its cleanness may be tested by nibbing
some between the hands—if they are left

clean the sand is all right; if not clean,
the sand may be washed, as may also the
gravel, if necessary- But this adds to
the expense, and it would be more eco-
nomical to haul these a reasonable dis-

tance, in order to get that which is clean,

than to wash them. By coarse sand is

meant that in which a large proportion

of the grains measure nearly one six-

teenth of an inch in diameter.
Where a fine gravel, or gravel mixed

with sand, can be obtained, it is the cor-
rect thing to use, as the finer part may be
screened out by using a screen having a
one-fourth inch mesh. This fine part will

take the place of sand, and the coarser
part will be all right for the remainder
of the aggregate, though the addition ot
some broken stone, or even some small
cobbles, might improve it.

If it is necessary to use fine sand, a larger
proportion of cement must be used to
make a good mixture. When broken
stone or cinders are used, they should be
screened, to remove the dust. Do not
use any soft sandstone or slate. Brick-
bats, broken terra cotta and other sub-
stitutes are often used in place of stone
or gravel for the aggregate. They are
all right under some conditions, but are
not to be recommended.
Do not figure that one bushel of ce-

ment, three bushels of sand and six

bushels of gravel will make ten bushels
of concrete. This is about the right pro-
portion of the diflterent materials to use
for many kinds of work, but in mixing
them together the sand and cement
simply fill up the spaces between the
gravel, so that the mixture will measure
but little more than the gravel did before
the other materials were added to it.

The materials must be carefully meas-
ured. If the cement is in sacks, this is a
convenient unit of measure. A good plan
is to make a box two feet square and ten

inches high, with no bottom. This when
set on the mixing platform and filled with

the sand or gravel, will hold three times

as mugh as a sack of cement. By having
no bottom to it you can lift it up, and so

save emptying it.

Concrete should be mixed as near as

can be to the place where it is used. This
saves labor and delay in using it. It

should be mixed in small batches, so it

will not need to stand long before being
used. One or two bags is enough to mix
up at once.
For mixing, make a smooth, tight plat-

form some eight feet square if you have
a large job. After measuring the sand,

spread it out in an even layer ; on this

spread the cement, and shovel them over
three or more times. Then wet the

coarse material, and throw it around on
top of this; mix thoroughly, turning the

whole mass with shovels at least three

times, and adding the water a little at a

time, until a mushy mixture is obtained.

Have the mixture just thin enough so it

will pack well. Do not slight the mix-
ing, as the strength of the concrete de-

pends to a great extent on its being well

mixed, so that every piece of stone and
sand is coated with cement.

Fir, yellow pine, spruce or other green
timber is best to use for forms. It is a

good idea to grease the inside of the

forms with soap or crude oil, to prevent
the face of the concrete having a rough
surface. The molds can be made in any
shape desired, and after the concrete has
set they may be removed and again put

into position. " John Upton.

BARBED-WIRE STRETCHER
The accompanying cut represents a

stretcher to use in building barbed-wire
fences. It might be called the crowbar
stretcher. It is simply a round bar of

wrought iron four feet long and one and
one fourth inches in diameter. To one
end is welded a block of iron two inches

thick and eight inches long, ending in a

claw-like projection; the other end has a
fork.

Affix the wire in the opening at the

big end, push the other end of the bar

around the post, and you can get all the

lever power you may wish, even to break-
ing the wire.

The crowbar stretcher can tighten wire

when the posts are fortj' feet apart. It

is not advisable to place the posts this

distance apart, however, as the effect of

the sun in summer will cause the wire to

sag, and the cows will push through.
Eighteen feet is the proper distance to

put the posts, and set them two and one
half feet in the ground. Let the corner
posts be three feet in the ground and
well braced. W. H. Akmistead.

«>

MY SWEET-POTATO PATCH
The sweet potato is one of the essen-

tials of a Southern garden. It is also one
of the safest crops a farmer or gardener
can raise. It is as free from insects and
disease as any plant, and it stands dry
weather remarkably well. While the

weather is dry the plant grows slowly or
not at all; when a favorable season
comes, the vines grow again. Thus it

continues tmtil frost.

People in Texas do not, as a rule, have
early sweet potatoes ; neither do they em-
ploy early methods with early varieties.

I . had my crop ready for market by
July 1st this year.

Use this Range 30 Days FREE
It's my Imperial Steel Range with 40 per cent more exclusive

features than are on any other range. For instance: the ODOR
HOOD, which carries all the odor out of the house and concen
trales the heat just where it belongs. Another exclusive

feature is the STONE OVEN BOTTOM, which
absorbs and stores the heat—which would other-

wise go to waste, and keeps the oven at an even
temperature. Still another exclusive feature is

the ASH SIFTER, which enables you to sift the
ashei rlKht in the range, and does away with

the disagreeable dirt and dust. The OVEN
THERMOMETER measures heat as a clock measures

time and shows you when the oven is at the proper de-

gree for baking and roasts. That you may appreciate

the exclusive features of the IMPERIAL, I will send

_ you one on 30 DAYS' FREE TRIAL, Freight Pre-

paid, and if you don't say it's the handsomest looker, best cooker and baker of any

Range vou ever saw, send it right back; you don't have to keep it. If you want to

keep it' I will sell it to you on EASY MONTHLY PAYMENTS. My Catalogue tells you all about the

exclusive features; how the IMPERIALS are made and why they do your cooking in half the time and save

half the fuel of other Ranges. Write for separate catalogue of Steel Ranges, or Base Burners and Heaters.

H. F. -HNNERMAN, Owner, IMPERIAL STEEL RANGE CO., 68 State Street, Cleveland. Ohio

FREE
TELLSOF

SHOTS IN FOUR SECONDS.
THISGUNi

No other Shot Gun equals this gun's record. No gun built, for the money,
that is as good. $4.00 to 827.00. Hammerlasi, Every modern improvement.

Nothing as good on the market. Oar catalogue sho-vrs a dozen other guns we make, single and
double barrel. maEazine breech loaders, ejectors, etc. Send postal for it to-day—it's free,aouoie uarrei, maBo

ONION FIRE ARMS CO., Manulacturer*, Oosk I, TOLEDO, OHIO.

I grew the variety variously known as

the dry-weather potato, the hog potato,

the Bermuda, the Peabody and the "nig-

ger choker." The "nigger choker" is

re^illy another variety. I started the slips

in a cold frame without glass. Very little

attention or protection was necessary. I

set the slips in open ground the last of

March.
I sold my potatoes at two cents a pound,

which is a good price, and could have
sold many more.

In many cotton sections in Texas, es-

pecially in black soils, cotton is often af-

fected with a disease, which proves fatal

to the plant at its fruiting season. This

disease caused the potatoes on the vines

to rot in three fourths of my patch. The
remaining did well. The potatoes that

did well were in the lowest part of the

patch. Previous experiences had led me
to believe that high ground was better

adapted to the sweet potato.

The Texas Agricultural Experiment
Station informs me that this disease may
be remedied by deep plowing and proper

rotation. I shall try to profit by this

suggestion and by a better acquaintance

with my soil. Knowledge upon these two
|)oints would have been worth a nice little

sum. However, with these disadvantages,

my potato crop was a home comfort and
a financial success.

Texas. Jno. C. Bridgewater.

PITHY PARAGRAPHS
There are many philosophers who are

grinding out thoughts that fit the farmer.

The right man behind the work will

not allow himself to get behind in his

work.

Pick up ideas wherever you can, and
especially search for them in your own
mind.

Does your poultry house leak? If so,

that needs looking into before it rains

again.

Love your work. If you do not have
to work, love those you have employed
to do it for you.

This world is a beautiful place in which
to live—not because of the cities, but

because of the many farms.

The dearest spot on earth to the farmer
is the farm ; the dearest spot on the farm
is the home, and the dearest spot in the

home must be the dining .room, where the

whole fam.ily meets three times a day for

pleasant intercourse.

Of course you cannot work in your field

with ^ white collar on, but did you ever
think that it would be to your advantage
ill more ways than one to dress up when
you go to town to buy or sell, so that,

although you have no reason to be

ashamed of your calling, your garb will

not proclaim you as a farmer? When in

the field dress like a gentleman ought to

be dressed for the field, and when you
go to town dress like a gentleman would
dress for town. William J. Burtscher.

<$>

One of our people writes: "We have
just fitted out our new home, and it may
interest you to know that we bought the
larger part of our furnishings by mail,

some from the general mail-order houses
and some from firms making a specialtj'

of one article. We figrure that we have
savecT about thirty cents on every dollar

we spent. We found all the advertisers
in Farm and Fireside reliable." It is

something to save thirty cents on every
dollar spent—^but add to that the security

of dealing with advertisers who have been
investigated by your paper, and guarantee
them, and you will find not only profit,

but pleasure, in dealing with Farm and
Fireside advertisers.

«9R Buy* This Large Handsome Nickel

Ihm Trimmed Steel Range
without warming closet OV
reeervoir. With tiigh warm*
ing closet, porcelain lined
reeervoir, just as shown lA
cut, $17.35; large,square oven,
six cooking holes,tmdymad*
of cold rolled steel. Duplex
gntei bums wood or coal*
Handsome nickel trimmings,

,
hlgUypolished.

the
most Bberal evar

made. Yon can pay
lafteryon receive the
' range. Ton cantake
It Into your homep

use It SO dara. It yoa don't
find it exaeoyu represent-
ed, the biggest bargain yoa
ever saw, eqnal to (torea
IretaUed tor doable oar
) price, return It to us. We
will pay freightboth ways.

IIMta Tiulait tor onr beantlfiiUy lUuatrated SlaveWnw iwy c««loBu« Wo.S 1 0«, a postal card wlU
do.isostyles to select from. Don't buy until you get It.

WABVill SMITM GO., CHICAeO> ILU

New Homes in the West
Send for free copy of pamphlet con-

taining synopsis of the United States

homestead laws and information how
to secure a cheap, irrigated farm or

a quarter section of splendid free

farming or grazing land along the new
railway lines of the Chicago & North
Western Ry., in South Dakota, Wy-
oming and other states. All agents

sell special low rate excursion tickets to

homeseekers via The North Western
Line. Full information on request
W. B. Kniskern, Passenger Traffic

Manager, Chicago, 111.

1 Sawlna Hmhim BSSi

Any woot»__^
IN MY posmo*
OM ANV CROUND

. 4lnle5n.Tlireasll

_ „_ J s-in, «„M-i Beats 2 gSLTS^
6 to e cords daily U the asual mrmgm for •a* niM*

Oar1908 Uodei Machinesawe fa8ter,ranB easierandwUl
last loneer than ever. Adjusted In a minute to Bultal2-
year-old boy or the strongest man. Sendfor catalog
Showing latest Improvements, i'lrst order gets agency.
PoltHog Sawing Mscb. Co., 158E Harrison St.. Cbicaso» UL

COIL SPRING FENCE
Made of high carbon 8teel Wire
Horse-high, Bull-strong, Chlck-
en-tlght Sold direct to the
Farmer at lowest manufac-
turers prices on 30 Days Froo
Trial, freight prepaid. 100 page
Catalogue and price-list free.

KITSELMAN BROS.,
Box 271 MUWCIE, INO-

mwit'i^^ III II nil II II II II II II II II II II II 11 II

omamentai Fence *^?^J?i?5
Iswns, chnrchea and cemeteries — also heavy steel
picket fence—Bold direct to conanmer. Cataloeue Free.
WARD FENCE CO^ Box 28 MARtON. IWD.

e of HIch Carbon Double Strencth
iled Wire. Heavily Galvanized to

reventruet. Hare no agents. Sell at
actory prices on 30 days' free trial,

pay allfreliht. 37 heights of farm
poultry fence. Catalog Free.
COILED SPRING FENCE CO.

»x 18 Winchester* Indiana

ORNAAOENTAL FENCE
»a DESleNS, AXL BTEEU

Handsome — cheaper than
wood—more durable. Special
prices to churches and ceme-
teries. Don't buy a fence until
£FU get oar free catalogue;

olroiBO FenceMKhlne Co.*
'•^*TE*87W»rth8t.,KofcoBio,lM<l.

PER ACRE
for the finest farming lands in Georgia.
Send for illustrated booklet and land Ust.
W. I.. eUSSNEB, MACON, BA. Swk Z$5

1 0,000 FEMRETS from selected breeders.
Perfect workers. They exterminate rats
drire out rabbits. 4«p. Olns'd book anA
price list free.

SA.1'L FARXSWORTH.WddMown, Oklo.
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COMMERCIAL FERTILIZER

IN
ORDER to realize most profit from

our investment in commercial fertil-

izer we must have an understand-
ing, first, of the nature of the

soil to which we propose to applj' the

fertilizer as to what elements of fertility

it already contains. Not only must we
have a knowledge of what our soil con-
tains, but we must know whether the

plant food is available for crop growth in

the soil we propose to cultivate. There
may be large quantities of unavailable fer-

tilitj' in the soil which cannot be used by
the growing crop until it is in some way
made soluble in water. As cultivators of

the soil, we have a complex problem to

solve. We must not only know how to

apply fertilizer economically, but we must
also so manage our soil as to render avail-

able the latent fertility' already in the
soil. We also must have some knowledge
of the lacking elements that are necessary
to make the soil produce good crops.

Second, we must have some knowledge
of the kinds arid amount of plant food
that crops which we propose to grow will

take from the soil. We also must con-
sider the condition in which the crop will

leave the soil when the crop is r^emoved.
Third, we must have an intelligent un-

derstanding of the amount and kinds of

plant food contained in the fertilizer

which we propose to buy, and also the rel-

ative commercial value of each element
of plant food contained in the fertilizer.

In view of these facts it will be my
object to briefly call attention to some
important facts that the average farmer
in the rush of his work seems inclined to

overlook. The soil is Nature's work-
shop, where plant food is prepared and
laid up for the use of the growing plant.

It is not only a workshop, but it is also

a great storehouse, where vast quantities

of raw material is laid up to be made
available for the use of the plant by
natural methods. The successful culti-

vator works in harmony with Nature in

rendering latent fertility available rather

than in opposition to it.

The soil contains many minerals that

are absorbed to some extent by plants,

but the elements of plant food that are

absolutely necessary for growth arid devel-

opment of crops are nitrogen, potash, lime,

magnesia and phosphoric acid. Unless a

soil contains all of. these it cannot support
plant life. The soil must not only con-
tain all of the necessary elements of plant

food, but it must contain 'them in an
available form. This gives rise to two
general classes of fertilizers—direct and
indirect. A direct fertilizer must furnish

some necessary element of plant food, and
as it is usually the case that nitrogen,

potash and phosphoric acid are the only

elements that are lacking in -the soil, a

direct fertilizer must contain some one or

more of these elements. An indirect fer-

tilizer does not necessarily furnish any
plant food to the soil, but its use is to

render available the plant food already

in the soil, to correct acidity or in sorne

way to improve the condition of the soil.

Lime, gj'psum or land plaster and salt are

examples of indirect fertilizers. Some
manufacturers and dealers in agricultural

lime advertise it as a fertilizer or a sub-
stitute for fertilizer, but its action is of

an indirect nature rather than the fur-

nishing of necessary plant food.

Of the direct furnishers of plant food
which is produced on every farm where
live stock is kept, stable manure should
be considered first, since it is a by-product
and contains all the elements of plant

growth. It is not only a complete fertil-

izer, but it also furnishes humus to the

soil. It is not only a direct fertilizer, but
it is also an indirect fertilizer, since the

humus increases the water-holding capac-

ity of the soil, furnishes material for soil

bacteria to work on, and aids in rendering
available the latent fertility already in the

soil. It is a good plan for the general
farmer to use commercial fertilizer with
a view to increasing the stable-manure
crop as well as to directly increase his

farm crops.

A commercial fertilizer may contain a
single element of plant food or it may
contain any two of the elements or all

three mixed in different rations. A com-
plete fertilizer must contain all three of

the elements—nitrogen, potash and phos-
phoric acid—^but the term complete fer-

tilizer as it is generally used does not
necessarily mean that the fertilizer is a
well-balanced compound and that it will

furnish all the elements of plant food in

the ratio in which they are used by the
growing crop. Neither do the so-called

special fertilizers meet the demands of the
growing" crops fully as the name seems
to imply.

The special fertilizers made to suit a
certain crop, no matter what the condition'

of the soil, is a delusion and an imposi-
tion on the farmer. They are as unreli-

able as the patent medicines which claim

to cure all manner of disease to which
human flesh is heir. Special fertilizers

have a tendency toward making the user

rely upon brands of goods rather than

the plant food contained in the fertilizer.

Often I have heard farmers say that a

certain brand of fertilizer has been
counterfeited, since it has failed to grow
as good crops as formerly, when in reality

the fault was with the user rather than
with the fertilizer.

The farmer must be able to judge to

some extent from the nature of the soil

and from the appearance of plant growth
produced on the soil as to what class of

fertilizer is needed in order to improve
the crop-producing power of the soil. A
dark-colored humus soil usually contains
plenty of nitrogen, but is often lacking in

potash and phosphoric acid. A clay soil

usually contains plenty of potash, and the
crop is likely to be improved by an appli-

cation of nitrogen and phosphoric acid. A
yellow, sickly look in the leaves of plants

indicates a lack of nitrogen. A rank
growth with weak straw and a teridency

to grow straw rather than grain indicate

an excess of nitrogen and a lack of potash
and phosphoric acid. These are all in-

dications and should have due considera-
tion when deciding what fertilizer to use

;

but results are what we are after, and it

is only bj- experirrienting and carefully

calculating the costs and comparing re-

sults that a true and sure indicator of the
most economical fertilizer is secured.

It is a most excellent plan to try dif-

ferent kinds of fertilizer on the same field

and crop, then carefully note results. A
few experiments of this kind will be worth
dollars to the farmer. These experiments
may be conducted without much extra
trouble by laying off one plat where no
fertilizer is to be used ; on the next plat

use phosphate alone ; on the next use
phosphate and potash, and on the next
use a complete fertilizer. The result when
carefully calculated with special reference
,to cost of fertilizer and value of increase

of crop from the use of each fertilizer

is all footed up is a pretty accurate indi-

cator of the most economical fertilizer to

use. Potash is found in largest quantities

in the straw, stubble and roots of plants,

and nitrogen and phosphoric acid are in-

clined to collect in the grain or seeds of

plants. When the grain is sold from the
farm, more of the nitrogen and phosphoric
acid is lost to the farm than is the case

with the potash. Nitrogen is a constituent

of protein, and when we know how much
protein there is in a given quantity of
farm products we may find the amount of
nitrogen in the product by dividing the
protein content by 6.25. This is of im-
portance when we desire to calculate the
fertilizer value of feeds which we buy or
sell. For example, if we purchase 100
pounds of cotton-seed meal containing 44
pounds of protein we practically buy 7
pounds of nitrogen, since 44-^6.25=7-1-,

and the nitrogen is nearly all saved to-

the farm in the manure if it is carefully
handled and applied to the soil.

Phosphoric acid is an economical fertil-

izer to apply with stable manure, since

it is usually lacking in the soil and is also

most lacking in stable manure. The phos-
phate may be applied to the soil with a
common grain drill, or it may be sprinkled
over the manure pile from time to time.

If common dissolved bone or phosphate
rock is used it is economical to sprinkle

it on the manure, since it will act as a
preservative of the manure. It absorbs
ammonia, it furnishes phosphoric acid,

and also this class of fertilizer contains
about sixty per cent of gypsum, which is

a good indirect fertilizer.

Of recent years it is the custom with
many good farmers to use finely ground
phosphate rock, called floats, to sprinkle

over the manure -for the purpose of ab-

sorbing and holding the ammonia of the
manure from escaping into the air, and
also for furnishing phosphoric acid to the

manure. The floats do not cost so much
as dissolved bone, according to the amount
of phosphoric acid contained, and the ma-
nure helps to render available the phos-
phoric acid in the floats, so that each is

improved by the /other when mixed, and
the cost of having the floats treated with
sulphuric acid, in order to render the

phosphoric acid soluble, is avoided.
By arranging a short rotation of crops

in which leguminous crops are grown fre-

quently, the general farmer may dispense
with the purchase of nitrogen, the most
costly element of plant food. Legumes
will appropriate nitrogen from the air and
leave a part of it in the stubble and roots
which are left on the land, and if the crop
is fed to stock on the farm leguminous
crops will greatly enrich the manure pro-
duced in nitrogen, which when again
applied to the soil will in return increase

the capacity of the farm' for growing live

stock. Then such crops as red clover,

alfalfa an(l cow peas send roots deep down
into the subsoil and perforate the soil, so

that the air can penetrate the soil to

greater depths. The roots feed on potash
and other mineral foods, which lie too

' deep in the soil for ordinary farm crops
to reach, and decompose and furnish

humus, thus increasing productiveness
not only by furnishing these substances,
but by deepening the soil and rendering
latent fertility available. A. J. Legg.

The YOUTH'S
COMPANION

THE BEST PAPER FOR FAMILY READING.

The 52 issues of 1908 will give for $1.75 as much good
jading as twenty400-page books of fiction, travel, biography,
etc., costing ordinarily $1 .50 each. The contents will include

ll Cornea Ec^ni Week the Year Round.

250 Good Stories
Serial Stones and Stories of
Character and Heroism.
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Sketches and Reminis-
cences by Distinguished

Men and Women.

1000 Up-To-Date
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on Current Events, Discov-
eries and Inventions in
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EVERY NEW SUBSCRIBER
Who cuts out and sends this slip (or mentions this,
publication) at once with $1.75 for The Youth's
Companion for 1908 will receive

FREE
All the issues of The Companion for the remaining
weeks of 1907. The Thanksgiving, Christmas and
New Year's Holiday Numbers. The Companion's
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STRICTLY PURE ALL

WhiteLeadPaint
MADE FRESH TO ORDER

Two Full Gallon* Froo to Try. Sold on Time.

Purity Cuarantoedm Freight PrepatA

I am the Paintman.
I make Paint to order—for the individual

user.
I sell it direct from factory at factory

prices.
I ship it in special extra size cans—guaran-

teed to contain fall measure of paint.

These cans are dated the day the paint is

made—yaur guarantee that it is absolutely

fresh when you eel it.

Out of any six-gallon order or over you may
use 2 gallons on your buildings.
Then stand oS and look at it

—test it in any way you like.

If it is satisfactory—use the
balance.

It it is not satisfactory—re-

turn the balance—I'll refund all

of your money—pay the trans-

portation charges both ways

—

and the test shan't cost you a
penny.
That's my way of selling my

Made-to-Order Paint.
I'm the only paintmaker in

the United States selling it that
way.
I'm the only paintmaker in

the United States making paint to order.

My paint will please you—it's got to please

you. You are the judge—and if it doesn't it

shan't cost you anything.

There's no question about the purity of my
paint—no question about it's high quality.

There can't be—because it's made from the

pure materials—the best it is possible to buy.

My O. L. Chase Strictly Pure White Lead
Paint—The Roll of Honor Brand—an <i// w/iiti

Lead psdiit—is made from strictly pure Old

O. i. OHASE, The Paintman,

I Ghallenge
the World
on my

Strictiy Pure
All White
Lead Paint

Dutch Process White Lead—strictly ptire.

well settled, aged, raw Linseed Oil made from
Northern grown selected flax seed—pure
Spirits of Turpentine and pure Turpentine
Drier and the necessary tinting colors and
nothing else.

This paint stands the tests of any chemist

—

this I guarantee under $100.00 cash forfeit.

I will give that sum of money to any chem-
ist who will find any adulteration in this paint.

It's just what it's name implies—the Roll
of Honor Brand.

It meets all of the require-
ments of the State Pure Paint
Laws and more,

I challenge the world on this
Roll of Honor Brand—and as I

make it to order for each in-

dividual user—ship it fresh as
soon as made that you may get
all of its life right on your
buildings—it's assuredly the
best paint in the world to buy.

I want to tell you more about
my Made-to-Order paint proixi-
si lion—want to send you my
Big Fresh Paint Book, together
with samples of colors to

choose from—and tell you all about my

Three Great Chase
Made -To-Order Paints

ttoll of Jlonnr Itrantt—nty 40-90
J,eutl aitft Xiiir Puiut—anA uiy O. JL.
VHaae MttirnhUity Paint.
Vhen you've read these books I'm sure you will be

convinced that It will be more economy—and more
Mtlsfactlon—for you to let mo make your paint to
order, than to buy palntof any other kind—made In
any other way. Write for these Books at onco— tocia

Depim 19 f Stm Louis, Mom

Page Fence Prefects Sfeck
Your stock fs secure behind a Pagre Fence. The
cross bars in every PaKe Fence are continuous
and closely woven around every horizontal strand.
The bars can't come off or spread apart. Page
Fence saves you money—requires few posts and
staples. Before you buy your fence, learn more
about a Page. Send for catalog and folder.

PAGE WOVEN WIRE FENCE CO., Boi 6SI8. ADRIAN, MCH.
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The Farmer's Fruit Garden
By John Craig, Professor of Horticulture, Cornell University

I
DO not intend to discuss under this head the

commercial plantation. The orchard area

designed for the exploiting of the commercial
possibilities of peach, apple or pear growing

is one thing, while the area designed to furnish

the farm home with fruits in season is quite

another thing. The one is a money-making en-

terprise, the other is a comfort and health bring-

ing project.

Is a fruit garden worth while? It costs some-
thing to maintain ; it requires more or less con-

tinuous care and watchfulness on the part of the

owner; and it occupies land which ought to be

good land and which might be put to other uses.

Well, I think the farmer's fruit garden may be

advocated from several standpoints.

There are those who say that fruit is a neces-

sary part of the

diet of every one.

I do not sub-
scribe to this
statement, b e -

cause there are

people who can-
not eat fruit at

all, or only in the
most limited
amounts, because
of digestive pe-
culiarities. But
as a general rule

it should be re-

garded not as a

mere luxury, but
as a necessity.

If one goes to

the tropics he
will note that

among the poorer
classes a vegeta-
ble diet some-
times largely
composed of ba-
nanas or rice, or
a combination of
both, is the rule

and not the ex-
ception. In the
farmer's bill of
fare it too often
happens that the
fat and heat pro-
ducers are used
t o excess. A
heavy regimen
like fried pork
or salt beef, with
potatoes often
fried in fat, are
too generally sta-

ple items on the
bill of fare. Fruit
added to this will

do much to bal-

ance it and make
it wholesome.
There is also

the possibility of
making the farmer's fruit garden a real source
of revenue. I have often noticed that the farm-
er's fruit garden occupied the same position in

the economy of the plant department that the
poultry house occupies in the animal department
—namely, that of a regular producer. The eggs
from the poultry department often supply the
home with the little things in the way of gro-
ceries and dry goods. The fruit garden can be
made to do the same thing, provided the same
watchful care is given it. The strawberries, the
raspberries, the early apples and the pears are
usually grown in quantities greater than are re-

quired for consumption in the home, and these
can be disposed of to less provident neighbors
or at the village store.

The third reason for having a fruit garden is

more indefinite, but certainly fully as important
as the two previously stated. This is the influ-

ence of such a farm department on the home
life. Such an influence cannot be described as
bearing directly upon rnoral, or directly upon
intellectual, nor yet exclusively upon the senti-

mental ; but certainly it has an influence upon
all three of these factors. It builds up an ap-
propriate atmosphere around the home. The
early memories of childhood should- be associated
with these finer products of Nature's creations.
What is it that calls the Western pioneer back
to his Eastern home? Assuredly his people, his

THE LOMBARD. ONE OF THE MOST PROLIFIC OF PLUMS, AND EXCELLENT FOR CANNING
(NOTE THE PEACH BLOSSOMS UNDERNEATH)

relatives, but not these only. The home and its

exterior accessories are in themselves specific rea-

sons for his coming, and in the surroundings,
the trees and the plantations there is as much
a personal quality as in the live stock and the
buildings. We have seen farm gardens in which
there was a tree for each member of the family.

There was father's tree, and mother's tree, and
one for each of the scions of the house. We
have also seen families (after the Rooseveltian
ideal) where in the carrying out of this plan
quite an extensive ^orchard was developed.
The Western homestead is often in striking

contrast to that in New England or of the East.
In the Middle West, formerly the Far West, the
great cereal crops, the great stock interests of
the country, dominate. These are the primary
factors in farming, and these hold sway. The in-
terests of the farmer are away from the develop-
ment of the fruit garden, and this department is

often established only by the personal efforts of
the mother in the household.

THE AREA

This will vary in size in proportion to the
interest, taste and size of the family. It often
happens that the fruit and vegetable garden are
combined. This plan has advantages as well as
disadvantages. In the case of the circumscribed
area, with its fences and boundaries, it usually

turns out that it

i s worked b y
hand labor al-

most exclusively,
and this hand
labor falls on the
boy and the girl

and the mother
of the household.
This work, too,

is often done af-
ter hours or as
an additional
chore. When
done in this way
it does not bring
joy or greater
happiness to the
child. It is not
the kind of train-
ing that engen-
ders a love for
country living.

The fruit gar-
den should be
laid out in such
a way as to ad-
mit of horse
labor. Aii oblong
is better than a
square. As a rule
farmers are over-
economical i n
the matter of set-

ting aside land
for the fruit gar-
den and lawn.
On the other
hand, it is not
wise to take in

more than can
be cared for. An
acre of ground
will accommo-
date quite a num-
ber of fruit trees
and give some
space far vege-
tables during the
period when the
trees are grow-

ing up ; but it is probable that later on more
ground will have to be taken in to accommodate
the vegetables.

As to what we shall grow, the latitude will

determine the range of fruits very largely. As
we go north the number of classes of fruits which
can be grown decreases. North of the forty-first

parallel of latitude in interior regions the peach
is eliminated, as a rule, and moving still farther
north the sweet cherries drop out next with
quinces. Then at forty-five degrees north lati-

tude, away from bodies of water, only the hardier
[concluded on page 7]
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FIFTY ACRES AND A FORTUNE
"rfae instances of comparative!j- large

rettfms obtained from limited areas in

garden vegetables or fruits, cited in Bol-
ton Hall's "'Three Acres and Libertj-," are
not only matched, but often bj' far out-
done by some of the happenings and con-
ditions in the famous fruit district of
western New York, especially in this sea-
son: Instances of a farmer being paid
from three thousand to five thousand dol-

lars for his apple crop are so common as

to'Scarcely excite comment. Albert Wood,
Orleans County's noted fruit grower, is

said to have been offered ten thousand
dollars for his apples, pears and plums,
and WUlard Hopkins, one of the leading
fruit producers of Niagara Covmty, on the
banks of the lower Niagara, estimates his

crop of peaches to reach ten thousand
baskets, which sold at from one dollar

to one dollar and twenty-five cents each,
and in some cases perhaps higher, while
the sale of plums, pears and apples will

swell his returns to thirty thousand dol-

lars or upward.
Instances of this kind might be multi-

plied. What I have told here are facts,

without exaggeration or embellishment,
although it may sound like a fairj' tale

from the "Arabian Nights' Entertainment."
No doubt there, is a gold mine on many
of these farms, and fortunes can be dug
out of the soil here by means of fruit trees.

I doubt whether Willard Hopkins would
consider for a minute a proposition to
trade his farm for the best position in the
gift of the people, not even for the gov-
ernorship of the state. He can live more
comfortably, far more peacefulh' and with
far less worriment than our strenuous
President at Washington. His income is

large every year, even if in other normal
seasons it does not come near this year's
figures.

But even in earlier times we have had
instances of big incomes from a few acres
of orchard. The late John Burdette, of
'"Long John strawberry" fame, then a
neighbor of mine, once sold his peach crop
in the BufiFalo markets for eleven thousand
dollars in the aggregate. After the peach
trees died out, he sold the farm (an
island) for ten thousand dollars. Even
to-day the pear and apple and cherrj' crops
on it usually foot up several thousand dol-
lars annually. The place, however, could
not be purchased to-day for a hundred
thousand dollars. This is the fruit indus-
try in a famous fruit region.
Yet don't all rush to western New York

to engage in fruit growing! The right
place is not always suffi-

cient It takes also the right
man. Men like Willard
Hopkins, Cj-rus Hopkins
(president of the Niagara
Farmers' Club), Albert
Wood, and many others
that I could name, aje
the princes in the fruit in-

dustry, and they can live

like princes, but not a
life of careless ease. .A.s

the "Rural" says : "No
man should imagine that
he can go out into the
country and develop such
orchards without great
labor and skill. Brain
work and energy of the
highest t\-pe are needed
for such results."

Willard Hopkins and all

the other leading fruit

men can be found at every
fruit growers' or farmers'
club meeting, and they take
a prominent part in the
discussions. They read.

They study. They call for

and act on the stations' and
on other expert growers'
advice. They are thinkers
and experimenters. The
measure of their success
hinges on their own ef-

forts, and on their own
executive ability. With-
out knowledge, without
push and perseverance,
their orchards would long since have suc-

cumbed to the attacks of the San Jose
scale, and of borers, and the fruit crops
would have been rendered of little value
by insects and disease.

THE PEACH BELT
Farms along the Niagara River or bor-

dering on Lake Ontario, or at least not
far from these bodies of water, are usually
considered good and safe peach lands.

There the crops seldom fail. But in a
good peach section, even if a little away
from the water, peaches when properly
managed will yield good crops. Mr.
Nichols, in the central portion of this

county, with all his other fruits, also had
peaches by the thousand baskets. All his

orchards were well sprayed. When the
scale made its appearance some years ago,
he let one son take a course at Cornell
Agricultural College, and instructed him
to get all the information possible about

spraj-ing and about the scale. The boj'

came back when through, and the spray
outfit was secured and put in readiness.

After some spraying had been done, the
father thought it would be sufficient, and
seemed to question the wisdom of being
quite so liberal or wasteful, as he thought,
with the spray liquid. "If you do not
want to spraj' thoroughly," said the boy,
"why spray at all?" The boy had his

way, and the scale did not stay long or
spread much.

Scientific methods and management have
brought big crops and clean, handsome
fruit, and a financial reward such as was
hardly dreamed of before. Placed under
favorable conditions any one may make
a living from the farm. But for highest
success it takes the combination of right

place and righ* man. T. Greinek,

COW PEAS FOR THE COMING
SEASON

The trouble with the average farmer
is short-sightedness, otherwise not looking
ahead. Last spring I wrote one or two
letters for F.\bm and FntEsiDE about cow
peas. I received more than a dozen let-

ters from farmers who wanted some of
the seed or wanted to know something
more about them. It was too late in the
season to send a sample of seed in time
to be planted and the best results secured.
However, I think I complied with every
request, and I am sure a better result

will be obtained under a fair test, though
I have heard no complaints. The era of
the cow peas has arrived. Unlike clover,

thej' never make the land "sick," and con-
sequently year after year they can follow
crop after crop with profit. Another thing
about them is their renovating qualities

and the addition of so much humus to the
soil as compared with the ordinary vege--
table plant.

But seed is scarce. I would not advise
farmers who have it to sell to dispose
of it at present, but I would advise every
farmer who has it to buy to purchase as
soon as possible. The scarcity of seed
and the enormous demand will put prices
way up above the average of the past
few years. The scarcity of labor to pick
the seed in the South is partly accountable
for the scarcitv^ of seed, but the high
price of cotton and the demand for cow-
pea hay is also to be taken into considera-
tion. The coming season will witness the
highest prices on record, in my estimation,
due to the fact that seed wiU be wanted in
all sections of the country.
However, now is the time to study the

UNDER THE OLD HICKORY TREE
"Hickory nuts are out, pa!"
When the clear, piping voice of the Lit-

tle Chick comes up to your ear with, those
words you know that it is time to get
busy.

"Squirrels have found them, too
!"

Yes, it is time to hustle, for if you do
not, the crop of nuts will be scanty; and
that would never, do, for of all the farm
nuts, none is worthy of the attention that
those are which grow on the old hickory.
Chestnuts are all right, but they do not
last very long. They get wormy quick;
and then, what a lot of stomachache they
give us if we are not careful 1 But the
hickory nut never treats us that way. It

is good the year round, too. Nothing
pleases the good wife better than to have
a grand hickory-nut cake away along in
the spring months after the crop is gath-
ered.

And so we start for the old hickory
tree. The shucks are not all off the nuts
at first. That makes business by and by,
for now we gather them, shucks and all

in the big bushel basket, and take them in
to be pounded out at leisure.

Harder frosts come in a day or two,
however, and then down come the lovely
white nuts in showers. Then fun begins
in dead earnest. What do you talk about
as you and the boys, down on your knees,
hunt the beautiful nuts out of the grass?
I will tell you what the Chick, Laddie and
I thought about on one of these daj-s.

Some of the questions they asked me that
day I never have been able to answer.

5 Perhaps you can. I never expect to do it.

"What will we do with them all, pa?
So many of them ! Must be two or three
bushels."
The Little Chick has a great appetite

for hickory nuts' himself, but he stands
appalled by this splendid crop.

"Well, the man that lived on the farm
before we came always likes a few quarts
from this tree. You know he fliinks these
the nicest of all."

"But that will be only a few, pa. What
shall we do with the rest?"
"We will save a plenty for ourselves.

Little Man ; and then, if there are any left,

maybe you can sell some."
Eyes grow large at that. If anjiihing

makes the world seem big to the boys it

is to think of going out into it and traf-

ficking a bit in something that will bring
a little money. Just now Christmas is

coming, and thexe will be need of money
then, sure.

"The folks down town would want

A MIXED-VARIETY PEAR ORCHARD

KEPT IN SOD. TOP DRESSED. AND PASTURED WITH SHEEP

crop. Don't wait until next spring to

begin investigrating the possibilities and
making inquiries when cow peas ought to

be planted. There are one hundred and
fifty varieties, but five or six will be all

that is needed. Take the Whippoorwill,
the Clay, the Wonderful, the Iron, the

Black and the New Era, and they combine
practically all points needed anywhere in

the countrj-Hk-the Wonderful for a great

amount of vine, the Whippoorwill for

seed, the New Era for earliness, the Iron
for disease-resistant qualities and the

Black for a combination of qualities,

mostly being pood for hay and seed and
standing the weather without damage. A
farmer will not have any trouble with
starting them, but under all circumstances
the Iron is best.

Georgia. J. C. McAuliffe.

Read our guarantee on the editorial

page, then order anything you wish from
the advertisers in Farm and Fireside.

some of 'em, if they knew how nice they
are, wouldn't they, pa?" ,

"Surely, especially if they ever lived on
the farm and knew about hickory nuts,

and a great many have."

A little silence. Then question number
one.
"What makes folks move away from

the farm?"
I wish I knew! Sometimes they say

they are tired of farm work. I arn sorry

for men and women that get tired of

farming ! It seems queer to the boys and
me. Tired of farming. Why, that means
tired of the best life there is in the world.

Tired of the fresh air; tired of pure
things to eat; tired of good men and
women; tired of the brooks and the bills

and the cattle; tired of listening to the

voices of Nature as they come through
whispering leaves and singing birds.

And then, sometimes men say they want
better society—a chance to see what is

going on in the world!

Thinking about the hurry and the wor-
rj- and the everlasting noise that comes up
to our ears every time we leave the still

farm home and go down for the • day to
the big city, the boys and I wonder how
anj-body ever could be satisfied to give
up the peace of the coimtry for that. How
can they do it? Life here is so big, so
full of everything that helps a man to
be kind and true and earnest ! While that
life down there—well, it does not seem
as if there could be much to make one bet-
ter or happier.

But they say, some of the people that
go down to town, that they can make
more money in one year than they can
here in a dozen. Now, right there comes
in a great question. Suppose they do
make more. Do they save more? Laddie
is right when he says, "They would have
to buy hickory nuts then, wouldn't they?"
Yes, and a thousand other things. Everj'-
thing must be bought, and paid for at a
good big price, too. No butter, no eggs,
no potatoes, no sweet com—nothing that
does not come from the store. And the
boys and I have thought it would be
pretty hard lines to sit down to a meal
of some things we have seen standing
out in front of the city groceries. So
wilted, so mussed, so miserable in every
way I But they must have that or nothing.
.\nd at the end of the year, is there

really any more money left than there
would be On the farm? And there is

the matter of happiness. What about
that? It must be dreadfully hard work
to keep sweet down in the city. The
boys and I have doubts about that. Could
we do it? I don't know. I am not
ashamed to say so.

A breeze brings down a shower of the
pure white nuts, and there is a grand
scrambling after them. By and by ques-
tion number two

:

"Can money make a fellow happy?"
We think of some that have tried it,

and found out how miserably poor a thing
a little money is when weighed in the
scales oyer against happiness. We can
settle this question easier than we could
the other one. It was only a year or two
after one of our neighbors moved away
that he died. How could he help it?
Nothing to do except sit around and wan-
der about among the houses in that wil-
derness of the big citj'. No wonder he
grew pale and sick and qh, so sad looking,
and finally took the best way he could to
get out of it all. Another neighbor is

still alive, but he makes frequent trips
back to the old farm, and always tells how

he misses the freedom of
the countrj'.

A little while longer
and the question comes

:

"Well, why don't folks
come , back to the farm
and stay there?"
Now I see that we are

getting into deeper water
than ever. I flounder
about and get more and
more beyond my depth,
and find that I must get
out right off if I ever am
to save myself.
The baskets are full

now. We swing them to
the wheelbarrow and go
home to report our suc-
cess. But that last ques-
tion is being answered,
after all. People are com-
ing ba'ck. God bless them,
and give them the grace
and the strength to get
back before it is too late

'

Edgar L. Vincent.

A WARNING
Please put this in your

paper. It may save some
haj-d-working farmer from
getting swindled out of
some money. Last 'fall

there came here a man
claiming to be from Abi-
lene, Kansas, who got

quite a few farmers to act as agents for
him for a fence machine company to sell

fence machines and molds to make cement
fence posts, he claiming to have a patent
on them. The agents had to sign a note,

generally for one hundred and forty-four
dollars, as he told, them, just to secure
the company, so that if they sold any
machines the company would get the

money. He appointed some general agents,

and they had to give security notes. Some
pave for over six hundred dollars. Now
they all find that they signed regular

notes, which the man sold to innocent

buyers, and the signers of, the notes are
compelled to pay them. The man's name
is Kubach; he can speak German, and I

hear he is now w>orking the game in

Nebraska. Wm. Page.

All the advertisers of this paper are re-

liable. We investigated pretty tnoroughly
before admitting them. You can trade

with them without any risk.
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TAKE CARE OF THE FARM TOOLS

I
WAS at the home of a busy farmer
a few days ago, and found him put-
ting away the tools he has no further

use for this season. He had just

taken his scythe from the snath and was
applying a little wagon grease to the
blade. He then quickly put a coat of
paint on the snath and hung them up
side by side in the tool shed.

I noticed that he took almost all of
his tools apart, greasing the steel, and in

most cases putting a thin coat of paint
on the wood parts. "I did not do this,"

he said, "until I saw S— (one of the
best and wealthiest farmers in the local-

ity) doing it. Then I decided that if he
found it profitable to do it, I would, also."

He had more tools packed in a small
shed than most men could get into a
barn. Every part that could be handily
taken oS was hung up, or placed on the
rafters overhead. He said he had found
it cheaper to take the machines apart than
to build more sheds. Then he said it was
a sure way of finding out if any part was
wearing unnecessarily or needed repairing
in any way. Tools that he had used
eight to ten years are almost as good
as new, and will last at least fifteen years,
more. After one has taken a machine
apart for shedding about twice it is as

easy as opening a. jack knife.

HIGH PRICES AND THE TRUSTS
Among the letters that came to me the

past week is a comical one from an Iowa
farmer. Here is a part of it:

"During the past year you have thrown
quite a number of bouquets at the farm-
ers, and also a few cabbages. I liked both,

because they seemed to fit in so nicely.

Now I want to ask you about something
a whole lot of us are very much interested

in. For some time the papers have been
pretty full of pictures, paragraphs and
stuff telling us how the government was
lambasting the Standard Oil Company,
and how it had the octopus by the neck
and was cutting it up into bologna sau-

sage, and how Rockefeller, and all the

other fellers connected with it are going
into a decline from fear of the big stick,

etc.

"What we would like to know is wheth-
er all this stuff is fact or a new kind of

fable. If it is fact, and the octopus is

busted, and the independent companies
are now having an even deal in the mar-
kets, why don't some of them come on
with their oil ? Why do we
have to pay the same old
price that put nineteen
dollars a minute into the
profits of the octopus? If

it is a new fable, we of
course understand why.
We are unable to see sense
displayed in fining the
company a lot of millions

and letting it make the
amount out of us. Will
you kindly explain these
things in Farm and Fire-
side and make us wise?"
As I am neither a stock

broker, high financier nor
ground-floor politician I

am unable to solve this

oily problem. Probably in

the good time coming this

farmer and his friends will

be able to buy oil for a
less price than they are
now paying.
When the Standard was

engaged in knocking out
an independent company
that had invaded our local

market some years ago- we
got our oil for seven cents

a gallon. When the inde-
pendent company was com-
pelled to give up the fight

the price promptly jumped
back to eighteen cents a
gallon. It seems queer
that nobody connected
with the Department of
Justice ever discovers that

a big trust is destroying
competitors by unfair
means until all have been
wiped out and the trust has cleaned up
millions of dollars. Somebody has said
that our officials care to hunt only the
biggest kind of game, and that they want
it fully matured before going gunning af-
ter it. If such is the case, we can under-
stand the cause of delay in these matters.

If prices for farm products keep on
soaring much longer farmers will not miss
the few extra dimes they have to drop
into the coffers of the trusts. Corn is up
to a price that makes the corn grower
smile complacently. Frost has held off

until the crop throughout the corn belt

is safe from harm, and every farmer who
planted good seed in a well-prepared seed
bed, and tended the growing crop right,

is assured of a good yield. Wheat prices

are up to a figure that is bringing many
wails from buyers of flour, and inducing
farmers to prepare their ground for next

year's crop with extra care. Oats, hay
and all sorts of feeds are high in price,
and butter, eggs and poultry are bringing
prices that seem exorbitant. There will
be much scheming by housekeepers the
coming winter to make things go as far
as possible in the preparation of food for
the table. There will be as much more
among townspeople, who keep one or two
horses, to make a little feed go a long
way. Fred Grundy.

<5>

THE FARMER'S WORKSHOP AND
TOOLS

I shall not attempt to describe a model
shop, for that would not be within the
means of the average farmer, and it is

my intention to show how the farmer
can, by the investment of a few dollars,
save many times the worth of a shop and
equipment.
The first consideration should be the

building, for good tools should be well
taken care of. On many farms a shop
may be improvised from some imused out-
building, or a lean-to may be built to some
other building. Unless a forge is used, the
tools could be kept in or around the barn.
If it is necessary to construct a new
building, one that is convenient and
ample for all purposes would be about
twelve by fourteen feet, with cement
floor and having double doors and two
windows, one of the windows being com-
posed of two sash sliding horizontally,
while the other is a common perpendic-
ural window. A work bench two by ten
feet, made of two by twelve inch lumber,
with legs made of two by six, should
set under the horizontal window. The
bench should be equipped with a good
steel-jawed vise attached near one end,
while a bench drill should be screwed on
the other end. I like to have drawers
and shelves under the bench preferably
to the right of the center when facing
the bench. A set of four drawers eighteen
inches wide and six inches deep, one above
the other, and a set of shelves a foot
wide and a foot apart would make con-
venient receptacles for tools and mate-
rial. Some of the drawers should be
divided into compartments for holding
small articles, as bolts, screws, etc. The
shelves may be used for long bolts and
pieces of good steel sorted out from the
scrap pile.

Now as to the equipment. If only a
few tools can be procured at first, let

them be good ones. A twenty-six-inch
No. 8 hand saw, steel-faced hammer.

bits, two-pound hammer, a pair of cutting
nippers and tongs. If you wish to do
your own horseshoeing, a kit of farrier's

tools must be added. This will consist of
knife, hoof parers, nail hammer, rasp,

buffer and stone. The entire list of black-
smith and carpenter tools enumerated
would not cost to exceed twenty dollars,

and some on the list could be dispensed
with, although I would prefer to add a
few more that are often needed.
The best place to buy such tools is from

the mail-order houses, and a postal will

get their catalogue. After a little while
any one with common mechanical ability

can make repairs and many useful arti-

cles. Besides the blacksmith bills the
farmer will often save much valuable
time that would be spent in running to

the shop. Twenty-five dollars will equip
a shop that will answer the purpose of
any farmer, and there is no like invest-
ment in tools that he can make that will

prove to be so valuable.

Hugh F. Grinstead.
<$>

KANSAS AND HER ALFALFA
Kansas is unique in many things, but in

none more than in the commanding posi-

tion she occupies in relation to alfalfa

growing. Her development in this in-

dustry has been one of the marvels of
her prolific agriculture, and with alfalfa,

as with winter wheat, no other state is

her equal in its area and production. The
alfalfa field of Kansas now approximates
nearly three quarters of a million acres,

and but three cultivated crops exceed it

in annual area—namely, wheat, corn and
oats. In combination with these alfalfa

furnishes Kansans in abundance with per-
haps the best and cheapest rations any-
where available for the maintenance of
their live stock, for the excellence of
which they are famed.
The credulity of the stranger to alfalfa,

however fair minded, is invariably taxed
by a recitation of the truth about this

wonderful plant; even the facts cut in

two leave him in a perturbed state of

doubt as to the veracity of the narrator,

but thoroughly convincing are the expe-
riences of those who are actually its grow-
ers. It is a perennial blessing to those
who are so fortunate as to have an area
devoted to its culture ; yielding annually,

whether the season be wet or dry, its

several cuttings of hay unsurpassed in

tonnage and quality, it is indeed esteerned

as a benefaction, and doubly appreciated
in those portions where it flourishes, but

OLD APPLE ORCHARD

Steel square, set of bits and good ratchet
brace, three or four chisels from one
inch down, draw shave and mallet will

make a good beginning, which can be
added to from time to time. For finish-

ing work you would need a set of planes

—

jack plane, smoothing and block plane

—

spirit level, spoke shave, and oilstone and
grindstone for keeping the tools in or-

der. The tools that I have mentioned
will cost less than ten dollars, and the first

mentioned will cost approximately five

dollars—not more. For doing repair and
blacksmith work the tools will cost a few
dollars more. A forge sufficiently large

to do common farm repairing and shoe-
ing will cost five to eight dollars, and a

steel-faced anvil will cost four dollars.

Smaller tools that will be almost indis-

pensable will be stock and dies for cut-

ting threads, drill with assortment of

v/here the clovers do not prosper. An-
other feature, too, that the wide-awake
farmer does not overlook or minimize is

the improving effects of its roots, restor-

ing and enriching rather than depleting

the fertility of the soil in which they
grow, to the great benefit of other suc-

ceeding crops. As is jvell known, alfalfa

is one of the oldest forage plants, but to

the husbandry of the American farmer
it is of but recent acquisition, i

The increase in its area" in Kansas af-

fords some, although no adequate, idea

of the growing appreciation in which the
plant is held. It is sixteen years since

the crop was first thought of enough im-
portance to chronicle its statistics, when
the enumerators of the board of agricul-

ture returned the area for the state as

34,384 acres. This year (1907) the area
in alfalfa is 742,140 acres, or an increase

of 20.7 per cent over the area of 1906,
132 per cent more than in 1901, and a gain
of 2058 per cent over the area of 1891.
Alfalfa can be grown in every county in
the state, and 103 of the 105 counties
report greater or less areas devoted to it

in 1907. Of the 103, ninety-two counties
show increases aggregating 130,869 acres,
while eleven report decreases aggregating
3,542 acres, making a net gain for the
year of 127,327 acres.

In 1891 there were nine counties having
one thousand or more acres ; this year
there_ are eighty-one. In 1891 there was
one county, Finney, having over five thou-
sand acres ; now there are forty-four such
counties, twenty-nine of which have ten
thousand acres and upward.

In Kansas alfalfa growing was a pre-
lude to prosperity, and is the steadfast
promoter of her progress. From com-
parative obscurity it has steadily risen to
the foremost rank of the hay plants, and
has already resulted in quadrupling the
state's output of tame hay. In 1890 the
value of the tame hay crop was two mil-
lion dollars, while that of 1905 was worth
over ten and one half million dollars.
The annual value of products of live stock
in that time has been practically doubled,
and alfalfa has made of Kansas, if not first,

one of the foremost states in dairying

—

a most desirable branch of husbandry
that intelligently and generally followed
well-nigh ensures continued and enlarged
prosperity. Alfalfa, it seems, supplied the
one requisite Providence failed to pro-
vide in establishing the otherwise ready-
made conditions for dairying in Kansas,
and the attention being given this mode
of intensive farming in nearly every lo-
cality is having its beneficial influence,
commercially and socially.

As a hay there is none so good for all
kinds of live stock as alfalfa, and for
horses and hogs it is a most invaluable
food either as a hay, a soiling crop or
as pasture. As a meat maker, milk mak-
er and money maker it is equally prized,
and as a renovator and improver of soils
it has no competitor. F. D. Coburn.

Secretary Kansas Board of Agriculture.

TWO WAYS OF LOOKING AT
THINGS

Not long ago I was traveling on the
train, and directly behind me were two
ladies_ from the city. They attracted my
attention by exclamations of delight at the
beautiful flowers along the road. "Oh, this

is just grand. A perfect
garden of flowers !" and
"Oh, isn't this a beautiful
place?"

I am a farmer's wife,
and I looked at the beau-
tiful tangle of mare's tail,

queen of the meadow,
goldenrod, wild artichokes,

- Spanish needles, boneset,
ironweeds and wild carrots
without seeing their wild
beauty. They are pretty to

those not acquainted with
them, probabl)', but to us
who till the soil they have
little or no beauty. We
look at the hillsides ' and
valleys covered with these
golden, pink and white
blossoms and call them
weeds. Oh, how we hate
them. And as we see the
city excursionists pile off

the train at some wayside
station, and gather the
goldenrod and mare's tail,

and hear them rave over
them, down in ou.r hearts
we wish they could have
them all, root and branch.
As I watched the shift-

ing panorama, the tangle
of willowsj weeds and
vines, I wondered what is

to become of the farms. I

know this has been an ex-

ceptional year for weeds,
but with the vast numbers
of such a robust growth
they will certainly leave

behind a bounteous supply

of seed for the next sea-

son. One man can fight weeds constantly,

but if his neighbors on all sides of him
persist in raising them, he has a hard task

before him. I would like to see a "weed
commissioner," who would enforce the

law, and compel the farmers, or people

who own land, to see to it that no obnox-

ious weeds be allowed to ripen seed on
their farms or along the roadsides. What
is the use of having the laws, unless they

are enforced? We have a weed law, but

how can we compel it to be enforced?

I would rather see the beautiful green

grass than a tangle of "weedsy" blossoms

that you couldn't wade through if you

wanted to. And there is another thmg
besides weeds that is threatening the farm-

ers in this section of Ohio, and that is

the ailantus tree, or, as it is sometimes

called, the tree of heaven, which is rear-

[concluded on page 4]
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HOW SHALI WE FERTILIZE?

CROPS differ in their needs of food,
some requiring large amounts of-

nitrogen, others phosphates, and
still others respond to applica-

tions of potash. They also differ in time of
their needs according to circumstances, as

the tomato for the early market needs
nitrogen to force its growth and potash to

rourid the framework then formed, while
thati coming later needs less nitrogen than
the early part of the season. Clover crops
and potatoes require different treatment
not only because of the different nature
of the plants, but also on account of the

greal difference in their manner of feed-

ing. In proportion as we use intelligence

to combine plant food as required by
crops, and apply it as needed, shall we
succeed.

"

We must ask the plant and soil what
is needed, and apply the fertilizer that

will supplj' what is wanting. He is neither

scientific nor practical who knows not the
constituents of the plant and supplies them
in the fertilizer used.
Commercial fertilizer rich in potash is

needed for fruit trees ; it strengthens and
builds up the wood and adds flavor to the
fruit. When they get strong and vigor-

ous apply nitrate of soda in the early
spring.

The question of relative value of crops
must also be considered if one is to profit

from the use of commercial plant food.

The grower must see which crops con-
sume much plant food and which are of
low commercial value.
Timothy, oats, corn, etc., are of low

commercial value and high consumers of
fertilizers, while fruits, asparagus, etc.,

are the reverse. You can afford to buy
for them when you will get such large^

returns for money expended. The com
and grain is a case requiring intelligent

judgment as to how much can be expend-
ed to advantage for fertilizers.

We sow clover, vetches and peas to pre-
sen'e the nitrogen in the soil where the
ground would otherwise be idle and offer

opportunity for the seed to bum.
While a soil may produce crops from

year to year, yet it may be almost de-
ficient in one of the three constituents
that are necessary for crop production,
and as soon as any of these constituents
becomes completely used up, then there
will surely be a crop failure. It is not

'

the abundance of any one of these three
constituents—nitrogen, potash and phos-
phoric acid—but it is the presence of all

three of them in such available form
which gives the soil fertility. When barn-
yard manure is well made and properly
balanced with the mineral foods, potash
and phosphoric acid, there is little need
of considering the deficiency of any of
these constituents in the soil. While barn-
yard manure may be recognized as the
main source of all these constituents, yet
there are some other sources for each of
them which it is well for the farmer to
consider in his practise. A main source
of nitrogen available to the farmer is

clover, vetch or pea. These, in common
with all plants belonging to the legumi-
nous class, possess the power of storing up
the nitrogen of the atmosphere and mak-
ing it available in the soil through the
agency of bacteria. Clover, peas and
beans, and other crops of this kind, are
valuable in a rotation for this reason, and
especially so when they precede such a
crop as wheat, which seems to be especial-

ly in need of nitrates. While the clover
enriches the soil in nitrogen it must be
remembered that it is at the same time
decreasing the potash in the soil, and
there is then the necessity of adding not
only enough potash for the legume, but
also for the succeeding crop. But as com-
pared with the cost of the nitrogen, potash
is relatively low, and the grower is there-
fore the gainer, for by the addition of
low-priced potash to sustain this nitro-

gen-catching crop he has been able to

fertilize his land with the far more ex-
pensive nitrogen.—George Wright in The
American Cultivator.

PRODUCING SEEDLESS TOMATOES
have but begun to appreciate what

mavt-te acomplished by crossing plants,

selebting the best of the results and heav-
ily feeding plants with all kinds of plant

food. At the New Jersey station the
horticulturist has been trying to develop
sef dless tomatoes by crossing, and he has
prri^ticallv succeeded. Ordinarily a to-

m.'itcr contains hundreds of .seeds, but the
onojjbcing produced at the station men-
tion|id contain, few seeds, and some of

are seedless. One variety has been
nair^d the Giant, on account of the very
lar:^ size the plant attains. It was pro-

duct by crossing the Golden Sunrise

upon Dwarf Champion, and selecting the

bestfior a number of years. Attempts
to cross this variety with others have
failed-

At the Wisconsin station Professor

Sandsten has been trying to reach the

same end by feeding the plants a very

large quantity of plant food. Most of

Review of the Farm Press

his trials were carried on in the green-

house, where he fertiUzed at the rate of

eight hundred pounds of nitrate of soda,

six hundred pounds of sulphate of potash

and one thousand pounds of desiccated

bone to the acre. He found that he was
able to get tomatoes with a smaller num-
ber of seeds than usual, and in some
cases the plants produced fruit having
absolutely no seeds. These had to be
propagated by cuttings, but when they
were grown outside of the greenhouse
they produced larger fruit than inside the
greenhouse.
Much is to be expected from this kind

of work, which if it continues will flood

the world with new varieties of plants.

The tomato is a good plant on which to

operate, as it is easily propagated by means
of cuttings. Its rapid growth and great
fruitfulness make it possible to carry de-
termine results. There are quicker re-

sults obtained, because the tomato as we
now have it is an artificial product, and
so lends itself very easily to variations.

But what can be accomplished with the
tomato can be accomplished in a lesser

degree on plants less subject to variation.
In the production of the seedless tomato
great truths are being enunciated and
demonstrated.—The Farmers' Review.

<S>

A PRACTICAL FARM SEWAGE
SYSTEM

A good sewage disposal plant on every
farm is absolutely essential for the
highest degree of health. The cost of
such systems, as a rule, is prohibitive,
and probably as simple a system as has
yet been devised is recommended by the
Kansas Experiment Station. This sys-
tem is to dispose of both ..the sewage
from the house and from the outbuild-
ings, especiallj' from the dairy bams.
Our first illustration shows a cross sec-

tion of the floor of the dairy barn, giv-
ing the location of the mouth of the drain
tile in the gutter.

As will be seen, it should be as near
to the back side of the gutter as possi-
ble, to prevent as much as possible the
collection of solid manure on the grate
which covers the drain tile. The second
illustration shows the stalls and gutter
of the stable and five of the drains which
run into a common water-tight tile drain.
This drain leads to a trap some dis-

tance from the bam, where the drains
from the different buildings deliver
their contents. The outlet of this tile
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is seen to be below the surface of the
water in the trap, in order that gases
from the trap may not escape through
the drains back to the stables. The out-
let of the trap is into the septic tank,

which is some distance and in a depres-
sion sufficiently below the trap to al-

low of a good fall. The construction of
the tank we have tried to make_Js self-

The decaymg process is very complex.
However, we will state here that it' is

caused by bacteria which work upon the
solid parts of the sewage, dividing the
same into such a form that it soon be-
comes fluid. The septic tank must be air
tight, or as nearly so as possible, in
order for this kind of bacteria to exist.
Thus the plan of the tank is to allow
the liquid sewage to be discharged from
one part of the tank into the other, al-
ways leaving the solid sewage to remain
behind to be acted upon and disintegrated
by the bacteria.

The last compartment may be emptied
either by the drain, which is constantly
open, or by the siphon method. In our
illustration we show the latter plan. The
advantage of the siphon outlet is that
when the liquid sewage flows through the
drain it carries any accumulation of for-
eign matter within it

The manner of disposing of the sew-
age after it has been liquefied is of two
kinds. The simplest is that of allowing
it to discharge into a stream, in which
case, however, the fertilizing constituents
of the sewage is lost to the farm. The
other method is that of irrigation, which
may be by either the surface or the sub-
soil method. In the former the ground
is ridged and the sewage is allowed to
flow over it in shallow channels, when it

finally filters away through the soil. In
subsoil irrigation there is a system of
underground porous tile which is suffi-

ciently below the frost line to prevent be-
ing frozen up in winter. There may be one
system laid within a foot or so of the sur-
face, just below the line of cultivation for
summer use. The sewage drains into these
tile and seeps away into the soil.

The size of a septic tank depends some-
what upon the amount of sewage which
will rUn through it. The station esti-

mates the cost of a tank such as we have
described at $42.50. This, of course, rep-
resents only a part of the outlay required
to put in a complete system of sewage
disposal.—The Homestead.

<$>

USE OF THE DIVmiNG ROD
Numerous devices are used throughout

this country for detecting the presence
of underground water—devices ranging
in complexity from the forked branch of
witch-hazel, peach or other wood to more
or less elaborate mechanical or electrical

contrivances. Many of the operators of
these devices, especially those that use
the home-cut forked branch, are perfectly
honest in the belief that the working of
the rod is influenced by agencies—usually
regarded as electric currents following
underground streams of water—that are
entirely independent of their own bodies,
and many uneducated people have implicit

faith in their ability to locate underground
water in this way.

In experimems with a rod of this type,

one of the geologists of the United States
Geological Survey found that at points it

turned downward independently of his

will, but more complete tests showed that

the downturning resulted from slight and
—until watched for—unconscious changes
in the inclination of his body, the effects

of which were communicated through the
arms and wrists to the rod. No move-
ment of the rod from causes outside the
body could be detected, and it soon be-
came obvious that the view held by other
men of science is correct—that the opera-
tion of the "divining rod" is generally due
to unconscious movements of the body or

explanatory. Its dimensions, as recom-
mended by the station, are fourteen feet

long, four and one half feet wide and
about the same depth. It is built of con-
crete, as also is the trap, similarly as a
cistern would be made, and is covered
over with p]anj<s. There are three com-
partments in the septic tank, connected,
as will be seen, by partitions, which are

double on a part of their faces and allow
the sewage to thus flow from one tank
to the next one until it finally passes out
of the drain into the last compartment.
The plan of this tank is based on the

fact that all sewage is largely organic
matter and water, and decays rapidly.

of the muscles of the hand. The 'experi-

ments made show that these movements
happen most frequently at places where
the operator's experience has led him to

believe that water may be found. The
uselessness of the divining rod is indi-

cated by the facts that the rod may be
worked at will by the operator, that he
fails to detect strong currents of water
running in tunnels and other channels
that afford no surface indications of wa-
ter, and that his locations in limestone
regions, where water flows in well-defined
channels, arc rarely more successful than
those dependent on mere guesses. In fact,

its operators are successful only in regions

in which ground water occurs in a definite
sheet in porous material or in more or
less clayey deposits, such as the pebbly
clay or till in which, although a few fail-
ures occur, wells would get water any-
where.

Ground water occurs under certain defi-
nite conditions, and as in humid regions
a stream may be predicted wherever a
valley is known, so one familiar with rocks
and ground-water conditions may predict
places where ground water can be found.
No appliance, either electrical or mechan-
ical, has yet been successfully used for
detecting water in places where plain
common sense or mere guessing would
not have shown its presence just as well.
The only advantage of employing a
"water witch," as the operator of the di-
vining rod is sometimes called, is that
skilled services are obtained, most men
so employed being keener and better ob-
servers of the occurence and movements
of ground water than the average person.—United States Geological Survey.

FALL PLOWING OF SOD
There has been tmusual complaint dur-

ing this last year of the ravages of insects.
Wireworms have been worse than ever
before in our recollection. Cutworms,
grab w-orms and snout beetles have done
great damage to the crop, largely because
of the very cold and backward season for
which this year has been noted.
We may have an entirely different set

of conditions next year, but no matter
what the conditions may be, the chanceSy
for freedom from the ravages of insect
pests will be very greatly increased if

the farmer who has sod land to plow
will plow it this fall. These insects,
which trouble the farmer in the corn on
sod, have made this sod their home for
years, especially if it has been in timothy
or blue grass. The insects which prey
on clover do not seriously affect corn.
Hence there are few cutworms, grub
w-orms or wireworms in clover sod. .

Therefore, so far as these are concerned,
it is a matter of indifference whether
clover sod is plowed in the spring or in
the fall. Fall plowing of blue grass or
timothy sod. however, has very great ad-
vantages. It disturbs the insects in their
pupal state and exposes them to birds and
to frost. The farmer is enabled to disk
his com ground early and disturb them
still further, and the danger is very
greatly reduced, to say the least, if the
land is fall plowed.
There are other advantages in the fall

plowing of sod. The farmer can plow
deeper, because the winter's frost will
prevent any danger from throwing up the
cold soil near the subsoil. The best meth-
od of deepening his soil is by fall plowing
half an inch to an inch deeper than it

has been plowed before. Again, there is

usually more time for plowing in the fall

than in the spring. The farmer has more
leisure; the weather is cooler; the horses
are used to work, and hence can do more
work in a given time than they can in the
spring, when they are generally soft and
liable to sore shoulders. There is also
a great saving of labor. The work is

distributed more evenly throughout the
year. The preparation of the seed bed,
so necessary to secure a good com, crop,
can be begun a good deal earlier.

In fact, there is every reason for fall

plowing sod except in sections in the ex-
treme southern portion of our territory,
where heavy winter rains are common,
and the farmer does not get the help of
frost in fitting his soil for a corn crop.—Wallaces' Farmer.

TWO WAYS OF LOOKDTG AT
THINGS

[continued from p.\ge 3]

ing Its hydra head on m.iny farms, and if

you cut one off, many more sprout up to
take its place. Even a tiny root will send
forth _a sprout that will soon send out its

beautiful, fern-shaped leaves. The tree is

a beautiful thing, but when this is said,
all that is good about it has been said.
Its wood is of no value. Legislature has
been appealed to, but so far no good has
been done.

There are some farmers who will not
destroy weeds because their neighbors
don't, and in traveling about the country
one cannot help but notice the contrast
between localities where weeds are left to
grow and spread and where thev have
been destroyed and held in check. 'We all
admire the fine, well-kept farms that are
free from weeds and briers. I know it

is impossible for many farmers to always
have everything about the place as fine
as a city lawn, but let's take up this weed
question with more courage and a hope-
fulness and determination that we will not
allow so fhany weeds to go to seed on
our farms, and thus spread'to and damage
the farms of our neighbors as well.

S. W. BURLINGAME.
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HARVESTING CORN WITH HOGS
With the coming of the fall, bringing

with it the harvesting of the corn crop,
farmers will naturally begin to consider
the best and cheapest methods of harvest-
ing and caring for this the heaviest of
all farm crops. The manner in which this

can be most easily done with the least

cost to the grower should be the one
adopted. In the dairy sections of the
country much of the corn is put in silos

and fed in this form during the fall and
winter. Where dairying is not practised,
however, and where the corn crop is mar-
keted either in the ear at the elevator or
fed to some form of live stock, other
means of taking care of it must be re-
sorted to.

And in these strenuous times, when the
demand for labor exceeds by far the sup-
ply on the farm, any process which will

secure profitable results to the producer
and at the same time reduce the labor
of harvesting to the minimum is the one
to be recommended for adoption wher-
ever practicable. And it seems to us,

after a long series of tests in harvesting
corn with hogs, that for reducing the
labor of harvesting and at the same time
getting maximum results in growth, there
is no method quite equal to that commonly
called "hogging corn down."
There is a sentiment abroad among

farmers against this practise, because of
the apparent waste of corn which is sup-
posed to accompany it. But by careful'

investigation of the real conditions at-

tending this method we find the waste is

little, if any, more than where the corn
is hauled out after being husked and fed

to the hogs twice or three times a day.

It is bur custom to fence off sections of
a field—being governed as to size of plot

by number of hogs, of course—and let

them clean up each lot before letting them
into a new one. Last year we turned
forty-four head into a five-acre lot and
left them there until there wasn't a parti-

cle of corn left. They were then turned
on another piece and kept there until

ready for market. When, however, they
do not clean up all the shelled corn or
parts of ears torn down, a lot of shoats
may be turned in to clean up whatever
may be left. We believe this method of
harvesting corn not only commends itself

because of its cheapness and the saving
of labor which results from it, but be-
cause better gains are almost invariably
secured by this process lhan by any other.

Last year our gains were such as to give
us sixty-seven cents a bushel for our
corn in the field, which at that time was
nearly double what the price would have
been at the elevator had the corn been
dry enough to market at all. Others who
have tried this method are equally satis-

fied with the results.—John Begg in Na-
tional Stockman and Farmer.

FARM SCALES A NECESSITY
There has been a good deal written

lately about scales on the farm. The ques-
tion is asked. Are they a necessity? Is

a farmer justified in owning a scale of
his own rather than depending on the pub-
lic scales in town? To our mind there
is no more profitable investment a farmer
could make than to buy a small platform
scale for his own use, or join with other
farmers in buying one for neighborhood
use.

The day for guessing on farm deals
is fast passing. What a farmer produces
and sells from his farm is his whole stock
in trade. Unless he is content to be con-
stantly at the mercy of people with whom
he deals, he must have the same means
of protecting himself that the grocer, the
livery man or the hardware man has. The
grocer does not guess at the sugar he
sells the farmer, and he does the weighing
himself. The hardware man sells the
farmer wire, nails, etc., by weight. If a
farmer happens to be out of hay, and
drives up to the livery man or feed store
and takes home a few bales, he is charged
for so many pounds. On the other hand,
when a farmer brings in a load of hay,
he guesses it off or takes the other man's
weight for it. Are not the chances in

favpr of his being the loser in the great
majority of cases? The farmer needs a
scale in his dealings with others, in his
sales of cattle, hogs, grain, potatoes, etc.

He needs them to verify weights on arti-
cles he buys, as seed, coal, feed, live stock,
etc. He needs them in his own opera-
tions. Many times it is desirable to know
the amount of hay or other food being
used. It is important to know of the
advancement in weight in stock being fat-
tened. To know which is the more prof-
itable of different kinds of grain, potatoes,
etc., raised on the farm.. The fact is,

there is -l^ardly a day in the year that a
small platform scale will not serve some
useful purpose.
A most excellent platform scale weigh-

mg from four to six tons may be had
for from seventy-five to one hundred and
twenty-five dollars. A little figuring will
show that it is not only a good investment,
but that such a scale will actually pay for
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itself in a year or two, to say nothing of
the convenience and satisfaction of hav-
ing it on the farm, always ready for use.
This is always to be remembered : Exact
dealings avoid misunderstandings and
make good neighbors.

_
A farm scale will maintain better rela-

tions between farmers and merchants and
produce dealers, between landlords and
tenants, and will give the farmer, equally
with the men who trade in his commodi-
ties, an opportunity to know and demand
his own.—The Wisconsin Agriculturist.

CURTAIN HOUSES
Much has been said of late about build-

ing poultry houses with curtain fronts,
to admit air, while a draft is prevented.
A number of small poultry raisers and
farmers have naturally arrived at the con-
clusion that the house may be a success
in the South, but in the North, where the
w-inters are very cold, it should not be at-
tempted. The station at which the most
experimenting has been done is located
the farthest north of all our state stations.
The Maine station has found the fresh-air
house to be a success in that northern
latitude. Describing the building, it makes
the following suggestions : The building
is one hundred and twenty feet long and
sixteen feet wide. The front wall is six
and two thirds feet and the rear wall
five and one half feet high from the floor
to the top of the plate. The roof is of
unequal span, the ridge being four feet
in from the front wall, and the height of
the ridge above the floor is nine feet.

The sills are four by six inches and rest
on a rough stone wall. The floor, con-
sisting of two thicknesses of hemlock
boards, rests on two-by-eight-inch tim-
bers, which are placed two feet apart. The
rest of the frame of the building consists
of two-by-four-inch material. The build-
ing is boarded, papered and shingled on
both roof and walls. The house is di-

vided into four thirty-by-sixteen-foot
pens. The front of each pen has two
twelve-light windows and a door two and
one half feet wide. The space between
the window and door comes close up to
the eaves, leaving an unbroken front three
feet high below the eaves. The opening
is three by fourteen feet, and is covered
by a wooden frame covered with ten-
ounce duck. This curtain is hinged at

the top and is swung in when opened

;

and it is always kept open, except on
stormy days and winter nights. Each
pen is of suitable size to accommodate
one hundred fowls, thus allotting 4.8
square feet of floor space to each bird.
A roost platform four feet ten inches

wide and three feet above the floor ex-
tends along the rear side for the entire
thirty feet. Three perches of two-by-three-
inch material are placed on edge ten
inches above the platform. The rear perch
is eleven inches out from the wall, and

or eight inches with straw, and some
grain scattered in the litter early in the
morning induces the birds to exercise as
soon as they leave the roost. It would
be unwise to open the curtains of the
roosting pen and let the birds into the
cold atmosphere of the room without some
inducement to work.—Journal of Agricul-
ture.

MULCHING THE ORCHARD
. The subject of mulching fruit trees has
been a- matter of discussion among fruit
growers for many years. The feeding of
the soil in order to get crop returns is

now a conceded principle among farmers
and gardeners. It has not, however, oc-
curred to many orchard owners that the
same principle of soil feeding will apply
with equal force on the land that is grow-
ing fruit trees.

Things may be different now than when
the country was new and first settled.
In those days wild fruits grew in thickets
and clusters and produced bountifully.
The wild plum especially was regarded at
its best under such crowded conditions.
The same wild plum planted in orchards,
given good cultivation and care, trimmed
and grown in the open ground, has im-
proved in quality and production until it

has become a profitable tree.

An illustration of the decline in this
fruit when allowed to go back to the
thicket and old-fashioned copse recently
came to notice. The closely planted plum
orchard was neglected, practically from
its birth, and grew sprangling and un-
trimmed into a veritable thicket, so
shaded and dark that even weeds made no
claim on the ground. The plum trees grew
into a matted, dense, spreading shade, the
ground moldy, sad and sour. These trees
ceased to yield their usual crop.
The owner deserted the little plum

farm, and a new man came onto it, and
with hatchet and saw commenced to cut
and slash on the dead and dying limbs
and brush, and even cutting out many of
the trees. Sunlight got in, could circulate
under the trees and over the ground, and
the next season, 1907, found this plum
orchard with an abundant crop, notwith-
standing but few orchards in the neighbor-
hood produced any fruit.

The mulching process is planned and
arranged for in this orchard, but not in
the usual form. Half a wagonload of
manure will be spread under each of the
trees, which are now fifteen years old.

This, it is believed, will restore the soil

to its native fertility, so that there will be
a period of successful crop years follow
this soil-feeding process.
The owners of fruit trees will find that

the tree is even more of a soil robber than
the ordinary grain crop, and that the im-
mense root system which it maintains
must be fed. The mulching of the tree
with coarse manure or straw, applied

the space between the perches is sixteen
inches, which leaves fifteen inches between
the front perch and the duck curtain. The
two curtains in front of the roost are
each fifteen feet long and thirty inches
wide. They are hinged at the top, and
open out into the room and fasten up
when not in use.

At one end of each pen are placed
twelve trap nests, and eight at the other
end. Several small boxes are placed
against the wall one and one half feet
above the floor, for shell, grit, bone, etc.

The doors between the pens are wood
frames covered with ten-ounce duck, and
are hung with double-action spring hinges,
so as to open in either direction. Tight
board partitions are used between the
pens, to avoid drafts.

The chief point about this house is that
only two cloth curtains are between the
birds and the night air, it being located
in a cold climate, where the mercury often
falls considerably below zero in winter.
The floor is covered to the depth of six

after the ground is frozen late in the
fall, will prove of great value. Let this

mulch remain and rot on the ground; it

will supply humus to the exhausted soil.—^Twentieth Century Farmer.

STICK TO YOUR BREED
Whether your stock is Jersey, Guern-

sey, Holstein, Brown Swiss or any other
class of cattle, stick to your text, and
once having made up your mind what
you want, keep on in that line with a
pure-bred bull, and you will have a uni-
form herd oi some kind, and as a general
proposition, a better grade of milkers
than to jump from one breed to another
each succeeding season. You get a rep-
utation in a short time of having a herd
of Jersey, Holstein, Swiss or some other
breed of cattle, even if you never had a
pure-bred female on the place, providing
you have a sire of the same breed for
two or three succeeding generations.

—

Farm and Stock.

ON CREDIT^
Buy Men's Suits, Overcoafs

and Raincoats direct from onr
factory by mall

For $15 and $18
We require no security and

we trust any honest person
anywhere in the United
States.
We send garments on ap-

proval—you don't pay a pen-
ny till you get the clothes and
find them satisfactory— then
pay $1.00 A WEEK.
We are the pioneers and

twice over the largest Credit
Clothiers in the world. We
operate 73 stores in the prin-
cipal cities of the United
States and have over 500,000
customers on our books.

PUP 17 Send today for our fine
rrVILEj line ot Stylish Winter
eamples, self measurement blank,
tape and lull particulars of our
convenient payment plan—all free
to you.
Commercial rating|l,000.000.

Menter & Rosenbloom Co.
288 St. Paul Street Rochester. N. Y.

LET US TAN
YOUR HIDE,
Whether Steer, Bull, or Horse Hide,

Calf. Dog, Deer, or any kind of hide
or skin with the hair on, soft, light,
odorless and moth-proof for robe, rug,
coat or gloves, and make them up when
80 ordered.
But first get our illustrated catalog,

with prices, shipping tags and instruc-
tions. We are the largest custom fur
tanners of large wild and domestic
animal skins in the world.
We make and sell Natural Black

Galloway fur coats and robes. Black
and Brown tVisian, Black Dog Skin,
and fur lined coats; also do taxidermy
and head mounting.

THE CROSBY HUSUN FUR COMPANY,
116 HUl Street, Rochester, N. Y.

- - is?'

Eli
Hay Press.
HORSE and BELT

POWER.
38 styles and sizes ol

Presses.
For many years the stand-
ard. Lead in character
of work, speed, easy
and safe operati ng.i
Don't buy until youl

see the Eli catalogue.'
Mailed free. Write

'

for it today.

COLLINS PLOW CO.. 1110 Hampshire St., Qplncy, Ills.

T YOUR IDEA^
$100,000 for one inventionf

another $81 500. Book **How to
'btain a Patent" and "What to In-

vent" sent free. Send rough sketch for free
report as to patentability. We advertise youx
patentfor sale at our expense.

Patent Obtained or Fee Returned.
CHANDLEE & CHANDLEE, Patent Att*ys,

{B9tabli*htd 15 jeart)

987 P. street, Wathin^on, D. C.

THE LARGEST AND BEST LINE OF

WELL DRILLING
MAOMIMCDV i° America. WemMl^n I IV El n have been mak-
ing it for over 20 years. Do not buy until you
see our new Illustrated Catalogrue No. 15. Send
foritnow. ItlsFREE.
Austin Manufacturing Co., Chicago

WE
BUY FURS-° HIDES

10 to 50% more money for yoa to ship Raw Furs,
Horse and Cattle Hides to us than to sell at home.

..^^Write for Price List, market report, shipping tags.

ii^!^"6^ Hunters' andtrappers' Guide
HH^^^^Best thing on the subject ever written.WF^OBRIllustrating all Fur Animals. Leather
I V bound, 450 pages. Price *2. 00. To Hide

\ V and Fur Shippers, *1. 25. Writctoday.
ANDEESCU BBOS., Dept.no Minneapolis, aiinn.

SAW MILLS
All sizes. Most work with least power *j

r~ and smallest crews. All latest improve-
ments. Also Edeers, Trimmers, Planers,
Shingle and Lath Mills, Cut-off and Rip Saws, Feed
Mills, etc Send for fine tree catalogue.

Americaji Saw Mill Macb'y Co.,
ISOHope Street, Hackettstowr, N. J.

602 Engineering Bldg. , New York City.

3 STROKE SELF FEED HAY PRESS
2 Men can run it

3 tons in one hour
Easy draft.

Smooth bales
Will save its cost
Shipped on trial

Satisfaction
Guaranteed

THE AtJTO-FEDAJV HAY PRESS CO..TOPEKA, KANSAS. Boi T.

COIL SPRINC FENCE
= Made of high carbon Steel Wire
Horse-high, Bull-strong, Chlck-
en-tlght. Sold direct to the
Farmer at lowest manufac-
turers prices on 30 Days Froe
Trial, freight prepaid, 100 page
Catalogue and price-llBt free.

KITSELMAN BROS.,
Box 272 MUNCIE, IND.

FEKCE^rarj!fi"
e of High Carbon Doubts Strencth

jCoUed ^'Ire. Heavily Galvanized to
.prevent rust. Have no agents. Sell at
factory prieoa on 30 days' free trial.
We pay all freight. S7 heights of farm
land ponltry fence. Catalog Frse.
I COILED SPRING FENCE CO.
'Soz 30 Winchester, Indlsna
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I Am
The
Paint
Man
—O. If. Chase,
ofSt. Ijotiis.

I make Paint to
order — for the
indiTidnal nser.
f sell it direct
from factory—At

Factory Prices—
Freight Prepaid.
Sold on Time—Pnnty
Uoaranteed. I'll send
you

TWO FULL GALLON.; MADE-
TO-ORDER FREE TO TRY ON
ANY 6 GALLON ORDER

.Inst write me tor my large Free Sets of 40 Color
Plates and my new Free Freeh Peint Book so you
can decide and select the kind and color paint you
want. I'll make Paint to Order for you—and I'll

send it to von to try at mv risk—f reiglit prepaid.
Out of any "order for 6 gallons or more yon can try

2 gallons Free. If not satisfactory as I claim it to be
—send the rest back to me at my esjjense for freight

and I'll retnrn all the price yon sent me. Just

LET ME SEND YOU PPPP
TWO LARGEST SETS "^^^
OF 40 COLOR CARD PLATES
ALSO BIG FRESH PAINT BOOK

Then yon can decide for yoarselt. Decide now that
it's worth a minute's time to send me your name and
address by postal or letter. It will pay you well-
Interest yon and show you all there is to bhow about
the best and most economical kind of paint to use.

I furnish paint for a six room house as low els S6.40
—for an eight room honse as low as SS.60—two coats-
all the paint subject to a thorough test of two gallons
before you decide to keep the balance.

Kemember that I ship my paint in extra size Gal-
lon Cans, each guaranteed to contain a full measure
gallon by welflhi—Not *'short" gallons like others
^Id on "measure." *

Let me tell yon about my Genuine Made..to-Order
Paint that IH send you, freight paid, at only 84c. per
Gallon, on the same plan as abore.

Just write me yonr name and address-now—and
inrestigate the savings and satisfaction that these
paints of mine will prove to you.

0. L. CNISE, THEPAmTMAN, DEIT. A19, ST. LODIS, MO.

A Farm Telephone
Saves its Ccst the First Year
Ijd Toa realize bow much valuabie timo
TOO waste going to town or to neigbboi
ing farms, on errands that coald be done
over a phone? You need extra hands;
or information from town ; or a doctor for
voor wife perhaps. These matters could
t« attended to with a phone, but there
sn't any phone, yoa say. Then why not

-'it nsshow yon how yoa can mate
-^:?-u-s profits by organizing a fanner's
1-^Iephone Hne, and also tell yoa how to

onr»nixe, to build andto operate it7

We tell Toa all this in our interesting
FREE Booklet 22M. Write f.-r it, Addrea*

.4Bi»-ri«io EIe«tric Telephone Co.,
6412-6600 State Street, Chicago. M.

MONUMENTS
Why buy of local dealers at high
prices? Deal with the man'f'rs.
We ship work anywhere and
guarantee safe delivery. Designs
and full information mailed on
request. State about how much
you wish to expend.

Our motto: the best work
at the lowest prices.

Reliable representatives wanted.
MONUMENTAL BRONZE CO.,

347 Howard Ave., Bridgeyart, Cue.

BARBWIRE^Iil
for a full 60 rod H of a mile re>=!.. Heaviiv gal-

Tanized made of ? strands, fall Xo. 14 wire,
amply strone for all purposes, barbs 3 inches apart.
Saves you »1 a reel. Sample for 2c stamp, or
send M.B per reel. We n ill ship promptly.
WIRE FENCE, l4c a rod. Best quality, all pat-

terns, lowest price. Write for fre e C atalogue C.

UNCOLJf-POPE MEBCAJfTILE CO.
Capital SU)Ck, $300,000.00. Established 1889.

1807 Pine Street St. lAiois. Mo^

BIG MONEY FOR YOU!
Turn vo'jr waste farm proilucis such as

Potatoes, Beets, Corn, Grain, etc.. into

INDUSTRIAL ALCOHOL
for OBB in f;a« and Farm Engines, Heating. Lighting,
etc. OrR NEW BOOK on itie subject tells how VOT
can mate this >E«' FUEL, right on the farm.

."Send NOW for fall particulars.

SPON S CHAMBERLAIN, 123 F. Libtrty St., Wew Yorit City

Motormen and Conductors
Earn Good Wa^es the Year Aroond.
Electric liailway Course Dy mail
makes you a eucceaaful Motorman or
Conductor. Work ii* pleaaant. Hun-
dredg of poFitions open, Othercoursca
lifted ia our catalog-. Writ* for It

today, ^Tin? a^e and welf?ht.

The Weath« Eaxlway Cottm. School
Box 791, Freeport, IlL

TRAPPERS-FUR TRADERS
Slip your Furs direct to the World's largest Fur
narket, where prices are always highest. Write for
our latest Price List, giving highest prices for Furs
a|id Pelts of all kinds from all sections. It's free.

MYERS-BOYD COMMISSION CO., St. LouU, Mo.

^ALIFORN IA FOR lO^
ReltAhlA inform&t'^'n to hom9M«ker* Mekin^ depfUdftbl*

I koowle^reofC»)iforni»»oil. prodactt. clitnfttcandothvroOD-

dfUoiU. Sabscrih«r*' inquiries ftniwerMl fre«. months trial 10c.

MCmn EHHK MAfiAZMC. Ml Itam Mf^ Ui Aflvrin, CiL

Nurseries Pay Cash Weekly
AND Want More Salesmen Evekt-

WHERE, Best Contract. Bi^t Outfit,
* Largest Nurseries—wtth an 82-Year Record.

STARK BRO'S. LOUISIANA. MO.

Gardening
BY T. GREINER

-PATENTS that PROTECT

—

low 3 t>ookt for inTSDtorf iDall«(l on r««eii-t of 6 rU. itAinp*

1 R. H. A A. B. LACKT, Kmm £8-88 Paellr RIAk.
|E««»HUfcr4 1869. fr».fcl»gt— P. C.

TDrrC S5 PER 100
I •••W Reliance Nuricry, Boi

rilEiaHT PAID.
Catmln^ae KrM
D. f^eneT*. N. Y.

ABOUT LIMA BEANS

THE limas have been one of my most
satisfactorj- garden crops, and quite

profitable. I can do little with the
bush limas, as they do not seem

to be adapted to my soil conditions.

Probably on sandy soil or further south
thej' may have better chances. Here I

nnd them only moderate, almost shy,

producers, while my vining limas, such
as the King of the Garden and others of
that class, produce great clusters, almost
strings, of well-filled pods all through the
latter part of the season, usually begin-
ning the latter part of Julj' and lasting

until after the first hght frosts of the
season. The first week of October is

already' past, and yet we have plent>' of
limas on the vines ready for gathering.
And they are as good and enjoyable and
as salable as ever. Very few ever go to

waste at our house.
I also have a few trial rows of the

small lima, or sieva. Seed of three va-
rieties was sent me from Georgia or
South CaroUna. One is of the Hender-
son's bush tj'pe ; the others are running
sorts, one of them with rather large and
broad pods. They were planted a week
or so later than my large limas, but their
crop seems to be weeks later than that of
the large ones, and we have not even
had one good picking of well-filled pods
before frost. The vines also seem to
be more tender than the large limas, and
the light frost a few nights ago has dam-
aged them quite severely, while the large
limas escaped almost unharmed. Evi-
dently these sievas, being bred and grown
in a warmer climate, have not become ac-
climated here, which fault might be rem-
edied by selecting a few of the earliest

pods grown for seed, and continuing to

plant them here for a few years. But
Henderson's bush h'ma, or sieva, has
given us good and reasonably early crops
in former years and normal seasons.
Manj- of our long-season vegetables,

such as egg plants, peppers, tomatoes,
melons, winter squashes, etc., owing to

the abnormally cool season, have not
full ripened their entire crops and the

cool fall weather, with even slight frosty
nights, has put a stop to the full ripen-

ing of the later settings of fruits on
melons, tomatoes and egg plants. In a
normal season those Southern sievas

would probably have ripened at least a
fair share of their crop.

HOTBEDS m WINTER
A Philadelphia reader asks me what

crops could be most profitably raised in

hotbeds starting in the fall. I do not
know of anj- crop that could be thus
grown with any hope of reasonable prof-
its. If the "hotbed" is a so-called "fire

hotbed"—that is, one heated artificially

with wood or coal—we might grow in it

lettuce, radishes or spinach, but consid-
ering the present prices of coal and wood,
and the inconvenience of taking care of a

bed of this kind during the inclement
season, I would not undertake to trj' it.

It is out of the question to raise a crop
in a manure-heated bed during the winter.

Dig out the old manure, which is to

be used for garden land, or to be mixed
with soil for potting soil, or greenhouse
bench soil, etc., and store the sashes in

a dry place ready to be put on again in

March next. The bed may be left open,

or covered with boards ; or reasonably
dry soil, to be used for next spring's

operations in starting plants, may be filled

in, so as to be ready when wanted. At the

end of February the sashes may be put
over the bed again, so that the sun will

have all the more effect in thawing this

soil and getting it in shape to be used
for plant growing.
One of the practises of old gardeners,

still followed by some, is to start early

cabbage' and lettuce plants in the fall,

and winter them over in cold frames.

This is quite practicable under the in-

quirer's climatic conditions. Here I find

it easier and more profitable to start these

plants in the greenhouse, or even in a

hotbed, in early March, possibly in late

February, and that is my practise.

UTILIZING A SUBURBAN LOT
R. B., a reader in Washington, D. C,

tells us that he owns two acres of ground
in the suburbs of the city which he wishes

to hold for a while, and in the meantime
try to put them to some use. There are

about fifty tall pines and several shade
trees on the lot. What to plant is the
question.

I imagine that this reader has but a
vague idea of farming or of the things

that can be produced on two acres of
ground, especially if occupied already by

more than fifty large trees. The latter
undoubtedly give so much shade and take
such a large share of the food in the soil
that it would be useless to tr>' to raise any
garden or hoed crop, or even a grain
crop. Possibly the pines, if nice trees,
would grow into money, by making good
salable lumber, much' faster than our
friend could dig it oot of that two-acre
lot by planting it with garden vegetables
or similar crops. If it were my case, I
would plow the two acres as best as may
be done, and sow grass seed, getting it in
good shape for a meadow or for pasture,
and if I were living close to it I would
use it for a poultrj- run.

TURNIPS AS A MANURE CROP
A "Subscriber from Michigan" proposes

to sow Uirnips in the fall, and plow them
under in spring when in bloom The
object is to improve "huckleberry sand."
Perhaps it is better to sow turnips and
plow them under than to leave the land
without attention. Fall plowing and work-
ing seldom fails to have good effects in
various directions, and the turnips will
absorb and save some of the nitrogen that
might otherwise be washed out of the
land. But the turnips will add very Uttle,
if any, humus to the soil, and this is

probably jj:; what is most urgently
needed.

I used to sow rj^e on the potato patch
after the crop was harvested, and expect
some benefits from it in the directions
mentioned. We might use rape (Dwarf
Essex) for the same purpose. In fact it

would be better than turnips or rye,
either. But for a real soil improver we
want a legume such as peas, crimson
clover, or particularly hairy vetch. The
latter will perhaps produce the largest
amount of humus, as well as of nitrogen,
and when plowed under in spring will
tmdoubtedly greatly help the succeeding
crop, may this be potatoes or any other.
As a crop to furnish nitrogen, the most

expensive of all plant foods, to the soil,

vetch cannot easily be surpassed, unless
it be by the soy bean, which requires a
whole season's growth.

<s>

MOLES IN THE GARDEN
An Ohio lady reader asks the old

question, "What will keep moles out of
the garden?" I don't know, unless it be
a wire screen with small meshes sunk a
foot or so into the ground all around the
garden.
Traps skilfully and continuously set

will catch the moles that are in the garden,
and finally dispose of them, ijut the in-
flux of a new supply of these underground
workers from the neighboring gardens
must be cut off by some such means, or
the trapping will have but little, or at
least a ver>' slow, effect.

<$>

TANNERY LIME
An Ontario, Canada, reader asks about

the' value of the mi.xture of lime and hair
which he can get in almost any quantity
for the hauling from a near tannery. I

have had no practical experience with
such lime, but should assume, however,
that it has some fertilizing value, from
the animal matter mixed with it. A dress-
ing of it can hardly do harm, and may
help much. But the right way^ for the
inquirer to proceed is to forward a
sample of it to the Experiment Farm at

Guelph, Ontario, for full information.
If I knew how the lime had been han-

dled, and how large a proportion of animal
matter it contains, I might make at least

some rough estimate of its agricultural
value. This material, I believe, is worth
looking after.

SCALUON ONIONS
A reader in Hubbard, Oregon, finds

that almost all his onions are making
scallions instead of small-necked, solid

bulbs. He wonders what is the matter
with them. Most likely the trouble is in

the soil, this containing an excess of ni-

trogen and not a proportionate supply of
mineral plant foods. On soils of this de-
scription, especially in a wet season, on-
ions are always liable to make thick necks.
Avoid cool, moist, mucky soils. We never
have any trouble of this kind on well-fed,

warm, sandy loams.
The application of wood ashes and

other forms of mineral plant foods al-

ways counteracts the tendency to scallion

development in onions.

<»

Read our guarantee on the editorial

page and then fearlessly order anything
you wish from the advertisers in Farm
AND Fireside.

The STEELSHOE
Wear Resisting—Foot Protecting

GUARANTEED FOR A YEAR
6 INCHES HICH

MHPerPdir

Per Pair :

- YOUR MONEY BACK--.

Sif' IF HOT. .SATISFIED

BOTTOM made of pressed
steel, stndded w-lth steel

rlvete; uppers of best water-
proof leather. Sir<-s 6 to 12.

Inside ie a comfortable hair
cusJilon. Weigh no more

than ordinary shoes:
t^eep the feet dry and
comfortable; prevent
colds and rheamfttlsm.
OurK. 50 shoes are better
than the best 13.50 regTi-
lar leather Ehoee; oar

$3.50 shoes are better than the best 65.00 regular leather
shoes. Order \ pair today and oe convinced.

Steel Shoe Co., Dept. 24. Racine, Wis.

_ itestt. cleanest.
io«t eeonomtcal. Every particle

eftn be ntti-d. iTuaranitM-d m eo t ^vlce as
far SA paste or ilanid poUabem. D0ZSK0TBUK5 OFF.RREE SAiVlRLE Addres^Dept t.

Lament, Corliss jr Co.. Acents. 7S Hudson Street. N.T.

A6MDRAE" GIAIlf
ITelephones

On One Year's Trial
Gaaranteed for 10 Tears

Onr spec!altT Is Fann TH*-
phoDFB. We have been in bus-
iness for fortT-scTen years and
thousands of farmers swear
by the ANDIUL GIaXT as the
Etrongrest rincring- and talking
instrument ever made. Our
prices are the lowest, quality
considered, ever offered.
Write forour special propo-

sition forfarm telephone lines

Julius Andrae & Sons Co.
211 Second St,, Hllwaukee, WU.

"syN"Li^hir Every Nipnr ife
makes homes che«rful. stores busy, ch
and halls crowded. Tke "SC>" Outihlces
Them All.

SUN Incandescent Gasoiine UMP
Cheaper thsji g-as, electricitj'. fceroser.e.

|

I. 2. 3. <-bumer fixtures, loo-caad'e power i

to each burner. Agents wanted. Get

San Vacior Light Co.. 211 Ibrket St.. CaitM. 0.

FIX YOUR ROOF
K«» Dar ^niiarA — will guarantee to pn»
96 rCI square. old leaky. worn-cot,
rnsly. tin. iron, steel, paper, felt or Bhinizie roof in per-
ft'-t condition, and keep it in perfect condition for 5c
per >(inaie per year.

The Perfect Roef Preserver, makes old,

fs new. Satisfaction g~aar«ct«ed
iinded. Our free roofing b»ek
. :» \\. Write for It todsr-

The Aoierson Manufacturias Co., OepL 19. Byria. OtuAi

X\ CP' ^'**
IJAAT tlV ^<^rn-out roofs n<

ISIIIi^lB \ or money refund
IIUUI 1 IA tells all »T o ;»

WELL DRILLING
Machines

Over "0 sizes and styles, for driUing either deep or

Shallow wells in any iina of soli or roclc. MouDt>-d
on wheels or on Bills. With engines or horse powers.
Strong, simple and -durable. Any mechanic can
operate them easiiv. send for catalo;;.

WILLIA.MS BROS.. Ithaca. N. Y.

YOUR BICYCLE
INTO A GOOD

MOTORCYCLE.
Siiniple sold at cost.

Send stamp tor Catalog.

olorcycle Equipment Co., 6 Lake, HanMneodspoii, N.Y.

SiOTMACHiilE
To Weave Yonr 9«d I'^enee

FOR
A _

To Weave Yon
at 2'lc ptif rod out of coiled hard
eteel Bprmgwire. WIRE .\T wnOLB.
SILE. Farm dates. CatalOff f r ee—
tella how to btuld fenre and why
you Rhohld use coiled steel wire.
Carter Wire Fence .Machine C«ii.

Bex Bt» » He 8terllncy OUe.

MORE EGGS-LESS FEED
OPEN HOPP£R.

6rern Bone and OtillAP
TegeUble bUUBl

III dmblo yooi- •0 T^ald and e«t f««d

bllllBbalf. OuiUfMt! to cat •w!ir u>d fkatar

than aa7 ether. Trial offtf aad catalocs*

Haa^krej.Clartt St. rac^rj. J*li*t,UL

Humphrey

PATENTS Tenii8*lx)w.
•I FEE lETDIIEt
Highest Refs. AdTtos

and Llteratare Free. VASHO.N A CO., Patbki
ATTORMirs, 609 E St. N. W., Wash., D. C.

Amy iucfion Sale Bargains 3^'°^.'^'*,!
FB.(.>CI.S R.V>>EK11AN, gOlBroadwaj, York.

PATENTS
WetMs K. €oI«>MM, Patont Attor*
ney. Wiishintcton, D. O. Advioo
free. Terms low. HishoRt ref.

Ojj*<X*jLf<i ^ -tux 'Hjht\,
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Fruit Growing
By SAMUEL B. GREEN

THE FARMER'S FRUIT GARDEN
[continued from page 1]

varieties of pears remain, while apples and
plums continue well up into the Canadian
regions, where the thermometer drops
down to forty and fifty below zero. As we
go south from our middle temperate region
the range of fruits rapidly enlarges again.

When we reach north Georgia the apple
drops out, pears are uncertain, and later

on peaches fail, and the orange and cit-

rus fruits come in. And so it goes. Lat-
itude, elevation and proximity to bodies
of water govern the range and type of

fruit that it is possible to grow.

THE SITE

^Of course the first requisite is to so

locate the garden that it will be conven-
ient to the house. A good arrangement
is to connect it with the lawn and make
it an essential part of the house sur-

roundings. As a rule a somewhat ele-

vated position is better than a low, warm
valley. When settlers first came into the
country they located along the waterways
because these represented connecting lines

and means of transportation ; but later

experience has shown that fruits in these
low levels are not as fine in quality and
are more subject to diseases than the
fruits grown on higher and more airy

situations.

METHOD OF PLANTING

The method of planting and arrange-
ment of the farmer's fruit garden will

differ essentially from the method em-
ployed when the commercial enterprise is

exploited. In the former we desire an
assortment of fruit which shall properly
cover the season. In the latter we want
large blocks of a few varieties. In the

farmer's garden we can plant closer than
in the commercial area, because our plan-

tation will not be permanent. We shall

be adding to it and subtracting from it

more or less constantly. This is one of

the sources of pleasure. The farmer for

his own -use wants the very best of each
class of fruit, while the commercialist

they are being crowded by the permanent
trees.

Following the apples, the pears may
be set at twenty-five feet, and again in-

terplanted with dwarf varieties at half
the distance. Cherries, plums and peaches
may be set at twenty feet. Then will
follow the bush fruits in rows, seven feet

apart, with plants three feet apart in the
row. Here we will have our blackberries,
blackcap raspberries, red raspberries, and
our currants and gooseberries, the latter
being set six feet apart between the rows
and three feet apart in the row. Now,
at the outset the strawberries may go
between the tree rows or the small-fruit
rows. Later on the strawberry will need
an open space, and may rotate with the
vegetable ground, which will lie contigu-
ous to the small-fruit area. The grape-
vines, of which we ought to have forty or
fifty, can occupy a warm location on the
south side. They can be trained on boun-
daries, or on fences or trellises, which will

act as boundaries. Of course, the whole
ground may be employed for vegetables
or crops of that type for the first few
years after planting.

PREPARATION OF SOIL

All practises desirable in the preparing
of orchard land should be intensified here,

for this is to be a permanent investment.
We should be able to get on the ground
early in- the spring and late in the fall.

Provide drainage in the most efiicient way
possible. - The expense of underdrains
may make them impracticable, but if the
soil is at all soggy or springy, drains
will pay. Put them in as soon as possible.

If necessary, slight other parts of the
farm and attend to this, for here we have
something that ministers to the comforts
and wants of the entire family.

VARIETIES TO PLANT

This question can be answered satis-

factorily only when connected with par-
ticular soil and locality. As a general
rule plant those varieties which are al-

ready succeeding in the region.

Do not depend on the dictum of the

PICKING PEACHES

plants the varieties which he thinks will

bring him the most money.
In general in the farmer's fruit garden

the apples should be grouped together, set-

ting at regular distances, say forty feet

apart for Greening, Baldwin and Russet,

large-growing trees, and these interplanted

with early varieties, which as a rule are

shorter lived and will occupy less space.

Among these early varieties we can cite

as examples Duchess, Yellow Transpar-
ent, Wealthy, and the like. The dwarf
tree has a legitimate place in the farmer's

fruit garden. I mean both dwarf apples

and pears. They can be set between the

standards, and may be taken out when

nurseryman or the partially informed
neighbor. Go to your experiment sta-

tion. There is one in every state and
two in some. It is the business of the
officers of these stations, among other
things, to answer questions of this kind,

and it is also the business of these men
to investigate conditions and ascertain
what varieties are most promising. Final-
ly, aim to plant the best. Do not plant
for the largest number of- bushels, but
rather for the highest quality. This will

bring most satisfaction in the long run.
Let us remember the words of the proph
et, "My fruit is better than gold; yea,
than much fine gold."

Are You Thinking of a
New Roof?

Lei Me Hear From Youm I Stand
Back of

HuWg^sGreenFlag
Rubber Reefing

for 10 YestPSm I Give You a Legal Gertifi'
cate to That Effect on Every Siguare

of My Green Flag Roofing

DO YOU KNOW
That there are a lot of different

roofs all claiming to be the best?
That in constructing the Pyramids

of Egypt and the Tower of Babylon,
Natural Asphalt was used because it

was the best weatherproofing, water-
proofing, fire resisting material known
and that nothing has since been dis-

covered that equals it?

That my Green Flag Rubber Roof-
ing is made of the same kind of
Natural Asphalt?
That my Green Flag Roofing is

practically indestructible, and for
that reason I put a legal guaranty
for durability back of it? Do you
know that my guaranty means abso-
lute protection against your future
roofing troubles? Wouldn't it be a
relief to you and thousands of others
if the roofs that are now being laid

would not leak, dry up, crack, run
off, or go to pieces generally in three
months or a year? Do you know
that the life of the average roof at the
present time is one year?
That the reason for this is cheap-

ness, inferior goods manufactured by
a cheap process to make people think

they're gettingsomething for nothing?
Do you know that my Green Flag

Roofing will successfully cover any
kind of roof at half the price of
shingles, no matter how flat or
steep, as well as the sides of build-
ings, and that it is being used on
many of the finest business and pub-
lic buildings and dwellings through-
out the country? That it will not
taint rain-water and will resist fire?

If you could get my Green Flag
roof that I guarantee for ten years
for a few cents more per 100 square
feet than one of the doubtful kind,
wouldn't you consider it economy to
buy that kind, especially if you feel

the necessity of making your money
reach as far as possible?

Would you think it worth your
while to write me for a free sample
of Huttig's "Green Flag" Roofing,
the Natural Asphalt Roofing of the
world, and my little book that tells

you some things about roofs that
every one doesn't know and which
has saved others a good many dol-
lars? Would you be willing to do
this if you were sure it wouldn't
cost you a cent, nor obligate you in
any way? Then write me today.

HUTTIG MFG. OO,^
727 B. 2a<i Street, Muscatlae, Iowa
Simply say:

—"Send me free sample and Booklet G I.'

Government Homesteads, Timber Lands, Improved

Farms, Irrigated Tracts, Business Openings

The Chicago CS, North Western Railway makes special low
excursion rates, by means of which prospective settlers may
visit the territory being opened up by newly constructed lines,

and examine for themselves the opportunities for new homes
and cheap lands the first and third, Tuesdays of each month.

ROUND TRIP FROM CHICAGO
PIERRE, S.D. . . $23.55
ABERDEEN, S.D. . 21.35

HURON, S.D. . . 20.00

BONESTEEL, S.D. . 20.15
DEADWOOD and LEAD 25.00

HOT SPRINGS, S.D. 25.00

BELLE FOURCHE,S.D. 25.00
GASPER, WYO. . . 25.00

LANDER, WYO. . . $25.00
RAPID CITY, S.D. . 25.00
EAGLE RIVER, WIS. 11.60

ASHLAND, WIS. . . 14.25

RHINELANDER, WIS. 11.25

RICE LAKE, WIS. . 12.75

O'NEILL, NEB. . . 18.85

LONG PINE, NEB. . 20.00

Correspondingly low rates to many other points

west and northwest.
Our printed matter, sent free, contains synopsis of

United States Homestead laws, letters from scores of

settlers who have been successful in acquiring a com-
petence, maps and full particulars.

W. B. KNISKERN,
Passenger Traffic Manager, C. & N. W. Ry.,

NW65» Chicago, III.

'A

EARN '80 T0 150 A MONTH
WAIiTED—Young Men for Firemen and Brakemen.
We prepare you by mail in from four to six weeks for either/

' the above positions. More calls recently for our compe-
tent men than we were able to supply. Positions se-

cured as soon as competent. Bapid promotion.
Remember, »hls Jlssoclallon Is directed by Railroad Officials of

'

four of the largest roads in the United States. If/

you want to be a railroad man,eut out coupon /

and send to us at once for full particulars.
Write name and address plainly. Hun-

,

dreds of positions now open. Address

NATIONAL RAILWAY
TRAINING ASSOCIATION

OMAHA, HKB. orKANSAS CITY. MO

«T'/-» T APkV A/^TTIMTC Many ladies are making highly satisfactory incomes in the pleasant and
X. \J JutlAJ I X O ladylike employment of procuring subscriptions to the Woman's Home Com-
panion, a calling that requires no investment. The requisite materials, with full and simple instmctions, are sent
free to any intending agent on request. Address woman's HonE cOhpamo.n, Dept. of Agents, nadieon Square, New York city.
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Profit in Lambs
CATTLE NOTES

Restlessness is a very poor quality in
fattening cattle.

In fattening cattle, the quicker they can
be fattened, the greater will be the profit.

Raise and feed all the roots possible,

but do not expect to fatten cattle without
grain.

Never allow young calves to shift for

themselves : liberal feeding at all seasons
will pa}-.

Calves intended for cows should have
the very best of care and very warm
quarters during winter.

One of the poorest investments is buy-
ing an inferior cow for dairy purposes.

She will not pay her board bill.

Give calves warm quarters and ground
feed, and they will make a good growth
even during the severe winter months.

Kind usage in handling milk cows pays
a large dividend. A cruel or quick-tem-
pered man should not be on a dairy farm.

It requires just as good business qual-

ities to be a successful stock raiser as it

does to be successful in any other branch
of business.

Be sure to provide some shelter in

summer for young calves. A dark, well-

ventilated shed will give protection from
the flies.

Cattle occupy a leading place in the

wealth of the world by furnishing beef,

milk, butter, hides, tallow, glue and many
other things. R. B. Rushing.

<?>

SELECTING THE BREEDING HOG
A farmer in Indiana asks several ques-

tions about buying a male breeding hog.

He says that he thinks the fancy, fine-

boned t\-pe of hog is not the best for

the farmer. I think he is very nearly cor-

rect. There alwa}'S will be more or less

demand for the smooth, rather short,

bunchy hog for breeding purposes, be-

cause they are always ready for market

—

that is, they are rounded out full and
smooth at anj' age—and small farmers
and villagers who keep only a verj' few,
and usually sell them at six months, will

want that type. But the farmer whose fields

and pastures are large needs the longer,

stronger-boned and somewhat coarser
tjpe. This stj'le of hog is apt to be
stronger on its feet and a better rustler

than the fine-boned fellow, and it will

stand more hardship, and also make more
weight, owing to its abiUtj- to gather and
digest more food—a larger varietj-. It is

not ready for market as early as the

smooth, fine-boned pig, but it brings down
the scales when it gets there.

In buying a breeder I would consider

the tj-pe of breeding sows he is to be
mated with. If they incline to be a little

too fine, I would secure a male that would
be a little coarser, but only a little, or

the result would be two t>'pes in the

offspring, one coarse and the other fine

—

one resembling the male and the other

the female. By adding only a little coarse-

ness you simply check the tendency to

extreme fineness, and will be more likely

to obtain the type of pig you desire. Be-
fore buying a breeding male it is best to

pick out the female breeders one intends

to use, then select the male long, short,

coarse or fine, as required to secure the

type of pig wanted.
One should not be guided by what the

breeder says, nor altogether by pedigree,

but he should keep uppermost in his

mind what he needs. One thing to es-

pecially guard against in farm hogs is

extreme fineness of bone. Farm hogs are

often subjected to some harcj knocks and
rough usage in handling and marketing,
and they should be able to stand these

without injury, for the loss of a hog in

marketing cuts a hole in one's profits. I

notice a great many hogs are not strong

on feet, and of course not able to carry

their weight well when fatted for mar-
ket. This weakness should be carefully

guarded against in the selection of a

breeder. The fine-boned hog is most apt

to be weak on the feet when matured,

though I have seen many of the coarser

type weak in this respect. A hog that is

weak on the feet may go down just as

he is ready for market. He will not be

really crippled, but the buyer will mark
him- crippled, and the price paid will be

cut accordingly. I would advise this

farmer and all others to buy neither an

extremely coarse nor extremely fine hog
for a breeder. Get one that is midway be-

tween the two, with good feet, fair body
length, and a real rustler-like appearance.

Fred Grundv.

PRODUCING GOOD BUTTER
The first essential for a good butter

flai*y is good cows. We may be able to

nialte good butter from scrub cows, but

we 'cannot make as much of it, and it

costs just as much to feed and care for

a poor cow as it does a good one.

Live Stock and Dairy

As to breeding, I do not think it mat-
ters very much whether we select Jer-
seys, Ayrshires, Guernseys' or Holsteins
or just common stock. It is far more a
selection of individuals than of breed,

and there will be found excellent cows
whose pedigree, if known at all, extends
no farther back than "old brindle" and
"Casey's" yearling bull. Understand me,
I do not mean to make light of the busi-

ness of breeding pure-bred dairy cattle,

for the cows that hold the best records are
always found among these herds ; but
what I do mean to say is that the herd
books of all the leading breeds of dairy
cows contain some names that are high
sounding, but when we look up the in-

dividual records of the animals we find

that they are veritable scrubs.

I have seen poor, thui cows running
in a poor, sun-burnt pa^re and winter-
ing in an old shed and wind-swept yard,
and so far . as pedigree was concerned,
they had no pride of ancestry or hope of
posterity; nevertheless, when put on good
feed and given the right care they would
give fort3' pounds of five-per-cent milk
each da}'. These cases are not common,
but they go to show that it is not always
the fault of the cow, but of the dair}'man
himself, that they do not produce good
results at the pail.

And yet if we were selecting a bull calf

to grow and develop for use in improving
our herd, we would not think of making
a selection from such a cow, but would
want one whose dam was not only a good,
profitable cow herself, but also a pure
bred of one constant type for a number
of generations, for then we could depend
upon the bull being prepotent and stamp-
ing the individuality of himself upon his

descendants.

Now as to the cows that we select for
our butter dairy. It is a sad state of
affairs when the average dair}' cow of
the country produces less than one hun-
dred and twent\'-five pounds of butter
fat a year. It is a sad commentary upon
the dairy wisdom of the American dairy-

man. How are we to improve the sit-

uation? The first step necessary is to

improve the feeding rations and then set

about to improve the cows themselves. In
my opinion the cause of this one-hundred-
and-twenty-five-pound production of but-

ter rests not with the cows, but with the
farmers and dair}-men themselves. It

would be better for our dairy interests

if we could impress upon the minds of the

farmers the necessitj- of a rational and
Intelligent system of management, retain-

ing their present herds of cows', poor as

they may be, rather than to make each
man a present of a herd of Pauline
Pauls. Ida Marigolds or Imported Char-
mante of the Grons, and have him con-
tinue his old methods of caring for them.
When we think of the conditions that

surround the average herd of dair}' cows,
is it any wonder that we have so many
of the average dairymen? The wonder
to me is that the cows do not give up in

disgust and die instead of producing that

one hundred and twenty-five pounds of

butter a year.

To build up a good butter herd, intro-

duce new methods. Try to have good
pastures, and supplement them with green
forage when they are short and drj'. In
winter give the cows a good warm stable,

well ventilated and lighted with plenty

of sunshine. Feed them a ration of good,
palatable food and plent}- of pure water,

and then if they do not respond, look

them squarely in the eye and say either

pay for your keep or go to the shambles.
If they are good cows they will comply
with the boarding-house rules; and if not,

you should be glad to get rid of them at

any price. Cows of any breed or no
breed should be made to produce two
hundred and fifty pounds of butter a

year, and this should be gradually in-

creased until the herd will average three

hundred pounds a year.

After selecting the cows and providing
them with a good stable and giving them
good care, the next matter to be con-

sidered is how to handle the milk. It is

a settled fact that the dairyman who
is milking more than eight cows and con-

tinues to run his dairy without a hand
separator is standing in his own light.

The best time to skim the milk is when
it is warm from the cow. and at this

time any of the standard machines will

do good, clean work and skim out the fat

so closely that we need not worry. In

separating do not have the milk too

warm ; sixty to seventy degrees will give

better grain to the butter than heating it

up to eighty degrees. Another important
point in running a separator is to have it

adjusted so that the cream will be thick

and rich, containing from thirty to forty

per cent fat. This is an important point,

for it will churn more rapidly and leave

less fat in the buttermilk, and the churn-
ing can be done at a lower temperature.
The great secret of churning at a low
temperature is having the cream rich and
thick.

The second great secret is having the
cream cooled, as soon as possible after
it is separated, to at least fifty degrees,
and holding it at that temperature until

a few hours before it is warmed up to

ripen.

Now comes the question of ripening,
for as a general rule it is not best to
churn cream in an unripened condition.
You will get good butter, but there are
difficulties in churning that make it a
very intricate work and undesirable for
any but an expert to undertake. Use
the utmost care in ripening the cream,
and avoid as much as possible all bad
odors and flavors. Ripening cream means
holding it at a temperature that is proper
until the various kinds of bacteria have
time to develop lactic acid, which aids
easy churning and gives the desirable
characteristic flavor to the best butter.

Keep the cream until you have enough
to make a churning, raise the temper-
ature to about sixty-five or seventy de-
grees, and keep near this temperature until

about ripe, then cool before churning.
Well-ripened cream should thicken and

run like oil and have a gloss on a fresh
surface. If the ripening process has gone
too far it is impossible to make finely

flavored butter from it. Don"t mix sweet
and sour cream. Half-ripened cream
neither sweet nor sour will churn very
hard and make poor-quality butter. If
you want to churn sweet cream use it

when perfectly fresh.

The churning of well-ripened qream is

one of the simple arts of butter making.
Churn at such a temperature that the
butter will come in from forty to sevent}'

minutes when the churn is not more than
\

one third full of cream. You will get
better butter than when it comes more
rapidly.

Use water at a temperature of forty to
fort}'-five degrees in warm weather and
fift}- to sixty degrees in cold weather,
allowing for the season, solidit}^ of the
butter, etc. Put salt in the churn, and stir i

in thoroughly with a wooden spoon.
There is nothing more difficult in making
good, even-quality butter than to get a
uniform amount of salt in different churn-
ings. If the salt is well mixed with the
butter it will need but little working.
Press it just hard enough on any good
worker to work out the surplus water
and give a compact texture. As a ;jen-

eral rule it is preferable to move from
the churn to the worker and then pack
at once, and avoid streaked butter. The
butter maker must judge for himself
when it is worked enough.
And now the question of marketing

butter, and I believe this is the most im-
portant of all. When marketed at a gro-
cery it is not apt to bring its actual
value. The trade is divided into four
classes—the local dealer, the grocery,
the private family and the hotel trade.

I would not depend on the two first

named, except the groceryman who had
a select trade among the best city people
who depended upon him for certain brands
of butter. In that way he will g^ive you
a good price for your product and it will

be a nice trade to handle. Of course the
private family or hotel trade is the one
that pays most, but it is a critical and
exacting trade and hard to look after.

W. Milton Kelly.

CARE OF THE LITTER
With the young pigs the fatalities are

usually told in the first three or four days,
during which time e.xtra vigilance must
be maintained. It has been my experience
that young pigs cannot be too well fed
or too well cared for. The ration I pro-
vide for my pigs is a slop made of milk
and middlings, with little corn, fed twice
daily, at morning and evening. For the
first five months I grow the pigs as rap-
idly as possible and then put them on a
more fattening ration.- I liave found that
by feeding them in this way they develop
a good, strong frame that enables them
to carry a good amount of flesh for future
market. I feed all the corn and slop
that they will eat up clean and keep them
anxious for the feeding time to arrive each
day. At six months of age I usually have
them weighing around two hundred
pounds each. Wm. H. Underwood.

Our guarantee of the advertisements in

this paper means much to you. It means
that we have been so careful in accepting
them that we stand ready to make good
any loss which a subscriber suflFers in

answering them.

A recent experiment In feeding lambs
proved that a small investment made
for Dr. Hess Stock Food returned the
feeder a profit of 235%. This vras be-
cause the Hess-fed lambs vrere able to

digest a greater proportion of the
daily ration than other lots not simi-

larly treated. Dr. rfess Stock Food is

a tonic which makes perfect digestion

in any domestic animal. It contains
iron for the blood and nitrates to

cleanse the tystem ofpoisonous matter.
It is the prescription of Dr.

Hess (M. D., D.V.S.), himself
an authority on foods and
feeding.

DBHESS
STOCK Fl^a
shortens the time required to fit an
animal for market, increases the flow

of milk lu dairy cows and keeps
\ farm teams in prime condition.

SOLD ON A WRITTEN
GUARANTEE.

100Ibs.$5.0«

251b.i«il|1.60ts.^tSw^
Smaller quantities at a slight advance.

Where Dr. Hess Stock Food differs In

partlctilar is in the dose—it's small
and fed but twice a day, which proves
it has the most digestive strengtli to

the pound. Our Government recog-

nizes Dr. Hess Stock Food as a
medicinal compound, and this

paper is back of the g^uarantee.

If your dealer cannot sup-

ply you, we will.

DR. HESS & CLARK,
Asbland, Oblo.

Also Manufacturers
of Dr. Hess Poultry
Pan-a-cc-a and Instant
Louse Killer.

MADE
FOR

SERVICE
and guaranteed
absolutely

WATERPROOr

OILED SUrrS. SLICKERS
AND HATS

Every garment guaranteed
Clean - Light • Durable

Suits »3oo Slickers »3e?

SOLO arttsT duurs tvtiiYwncK
(ATALoe nm for tuc askims

TmCK» SWOLLEN GLANDS
that maks a hone Wheeze,
have Thick Wind, or Choke-
down, can be removed with

/VBSORBINE

or aar Bunch or Swelling
esnsed by strain or toQam- '

matlon. No blister, no
balr gone, and horse kept
at work. yi.OO per bottle, de-
livered. Book 3-t! free.
ABSORBIXE. JK,, for manktad, fl.Ov, u^-

Uvered. Cures Goitre, Tumors, Varicose Veins,
HvUrocele, Varicocele. Book free. Made oulr br
W. F. TOU>'«', P. D. Y. VS Monmouta street,

Sprlnsfleld, Uma.

HAY PRESSES
Onsranteed enough better than the best

of other makes to earn 6 per cent intereat
a* (oUows, or no sale.

The AUigator 6% Int. on 913fiS7.SD
" Favorite " " " $18000.00
" Hercules " " "

Great Money Maker*.
For conditions address
«l. A. SPENCER,

SWIOHT, ILL.

Onsiad's lUMPY-JAW
CURE k CAPSULES.
Permanently, quickly and scientifi-

cally. Only one application rc<juired

cures 99 out of 100 ca^e$. N>> danger
No scar. Humane. Saves the aniinai

and makes her markct.ible. Tcsitd
20 years. Your money back if il fails.

County agents wanted.
Write for parti^.ui.trs.

THE OKSTID CIlElllCAL CO-.
ICO Kcj St.* IndlmaapoUt, ladlua.

$ 1 2 down and few doUirC per • H
month. Go to Oallfomia oa the BAST Mr I

PAIMENT PLAN. For i nformalion, write ^ I

toCtlifomii Travel Associatioo. Grosse I^^^J
Bldr-. Loa Anseles, Califomii. Hl^BM

PATENTS
M pape book free. niKhe»t refer-
ences. Ixtnjr experience. KliKaer»ld
ii Co.. Uept. V, Washlnaton. U. 1'.
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FARM BUTTER MAKING
There is at all times considerable con-

troversy in regard to good and bad butter,

so it may justify a short article dealing
with the main points connected with the
production of butter, and the principal
"faults" that workers are guilty of at all

times. Absolute cleanliness cannot be
too strongly insisted upon, both in cow
sheds and dairies, and the supply of
water should be abundant and as pure as
possible.

Milk for butter making should not be
refrigerated, but brought into the dairy
and well strained into its receptacles.

Mechanical skimming, by means of a sep-
arator, is frequently employed in prefer-

ence to the older method of "creamers"
or of shallow pans. With shallow pans

cream to the bulk; but no fresh cream
should be added to the ripened cream for
twelve hours previous to churning, and,
if possible, the cream should then be
brought within a degree or two of the
intended churning temperature. By do-
ing so, the whole bulk, fat globules as
well as the serum, has had time to respond
to the treatment, and the resultant is more
satisfactory than can be the case when
the cream is treated, as is too often the
case, to a rapid heating by plunging the
crock into hot water and stirring vigor-
ously. In the latter case oily masses of
fat soon float on the surface, and the
worker is fortunate if he or she does
not churn into irregular "lumps," sm.eary
on the surface and streaky when made up.
The temperature at which the cream

BUTTER MAKERS

the cream acquires a certain amount of
ripeness before it is skimmed, and be-
comes aerated, and so to a certain ex-
tent free from cow-shed odors. Workers
having exhibition prizes in view will find

that cream raised in twelve hours on
shallow pans, and subsequently ripened a
little, will give fine-flavored butter of
good color and texture, other conditions
being satisfactory.

"Ripened" cream, as opposed to sweet
cream, is cream in which the bacterial

growth has brought about a development
of acidity, giving a sharp acid taste and
smell, and causing a thickening, due to
the curdling of the casein, or cheesy part;
the casern at the same time is partially

peptonized, and this state of increased
solubility gives greater freedom Xo the

is churned is a matter of great impor-
tance, and depends much on the tempera-
ture of the air, but also on the kind of
food the cows receive. If the air has a
high temperature, the cream must be low,
and vice versa, the two scales meeting
at about fifty-eight degrees, while at the
other end of the scale we have seventy
degrees, required for the cream derived
from animals fed on cotton cake. The
skilled butter maker must therefore use
his or her judgment in adopting a cream
temperature to suit the weather and the
food of the cows. The principle of
churning is to obtain the maximum of
friction, and with this in mind the worker
must avoid a very common mistake, that
of filling the churn too full. Churn mak-
ers usually state the working capacity of

A DEVONSHIRE DAIRY

fat globules, and so explains in a measure
why ripened cream takes less time to
churn than sweet cream under similar
conditions.

A "starter," as it is termed in the
dairy, may be buttermilk from a previous
churning, milk soured naturally, or a
specially grown starter of pure lactic
organisms in sterilized milk. Needless
to say, this latter is the best when pro-
curable, and many firms sell "pure cul-
ture" starters for use in butter making.
A little .bit of this put into the cream
some time before churning promotes the
"ripening"—that is, the development of
lactic acid—without taint. Cream should
never be gathered more than three days
before churning, and is best kept in a
glazed earthen crock, covered lightly, and
away from the sunlight and from direct
drafts. Regular stirring and mixing are
necessary, especially when adding fresh

their churns, and it is generally found
that a churn one third full allows a suf-
ficient "plunge" to bring the butter
quickly, well grained and of a bright
color, and is a distinct saving of tirtie.

The first few revolutions of the churn
require to be slow but regular, with fre-

quent "ventilations" for the first few min-
utes, and longer in case of sweet cream.
Fast churning merely swings the cream,
and produces soft, oily butter. Slow
churning is a waste of time, and gets pale,

"overworked looking" butter. Practise
will enable the worker to regulate the
speed to suit the churn and the cream.
After a period of churning the butter

."breaks," the fat globules gather, resem-
bling in consistency rough oatmeal, with
a film of buttermilk around each. At
this point the worker adds "breaking
water," from a pint to a quart to the
gallon of cream, at a temperature not

BUY YOUR

SEPARATOR
NOW

If you have three or more cows and do not own a

Centrifugal Cream Separator, you certainly need one and
doubtless know that you do. If so, do not make the

mistake of delaying its purchase ' 'until Spring' ' or for that

matter even another month. Buy it NOW, and it will

have more than half paid for itself by Spring.

Butter prices at present are unusually high, and it is

being predicted that first class butter will retail at 50 cts.

per pound in the large cities this coming Winter. With
butter values so high, can you afford to waste from one-

third to one- half your butter fat, as you are surely doing

without a separator? A separator will save the very last

bit of butter fat, double your dairy profits, and cut your
work in half.

Buy your separator NOW and take the first step

toward making this most profitable of all farm investments

by sending at once for a DE LAVAL catalog.

The De Laval Separator Co.
General Offices:

74 CORTLANDT STREET,

NEW YORK.

Randolph & Canal Sts.
CHICAGO

1 2 1 3 & 12 15 Filbert St.

PHILADELPHIA
Drumm , Sacramento Sts.

SAN'^FRANCISCO

173-177 William Street
MONTREAL

14- & 16 Princess Strect
WINNIPEG

107 First Street
PORTLAND. OREG.

THE snow and rain, rushes and sand inseparable from duck
and goose shooting never bother the hunter who is using a

l^u/in Model 19 12 gauge repeating shotgun, tht bat all-

around gun in the market.

The ejection is from the side (an exclusive ^£Ztt£/i feature)

and the closed breech boll covers the action keeping out all foreign

matter which so often clogs repeating shotguns.

The ^^a^lji automatic safety prevents the accidental opening

of the action when firing, and holds the breech shut until after ex-

plosion in cases of hang-fire ; the solid top of frame is always a
' protection between your head and the cartridge.

Tbe man who loves a erun needs the 1907 ^^teG/3t
Book. It is full of gun information, has the answer to
every gnn question, contains 136 pages of live matter.
FREE for 3 stamps postage,

7j^e^at/in^rearms Co.p

141 Willow SL Neiv Haven, Conn.

25 ^^'^ large
I^^Zm handsome

steel range
without hig:h closet or reservoir. Witii
high waxmingf closet and reservoir, just as
shown in cut, 917.38. Reservoir is

porcelain lined. Heavy cast top with 6 full

size cooking holes. Large square oven,
8-16 size. Body is made of cold
rolled steel , top and all castings
lofbestpig iron Grate; we use
improved duplex grate, bums
wood or coal. Nickel band on
front of main top; brackets
and tea shelves on closet;

band and ornament on reser-
voir, oven door, etc. Highly polished,
maldng it an omamentin any home

OUR TERMS

OR for this
Oalc
Heater

just as illustrated. Bums hard
or soft coal or wood. Has
drawn center gtate.corrugated'
fire pot, cold rolled sheet steel
body, heavy cast base, large
cast feed door, ash pit door
and ash p3n,swingtop, screw
draft-regrulator. Polished um,
nickel top rin^, name plate
foot rails, etc
Wehaveheatingstoves of

every kind. Hot blast, air
tights, the kind that retails _
for 83.00, for 87c. Base burn-
ers at \^ the regular price.

aro fhe most liberal ever
made. We will ship you any

range or stove, guarantee it to be perfect in construction and ma-
terial; we guarantee it to reach you in perfect condition You can

pay for it afler you receive it. You can take It Into your own home and use It 30 full days. _
If you do not find it exactly as represented and perfectly satisfactory In every way, the biggest bargain in a Stove youeversiw
or heard of, equal to stoves that retail for double our price, you can return it to us and we will pay freight both ways,
WplTC TO nAY '^^^ Stove Catologue No. S 1 08150 styles to select £rom,erDlains our terms fully; tells yo«
ft nl I C I U'llA I how to order. Don't buy a stove of any Kind until you receive our illustrated catalogue and read oii»

liberal terms and lowest prices ever made. ADlflM CHITU OA OEIIOJtf^n II I
Apostal card will bring it to vou. IfflAllWIll Olfil | 11 Vlfs VVllvAUUb ILba

34 YEARS SELUNG DIRECT
Our vehicles and harness have been sold direct from our factory to
Ufier for a third of a century. We ship for examination and ap-

proval and g-uarantee eafe delivery. You are out notiiing it
not satisfied, as to style, quality and price.

We Arc The Largest Hannfactnrers In The World soindie^
Belling to the consumer exclusively We make 200 styles of seat**Mv^e Wacoiu
Vehicles, 65 styles of Harness. Send for large, free catalogTie. p^^ce complete ^39 i

No, 676, Top Buggy with Elkhart Carnage & Harness Mfa- Co^
dkl^rt, Indiana eas.oomore.

[
Stsnhope btrlfl Seat uid Wing
DMh. Pric9complet«,$54, 60,

FOUR SECONDS.

No other Shot Gun equals this gun's record. Xo gun built, for the money,
that is as good. $4.00 to g27.00. HammerleH. Every modern improyement.

Nothing as good on the market. Our catalogue shows a dozen other guns we make, single and
double barrel, magazine breech loaders, ejectors, etc. Send postal for it to-day—it's free.

UNION FIRE ARMS CO., Manufacturers, De«k I, TOLEDO, OHIO.

Stability of Page Fence
Every Page Fence is woven of large, strong,
high-carbon spring-steel wire of our own manu-
facture. Its power of resistance is greater
than any other fence, because every horizontal
strand is coiled spring and acts accordingly
under strain. This Spring keeps P«ge Fence
ilways rigid at top and bottom. There are
ther features you should know about Page
ence—write for catalog and folder.

i«e Woven Wire Fence Co., Boi 6516. AJnaa^Mich.
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less than eight degrees below the churn-

ing" temperature. The addition of this

water in two or three lots, as the churn-

ing proceeds, brings the "grrains" more
rounded, even and freer from the milky

covering, and by the liberal addition of

breaking water the great fault of workers
is to some extent overcome—that Is, the

butter is not likely to be "overwashed"
later on. Well-grained butter, when the

buttermilk is finally drawn, requires only

one washing water, used more as a rinse,

with not much actual churning, to free

the grains from dregs of the buttermilk.

A worker who can show a good grained

butter in the buttermilk has grasped the

principles of good working. Under-
churned butter—when the buttermilk is

withdrawn while the grains are too small

—is often overwashed and overworked
in an attempt to gather it together, and
is pale in color and deficient in flavor

when madc^.up. Overchurned butter

gathers into irregular lumps, greasy look-

ing and streaky, which cannot be washed
free from the buttermilk, and so enclose

too great an amount of casein, tending to

lessen its keeping qualities.

Opinions differ with regard to the mer-
its of dry salting versus brining. Dry
salted butter appears to hold more water
than brined butter, but it is rather that

the water is not so well incorporated in

many cases ; its color as a rule has a

deeper tint In brining, a coarse salt can
be used, two pounds to the gallon of
water at a temperature of eight degrees
below the original churning temperature;
the "grains" are left in this brine for

ten minutes to thirty minutes, thus en-
suring a hardening of the granules, which
aids in the texture of the finished but-

ter. A "warm" brine causes the butter

to become water logged, as it were, and
oversalted, whereas too cold a brine

chills the butter and has a tendency to

destroy the color, and frequently not
enough salt is retained to aid the flavor

and preservation.
Good grained butter when removed to

the "worker" does not require much
manual work to get rid of the water. If

it is allowed to lie piled for a little time
it will drain fairly dry, and subsequent
working will be given, with the object of
consolidating the grains to form firm,

flawless blocks or rolls when made up.

Too much working at this stage does not
get rid of much water, but merely bruises

the butter, spoiling the grain and making
it greasy and smeary throughout The
storing of butter is usually done in re-

frigerators or in the coldest place avail-

able, but not in any place known to be
damp, or the butter suffers, and is likely

to become moldy and rancid. It may be
noted that butter is at its finest, as re-

gards color and flavor, from one to three

days after the churning; after that time

a slow but certain decomposition sets in,

which results ultimately in spoiling and
rendering unfit for food the finest butter

ever made. VV. R. Gilbert.

USES OF EYE
A correspondent of eastern Pennsylva-

nia asks me for my opinion as to the best

use to which he can put a crop of rye

to be grown after ensilage corn.

The uses of rye are nimierous. My
wife, being a very ardent W. C. T. U.
woman, will not allow me to mention the

one great demand for grain rye, hence I

must discuss the uses of it as applied di-

rectly to agriculture, and I can possibly

best do that by citing some of tiie uses

it has for me.
I can sow it early, if I desire, and in

this section will not be troubled with "the

fly," as we are with too early sown wheat
Thb early sown rye makes me fine late

fall pasture for pigs or calves and shows
up a good crop for spring or summer
uses.

Then I can sow it much later than is

safe to sow wheat—say after my latest

cuttings of ensilage corn. If early winter

pounces upon it, it simply lies low and
comes up smilingly in the spring. It will

then furnish the earliest spring pasture or

soiling crop, in which latter use especially

it is a good milk maker and a grateful

spring tonic for all the animals receiving

in as part ration.

If it has been sown thickly—two bushels

of good seed to the acre—when cut when
in blossom and cured for hay it often tides

over a spring hay shortage or makes it

possible to sell its tonnage equivalent of

timothy hay, which the rye hay in feeding

value easily supplants in the cow or horse
ration.

If allowed to ripen its grain, the straw
makes excellent bedding (preferably be-

ing run through the fodder cutter and
cut and smashed up), and quite fifty per

cent more straw can be grown from an
acre of rye than from an acre of wheat
If one has a surplus of straw, and desires

to bale and sell a portion, as some of my
good friends do and as I have never
done, the market price of rye straw is

usually one dollar and a half to two dol-

lars a ton more than the price of wheat
straw.
The grain rj'e ground with com for

hog and horse feed, and fed with alfalfa

or clover hay to horses, and with milk to

pigs, adds both variety and quality to the
rations.

Finally, to the dairyman not its least

value is its adaptability for ensilage. Cut
with the grain harvester, when in bloom,
and cut mto short lengths, say half an
inch, and well tramped and leveled in the
silo, it makes a highly satisfactory silage—^a use for rye that I do not think we
dairymen can afford to consider lightly,

especially at this time of alarmingly high
prices for feeds. The oats and com crops
are both short, and the demand for oats
and com and all feeds tremendous. I

can see no reason why these conditions of
scarcity, and consequent high prices of
feeds, shall not continue at least over an-
other harv'est ; and we are not only inter-

ested in feed now, but will likely be more
so next spring and summer. Part of my
corn intended for the sUo will be cured
and husked, and the silo it would have
filled for next summer's use will next
spring be filled vrith such crops as rye,

crimson clover and wheat (grown togeth-
er) and perhaps the first cutting of alfalfa.

W. F. McSpakean.

HOGS IN THE ORCHARD
Pure sentiment has much to do with

the prejudice some farmers have against
using the orchard for a hog lot, and the
writer is free to confess that the keeping
of hogs in an orchard is not exactly
poetical, but to the farmers who keep
orchards for apple production and profit

there are some reasons for using it inci-

dentally for the hogs.
Our experience with hogs in the orchard

covers quite a number of years. Owing
to a lot of fall feeding of com in our
orchard two years ago we found half
the grass killed out, consequently we have
lost the use of it for a hog pasture while
getting a new set of g^rass, but we can
hardly wait to get the hogs back again.
A few farmers object to allowing brood

sows in an orchard, saying it is detri-

mental to the best success at farrowing.
We know of one tnan who declined to

buy a 3'oung brood sow for no other
reason than that she had been reared in

an apple orchard.
In our experience all ages and sexes of

swine have tibriven in the orchard. Some-
times the apples get ahead of the hogs,
and sometimes the hogs get in ahead of the
apples—more often the latter. We have
never had any bad results whatever from
the practise, the apples seeming to be a
fine addition to the hog diet Of course,
we never keep them on an exclusively
apple ration.

On the other hand, the hog acts as a
check to the codling moth and other
pests by eating the diseased apples as
they faU. All sorts of larvae and insects

are destroyed by the hogs as they wan-
der through the orchard. We seldom
fail to have an apple crop, and have at-

tributed' it in large measure to this meth-
od of management. Before condemning
the practise, let the farmer try it him-
selt Geo. P. Williams.

LIVE-STOCK NOTES
The farmers about Greeley, Colorado,

have a high appreciation of the value of

beet pulp as feed for stodo Its use is

rapidly increasing.

While the number of cows in this coun-
try increases at the rate of about five per
cent each year, the number of consumers
in the cities is increasing twice as rapidly

The United States consul at Bamberg
Germany, writes that the farmers of that
country prefer to buy cotton-seed oil cake
as it comes from the presses, and break
it up and grind it for stock feed, radier
than take the risk of bu>'ing the prepared
meal, fearing that the latter may be adul-
terated.

The San Luis Valley in Colorado is

likely to gain as great a reputation as a

hog and lamb producing locality as Rocky
Ford has for the production of melons.
It is known that the meat produced from
feeding both hogs and lambs with Canada
peas and vines commands the highest mar-
ket price, as the meat is sweeter by far
than that of corn-fed hogs and lambs.

Learn All

About Cows

If you want to know how to
make your cows produc* more and
richer milk, and be stronger and in
better health while doing it—If you
want to know what to do when a cow
gets sick or how to tell what is the mat-
ter with her—how to breed, how to raise
calves, how to feed and how to care for
them—everything a successful dairyman
ought to know—^just get a copy of Pratts
New Cow Book and you will have all the
information you want.

This book has been especially prepared
by the most eminent Veterinarians at great
expense, and is tmdoubtedly the most
complete book of reliable knowledge about
cows and their diseases ever published.
Every man who owns cows should have a copy
where he can constantly refer to it. The regu-
lar price is 25 cents—though it is worth more

—

but give your name and address on a postal, say
you want Pratts New Cow Book and we'll send
you a copy entirely free. Send for it today.

If yon want a convincing demonstration of the
unequaled value of

ANIMAL
REGULATOR

g^t a package at your nearest dealer's, and try it on your poorest cows.
Their condition will quickly improve--they will give more and better milk
and be in far better health. Every cow needs this valuable regulator

and tonic—there is nothing like it to improve the digestion, regulate the
bowels and blood and keep cows in first class condition, free from
disease. 25-Ib. bag costs $^25, smaller sizes from 25 caits up.

Pntls Bag OiBtaert isan unfailingremedyfor caked adder and sore teat
Pntts Cdf TwBC prevente and cures scours and makes calves grow rapidly.

Special Advice Free
If there is anything the matter with yoor

stock, write to as, clearly statins the symp-
toms, and our expert Veterinarians -will advise
yoa what to do, entirely bee ot charge.

Our Double Guarantee
With every Pratt Preparation you bay yoa

get a goaractee, signed by us and by the deal-

er, that it Till positively do everything claimed
for it, or yoa get yonr money back.

Remember there is a Pratt Remedy for every anhnal ailment—many of them
you ought to have handy for use in emergency. Ask yotrr dealer about them.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

When you purchase an H & R Revolver,

you possess a fireann diat has reached die higher
- .^stage of perfection— the result of over 35

^"\^ yesirs" manufacturing experience.

They are made in many dyles and sizes

clescr3>ed in ova beantifully iDostrated catalog, amcmg

which we would especially Fec(Mnmend our H
AUTOMATIC DOUBLE ACTION 32

6 shot, or 38 caliber. 3 shot, 3^ indi barrel, nickel

$6.00. THE H & R HAMMERLESS. $;

f tested quality

ior finish.

true,work

smoothly.

H &R Rerotveis cost a triSe les than some otha make, but ha^

DO Hiperiuc in point of coostnictkm, ampGcity of actioa or in ftnisii. Sold

hf all fird-clast dealen. Rather tban accept a sabstitnte, order

from aa direct. Look tor aas name on barrel aad the Etde

target trade-mark on tiie handle.

Se»Jftr nbutrattd C^taJj)g.

HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON ARMS CO.
4S4 PARK AVENUE. WORCESTER. MASS.

9 CORDS IH 10 HOURS BT OHE MAH
RUNS EASY) NO BACKACHE.

Sprinjgs ean
be adjusted
to a<n< a boy
12 years old
•r the
strmgesi

Easi'y
Carried.
Folds
Like a.

Pocket
Knife.

I onr Fslding Sawing Machiiw. Saws any kind et llmbar. Instantly a<|n«t*d to cut loe square on rouch or lerel

fnmd. OpcrMoralvafs stands ixnlrttt. On* Mna nan anw m*r* with it th.iii tvo men can In any other war. snddo It

•aslar. SawbMas eK. C, e)( or > ft. lone, riiawplliii. Diamond ar Laaea Taalh, la suit your Umher. GUARANTEE
—Ifany part breaks wttnm (kraa yanra. wc will send a new part witheul charB* " ^ ' . . ..- -

taarai
FOU

Send for Fro« Catalog sho^^iag I

- Irvine testimoai^s 6roB thotmnds. F4rsl ord*r Kvcur** agvneiP.

LOIN6 SAWIN6 MACHINE CO., 158-164 E. HarrisoB St, GUcago, liUiioi«i

LIGHTNING GASOLINE ENGINE.
STATIONARY AND PORTABLE, 2 TO 25 H. P.

NEW PLAN FOR COOLING CYLINDER.
REDUCES WATER TAMK TO A FEW OALLOSS.

SEND FOR CATALOG. SPECIAL FARM ESaiNBS.

KANSAS CITY HAYPRESS 00.124 Mill StKansas CitJJo.
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POULTRY POINTERS
Humpty Dumpty was found in the

bay,
Humpty Dumpty was taken away
In a basket to town one day

—

For Humpty Dumpty was the best
of pay.

We may live without poetry, music and
art

;

We may live without conscience, and live

without heart;

We may live without friends, but where
are the men

Who can live to-day without the fruit of
the hen?

'Lay your plans to feed the hen so she
will do better laying.

Build a trap nest
To make a test,

So you can tell,
"

And that very well.

The hen that lays best.

Chickens are said to be religious

—

So many enter the ministry;
The roosters are the professionals.

But the hens are the lay-ity.

W. J. B.

A WYAJTDOTTE CROSS ~^

For crossing on large breeds, with a
view of retaining the size as well as to

improve the marketable appearance, the
Silver Wyandotte male with Brahma or
Cochin hens is one of the best that can
be made. It is perhaps better to keep all

the breeds pure, where it is possible to

do so, but there are some farmers who
. have large hens, probably crosses from
Brahmas or Cochins, and who wish to

preserve the yellow legs and skin, as well

as to have the body compact and readily

salable. For that reason the use of the
Wyandotte male is suggested. It is a
cross that is excellent for producing mar-
ket fowls.

<$>

FEEDING HENS ECONOMICALLY
A reader of Farm and Fireside writes

me that she has fifteen good hens she
would like to keep over, but that feed is

going to be so high that she fears they
will cost more than they are worth.

I would suggest that she buy a bale of

the best clover hay, run it through her
feed cutter, cutting it to quarter-inch
lengths. At night put about a good quart

of this into a bucket, pour hot water oyer
it, and cover it closely. In the morning
mix about half a pint each of bran, mid-
dlings and coarse cornmeal with it, and
feed to the hens. Give them as much
of this mixture each morning as they will

eat within half an hour. Give them the

table scraps and a small quantity of

wheat or broken corn in the evening, and
they will, or should, not only do well,

-

but also lay enough eggs to more than
pay the cost of the feed. She can cut

the clover hay as needed, and a bale will

take up but little room. This cut clover

is quite as good as the ground clover

or alfalfa that is sold at ten to twenty
times as much. F. G.

<$>

ECONOMY AND VARIETY
It is not economical to deprive the

fowls of foods rich in the essential ele-

ments for the production of eggs. The
difference in the cost of foods containing
a large portion of protein and those con-
sisting mostly of starch is a small matter
if the use of more nitrogenous foods in-

duces the hens to lay. One extra egg a
week from each hen for six months will

repay the farmer for any expense he may
incur in purchasing meat, bone, linseed

meal or mill products, and the extra egg
will also add something to the profits.

It is economical to use anything for
the hens that can be purchased and con-
verted into profit. The hens should be
allowed any kind of food that is needed
as an incentive to greater egg production.
The successful poultryman is busy the en-
tire year, and uses home-grown products
if cheaper than those procured elsewhere.
Clover hay (cut fine), cracked or ground
wheat, oats, com, rye and buckwheat can
all be made a source of saving if grown
on the farm. A saving in the price of
food is profit, just as much as is an in-
-Grease in the price of eggs. There are
also vegetables to make a variety, such
as potatoes, beets, cabbage, etc., as well as
skimmed milk in limited quantities. If

the fowls cannot appropriate and consume
the large amount of food from various
sources, then the farmer should enlarge
the number of his hens. It is economical
to feed grain worth two cents a pound
and sell eggs at twenty cents a dozen,
provided the hens lay regularly. But if the
hens are not producing eggs, then any
kind of food is an expense.
There should be no loss of time with

flocks. The hens should be laying or car-
ing_ for broods, except when molting, and
it is only by feeding the most suitable
materials th?.t true economy can be prac-
tised. It is not the quantity of food that
brings results, but the quality, for many

farmers feed too much, consequently in-

creasing the cost, and at the same time

the hens lay fewer eggs. A small quantity

of food that is rich in protein and the

mineral elements may be worth twice as

much as food consisting more largely of

fat and starch, because it is more bene-

ficial to the hens. Any food that induces

the hens to lay a larger number of eggs

may be claimed to really coet nothing, as

the expense is returned in the product
by permitting of a larger profit.

PROFIT IN GEESE
There is not much difference in the lay-

ing qualities of the several breeds of

geese. Twenty eggs are a fair average
the first year after maturity, but after

that it may reach forty, as age makes but
little difference after the second year. The
best breed for feathers is the Embden,
they being entirely white, but the Tou-
louse yield the heaviest, the quantity

ranging from one half to one pound a

year. The best for market is a cross of

Toulouse gander with an Ejnbden goose,

both breeds attaining at times the weight

of from twenty to twenty-five pounds per

single bird. _

•

Geese should be picked only twice a

year. The first time should be after they

have laid a clutch of eggs. The second
time when they are molting, late in the

fall. Always pick on a warm, dry day.

Keep them in a dry place, under shelter,

and feed well, giving an allowance of

meat. They cannot lay and grow feathers

at the same time, as it taxes them too

much. If picked early they will not lay

until late. The loss will be about half the

usual number of eggs. Stubs of feathers

broken off will not come out until the

birds molt, but if pulled out new feathers

appear.
According to some authorities, old geese

can be picked four times during the sea-

son, commencing about the first of May.
Young geese should be picked three

times. They are ready for picking when
there is no blood in the quills. This can
be ascertained by pulling out a few feath-

ers. Always remember to leave the

feathers at the side of the back. They
are too large to be of use, and if left

they prevent the wings from drooping
after picking.

<^

ELECTRICAL PROTECTION
Poultry in this section is not a sure

possession. You may have a nice flock

of chickens one day, and the next morn-
ing you may find the coop empty. Rob-
bing hen roosts seems to be a favorite

pastime of a certain gang or gangs, and
perhaps in some instances a profitable one.

Many such depredations have occurred,
and but few depredators have been
caught. Farmers and poultry owners,
however, are beginning to get wise; and
in this electrical age and in this electrical

center it must appear quite natural that

selves to the point of attack, and caught
one of the two robbers, who is now enjoy-
mg the hospitality of the county sheriff,
and IS given plenty of chance to meditate
about the fickleness of fate. The other
fellow escaped, and is now being hunted
by the police like a wild animal. The
booty abandoned by the robbers in their
hasty flight consisted of three nice Wyan-
dottes—a rooster and two hens—found,
with their necks wrung, in a bag at the
hen-house door.

It is safe betting that our neighbor's
chickens may roost in safety on their
perches for a while without fear of being
molested by marauders of the genus homo.
And when farmers generally adopt the
practise of maintaining an electric-alarm
system between hen house and bedroom,
the robbery of hen roosts as an occupa-
tion will cease. The wires, of course,
should be laid underground, and be well
insulated. p q

TURKEYS FOR MARKET
It will not be long before the turkey

will be the chief center of attraction in the
markets. The object to be gained in
dressing them is to send them to the mar-
kets fair, round and smooth, with no sur-
face blemishes. They should be fed now
on wheat, corn and buckwheat, which will
give a good color to the flesh.
To have the turkeys looking well the

feathers should be rapidly picked. After
the bird has been stuck, as soon as the
spasm ceases the quill feathers should be
plucked, then the body, working rapidly
while the flesh is warm, taking care to
not tear the skin. They should not be
fed for twenty-four hours before being
killed. It is not customary to draw them,
but if the dealer prefers them that way
it should be done in a neat manner with
as small an incision as possible.

F-old the wings across the back, wipe
them dry, and let hang-until cool before
packing them. Pack them in clean boxes,
but do not crowd or jam the carcasses,
as each little mark shows on a turkey,
and is detrimental to the selling. The
difference in price will more than repay
the shipper for a few hours more of
work and trouble. There is about three
or four cents a pound difference between
carefully dressed turkeys and carelessly
dressed ones, and for ten pounds or more
the difference is considerable.

<?>

VALUE OF ROAD DUST
Those farmers and poultrymen who

failed to secure a shedful of road dust
during the past summer made a mistake.
It is one of the best means to suppress
disagreeable odors in hen houses and
stables that one can adopt, and decidedly
the cheapest.
Quite a number of farmers use land

plaster or acid phosphate to arrest the
escape of valuable gases and to keep down
unpleasant odors, but I believe that almost

WYANDOTTE BROILERS

Brooder chicks, twelve weeks old, about two pounds each in weight, foraging in an enclosed
patch of growing oats. They aie just the proper weight for market

the electric current is also employed as a
detective.

A neighbor of ours has a very fine

flock of "blooded" Wyandottes. Two
doors, each secured with a substantial
padlock, stand between the would-be thief
and the fowls every night. Even this
precaution, however, is, with very good
reason, considered insufficient. Our good
friend has connected the door, by an
underground electrical wire, with aru
alarm in his bedroom, the door when
closed giving a short circuit. When the
alarm rang, about two o'clock one night
last week, our neighbor knew that some-
body was trying to tamper with his
Wyandottes. With another member of
the family, both armed, they betook them-

the same results can be obtained by the
use of road dust. The only advantage
land plaster and acid phosphate have over
road dust is that they enrich the hen
droppings and manure more than road
dust' does.
Some time ago a writer condemned the

use of road dust, on the ground of the
impurities it contains, but I have used it

in my hen houses and stables for years
and never observed the slightest evil ef-

fects. I am satisfied that much good re-
sults from using it. J. B. Stephens.

<$>

We guarantee our advertisers, and you
will get prompt and courteous treatment
if you mention Farm and Fireside in
writing them.

Lost Feathers
Feathers on the ground and

dropping from sleepy,
droopy, half-sick hens—
that's moulting time, when
egg production usually
ceases.

Mr. Poultryman, it's
now up to you to restore
the weakened hens to nor-
mal vigor and put them
in proper trim for a large
egg yield through the
coming winter. Give
them each morning

DR. HESS
PouliryPAN-A-CE-A
In the warm mess. It vitalizes and
"tones" the drooping bodies, aids di-
gestion and carries oflf the clogging
poisons that weaken and debilitate the
hen. Thus it shortens the moulting
season and hastens the return of pro-
ductiveness. Poultry Pan-a-ce-a Is
the prescription of Dr. Hess (M. D.,
p.V.S.). It makes hens lay, market
fowls fat, chicks grow fast and also
wards off all poultry diseases. En-
dorsed by leading poultrymen and
sold on a written guarantee.
Costs a penny a day for 80 fowls.

la lbs., aSc, mail or ^ Eia«pt in

express, 40c.; 5 lbs.,
eoc.j la lbs., si.as

:

25 lb. pail, 82.50..
Send 2c. for Dr. Hesu ^8-page

Pouhry Book, free.

Dr. HESS & CURK,
ASHUtND, OHIO.

CanadA and
y cztrenae

I

Wait and
Bostb.

Instant Louae Killer

Kills Uce.

WRITE today!
For The Five
Per cent Booklet

You naturally want your money to earn the
highest rate o? interest consistent with abso-
lute safety

—

This company has been paying 5 per cent
for over 13 years

—

Every dollar of its investments is backed by
more tlian double the value in improved real
estate

—

There is not the slightest element of risk or
speculation.
The book tells all about it—May we send it to yon?
CALVERT MORTGAGE & DEPOSIT CO.

105? Cal-vert BnUdine, BALTIMORE, MD

TELEPHOmES spcciaJly
adapted to farm lines. Sold

direct from factory.
Book of instmctlona
how to organize
farmers and build

line free. Write for
Bulletin No. SM. The North
Electric Co., Cleveland, 0.
Kansas City, Uo. Dallas, Tex.

[HEAVIEST FENCE MA.DE
1
AU Ao. 9 Steel Wire. Well galvanized. Weiglu /

Jl! more than most fences. 15 to S5c per rod^
'.delivered. We send fi*ee sample for inspection j'

and test. Write for fence book of 133 stylei

The Brown Fence & Wire Co.
Cleveland, Ohio.

*-**'-'*'-r*ir*-i-*nr*n*iin*T*'fTi§

illiil'iW^'ik^'it'lllllllllllllllllllllilllllllllllllM

umamental Fence *iStf5d-fS
lawns, chnrohes and cemeteries — also heavy steel
picket fence—sold direct to consumer. Cataloeue Free,
WfARD FENCE CO.. Bo« 28 MARION. IND.

Hatch Chickens by
Steam with the

EXCELSIOR INCUBATOR
Or WOODEN HEN

Simple, perfect, self -regulating.
Hatch every fertile egg. Lowest
priced first-class batchers made.

Catalogue. ' CIEO. H. STAHL, Qntnoy, 111.

ET nORE EGGS
Lareer, more fertile, vigorous chicks, heav-
ier fowls, larg^er profits by leeding cut bone,

MAMM^G LATEST MODELnVmilW 9 BONE CUTTER
cuts fast, easy, fine; never clogs. 10 days fireo

trial. No money in advance. Cat'lg free.

F. W. Mann Co., Box 32, Mllford. M«as«

.ORNAMENTAL FENCE
•4B DESIGNS, ALi. 6T£EX.o

Handsome — cheaper thaja
wood—more durable. Special
pnces to churches and ceme-
teries. Don't buy a fence until
vnu get cor free catalogue.
jS.oh.OTno Fence Machine Co.»
4a 1 North St., Eokomo, Ind*

I
m

IV/reFeffce20c
48-in. stock fence perrod only ^
Best high carbon coiled steel spring wire
Catalu^offences, tools and supplies FREE
Buy direct at wholesale. Write today.
MASON FENCE CO. Box ^6 . Leeeburs* 0
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A.BOUT ADVERTISIING
Farm and Fireside does not print advertisements

generally known as "readers" in its editorial or
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Mention Farm and Fireside when you write to

our advertisers, and we guarantee you fair and
square treatment.
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Nature has her own way of providing

for plants and animals and people. Man
can by his knowledge assist her, or by
his ignorance retard her in attaining her

ends.
<$

Are you worrying about the farm-help
problem? Don't do it. Remember that

new things come only of necessity. Use
the money formerly paid the hired help

to purchase improved machinery, and
you can perform your labor with greater

ease than before.

It is not a difficult task to keep a farm
account. Just make a system of your own,
one that is adapted to your needs. You
don't have much respect for a man in any
other business who doesn't keep an ac-

count of his transactions. Whj? is the

farmer exempt?

Are you acquainted with your farm yet?
Do you know just the kind of manage-
ment that is best suited for each field?

When you are not too busy to think,

go out and carefully study your fields and
learn to know them better, and you will

not make so many mistakes as you have
in the past.

Now is the time to see to it that all

your farm tools are carefully put away
for the winter. Did you ever stop to

count up how much money you have in-

vested in your machinery? If not, do so

and you will see how important it is that

you take special pains to prolong its term
of usefulness.

Any farmer who leaves all experiment-
ing to the experiment station deprives
himself of one of the most potent factors

in increasing his income.
You do not need increased acreage to

have increased returns. Increased acre-

age means increased outlay of money for

equipment and increased labor. Study your
conditions and experiment intelligently

and you will have increased income with
less labor.

True American citizens need pay no at-

tention whatever to the incendiary, scare

stories of war with Japan that emanate
from New York. The concocters live un-
der the debasing and demoralizing drip

from the eaves of Wall Street, and their

ulterior purpose is a political one. They
represent a group of financial buccaneers
who are "frantically opposed to the nom-
ination of any progressive presidential

candidate who will carrj- out the policies

of the present chief executive.

We wish to call the attention of our
readers to the great pony contest that

Farm and Fireside is conducting. It is

the largest and most liberal pony contest

that has ever been conducted in this coun-
try. Not only will ten ponies be offered,

but five beautiful pianos and hundreds of
other prizes, too. Encourage your chil-

dren to enter this great pony contest. It

will be work and play combined, and they
are sure to be rewarded, for absolutely

every contestant enrolled will get a prize.

Enter the pony contest yourself if you
want to. At any rate, read about it on
page 24.

DEATH OF P. H. JACOBS
Mr. P. H. Jacobs died at his home,

Hammonton, New Jersey, October 8,

1907.

For nearly twenty years Mr. Jacobs was
the editor of the poultry department of

Farm and Fireside, and his clear, con-
cise and accurate articles have always
been appreciated by our readers. His
work was intensely practical, and just

suited to their needs.

Mr. Jacobs was widely known as an
expert on poultry and agricultural chem-
i.itry. About twenty years ago he es-

tablished a ' small experiment farm at

Hammonton for the purpose of working
out poultry and fertilizer problems in a
practical way.

His life was a busy one. When a boy
he removed from Richmond, Virginia, his

birthplace, to Parkersburg, Pennsylvania,

where he learned the printer's trade, ac-

quired an interest in the establishment,
and founded and edited the "Poultry
Keeper." For more than twenty years
he was the agricultural editor of the
Philadelphia "Record;" for nearly eleven
years the editor of the '"Implement Age,"
and for about seven years the editor of
the "American Fertilizer."

Mr. Jacobs was a man of brain and a
man of heart, with an abiding faith in

all humanity as well as in himself. The
activities of his busy brain never inter-

fered with deeds of kindness to any
fellow-man in need of sympathy. He
lived a busy, helpful life and passed away
peacefully, high in the esteem and love of
his fellow-meu.

A GOOD EUIE TO GO BY
In one of his speeches during the Mis-

sissippi Valley trip. President Roosevelt
told this little anecdote about the old days
when he lived out West on a ranch in

the cow country:
"There were no fences," he said, "and

every calf was branded with the same
brand that its mother had, so that the
increase of the calves could be totaled.

There used to be a ranch law known as
the Maverick law, according to which any
calf overlooked in the branding would
be branded with the brand of the ranch
on which he was found. I was once rid-

ing across the country with one of my
cow punchers, when we found a stray calf

on another man's ranch. The cow pimch-
er wanted to brand it with the Roosevelt
brand, but I told him I would not stand
for it. The cow puncher said:

" 'Hold' on, old man, I know my busi-
ness. I always put on the boss' brand.'

" 'All right,' I said, 'you go back to the
camp and get your time.'

" 'What are you doing that for ?' he
asked.

" 'Well,' I answered, "if you will steal

fo me you will steal from me,'
"

Making the application of the story, the
President continued

:

"And that is a good rule in public and
piivate life.

"If a man does something dishonorable
in your behalf he is only going to wait
for an opportunity to do something un-
just toward you. You want to stand by
the honest man.

"If a man wants only justice, and wants
to do the just thing by you, and wants
j'ou to do the just thing by him, stick to
him."

* * *

It is an absolutely safe rule to keep in

mind all the time. It is unerring.
If a man will steal for you, he will steal

from you.
If a man will lie for you, he will lie to

you.
If a man will do anything dishonor-

able for you, he will be dishonorable to

you, and is not to be trusted.,

<$>

BUSINESS AND SPECULATION
A press correspondent who sends re-

ports to outside papers on business and
money matters recently gave this descrip-
tion of the situation in New York City:

"Wall Street operators are bluer than
at any time since 1897. Thousands of in-

vestors who live in this city are feeling

badly over the slump in local securities

and other thousands over their invest-

ments in railway and copper stocks.

"The line of depression runs only
through promoters, brokers, investors in

certain lines of stocks and speculators who
have been sold out on loans or margins.
Large financial institutions and firms

whose profits of late years have largely

come through their promotions find busi-

ness of that kind at an end, and their

confiding patrons and clients very short

of funds on account of the investments

they recommended so highly to them. For
the next few months New-Yorkers will

not be giving bouquets to the gentlemen
who posed as financial leaders and gave
them 'tips' on railways, tractions and
coppers.

* * *

"All through the business world here

outside of the lines of the speculative af-

fairs noted above there is the greatest

activity and confidence in the continuance
of good trade. There is plenty of all

kinds of work for labor, and such is the
demand that thousands of Italians, im-
skilled, who last April were getting one
dollar and fifty cents a day are now get-
ting one doUar and seventy-five cents for
the same kind of work. The cost of pro-
visions and clothing has advanced rapidly
the past twelve months, but I find little

complaint among the masses of working
people on that score, as they have plenty
to do, steady employment at rates of pay
far above anything in the record of re-

cent years, either here or abroad. The
rise in prices of meats and flour does not
cause nearly as much comment or com-
plaint as the threatened increase iri the
price of coal. An advance in the price of
coal here in the East will undoubtedly
provoke a storm among the working
classes and discontent and disapproval
among all classes. An advance in price
of coal by the Coal Combine will make
such a loud and united demand for action
by the federal government that advocates
of the rights of the states will scarcely

be heard amid the tumult that will ai9se."

<&

PARCELS POST
It is attributed to John Wanamaker

that, when postmaster-general, he said
there were four reasons against a
parcels-post system in this coimtrj': First,

the Adams Express Company ; second, the
American Express Company; third, the
WeUs-Fargo Express Company; and
fourth, the United States Express Com-
pany. To-day there are just as many
more reasons as there are more express
companies.
Postmaster-General Meyer, in a recent

address before the New England Asso-
ciation of Postmasters, came out good and
strong in favor of an improved parcels-

post system. In part, he said

:

"I want to draw to the attention of
3^ou gentlemen at this time certain fea-

tures and inconsistencies in connection
with the parcels-post service ; in the first

place, it does not seem to be understood
by many of our people that we have
a parcels post at present. The rate is

sixteen cents a pound and the limit of
weight is four pounds.
"To illustrate the incongruities that ex-

ist: Any individual entering the post
office here in Boston, or any other city or
town in the countr>-, with two parcels,

each weighing four pounds, can send one
to New York for sixty-four cents, while
for the other, which is addressed to some
one in a foreign land, and goes via New
York, he will have to pay forty-eight

cents, for the reason that the rate to

foreign countries is twelve cents a pound,
while the rate to our own people is six-

teen cents a pound.
"Should the packages weigh four and

one half pounds each, the one addressed
to the friend in New York would have
to be refused by the postmaster, while

the one addressed to the person in a

foreign land and which would be accepted
would be forwarded to New York and
then on to its destination.

"The parcel for the foreign country
would be received in most instances if it

weighed as much as eleven pounds and
forwarded to any one of twenty-two for-

eign countries.
* * *

"Therefore, I assume that our repre-

sentatives in Congress will realize that

they cannot afford to stand for the policy

that compels our own people to pay four

cents more on packages to people living

in the United States (and even then per-

mit them to send only four pounds) than

to people living in twenty-two foreign

countries, for which they need pay only

twelve cents a pound, and are able to

send them weighing up to eleven pounds.
"Two interests arc opposing the exten-

sion of the parcels post in this country

—

the e-xpress companies and the country
retail merchants. The latter fear that

the mail-order business will derive a ben-

efit to their own disadvantage. It is in

connection with the country retail mer-
chants that I desire to speak especially.

"I propose to recommend the estab-

lishment of a parcels post on rural routes
which will meet the objections of the small
storekeepers and retailers. This will be
a boon to our rural population and to
the storekeeper, as the latter can receive
his orders by mail or telephone and de-
spatch the described merchandise by the
rural carrier.

* * *

"The farmer will be saved from hitch-
ing up his horse and losing the time he
needs for planting or harvesting his
crops, and it will enable the storekeeper
to increase his sales and meet the require-
ments of modern trade. If my recom-
mendations are adopted, it will cost twelve
cents a pound for the mail-order house
to send parcels to the rural delivery pat-

1

ron from any city posf office, while fori
delivery from the distributing office of the

'

rural route, or if mailed by a patron of
any route for delivery to a patron on
the same route, or at the distributing post
office of said route, the charge will be
but five cents for the first pound and two
cents for each additional pound, up to
eleven pounds, or twent>--five cents for a
package weighing eleven pounds.

"In Germany the small storekeeper has
not this advantage in competing with
mail-order houses, but he has adapted
himself to the situation, and in many in-
stances has become the agent in his town,
thus supplying the people with goods
which it is impossible for him to keep iu
stock without a great outlay of money.

* * *

"As already stated, there is a parcels
post existing in the United States to-day,
but at a rate of sixteen cents a pound
and a limit of four pounds. The object
of my recommendation to Congress will
be to get a decrease that will meet the
rates charged for parcels sent by post
to other countries.

"In other words, I plan a reduction of
four cents a pound, and an increase in
weight which will compare in some
measure to that which has been adopted
by other highly civilized nations. An
eleven-pound limit will, however, be far
from the maximum established by France
(fifty-five pounds), Germany (one hun-
dred and ten pounds), and Belgium, one
hundred and thirty-two pounds)." '

SEEDLESS APPLE HUMBUG
No reader of Farm and Fireside has

had occasion to complain of the stand
taken by tiiis paper, at fhe very beginning
of the boom, on the Spencer bloomless,
seedless, coreless and wormless apple.

Our readers were protected by warnings
and exposures at the time this humbug
was being exploited in newspapers, mag-
azines and even in some farm papers.

As explained more than a year ago,
sixteen subsidiary companies, the parent
company holding fifty-one per cent of
the stock in each, were organized to

propagate a worthless variety of apples

and unload trees on farmers at two dol-

lars each—si.x or more times the price

of standard varieties. We said then that
either the farmers who bought the trees

or the local investors would hold the

'

bag. Word now comes that some of the

!

subsidiao' nurseries have been abandoned
on account of no sale for the trees raised

in them. The local investors in the stock

of these companies have learned a lesson,

and should profit by their loss and let

such schemes alone after this. They de-
|

serve no sympathy, because they went

!

into the business to make big money out
of others, including their own personal

friends and neighbors. .

Mr. Charles Waters, now .living in

Oregon, rendered invaluable services in

giving the true history and value of the

Spencer seedless apple. We have a re-

cent letter from him, in which he says

:

"I am pleased to think I have helped to

save to the common people, as 'Old Abe'

used to express it, last year and this year

more than one million dollars in th^ seed-

less apple humbug."
If any of our readers know of agents

now attempting to sell these seedless ap-

ple trees, we shall be pleased to hear
from them.
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November
BY ALONZO RICE

Beside the corn ricks now the weary year
Reclines in ease, and Autumn's generous

hand
Has filled her lap with tributes; bright

and clear

The grapes' globes gleam like gems of

Samarcand.

The nectar of the berries stains her cheek,

And in her hand the haw's red pennon
waves ;

On tilting bough the jay, with crimson beak.

Above her head rehearses his gay staves.

Dark, sullen clouds above the ragged fields.

Like joyless couriers, on their journey go;

From their full reservoirs at times there

steals

A breath foretelling days of ice and snow.

The woodland's castle to dark heaven lifts

Its broken spires, and down the leaf-

strewn aisle

A lone, sweet chord at intervals there drifts

The cheerless soul from sorrow to beguile.

The frescoed walls and panels crimson
stained

Repeat the tale of feasts now broken up ;

A woodland monarchy whose splendor waned
And left a mournful strain and broken cup.

It seems I see some ghost of that fair day.

In golden raiment wander from beneath

The drifted leaves, and down the distance

stray.

As Lear once did upon his cheerless heath !

A Benefactor of the Farmer

BY MAURICE MEREDITH

MR. Charles F. Curtiss, director of

the Iowa Agricultural Experi-

ment Station, has rendered good
service to the farming commu-

nity by his "short courses" for farmers.

It is now ten years- since Mr. Curtiss

succeeded Hon. James Wilson, now Sec-

retary of Agriculture, as dean of the di-

vision of agriculture in the Iowa State

College of Agriculture and the Mechanic
Arts. Mr. Curtiss felt convinced that he

could attain a wider degree of success in

his work and do the greatest good to the

greatest number by coming into closer re-

lations with the most experienced farm-

ers. Only a small proportion of farmers'

sons could be graduated each year,

and many of these graduates became man-
agers of creameries, big farms or started

out as teachers, and Mr. Curtiss was
eager to reach more farmers with his

ideas in regard to better farming. A
writer in the "Review of Reviews" has
said, with certain truth :

"Iowa, with half of her population of

2,250,000 directly engaged in agriculture,

and the rest mostly dependent upon it,

has led the world in originating effective

methods for carrjang the message of the

new agriculture directly to the farms, and
for making good the prediction of the

Secretary of Agriculture, himself an
lowan, that there will be no more serious

crop failures. In four notable ways,
started in this state, have the most ad-
vanced and practical scientific methods
of farming and stock raising .secured

immediate and general adoption by prac-
tical farmers of long and varied ex-
perience.

"One of these ways has be^n the 'short

course' in stock judging started at the

State Agricultural College in Ames, Iowa.
A second way was the local agricultural

experiment stations on the county poor
farms, which were begun four years ago,

and are meeting with great success and
favor. A third was the seed-corn special

trains, which in three seasons covered-
eleven thousand miles of railway and
brought together audiences of farmers
aggregating one hundred and fifty thou-
sand. The fourth way was the Department
of Agriculture Extension in the State Ag-
ricultural College, which was started in

1906, and which gives practical aid to
every seeker for information concerning
animal husbandry, farm crops, soils,

dairying, horticulture and domestic
science."

No state in the Union is more eagerly
anxious to be of service to her farmers
than is Iowa. The state has become thor-
oughly converted to the idea of farming
on scientific principles, and it is "making
good" in a way that proves that these
principles are what many of our farmers
need. The price of farming land in Iowa
has risen in a remarkable way in

recent years, and farms that could have
been bought for ten dollars an acre

twenty-five years ago could not be bought
to-day for less than seventy-five dollars

an acre.

Dean Charles F. Curtiss certainly had a
happy thought when he originated his

"short courses" for farmers. The first of

these courses was held at the college in

Ames in January of the year 1899, and all

who would might "enter in" and profit by
the course even if they were not residents

of the state of Iowa. It was a sort of

"open to the world" attempt at educa-
tion, and the farmer getting on toward
threescore and ten was as welcome as the

youngster not yet out of his teens. There
were about two hundred and fifty men

to take the first course in this, the first

school of its kind in our country. Now
as many as eight hundred students attend

these short-course terms, and some of the

farmers bring their wives with them, that

they may take a course in domestic sci-

ence. There were students from all over
the United States in attendance at the last

course, and now some of the Iowa farm-
ers are having these short courses in

towns near their own homes. Red Oak,
Iowa, has had one of these "short
courses." A guarantee fund of three
thousand dollars in subscriptions of
twenty-five dollars each was raised among
the farmers and business men of the town,
and eight hundred dollars in prizes was
offered for the best corn. The "short
course" term lasted just one week. The
first course was in the year 1905, with an
attendance of two hundred and forty.

MR. C. F. CURTISS
Dean of the Division of Agriculture in

Iowa State Colleee, Director of the Ex-
periment Station and Orieinator of

Short Courses'for Farmers

Last year a second term was held, with

an attendance of three hundred and thirty-

four, and a third course was held last

January, with four hundred and twenty
students in attendance.
One of the most interesting features of

these "short course" schools in Iowa has

been the exhibition of corn—that com
of which Miss Edna Dean Proctor has

written so eloquently:

Blazon Columbia's emblem, the beautiful

golden corn.

The corn exhibited at the "short

course" school in Iowa becomes the prop-

erty: of the association under whose aus-

pices the school is held, and is sold at

auction. Last January this corn sold for

five hundred and seventy-one dollars, an
increase of three hundred and thirty-four

dollars over the first year. A single

bushel was sold for thirty-nine dollars,

and a single ear was sold for two dollars

and twenty-five cents. The departments
in this school were corn, animal husban-
dry and domestic science. A fee of one
dollar was charged for the first two
studies and two dollars was charged for

the course in domestic science. Many of

the students went away feeling that they

had received big dividends from the small

sum invested. Mount Pleasant, Iowa,

started one of these "short course" schools

last December, and other towns in Iowa
are planning to have such schools, the

value of which has been clearly demon-
strated.

Dean Curtiss has rendered the state of

Iowa a service of inestimable value in

originating and establishing his "short

course" system. He is one of the recog-

nized authorities on agricultural topics,

and is also one of the best-known authori-

ties on live stock in our country. Rom
in the great Middle West, in the state of

Illinois, in the year 1863, he graduated

from the Iowa Agricultural College in

1887. He has been" manager of a large

farm, and for the past fifteen or sixteen

years has been associated with agricul-

tural educational institutions, and he is

now president of the Iowa Improved

Stock Breeders' Association. Productive

as the state of Iowa has been, Dean
Curtiss has shown hundreds of farmers

that it may be made far more produc-

tive, particularly when it comes to produc-

ing the "beautiful goldfen corn." Something
about the yield of corn in Iowa may be of

interest in connection with the informa-

tion given about the "short course" work.

Quoting from statistics given in the "Re-

view of Reviews," we find that the aver-
age yield of corn for the ten years ending
with 1906 was 31.5 bushels an acre. The
highest was 40.3 in the year 1900, when
the farm value was twenty-seven cents a
bushel. The lowest was twenty-nine
bushels an acre, in 1897, when the value
was only seventeen cents. The yield in

1903, the last year before the seed-corn
special trains, was thirty-one bushels. In
the year 1904 it was thirty-six, in 1905 it

was 37.2, and in 1906, when the farmers
were getting the full benefit of what they
had learned, it was forty-one bushels an
acre. The state of Iowa had 9,443,960
bushels of corn that year, and it was
worth thirty-three cents a bushel on the
farm the first day of December. Suppose
the gain creditable to the educational cam-
paign to have been only four bushels an
acre, the increase over the previous year,
and we have a gain of 37,775,840 bushels,
which at the current price of thirty-three
cents was worth $12,345,027, or about ten
per cent of the value of the entire crop.
Is it any wonder that the farmers of
Iowa are grateful to the agricultural col-
lege at Ames, and especially to Professors
Curtiss and Holden, and are ready to
listen to what they and their associates
may advise?" "

<$>

Autumn's Treasures

BY EDITH E. SHAW

Winter, with its leafless trees and bare
aspect, is ever too long at the best,

so we do well to take advantage of the
treasures of the fields in autumn to pro-
long the beauty of the summer season
within doors.

Snowballs almost as pretty, if not as
fragrant, as the real flowers may be had
by gathering long stems of milkweed
crowned with the pods, and letting them
burst open gently within doors. A huge
bronze vase or jardiniere filled with these

makes a charming winter bouquet, with
none of the trouble of preparation which
usually attaches to winter bouquets. As
they are too fragUe to withstand rough
handling without causing the silk to fly,

they have to be discarded when soiled

'with dust, but the cattails are more en-
during.
A friend who owns some beautifully

decorated cattails told me she "fixed" the
down so it would not break open and fly

by saturating the heads in giim-arabic
water. This did not alter their appear-
ance, but it made them very firm to the

touch, so that after they were dry she
used oil paints to decorate them in various

ways—some with flowers, others with
long-legged white water herons, cattail

and pond lily marshes, and like scenes.

Cutting the stems so they were about fif-

teen or eighteen inches long in all, she

made various friends glad by presenting
them with a ribbon-tied tripod for the

DR. H. W. WILEY
Whose untiring efforts had much to do
in placing our National Pure Food Sys-
tem on its present high plane of excel-

lence and effectiveness

in pine cones. Gathered while hard and
sharp, as some varieties ever remain, and
split lengthwise with a sharp knife by a
blow from a hammer, they may then be
used to cover home-made picture frames
by fastening them to a foundation, made
from plain, light boards, with tiny brads
or with glue. ^
The frames are pretty in any size, from

an easel frame for a table to large ones
for the wall, and are particularly appro-
priate for framing game or woodland pic-

tures.

There will be tiny interstices where the
board will show between the cones, and
these should be touched with raw sienna
color, to make them invisible, after which
the frame may be varnished or left nat-
ural, as preferred.
The cones gilded in any of the metallic

colors make very pretty ornaments for the
Christmas tree, and for the gilding the
inexpensive paints put up as package dyes
answer admirably. One can make his

own medium by adding one part varnish
or glue to several times as much turpen-
tine, thus reducing the expense to the
minimum.
Where holly cannot be obtained for the

Christmas season, it is a good plan to

gather a supply of partridge vines in the
fall and make them into wreaths, and tie

into convenient sized bunches, while still

fresh. Then with careful handling the
berries will not shatter off when dry, and
give a pleasing touch of color to the holi-

day decorations.
This note may be secured in still an-

other way where neither holly nor par-
tridge vines grow—by gathering quantities
of the scarlet wild-rose hips in autumn,
and stringing while fresh for later use.

The little folks take such pleasure in hav-
ing a part in any festive preparations
that they greatly enjoy both the gathering
and the stringing. These may be used
for color effect in lieu of cranberries,
which are often employed, and the
strings put away and added to in number
each season.
And do not neglect to save quantities

of the tiny white immortelles, or "everlast-
ing flowers," for tying up Christmas par-
cels. Many of the city stores purchase
these, presenting or selling a tiny bunch
to go with every holiday purchase. For
this purpose they are dyed scarlet. Dye
is the cheapest means to this end, but
where one wishes to color only a few they
may be dipped in red ink.

A Present for All

BY WILLIAM J. BURTSCHER

TN PLANNING your Christmas presents
* this year, remember that the friends
whom you know are expecting a present
from you will not be half as happy or
pleased when they get what you send them
as those of your friends would be whom
you know are not expecting anything from
you. The object of this short article is

to suggest that you remember those who
are not expecting a thing from you.
Let us suppose that there are in your

immediate neighborhood twenty-five or
fifty people with whom you are ac-

quainted. Get a little something for each
one—something appropriate.

Joneses, for instance, have been getting
along ever since you knew them without
a farm paper, it having never occurred
to them that they needed one. Present
them with a year's subscription to some
good farm paper. The publishers, no
doubt,-^ill send them a card announcing
the gift and the giver, as many have spec-

ial forms for that purpose.
The Smiths, having recently purchased

a new piano, will appreciate a piece of

music. But do not buy "rag time" unless

you absolutely know that they appreciate

that kind of music.
The Murrays, owning a graphophone,

will be pleased with a new "record." Get
the kind you would like to hear the next
time you visit them.
The Snyders, being fond of receiving

mail, might be remembered with a post

card or two, say one for each member
of the family.

The Jacksons, as you will remember,
have a new bookcase, which is only about
two thirds full. You can present them
with a classic or two—nice paper and
binding—which you can get from book
brokers for twenty-three cents.

And so on until you get around. Con-
sider each neighbor, and it will be the

happiest Christmas you have ever spent.

piano top, or small photo easels made with

'the help of a few extra pieces of stem
and fine invisible wire. A big bunch hav-

ing extra long stems stands on the floor

in one corner of her room, reaching al-

most to one's head, and a large easel for

a light unframed photo was made from
three of the longest. One would need
possess but small knowledge of the use

of colors and brush to be able to make
some inexpensive and unique Christmas
gifts in this way.
And speaking of Christmas and gifts,

there are great possibilities to be found

o
Purifying Foods

NE of the greatest of the many bless-

ings that the United States has en-

joyed in the past several years has been
the promulgation of the system of food
and drug inspection. And to Dr. Harvey
W. Wiley must be given great credit for

the excellence of the government's system,

for he labored unceasingly and fearlessly

in the face of opposition from powerful
vested interests that were accused of

profiting enormously by the practise of

adulteration.
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Chapter III.

B
jENGALL, Landers & Co., House
Agents, Auctioneers and Li-
censed Valuers," read the big gilt

letters over the office, and Roger
Walford stepped briskly in and inquired

for Mr. Bengali.
"Mr. Bengali is dead, sir—^been dead for

jears," came the reply.

"Well, can I see the manager, then?"
"In one moment. He's engaged now.

Take a seat, sir."

Ir^ a few moments he was ushered into

the presence of the manager.
"Mr. Walford," remarked that gentle-

man, looking over the card, "what can
I do for you?"

"I would like to know if the house
Number 9 Church Walk is for rent?"
"Why, really, I can't say; you could

have received your information in the
office." He struck upon a bell. "Dobbins,
give me particulars of 9 Church Walk."

In a moment a clerk had a big ledger,

and was reading: "Leased, quarterly, ex-
pires Lady's I)ay. In advance. Name
Lloyd Hughes-Atkinson. Reference, Coun-
ty of Gloucester Bank."
"Thank you," said Roger, "I wouldn't

have troubled you, but I rather took a
fancy to the old place, and it appeared to

be empty."
"Begins to look decidedly fishy," was

his mental comment, as he walked away.
"Now, then, for Nathan Bradford."
He swtmg on a passing tram, and

twents' minutes later descended at 42
Hewle'ts Street "N. BRADFORD, Agent,"
the modest brass plate announced, and
Roger walked in. A little man, with de-

cidedly Semitic features, met him. He
nodded cheerfully to the American, then
pointing to a chair, remarked, "Sit down.
You want me?"

"Yes. I'd like you to tell me by four
o'clock to-night just what kind of a place
Number 9 Church Walk is."

The little man nodded again. "All
right," he said. "You come around then,

and I'll tell you. Any references?"
"No, I'll leave a deposit to cover all

trouble. How much?"
"Oh, yellow boy be enough."
The golden coin spun on the table, and

Roger walked out.

Other people were at the oflSce when
he returned, but soon he was again con-
fronting the little man.
"Here it is," the agent remarked, pick-

ing up a piece of paper.
"9 Church Walk, Agents, Bengali, Lan-

ders & Co.. rented five weeks ago to Lloyd
Hughes-.\tkinson, quarter paid in ad-
vance. References, County of Gloucester
Bank."

"Yes, I know all that," interrupted
Roger. "Go on."

"Appears to be empty now. Kitchen
and room third floor furnished poorly.

House locked up. Had to get in from
basement. Found woman's hat and small
pair of slippers on landing, umbrella in

front hall, mouthpiece of cigar holder on
floor of kitchen."
"All right. How much does that cost?"
"Ten shillings. Here's the half-sover-

eign returned. Nothing now? No.
Good-day."

"Just one question," said Roger. "Can
I get in from the basement easily if I

wish to?"
"No note of that I'll ask." He was

gone a minute or so, then, returning,

nodded. "Easily," he said. "Here's the

key."

"I'll return it when I get through."
"All right."

That night, when the bells were ringing
right merrily their usual Thursday prac-
tise, Roger Walford slipped down into

the basement of Number 9, and inserting

his key, walked carefully in.

All was quiet and still. Not a sound
but the fall of his own steps broke the
silence. He made his way carefully along
into the kitchen and up the stairs to

the first floor. It was deserted, as the
floor below. The second was the same.
He did not strike a light, but discovered
his way carefully and slowly. He reached
the third floor, and in another moment
was in the back room—the one that faced
the old church.
There was the little iron bed. with the

chain still hanging to its foot. There a

painted chest of drawers, with a small
broken mirror on top. The moon was
full, and he could plainly see everj' object
in the room. There was no closet

in the room—only the bare walls, with
their many coatings of paper, and the few
bits of furniture. There was nothing to
learn here apparently, so Roger departed
and made his way toward the Lansdowu
Hotel.

He approached the clerk, and handing
in his card, inquired for Miss Durrant
The clerk looked up, evidently sur-

prised.

"Miss Durrant left this morning, sir,

on the north express at noon," he said.

"She's gone !" echoed Rogers, complete-
ly taken aback. '

The clerk nodded.
"Take her baggage?"
"Her bag—oh, her luggage. She only

had a small Gladstone, sir. She received
a telegram, and left on the Liverpool ex-
press. I heard her say her friends would
meet her there, and that she intended
sailing on 'The Majestic' Saturday."
"But this is only Thursday?"
"This only Thursday," repeated the

clerk.

"She left no message—no note?"
"None, sir."

"Now that's odd," commented Roger to
himself, as he left the hotel. "If every-
thing is straight, she might have left me
a line to tell me so. Wonder if there's

anything crooked?"
He walked along under the shadow of

the long avenue of chestnuts, thinking the
thing over. He passed out into the brill-

iant light of the Gordon Memorial Lamp,
and then on into the gloom again. The
houses set far back, and great walls and
thick hedges conceaJed them from sight.

Not a soul was in sight. A tram rum-
bled past, shedding its gleam of light for
a few moments, and then all was dark
again.

"I believe the girl was all right," con-
tinued Roger, still pondering over the
subject, "but why didn't she leave me
a—"
There was a sudden rush of feet from

behind. A crushing blow crashed down
upon his head. He doubled up and fell

like a log. Two men picked him quickly

up and rushed him off to where a rub-
ber-tired cab was in waiting fifty feet

away. They bundled the apparently life-

less body in, and scrambled in after it

The driver whipped up his horse, and
the cab disappeared in the gloom.
"Got him !" muttered the one with a

sigh of relief.

"I 'ope you hain't got 'im too much.
'Twas a nastj' crack you gave 'im," said

the other.

"It wasn't any use touching him with
a feather. He's a husky chap, and
wouldn't have gone down easy He'll be
al! right soon. I hope he don't come to

too soon; I want to get him fixed up
safely first"

"There hain't no fear of 'im a-comin'
to yet; 'e'll sleep for a smart time yet"
"Hurry up, Andy, make that old plug

go," urged the big man, putting his head
out through the window.'
The horse increased his pace, and the

cab rattled down the back streets of
Montpillier, across the town, and presently
drew up with a jerk in front of the
deserted house in Church Walk.
One of the men crept cautiously out

and peered up and down. "All clear,"

he whispered, and then assisted his com-
panion in with his human burden. The
cabman sat in the box, never moving a
muscle.
"Home," he was directed, and drove off.

Together the two men lifted Roger and
carried him as rapidly as his weight would
permit up into the little third floor back.

"There, perhaps he'll get a better op-
portunitj- to notice things now," observed
the little man.

"Best make 'im fast, or 'e'll be raisin'

some dust 'round here," suggested the
other. "Say, Mr. Hickins, you don't think
you've given 'im too 'ard a rap, do you

—

'e's a long time a-comin' 'round."
"Bud, you're the most nervous individ-

ual on the face of God's green earth,"

rasped the man addressed as Hickins.
"You forget I was a doctor before I was
a lawyer, don't you?"

"That's all right, but if you're goin' to

swing, I'd rather old Berry had you by
yourself an' not me 'long with you for
company."
"Oh, get away, j-ou croaking old fool;

I know what I'm doing."

'Say. Mr. Hickioa. you don't think you've eiven 'Im too "ard a r»p. do you—
'e'a a lonK time a-comlo' 'round' "

"All right; keep your 'air on; no one's
said you didn't"
"Come on, then, fasten him up," and

the unconscious Roger was secured to
the end of the bed.
"Think that'll 'old 'im?" questioned the

big rough, gazing nervously at the rather
frail little bed.
"Well, if he gets away he'll have to

take the bed with him. Now for the gal."

"'Ang it, I'd most forgot that bloomin'
gal. Is Sadie with her?"
"You bet she is, and taking good care

of her. Now, Bud, try your hand on that
wall, and then get inside that beard and
overcoat, and take this order around to

'The Lamb.' Have his trunks shipped to

the Midland Station, and then bring them
bac'K here in old Donker's cab—you can
put 'em all on top."

"Think they give 'em to me?" ques-
tioned Bud, as he rapped around in differ-

ent places on the blank wall.

"Of course they will. Isn't it HIS or-
der? Leastwise, it looks like it. What's
the matter? Can't j'ou get in? Here,
you old duffer." And going over, the little

lawyer rapped sharply on the wall at a
spot about nine inches from the base-
board. There was a slight groaning and
creaking, and then a crack developed, and
his hand went through. A moment later

an opening large enough to admit the
body of a man was showing.

"There, get in now, and hurry up;
we've no time to lose," ordered Hickins,
and Bud squeezed himself through into

the blackness beyond. A few minutes
later a bearded man in a long overcoat
reappeared—the disguised Bud—and nod-
ding to his chief, he disappeared down the
stairway.
"Don't be long. I may want you here

soon. This fellow's coming to," was the
parting order flung after him.

Chapter IV.

TT WAS dark, save for the rays of the
* moon, when Roger opened his eyes.

With the quick wit of the New-Yorker,
he instantly sized up the situation. "Sand-
bagged, by thunder !" he thought to him-
self. Then he endeavored to get up from
his kneeling posture, and discovered him-
self fastened hand and foot.

He gave a slight tug at the little iron
bed. "Gad, for two pins I'd take the crazy
thing up and toss it out of the window.
Best go slow, though."
Roger Walford remained perfectly still,

sizing up the situation. "No one in the
room," he figured. "Probably down below.
Wonder if they'll hear me if I try to

break this dog chain?"
He was interrupted in his thoughts by

a faint knock. He looked around quickly.

Again it sounded, ver>- faint, but undoubt-
edly somewhere in the room. It was
difficult for him to locate the sound def-
initely. He tapped slightly with his toes,

and instantly came the answering sound.
"Npw where?" he puzzled. It seemed to

come from the wall on his right. "Some
one next door," he thought. And then
he recollected that there was no next
door. Number $ was detached on both
sides.

Again came that faint tapping sound.
He listened intently.

"Knock-knock, knock, knock—knock,
knock—knock—knock," it came in irreg-

ular intervals.

Roger was very alert now. His toe
sounded faintly upon the floor. It gave
the Morse "repeat."

He spelled it out: "Rap wall w I rap."

The "w" evidently stood for "where," he
concluded.
"Rap, rap—rap, rap, rap," went his toe,

as he signaled, "Fastened up. Get free

as soon as I can. Who are you?"
"Durrant," came the reply.

"Quiet," he warned back. "Wait."
There was silence for a time, then came

the query from Roger

:

"How get in there?"
"Wall slides. Knock nine inch bottom,

about middle, sharp."

"Wait—quiet," again came the warning.
Roger stopped and looked around

again. He felt weak and rather dizzy

from his rough treatment but he realized

it was no time to give way to his feelings.

There were two ways in which he might
reach the wall. He might tn.- to break
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the rather thin chain that held him, or

he might drag the bed over with him.

It was on casters, but it would be sure

to make considerable noise, he thought.

His enemies were very probably in the

house still; in fact, he was almost sure

he heard their voices from below.

"Now for it, then," he muttered, and
with a mighty effort he wrenched at his

chain. It held fast. Again and again

he tried, but all efforts were fruitless. The
noise caused by his struggles had evi-

dently reached below, for he heard steps

approaching, and in another moment the

door was unlocked, and two men stood

before him. The little lawyer Hickins and
the stalwart Bud. Behind them tiptoed

the woman.
"My dear sir," remarked the lawyer;

"you do not seem to appreciate the ac-

commodations we have provided for you.

Pray do not struggle against fate, I beg
of you."
"You miserable little cad, if I get loose

I'll choke the life out of you," shouted
the American, tugging like a bull at his

chain.

"I can quite believe that you are sin-

cere in your statement, but what a power-
ful word is that little 'if,' " came the oily

reply.

"Stay still, you bloomin' idiot," com-
manded the rougher Bud. "If you don't

stop tuggin' like that, I'll plunk you one."

He strode over and caught the Ameri-
can a terrific blow on the head.

It was the last straw wanting to com-
plete Roger's madness. With a half growl,
half roar of anger, he stumbled to his

feet. The frail iron bed swayed and
rocked as he tugged at it. The muscles
of his neck and face stood out like rivers

of ink. Bur flung himself upon him. The
little lawyer clung to his feet, arid strug-
gling, swaying, straining and swearing,
the three rolled around.
"Swipe him one on the head !" shouted

the lawyer ; but Roger had fastened his

hand upon the big rough and refused to

let go his hold. Hickins released his hold
of the American's feet, and shifted to his

throat He commenced to strangle him.
Despite the odds against him, the

American showed no signs of giving in.

£)nly his fast blackening face and his

labored breathing gave evidence of the
terrific strain he was under. In vain the
mighty Bud wrestled to free himself from
the terrible grip that was fastened upon
him. It was a death-like grip, and noth-
ing but death apparently would release it.

Neither would the lawyer let go his chok-
ing grasp of Roger's throat. The woman
tore at the American's hands, endeavoring
to pry apart his locked fingers. She might
as well have tried to lift a sheet anchor.
And then, in the midst of the mad strug-
gle, there was a tearing sound, the lock
of one of the padlocks gave way, and
Roger's hands were free, and the next
moment the mighty Bud rolled to the
floor, stunned and bleeding, while the lit-

tle lawyer, caught as if a fly, in the hands
of the infuriated. American, choked and
begged for mercy. The woman flew to

the rescue of her companions. She
scratched and bit at Rogers, all the while
urging the prostrate Bud to get up. Then,
seeing the hopelessness of her appeals,
she ran quickly, and seizing a chair,

hurled it high above her head and brought
it down with a crash on Roger's head.
He gave a groan, and sank slowly for-

~ ward. His grip on Hickins relaxed, and
he lay perfectly still.

"Quick, rope him up !" ordered the
woman, who seemed to be the only one
retaining her presence of mind.
The dazed Bud stumbled slowly to his

feet. The lawyer roused himself with an
effort, and both began to assist their ac-
complice.

"Inside with him," urged the woman.
"The girl's there !" panted the lawyer.
"It don't make no odds; it's the safest

place—in with him !"

The secret passage of the wall slowly
opened, and they drew in the unconscious
American. Laura Durrant was standing
there, very white, and trembling all over.

"You've killed him!" she cried. "You
shall hang for it!"

"Out of the way," ordered the lawyer,
pushing her unceremoniously to one side,

and Bud, stealing in after them, closed
the passageway. A tiny light glimmered
at the far end.
"Tie him up," ordesred the lawyer, "and

waste no time over it; he'll be coming
to again soon. He has a head like a
cocoanut, or that crack you gave him,
Sadie, would have broken it."

"It's lucky for you I did crack him.
He had the best of you both, and would
have been out in another minute," com-
mented the woman.
Bud was busy roping up the uncon-

scious American, his countrywoman
kneeling by his side, endeavoring to re-
store him.

"The Impostor"

"In another minute they emereed into the clear sunlieht"

"You've killed him! You've killed

him!" she kept repeating.

"Oh, be quiet, miss. 'E hain't dead.
Dead men don't breathe. Listen, 'e's

a-snoring^ like a trooper," remonstrated
the sore-buffeted Bud.
"Whatever has been done, you are to

blame for," said the lawyer severely. "If

you had acted sensibly all this need not
have occurred. As it is, I've had to sign
for you; but you'll be kept here until the
papers are acted upon and we are some
distance away, and as the man has inter-

ested himself in something that does not
concern him, he will have to Stay with
you—you can make yourself quite easy
on that score. Miss Obstinacy."
"And how long will that be?" asked

the girl quietly.

"Can't say yet, courts are very slow,
but you won't get hurt if you don't try

to get away."
"You are very considerate, I'm sure,"

said the girl with mock politeness.

"What's the good of talking to the

hussy. Take her away," snapped the

woman.
"I won't go. I won't go and leave you

to kill him," exclaimed the girL
"Come on, don't be stupid," said the

little lawyer; and Bud taking the other
arm, they dragged her off, still protesting.

"The best place for you, miss, is the
garret. It's nice and dark up there, and
you'll be more comfortable," observed
Hickins with a venomous leer of his eyes,

and poor Laura was hustled up the nar-
row stairs to the inky blackness of the
garret.

She groped around blindly for a few
moments, unable to locate anything, stum-
bling over old boxes and other things.

Then, giving way utterly to her pent-up
feelings, she lay down and sobbed wildly.

Gradually her composure returned, and
she tried to think.

It must be very early morning, she
conjectured, and presently, utterly worn
out with her terrible experience, she
dropped off into a troubled sleep.

She awoke with a start. It seemed to

her that some noise had disturbed her,

but she was not sure of an)rthing. She
tried in vain to look into the terrible

blackness that surrounded her. Then she
struggled again to her feet. She stumbled
against something; her foot caught in it,

and she almost fell again. But with that

stumble she was aware of a slight buzzing
noise, as if wheels were revolving. Then
slowly, very slowly, a shaft of light

struck up through the floor at her feet.

It became more pronounced. Larger and
larger it grew, until the floor and a part

of the whitewashed wall was disclosed.

It was the daylight streaming in through
a small circular hole almost in the center

of the floor. She lay down upon the hard
boards and peered through.
She was looking into the room below.

The room where she, and afterward her
countryman, had been confined. The
whole center plaster casting which sup-

ported the center gas bracket had ap-
parently descended about three feet, and
left an aperture in the ceiling.

She remained perfectly still, not daring
to breathe. In some way she must ac-

cidentally have stumbled against a secret

spring and have released the mechanism
that worked the trap, for trap it certainly

seemed.
The room was empty. Roger must be

still confined within the secret room on
the other side of the wall. Now if she
could descend, she could get to Rim, and
perhaps together they could force their

escape. She felt confident she could find

the panel in the wall, for she had watched
carefully while her captors had entered by
it. She leaned far over and took in the
whole of the little bedroom below.

Yes, it was quite empty—left almost as

it had been yesterday—the bed all pulled
about and broken, the whole place in dis-

order. But where were the two men and
the woman? Probably confident that she
could not get out from her prison, and
sure in the fact that Roger was confined
in the strong, windowless, secret room,
they had descended to the other floors

and were resting after their wild work.
She lost not a moment. Carefully she

grasped the pipe, and climbing down, hung
suspended above the floor beneath. For a
second she hung grasping the fixture, al-

most fearing to drop, lest the noise should
bring some one into the room. Then her
grasp loosened, and she dropped.
She stood for a brief second listening.

No, not a sound indicated that her de-
scent had been discovered. She tiptoed
softly over to the wall and rapped sharply.
Then again, then again, now in feverish
haste—at any moment they might burst in

on her. At last ! The crack was disclosing
itself. She tugged; it flew open for a
foot or more. She squeezed through and
was inside. The panel closed after her.
Quickly she groped her way along in

the darkness. No light was visible now at

the further end, but she thought she
heard sounds, as of some one moving.
She listened. All was still once more.

"Is that you, Mr. Walford?" she whis-
pered with bated breath.

"Yes," came the cautious, low-toned re-
ply. "That you. Miss Durrant?"

"I'm coming," she answered.
She was feeling her way very carefully

forward.
"Here," he whispered, "get me loose as

quickly as you can!"
She was by his side in another second,

and tugging at his bonds.
"No light ?" she questioned.
"They took it away, but if you can get

me free it doesn't matter."
In a few minutes he stood up unfettered.
"Now," he said, "it's odd if I can't get

you out.''

They tiptoed quickly toward the panel.
Their hands sought up and down ; they
groped around in search of some spring,
some opening. For five minutes they felt

blindly around.
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"If we only had a match," muttered
Roger.

Fifteen minutes of precious time they
wasted, and then abandoning for the mo-
ment their attempt in that direction, they
made their way back toward the little

room where he had lately been confined.
"Hush !" she whispered, "Listen 1"

"I know," he said. "I've heard it for
some time. It's water somewhere—some-
where below."
"There is a way down there if we could

only find it, for the woman went down
when I was in here in the dark. But we
can never find it—and—and—oh, I'm so
dreadfully scared. Shall we ever get out
of this dreadful place?"
He drew her toward him :

"Cheer up, Miss Durrant," he urged.
"It will all come out all right."

<$>

Chapter V.

"TPhe girl, almost sick with fear, leaned
against her protector. The great

strain through which she had passed was
telling upon her.

"Brace up. Miss Durrant," urged Roger
again. "There must be a way of escape
from here. If we can't get out by the
sliding panel, perhaps from below. You
are sure the woman went down this way?"

"I saw her go—it's—it's a trap door
somewhere around on the floor, but I'd

never dare go down into that dreadful
place. Listen to the water I"

"Pooh ! That's nothing. Now just sit

down while I search around and try to
find that trap." Suiting the action to the
words, he commenced to paw around on
hands and knees. "If I only had a light,"

he muttered.
"It was in the corner somewhere," the

girl instructed. "The trap door, I mean."
"All right; just sit still; I'll find it

soon."
Suddenly there was a sound as of fur-

niture being moved, and then the roar of
the waters smote upon their ears with
increasing noise.

"Here!" hoarsely whispered Roger. "I

have it!"

"Don't go down," implored the girl.

The splashing sound apparently terrified

her.

For answer Roger led her toward the
little crib, feeling his way carefully. "Now
sit here," he commanded. "I am going
down a little way. I felt a ladder leading
in. Be steady; I'll come to no harm; I'm
going to be very careful."

"Don't go, don't go," pleaded the girl.

"I'm frightened."

"What of? A little water?" he chal-
lenged.
The next moment his hands were grip-

ping the iron rung of the ladder and he
was climbing down into the brick-lined
well.

As he descended, the roar of the waters
sounded louder and louder. It was inky
dark. Once he stopped and felt around.
As far as he could judge, he was in a cir-

cular, brick-enclosed well of "considerable

size. The iron ladder ran straight up and
down. He carefully felt with his toes

for the next rung before he made the
step. Once, in his descent, his hands en-
countered a wooden partition of some
sort. He concluded it to be another trap
door leading into the second or first floor
rooms. He passed it and continued his

descent. Now the splashing of the waves
sounded very near, and in another mo-
ment he felt their cold embrace about his
feet. He halted.

Not a gleam of light relieved the den-
sity of the gloom. He let himself down an-
other rung, then another. He was up to

his waist in water. It was racifig quickly
past him. One more step he lowered
himself. He felt a soft, muddy bottom.
Retaining his grip upon the ladder, he
looked swiftly around. In the far dis-

tance he saw a tiny gleam of light, like

a little pin prick of sun in the midst of
that terrible gloom. That was enough
for him.
As quickly as possible he ascended

again, and in a few moments his head and
shoulders emerged into the room he had
just left, "St," he whistled, softly.

"Here," came the reply of the girl.

"Come along, and do just as I say.

I think we can escape this way. Take
hold of the sides, so—that's it. Now
slowly lean against me—that's it."

He made his way slowly down agaihi
holding the girl between him and the lad-

der, "You are quite safe. You can't fall,

"

he assured her. She was trembling like

a leaf, v
"There is a way out, I am sure. I saw:

a light at the far end, but you will have
to get yourself a little wet. The water is

no great depth, so you need not be afraid."

He piloted her carefully down, whis-
pering words of encouragement. Then,
as he reached the bottom, he took her in

[continued on page 19]
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Practical and Dainty Gifts

INDIVIDUAL character never shows itself

more plainly than in the making of
gifts. jMany buy and give with a
liberal spirit, but frequently in utter

disregard of the tastes and habits of the
recipient. Nothing beautifies or makes a
gift more welcome than to have it show
thoughtfulness and discrimination ; so it is

the part of wisdom to study the taste of
the person who is to receive the gift.

There are so many dainty little gifts that
can be made for the housewife that are
practical and easily made.
A memorandum pad, or list for house-

hold wants, is alwaj's appreciated, for it

will make, a pretty ornament for the living
room, and will save many a useless trip

to market for some article that has been
forgotten. Obtain a water-color card or
a photograph mount about six by nine
inches, and fasten securely to one side of
your card a pad about three by six inches,
which car be bought at any stationery
store. Paint a spray of holly or violets on
the part of the card left bare, or simply
sketch it on with pencil or crayon. Fasten
a bow and ends of ribbons to the two
upper corners of the card, and attach to
one corner a small lead pencil by a satin
ribbon. Any one deft with the needle can
embroider the word "Memorandum" and
a spray of flowers on brown or tan linen,

and then mount it on a heavy card, to
form a background for the pad.
Another unique memorandum tablet is

made with three small slates that have
cloth around the frames. These are put
together in the form of a screen, using
ribbon for the hinges, and tying it in fluffy

bows. Paint the middle slate white, then
paint on it a pretty scene or flower, or
some pretty colored picture can be pasted
on it instead, if desired. Cover one of
the faces of the other slate with chamois
skin, tacking it on smoothly with small
tacks, then sew bands to this to hold the
ruler, scissors, and so forth. Leave the
other slate for the memoranda, attaching
a slate pencil to one corner, also a small
eraser.

A set of cases for silverware—one each
for knives, forks and spoons—makes '

nice gift to the housewife. They can be
made as simple or as dainty as one wishes.
Table felt, Canton flannel or chamois can
be used in making them. A pretty spoon
case that I saw was made of natural pon-
gee lined with gray pongee ; it was bound
around the edge with heliotrope silk braid,
and tied with ribbons to correspond. Two-
inch-wide straps, to hold the spoons in

place, were also bound around with the
same kind of braid, and then stitched
down at intervals of one and one fourth
inches, and scattered violets were painted
on them. On the outside the word
"Spoons" was painted on in heliotrope. A
simpler one can be made out of felt or
Canton flannel in the following manner

:

Take a piece of the cloth about sixteen
inches long by fourteen wide; turn over
about twelve inches if for knives (less
will do if for spoons), then stitch about
two inches apart, to make the pockets ; or
they can be worked between with feather
stitch in some contrasting color, if desired.
Bind the edge around with some kind of
braid or ribbon, or it can be crocheted
around with silk cotton. The initials or
the monogram of the recipient may be
embroidered on the flap. Use No. 2 rib-

bon for the tying string when the case
is rolled up. A plain white case bound
with pink and tied with pink ribbons is

pretty, or a blue one with yellow or white
trimmings.

Pretty and useful presents can be made
out of tea matting. A set of mats for the
table, on which to set hot dishes, are al-

ways acceptable to the housewife, and are
very nice made of this matting. Cut it

into oval, oblong or square shapes, and
bind the edges neatly around with some
pretty colored ribbon, fastening little bows
in each corner. A spray of flowers can be
painted across it, if desired. Pretty splash-
ers can also be made out of this matting.

Pretty bureau covers carT be made of
scrim in a clear tint of cream. Turn
down a hem of three inches, and above
it draw a number of threads for a wide
hemstitch, or a few more threads can be
drawn and worked so that ribbon can be
run in. Outline a flower or some conven-
tional design at both ends, and work in

outline stitch, or a simple design can be
worked in cross stitch. Scrim also makes
pretty cushion covers to be used over a
colored foundation.
A shopping tablet can be made by cover-

ing a small tablet of unruled paper with
a fancy cover. Hem the ends of a piece
of brown ribbon, as long when hemmed as
the tablet is wide, and glue it across the
top and back of the tablet; when dry,
turn the edge over and paste to it a cover
of rough water-color paper cut into fanci-
ful pattern across the top. Decorate with
a simple design in water colors.

Almost every housewife has a hard time
kieeping her patterns just where they are
easily gotten in a hurry, so will appreciate
a' pattern case made after the following
method : Take a strip of pongee, denim or
any strong material about one yard long

Housewife

and a foot wide. Through the
middle, lengthwise, lay a strip

of the same kind of cloth
one yard long and about two inches

wide. Stitch this piece to the main
piece at intervals of two to four inches

crosswise throughout its entire length.

This leaves a strapped opening, in which
the folded patterns can be put. The outer

edge should be bound around with ribbon

or braid, also the strip in the center before

it is stitched_on. Let a piece of ribbon be
fastened at two corners to hang it up by,

or it can be rolled up, if desired.

Pansy Viola Vinek.

Two Simple Sofa Pillows

'T'wo sofa pillows seen recently, while
new and attractive in design, had the

further advantage of being simple and
easy to make, thus appealing to the woman
who has little leisure for fancy work, or

to those older fingers which have some-
what lost their cunning with the needle.

The first one was a round pillow, with

a ruffle put on in such a way as to give

PRETTY EFFECT IN BLACK VELVET
AND YELLOW SILK

the finished pillow a square effect. That
is, the ruffle was straight on the outer edge
and much wider at four sides of the cir-

cle than at other portions. To cut such
a ruffle, fold the goods in a perfect square,

then cut the circle ( for the pillow top it-

self) from the center of the goods. Use
this outer portion for the ruffle, with more
material set in to give the desired fulness.

This pillow was made on a foundation
of blue silk in a plain color, and the
decoration was nothing more nor less

than a gigantic cobweb of yellow embroid-
ery silk, large enough to well-nigh cover
the entire pillow. Threads were first laid,

much like the beginning of a teneriffe

wheel, the center of the web darned solid-

ly for about an inch in depth (depending
on the size of the circle), then the cross

threads gradually grew farther apart. At
one side of the center a mammoth spider,

done in brown silk, gave a realistic touch
to the spider web, while the odd-shaped
ruffle with hem finished with a feather

stitch done in the yellow silk completed
an unusual and artistic pillow.

The second pillow was made of circles

of velvet joined together by their edges,
with a bright foundation color showing
beneath them. The circles may be of any
size desired, and the colors employed any-
thing that harmonizes nicely. Circles of
black velvet (scraps of which will accu-
mulate in every piece bag) laid over yel-

low silk is a good combination, and a

silver half-dollar is a good size for them.
When a quantity of the circles are cut,

buttonhole them all around the edge with
yellow embroidery silk. Now join the
circles by three or four stitches at the
extreme edge, fastening first a strip of

circles as long as it is desired to make
the pillow. Join a second row, and
fasten this to the first row, and con-
tinue until you have a square of the joined

circles as large as you wish the pillow to

be. This square may now be laid straight

over a corresponding sized square of yel-

low silk (or sateen), finishing the pillow

with a ruffle or cord of black and yellow.

Or, if preferred, the circles may be laid

diagonally over the yellow, in which case

it would have to be made a size smaller,

and the sateen puffed at the corners. The
illustration shows the square effect, which
makes a pretty pillow, and one which will

not lose its freshness as quickly as some
of the more perishable ones.

Maude E. S. Hymers.

Gifts That the Children Can Make
Christmas is essentially the children's

holiday, and whatever adds to their
enjoyment should be considered first of
all. It is wise to encourage giving pres-
ents among children, for by it they learn
the lessons of unselfishness and good
cheer and discover the truth for them-
selves that it is more blessed to give than
to receive. Of course they should be
taught to give as an expression of love.

It is often a good plan for the children
to club together to get the presents for
father and mother and for each other.
If the girls wish to make the gifts, the
boys can earn the money with which to
buy the materials. Some of the very
pleasantest memories that hover about the
Christmas seasons of childhood years is

the careful saving of pennies, the secret,

whispered consultations, the air of mys-
tery that filled the air. And what joy
filled our hearts when we witnessed the
surprise and delight of our friends- and
parents over our simple little gifts. No
parent should miss seeing the happy ex-
pression that spreads over their child's

face when it realizes that it has a part-

in the Christmas giving.

Small children can make pretty table

mats of thick white paper ornamented
with a pattern perforated by a large pin.

Select some suitable stamping design, and
lay a tracing of it over a thickness of
rough white paper held to a hard cushion
or pillow by large-headed pins at the cor-
ners. Then let the child follow the out-

lines of the designs carefully, with
regular perforations, using a fine pin for

the lesser lines and the veinings of leaves

and such like. The mats can then be
taken apart and shaped around the edge
with scallops made with a pair of scissors

or a pinking iron. The raised part of the
perforation is the right side.

Another simple little present that a
child can make for the baby is a "jingling

ball." Fasten a small round bell in a
small square box, and let the child wrap
this around with worsted yarn, and divide

the ball into eight sections by tying a
cord around it four times. Then show
the child how to cover it with colored
worsted by weaving the yarn in and out
over the cord with a needle.

Court-plaster cases are nice for little

girls to make. They are made by taking
a piece of cardboard two inches wide
and five inches long. This is folded to-

gether, and then little slits are cut at

intervals with a sharp penknife, to run
the strips of plaster through. The cover
can be made of a piece of ribbon folded

THE SPIDER-WEB PILLOW IN PLAIN
BLUE AND GOLD

over the cardboard and fastened to it by
drawing a narrow ribbon through holes

made in the corners, and tying it in a
pretty bow on the outside. The ends of

the ribbon can be fringed, and the words
"I Heal All Wounds Save Those of

Love" lettered on one side of the fcover.

If little fingers cannot letter, then let them
paste on a little picture or some holly

berries cut out of a Card.

Blotters are easily made and do not
cost much. A piece of white cardboard
or some water-color paper can serve as

a cover. Make it about five by eight

inches. Decorate with colored transfer

pictures, with which children like to work,
or else let them cut leaves and flowers

from Japanese napkins. Teach them to

arrange them in some conventionalized de-
sign. If the child has been taught to

draw at school, a bunch of holly or some

little simple flower can be sketched on
with crayon. Fill between the covers with
several leaves of blotting paper.
Another pretty present for little fingers

to make is a stamp box. Choose little
boxes, such as safety matches come in,
which are about three by two inches.
Coyer neatly with water-color paper, or
writing paper in tan or brown can be used.
Paste on the cover a new two-cent stamp,
and tie with baby ribbon.
'Another little gift that a child can make

IS a hanging hat-pin basket. All that is

needed is a small basket three or four
inches deep, into which is stuffed a pin-
cushion filled with wool wadding and
covered either with silk or wool. Ribbon
one and a half inches wide and a yard
and a half long is then tied around the
basket, and again in a loop above, with
bows and ends, by which it is hung at
the side of a bureau.
Shaving-paper pads for papa may be

made of maiw sheets of white tissue paper.
They can be cut into shape of leaves,
hearts, stars or in any shape desired. Make
the covers of water-color paper or card-
board. Fasten together by punching holes
in one end and passing narrow ribbon
through them and tying in a loop. Deco-
rate the cQver with a pretty head cut out
of a fashion plate or card.

If the child knows anything about mat
weaving many dainty and pretty gifts can
be made. These woven mats are nice
covers for needle books, sachets, shaving
pads, and make nice lamp mats. Pretty
cushions of ribbons, or photograph frames
of husks or crepe paper can also be made.
All the materials are the "mats," "strips"
and weaving needle, with which the loose
strips are interwoven with those of the
mat. Squares or oblongs of glazed paper
are cut into strips and kept in kindergar-
ten supplies for this use.

Pansy Viola Viner.

Doctor Apple
An apple each day keeps the doctor away

;

Another at night starves him outright

;

An apple each meal, and one for sleep.
Will kill him and shroud him and bury him

deep.

"T^His little jingle should have a place on
the door of every medicine closet, and

indeed if the apple were more generally
regarded from a medicinal viewpoint the
contents of the medicine closets could be
very largely dispensed with.
A prominent physician once said that

"if one half the meat, one fourth the bread
and all the candy given to children could
be made to give place to fruit, of which
apples formed a large proportion, the
death rate would be greatly reduced, their
bodies better formed, and all would be
healthier and have far greater brain activ-
ity."

Good, well-ripened apples eaten in rea-
sonable quantities not only will never be
injurious to a child or grown person, but
if taken as a food are the most acceptable,
satisfying and healthful one that can be
chosen ; and this is equally true whether
they be eaten fresh or after preserving,
canning or drying.

As_ the apple contains more phosphoric
acid in easily digested form than any other
fruit, it is of high value as a brain food.
It is also a thorough disinfectant of the
mouth, that important doorway to the
stomach, and if eaten regularly does much
to prevent throat diseases.

There is no better remedy for insomnia
than a ripe, juicy apple eaten just before
retiring. Its wholesome acid excites the
action of the liver and promotes sound
and refreshing sleep.

For the same reason an apple eaten be-
fore breakfast every morning will prove the
best of complexion beautifiers. No devotee
of apples ever suffers from jaundice or
liver spots, and dyspeptics are almost in-

variably ordered apples for their whole-
some action upon the digestive organs.
The tickling sensation of the throat

causing one to cough at night may be
greatly relieved by placing a roasted apple
by the bedside and taking a spoonful of
the pulp when annoyed by a desire to
cough.
As the apple can be had in fresh and

perfect condition during a greater portion
of the year than any other of the fruits,

the appetizing ways of preparing it have
grown to be legion, so that one need never
tire of it through lack of variation. And
as the heat applied in cooking breaks down
the cells, and more thoroughly blends the

acids and sugar of the fruit therewith, its

wholesomeness and digestibility are in-

creased by cooking.
Wise in her day is the houswife and

mother who numbers "Doctor Apple" as

a regular and honored member of her
household. Edith E. Shaw.

The winter evenings will soon be here,

when you will be glad to have a little

music or other form of entertainment for

an hour or two after supper. The adver-
tising columns of Farm and Fireside will

be quite a help in offering you a number
of ways to entertain the family.
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How the Women of the Farm Can Make Money
For each plan or idea found suited for oae in this department we shall be pleased to allow one

ygai'a nbscxiption to Farm and Firesde. If yoti are already a subscriber, then you can have the paper

seat to a friend. This, howeyer, does not apply to cxtendine your own subscription. If your idea is not

printed within a reasonable time, it is very likely a smilax idea has previously been accepted from some
one else. Write plainly on only one aide of paper, and encloae self-addressed and stamped envelope if you
widi unavailable <rfferines returned. Address EditorHousewife. Fartn and Fireside, Sprioefield, Ohio.

Savii^ Garden Seeds

One method of making money on a
farm which is especially adapted to wom-
en is that of sariug vegetable seeds for

market Most farmers do, or can, raise

large quantities of pumpkins, squashes,

cucumbers, garden beans and peas, mel-

otts, tomatoes, swe^t corn, etc., from
which it is an easy matter to save the seed.

It is only necessary to raise distinct and
popular varieties aofi to be very careful

to keep them unmixed and true to name.

The work of preparing the seed for mar-

ket is slight. A large, coarse sieve is

most convenient to use in washing the

seeds free from pulp, after which they

should be spread on large trays or even

newspapers, and dried in the sun or in

any dry, airy place.

As to markets, many seed houses will

gladly pay a" fair price for such seeds

if found good and true to name, it only

being necessary to write Xo several seed

firms stating what you have and inviting

offers. More may be realized from seed

placed in local grocery and general stores

where farm seeds are handled. The deal-

er will give valuable hints as to method
of selling and prices. A few fine speci-

mens of vegetables placed on exhibition

where the seeds are on stock may help

sales. Gertrote R. Lambebt, Wisconsin.

«

Keeping Pnre-Bred Potiltry

Poultry raising is a deservedly popular

money-making business for women, but

there is one very profitable branch of the

work which does not receive due atten-

tion, and that is raising fine, pure-bred

stock and selling breeding fowls and eggs

for hatching. To be successful in this

it is necessary to secure a choice strain

of some popular breed, and keep the fowls

up to a hi^ standard by careful breeding
and the frequent introduction of new
blood. Avoid inbreeding. Select the best

fowls for breeding, and separate from the

main flock during the breeding season

—

from January or February until June. A
good method of introducing new blood is

by selecting breeding pullets from your
own flock and sending to some reliable

poultry raiser for cockerels; but it is pos-

sibly cheaper to send away for eggs to

be hatched at home. Breeding stock sells

for from fifty cents to one dollar each,

and eggs for the same per sitting of

fifteen eggs. Surplus eggs and culls go
to market and bring as much or more
than scrub stock. Choice show birds often
bring fancy prices if properly advertised.

Gertrude R. Lambert, Wisconsin.

Sun-Dried Fruit
When I was a girl at home my father

lived on a farm twenty miles from any
railroad. In the early summer, after my
mother had put up what cherries she
wanted, I would gather the rest, seed
them, then lay in the sun to dry. These
I could sell any time I got to market.
I also went to the fields and woods and
gathered berries to dry, and used the
specked apples in the orchard. In the
fall I gathered nuts, both chestnuts and
walnuts. Sometimes I would gather the
nuts, pick out the kernels and sell them
by the measure or pound.

Mrs. Z. G. B., Virginia.

Peas and Cabbage
I have a plot of well-fertilized ground

that I plow in early winter and again in

early spring, just as soon as the ground
will permit the planting of peas. As soon
as they are large enough I dispose of the
peas very profitably, and then plow the
ground and plant cabbage.

Miss Butler, Arkansas.

Grow Perennials for Their Cut Bloom
If one lives near a thriving tov/n or

city, a bed of such hardy perennials as
are specially suited to use for the pro-
duction of cut flowers will yield a steady
harvest of dimes and quarters. One plant
of each kind may be purchased at a tri-

fling outlay, and from these a stock can
be propagated which will yield a vast
amount of cutting material. The crop
the first season will not be as heavy as
in succeeding ones, when the plants have
become fully established. All of the fol-
lowing are excellent for filling vases.
Meadow rue, or thalictrum, in white, pur-
ple and yellow, has foKage almost as
pleasing as the flowers, and is a plant
seldom seen. • A general favorite is the

baby's breath, or gypsophila, particularly
the new double form, whose white, mist-
like blooms are wonderfully effective
when used with other flowers of any col-
or. The improved pyrethrums—Alfred
Kelway, crimson, and Carl Vogt or The
Bride, white—are as good as tixe finest
asters, and flower in June about c»llege-
commencement time. The blanket flower,
gaillardia and coreopsis lanceolata bloom
continuously through a long period until
cut down by frosL A flower for which
there is great demand in summer, when
good white flowers are scarce, is the per-
ennial pea, or lathsrras, a constant bloom-
er, of which there are also pink and red
varieties. In this connection must also be
mentioned the annual mourniig bride,

scabiosa, which bears long - stemmed
blooms in many exquisite shades without
cessation from early in July until cut
down by hard frosts.

W. Emerson Bontrager, Ohio.

Keeping Sweet Potatoes

An excellent way for keeping sweet po-
tatoes so they can be used after Christ-

mas and as long as desired is as follows

:

Boil the potatoes until tender, peel, and
put in cans—glass or tin. Have brown
sugar melted, then pour over the potatoes
and seal while hot These can be served
many ways, and make excellent pies. I

clean up quite a few pennies by selling

some of these.

Grace E. Greenfield, Missouri.
y

Nasturtium Seed
I pick up some money selling nastur-

tium seed, tiny pickles and catchup. Ev-
erybody likes home-made pickles and
catchup, and no trouble is experienced in

disposing of them at a fair profit.

Mrs. Maggie Moorman, Indiana.

Making Lace
In the winter evenings I make crochet

lace, for which I charge for the thread I

use, usually twenty-five or thirty cents a
spooL K B. S., Ohio,

<3>

Selling Sage
I pick sage, wash it well, and spread it

on a cloth to dry. Sage sells for about
fifty cents a pound, and while it takes
considerable time to gather, yet I find

the work profitable.

Mrs. W. J. Kentucky,

Pepper Sauce
Several people asked for peppers from

my bushes, which suggested the idea that

I could make a few dimes by putting up
small bottles of pepper sauce. I did this,

and they sold readily at ten cents apiece.

I used the small cayenne pepper and good
strong vinegar. Many people prefer home-
made articles to those which can be pur-
chased at the stores.

Me.s. a. T. Mann, Florida.

Crochet Cotton Caps
I pick up a little spending money sell-

ing caps that I crochet from cotton.

There is always a demand for these caps,

especially in the winter, and I have never
had any trouble in selling as many as I

could make.
Blanche Baughman, Indiana.

Needlework
The question of how to earn pin money

often arises to the woman on the farm,
especially during the winter months, when
one has more leisure time. Last winter
I made a dozen drawnwork handkerchiefs,
which I sold for seventy-five cents each.

I worked at them spare moments only.

There are very many things that one
can make, and the good home-made arti-

cles find ready sale.

I wonder how many farmers' wives
have tried to make snowballs—in other
words, angel food cake batter steamed in

glasses, rolled in boiled icing and then
in freshly grated coconut One glass will
make two balls, so quite a number can
be steamed at one time. They sell well
and at a good price. Served with straw-
berries, sliced oranges or just whipped
cream, they make a delicious dessert.

Just now I am making lemon crackers,
which my grocer sells for me. I do a
great deal of baking of my own, and it

doesn't take much time or much trouble
to bake for others.

Mrs. p. D. Milner, Ohio.

The Greatest Cleanser
ever discovered is GOLD DUST. Many a poor woman has worked and

worn heiself to a shadow from the constant strain of household cares.

GOLD DUST
mil relieve the hard worked woman of half her household buidens;

it will do all her clean-sing work with very little assistance on her

part, and do it better and cheaper than it coold be performed by

any other method.

GOLD DUST is Woman's best friend—Dht's worst enemy.

No soap, borax, soda, ammonia, naphtha, kerosene

or other foreign ingredient needed with GOLD DUST

Gold Dost dissolves quickly in hot

<» cold, hard or soft water—^becomes

'*liqaid muscle," rich, cleansing, puri-

fying sads, almost in an instant.

For washing clothes and dishes, scrub-
bing floors^ cleaning woodwork, oil cloth,

silverware and tinware, polishing brass-

work, cleaning bath room pipes, refrigera-

tors, etc., soSening hard water and mak-
ing the finest soft soap.

Hade by

He N, K. Fairbank Company—Chicago

Makers o£ Fairy Soap

"Lei the GOLD DUST Twhts ifo your worW

Beckmann Pianos on Credit
Without tie Dealers Profit

30 Pays Free Trial
in yoor own home, no matter in what part of
America yaa live. Don't invest a dollar in any
piano nntilyou have sent iac our free piano cat-
alograe and iism read and anatyzad Hiis offer.

SEND FOROUR FREE
PIANO OATA-
LOCUE TODAY.
AVOID THE EXCESSIVE PROFITS
yoa have paid piano dealers for yeara. Get a
good piano that will last a ILfeUme—get it direct
from tile factory at factory cost with only our
one small margin of profit added. Tlie piano
here Hlngtrated irfalcb ve sell at $175, would cost
yon (375 U bonglit from a piano dealer. We
Bare you fiflO and glre yon a piano that Is the equal of the standard makes.

ON RECEIPT OF A SMALL FIRST PAYMENT '^^.^^forA^'^l^'Z
rkdiest appearing piano you haTS ever seen, with Hie richest liquid tone yon have ever heard, we
will refund your Wi5 and pay transportation charges boOi ways. But If you find It all we claim—If

It charms yon by Its tone andflnish and In every other detail, keep It and send ns a very small
sum each month thereafter nnUl the purchase price has been paid.

SEND FOR OUR FREE PIANO CATALOGUE TODAY gT/stJl^^tgl^'o^eWel
of BECKMANN pianos as wen as our nVERHOFF piano irtilch sells for $144.60. If the style of
the piano here lUnstrated is not exactly what you desire, or If yon wish to learn more about the
BBCKMANN pianos, be sure and write for this free catalogue today. Simply drop cs a postal
saylog, **Sead me yoor free piano catalo^rae,** and it will be sent to you at once.

THE SPIEGEL, MAY, STERN COMPANY, S^af^Jf.,*^^ ^r^eaMst^Mo?^
Ub kind in the woadd. Wo antiio orlglnatois of &e NationalOpen Accoant Credit Plan and the

bousethat hasfamished homes

725 SO.

Tour dunce of quarter-
sawed oak, figured ma-
hogany or fifured walnut
woods.

SANGAMON

STREET,

CHICAGO,

ILL

in every section of tliis great
country. Our combined cap-
ital is $7,000,000 and we seU to
the American people in every
community on the very plan
now proposed to you.

Send for our free cata-
logue of fumitiire, car-
pets, hoosehold goods,
stoves, ranges, Colum-
bia graphophones
and talking machines.

SEND FOB ouB FREE STOVE BOOK
If you want a stove or range of any Und for any purpose, let tis send

I>ireot; to >t>u •*

at actual factory prices. Yoa save from 85 to 840, because you keep in your pocket aH the dealers'
jobbers*and middlemeii's profits. You run no risk, l>ecaiise we pay the freight and seU yon onA nMve AnmnAU'kl You not only save money bat you g-eta stove or rangre of»»W UaJfS fm|J|ll IfVal exceptionally high quality. Made of the best piglronand
steel of the faighest grade, by the most ekilled workmen, in one of the most modem and best,
equipped store factories in the world. Every Kalamazoo is carefully Inspected and we know it is _

right. If not. youget your money back without a quibble. You cannot pret a better, no mat-
ter how much extra you pay. Why not save all the dealers' profit! Is it not reasonable
to suppose that you can save money by buying direct from our factory I

Send Postal For Catalogue No. 183 CompareElatamazoo Quality and Kal-
amazoo Prices with others—and save your money. Our line Is complete, embracing i^tores
and ranges of all kinds for all domestic purposes,—for the home, school,
chorcb, halls, lodge rooms, etc Hotel ranges for restaurants, boarding
lOases, clubs and camps. Gas stoves and rELuges for cooking and heating
ALL SOLD AT ACTUAL FACTORY PRICES.

Kalamazoo Stove Company, Manufacturersy
Kalamazoo^ Mich.

All EatamaEOO cook stoves and. ranges are equipped with patent oven
thermometer vhich saves fuel and makes baking and roasting easy.

USE COLLETTS'S PATEKT PATCHES
mend all leaks in all ntensils—tin,

brass,copper, graniteware, hotwater baps,
etc. No solder, cement or rivet. Anyone
can nse them ; fit any snrface. Send for
sample pkg.lOe. Complete pkg. assorted
sizes. SSc postpaid. Aceata waated.

CoUette Mlg. Company. Box 519, Amsterdam.g.Y.

THE'BEST'LIGffT
"Ia portable, pure white, Bteady, safe
t\. light. Brighter than electricity or
acetylene. 100 candle power. No grease,
dirtnorodor. Lighted instantly. Costs
« cts. par week. Over 200 styles. Every
iamp warranted. Agents wante<i. Write
itor catalog. I>o not delay.

XBK BEST uem CO.
aie £. StliSt.. Canton, Olito

AKES ANDBURNS ITS OWN GAS
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FAMINE WIDOWS AT MUKTI, KEDGAMU

Pandita Ramabai—A Heroine of the Hindus

The Story of the Most Remarkable Woman of India, and Her Heroic Work for the Hindu Child Widows
BY DELAVAN L. PIERSON

FAR away in the dark jungles of west-
ern ghats of India lived a Hindu
hermit, Ananta Shastri by name, a
Brahman of great renown for his

piety and learning. Pilgrims and stu-

dents came from far and near to sit at

the feet of this dark-skinned, half-clad
Socrates and drink in wisdom from his

lips. With Ananta lived his child wife,
whom he had bought from her father one
morning as they bathed in the sacred river
Godavari. The meeting, the bargain and
the wedding all took place within an hour,
and i" was not a runaway match, either.

Ananta and his little bride of nine
summers lived in a rude hut on simple
fare, but they were happy. The wise
man, unlike many Hindu husbands, was
kind to the child, and taught her San-
skrit and all the wisdom of the Hindus,
certainly an unwarranted and unheard-of
proceeding in the land where two leading
articles of faith are the "depravity of
woman and the sanctity of the cow." But
Ananta Shastri had a mind and will of
his own and was not wholly bound by the
customs of his countrymen.

Into this family, about fifty years ago,
was born a son and two daughters, the
youngest of whom was to become famous
the world over. Ramabai, as her parents
called her, grew up in this jungle home
a playmate of the birds and beasts of the
forest. Her father and mother taught
her from the shastras, and even the
pilgrims, who flocked to drink of her
father's fountain of wisdom, and who were
not loath to eat of the holy man's bread,
found her not beneath their notice. The
girl developed a remarkable mind and
memorj', and before she was twelve years
of age could repeat twenty-three thousand
verses from the sacred books, an amount
equal to our entire Bible.

Then came the days of famine. No rain

had fallen for months, and Ananta's sup-
ply of food was exhausted. The little

family left their jungle home and began
to wander to the sacred shrines in search
of relief. Money, jewels, brass cooking
vessels, everj^hing was gradually offered
at the temples to propitiate the gods. For
seven years the hungry family went about
seeking relief, and finding none. At last

they had nothing left wherewith to buy
food. As descendants of the great god

Brahm, they could not work, since that
would break their caste; to beg they
were ashamed. They determined to go
into the great forest and die. For eleven
days they lived on water and leaves and
a handful -of dates. Weaker and weaker
grew the feeble old father, while the pangs
of hunger gripped them sore. The wild
beasts' roar had lost all terror for them.
They even wished that some fierce tiger

or venomous reptile would put a speedy
end to their existence. At last the father

could bear his sufferings no longer, and
announced his determination to cast him-

he could find little to do. They sought
refuge from cold and prowling beasts in

one of the temples, but since they could
not pay, were driven away by the heart-
less priests.

Four days they lodged in an old ruin,

the accustomed haunt of leopards and
jackals. Then the father died of fever.

In vain they searched the city for some
one of their own caste who would help
to dig his grave and lay his body away.
The brother and sister themselves were
compelled to perform these last sacred
rites, and instead of a burial worthy of

A GROUP OF KARNATIC GIRLS—PANDITA RAMABAI IN THE CENTER

self into the sacred tank. This he was
determined to do not as an act of suicide,

but as an offering to the gods, and the
whole family prepared to follow his lead.

Wearily they wended their way into the
village, the children supporting their aged
father with their feeble strength. Mile
after mile they dragged their emaciated
limbs, until the parents sank exhausted.
It seemed that they must die on the spot
The son could not bear to see them suf-
fering, and determined to seek employ-
ment, even though he must lose his caste,

which meant more to him than life. But

the dignity of so famous a teacher, these
two children carried the body outside the
cit>' and laid it tenderly in the earth.

Soon after the mother also entered the
Great Unknown, and the three young
orphans were left to fight the world, the

flesh and the devil for themselves. Up
and down the land they wandered in

search of friends and food. Starvation
carried away the older sister, and then
only Rama and her brother were left.

These two set out on foot to make a pil-

grimage to the sacred cities of the North.
Their hardships were almost without

number, but counted for little compared
with the snares which were laid for them
by evil men. At times the brother would
secure work at four cents a day, but
again for weeks they would be compelled
to go almost without food or lived on
a handful of grain a day soaked in water.
Each clad in a single tattered garment,
they traveled miles, walking barefoot
over hot, dusty roads. At night they
lay down on the earth under the shelter-
ing arms of some friendly tree, but with
no blanket or other covering to keep
off the cold. When the winds blew and
chilled them ^ to the bone, they dug
graves in the sand with their hands, and
covered themselves with earth, leaving
their heads above the ground. Thus
planted they must have presented a pe-
culiar sight.

Gradually Rama and her brother lost
faitli in the teaching of the Brahmans.
Had they not fasted and prayed and
given alms to the holy men? Had they
not made pilgrimages to the sacred
shrines and bathed in the holy waters?
Yet what help had the Brahmans given
them or what blessing had come to them
from their religion? They resolved to
test the teachings of the sacred books,
and did so in many ways. In their wan-
derings they came to the borders of a
famous lake renowned for its seven float-

ing mountains. These were said to be
seven mahatmas, who had taken this

form to , receive the homage of the faith-

ful. The priests told the pilgrims that
these wonderful mountains would respond
to the prayers of the sinless by floating

toward the shore on which the. suppliant
stood. For sinners they remained im-
movable. All were warned against en-
tering the water, on account of the many
fierce crocodiles that guarded the ma-
hatmas.

Rama and her brother stood on the
shore of the lake and prayed, but the
island moved not. The priest hinted that

they l^d not made an offering to pro-
pitiate the spirits ; alas, they had nothing
to give. Rama's brother determined to

learn for himself the truth of the priest's

claims, and early one morning, before
others were stirring, he dived into the

iake and swam out to the island. Imag-
ine his surprise when he discovered these

A WEAVING CLASS IN THE MUKTI INDUSTRIAL SCHOOL A TYPICAL SCENE IN THE KINDERGARTEN
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to be made of mud and rocks and small
trees, all built upon huge rafts. Behind
were boats, which, when the representa-

tives of the gods were properly propi-

tiated, propelled the floating miniature
mountains toward the shore. Thus were
Rama and her brother further disillu-

sioned, and another tie was severed which
had bound them to the faith of their

father's.

After a few years of wanderings the

i>rother and sister arrived at Calcutta,

the great human maelstrom of India.

Ramabai was then twenty-two years of

age. She had developed a memory
which was most remarkable, and her
knowledge of the shastras and other sa-

cred books put the Hindu pundits to

shame. Her experience, too, had taught
her to understand men and women as

few of her age and sex know them, either

in India, or elsewhere. Her ideas of
female education inherited from her
father and mother were radically opposed
to the customs of the country, but she
fearlessly advocated them in pubUc and
in private. Soon the fame of this remark-
able young woman spread throughout
the city. People exclaimed that Sar-
rasveti (the Goddess of Eloquence) had
come again to visit the earth. She was
called upon to give lectures to select

audiences, and an assembly of pundits
'(Hindu doctors of philosophy and relig-

ion), after a brief examination, conferred
on her the title Pandita, a distinction

won by no other Hindu woman.
Ramabai's brother died in CalcHtta,

broken down by years of hardship ' and
the practise of severe austerities. Ram-
abai's parents had permitted her to re-

main a maiden long after the usual age
of marriage, that she might devote her-
self to study, so that now most of her
countrymen would have thought her in-

eligible. A Bengali gentleman discovered
her worth and won her love. Their
wedded life was brief but happy, the
husband dying of cholera nineteen months
after their marriage. He left Ramabai
with a baby girl, whom she called Man-
orama (Heartsease).
Had Ramabai lived before the reign of

English law in India, the young widow
would have been obliged to end her life

on the funeral pyre of her husband.
Even now in many places the suttee is

suppressed only by force of British arms.
A few months ago, in this twentieth cen-
tury, a Hindu widow in Bihar was burned
to death in broad daylight, merely be-
cause she had committed the crime of
having outlived her husband. Her
struggles and screams were drowned by
the shouts of the crowd and the chanting
of Hindu hymns, while strong men kept
the wretched woman from fleeing from
the, flames.

Ramabai escaped this awful death only
because British law has placed some re-

strictions on Hindu religious and social

customs, but she did not escape being
despised and cast out by her Brahman
friends as the cause of her husband's
death, due to her sins in a former life.

Hundreds of thousands of child wid-
ows in India endure a living death be-
cause they have had the misfortune -to

outlive their husbands. Most of them
have been married in infancy or as chil-

dren of six, eight and ten years of age,

many times to men white haired, black
hearted, decrepit and diseased. They
have never known the joy of marriages
with a husband's love, and at his death
are made the household scapegoat and
drudge. Their heads are shaved, their
jewels and clothes are taken away, and
clad in one coarse garment, fed on bread
and water, cursed by every one on whom
their shadow falls, they toil at menial
tasks until their life is crashed out of
their frail bodies. It is against their re-

ligion for them to marry again, but they
may go to a heathen temple and be "mar-
ried to God." The depth of depravity
that is involved in such a life cannot be
described. But this life of shame has
the sanction of their religion, for did not
even their gods do the same? Is it any
wonder that hundreds of young widows,
in a strait betwixt two evUs, beat out
their lives on the stones or drown them-
selves in wells and rivers?
Ramabai was left without home and

relatives. In her widowhood this was a
blessing, for there were none to abuse
or control her. Thrown upon her own
resources, the Pandita once more entered
the arena as a lecturer and reformer.
She determined to use her wide expe-
rience and deep learning in Hindu lore
to fight for the emancipation of her sex.
She longed to set them free from the
chains of ignorance and the horrors of
child marriage.
With this purpose in mind she then

journeyed westward and settled in Puna,
a city near Bombay. Here she began to
lecture, and succeeded in forming a so-
ciety of more enlightened Hindus, who
were advocates of female education. Still

Ratnabai felt that she must do something.
Lectures would never remedy the evils

which she saw on every hand. She longed
to rescue some of the oppressed girls

who bemoaned their birth and cursed the
day of their marriage.
One day, while passing through the

streets, a young widow appealed to
her for protection against the vile crea-
tures who pass for men and who were
seeking her ruin. Ramabai took her
home, and thus began the work for wid-
ows which has since grown to such vast
proportions. This young girl, the first

to be rescued, is now a valued helper in
Ramabai's home for widows at Mutki.
The Pandita's fame soon spread

throughout India and reached even to
England. But she was not satisfied. A
longing possessed her soul to know more
of Western ideals and methods of life.

In poverty and scarcely knowing whither
she went, she set out with her little

daughter and journeyed to England.
There she became a Christian, and later
was made lecturer on Sanskrit in Chel-
tenham College, Oxford University. She
passed over to America, where she made
many friends for the widows of India,

and formed "Ramabai Circles," which
gave her substantial financial support.
She returned to India, and in 1889 opened
a school, which she called Sharada Sa-
dan (Home of Wisdom). Two young
widows were enrolled as pupils. One of
these had been bent on committing suicide,

but was prevented by the fear that she
might once more be bom a woman and
imdergo still greater suffering than was
involved in her widowhood. The Hindu
pundits were shocked and maddened when
they heard that their famous Pandita
had become a Christian, but could only
vent their rage in amazement and curses.

The school caused a storm of opposi-
tion from the Brahams, for il; was in-

tended for high-caste widows, but all this

only served to advertise it Young girls

in their dreary confinement heard of the
"Scandalous School," where young wid-
ows were taken and taught to read and
write—an unheard-of proceeding—and
those who had any life and ambition left

longed to take refuge there. Many un-
fortunates fled from their bondage to
find a^ home with Ramabai, the widow's
friend, and so the school grew. Not sat-

isfied with this, Ramabai went out into

the streets and villages round about and
gathered in filthy, diseased and starving
girls. For high caste does not mean wealthy.
She cleansed them, healed them, fed
them, taught them, loved them. A new
life dawned for hundreds who had been
trodden under foot by relatives and neigh-
bors. No religious instruction was giv-

en at first, but many came to inquire
about Ramabai's God and asked to be
taught the Christian religion. Other
girls were not so easily dispossessed
of their demons. They wanted every-
thing but would give nothing. One night
some rebellious spirits who had refused
obedience to rules, and had been pun-
ished, gathered some paper and shavings
together, hid them under the corner of
one of the buildings, and set them on fire.

There was a sheet of flame and a cry of
fire. It looked as though the work of
years would be destroyed and the lives

of many endangered. Fortunately, how-
ever, the flames were discovered and
extinguished and the culprits caught and
punished.

In the latter part of the year 1896, when
dire famine again raged in central India,

Ramabai heard the wail of thousands of
homeless widows who had been turned
adrift in the world by the death or desti-

tution of fanuly and friends. Many of
them wandered off into forests and jun-
gles in search of food; hundreds died
of starvation and disease, and others sold
themselves to evil men or entered into

the vUe service of heathen temples. Ram-
abai determined to visit some of the tem-
ples and villages of the famine district in

order that she might rescue, if possible,

at least three hundred girls. She had
not money enough to support those al-

ready in title school, but she believed that

the Father who had called her to the
work would supply the needs. Putting
on the garb of a Mahar pilgrim and tak-
ing only eight cents in her hand, she
started out to visit the famous, or in-

famous, shrines of Brindaban and other
cities. Everywhere she found unspeak-
able suffering and distress. On some poor
farms multitudes of all sorts and condi-
tions were huddled together—^men and
women, boys and girls, clothed and un-
clothed, diseased and healthy, pure and
impure, living under the blue canopy
of heaven and eating their dry flour and
salt It was the devil's stamping ground.
Is it any wonder the many girls yielded
to the allurements of tempters who had
money but no morals, or entered the
service of the gods, who were like the
men who made them?

In these temples she found hundreds of
girls. She talked with them and per-
suaded many to leave these surroundings
for the shelter of her home. Her work
in opposition to the devices of evU men
brought her into much personal danger,
but she heeded it not Into the very lion's

j aws she would go, in hope of rescuing
some young girl.

Over three hundred were persuaded to
go to Sahara Sadan for food and shel-

ter and education. Temporary grass huts
were built and filled to overflowing. Then
friends in America and England heard of
Ramabai's noble work, and sent money
for new buildings and needed supplies.
For many years the widows' cause has
not failed, although at times her faith has
been sorely tried. A farm was bought
at Kedgaon, not far from Puna, and a
new home was erected, called Mukti
(Salvation). More helpers were engaged,
and the widows were taught all the nec-
essary domestic arts. She started kin-
dergarten classes for the little tots, and
higher education was given to the older
girls. The Bible came to have a place
in the curriculum, and many have already
gone out from the home as Christian Bi-
ble teachers to the sisters in the Zenanas.
During subsequent famines the numbers
have increased, until at times Ramabai has
been caring for as many as eighteen hun-
dred widows. A Christian Church, the
most unique in the world, has been es-
tablished, a Widows' Church of over one
thousand members, and out of their pov-
erty have sent money to the Armenian
orphans and the Chinese Christians
after the Boxer Rebellion. In order to
do this, the girls volunteered to give up
meat and a portion of their rice at each
meal. Sometimes, when food is scarce,
and funds are low, they go without rice

and milk and butter altogether, and live

on coarser grains, with bread and water.
There is a Bible Training School for the
young women, and a Woman's Foreign
Missionary Society was started in 1899.

Perhaps they will yet be sending mission-
aries to America!
Ramabai's school has now a splendid

campus and acres of farm land, with wells
and reservoirs, against another famine.
There are comfortable dormitories of brick
and stone capable of accommodating over
fifteen hundred pupils. There are large
dining rooms, kitchens, storehouses,
grinding rooms (where sixty hand mills

for grinding wheat are at work) ; then
there is the oil room, the bakery, hos-
pital, school rooms, workshops, where
various kinds of industrial arts are taught;
also simple dwellings for Ramabai and
her assistants, offices, guest rooms, and
the large church, with a seating capacity
on the floor for four thousand. Six years
ago all this was nothing but an open
field. If you ask Ramabai how all this

has been brought about she will tell you
that the money and workers have come
in answer to prayer.

All the domestic work of this tremen-
dous establishment is done by the girls.

They wash their clothes, sweep the rooms
and keep the buildings in order ; they
grind the grain, bake the bread (cha-
patties), carry the water, cook the food
(nearly a ton of rice every day), keep
^e brass utensils bright and clean, fill the
lamps and work in the garden. Beside all

this they must attend school and study
their lessons. All have four hours a

day of book study and three hours a day
for industrial work. Needlework, em-
broidery, lace making, dairy work, weav-
ing, making of ropes, brooms, baskets,

cain chairs and door mats are considered
quite as important for a Hindu woman as

writing and reading, and are perhaps
more important than psychology, Latin

and law for most American women. The
classes are taught by Ramabai, her daugh-
ter Manorama and an able corps of assis-

tants. In all there are fifty-two matrons,
and sixty teachers, each having her special

duties in the various departments.
Every morning at four o'clock the

rising beU rings. How would that be

welcomed in American schools? At 4:30

there is a meeting in the church for a

Bible lesson and prayer, which is usually

attended by about four hundred of the

older girls, and another at 6 a. m. finds

fourteen younger widows gathered to-

gether. Other devotional meetings are

held at intervals throughout the day,

but do not interfere with work or play.

At 8 p. M. all go to bed except the women
who keep their vigil in the dormitories

throughout the night The little widows
are kept busy and have not much time

for dolls, nor the older ones for social

functions, but they are happy and look

up to "Mother Bai" with all the love and
admiration of their young hearts.

Another branch of the work is called

Kripa Sadan (Home of Mercy) for fallen

girls. There was need of this, in order

that the tainted ones might not infect

the innocent Many of the rescued girls

are diseased, and need special medical

care. All need careful instruction to

counteract the effects of their evil train-

ing and unspeakable experiences. The
stories of many of these girls is pitiable

—stories of marriage at eight and ten

years of age to men witli other wives,

persecution at home, cruelty, hunger,

widowhood, sometimes being driven from
home, temptation, sm, disease. Then some
friend tells them of Ramabai, the friend

of Hindu women, and they find a haven

of rest and a fountain of new life with

her. Hundreds have thus been rescued

and many have in turn gone out to
rescue work. Thus has Ramabai, the
Hindu widow, become famous for her
wisdom, and by her devotion to the cause
of her sisters in India has won a place
among the heroines of the world.

«• •

NTunber 9 Clmrch Walk
[continued from page 15]

his arms and began to wade slowly to-

ward the speck of light that gleamed afar
off.

"Let me walk," she urged. "I can man-
age all right."

"Wait until we get well clear and I

will," he answered. "Yes, I think perhaps
I had better," he said a moment later. "I

may lose touch of the wall if I don't.

The water is rather cold, but we'U soon
be out of it, I think."
A little gasp of "oh" escaped her as

she felt the chill waters lapping about
her. but she placed her hands upon his

shoulders, as he instructed, and followed
bravely.

"See the light ahead !" he encouraged.
"It's getting larger every moment."
"Do you think they can have discovered

our escape?" she questioned. "I thought
I heard a sound behind."
He stopped and listened. "It's nothing

but the water." he, said.

They pushed on for all they were
worth, the cheering speck of light becom-
ing larger and larger.

"Hurrah," he whispered, "we are get-

ting there. I think we are all right. Miss
Durrant."

In another minute they emerged into

the clear sunlight. A high brick wall
rose up on either side of them, and a
little way ahead a little boy sat on the
side of a wooden bridge, fishing.

The lad gazed in astonishment at the
two disheveled objects that met his eyes.

"Gee whiz!" he cried. "Where did you
come frorh?"
"Get a ladder or some steps and 111

tell you," replied Roger.
The boy dashed off in some fright, and

soon reappeared in company with a man,
bearing a home-made ladder. It was
lowered over the side, and in another mo-
ment Laura Durrant and Roger Walford
stood safely upon the bridge.

Roger gave a hurried explanation, and
then the boy dashed off for a carriage,

and "Police Station" was the order the

cabby received.

Five minutes later Laura was changing
her clothes in the matron's room, while
Roger was relating a strange story to

the officer in charge.

"It don't seem possible," muttered the

officer, as he listened ; but for all that, he
gave a sharp order, and in a moment six

stalwart policemen, in charge of a ser-

geant, and accompanied by Roger, were
dashing along the streets in a police van.

They entered a boat, and puUed in under
the tunnel. Another squad watched the

front of Number 9 Church Walk from
the seclusion of the old churchyard.

"Ifs the 'Chelt,'" explained the ser-

geant to Roger, as their boat pulled slow-

ly along in the darkness. "It runs in

under the town at Barret's Mill high up
in Charlton Kings, and don't come out
until it reaches Well Walk. You see,

it used to be all open, but the new town
has built itself over it. Pull up, men

—

have the lantern ready."

"Here !" whispered Roger, as a. gleam
of the lantern showed him the iron lad-

der rising out of the water.

"Stay here. Miller, and take charge of

the tub. Follow me, the rest, and have
your billies ready. You coming, sir?"

"Right behind you," said Roger, as he

climbSi up after the policemen.

They reached the trap door above. Not
a sound was heard. The men climbed
into the little secret room and lined the

small passageway that led to it

"Lie still and wait," came the whispered
command.

Fifteen minutes passed and not a
sound disturbed the silence. Then pres-

ently they heard voices in the next room
—^voices raised high in expressions of as-

tonishment
"She's gone!" some one cried.

"Where?" cried another.

"Come down through there, of course,"

the woman said.

"Well, she must be around somewhere.
The window's still fastened."

"Open the panel," came the command
of Hickins.
"Ready," whispered the sergeant to his

men, and Roger gathered himself for a

spring.

There was a fumbling at the wall, a

crack slowly showed, then a hand slipped

through.
The policemen crouched on either side.

Slowly the opening widened. Then a

man squeezed carefully through. Another

followed him, and then the woman.
"You ought to have brought a light,

grumbled the voice of the little lawyer.

"Oh, go on, never mind," urged the

woman.
[concluded on page 26]
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Carpet Sweeper
An Ideal Christmas Gift

If yoa are in donbt what to boy for mother, wife,
sister or friend, remember that BisseU's "Cyco"
Bearing Sweeper never xaQs to please, and it is a
constant reminder of the giver for ten years. It
reduces the labor aTwut 95^, confines all the dast.
brightens and preserves the carpets and will oot-
last fortv brooms. Prices: $2.50, $3.00, $3.25, $3.50,
$4.00. $4.50. $5.00. $5.50.

A Free Christmas Gift iKeii
between now and Jan, 1st, 19>^S. frem any dealer, send
us the purchase slip and receive free a good quality
morocco leather card case, without any printingon it.

Something any lady or gentleman would appreciate.

BIS^ELL CAKPET SWEEPEK CO.
Dept. 77 Grand Rapids, Mich.

(Largest and only exclnsive manufacturers
of carpet sweepers in the world.)

FtJUIT FREE

This magnificeTit. artistic reproduction of New-
ton G. Wells' ,?5.<DO0 picture of delioiously tempring
pears, pineapples, peaches, grapes, strawberries,
cherries, tnelons, roses, etc.. given ahsolutt^ly tree
with every three months' trial subscription to The
31othep*8 Magazine at 10 cents. The ilother's
Magazine is the Imndsomest large illustrated home
and family magazine published at the price—artistic-
ally illustrated, colored covers, and 43 pages of reading
every month. The picture is 16x20 inches in size, is

reproduced in many beaatiful colors, and is finish^ni
with a mnsniGcent litho, fuc-iimlle £rold and scroll
frame. It will add much to any dining-room or parlor.
R^'ady for the wall when received. Send 10 cents to-
day (stamps or silver) for the magazine three months,
and ask for picture S3. Both will be sent to you at
once. Money bact if you are not delighted.

Address, THE MOTHER'S MAGAZINE, Elgin, III.

INFORMATION
W ANT E D

Any one having a farn- for sale in good
locality, please send price and descrip-
tion. Would also like information re-

garding good business and house and lot

for sale in good small town. Please state
reasons for selling and- when possession
can be had. Will deal with owners only
who wish to sell direct with buyers and
save commissions. No agents need
answer.

Address, Buyers' Dept.,
NORTHWESTERN AGRICULTURIST,

Minneapolis, Minn.

Violin Music Given
WALT2.

To introduce our >'ew Violin Catalog and SPECIAL
TIOLL\ OFFER we will send for the next .thirty days,
our 50 cent music book ; contains 3-4 pieces copyright
music-, such as Overtures. Waltzes. Two-8tep8, etc ; printed
on fine paper. We want to get our new handsome illas-

trated caialog of Violins, Guitars. ^Mandolins, Musical
Rupplies, Strings, Hows, etc.. in the hands of eyery Violin
player; so if ybu will send the names of four persons
who play the Violin, we will send you our music book,
also our catalo*?. Write names and addresses plainly,
and enclose five 2-cent stamps to pay postage and
mailing cost of your music, book.

E. T. ROOT & SONS
87 Ptten Bldq. [EstabUshed 18o7] CHICAGO

^fl^^ % ff% Send us yoar address

IP O llOlff ^IIVA wewillshowyouV CI VQW WUI Vli»'''tomake$3aday
KIB f^H # abMilutely sure; we

^B^^ furnish the work and teach yon free.you work in

the I ocality where yoa 1 ive. Send us your address and we will

explain the business fully, remember we guarantee a clear profit

of t'i for every day's work, absolutely sure. Writ© atonce.
, BOXAL UlN'UFACTl'KlSO CO., Box 945 Detroit, Uieh.

The U>IVEK^AL. MAliAZI.NE the most interesting.
Send 25 cents for one year's subscription and 12 beauti-
ful pictures. Address, HALE Pt'BLIdilll.NG CO.,
8550 V'lsta Avenue* ^t. Louis, Mo.

§k0%M i Hidden ITfttne, Frlradsblp. Bilk Trlnrv,/UA I £aTelop« *ad ail other kiad* of CARl^H Vr^P I aod Pr«T&lum Article*. &ftiDpl« Album
of noMt Ckrdt KD<1 Bisrert Premium l^tt, &U for a
2c«at«ump. OmoCAEDCOMPA^tX, CADIZ. OHIO«

What Do Yofl Want For Christmas?

A Piano? A Sewing Machine? A
Gold Watch? Is there something
you have set your heart on for a long
time and that, as things look now, you
are not going to be able to get? Or
is there something that you want to

give to some friend as a Christmas
present? Let us know at once what
it is, and the price, and we will tell

you how to get it. Write to SUB-
SCRIBERS Helps Department,
Woman's Home Companion,
Madison Square, New York City.

Correct Fashions for the Fall
By Grace Margaret Gould

NE\'ER before in the history of
dress has the length of the

skirt been a matter of such impor-
tance as it is this autumn. It is

on the skirt-length question that the
American woman and the French
woman have such entirely different
views. The short skirt *for comfort
is what the average American wom-
an likes, while the French woman
favors the long trailing skirt with
its graceful lines.

Here in America this j^ear there
will be two different ts'pes of skirts

in fashionable favor. One is the
walking, or trotteur skirt, which is

shorter than it has ever been before.
It will vary in length according to

the individual preference of the
wearer, some walking skirts escap-
ing the ground by but two inches,

others being as short as five inches.
It is needless to say, however, that
the short skirt will be worn exclu-
sively for walking. The most fash-
ionable costumes for all other oc-
casions will have the very long
skirt—the skirt which not only
touches the ground, but rests upon
it, having a decided sweep at the
back.

THE woman who is planning a
number of new gowns for her

fall and winter wardrobe this j-ear
should have one costume of velvet.
In finish and coloring the fahric was
never lovelier, and from the fashion
point of view it is specially high
style. One of the most fashionable
designs for a velvet costume is il-

lustrated on this page in the new
redingote waist and full seven-gored
skirt. This costume is made of for-
est-green velvet elaborately embroid-
ered in silk braid in two shades
of green, or black may be used if

preferred. The waist is of white
filet net over chiflFon and silk.

Broadcloth is another material spec-
ially suited for calling and church
gowns. In light shades it will also
be much used for evening wear.
The new fancy broadcloths in

soft plaids, checks and stripes are
being much used by many of the
most fashionable dressmakers.
Plain broadcloths, however, are still

in demand for the demi-tailored cos-
tume. These plain broadcloths
elaborately braided will be much
the fashion.

No. 1013
No. 1014

No. 1009
No. 1010

No. 1013—Redingote Waist
Pattern cut for 3 2, 34, 36 and 38 inch bust measures. Quantity of ma-
terial required for medium size, or 36 inch bust, three and one fourth

yards of thirty-six -inch matenaJ. or two and three eighths yards of forty-

four-inch material, with three and one half yards of lace for the waist

No. 1014—Full Seven-Gored Skirt

Pattern cut for 22, 24, 26 and 28 inch waist measures. Length of skirt

in front, 44 inches. Quantity of material required for medium size, or 26
inch waist, seven yards of thirty -six-inch material, or Eve yards of forty-

four-inch material

No. 101

1

No. 1012
No. 1015
No. 1016

No. 1009—Double-Breajled Tailored Coat
Pattern cut for 34, 36, 36 and 40 inch bust measures. Quan-
tity of material required for medium size, or 36 inch bust, four

and one half yards of thirty-six-inch material, or three yards of

fifty-four-inch material, with three eighths of a yard of velvet

No. 1010—Six-Gored Plaited Skiit

Pattern cut for 24, 26, 26 and 30 inch waist measure*.
Length of tkiri, 39 inches. Quandty of materiaJ required for

medium uze. or 26 inch waist, nine aiKl one half Tarda of

thirty-nz-inch material, or five and one half yards of fifty-four-

inch material

No. lOlI—Tailored Waist in Coat Style

Pattern cut for 34, 36, 38 and 40 inch huit meaiures. Quan-
tity of matrriaJ required for medium nze, or 36 inch butl.

three and one fourth yards of thirty-six-inch material, or two
and three fourths yards of forty-four-inch material, with five

eighths of a yard of velvet for trimming

No. 1012—Plaited Skirt With Double Facingi

Pallem cut for 24, 26 and 26 inch waist measures. Length of

kirt in front, 42 inches. Quantity of material required for

medium size, or 26 inch waist, twdve yards of thirty-nx-inch

material, or nioa x^di of forty-four-iodi material

No. 1015— Loose Empire Coal

Pattern cut for 32, 34, 36 and 36 inch bust measure*. Quan-
tity of material required for medium size, or 36 inch bust, four

and one half yards of thirty-six -inch material, or three and one

half yards of forty-four-inch material

No. 1016—Three-Piece Skirt Widi Full Back
Pattern cut for 22, 24, 26 and 28 inch waist measures.

Length of skirt in front, 43 inches. Quantity of material re-

quired for medium sin, or 26 inch waist, six and one half

yards of thiny-six-inch material, or five and one half yards of

forty-four-inch material
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By Grace Margaret Gould

No. 842—Cutaway Coat With Capes
Pattern cut for 32, 34, 36 and 38 incK bust meas-
ures. Quantity of material required for medium
size, or 36 inch bust, five and one half yards of
thirty-si^-inch material, or four and one half
yards or forty-four-inch material, with five

eighths of a yard of contrasting material

No. 843—Band-Trimmed Circular Skirt

Pattern cut for 22. 24, 26 and 28 inch waist
measures. Quantity of material required for

medium size, or 26 inch waist, seven and one
half yards of thirty-six-inch material, or five smd
one hedf yards of forty-four-inch material

No. 847—Tailored Cutaway Coat
Pattern cut for 34, 36, 38 and 40 inch bust
measures. Quantity of material required for
medium size, or 36 inch bust, five yards of
thirty-six-inch material, or three and one half
yards of forty-four-inch material, with one half
yard of velvet

No. 848—Tucked Kilted Skirt

Pattern cut for 24, 26, 28 and 30 inch waist
measures. Quantity of material required for
medium size, or 26 inch waist, eleven yards of
thirty-six-inch material, or eight yards of forty-
four-inch material

No. 1033—Vest Waist With Yoke

Pattern cut for 34, 36, 38 and 40 inch bust measures.
Quantity of material required for medium size, or 36
inch bust, two and one fourth yards of thirty-six-inch
material, or one and three fourths yards of forty-four-

• inch material, vrith one yard of lace for trimming

No. 1034—Skirt With Plaited Side Flounce

Pattern cut for 24. 26, 28 and 30 inch waist measures.
Length of skirt, 42 inches all around. Quantity of

Siateria! required for medium size, or 26 inch waist,

seven and one fourth yards of thirty-six-inch ma-
terial, or five and one half yards of forty-four-inch
material

No. 1035—Double-Breasted Plaited Waist

Pattern cut for 32, 34, 36 and 38 inch bust measures.
Quantity of material required for medium size, or
36 inch bust, two and five^ eighths yards of thirty-six-

inch material!, or two yards'of forty-four-inch material,

with three eighths of a yard of velvet for trimming

No. 1036—Four-Gored Walking Skirt

Pattern cut for 22, 24, 26 and 28 inch waist measures.
Length of skirt, 40 inches. Quantity of materia!
required for medium size, or 26 inch waist, six and
one half yards of thirty-six-inch material, or five

yards of forty-four-inch material

No. 1037—Box-Plaited One-Piece Dress
(With Separate Guimpe)

Pattern cut for 4, 6 and 8 year sizes. Quantity of
material required for medium size, or 6 years, three
and one half yards of thirty-six-inch material, or two
and one fourth yards of forty-four-inch material,
with one half yard of velvet for trimming and one
and three fourths yards of lace for guimpe

No. 1038—Skeleton Jumper Dress
(With Shirt Waist)

Pattern cut for 6, 8, 10 and 12 year sizes. Quantity
of material required for medium size, or 8 years,

three and one fourth yards of twenty-two-inch ma-
terial, or two yards of thirty-six-inch material, with
two and one fourth yards of thirty-six-inch material

for the shirt waist

No. 799—Redingote With Double Cape

Pattern cut for 34, 36, 38 and 40 inch bust ineasures.

Quantity of material required for medium size, or 36
inch bust, fourteen yards of twenty-two-inch materia!,

or twelve yards of tliirty-inck material

How to Order Patterns

WHEN ordering be sure to comply
with the followitig directions

:

For ladies' waists, give bust meas-
ure in inches ; for skirt pattern, give

waist measure in inches ; for misses

and children, give age. To get bust

and breast measures, put a tape

measure all the way around the body,

over the dress, close under the arms.
Order patterns by their numbers.

Full descriptiotis and directions

are sent with the pattern as to the

number of yards of material required,

the number and the names of the

different pieces in the pattern, how
to cut and fit and put the garment
together, and also a picture of the

garment as a model to go by. All

patterns are ten cents each.

No. 800—Tailor-Made Single-Breasted G)at

Pattern cut for 34, 36, 38, 40 and 42 inch bust

measures. Quantity of material required for medium
size, or 38 inch bust, seven yards of twenty-two-inch

material, or five and one half yards of thirty-inch ma-
terial, with one half yard of velvet

No.. 80 1—Kilted Skirt

Pattern cut for 24, 26. 28 and 30 inch waist rneasures.

Quantity of material required for medium size, or 26
inch waist, eleven yards of twenty-two-inch material,

or nine and one half yards of thirty-inch material

No. 1031—Tailored Bretelle Shirt Waist No. 1032—Tucked Shirt Waist in Two Styles

Pattern cut for 34, 36. 38 and 40 inch bust measures.
Quantity of material required for medium size,

^
or

36 inch bust, three yards of thirty-six-inch material,

or two yards of forty-four-inch material

Pattern cut for 32, 34, 36 and 38 inch bust measures. "

Quantity of material required for medium size, or 36
inch bust, three yards of thirty-six-inch material, or
two yards of forty-four-inch materia]

Our New Fashion Catalogue
/~\ UR Jiew fall and winter catalogue^ of Madison Square Patterns,

larger and better than ever, contain-

ing jNIiss Gould's latest Parisian de-

signs and London fashions, will be

sent promptly upon receipt of four

cents in stamps. All the Madison

Square Patterns are comparatively

simple in construction, and the direc-

tions are so plain that no woman
who follows them need hesitate about

making her own clothes. Each piece

of the pattern i; lettered and notched,

so it is a simple matter to put them

together. Address Pattern Depart-

ment, Farm .\nd Fireside, 11 East

24th Street, New York City.

Copyright, 1907, by The Growell Publishing Company
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Boys and Boxes

A Christmas Suggestion

EVERY boy knows that quantities of
empty cigar boxes are thrown or
given away by everj- grocer, druggist
or other dealer handling cigars, as

the law prohibits their use again, but does
every boy know what a host of pretty
gifts for Christmas or other occasions can
be made from these same boxes? The
cedar from which they are made is one
of the handsomest of woods, and the thin-
ness of the boards makes whatever is

fashioned from them as dainty as it is

serviceable.

Before planning the articles it is well
to make a round of all the stores and get
as many boxes as possible, in a variety
of shapes and sizes. Then, after deciding
what number can be used in their origi-

nal shape, take all the others apart very
carefully so as not to split the wood,
saving the brads, also, for every scrap
of material will come useful later. The
paper can be peeled off after it has been
wet a few minutes, and when the wood
is quite dry again the lettering which has
been painted or burned on can be removed
with sandpaper, finishing off with the fin-

est grade or with emery paper.
Now stock can be taken of the re-

sources, and articles planned accordingly.
Quite a number can be used just as they
are ; for instance, the square ones that
measure five inches each way by four
inches deep are just right for handker-
chief boxes, and the shallow ones of the
same length and width, but only about
an inch deep, make ideal jewel boxes.
By way of decoration draw a border of
interlinking circles, using a dime as an
outline, a narrow lattice work, a vine,

scroll or anything simple that can be done
well, and in the center of the lid draw
the initial or monogram of the one for
whom it is intended. Then with the
sharpened point of a discarded file heated
to a white heat (if you are not the for-
tunate possessor of a pyrographic outfit)

go over the lines quickly and evenly. The
wood can be oiled, varnished or left nat-
ural, and the lining, for such as require
it, is quite within any boy"s abilit\', since
it requires but a corresponding number
of pieces of thin cardboard cut to fit in-
side of the box exactly'. Cut an equal
number of pieces of the lining material
a half inch larger each way than the
pasteboard, and fasten the edges over on
the back with glue. Brush all around the
back edges with glue and fit them into
the box. When dr>- they will stay there
as long as the box lasts. They may be
made much more dainty by putting a thin
layer of cotton on the pasteboard first,

and sprinkling this with satchet powder,
which can be had in any amount and odor
at the druggist's. Ten cents' worth will
scent several bo.xes.

Another box that can be used in origi-
nal form is the large, oblong shape,
about five and one half inches wide and
deep by sixteen inches long. This will
make father an ideal tobacco box. Divide
crosswise into three compartments of
equal size, one of which will be for cigars,
another for tobacco, and the third for
pipes. Add two little tin boxes or other
small receptacles to the latter—one for
matches and one for ashes. On the front
of the box sketch two pipes with crossed
stems, a tobacco sack between them. A
running outline of cigars makes a pretty
[border for the edges of the box, finished
Lwith the owner's initials on the cover,
and all should be burned as previously
suggested.
The same size box, cut into halves

through its depth, and completed with
boards from another box, makes hand-
some gifts for either ladies or gentlemen,
for fans, ribbons, gloves or neckties.
These of course are much nicer lined and
scented as suggested for the handkerchief
box. The sides being narrow need no
decoration, unless it be a tiny border de-
sign, and on the lid may be sketched and
burned the word "Gloves," "Neckties,"
"Fans," according to the use for which it

is intended.
A useful shaving case may be made

from a box measuring four by five by
eight inches. This may or may not be
lined. Bevel an inch-wide strip, the
length of the box, along one edge, and
fasten it to the front side of the box

near the top, at an angle of forty-five

degrees, to serve as a shelf for the razor.
The cup will occupy the center, and the
strop be xoiled next the sides. Fasten
two straps (preferably of leather) across
the lid on the inside, and under them
slip a quantity of soft paper cut into

sheets. An appropriate design for the
cover is the outlines of a cup, brush and
razor, encircled by the strop. On the
front side print:

Since Adam's fall

Man's grief has been
The beard that grows
Upon his chin.

The same size of box answers nicely

for a work box; or, if a larger one is

desired, take two boxes
apart and substitute
side pieces for the
ends, in this case hav-
ing the lid open each
way through the center
rather than piecing it.

Where a large box is

made it is a nice plan
to fasten a little tray
all around the edge
near the top, just wide
and deep enough for
the spools of thread.
The bottom may or
may not be divided in-

to compartments. To
the under side of the
lid fasten strips of
leather, in which to
thrust the scissors and
shears. On the top of
the lid tuild up a little

terrace of the discarded
parts of other boxes three or four sec-

tions in height, and surmount it with a pin-

cushion glued to the upper board. This
may be done whether the lid is in one
piece or two, as the pieces would be
fastened to but one side in the latter case.

Handsome brackets in any number of
designs may be made from the boxes that
have been taken apart. A single illus-

tration will suffice. Take one side from
a large size box sixteen or eighteen inches
in length, for the shelf. From three sides
of a smaller box, say five by eight, fash-
ion two braces and a connecting back

DANCING DOLL

portion. Draw the outline for these on
paper, cut it out, and mark the boards
from it. Cut out carefully with a sharp
knife, and smooth the edges with sand-
paper. Bore two gimlet holes near the
upper part of the back portion, for the
screws, by means of which it will be fas-

tened to the wall. When all the parts
are joined, finish with varnish or oil.

Where a short board is used for the shelf
only one support is necessary, and it

should be set in the center of the back
portion.

Pretty and useful holders for post
cards or letters can be made from the
leavings- of the various boxes. If made
double, to stand on a table, use for the
central upright portion a piece five inches

high by -seven inches
long. Round the upper
corners, and cut an
opening, to serve as a
handle. Slant the end
portions to be a trifle

wider at the top than
at the bottom, and fas-
ten the uprights down
the center, so there will

be a compartment on
either side. By draw-
ing an outline for the
top, ends and sides on
paper, and cutting the
boards by it, as in the
case of the brackets,
they will be much pret-

tier than if made plain.

These may serve as
photo holders, also,

or made larger and
longer will be a wel-
come addition to the

kitchen for knives, forks and spoons.
Made with but one side, to hang on the
wall, they make a good kitchen comb case.

We have a large one in upright form
that hangs in the hall, and everj- one's
mail is put into it as soon as it is ready
to post. Then when some one has to

make an unexpected trip to town, the
mail is always ready, and no one is dis-

appointed about not getting to send a
letter through, not knowing any one was
going.

There is no end of things, both pretty
and serviceable, that can be fashioned

from the boxes that will occur to any
boy's mind by the time he has carried
out the suggestions here made, and aside
from their real attractiveness, the per-
sonal element in their manufacture causes
them to be much more highly appreciated
than boughten gifts. Edith E. Shaw.

<S>

A Dancing Doll

Strengthen a small cardboard box by
gluing the lid to the bottom. Get a slip
of wood a little longer than the width
of the box, round off the ends to form a
spindle, wtiich should work in two soles
near one end of the box. Cut a piece
of cardboard a little smaller than the top
of the box, and glue one end on the spindle
so that a loosely hinged flap is thus ob-
tained. Fix a wooden cam on a piece of
wire, or twist the wire so as to form
three or four bulges near the middle.
Push the ends of the wire through the
sides of the box, about an inch from the
end opposite to where the hinge is placed,
bend one end of the wire to form the
handle, and let the cardboard flap rest on
the cam. It would be as well to paste a
square piece of card or cloth on the un-
der side of the flap just where the cam
strikes, and also to fix a strip of lead
along the end of the flap, to make sure
of the necessary contact with the cam.
A block of wood forms the body of the

doll, a cork fitted with a pin acts as a
movable head, and jointed cardboard limbs
are pivoted to the body. Put a small
piece of spring wire in the back of the
doll, and fix it to a support at the handle
end of the box in such a wav that the
feet just touch the hinged platform when
the latter is in the lowest possible posi-
tion.

To cause the doll to dance, turn the
handle either slowly or quickly: The toy
dancers may be dressed in loose clothing
to represent sailors, clowns, policemen,
etc.

The Puzzler
Charade No. 1.

My FIRST in sacred writings, so we're told,
Heedless of danger, wandering from the fold

;

My TOTAL, fearless on the mountain side.
Where in a wood by patriarch he was spied.
And soon a victim on the altar lay
Though innocent, and last his life away.

Charade No. 2

A learned first besought his host
At where he was a lodger

For trust
; but, deaf as any post.

Quoth he, "You artful dodger,
VouVe lodged here now for many a day
With little chance of payment'.

For food and drink you never pay

;

You've pawned, too, all your raiment.
We publicans can't live on trust.

You're first in all my ledger.
So. my good man, I think you must
Turn a teetotal pledger."

The dissipated wretch replied,
"My friend, I am my second;

My title cannot be denied,
A pundit I was reckoned.

Give me one WHOLE." "No, 'tis too soon,

_
My SECOND is too early.

You shall have one this afternoon,
To prove I am not surly."

Hidden Cities

Concealed in the eight sentences follow-
ing are as many cities. The cities are not
located in any particular country, but are
scattered here and there about the globe :

We bade farewell to the shores of Russia,
then sailed away on the briny deep.

Often, were it not for hope, kindest
friends would fail to comfort us.
Do everything you can to nourish it.

It is suitable only on such occasions to
resort to trickery.
When in Africa I rose early, that I might

get a good start.

He, as far as I can remember, never did
any good.

I intend taking either Mary or Kate to
the opera to-morrow night.

In yesterday's paper the article appeared
under big black headlines.

Answers to Puzzle in the October
2Sth Issue

Bridle, Barn, Granary, Fence, Sheds,
Traces.

If any Farm and Fireside boy or girl

wants a Shetland pony, it can be easily

gotten. We are giving ten to the boys
and girls who get us the most subscrip-
tions before March 1, 1908. See page 24.
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BY MRS. MARY E. LEE

FACTS STOP ARGUMENTS IN THE
TAX aUESTION

I9srASMUCH as a few people in Ohio in-

sist that the tax payer will withhold

his intangible property as certainly

under a low rate as a higher, I give

the substance of a letter received this

morning from Judge Oscar Leser of the

Appeal Tax Court, Baltimore, Maryland:
"In 1896 Maryland introduced a new

system in the taxation of foreign and
domestic companies, and the shares of

stock of foreign companies. Up to that

year these forms of property were subject

to the full, direct state and local property

tax at their actual value. The Act of

1896 substituted a tax of three tenths of

one per cent on the assessed value, for

local purposes.
"Our figures show that in 1896, the last

year in which such securities were taxed

at the full city rate of about two dollars

per one hundred dollars, there were found
six millions of dollars, yielding a revenue

to the citj' of Baltimore of one hundred
and twenty thousand dollars. Under the

new three tenths of one per cent tax law,

the securities returned for taxation

amounted to fifty-five millions, with an

income to city of one hundred and sixty-

five thousand dollars. Since that tiine

there has been an annual increase in such

securities, so that for the present year

(1907) there are one hundred and fifty

miUions on the books, while the city's

revenue from this source is nearly four

times as great as ten years ago under
the high rate (approximately half a

million under low rate, as against a hun-
dred and twenty thousand under high

rate)."

Continuing, the Judge says : "In 1896

the tax collected by the state on securi-

ties in Baltimore City was about ten thou-

sand dollars—ten years later the income
to the state was twenty-five times as

great.

"The new law has produced highly ben-

eficial results. It has largely taken away
the incentive to perjury on the part of

the tax payer, and it has encouraged the

investment of money in taxable securities,

while at the same time a substantial rev-

enue has been vouchsafed the city and
state. ... It can readily be seen that

the -MORAL EFFECT' of such a law
has been highly beneficial. In an indi-

rect way it has stimulated honesty in

other matters affecting taxation. Public

opinion fully supports the new law and
frowns upon any attempted violation of

it."

This supports, and more, the results

given in my address before the "Ohio
School Improvement Federation" in Col-

umbus in December last, and it seems
to me should, because official, support the

present widening purpose to so amend
Ohio's constitution that the holders of in-

tangible property can honestly return it

for taxation and'not be compelled to make
false returns, or be robbed of all income,

at least in many instances.

Fifty-six years ago the framers of our
constitution fixed therein the uniform
rate on a property value, binding their

own and future generations. The tether

is too short to meet present conditions

;

let us cut it, and under proper restraint

have liberty to go far afield in an effort

to reach the millions of intangible prop-
erty now withheld because of the iron-

clad uniform rate for all classes of

property. Tax i\LL property at a rea-

sonable rate. -This provision would re-

store public bonds to the taxable list,

encourage investment in home securities,

taxed at a rate which, as in Baltimore,

would yield a munificent revenue to the

state and respective counties. This is all

for which the Grange contended in the

now historic "Bond Exemption Contest."
F. A. Derthick, •

Master Ohio State Grange.
<?>

OUE TREATMENT OF CORPORA-
TIONS

We have not yet caught the full sig-

nificance of the economic development of

the last century, nor devised means to

protect the citizen in his "pursuit of life,

liberty and happiness," whether he acts

as an individual or as a member of a
corporation. The changes have been so

great an-d rapid, the constitution inade-

quate, laws not always in accord with
true economic development, but rather

the result of compromise between sec-

tions of the country and interests. Ag-
itation and exposure there has been.

Unscrupulous demagogues have fired the_

imagination of those not possessed of

reason in high degree, and the morally
criminal predations- of the unscrupulous
corporations have aroused indignation in

the people.

Legitimate corporations, the people and
the predatory corporations, who are re-
sponsible for many of the abuses arising,
have all suffered. Attempts have been
made to reach corporations by fines, with
little success. Laws are inadequate; state
charters are a barrier to federal super-
vision, and the people themselves rebel
against too much government, or any law
which restricts the individual, whether
acting singly or in a group, from attain-
ing his highest development, so long as
that development is guided by moral and
ethical laws.

There is no doubt but that a corpora-
tion, wisely administered, with immense
resourc-fes at hand, can transact business
in a more economical manner than an in-

dividual, benefiting thereby not only the
stockholders, but all consumers as well.
But when that corporation by manipula-
tion of stocks robs the innocent share-
holder of the legitimate earnings on his
investment, creates fictitious values on
some stock and robs others of value, he
is just as much a thief as the man who
puts his hand in another's pocket and
takes from his support. It should be made
a crime in one case as well as the other.
Writing of this in the September

"North American Review," Woodrow
Wilson, president of Princeton College,
says : "We have never sought to bring
the details of these transactions within
the definitions of criminal law. Not to
do so is like overlooking the highway
robberies of th& medieval barons. More-
over, it leaves an unjust stain of popular
suspicion upon transactions similar to all

outward appearance, but cpnceived in jus-
tice and fair dealing. Every corporation
is dominated by some one person or group
of persons, in respect to every essential
step in its policy

;
somebody in particular

is responsible for ordering or sanctioning
every illegal act committed by its agents
or officers: but neither our law of per-_
sonal damages nor our criminal law has
sought to seek out the responsible per-
sons and hold them individually respon-
sible for the acts complained of.

"It would require a careful hand and
a minute knowledge of existing business
conditions to draw the law, but statutes
could oblige every corporation td make
such public analysis of its organization
as would enable both private individuals
and o.fficers of the law to fix legal re-

sponsibility upon the right person. We
have never attempted such statutes. We
indict corporations themselves, find them
guilty of illegal practises, i^ne them, and
leave the individuals who devised and ex-
ecuted the illegal acts free to discover
new evasions and shape the policy of the
corporations to practises not yet covered
by the prohibitions of the law. We com-
plain that directors are too often mere
names upon the list, and that even when
they attend the meetings of the boards
to which they belong the}' give no real

heed to what is done, and allow some
committee to have its way unquestioned

;

and yet the law could easily make them
responsible, personally and individually
responsible, to any extent it chose, for

acts which their votes authorized, and
could thereby change their nominal par-
ticipation in the affairs of the corporation
they pretend to govern into real partici-

pation and watchful oversight. Let every
corporation exactly define the obligations
and powers of its directors, and of its

several officers and managers, then let

the law fix responsibility upon them ac-
cordingly.

"In order to clear the air of unjust
suspicion, give credit where credit is due,
condenmation where condemnation, let us
set ourselves to work to single out indi-

viduals and fix personal responsibility,

arid we shall both lighten the difficulty

of government and make a new platform
of life. Governmental supervision there
m.ust be ; not the kind that seeks to de-
termine the process of business, but the
kind that brings home to individuals - the
obligations of law.

"It would be a happy emancipation. We
should escape the burden of too much
government, and we should regain our
self-respect, our self-confidence, our sense
of individual integrity. We should think
straight with regard to the moral aspect
of conduct, and we would escape per-
plexity with regard to our political future.
We should have once more the exhilarat-
ing freedom of governing our own lives,

the law standing as umpire, not as mas-
ter."

<$>

Farm and Fireside believes in keeping
its advertising columns just as clean as
its editorial columns. You can read every
word of Farm and Fireside without being
offended by a lot of objectionable adver-
tising matter.

Wash„ Dresses
Simpson-Eddystone Prints are of

absolutely fast-colors. They wash
repeatedly without fading ; and are

standard for quality and artistic

design.

Some designshave anew silk finish.

Ask your dealerfor Simpson-

y
Eddystone Prints,

Three generations of Simpsons
have made Simpson Prints.

PRINTS * The Eddyst.one Mfg. Co. (Sole Makers) Philadelphia.

Do You Want the Best?

C*^
Ranges

VjlCll iCtOCi Gas Ranges and Heaters

THE WORLD'S BEST
35 Years the Standard

Sold by all First-class Dealers Everywhere.
EADges furaished mtb the Garland Oren Ht>at ludicator. Booklets free by mall.

THE MICHIGAN STOVE COMPANY
Tv«».«!» Largest Makers Of Stoves and Bangea f^i,:___.„ nlDetroit.Mich. " World. Chicago.Ill.

HDOSIERSm

Order direct from our Stove Factory
and save for yourself all Jobbers' and Dealers'

HoDsier Stoves and Ranges!
"The best in the world." Are sold on 3o

^

days* ffee trial. We pay the freight.

I

Guaranteed for years, •*backed by aj
I

million dollars.*' .es^Hoosier's are
*fuel savers and easy bakers.*' Very f

heavily mnde of highest grade selected ma-
terial, beautifally finished, with many new improve-^

ments and features. Our large Stove and Banga
ICatalog shows the greatest bargains ever offered.

J8®="Write for catalog and Special Free Trial Offer.^

Hoosiez Stove Co., I'-C btate bt.,

Marion, Ind.
" mmsiER DAK •

MEETING OF PRIESTS OF BEMETER
The Priests of Demeter of the Order

of Patrons of Husbandry, the National
Grange concurring, will assemble in Foot
Guard Hall in Hartford, Connecticut, at

eight o'clock on the evening of Friday,
the fifteenth day of November, 1907, for

the purpose of conferring upon all quali-

fied applicants the seventh degree of the
Order. By command of

George B. Horton,
High Priest.

<5>

THE OBSERVATORY
National Deputy Hoyt did some splendid

work down in Vermont. He added 911
members, at a cost of twenty-five cents a
member. That's Grange extension work
that pays.

One of the most important meetings of
the year is the National Tax Conference,
which is to convene in Columbus, Novem-
ber 12th. Men of wide repute from all

over the United States are to meet and
deliberate upon methods of securing
equality and justice in taxatioti. Govern-
ors in each state have appointed dele-
gates. Inasmuch as the entire country is

aroused, the convention will be of inter-

est to every reader of Farm and Fireside.

When a politician comes with a warm
clasp of the hand for j'our vote, ask him
if he is willing to get along with as few
clerks as he did before the county salary
law was enacted, and if he will collect
the fees as aggressively for the public
purse as when they went into his purse,
and if he will use his power to have all

surplus in county offices go into the county
school fund. "Aye, there's the rub." The
people pay the bills and vote who shall

reap the benefit. It's up to them whether
their money shall go to enrich a few office

holders or benefit the schools. Which do
you want? You can have either.

Things for which each of the states are
especially working: New Hampshire for
educational system, and good roads

;

Massachusetts, destruction of gipsy moth
and other ravenous insects, and improve-
ment of highways ; New York has secured
a notable victory in good-roads legislation
and is working to extend Milk Unions
within the Grange; Pennsylvania is es-
pecially interested in establishing National
Grange Banks ; Kansas is pushing the bank
and co-operative propositions ; Ohio is

working for restoration of bonds to tax-
able list of subjects, permanent, non-
partizan tax commission, good roads,
supervision of schools, better teachers and
such child labor and truancy laws as will

enable each child to develop to the utmost
all the latent ability within him. All com-
mendable. Each state keeps the educa-
tional part well to the front.

Fashion Book Free!
1 want to send you my handsome
new book showing hundreds of the
latest styles with illustrated les*
sons on cutting and dressmaking-.
I will agree to sell you all the pat
terns you want for five cents each
They are the same pat-
terns you have always
paid 10c and 15c for at the
stores, made by the same
people, and correct in ev-
ery detail.

HOW t DO IT.
I publish the FARBIER*S
CAIX. a weekly farm pa*
per that every Farmer
should read. I want every
farm home to subscribe
for it. It treats on all

subjects pertaining to
the farm. It is also
mighty interesting for

the woman on a farm.
Among its special

features for women
folks is its fash-
ions in which I

show the

Tiwe Cent
PAtterno.

Let me help yoa
to save money.

A/3y Special Off«sp.
Send me 25 cents and I will send you the Farmer's
CbU eTsry week (over 1.000 pages) for one yeax
and will seed my big Fashion Book to you free. I

will also agree to sell you any pattern you want
thereafter for S cts. I can sell them for 5 cents be-
cause 1 buy them by the thousand and don't make
any profit. I don't want the profit. I want your sub-
scription to the FARMKR'S CAIX. You will save
many times the cost of my offer in a year. Write
to-day JOHM M. STABL. Dept. 22 Qaincy.IU.

$0.50 A MONTH
^buys a genuine

Kimball Organ
AT FACTOKY PRICES

Stool and Mufilv Book FREE
If you write us at once.
We now sell the famous KIM-

BALL ORGAAS direct to reliable
people at factory prices on easy
payments—$1^.50 monthJy and up-
wards, if desired.

If you want an organ at all you
want a good one, a mere pretty
case with no music in it will not
do. Seture at onee theold reliable
Kimball Organ at Factory Prit-es

and pay on convenient terms.

Send Today for Our Money-Saviag Plan and Free Catalogtte

The most inexperienced buyer, a thousand or more miles away,
can deal with us as wisely as the shrewdest trader, or as though
yon were here in person, for your organ will be selected by an
expert. Write TOI>A\' for Free Catalusue.

W. W. KIMBALL CO., 13^ Kimball Hall, CHICAGO. UX.

PARKER'S HAIR BALSAM
Cleanses and beautifies the hair.
Promotes a losnriant growth.
Never Fails to Kestore Gray
Hair to its Youthful Color.

Cores scalp diseases & hair falling.
^^^Ocjn^gljO^j^raggistSj^^^

AKinUTll Expenses advanced. District

InUll I n Jlanagers, men or women, to
travel and leave samples at stores. Poopl©*«

Supply Co., Dept. N 12, 61 Plymouth PI., Chicago.

|3C'|k|Te POBTRAIT8 85c, FRAMES ISe,MUklv I 9 sheet pictures Ic, stereoscopes 25c.

views Ic. 30 days credit. Samples & fatoiog Free.
tomolldated Portrait Cc 290—81 CT. Adams St., Cbleme^

Ql nn PER MONTH and Expenses
Jl I llll Good man in e»ch Muntv to represent and adveriise MAIL" WW ORDER HOVSy. Establifhad bnsine?*; no c»pit;^l rtquired.

Address DEPT. NC 51, THE COLUMBXA HOUSE, CHICACW
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PONIES
FOR OUR BOYS AND GIRLS

You Can Get One!
WOULDN'T you just love to have one of the beautiful Shetland Ponies pictured above ? There are five ponies more, too,

vrhose pictures we haven't room to print here, and five pianos and thousands of dollars in prizes and rewards— all for

our boys and girls. Every pony is guaranteed sound as a dollar, and they are all young and gentle, too. There are nearly
three hundred Shetland ponies on the Farm and Fireside pony farm, and these ten ponies are the best of them all. They are the

most beautiful ponies you ever saw, and you will be the proudest girl or boy in the whole land to own one of these handsome little

Shetlands. Just think how happy you will be to have a beautiful pony, cart and harness all for your very own! This is the

greatest and most liberal pony contest ever conducted by any publication in America, and it will be different and more generous
than any Farm and Fireside has ever conducted before. Altogether we offer our boys and girls, ten beautiful Shetland ponies,

five superb $750 Harrington pianos, 500 magnificent grand prizes and $10,000 in ponies, prizes and rewards.

The
Five Pianos
These pianos are the most

beautiful and most reliable

pianos that we could possibly

obtain. They are exactly simi-

lar to the picture at the right.

We offer five of them to the first

five pony winners if they would
rather have a piano than a

pony. Each piano, like all the

other prizes, will be sent to the

winner absolutely without any
cost whatsoever. These pianos
are 4 feet 10 inches high, 5 feet

3 inches wide, 29 inches deep,,
and made with all the very
latest improvements. You can
have either a fancy mahogany,
walnut or oak case, whichever
you prefer. These beautiful

instruments are made by the E.
G. Harrington Co. Inc., 138
Fifth Avenue, New York City.

Only the very best pianos are

sold on Fifth Avenue, and the
person who gets one of these
superb $750 Harringtons will

be mighty happy and fortunate.

You can win one if you hustle!
Thii 11 the S750 Harrington piano, five of which are to be given

away in thi< great cooteit.

The
Pony Man
-Right away you ought to get

acquainted with the Farm and
Fireside Pony Man whose pic-

ture is at the top of' this page.
He has full charge of this great

pony contest, and if you write

him right away today and send
the coupon below, he will send
you a whole lot of things you
will be glad to get, absolutely

free. The Pony Man is going
to make it his business to help
our boys and girls win ponies

or other handsome prizes in this

pony contest. He will helpyou
in every way possible if you
will just send him the coupon
and ask about the ponies. The
Pony Man is a mighty good
friend of all our boys and girls,

and besides helping them in so

many ways, he guarantees that

absolutely every contestant en-

rolled in the great pony contest,

will get a valuable prize. Just

think, as soon as you become
enrol led asacontestant,you area
prize-winner sure—we guarantee it!

DEARPONY
MAN:
Please send me
by return mail all

the pictures of the

ponies, pianos and
other things you mention

and tell me just how I can

get a pony or a piano. Please

save a place for me in the contest

I will send my twelve subscript'

as soon as possible.

HOW TO GET A PONY
It is easy to get a pony when you once get started. Just cut out the coupon below (or a postal card will

do), write your name and address on it, and send it to the Pony Man today. He will send you by return mail
absolutely free of all charge, pictures of the ponies and the pianos, a fine picture of Archie Roosevelt, the

president's son on his pony, and lots of other interesting things, and he will tell you just how all the
ponies and prizes will be given away, and how you can get one.

k If you want to make sure of your prize the very first thing, don't wait to hear from me, but
start right out and get twelve of your friends to subscribe to Farm and Fireside right away.
Then you will be a prize-winner sure. But don't forget to send the coupon today—right now.

ions ./^^ I you all the pictures and other things free by return mail. Don't wait. The
sooner you start, the quicker you will have your prize!

N»

R. Roule or St .

Town

Date -Slate-

Dept. 3, Farm and Fireside, Springfield, Ohio.

Keep up the Country Church
BY W. C. KENTON

RELIGIOUS papers of every denomi-
nation unite in deploring the condi-
tion of rural churches. They show
alarming statistics in their col-

umns, giving the decline in membership
and other signs of decay, that should
cause country people all over the land
to redouble their diligence toward keep-
ing the sanctuaries open for worship and
the people alive to the refining and ele-
vating influences of these temples of wor- _
ship.

It must not be supposed that the coun-
try is the only place where people are
indifferent to religion. The rich, who
have six days in the week for pleasure,
unblushingly profane the Sabbath in every
city and refuse to go to church. In small
towns the churches have their own prob-
lems in getting people into them, and in

the middle-class cities wickedness openly
flourishes. But there is something about
the peaceful and prosperous country that
leads one to suppose farmers and their
families should especially be drawn to the
House of God Sunday after Sunday, that-^
makes the decline in the matter all the
more conspicuous.

In the old days, when the rural mail
service, the telephone, the steam railroad
and the trolley had not brought the coun-
tr\- into close touch with the great busi-
ness marts, people were more devoted to
church than now. There were few-er
places to go, Sunday excursions were not
so numerous and religion was a more
vital matter than to-day. Our forefathers
may have had a stern, uncompromising
kind of religion that looks forbidding as
we view it through the haze of years
gone by, but they had something to live

and die by, whereas many of their de-
scendants have nothing for either.

In summer the Sunday excursion is the
great foe of rural churches, and when
winter comes, the habit of staying away
is so fixed that people do not take the
trouble to hunt up an excuse when Sun-
day comes. Then, too, w-ith many people
Sunday is a day for visiting and enter-
taining company to such an extent that
church services are out of the question.
In some barn yards it is a common sight
on Sunday to see from three to five bug-
gies, while a swarm of children play
noisily and the women tire themselves
out with extra cooking. It is no wonder
that the Sunday school languishes and a
mere handful of people gather to listen

to the discouraged minister.
And when the Sunday services are abol-

ished, is the community bettered? Not
if we are to judge by the neighborhoods
where the churches have fallen into de-
cay. In one community where the church
has been closed for years the young peo-
ple are notorious for their wild, . bold
deeds. Even the j-oung women are vul-
gar and profane, while the whole place
seems to be sinking into decay.

In direct contrast to this dark picture
is a happy neighborhood where the church
is filled every Sunday with eager, atten-
tive listeners. Young and old unite in

making the Sabbath a delight, and the
social and intellectual life of this com-
munity is far above the average. The
young people are refined and cultured,
and the farms in that vicinity sdl for
more than where the young men and
women are ignorant and immoral. In-
stead of being a day for breaking colts,

pitching horseshoes, wild races and hunt-
mg woodchucks. as in the community
where the church is closed, the Sabbath
is filled with music, worship, good deeds
and pleasant thoughts. " Many a man who
does not want to help along with the re-

ligious life of a neighborhood, yet hesi-

tates to take his children into a loose,

careless set of young folks. He allows
others the privilege of training his chil-

dren in the things pertaining to the higher
life, because he is too lazy or indifferent

;

but it is worth something that he recog-
nizes their value, after all.

By all means keep the rural churches
open. They are the cities set upon hills,

and their lights must never be allowed

to go out. From the country churches
have gone forth heroic men and women
to show the world how Christians can

live, and there must be generations to

take their places when they are gone. For
the sake of your children, for the good
of the community and for the welfare of

the nation, labor to preserve the coun-
try temples of worship.

<$>

The Whys and Wherefores of Common
Things

THERE are a great many common things

that we run across every day that have

interesting origins and history, and along

this line the "Scrap Book" very cleverly

presents the following:

WHY do physicians place at the head

of a prescription the letter R with a hne

through the tail?

, BECAUSE the letter represents the

i

Latin word "recipe," the imperative of

[concluded on pace 26]
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THOUGHTS FOR THE FARMERS
Pin your hope on your own crop.

All is not horse sense that man calls

such.

The best cow-milking machine is the

hand.

The "feet" of much stock make a bam
"yard."

Wonders are yet to be developed by the

farmer.

Better than a burglar-proof home is a

trouble-proof one.

Dress j'our farm surroundings in all

the style you can afford.

Find the weak spot in your fences and
yourself, then strengthen them.

All the "pull" some people need to get

along in the world is horse sense.

A genius is a man who can rise early

without the aid of an alarm clock.

There are no flies on farmer Jenkins

—

nor his cows, either. He sprays them.

What is perpetual motion?
Think ye there is none?

It is a woman's work,
Which is never done!

W. J. BURTSCHER.

LEAVES FROM A FARMER'S NOTE
BOOK

The high price at which hay is selling

at the present time is a strong tempta-

tion to our farmers to sell it off and get

the money for use to-day, forgetful of

what the consequence may be upon the

condition of the farm to-morrow. On
the streets of the city hay is now bring-

ing from fifteen to eighteen dollars read-

ily. A good price, it is true, and one
that appeals to most of our farmers. But
stop and think of the result. Every ton

of hay sold off makes the farm so much
'"poorer. Unless something is put back to

take the place of the hay, as is very seldom
the case with the average farmer, just

so much has gone out of the value of the

place. If kept up, it does not require

much of a prophet to see where we will

land. And it will not be long before we
will land, either.

* * *

I was talking with a man about that

yesterday. This is his view of it, and it

strikes me to be a very sensible way of

looking at it, too. "We think of buying
some young stock and feeding our hay
out on the place. We have a nice lot of

hay, btit I would rather use it up at home.
We are trying to bring up our farm.

Don't you think this is a good way to do
it?" I certainly do. It is the best kind of

policy to feed the farm. In doing that we
are feeding the farmers of the future.

We do not know who will be on our
farms when we are done with them, but

we do know that some one will be working
away on them to make a living. Ought
we not to be fair with them?

* * *

.- Lumber is booming. You could have
bought hemlock lumber ten years ago at

ten dollars a thousand. Now for the

same lumber you must pay about twice

that sum. It stands us, who have little

patches of timber land left, to take the

best care of them we can. Just now,
when we are looking about for wood to

bum this winter, it is well to think about
this. What can we do to solve the timber
problem ?

* * *

In the county in which I live we are

having some very unpleasant experiences
just now, and all over the question of

good roads. We were glad when we
knew that better roads were coming,
as we needed them, but the outcome of

the effort to get them has proved decided-

ly serious. The law of the state provides

that counties may take contracts for and
build good roads. This we undertook,

' believing that we might save some money
to the tax payers. For a time it did look
as if this might be the case. Then one
man, the clerk of the board of supervisors,

which, by the way, is the body that has
power under the statute to build roads,

began to build something besides roads.

He started out to build up a big machine
for his own personal aggrandizement.
Briefly, what is the situation with us?
The county treasurer has resigned rather

than face the governor on the charge of

paying out the public funds illegally, the

superintendent of the poor, who was also

a dupe of the clerk of the board of super-

visors, has sent in his resignation, the

clerk himself is under indictment on five

charges of forgery and grand larceny, and
as I write he sits in jail awaiting the

action of the courts because he could not
get bail. Other prominent officials are

under a cloud, and the people are won-
dering what will come next. It simply
shows that we are terribly lax in the

matter of choosing our public officials.

Any man that wants a place, no matter

whether he be wise or not, competent or
incompetent, is pretty sure of winning if

he wears the people out with his plead-
ings. We are beginning to think that it is

time to look for men ourselves, instead
of having them look for us. Taxes have
doubled in this county in the past few
years, and nobody knows how much mon-
ey has been stolen, or misappropriated,
which amounts to the same thing.

* * *

Let me turn away from this kind of
"farming," however, and go back to farm-
ing of the better nature. Dry weather
has worried our farmers some. The pas-
tures up to the first of September were as
dry as I ever saw them. No rain had
fallen in months. Crops of all kinds had
suffered somewhat, though oats was a

good crop and potatoes bid fair to be
so, Hkewise. Then came generous rains.

Not until after the milkmen of the cities

had raised the price from five to six,

and in some cases even eight, cents a
quart, though. And since then we have
enjoyed ourselves first rate. Corn has
been coming on nicely, and a good deal

of it is out of the way of the frost. Pota-
toes have looked fine all summer, and if

the wet and moist weather does not rot

them, we will reap a good harvest from
that source.

* * *

Speaking about the price of milk, let

me say that it is not the farmers who
have been realizing from this advance, es-

pecially where they sold their milk to the

city dealers. With these men the farmers
had a contract for the season, so that they
cannot get any more, no matter where the

price goes. This is not a wise way of

tying one's hands. It will be a lesson to

our farmers, I am sure. Who wants to

bind himself, hand and foot? Surely not
any sensible man. Where men miake their

milk into butter they have done well, re-

ceiving good living prices. Butter has
steadily advanced, as well as have all milk
products. Surely we have no cause to

complain.
* * *

Land is changing hands freely with us
at present. Every few days we hear of

some man that has bought a farm home.
Young men are coming back to live with
us. That is a favorable indication. The
drift has been away. But men are com-
ing to see that the farm is the best place

to live. Good ! Let them all come ! Every
good, honest man that comes to make
his home in the country makes his coun-
try so much the better and so much the
richer.

We are working hard to get our stock
into good order for cold weather. It will

not be easy to- lay on flesh when winter
comes. By far better do it now. Surely
we-^nust not let the cows pass through
winter thin, so that they will come out
next spring in poor condition to begin
work. That would mean a heavy loss to

us while the cows were getting up into

prime shape. E. L. Vincent.

A HOSPITAL FOR ANIMAIS
A sanatorium for dogs is described by

Miss Annesley Kenealy in a recent issue

of the "Lady's Realm" (London).
Of course only wealthy dogs could af-

ford so expensive a private nursing home,
which is what it practically is. Poor
dogs must go to the out-patients' depart-
ment of the Royal Veterinary College.

Among the patients are a King Charles'
spaniel fitted with a glass eye; another
tiny spaniel with a false leg and paw;
a kind of dachshund in a surgical night

cap; a cat with its kg in a sp$nt—in

fact, there seems little that surgery cannot
do for these pampered canine and feline

darlings, except to make for the former
an artificially wagging tail. The Roentgen
rays prove most useful when frolicsome

kittens swallow hat pins, hair pins, tape

and other unwholesome substances. A
costly diamond stud, swallowed by a pet

dog, was recovered by their aid. Much
dentistry is done for dogs. Sets of arti-

ficial teeth ^can be put in with the utmost
success—such success, in fact, that one
dog, of hitherto unblemished reputation,

went and stole a chop the moment he
had got his new teeth' in. An old collie,

however, swallowed the first set of teeth,

smashed the second over a bone, and
became highly expert in removing subse-

quent sets with his paw. A permanent
plate on the American bridge plan had
to be put in to prevent him taking them
out. An electrical motor pump has now
been invented for administering anesthet-

ics to dogs. British veterinary surgeons

have, it seems, a very high reputation,

and sometimes journey abroad to attend

distinguished dogs. The nurses and sur-

geons at Mitcham wear proper linen

dresses and blouses ; and the wards are

admirably fitted up, though certainly they

look like ordinary hospital wards. They
are, of course, private wards. There is

also an elaborate larder, and a maternity

ward. It is all very absurd, yet, as many
of the dogs treated are pedigree dogs, it

is perhaps not quite so ridiculous as it

seems at first.

Here is Your
Opportunify

There is no place in all Texas where greater

opportunities exist than in the territory which
lies between the Trinity and Brazos rivers. For
over 300 miles these two rivers flow parallel to

each other, about 70 miles apart, forming a wonder-
fully fertile region, known as the Trinity and Brazos

Valley. This rich district lies right

In the Heart of Texas i
•

with rich lands and prosperous towns I

on all sides of it.
j

Within the past few months the Trinity
j

& Brazos Valley Ry. has

been built through the

very centre of this fertile

valley, connecting Dallas and
Ft. Worth on the North with

Houston and Galveston on the
South, and giving the territory along

the line a direct railroad to four large markets,

which it has needed to develop its great resources.

Land in this valley varies in character from the

finest black waxy land, capable of growing enormous
crops of staples like cotton, corn, wheat, etc., to the light,

sandy soils, which produce fruits and vegetables in great abundance.

At present these lands can be bought at from $5 to $40 an acre,

according to character and location, but, with direct railroad transporta-

tion and the large number of settlers buying up the land, the price will

not long remain so low.

Don't you want a farm in

The Trinity and Brazos Valley
at a quarter to a half of its real value? Think of getting land at these

prices in The Heart of Texas. It is a chance that will come but once

in a lifetime. Don't let it slip by. Investigate.

Take advantage of one of the low-rate excursions on the Rock Island-

Frisco Lines, onlv $20 from St, Louis or Kansas City, $25 from Chicago,

to any point in the Trinity and Brazos Valley and return.

It you would like to read something about the opportunities open to you in the Trinity and
Brazos Valley write for my book on Texas. You vill find it full of good, reliable informa-
tion. I will send you one, without cost, if you wlII give me your name and address.

The Rock Island-Frisco Lines have no land for sale and are only interested in getting
good, energetic settlers for the desirable, but imoccupied, lands along their roads.

I have chosen several sx)ecifio sections, where con-
ditions are especially favorable lor new settlers, and ^^^^^^^^^L
am advertising their advantages. If you would pre-
fer some other section than the Trinity and Brazos JUtiKillIM
Valley, look for my advertisements in other issues «Bp9j|K9S|b
of this paper, or write me for specific literature about
the section you are most interested in.

JOHN SEBASTIAN, Passenger Traffic Manager, Rock Island-Frisco Lines.

1222 l-a SzJle Station, Chicago, or 1222 ^"sco Bldg., St. Louis

LUMBER
SHED AT

BRAIDWOOD,

mi
ROOFING

WhyItNeedsNoBunt
Amatite is a new and

better kind of ready roofing.

The old kind was smooth and
coated with paint. The new kind
-^Amatite—is surfaced with real

mineral matter (see diagram) and
requires no paint.

No looking after your roofs every

spring if you use Amatite!

No paint tobuy! Noworktodo!
Just leave the roof alone, year

after year, and you'll be free from
the annoyance of leaks. _

_

Amatite is easy to lay, requiring

mum SURFACE
PtTCH COMFOSmON

• VVOa FELT
prroi cDMPOsmoN
WOOL fELT

BNLAKGED SECTIONAL DIAGRAM SHOWING HOW AMATITE IS MADS

This mineral surface will wear
better than any paint made.
Rain, snow and wind do not affect

it a particle. It is firmly embedded
under tremendous pressure into the
underlying layer of pitch.

no special tools. Cement for laps

and nails packed in center of every

roll.

Free Sample will be gladly sent

on request to anyone interested in

this "no-paint" roofing.

BARRETT MANUFACTURING COMPANY
New York Chicago Philadelphia Cleveland Cincinnati Minneapolis*
Boston St. Louis Allegheny Kansas City New Orleans London, Eng.

THE ORIGINAU
DeLOACH SAW MILL

For 25 Years the Standard.
Copied by Many. Equalled by None.

IVIIUL, MA.CHIINERY of ALL KINDS
ENGINES, BOILERS AND GASOLINE ENGINES

We Pay the Freight.

DeLoach Mill Mfg. Co. Box 300, eridgeport. Ala.
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Thanksgiving Offer
To Both Old and New Subscribers

As a special Thanksgiving gift to the Farm and Fireside family we have extended till Saturday, November 30th—and no later—the time
when you can get one of the beautiful polychrome replicas of the 31,500 oil painting below free with a new subscription or a renewal to Farm
AND Fireside. If your letter bears a later post-mark than November 30th you will not get the handsome replica.

We intended to withdraw these offers November 15th, because we can't afford to give away these beautiful polychrome replicas any longer
—they cost too much. Although they would easily sell for S2.00 or more in any art store if we allowed them to be soldj we have given away
thousands of them free within the last few weeks to our readers who have renewed promptly, and to new subscribers. But to give you one
grand last chance to get one of these superb reproductions for your home, and as a Thanksgiving Gift from Far.m and Fireside to our old
and new friends, we are going to hold these offers open until Saturday, November 30th. That will be the very last day. —

No matter whether you are an old or a new subscriber, we want you to accept one of these liberal offers so that we can send you this

beautiful Thanksgiving gift. This great painting is so beautiful that we want one of the handsome polychrome replicas of it to be in every
Farm and Fireside home because they are just like the original painting. This sjjecial Farm and Fireside edition of the polychrome
replicas is reproduced in such a way that all the delicate shading and color values, all the deftness of technique and lightness of touch of the
original painting have been preserved. We won't allow them to be reproduced except for our own readers. Remember, November 30th
is the very last day.

THE ARTIST'S POLYCHROME REPLICA "MOTHER AND BABE"

This is the magnificent $1,500 masterpiece 01 Mr. Earl Stetson Crawford's which^took first prize in a contest where there
were over 5,000 paintings submitted from all over the world. It is one of the world's greatest paintings. We thought it so beautiful
that we bought it purposely to reproduce for our readers. The reproductions are made in all the colors of the original painting
and are 10)4 x 16)4 inches. They are sent carefully packed and all ready to hang up in your parlor or sitting room. This picture
cannot possibly show you anything like the beauty of these handsome reproductions. Remember, you cannot buy these reproduc-
tions for any amount of money. They are not for sale. But you can get one absolutely free by accepting any of the offers below
by November 30th. Surely you want this great masterpiece in your home when it doesn't cost you a cent!

These Offers Are Open to Both Old and New Subscribers
Offer No. I Offer No. 2

$1.00 50o
Offer No. 3

25c
^vei you Farm &nd Fireiide seven whole ye&rs

—

168 hi£, helpful numberi—&nd the masTnificeiit
polychrome replica, the publiiheri' Thankij^iviiiGf
e'ift for promptneii. If you accept thii tffer, each
liiue of Farm and Fireiide will cost you but liz-
tenthi of a cent.

Eives you Farm and Fireiide three whole yeari— cfivei you Farm and Fireiide one whole yeai—

M

big;, helpful numberi, and the tpagfnificent poly72 big', helpful numberi, and the magnificent poly-
chrome replica, the publiiheri' Thankigfiving; £ift
for promptness. If you accept this offer, each iuue
of Farm and Fireside will cost you but leven-
tenths of a cent.

chrome replica, the publishers* Thanksg;iving' g'ift

for promptness. If you accept this offer, each issue

of Farm and Fireside wUl cost you but one
cent.

These Offers Expire Saturday, Nov. 30th
CUT ALONG THIS LINE AND SEND TO-DAY

A BLUE MARK
in the square below indicates that you are an
old subscriber and that ynur subscription has
expired.

Renew by acceplinR one o( these ofiers before
they are withdrawn.

THANKSGIVING GIFT COUPON
i
FARM AND FIRESIDE

O; Springfield, Ohio.

J
accejjt your specjal Thanksgnying Ofler No.

i send both Farm and Fireside and the polychrome replica to
.lor which I enclose Please

Name.

Rural Route.

Town.

I Date. State.

which means "take," and- the little dart
(originally a thimderbolt) is the symbol of
Jove or the Latin god Jupiter, which in-
vests the writer with authorit^^ The sign
therefore means "By my authority take
this," but properly translated is "By Ju-
piter, take this."

WHY do soldiers fire a volley over the
grave of a dead comrade?
BECAUSE in days gone by, when

superstition was practically universal, it

was generally believed that making a noise
kept away evil spirits, and the passing bell

came into vogue for that reason. When
firearms were invented, volley firing was
substituted for the passing bell, the belief
being that the sound of battle would be
more efficacious in the case of a soldier.

WHY, when a person displays a cow-
ardly spirit, do we say that he "shows the
white feather?"
BECAUSE in days when cock fighting

was a popular sport a white feather in the
tail of a bird was taken as evidence of
inferior breeding and courage, and the
term became common among the slang
phrases of the period as applied to per-
sons who showed a lack of courage.

WHY do brides wear veils at the mar-
riage ceremony?
BECAUSE it was the Anglo-Saxon

custom to perform the nuptial ceremony
under a square piece of cloth held at each
corner by a tall man, the object being to
hide the bride's blushes. From hiding
both the bride and bridegroom the custom
changed until only the bride was shielded
from the inquisitive gaze, and a veil was
substituted for the cloth. *

Number 9 Church Walk
[CONTINOTD FROM P.\GE 19]

There was a blinding flash of light, a
scream from the woman, a roar of alarm
from Bud and a curse from the lawyer,
and the next moment they were in the
grasp of the policemen.

It was a short, fierce struggle that took
place, and ten minutes later three badly
used people were escorted out to the wait-
ing officers in front

It was a- nine days' w^onder in the little

English watering town, and when at the
assize's, two months later, the three
rogues received their desserts in the
shape of a long term of imprisonment,
ever>'body nodded their heads and said;

"Served 'em right, too."
The old house which had been the

scene of the attempted conspiracy was
found to contain many such secret doors
and panels. It was a bit of old Chelten-
ham, and the bricked-in tunnel, down
which Roger and Laura had climbed,
connected with the old "Chelt," a little

stream that wandered through the town.
The woman "Sadie" knew of its existence,

and suggested it to her accomplice as a
good place for their purpose, where they
could hold their prisoners until the court
had acted upon the forged papers which
had been filed. .A.fter that they intended,
to convert into cash the securities, and
then get away.
The little law>^er Hickins had been con-

victed of forgery previous to this attempt
of his, and "Bud" was an old jail bird,

while the woman known as "Sadie" was
his common-law wife.

"Did you ever see this before?" in-

quired Roger, holding up a photo.
He and Laura were seated in the Big

Pump Room at the Pitville Gardens in

Cheltenham, overlooking the beautiful

lake. They had been enjoying an after-

noon's skating, and on the morrow Roger
was to leave for the north to resume his

interrupted business trip.

"What is it?" cried the girl, starting

up. "Why—why, it's my photo ! Where
on earth did jou get it? I never gave
it to you."
"No, I bought it," said Roger solemn-

ly; "or rather, it was flung in for good
luck."

•

"Bought it !" she repeated in bewilder-
ment. "Flung in for good luck!"

"Sure. That and some other things
cost me two dollars and twenty cents.

The other things have all gone, but the

photo remains, and it's well worth the
money, I think."

Then followed the story of the Dead-
Letter Office Sale.

"Why, I sent it to Clara three, no, four
years ago. Clara was an old school chum
of mine, and we studied telegraphy to-

gether. I thought it odd she never ao
knowledged it. And to think of its going
to the Dead Letter Office and of you
buying it."

"I want to buy the original now," whis-
pered Roger. "Do you think I can?"

"She's not for sale," retorted the young
lady with a saucy toss of her head, while

the telltale blush suffused her face.

"I'm awfully sorr>'
—

" began Roger, but

Laura cut him short -with:
"You didn't buy that photo; you said

so yourself just now. It was only thrown
in for good luck. So you can't buy the

original, but—but she might—perhaps
fling herself in—just—just for good luck."

THE END
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MILITARY SCHOOLING FOR OUR
BOYS

IN
AN article under this title in a recent

issue of "Army and Navy Life and
the United Service," Capt. R. F. Wal-
ton, of the 6th U. S. Infantry, after

stating that he has studied the subject

for years, says :

"One reason for the bad carriage you see

in people is that they do not know what
is good carriage, nor how to acquire it.

The commonest direction is "Hold up
your head.' That does not hit at the real

difficulty at all. A man can take any
amount of pains with his head and chin,

and still keep in an abominable position.

Changing the angle of the head does not

improve things. 'Throw back your shoul-

ders,' is another familiar piece of advice,

and one which comes • no nearer to the

point than the first. The position of the

shoulders has .
hardly any effect upon

the position of the body. The shoulders

hang upon the outside of the body, like

blinds on a house. Shift their place as

much as you like, you do not change the

shape of the chest cavity.

"There is only one way of doing that

—

by getting the back and neck 'where they

belong, by keeping the spine erect. This
proposition is easier to talk -about than
to carry out. It cannot be carried out

unless a man is willing to make a deter-

mined effort. Attention is what counts.

Students in military schools acquire good
habits of standing and walking during the

first six or eight weeks of their course.

They acquire them so thoroughly that the

matter needs practically no further care
during later years. Constant attention is

the explanation. At a military school a
new student is kept watch of during all his

waking hours. He is not allowed to stand,

to sit, to walk, in any position except the

best. Thus the whole organism gets grad-
ually trained into the new habit.

"The military student is also put
through special exercises for arms and
back ; but exercise is not the main fac-

tor in the process. People have the no-
tion that exercise will make the fhuscles

of a man's back so strong that they will

pull him up straight without any thought
on his part. This is contrary to facts.

The back of the coal shoveler is bent,

even though it be covered with coils of

muscle. The truth is that a man's back
tends to keep the same position in rest

which is had during exercise. The coal

heaver does his work with a bent back,
and during rest it stays bent. Standing
straight is primarily a matter of habit,

not of muscle. It depends upon a- man's
nervous control. . The nerve centers need
to be trained ; and this can be accom-
plished only by constant and persistent
attention.

"It is clear enough that a stooping pos-
ture must decrease the efficiency of the
heart and the lungs, and injure the work
of the liver. But its bad effects do -not
stop there. When the abdomen is habit-
ually relaxed and allowed to sag for-
ward, all the important organs inside slip

downward a little
; they lie lower than

they ought to. I jiave often known the
lower border of the stomach to have
dropped two or three inches from this

single cause. Just why this" condition
should result as it does I am still uncer-
tain. Perhaps it is due to a stretching
of the nerves or blood vessels ; but, at all

events, the tone of the whole system is

sure to be lowered ; the organs grow flab-

by and do their work sluggishly.
"Good carriage is generally connected

with a man's feeling of self-respect. If

he slouches along with his eyes on the
ground and his abdomen sagging, he is

not in the position te^jjiave the strong
and healthy feelings oi self-respect that
the man has who stands erect, looks the
world straight in the eye, keeps his chest
prominent, his abdomen in, and his body
under thorough control—a 'chesty' man.

"If you are walking along the street,

and wake up to the fact that you are
carrying yourself poorly, take the mental
attitude of standing straight, as well as
the physical one. Look at the men you
meet and imagine that each one of them
owes you a dollar. Put even a sugges-
tion of arrogance into your position.
Hold your head well back, look people
squarely in the face. This will not only
give the impression to others that you
possess the power you want, but will actu-

'ally tend to bring that power.
" 'Keep the neck against the collar.'

"I have been told that some people ob-
jected to military in a school, on the

"ground that the time so spent at the work
could be better spent in the study of
Latin, Greek and kindred subjects. I

cannot see how any one can come to such
a conclusion.
"Some say the uniform is irksome, and

perhaps this is so, but the advantage of
having all appear alike, rich and other-
wise, more than offsets this objection.
The discipline should not be harsh, but
no boy should be brought up to consider
only his own will, and a little firmness
applied while young will be of great value
to him in later years." V.

lOfi IN^THE

Roofing Without Leaks
in Any Kind of Weather

Yes, it is possible and, better still, it is possible

to have a roof that will never leak, a roof that

when once put on will be good for life.
20 BE OW

You've tried tic and shingles and
found that tin will rust and shingles
will rot. Either one of them co»ts

a pretty stiff price. When you con-
sider how short a time they last do
you really think they are worth the
price ' ~ '

'

Isn't it one continuous patch,
patch, after they have been on the

roof only a short time ? With tin it is not only a
bother but a considerable expense because tinners

receive a good price for

S% M,cA. MCA-NOID READY ROOFING
NOID READY
ROOFING on that roof you .are figuring on right

now? MICA -NOID is a prepared felt roofing

that we have manufactured for 18 years. During
that time thousands have tested it and have proven.

that what we claim for it is true— It's GOOD
FOR LIFE.
There is just as much difference in prepared felt

roofing as there is in horses. The only trouble

is that, unlike horses, prepared felt roofings all

look very much alike and it is hard for anyone
not an expert to tell what actual lasting quali-

ties a given sample of roofing has. The
only safe thing for you to do is to get

MICA-NOID, a roofing that has stood
an 18-year test in all kinds of weather,
in all kinds of places; a roofing that

has made good. You can'tafford to experiment
with roofing that has not proven itself. Every
lime you buy one of these new roofings you can
expect to patch leaks before long. Don't take the

risk. Profit by the experience of thousands of

others. They experimented with all kinds of roof-

ings before they tried MICA-NOID— then they
stopped, and have been using MICA-NOID ever
since. MICA-NOID Ready Roofing can be laid

over shingles or tin, if necessary. You can put it on
yourself. With tin or
shingles you must em-
ploy an expert roofer

and the cost of his labor
alone would probably pay for the amount of MICA-
NOID you need. We furnish everything necessary
to lay the roofing properly. Only you and a hammer
are required. MICA-NOID can be put on by any-
one on any kind of roof no matter how steep or fiat

itis, Asasidingforbuildirigsto keep thecold winds
outitis unequaled. A chicken house thoroughly
covered on all sides with MICA-NOID will keep
the chickens warm in the coldest weather, be-
cause it keeps every particle of moisnjre out.

MICA-NOID is the only felt roofing that will

not crack in winter or melt in summer. -
.

MICA-NOID Is not sold by dealers now.
Our price is direct to you. Send for sam-
ples and booklet. Both free and glad to

send them to you.

ZERO

DIRECT
FROM FACTORY
TO YOU - WE
PAY THE FREIGHT

Mica-Noid Manufacturing Company
115 Mica-Noid BldgJ, St. Louis, Mo.

CAUTION :-Na MICA-NOID ROOFING has b«en
•old to dealer* since January^ 1. 1903. Any .

dealers or jobbers offering any roofing under
the name of MICA-NOID will be pro*-

ecuted.

NEW INVENTION. CLEANS CLOTHESMM YOU REST.
NO WASH BOARDS, WASHING MACHINES OR CHEMiCALS. NO WASH DAY. NOTHINO LIKE IT. NOT SOLD IN STORES.

SEE HOW SIMPLE, different, easy. Put on stove—add
water, then soap, then clothes—that's all. In 5 to 8 minutes,
clothes clean. Lauudries clean clothes without rubbing—EASY
WAY does same at your home. You can rest or read between
hatches. Dirt removed automatically except to move knob
occasionally. Clothes cleaned while you get breakfast. With,
wash board you rub, then boil 20 to 30 minutes, then rub again.
Or you boil, then tire yourself running heavy machine, which
wears, tears and rubs the clothes—and afterward rub by hand
anyway. The EASY WAY does alone In one operation the com-
bined work of wash boiler, wash board and washing machine

—

less time, almost no labor—no injury to clothes.
- EASY WAY creates energy by mechanical manipulation asso-

ciated with hot water, soap suds, heated steam, and scalding I

vapor, utilized as a compound force, all coutained in a closed
compartment. Special operating arrangements.

Cleans woolens, flannels, blankets, colored clothes, as well as
white goods, flaest laces, curtains, bed clothes. Saves your time,
fuel, labor, clothes, buttons. Saves your strength, looks, health,
money.

WITH EASY WAY, 30, 40, 50 minutes cleans washing which before
took entire day. —

No rubbing, wear, tear or injury. No soggy, bad smelling,
heavy wood,—but all metal, sanitary, light in weight. Easily
used, cleaned, handled—always ready. Child can use it—no ex-
periment.

USED BY THOUSANDS WHO PRAISE IT.
J. McGEE, Tenn., writes:—"One young lady cleaned day's washing

by old method in one hour with Easy Way. Another in 45 minutes."
E. CRAMER, Tex., writes:—"Gave Easy \Vay a thorough trial. After
10 minutes clothes nice and clean." ANNA MORGAN. Ills., writes:

—

"1 washed a woolen bed blanket in Easy Way in just 3 minutes, perfectly
clean." J. H. BARRETT, Ark., after ordering 38 Easy Ways, says:

—

"You have the grandest invention I ever heard of." J. W. MEYERS,
Ga.,says:—"Find check to cover one dozen Easy Ways. Easy Way
greatest invention for womanhood, forever abolishing miserable wash
day. Sells itself." I. BECK, Ga , writes:—"Enclose order. Easy
Way as represented. Worked 4 days—have 15 orders." J. T. PEAY,
N. C., says:—"Been out 2 days—sold 17, for which enclose order.
Everybody is carried away that sees It work." C. 0. GARRETT, 0.,
write."! :

—"Showed Easy Way to 7 families, sold 6. Most wonderful ana
grandest invention." N. BOUCHER, Mass., writes;—"Enclose order for
75 Easy Ways. Everybody wants one—best business I ever had."

Price, only 96.00, complete, ready to ase—sent to any address.
Not sold lu stores. Order now. You won't be disappointed. Send
postal card anyhow—full description, valuable information, testi-
monials—all free. Thirty days' trial. Guaranteed, everything
proven, old house, responsible, capital, S100,000.00.

lIarrisonMfg.Co.,473Harri8on Bldg.,Cincinnati,0.

EaayWay as seen by tbe Artlait;.

BEST EVER HAPPENED FOR AGENTS, SALESMEN.
MANACEBS—MEir OB WOMEN—at home or traveling, all or part time—
Bhowing—taking orders—appointing agents. "EAST WAT" new. Notliliie
nice it* World unsuppUed—agents making big money. When operated, people
stop, look, listen, crowd, pnsh, squeeze, miss engagements, get excited—watcli it as
though a thing of life. 12 see-lO buy. Wriletodayfor tpecial agents' plan. Actauick.

CROOKED SPINES-STRAIGHTENED
CUBE TOURSEtF OB TOUB CHILD AT HOHE, WTTHOCT P.4TW OR rTCONTEmiNCE,

OF ANl SriHAL DEFOBtflTl WITH THE W05DEKFUL SHELDON APPLIANCE.

No matter how old yoa are, or how long yoa have snffered, or what kind of
spinal deformity yoa have, there is a cure for you by means of the wonderful
Sheldon Appliance. It is as firm as steel and yet elastic at the right places. It
gives an even, perfect support to the weakened or deformed spine. It is as easy
to take off or put on as a coat, causes no ioconvenience, and does not chafe or
irritate. No one can notice you are wearing it.

CUKE YOURSELF AT HOME,
The -Sheldon Appliance is mode to order to fit each individual perfectly. It weighs
ounces, where other supports weigh pounds. The price is within the reach of all.

Hundreds of doctors recommend it.

We Gaarantee Satisfaction and Let You Use If 30 Days
If yoa or your child are suffering from any spinal tnJnble, hnnchback, or crooked spine,
write at once for new book with full information and references. We have strong testi-

monials from every State in tiie Union.

PHILO BURT MFG. CO., 236-IIth St, Jamestown. N. Y

MAN WANTED
We have a splendid position for man in

good small town who can devote part of his

time to handling customers. Large income
and steady position assured honest, ambitious
person who will give us faithful service

and properly handle our business in their

locality.

If you wish profitable employment, repre-

senting large corporation send references as

to honesty at once.

Addresi, Br&nch Dept.,

P. V. COLLINS PUB. CO..

Minneapolis, Minn.
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AGRICULTURAL NEWS-NOTES
The California grape crop is the larg-

est one for many years.

Where apples are exported, and boxes
are substituted for barrels, three boxes
are equivalent to one barrel.

In 1906 our importations of raw silk

and cocoons exceeded those of 1905 by
over nine million dollars.

Colorado is taking the lead in estab-

lishing at the agricultural college a
course in scientific horseshoeing.

The general government now has about
one hundred and fifty million acres of

land to be used for the preservation and
propagation of forest trees.

The wheat growers in the state of

Washington are said to be so prosperous
that they are holding almost all of this

year's crop for higher prices.

In Pawnee Countj', Nebraska, a sixteen-
year-old catalpa plantation when cut gave
a net return of $152.17 an acre, making
the annual profit an acre $9.51.

The Burt, Olney Canning Company, of

Rome, New York, owns a one-thousand-
acre farm, on which is grown peas, string

beans and squash for canning purposes.

The president of the Southern Cotton
Association says that '"the annual output
of all the gold mines in the world could
not buy one annual crop of the Southern
cotton fields."

It would be of interest to know how
much unused land there is on the farms
of this country that could be used profit-

ably in growing nuts and trees valuable for
posts and lumber.

In the great wheat-growing districts of
the Northwest steam-plow outfits are run
both day and night. The bright head-
lights on the traction engines can be seen
in every direction during the night

San Paolo is the great coffee-growing
state in Brazil. One half the world's
supply of coffee is produced in it. Four
hundred and twenty thousand workmen
are employed in its production and ship-
ment.

A bounty of two cents a head for the
English sparrow is paid by the state treas-
urer of Michigan. Over one hundred and
five thousand sparrows have been killed
since the law went into effect, October
1, 1906.

The state of Washington reports the
largest apple crop in its history. The
bearing trees number over three and one
half million. The three counties leading
in production are Spokane, Yakima and
Adams.

Most of the states of the Union are
deplorably deficient in the matter of agri-
cultural statistics. A notable exception
is the statistical work of Hon. F. D. Co-
bum, Secretary of the Kansas State
Board of Agriculture.

Our permanent prosperity will depend
largely upon maintaining a state of equi-
librium between the three great depart-
ments—the Agricultural, the Industrial
and the Commercial—the latter two being
handmaids of the former.

When exact information as to the va-
rious kinds of food is disseminated
among the reading, thinking classes, the
use of wheat flour becomes more general.
White bread is rapidly becoming the
bread of the civilized world.

The railroad rate question is becoming
interesting. The density of population
to the mile of road in some of the states
which have adopted the lower rate ranges
as follows : Pennsylvania, 571 ; Virginia,
469; Wisconsin, 287; Iowa 226.

The owners of elevators in corn-
growing states are being solicited to use
their influence with farmers to induce
them to improve the standard varieties,
looking to the production of a uniform
grade of higher quality and yield.

A despatch from Sioux Falls, South
Dakota, says that Mr. Dickerson has an
orchard of two hundred and fifty trees
in Union County (the most southeasterly
one), where he has grown peaches on a
moderate scale for about twenty years.

About thirteen thousand acres are de-
voted to onion culture in the United
States. This year's crop is estimated at
2,626,259 bushels. The general average
yield is about 280 bushels an acre. As a
rule, highest prices prevail during the
month of April.

Secretary Wilson is said to be in favor
of establisl'.ing one central beet-sugar fac-
tory in each state where there are now
several factories. A number of smaller
factories could extract the raw sugar to
be forwarded to the central refinery. This
would leave the pulp where it was pro-
duced for feeding purposes, which would
be of advantage to the beet grower in
several ways. *

Standard

BELL99

Apparatus

and

Equipment

For All

Telephone

Purposes

Made By The

WESTERN ELECTRIC CO.
The Largest Manufacturers of
Telephonic Apparatus in the World

Sometime you will want to use your telephone in an emergency
involving property or health or perhaps life. It may be to talk with the

next house or the next town or city or perhaps with some one half-way

across the continent. A "fair weather" telephone is only a plaything. Buy
good material and build good lines. Then you will have an outfit which
will stand by you when you need it. We make and sell the kind in daily

use over short distances and also half-way across the continent.

Write Us For Prices and Jaformation

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY
Manufacturers and Suppliers of all Apparatus and Equipment used
in the Construction, Operation and Maintenance of Telephone Plamts

New York
Philadelphia
Atlanta

Harrisburg
Pittsburg

Cindnnati

Indianapolis

Chicago
St Paul

Des Moines
SL Louis
Kansas City

Use Address Nearest You

Omaha
Denver
Salt Lake City

Seattle

S$n Francisco
Los Angeles
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NEW INVENTION. BURNS AIR.

ttCnOHALCUTOFGENEKATOa

^ ' -11

NOTHING

MOST WONDERFUL HEATING STOVE EVER INYENTED SeII^^^^^^^^
drawn principally from atmosphere. Uses SSSbarrels of air,while consnmini^ 1 gallon of oil. Wood,
coal, cost money. ONLY FREE FUEL IS AIR. Supply unlimited. No trust in control. Air belongs to ricb and poor alike.

HARRISON'S yALVELESS9Yi!Pc''A^s^i^ AIR BURNER STOVE
Antomatlcally ^aerates gas from kerosene oil, mixing Rwltlikir. Barns like gas. Intense hot fire Combastlon perfect.
To operate—Turn knol>-oil runs Into boner—toncb a match. It generates ras which passes throngh air mixer, drawlns
la aboat a barrel of air, to every large spoonfal of oil consumed, xliat's ali. It is self-recnlatlng, no more attention.
Same heat all day, or all night. For more or less beat, simply tarn knob. There it remains until yon come again. To
put fire oat, turn knob, raising banter, oil runs back in to can, nro's oat. As near perfection as anything In this world. No
dirt, soot or ashes. Ho leaks—nothing to clog or close ap. Mo wick—not OTen a Talve, yet beat is onaer perfect control.

D. CARN, INO., writes: "It costs me only cents a day
for fuel." L. NORRIS, VT., writes: "The Harrison OU-Gas

Generators are wonderful savers of fnel, at least 60 jt to 76 )( oyer
wood and cool." E. ARNOLD, NEB., writes: " Sared 14.25 a month for
fuel by using the Harrison Oil-Gas StoTO. My range cost me I6.C0 per
month, and the Harrlsoa ooly $1.26 per asonth." H. KING, VA.,WTlte9:
" Using one Burner ond Radiator,! kept a ICxlS foot room at 70 degrees,
when out doors 13 to 20 degrees were registered." REV. WM. TEARN,
ME., writes: "This morning 16 below zero, and my library far below
freezing point. Boon after lighting the Harrison Oil-Gas Stove temp-

erature rose to summer heat." WH. BAERIN6, INO..
writes: "We warmed % room 13x14 feet,whea It

was nbout 10 below zero with one Badlator." Ob-
Jcctlonablo features of all other stoves wiped out.
Not like tbose sold in stores. Ideal for

heating booses, stores, rooms, etc, with Badlating At-
tacbmont; alsoeooking, roasting, baking. Ironing, etc. -

^
No moro carrying coal, kindling, ashes, soot and dirt. Abeolately safe from explosion. Not dangerous like gasoline.

Bimplo. durable—last for years. Saves expense, dmdgery and fuel bills. ALL SIZES. PRICES LOW—I3.t| and up.

LSent SOany address. Mend no money—only send yourDame and addreflK. Write today roc
ovr 80 day trial oirer»fbll descripUon—tAOBsands or testimonials. 1907 Proposition.

EXCITING BUSINESS FOR AGENTS
SALESMEN—MANAGERS— MEN OR WOMEN at home or

traveling, all or part time—showing—taking orders—ap-
pointing agents. MESSRS. HEAD * FRAZER, TEX., writes:
"Enclose order fortSl.OO. RcsH Sell like hot cakes. Sold

60 stoves In our own town." B. L. HUESTED, MICH., writes:
" Been out one day and sold 1 1 stoves." Ibia patent new.
Kothine like it. Demand enormons. Agents reaping
great harvest. Where operated people stop on street, leave
their homes, place of business, miss trains to wateo this

generator—excites curiosity-watch It as though a thing
of life. Show a dozen— sell ten. Write today for
special asents new plan. Bend no money,
world ansappUed. Get la early for territory. Write today.

^^r^^A^^KZK,03^^^^c ^Qfl^ Mfg.Co* 6680 World BIdg.. Cincinnati, O.HZATZSO XX0LU8ITSLX.
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STABLE MANURE AS A LAND
IMPROVER

By E. p. Walls, M.S., Assist.\nt
BoTAXrsT AND Vegetable Pathologist
M.\KYLAN"D AgRICULTITRAL COLLEGE.

Regarding the use of stable manure as
a fertilizer, the opinions of farmers seem
to vary widely, but the general consensus
seems to be that it is of the greatest value.

Some probably overestimate its power for

good, although it would seem this would
be extremeh' difficult, while we find a
few in ever>- locality who believe that
the time spent in the application of it is

wasted. It is true that in sections of the
West, where stable manure as a fertilizer

is unknown, the land is still productive
of enormous crops, but it does not re-

quire a second thought to assure oneself
that this is not due to the absence of
stable manure, but to the natural fertility

of those comparatively virgin soils, whose
plant food, though present in large quan-
tites, is not inexhaustible, and the time
is sure to come when every Western agri-

culturist must resort to some means of
artificial improvement. Every tiller of the
soil should so strive to utilize the home
products of the farm as to reduce the
expenditure of ready cash for farm pur-
poses to a minimum; and there is no de-
partment of the farm where a greater
reformation could and should be made
than in the purchase of fertilizers. It is

true that we must apply plant food to take
the place of that consumed by plants, but
the purchase of commercial fertilizers

calls for a considerable money outlay, and
the same improvement can undoubtedly
be obtained much more economically by a
judicious growing of cover crops and the
application of manure manufactured
through the repertoire of general farm-
ing. Below is given a table including the
principal materials used in the manufac-
ture of fertilizers, with their average
content of plant food. This table is the
work of some of the best agricultural

chemists in America, and is thoroughly
accurate and reliable. By adding up the
number of pounds of plant food contained
in one hundred pounds of each, and sub-
tracting from one hundred, we have left

the percentage of what is usually classed
as waste material in each, and it will be
noticed that stable manure contains a
larger amount of "waste material" than
any of the others named. But is this

waste material, and is it therefore of no
value? I shall endeavor to discuss this

point, and to show its true value when
applied to the soil. The table is as fol-

lows :

place except when air is present The
stirring and working of the soil improves
its mechanical condition and makes it

more accessible in the atmosphere. And
this is just what stable manure does. By
improving the mechanical condition of
certain soils it makes decomposition go
on more rapidly, and thus increases the
fertility. It has the propertj- of making
'"stiff" soils "light," and sandy soils

"heavier." Thus it is not a question of
what sort of soil we have, but whether it

will be benefited by the use of manure.
There are thousands of acres of farming
land in the United States that are sending
out a silent appeal for help in the way of
diminished crops. What the practical

farmer wants is to be able to satisfy that
need in the most economical manner. I

have answered that question in the first

part of this article—that is, by growing
cover crops and green manuring crops
and the constant application of stable

manure.
There is another factor in soil fertility

with which manure has a great deal to

<io. All plant food must be in the form
of solution before the plant can take it

up from the soil. This, of course, neces-
sitates the presence of moisture. This
water comes from the water level, which
may be several feet below the surface, and
is brought up by means of capillarity and
surface attraction. Some soils are so
compact that the capillary spaces—that is,

the pores or interstices between the soil

particles—are so small that they do not
allow the upward passage of sufficient

moisture for the needs of crops. Such
soils require that their mechanical condi-
tion be improved, in order that crops
growing thereon be insured of a sufficient

supply of moisture. Well-rotted stable

manure will work wonders in this respect.

Or, on the other hand, a soil—for ex-
ample, a very sandy soil—may be so

porous that capillarity is destroyed on ac-

count of the very large spaces between
the soil particles. The use of well-rotted

manure here makes the soil more com-
pact, and provides for the lifting of a
proper amount of moisture. If stable

manure is used as a mulch, and allowed
to lie on the surface as a top dressing, it

will conserve the supply of soil moisture
by preventing surface evaporation.

_
But

if manure that is not well rotted is ap-

plied to the soil and immediately plowed
under, it will for a long time—in fact
until thoroughly decomposed—act as a
waterproof blanket at the depth below the

surface where it has been turned by the

plow, allowing the water to rise to that

point, but preventing its further ascent

there seems to be only one first-class and
thoroughly practical method, and that is

by the use of the manure spreader. It

makes no difference whether there is a
large or small quantity of manure to
handle, it will always pay to use the
spreader. Some of the points in favor of
this machine are the avoidance of bunch-
ing, so common when the old method of
spreading with a fork is used ; the same
quantitj- of manure can be made to cover
twice the quantity of ground to the same
advantage; the disintegrating action of
the cylinder teeth leaves the manure so
finely divided that it readily goes into
solution ; the rapidity with which the work
can be carried on, etc.

The subject of manuring is such an ex-
tensive one that it is impossible to touch
on every phase of the work in an article

of this length. This is simply elementarj',
and has been submitted in the hope that
it may directly benefit some farmers and
stock raisers and stimulate their interest

to a more thorough reading and investiga-
tion of the subject.

«•

BRACE FOR WIRE FENCE
I like Mr. T. M. Cor>'ers brace for an

end post of a wire fence, but send you a
sketch of one I use, which is more easily

Name
Pounds Plant Food in loo Lbs.

Nitrogen I Phos. Acid

Sulphate of ammonia . .

.

Nitrate of soda
High-grade dried blood.
Concentrated tankage. .

.

Low-grade dried blood.

.

Bone tankage
Dried fish scrap
Cotton-seed meal
Steamed bone
Ground bone
Thomas slag

Dissolved bone
Dissolved S. C. rock....
Muriate of potash
Sulphate of potash
Kainit
Unleached wood ashes .

.

Leached wood ashes ....

Well-kept hen manure. .

.

Well-kept stable manure.

20
16
12

12
10
8
8
7
2
3.

2.5

1.10
.57

1.5
4
10

8
1.5
2.5
22
20
14

14

1.5
1

.56

.30

Potash

2.5

SO
50
12

6
1.5
.85

.57

A glance at the above table seems to

indicate that stable manure is the poorest
fertilizer known, being made up largely

of waste and unavailable materials. But
let us not stop with a casual inspection.

Cause and effect are what determine re-

sults. It is seen that stable manure does
contain some available nitrogen, phos-
phoric acid and potash, enough to stimu-
late plant growth at the beginning. A
portion of the remainder becomes slowly
available during the growth of the plant,

and the remainder makes available the un-
available plant food already in the soil.

There is perhaps enough plant food in

the soil to furnish nourishment for a
continual cropping until the end of time,

but the farmer cannot make use of it

because of the very limited means at his

disposal for making it available. By the
slow decomposition of the material con-
tained in stable or barn-yard manure, that
rriaterial being of a much varied nature,

a sufficiently large number of chemical
products are formed to furnish a solvent
for every conceivable variety of unavail-
able plant food in the soil.

Aside from being a direct chemical
agent, stable manure also has an indirect

part to play in decomposition of matter
already in the soil. This power is based
on the same principle as the old doctrine
of the great Jethro Tull, who argued that
"Tillage is manure." He was right, but
it was difficult to convince the farmers
of his day. No decomposition can take

which of course- would be very detrimental
to the development of the crop, especially

if it happens to be a shallow feeder. This
practise, of course, should be guarded
against. Having seen the benefits to be
derived from the use of stable manure,
the question now arises as to the time
and method of application. The best time
to apply manure to the land is as soon as

it is made, before it has had time to leach,

as it is sure to do if allowed to lie in an
uncovered pit or in the barn yard. And,
aside from leaching, there is the possibility

of manure "heating" when piled in a large

heap. Be sure that the manure is well
rotted, and then spread evenly over the
ground in such quantity as may be de-
sired. Ten tons to the acre will not be
too heavy. Now whatever plant-food ele-

ments may be leached from the manure
by rains while it is lying on the surface
will pass directly i^to the soil. Of course,

when manure is made in the open barn
yard it must necessarily be there several

months while in the process of the mak-
ing. In this case the possibility of leach-
ing can be obviated by the location of the
barn yard. It should be on as level

ground as possible, so that there will be
no abrupt drainage in any direction. In
some of the localities where stone is

plentiful I have observed a very good
practise of walling in the barn yard. This
helps to prevent surface drainage to a
large extent.

In regard to the manner of application

made. It gives good service. The con-
struction is fully explained by the accom-
panying cut. G. C. Graves.

THE FEEDING PROBLEM
I am one of those unfortunate soil

tillers who do not raise grains enough
for stock feed, and have to buy a good
^share of what the fowls, cattle and horses
on the place require during the winter.

The selection of grains and meals in these
times of excessively high prices of such
things is quite a problem, and puzzles
me not a little. Wheat bran and oil

meal have in past years been my main
dependence for the purposes mentioned.
I have also used oat and corn chop and
middlings, though to a lesser extent
But when we are asked to pay twenty-
seven dollars a ton for coarse wheat
bran, and thirty-four dollars or more
for a ton of corn and oat chop, it means
that we have nearly reached the limit of
what we can afford to pay.
Many farmers consider coarse bran as

very little better, so far as feeding value
is concerned, than sawdust or shavings.
It is true that bran contains much in-

digestible matter, and it may be a ques-
tion whether its protein contents are all

utilized for nutrition. This is, perhaps,
to nearly the same extent true of other
feeds, even oil meal, oat meal, etc. And
yet I confess to have a slight prejudice
against the bran at present prices. Oil
meal has not advanced in the same pro-
portions. Neither has gluten feed, nor
dried brewers' grains.

In the first place, I shall give less grain
or meal to horses that are usually stand-
ing idle in the stable than I have been
feeding for some winters ; but poultry,

and cows giving milk, must have their

full rations as usual. I have made up my
mind, however, to feed oil meal a little

more freely and other meals a little more
sparingly than I have heretofore, and also

to use gluten feed to some extent in place

of bran until there is a new and to us
more favorable adjustment of prices.

In these times we have to keep our eyes

open and study the price lists of feeding

stuffs very carefully. It would be easy to

let our stock eat us out of house and home.

MINERAL FERTILIZERS
People still ask about the^value of wood

ashes as a fertilizer. We have been taught

and been telling of the good effects which
frfee applications of wood ashes have had
on garden and fruit crops, and that

"potash paints peaches." We have thought
that feeding our grape vines and apple

trees with this fertilizer would make the

grapes sweeter and the apples more high-

ly colored.
Bulletin No. 289 of the New York

State Experiment Station, entitled "Un-
profitable Orchard Fertilizing." by Prof.

U. P. Hedrick. and summarized in the

popular edition by F. H. Hall, tells of the

rather unsatisfactory results of yearly

applications of wood ashes, with acid

phosphate added during the last seven

of the twelve years of test, and is there-

fore a disappointment to many of us.
The facts in the case are, however, that
the soil at the station, like that in many
other sections of the state, and like that
in my own orchard and garden, a strong
clay loam, was originally, and still is,

well supplied with potash and phosphoric
acid, and that the trees and vines, feeding
in a soil many feet in depth, have even
in forty or fifty years not been able to
lower the supply of. these plant foods in
their feeding grounds to any appreciable
extent^ Our trees and vines still find
the Reeded plant foods for full crops.
We grow just as good apple crops now

on our trees as we did many years ago,
except when we allow codling moth,
scale, etc., ^o get the upper hand of us.
The apples on an average in this vicinitj-

were very wormy this year, but we had
them as highly colored as we ever had
them, especially where the trees were
standing in sod, and where they have
not had a bit of manure, whether from
the stable, from stove or from mine, for
many years. Larger crops, although not
higher-colored apples have been obtained
on land that has been kept under cultiva-
tion, and where cover crops, such as
clover, vetches, etc., have occasionally
been plowed under. Either the organic
nitrogen, or the humus in the cover crops,
or the better preservation of moisture
secured by cultivation, must be given the
credit for the increase of yield.

Yet quite opportune is the warning
against the hasty conclusion that wood
ashes and superphosphate do not amount
to much in orcharding, or are always un-
profitable. My own experience shows me
that on lighter soils, gravelly loam or
sandy loam, for instance, both wood ashes
or other forms of potash and superphos-
phates often g;ive wonderful results on
both >ield and quality of fruits. I have
had astonishing crops of Columbus goose-
berries on bushes generously treated with
a mixture of wood and coal ashes in
these clay loams, too.

For the more shallow-feeding garden
crops, onions, celery, beans, peppers, egg
plants, tomatoes, etc., the application of
fresh wood ashes has seldom failed to
give striking effects even on soils, like

our own, that are supposed to contain
plenty of these mineral plant foods. A
few rows of celery, where the ashes, com-
ing from the cook stove during summer,
were applied as a top dressing along the
rows, and were worked into the soil

in due course of cultivation, give ample
evidence of the usefulness of the appli-

cations. I find the celery roots feeding
right Into the spots where ashes are mixed
in most thickly, and after the applications

the growth has been remarkably thrifty,

and the stalks brittle as glass and of
the true chestnut flavor and sweetness.
I am • not "going back" on wood ashes
by any means, and shall continue to care-
fully save and apply them, Prx>fessor Hed-
rick's unfavorable report notwithstanding.

T. Greiner.
<$>

DOOR LATCH
This easily constructed latch I have

used for years on carriage doors that
close together. It must be made of hard
wood and bolted loosely to the upright

post A turn to either side will release

the opposite door, and the weight of the

handle holds it in position. It can be

used as well on a single door.

J. M. HURST.

Secretary Wilson's determination that

the pure-food law, which is one of the

best that Congress has passed in recent

years, shall be rigidly enforced will meet
with the hearty approval of food con-

sumers throughout this and foreign coun-

tries. The difficulties to be contended with

will only serve to increase the determina-

tion of the secretary to enforce the present

law as long as it remains on the statute

books.
*
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Mid-Winter Celery Growing
By Charles Alma Byers

— wyjiTH the coming of Thanksgiving
\V / and the other winter holidays it

YY will interest many persons to be
made acquainted with the na-

tion's winter celery patch and its loca-

tion—the place from which one of the

principal "trimmings" of the turkey din-

ner comes. The United States every

winter consumes tons of celery, and it

is a safe surmise that comparatively few
of the consumers know aught of whence
it comes or anything about its raising.

Many of them may know that a por-

tion of the winter supplj' comes from cold

storage and some of it direct from a win-
ter celery patch located somewhere, but
that in most instances constitutes the ex-
tent of their knowledge on the subject.

In Orange County, California, about
forty miles south of the city of Los An-

ture in some localities of a wet clay. The
peatland portion of the soil forces the
plant into quick maturity, and from such
localities comes the earlier part of the
winter supply. The crops in the clay
soil area are developed much slower, and
in this way the output is prolonged over
a larger period. The clay soil is also
more pregnated with "holding" qualities,

and by "banking" the crop a farmer can
have a fresh supply for almost any time
desired. The climatic conditions of the
country are such that celery can be grown
even better in the winter than in the
summer months, the rainy season then
being in progress ; and of course it is

at this season that the demand is greatest
and the price best.

The sowing of celery seed begins here
about the last of March and lasts until

geles, there is a low, flat, moist tract of the iirst of May, and the transplanting is

done from the middle of June until Sep-
tember. One acre sown with celery seed
will plant forty acres of field. The plants

are arranged in rows and are continually
"banked" until the harvesting time, which
bleaches the stalks and causes the plant
to become white and crisp. At the mar-
keting season the visitor to Celeryland,
of which Smeltzer is the recognized cap-
ital, will see large caravans o£-_ large
wagons stacked mountain high with crates

of celery, and all during this season the
air is heavily laden with the redolent
odor of the plant. The crop is shipped
by way of a spur of the Southern Pacific

Railroad—and in this way is provided
part of the Thanksgiving dinner.

land, five thousand seven hundred acres

in area, devoted exclusively to celery

raising. This is the winter celery patch
of the United States. This little corner

of Orange County, known locally as the

"Peatlands," has revolutionized the celery

industry for the winter months of nearly

the entire nation, and of a portion of

Canada. During the season of 1905-6

more than three thousand carloads, or

about 2,868,490 dozen bunches, of this

pungent crop were shipped to outside

markets, and in money this brought an
income to the owners of these five thou-

sand seven hundred acres of something
more than seven hundred and fifty thou-

sand dollars. And even this sum does
not represent the true value of last win-
ter's crop. There was an unusually large

shortage of freight cars at the - celery-

shipping season, and it is estimated that

between one hundred and fifty thousand
arid two hundred thousand dollars was
lost to the growers on this account.

The other celery-producing countries

of the United States which figure to any
great extent in supplying the markets are

Florida and Michigan. The former's

crop begins to make its appearance
toward the latter part of February, and
the latter's supply ends the first of No-
vember. A few years ago a large part

of the Michigan crop went into cold

storage for a few weeks, and then came
forth, more or less wilted and tough, to

supply the demand of the winter

months,^ A small portion of the winter

consumption still comes from this source.

The larger portion, how-
ever, comes direct from
the "peatlands" of Orange
County, California, and
is fresh and crisp and
much more desirable for

table- use. The product
of these five thoiisand
seven hundred damp
acres is marketed during
the latter part of No-
vember, all of December
and January and the
early part of February,
and thus it fills the breach
between the Michigan
and Florida seasons.

The celery growing in-

dustry in Orange Coun-
ty was started about
fourteen years ago by
D. C. Smeltzer, a former
produce dealer of Kan-
sas City, Missouri. From
that time the industry
has steadily increased in

every direction, and at

present there are about
one hundred and fifty

celery farmers in charge
of the five thousand
seven hundred acres of
exclusive celery land.

The value an acre placed
upon this area ranges from five hundred
to seven hundred and fifty dollars, the
average price being about six hundred
dollars an acre. The -growers are banded
together in an organization known as the
Celery Growers' Association of Orange
County, and it is through this association
that almost the entire crop is shipped.

In preparation for shipment, the celery,
crisp and pungent from the field, is put
up in crates, each of which holds from
seven to eight bunches, and an acre of
ground usually produces about two hun-
dred cratefuls, or from one thousand
four hundred to one thousand five hun-
dred dozen bunches. There are three
grades of the product, for which the grow-
ers receive, respectively, seventeen, twen-
ty and twenty-five cents a dozen bunches.
The average for an entire crop is usually
twenty cents a dozen. The cost of pro-
duction is rarely more than forty dollars

an acre, and each farmer controls about
thirty or forty acres of land. It is a very
profitable industry and one to which is

attached not a great deal of work.
The celery-producing area of Orange

PROFITS FROM THIS YEAR'S CROPS
The crops this year are not so large

as they were last, but I am satisfied they
have been made at a little less cost. And
as prices are higher, the farmer will have
about as much, or maybe a little more,
cash than he got last year. The crop has
been made for a little less cost, because
farmers could not obtain the help they
would have hired if they could have got-
ten it, and therefore they arranged to
get along with less even than they em-
ployed last year. Improved machinery
has enabled them to do this. One man
now accomplishes as much as two or
three formerly did, and better.

Last year was a bumper year in almost
all crops, and we must keep this in mind
when we compare the crops of this year

land, is preparing to make a concerted
attack on the great catalogue houses and
put them out of business, then compel
consumers to buy of them or go without.
They are especially bitter against farmers
who trade with the big department stores,

or catalogue houses, as they call them.
The journals devoted to their interests

go into hysterics over the great prosperity
of the department stores, and have been
doing some fine advertising for them by
their attacks. The small country village

papers have also been helping these in-

stitutions along amazingly by their attacks
on them. These people want the farmers
to spend their money with them, regard-
less of expense, and to "build up the
town" for their use by paying them a
large percentage more for goods than the
department stores charge for them.
These people do not help farmers in

any way. They opposed rural free de-
livery of mail because they wanted to

make the farmers come to town for their

mail and buy something. They are bit-

terly opposing a parcels post and postal
savings because they fear farmers will buy
still more goods from the catalogue
houses, and because they want them to

spend their money in their stores instead
of putting it in postal savings. One of
their writers says : "We . must go after

the farmer trade. We must compel him to

buy his goods from us. We have pointed
out the advantages of trading with us,

but he ignores our arguments and persists

in trading with the catalogue hottses."

The farmer won't be forced, but he- can
be led. Put your prices on a level with
those of the catalogue houses, and the
farmer will be your steady patron.

Fred Grundy.

WHEN THE WORLD GOES HARD
When the world goes hard.
It will sometimes. There is a great

deal said and written in these days about
the beauty of farm life. There are some
writers who in their enthusiasm paint the
attractions of the country in such rosy
hues that one would think from their say-
ings and their articles that there is no side

but the sunshiny side on the farm. That
these writers do a great deal of harm to

the cause they are anxious to help there
can be no manner of doubt. It is never
well to overdraw a picture ; and all of us
who know anything about farm life know
that there are times on the best-regulated
farm when the world does pull back and
it is the hardest kind of work to keep a

level head. To overlook these days and
say nothing about them is to be one-
sided. In all fairness, especially to those

eternity. Every time the farmer has a
chance to vote on the question he should
put his foot on the saloon.

And then there is the matter of hired
help. This is one of the most serious
problems with which the farmer of the
present time has to deal. It is almost
impossible to get a man that does not
drink or swear or use tobacco. To bring
such a man as this right into one's home
and place him in contact with the boys
and girls is a thing from which we may
all shrmk. But what can we do about it?

We cannot do all the work ourselves.
Somehow or other we must have help.

It is my opinion that the most feasible
solution of this problem is the farm ten-
ant house. Where there is such a house
on the farm we may secure the services
of a man who has a family of his own,
and such a man is more apt to be steady
and cleanly in his life, his words and his
habits than is the one that has no home
relations. When the day's work is done,
the married man, instead of tramping
away to town to spend the evening in
things that are of questionable worth, is

likely to be at home. ^
I would not be understood as sweeping

all hired men into the list of habitual
drunkards and profane persons. There
are hosts of good, clean men working out
to-day; and they are a help and a bless-
ing to us all. I would not say one word
against these faithful helpers. They are
the salt of their profession and something
better than the life of farm hands lies

before them. It is only the profane, reck-
less men that I am speaking of now, and
I am sorry it is so large a class of our
farm help.

* * *

Another thing that often comes with
force to the farm is sickness. How can
we avoid it, or meet it when it comes?
The best way is to keep clear of disease,
if possible. Some people seem to find a
great deal of satisfaction in saying that
farmers are more subject to certain dis-
eases than any other class of men. I do
not see why these dear people should
get so much comfort out of that fact.

Surely it is a thing to be deplored that
consumption and insanity should be so
prevalent on the farm.
The farmer women of the country are

doing much to make the farm more health-
ful than it used to be. Good cooking is

an art every woman ought to master. We
have such a variety of good things, right
from the earth, that it does not seem
as if it should be at all necessary for
any one to have poor or badly cooked

victuals. Few farm pa-
pers but have a de-
partment telling the
women folks how to
make the best possible
articles of food. The
woman who can make
good bread, cook veg-
etables and make plain
pastry is a jewel. The
young man who finds
such a one should close
a bargain with her as
soon as he can,_ other
things being equal.

HARVESTING SCENE, OCEAN VIEW CELERY RANCH, ORANGE COUNTY, CALIFORNIA

with those of last. I have been a crop who are thinking of making the farm
reporter sixteen years, with several help- their home, we ought to tell the truth.

ers, and I note that my helpers have
steadily become more and more conser-
vative in making their reports to me,
invariably going a little under the facts

in their estimates than over. The depart-
ment has aimed to select for crop report-

the whole truth and nothing but the truth.

If there never was any trouble on the
farm, we need never look for a paradise
beyond. Were that the case, we would
be satisfied with this old earth and make
no preparation for the great by-and-by.

ers men who are not given to booming But few of us ever find that condition

their respective localities by reportirtg thi^ side the pearly gates,

great yields of this or that crop, nor who.
look at things through the big end of a
telescope, and for this reason I have great
faith in its reports.

Sonie men have a habit of beginning to
destroy the crops before they are even
planted, and continue to preach disaster
to the end of the season. They do not
believe what they themselves say; but
they have gotten into the habit, and can't

get out of it.

<$>

THE SMALL SHOPKEEPER VERSUS
THE CATALOGUE HOUSE

T note that the Retailers' Association,
an organization supposed to comprise

There are troubles on the farm. Take
the saloon question. Few farms are ex-
empt from its shadow. The town in which
liquor is not to be had, either legally or
illegally, is a rarity. Of the two evils

the illegal saloon is far the worst. Both
are bad enough. Both are a standing
menace to the farmer boys of the country.
But the open saloon always holds its arms
wide, and says, "Come on ! Let's all have
a good time!" But it is a good time that
has a sting to it.

What is the thing to do, then, with the
saloon question in the country? Vote it

out. It is a blight and a curse always
and every time. How many farm homes
have been made sad by the mildew of

County is a sort of peatland with a mix- about all the small shopkeepers in the the saloon no one can tell this side of

Overwork is another
bane of farm life. Most
farmers lose their

heads on this point at

some time or other.

They see the work to

be done; time presses,

and they lose poise and
work until they are

about "ready to drop."
A day or two goes on,

and the doctor has to

be called to see the man
through a fit of sick-

ness. All he gained by
trying to do too much
in a day is lost. Bet-

ter by far take it a little easier and be a

few days longer about it than to run the

risk of sickness or death.

Working out in storms is a bad thing.

Many a man has come to the grave just

in that way. It does not pay from any
possible standpoint. The place for us

when the rain and snow falls is under
cover. There are jobs enough we,may
do ; if not, then rest for the days to come.

Pure water, good drainage and mod-
erate eating are things for which every

farmer should look out. Any one of the

three neglected will bring trouble. Wor-
ry is the worst enemy the farmer has.

If there is any one thing m.ore than an-

other we. need to cultivate it is the art of

keeping a steady hand on the throttle that

controls worry. Worry will take the

heart out of a man more quickly and do

it more effectually than anything else of

which I know. It stands us in hand to

keep cool. There will be other days

by and by; if not, we will not have to

meet their problems.
In a word, the best way to meet the

hard things of the farm is to keep calm,

steady and sane. E. L. Vincent.
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TREE GIEDLING BY MICE AITD
RABBITS

LAST winter many orchards suffered
injury by rodents. In one instance

noted by the office of experiment sta-

tions, every tree in a young grove
of two thousand catalpas was completely

girdled by meadow mice. Orchard trees

when girdled in this manner are best

remedied by bridge grafting; but less val-

uable kinds, like catalpa or locust, grow-
ing upon their own roots, should be cut

off close to the ground and allowed to

sprout again.

As a protection against such ravages, a
woven-wire cylinder of small mesh about
eighteen inches high is said to have given

good results. The Minnesota Experiment
Station says that some tree growers rec-

ommend the following treatment as a

protection against mice and rabbits:

'"Make a thick whitewash about the con-

sistency of cream, to which add enough
blue vitriol—procurable at any drug store

—to give a robin's egg blue color. Paint
the trunks to a height of two feet." An-
other remedy is a poisonous solution,

using one part of sulphate of strychnine,

^ne third of a part of borax, one part of
white sirup and ten parts of water. Shake
well, cut fresh twigs from the trees being
attacked, and with a small brush paint

them lightly with the poison, especially

the terminal buds. These are said to kill

mice and rabbits without endangering
other animals.
Mice may also be killed with strjxhnine

powdered on cornmeal mush. Wheat or
corn may be soaked twenty-four and one
half hours in a strjxhnine solution, made
by boiling a teaspoonful of the cr>-stals

in a cupful of water, the grain when dried

to be scattered at the base of the trees.

The chickens will have to be kept away
from this.—Guy E. Mitchell in The Amer-
ican Cultivator.

<S>

A CHEAP GATE LATCH AND
SUPPORT

This latch and support may be attached
to any st>'le of gate. The latch swings on
two wires and the end slips into a notch
cut in the post. The brace wire runs
from the top of the gate, as shown in the

Review of the Farm Press

cut, to the buildings, or a tall post may
be used instead if the gate is in a fence

away from any buildings. The higher

the brace wire is on the building or post,

the less strain there will be on it.—J.

Wesley Griffin in The Farmers' Review.

<»

MAKIITG ALCOHOL ON THE FARM
REQUIREMENTS OF A RURAL DISTILLERY

Alcohol can be made on the farm from
potatoes, corn or sorghum, the preference

being given in different localities to the

crop which yields best and can be grown
on a large scale without too much cost.

It will be necessary to build a complete
distillery, and it would not pay to run
it unless one hundred bushels are used
a day.

The manufacture of alcohol from pota-

toes, as it is carried on on numerous
farms in Germany, is thus : The pota-

toes are first washed, to free them from
dirt and stones, then steamed, mashed,
and to the mash green malt is added at

the rate of five pounds to every one
hundred pounds of potatoes, to convert

the starch into sugar. This takes place

at one hundred and five degrees Fahren-
heit, at which temperature the mash has
to be kept for two hours. It is then drawn
off, yeast added, to convert the sugar into

alcohol ; cooled, and drawn off into the

fermenting vats. In about six days the

fermentation is finished and the alcohol

is distilled off. Both the green malt and
the yeast used in the process have to be

made in the distillery.

Though the whole process is simple

and can be learned by any intelligent

man in two or three months, it requires

constant watching, and the used vats, ves-

sels, buckets, etc., have to be kept scru-
pulously clean, to prevent the formation
of harmful acids. The making of malt
requires skill and experience, and the
temperature of the mash during the dif-

ferent processes it undergoes requires
constant attention. Changes in the tem-
perature of the weather influence the tem-
perature in the rooms in the distillery,

and may hasten or retard the different

processes. Very few farmers will find

time to give the running of a distillery the
needed attention.

In Germany we find these potato distil-

leries only on large farms, where at least

two hundred acres are planted with pota-
toes. The farmers conducting such a

distillery can afford to hire a "stillmaster,"

a man who has made the running of a
country distillery- his business, and whose
services can be obtained at a moderate
salary. To judge from a four years' ex-
perience on a large farm in Germany, I do
not think that it would pay a farmer having
less than one thousand acres under the
plow to build a distillery. For farmers
farming one hundred acres or so the form-
ing of co-operative farmers' comp^anies
would be the way to make a success 'of it.

It should, however, be understood that

the main benefit derived from the running
of a distillery is not so much the profit

derived from the manufacture of alcohol

as the retaining of the most valuable and
costly constituents of the crops—the ni-

trogenous and mineral matter—for main-
taining the fertility of the soil. This refers

especially to the light soils. If potatoes,

corn or sorghum are grown on a large
scale, we will say on one third of the
tilled area, the sale of these crops would
be a heavy drain on the fertility, especially

on the humus content of the soil. By
converting the starch of these crops into

alcohol, and feeding the remaining parts

to live stock, the fertility of the soil

through the production of large quantities

of a rich manure is constantly increased.

So far as the profit from the manufac-
ture of alcohol is concerned, the German
farmers are, as a rule, content if the
sold alcohol covers all the expenses, in-

cluding the value of the potatoes, and
the by-product, the slop, is free; or if

about twenty-two cents is reahzed for
a bushel of potatoes. The potatoes used
for making alcohol must be rich in starch.

At the present time our farmers grow
potatoes with the view only of obtaining
the largest number of bushels an acre
and regardless of the starch contents.

If they want to go into the manufacture
of alcohol from potatoes they have to

grow potatoes rich in starch. Crop rota-

tion, manuring and fertilizing would have
to be changed accordingly.—H. Winkle-
man in The Rural New-Yorker.

SPLIT LOG ROAD DRAG *

By reference to the cut of the road drag
it will be noticed that the logs are framed
together in such a way that the face of
the drag lies at an angle of about forty-

five degrees with the line of the road, thus
drawing the material toward the center.

The rear log should follow in the track
of the first Drags should be used just

road is quite wet After it has made
the road fairly smooth, the drag gives the
best results if used when the earth begins
to dry.—The Wisconsin Agriculturist.

UTILIZING HEAT FROM FIREPLACE
It is a very easy matter to utilize all the

waste heat going up a chimney from a
fireplace, if desired, but a simple way to

get the benefit of a good portion is to
fit the chimney with a false flue, like the
accompanying diagram. If the chimney
has an area of at least ninety-six square
inches, one can put a six-inch galvanized-
iron pipe in the chimney and still have
area enough to carry off the smoke and
gases; if the chimney has more surface,

all the better. The modus operandi is

to make a hood somewhat larger than
the chimney, and have a round or square
opening in the center of the hood equal
to the diameter or square of the pipe one
wishes to use; then extend the pipe up
to six inches above the point where one

wishes to get the heat in the hall or

room. At that point insert a baffle plate

in the chimney, to direct the heat toward
the room. One can put a register in the

chiimiey or fit a conducting pipe Hhere,

and extend it off to a room at some dis-

tance. In the cut A B is the hearth;

C E F, pipe or register; D, baffle plates;

G, cold-air currents to mingle with hot
air in chimney.—J. C. Benang in The
Rural New-Yorker.

COMFORT OF A COW
Whatever adds to the comfort of the

dairy cow increases the yield of the milk.

Comfortable shelter and dry bedding and
comfortable methods of fastening add to

the milk yield. Frequency of feed, and
water twice or three times a day, are
largely a matter of habit, but regularity

Wheat 20 to 3« Baaheb.

after rains or continued wet weather, to

smooth the earth surface and prevent

ruts from forming to hold the water.

The drag not only smooths the road, btit

crowns it and puddles the mud so that it

is harder than ever when dried.

These drags have been used with very

great success on clay or water-holding

soils. Many stretches of black gumbo
roads in the West are maintained by the

use of this machine alone. Every farmer
owns one, and after a rain he spends a
few hours on the road adjacent tp his

farm. If there are many depressions to

fill, the drag should be used when the

of feed is essential to secure the greatest

yield. If feeding twice daily is the method
adopted, the cows should be fed the same

hour every morning and at the same time

selected for evening feeding every even-

ing. The same rule holds good if the

cows are given mid-day feeds. Regularity

is very essential, for if the cows have to

wait half an hour for their feed after the

usual time it will cause them to fret and
cut down the milk yield.—Prof. Oscar Erf
in the Kansas Farmer.

Whenever you need a new buggy, farm
wagon, plow, fanning mill, shovel or any-
thing else, look over the advertisements
in Farm and Fireside before you buy. We
use the utmdst care in seeing that only
advertisements that can be trusted are put
in Farm and Fireside. We guarantee
every one of them.

Bumper Crops
on $15 Land in the

Texas Pan Handle
You'd be surprised to see what those

Fan Handle fellows in Northern
Texas, Western Oklahoma and
Eastern New Mexico raise on their

ten and fifteen dollar land.

'Tisn't anything for them to get 40
or 50 bushels of corn to the acre.

Wheat makes about 20 to 30 bushels

and they calculate on gettin' 60 to

80 bushels of oats right along.

Alfalfa just seems to take naturally

to the country.

They get 2to2J^
tons to a cutting

on each acre, and
they cut three,

and some of them
four, times a year.

'Tisn't like it is

up North, you
know. They don't have long win-

ters to freeze everything up and keep
it frozen all winter.

You never saw a finer looking lot of

fellows in your life — strong, healthy,

husky. It's the climate that makes
them so— the healthiest climate you
ever saw.

There are 85 steam plows down
there now— cutting up ground at

the rate of 20 acres a day. That's
the way they do things down in the

Pan Handle.

You can settle most
anywhere in the Pan
Handle and be near

a good school and
church. There are

a dozen towns with
water works, elec-

tric lights, libraries,

banks and some of

them are figuring on
Think of the good

chocolate loam 5 to 8 feet deep, with
clay subsoil and plenty of water only

25 to 50 feet down, all ready for the

plow, selling for $10 to $15 an acre.

Honest, now, are you getting on as

well as the Pan Handle farmer ? I'll

allow, for the sake of argument, that

you've got 80 acres and they cost you
$50 an acre— that's $4,000. The
Pan Handle farmer can get 400 acres

for the same money and will raise

just as much to the acre as you can.

Looks to me like he's got about 5
times the best of you. Don't you
see he has?

Why don't you
go down to the

Pan Handle and
do the same? It

would pay you to

take a trip down
there, just to

look around.

It doesn't cost
much—only $20 from St. Louis or

Kansas City and$25 from Chicago,
round trip. The Rock Island-Frisco

lines have four routes to the Pan
Handle. Each one goes through a

different part of the country.
I have eot a book about Texas that's
niiehty interestm)» reading I Another ahout
Oklahoma ! Still another about New Mexico I

They will tell you a lot you want to know
about the Pan Handle Country before you go
down there. Do you want one t

The Rock Island -Frisco Lines have no land
for sale, and are only interested in gettinif

eood, energetic settlers for the desirable, but
unoccupied, lands alonp: their lines.

I have chosen several specific sections where
conditions are especially favorable for new
settlers, and I am advertising these sec-

tions, if you would prefer some other section
than the Pan Handle country look for my ad-
vertisements in other Issiies of this paper.

or write me for specific
literature about the sec-
tion you are most inter-
ested in.

JOHN SEBASTIAN
P«»». Traffic Mgr.

1522 La Salle SutioB
Chicago, 111., or
1522 Friaco BIdg.

St Looit, Mo.

Cora 40 to 50
Biuhelt.

Street cars.

Atfclfa, 2 >o 2 1-2 Tou. 3
Cottiiid.
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Jnsi LisTcn a Noment
You can hear lots of important news—
The Hog Market is up—ship that car-
load. Wheat is off a cent.
Information like this is important

to every farmer—and it can be had
for less than a cent a message if you
and nine or ten of your neighbors
will build your own telephone line.

Sfromberg -Carlson
Telephone

equipments can be bought
at reasonable prices.

Our directions are so plain
and simple that you can put
up the line with little effort.

Over one million Strom-
,
berg-Carlsontelephones

r are in use today. Write
today for telephone

book "How the Telephone
Helps the Farmer." 7th

edition and other literature,

sent free.

See oor exhibit at the
^Electrical Show, Chiea^,

.(anuarj 18.25, 1908. Space
No. 1-8, Section l,

Stromberg-Carlson Telephone
Mfg. Co..

Rochester. N. Y. Chicago. III.

Addreis nearut office

MADE FOR SERVICE
IN THE ROUGHEST WEATHER
AND GUARANTEED ABSOLUTELY

^WATERPROOF

A J TOWER tO- BOiTON

, POMMEL
\ SLICKERS

$350
This trade mark
and the word
Tower on the
buttons distin-

guish this high
grade slicker from

(thejust as good
brands

YOU CAN MAKE
in next three months $500

WiTH THiS

Eammer, Hatchet
Screw Driver
Bt&pie Faller
Hail Olaw. Wire
Oatter, Leather
PoBcli, Fiuchers

Every farmer wants one at sight. No
trouble to sell and pays good profits. One agent

makes over $1,500 a year selling our
^—.^.^^^te^ tools. Write today for ourO n I

'j"""^^"^*. "f'"'"'
"

^
price to agents

o loois -^1% %TX
also catalogue full of money makers.
We refer to publishers of this paper.

Foote Mfg. Co., Dept. 101, Dayton, 0.
Great Agents' Supply House,
formerly of Fredericktown -

tEAiocomTm
Soon you will be an engrineer and earn
more. We teach you by mail. Only rail-
way Bchool in existence conducted by ac-
tual railway officials. Our students make
good. Best roads represented. Positions
^aranteed to those mentally and phys-
ically competent. Hundreds needed
now. Write today for catalog-, etc,

The Wenthe Ry. Correa. School
^^^Bo^789^reeport^U^^

T YOUR IDEA^
$100,000 for one invention;

another $8,500. Book "How to
Obtain a Patent ' and "What to In-
vent" sent free. Send rough sketch for free
report as to patentability. JVVe advertise your
patentfor sale at our expense.

Patent Obtained or Fee Ketumed.
CHANDLEE & CHANDLEE, Patent Att'ys,

( Eatabliehcd 1 6 jeara)

987 p. street, Washington, D. C.

LET tVIE SEND
you this feed grinder on 10
days' free trial. You don't
pay me a cent in ad-vance.

DITTO'S
Triple G«ared, Ball-Bearlne

,
^^FEED GRINDER

^IB positively the best sweep mill made.
Grinds 20% faster and easier than any
other. I guarantee this. Catalog Free.

DITTO, BOX ye, JOLIET, ILLINOIS

3 STROKE SELF FEED HAY PRESS
2 Men can run it

3 tons in one hour
Easy draft.

Smooth bales
Will save its cost
Shipped on trial

Satisfaction
Guaranteed

THE AUTO-FEDAN HAY PRESS CO.,
TOPEKLA, KJ13VSAS. Box T.

I

—PATENTS that PROTECT
I
Our 3 books for inventors mailed on receipt of 6xt8.

I B. S. A. B. LACET, Rooms 28-38 Pacific
I E.tabllalied 1869. Wa»hlngton.

stamps I

Bide. I

D. C. I

Review of the Farm Press
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MILK, AGE AND FEED

WHEN a cow reaches a certain pro-
duction, beyond that point, the
rnilk is produced at more cost.

With an average cow it is possi-

ble to get a production of seven or eight

thousand pounds of milk in a year at a
moderate cost, but when you get beyond
this, and try to make a "big record," it

adds materially to the cost. Every one
hundred pounds of milk which a cow pro-
duces beyond her natural limit of pro-
duction costs from one to three dollars

;

hence our dairymen have to study more
and more closely how they can feed their

cows economically in order to produce
milk at a profit. It is not altogether the
quantity of milk the dairy cow yields

v/hich should receive attention, but the

net profit which she turns into her own-
er's pocket in twelve months is of more
importance.
Economy in the production of milk is

an important factor, and the greater pro-
portion of roughage to grain a cow will

use, the greater is the usual net profit.

While the heavy meal feeding may bring
large gross returns, it is the grass, silage,

corn fodder and hay that make the profit.

However, a certain amount of the expen-
sive foods are essential in winter feeding,
and it behooves every dairyman to learn
to what extent there is profit in feeding
them. Under ordinary conditions, with
ordinary creamery and cheese-factory
prices, it seems to have become a fairly

well-established principle of feeding cows
that the ration should be composed of
about one part of grain to two parts of
roughage during the winter season.—Pro-
fessor Dean in The Inland Farmer.

<$>

THREE-HORSE EVENER
Some one asked for a three-horse

evener to use on a tongue. Here is one.
There must be an offset iron made in the
form of a half circle. The ends may be
bent down so as to hold against the side
of the tongue. The one bolt in each end
will be enough to hold it in place. It

should be made of iron two inches wide
and one half inch thick. There should
be twelve inches from the center of the

(

BE SURE TO MENTION FARM AND FIRESIDE WHEN
WRITING TO ADVERTISERS.

Roots should not be fed alone, as they
carry too much water. A root feed may
vary from twenty-five to fifty pounds a
day per thousand pounds of animal. Do
turnips and rutabagas impart a flavor to
milk ? It is claimed not if they are fed
just after milking and if no roots are
in the room at the time of milking.
A greater average yield of dry mat-

ter to the acre may be obtained from
mangels, half-sugar mangels, sugar beets
and rutabagas than from average yield of
corn. While it costs somewhat more to
produce this dry matter in roots than in
corn, yet it is the consensus of opinion
that the higher digestibility of roots and
their greater relish more than offsets this.
Mangels are more succulent than sugar
beets, but the latter produce a higher
yield of dry matter. However, since they
grow in the ground, the sugar beets are
more difficult to harvest, nor do they keep
so well. Rutabagas produce profitable
yields and are well adapted to early feed-
ing, and are particularly good for hogs,
sheep and cattle. Carrots and parsnips,
while not yielding so heavily, are well
thought of as condimental foods for
horses.—Guy E. Mitchell in Kansas
Farmer.

CAUSE OF BARREN ORCHARDS
I have seldom seen in western New

York a barren orchard—that is, one that
seldom bears fruit—but I have noticed
that some orchards are far more produc-
tive than others, even in this favored
section.

My opinion as to the cause of barren
orchards is that the soil or location is

not favorable for this fruit. Apple trees
do not like wet feet; therefore, if the
orchard is situated on low land imper-
fectly drained, you cannot expect the trees
to be productive of fine fruit. It is pos-
sible for the soil to be of such hard,
tenacious clay as to be unfavorable for
the site of an orchard; but if the location
is elevated, so that the land is well drained,
I should have but little fear on this
account, for I remember that a portion
of the orchard which I planted when I

was a boy was on soil so hard that in
digging the holes a crowbar was necessary,
and yet the trees standing there to-day are
thrifty and have been productive for many
years. Yet if I had my choice I would
choose a loamy soil and not one that
would plow up in lumps.
Nearly all fruits are affected favorably

tongue to the draw hole in the iron. The
length of the long evener may be found
by placing a singletree at the end of a
set of whippletrees. It will be about fifty-

four inches between the end holes. This
would bring the draw hole eighteen inches

from the hole in the short end. The side

draft caused by the offset may be reme-
died by a strap from the hames of the

third horse to the end of the neck yoke.

Care must be taken to hitch the second

by honey bees, which fertilize the blos-

soms. If there are no honey bees within
miles of an .orchard it might cause a

scarcity of fruit in the orchard. This
fact is illustrated by my strawberry plan-

tation, which during a season of pro-
longed and frequent rains at blossoming
time prevents frequenting by bees ; thus
many of the blossoms, and particularly

horse so that the iron semicircle will not
interfere with his freedom of action while
at work.

In using three horses try this way of
arranging the lines : Take a pair of old
single harness lines and make two cross
lines a little longer than the regular ones.
Fasten them to the inside bit rings of the
outside horses. Let this run over the back
of the middle horse and buckle into the
regular buckle. It works fine and gives
one full control of his team.—The Ameri-
can Cultivator.

FEEDING ROOTS TO FARM ANIMALS
As a part of the daily ration it is

stated that roots have a decided value
for all farm animals. Some Cornell ex-
periments call attention to the fact that
their effect is "tonic as well as nutritive,
and that breeders of farm animals for
exhibition purposes find roots invaluable."

the later ones, are not fertilized by the
bees carrying pollen on their legs from
one flower to another. Consider the mill-
ions and billions of strawberry blossoms
on an acre of land, and how industrious
the bees must be to visit all these blos-
soms. We are told that most varieties
of strawberry blossoms fertilize them-
selves, but they are benefited nevertheless
by the pollen of other flowers carried
by the bees.

Many orchards are injured, especially
after they have remained long in sod
and the roots have been encouraged to
come near the surface, by plowing at a
depth of seven or eight inches.—Charles
A. Grsen in Green's Fruit Grower.

Every
Good
Farmer
Knows

that it pays to keep stock,

grain, hay, tools, vehicles
and implements under a
good, tight roof.

REX
FLINTKOTE

ROOFING
is the kind of roof that*s easy to
lay—any ordinary workman can
do it.

Proof against water, tight against
wind, resistant to fire, and sure to

satisfy. Won't give taste to cistern

water ; won't stretch, warp or
crack. Highest in quality. "Look
for the Boy"—the trade-mark on
every roll ttiat protects you.

SAMPLES SENT FREE
to prove how good it is, with a
booklet fult of roofing information.
Send for these, and also enclose

4 cents for our booklet, "Making
Poultry Pay," which every farmer
ought to have.

J. A. & W. BIRD & CO.
75 India Street, Boston, Mass.

Agents evcrywlure

LET US TAN
YOUR HIDE,
Whether Steer, Bull, or Horse Hide,

Calf, Dog, Deer, or any kind of hide
or skin with the hair on, soft, light,
odorless and moth-proof for robe, mg,
coat or gloves, and make them up when
so ordered.
But first get our illustrated catalog-,

with prices, shipping tags and instruc-
tions. We are the largest custom fur
tanners of large wild and domestic
animal skins in the world.
We make and sell Natural Black

Galloway fur coats and robes, Black
and Brown Frisian, Black Dog Skin,
and fur lined coats; also do taxidermy
and head mounting,

THE CROSBY FRISUN FtJR COHPAW.
116 HUl Street. Rocbester. N. Y.

BARBWIRE^m
for a full 80 rod of a mile reel. Heavilv gal-
vanized made of ? strands, full No. U wire,
amply strong for all purposes, barbs 3 inches apart.
Saves you $1 a reel. Sample (or stamp, or
send SI. 93 per reel. We will sliip promptly.WIRE FENCE, 14c a rod. Best quality, all pat-
terns, lowest price, "Write for free Catalogue C.
tlNCOLN-POPE MEKCANTItE CO.

Capital Stock, $300,000.00. Established 1889.

1807 Fine Street St. liOnis, Mo-

bei

THE LARGEST AND BEST LINE OF

WELL DRILLING
njl A/%|J IIVICDV in America. We
Iwl/*0n I in Eln T have been mak-
tagfit for over 20 years. Do not buy until you
see our new Illustrated Catalogrue No. 15. Send
for it now. It is FREE.
Austin Manufacturing Co., Cliicago

UTEUEFHONES specially
adapted to farm lines. Sold

direct from factory.
^ Book of instructions

how to organize
fanners and bxiild

line free. Write for
Bulletin No. 301. The North
Electric Co.* Cleveland, 0.
Kansas City, Mo* Dallas. Tex.

Trappers=Fur Traders
Ship your Furs direct to the World's Largest Fur
Market, where prices are always highest. Write for

our Latest Price List, giving highest prices for Furs
and Pelts of all kinds from all sections. It's free.

M'VERS.BOYD COiWMISSION CO., St. Louis, JWo.

PA T P M 1* e SBCTTKBS OB. FEB

Free report as to patentability. Illustrated Guide
Book, and List of Inventions Wanted, sent free.
EVANS, WH-KENS & CO., WASHrNGTON. D. O.

AGENTS, DON'T HESITATE tively show yon how to make
$25 every day in the week; new invention, everybody wants
one, jost hand them out and collect your money; free sample.
RAPID AUTOMATIC CO., 859, Cincinnati, Ohio.
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Gardening
BY T. GREINER

WUTTEB KHUBABB

IT
IS time now to get our plants in

readiness for the winter crop of

rhubarb. We have had a supply

of this for several winters, and
appreciate the fresh and brittle stalks

grown at that season so much that we
would greatly miss them if we had to

do without.
If you have a place in the cellar, or a

corner under some bench in a cool green-

house, as we have, by all means dig a

number of good clumps of rhubarb, and
leave them exposed outdoors until about

six weeks before the new stalks are

wanted. The clumps should freeze, and
when they are planted out in the cellar

or under the bench in an average temper-

ature of sixty degrees or so they will

soon start into growth.
In the cellar, if rather cold, a lighted

lantern may be set among the plants in

such a way as to furnish .some heat for

them. Under the greenhouse bench I

keep the plants boxed in and in the

dark. But the stalks thus grown are

very fine and far superior to stalks grown
in open ground during the warm season.

<5>

SOU FOR ONIONS
A Florida reader says he has an old

mill pond that has just been cleared up.

It is "hummock" land and some muck, all

well drained. Will this be good for

onions as a first crop? That is the ques-

tion. I can see no reason why it should

not give a good onion crop. But if there

is any suspicion of acidity, it may be well

to apply lime. This will do no harm, at

any rate. Odd j;orners or pieces of this

description often produce great crops of

onions or other vegetables.

ASPAEAGUS VABIETIES
I can easily tell the difference, by

color, between the Columbian Mammoth
White and the other asparagus vari-

eties. But it is not so easy to pick a

single plant of Palmetto or Conover's

Colossal, or Argenteuil, etc., out of a

mixed lot of all or any of these sorts.

The instructor in horticulture at the

University of California says that here

are some four kinds which are grown in

that state—Conover's Colossal, Columbian
Mammoth. Parr's Mammoth, and Pal-

metto. All these approximate very closely

to each other, Conover's Colossal rep-

resenting the t)'pe. All have about equal

value, but preference is shown Conover's

Colossal and Palmetto, the first because

it is somewhat the largest, the Palmetto

because it undoubtedly is a little earlier.

I think this is about right. I can see

no material differences (except, color as

noted) between all these sorts, and very

little in yield and in bearing season. Giant

Argenteuil may be added to this list, these

remarks being applicable to it also. We
think much of Palmetto, however, -as it is

less subject to the attacks of rust than

are the other varieties named.
Fortunately for us, the asparagus beetle

has been about extirpated in this locality

by the rigorous weather conditions of the

past winter. I do not remember having

seen a single specimen during the past

asparagus season. Before that they were
very plentiful every year.

PEEPAEING POISONS AT HOME
It is true that the various directions

given out for making arsenate of lead

from purchased chemicals are contradic-

tory and confusing. The trouble has

arisen from the fact that the original

formula as used for the gipsy moth in

Massachusetts had simply been copied as

applicable for general uses. Gypsine was
at first simply diluted with water (one

hundred and fifty gallons to four ounces

of arsenate of soda and eleven ounces of

sugar of lead), and a little molasses was
often added to it to make it still more
adhesive.
Now we almost invariably use it in

combination with Bordeaux mixture, and
we want it in small bulk to add it as

needed to whatever quantity of Bordeaux
we have in our tank. In short, we want
it as a paste, and not in the original weak
solution in water. A reader, W. R. Mese-
role, of Susquehanna County, Pennsly-
vania, gives us the following as his way
of preparing this poison: "Sugar of lead

and arsenate of soda will dissolve in four
times their weiglit of cold water, and in

less of boiling water. I take twenty-two
ounces of sugar of lead and eight ounces
of arsenate of soda and pulverize them
thoroughly. To this I add boiling water
sufficient to make one gallon. This will

look milky, and there will be a slight pre-

cipitation. A little vinegar or acetic acid
will clear it, but it is not necessarj'. It

should be put in a jug or bottle large
enough to give room for shaking before
using. Stir often when using. To one
quart of this mixture I add ten to twelve
gallons of Bordeaux or water, and there
is no danger of hurting the foliage. The
twenty-two ounces of sugar of lead (ace-
tate of lead) and eight ounces of arsenate
of soda should not cost over forty cents.

Mr. E. Van Alstjne, one of the best-
known institute workers of New York
State, while not advising the making of
arsenate of lead, and considering it dif-

ficult to make a good mi.xture, gives the
following formula : "Dissolve eleven
ounces of acetate of lead in one half gal-
lon of water, and four ounces of arsenate
of soda in another half gallon. Then
pour the two solutions together in a tank
containing forty-eight—g^allons of water.
The white precipitate formed is arsenate
of lead. Good chemicals should be used."

I find more difficulties in procuring the
arsenate of soda at the common drug
stores at anything like a reasonable price
than to make the mixture after I once
have secured the materials. In fact, I

think it is an extremely simple process

;

nor can I see any necessity of using so
much water. I just dissolved an ounce of
arsenate of soda in a pint of water, and a
scant three ounces of acetate of lead in

about the same quantity of water, and
then slowly poured the two solutions to-

gether. This, when well shaken up, gives
us the arsenate of lead in a milk-like
fluid. I poured it into about ten gallons
of Bordeaux mixture and used it on po-
tato and other vines in the garden. No
fault can be found with this home-made
mixture. It does good work without in-

jury to the foliage.

Mr. Van Alst3'ne says it will be neces-
sary to use at least three pounds of the
paste to the fifty gallons of spray mix-
ture for fruit, and five pounds for pota-
toes. I would not make much ado over
the expense so long as it proves effective.

Our friend Meserole, it seems to me, uses
this poison in a rather strong dose; but
it should "do the business."

KEEPING DAHTJA EOOTS OVEB
WINTEE

The winter storage of dahlias, about
which a Pennsylvania reader inquires, is

extremely simple. After the plants have
been killed by frost, just lift the roots
carefully with spade or potato fork, bruis-

ing them as little as possible ; shake off

all the soil, and expose tkem for a while
to the air to dry, and then store them in

a cool, frost-proof cellar in dry sand.

In a very dry cellar, or where not
safe from frost, place them in a barrel

or box, and cover with sawdust or other

litter. In spring take them out, and plant

them again.
<S>

NEW EEMEDIES FOE POTATO SCAB

J. C, a Michigan reader, writes that

he has accidentally discovered a sure pre-

ventive of potato scab that is easy to apply,

cheap and not a poison. But he says he
cannot afford to give his new discovery
away and desires to "make something out
of it."

In a general way I do not believe in ag-
ricultural secrets and agricultural patent

medicines. From the standpoint of "the

other fellow," however, it may seem that

any one who discovers a good thing, or
acquires some new and useful knowledge,
is entitled to his reward. For instance, if

scalecide is a safer or cheaper or more
effective remedy for the San Jose scale

than other known remedies, we will buy
and use it even if we are a little in

the dark about its exact composition or
preparation or knowing that it is a pro-

prietary remedy. We use in this way
liquid lice killers for poultry, and nico-

tine preparations for green fly in green-
houses, and sheep dips, and many other
things.

If our Michigan friend will put up a
preparation that he can guarantee to

prevent potato scab, and will advertise it

in agricultural papers, and furnish it

cheap enough, he may possibly sell enough
"to make something out of it." First of

all, however, he should be sure that he
has struck a really good and effective rem-
edy. He cannot be sure about this from
one year's trial, or from a trial in one
place or on one kind of soil.

Our present state of knowledge on this

disease recognizes two sources of infec-

tion—namely, seed potatoes infected with
scab, and soil containing scab fungus. We
can easily disinfect the seed tubers by
soaking them in corrosive sublimate solu-
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tion or in formaldehyde, or by exposing
them for a while to the direct rays of the
suh, turning them from time to time.

But to get rid of the infection already
present in the soil is a more difficult

matter. The most practical method prob-
ably is the use of clover sod, plowing the
field after .the clover has made consider-
able growth, or better, perhaps, plowing
the second crop under in early fall, in hot
weather, if possible, so as to make the
land somewhat acid. Or any other soiling

crop may be grown that will admit of
plowing a mass of green stuff into the
soil for the same purpose. Our friend
may continue his trials, however, and if

satisfactory, bring out his remedy in the
way suggested.

GREEN MAiniRE
A Minnesota lady tells me that last

spring she heaped the mowings from a
large lawn around gooseberry bushes.
She noticed that it killed the weeds, and
being afraid it might hurt the shrubs,'

too, she removed it and piled it on a
heap to rot. It is now a rather saK'y
mass, and she wonders whether this has
any value as fertilizer. Of course it has.

But about as good a way as any would
have been to leave it right around the
bushes to rot down, or to be finally

hoed into and mixed with the soil. If in

a salvy condition, I think I would add
dry lime or dry soil, or mix and compost
it with barn-yard manure.

All manner of vegetable matter is

serviceable as an addition to the manure
pile, and rotted lawn clippings will make
a manure not materially differing in value
for any soil or crop of the average of
barnyard manure.

MANAGING ROSES
A New Orleans reader says that he

has some fine roses, but cannot induce
them to make much growth. Some of
them are three years old and only fifteen

inches high. One rose bush makes good
growth, but does not bloom. Now he
proposes to graft them, and asks for in-

formation how to do it. The answer is

simple. Don't. Roses are generally
propagated from cuttings under glass.

Sometimes improved varieties are
budded on strong stocks, such as manetti,
or in some cases grafted by the veneer
method. The best way for the green
hand, however, is to buy his plants from
a plant grower or florist. Good roses can
be had at very moderate prices. It de-
pends, then, on selection and on treat-

ment. »
Our friend did not state what kind of

roses he has, nor how he treats them.
Generally speaking, all roses want a strong
loam rather than loose sandy or other
open and light soils. The very best that

can be given them is a compost made
from thoroughly rotted sods cut from
an old meadow where the soil is of strong
loamy character. In such soil almost any
rose w.il flourish.

ONION SEEBUNOS
Where onions have been allowed to

ripen and spill seeds, young plants are
likely to come up freely, and I sometimes
have these young plants near the old rows,
especially of the Welsh onion, that were
left for seed, standing as thickly as hair
on a dog all over the ground near those
seed rows. We can easily kill them, and
keep them from becoming a weed pest,

by stirring the ground with cultivator,

wheel hoe or common hand hoe.
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ORNAMENTATION OF GROUNDS

WE OFTEN hear persons say that it is

not worth while to plant out
trees, as it takes so long to get

good results. This, however, is

a mistake, since if the work is care-

fully done the results are very obvious
in a few years. Illustrations 1 and 2
show what can be accomplished in six

years by planting. They are views of the

same residence taken from about the

same point of view after an interval of

only six years.

APPLE RUST
Recently I visited the orchard of a hor-

ticultural friend of mine that I had not
seen for seven or eight years. -The trees

as a whole were healthy and well loaded
with fruit, except- for a row of Wealthys
close to a red cedar hedge, and this was
so badly injured by leaf rust that more
than half of the foliage had fallen from
the trees, and that which remained was
badly injured and was unsightly, and the
crop of fruit from these trees was of little

value.

On examining the red cedars I found
they were full of the little hard swellings
commonly know.n as
cedar apples. I was
sure then that I had
found the source of
the leaf rust on the
Wealthy trees. These
trees were shaded by
the red cedars and
the foliage kept moist
most of the day, and
even in quite dry
weather the foliage

did not dry off until

late in the forenoon.
I found that my friend

was not informed as

to the close connec-
tion between the
swellings or the cedar
apples on the cedar
trees and the leaf rust

on the apple trees.

It should be more
generally known that

wherever leaf rust is

found on the apple
trees the red cedar
must be near by, since

the disease cannot
live more than one
generation upon the
apple, and the next
generation it must live

upon the red cedar.

This life history in plants is frequently

referred to as allernation of generation,

and it is found in a number of other para-

sitic plants. Under such conditions the

removal of the red cedar would undoubt-
edly result in the removal of the rust

from the apple, or the removal of the

apple trees would undoubtedly result in

the removal of the cedar apples from the

cedar trees.

My friend is rather loath to cut down
his red cedar windbreak, and will try to

overcome the difficulty ~5y spraying. He
has, however, a hard proposition to do so
satisfactorily. His trees of Patten's Green-
ing in the same row with the Wealthys
are not injured by rust, which only goes
to show the great resistant qualities of
this variety. This is true among ani-

mals; one will be immune to a disease
that may carry off many others.

<$>

SOME HARDY PLANTS AND BULBS
Mrs. D. McG., Leroy, Minnesota—It is

generally best to get the yuccas of rather
small size. The garden yucca, Yucca fila-

Fruit Growing
BV SAMUEL B. GREEN

mentosa, is quite easily transplanted when
of small size, but when old is not ea.sily

moved.
The plant from which the leaf came,

which you enclosed, I am considerably in

doubt about, but if you would send me
a whole plant I think I could identify it.

It looks to me as if it might be the lower
leaf of one of the Centaurea or other of
the dusty millers, or possibly Cineraria
maritima. I do not think it will endure
our winters successfully in the open, but
you may possibly be able to carry it

through by giving it extra good protec-
tion.

The common bleeding heart-may be suc-
cessfully transplanted in the autumn, but
should be heavily mulched in winter for
protection. _The irises may also be trans-
planted in autumn, and I think it a better
time than in the spring, but all material

t
i

l5

Fie, 1—Showing the same place as shown in Fig. 2, but six years before
planting: was commenced

of this sort which is transplanted in au-
tumn should be heavily mulched in winter.
We plant more or less autumn bulbs

each year, and generally have good suc-
cess with them, and we do not find it

necessary to put fertilizer or sand around
such hardy kinds as tulips and crocuses.
If the soil is a good rich loam, and they
are planted at proper depth, they are al-

most always a success.

Narcissus poeticus is not adapted for
outside planting, but is a greenhouse plant
in the North.

I certainly would not use any stable ma-
nure or other fertilizer of any kind close

to bulbs or seeds. Plants cannot use rich
food of this kind when they first start,

but only after they have become vigorous.
I think you will get much better results

with your Japan lilies if you plant them
in the open soil and do not start them jn
the house. The Japan lilies will probably
winter best in your section if the plants
are covered over with a box or boards
and pains taken to keep water from set-

ling around them, and the whole well
mulched.

BITTERSWEET OR GARDEN NIGHT-
SHADE AN EDIBLE FRUIT

Mrs. T. K., Ruso, North Dakota—The
sample of fruit which you sent is Solanum
nigrum, commonly called garden night-
shade or bittersweet. I know that this

is used in the Dakotas and some other
sections in large quantities for preserving,

and is quite acceptable where other fruit

is scarce. When this fruit is green there

is a poisonous principle in it that would
perhaps make it unfit to use, but when
fully ripe it is often used in large quan-
tities. It is closely allied to the potato
and the tomato.

FERTinZER FOR FRUIT TREES
J. O. B., Ponchatoula, Louisiana—Your

inquiry in regard to the value of the fer-

tilizers that are offered you I have taken
up with Prof. Harry
Snyder, the well-
known agricultural
chemist, and he re-

plies as follows

:

"The first sample of
fertilizer contains, per
two - hundred - pound
bag, five pounds of
nitrogen and thirty-

seven pounds of in-

soluble phosphoric
acid, while the second
contains practically

the same amount of
nitrogen and forty-

eight pounds of avail-

able phosphoric acid.

If these samples are
true to label, No. 2 is

much the cheaper and
more 'profitable. At
five cents a pound for

the available phos-
phoric acid and eight-
een cents a pound
for the nitrogen, fer-

tilizer No. 2 would
be worth about twen-
ty-eight dollars a ton.

"It would be advis-
able to use with the
bone meal about sev-
enty-five pounds an

acre of some potash fertihzer, as kainite
or muriate of potash. Instead of the bone
meal a complete fertilizer carrying about
ten per cent of available phosphoric acid,
three per cent of nitrogen and four per
cent of potash can be used. Much will
depend upon previous experience with
these fertilizers. Upon some soils phos-
phorus in the form of bone meal gives
best results, while upon other soils po-
tassium or nitrogen may be needed with
or without phosphorus."

<$>

TRIMMING
M. H. D.,

SUGAR MAPLE TREES
Springfield,, Ohio—For or-

dinary light pruning of the sugar maple
and other hardy trees I think the best
time is in June. For heavy pruning
(which is always to be avoided if possible)
the work may be done in the autumn or
early in the spring, but all wounds over
three fourths of an inch in diameter
should be given a heavy coat of white
lead, and even when this is done the sap
will often flow from them in the spring.

Fie. 2—The same place as shown in Fie. 1. but after six years had elapsed
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ECONOMICAL CALF FEEDING

I
SAVE written a good deal on the de-
sirability of employing codliver oil in

calf feeding, and this has brought
me in a mass of correspondence.

I can speak from practical experience in

a small way of its efficiency, but it will

be better to give details of demonstrations
made on a large scale.

In the first case four lots of calves

were selected and fed upon whole milk,

upon five parts of separated milk with
one part of whole milk, upon separated
milk and cod-liver oil, and upon separated
milk and cornmeal, which so many people
use for the purpose of calf feeding.

Of course it is difficult to put a price

on the oil, for it will vary a little, ac-

cording to freight charges, but really so
little for my purpose that no heed may be
taken. The calves fed upon the whole
milk did the best in the early days, but al-

though reaching the highest weights, they
did not realize the highest profits. Tak-
ing account of the cost of rearing the
respective groups of calves, it was found
that the saving effected by employing the
oil was in the ratio of 31 as against 33
for mixed milk and 38 for separated milk
and meal.
Much depends upon the purpose for

which the calf is reared, and the remark
applies especially to this experiment,
where in the case of the calves reared to

maturitj' for beef, the oil proved the most
economical. In a second demonstration
the calves were fed precisely the same as

in the first The fluctuations were equally
marked during the period of calf life,

and during the first winter, the second
summer and the second winter; and j-et

when the animals were ready for sale,

those which had received the oil in their

youth had gained 759 pounds a head, while
those fed on whole milk had gaind only
734 pounds. The calves which had received
the mixed milk gained 635 pounds, and
those fed upon the meal, 678 pounds. It

was especially noted that the animals fed
on the oil were excellent thrivers. The
result of the sale favored the oil-fed

calves about twelve per cent. It may be
remarked that the animals receiving the
meal cost a good deal less for milk sup-
plied, inasmuch as they were fed upon it

for twelve weeks only, instead of twenty
weeks. A saving was effected, indeed, in

each case in which milk substitutes were
employed, as well as when mixed milk
was given instead of whole milk. The
calves received from one and one half to

two ounces of oil daily, and it is scarcely
possible to contend that where the work
is to be performed in a cleanly and careful
manner there can be any possible danger
to calves, even though they are supplied
with separated milk from a creamery.
Assuming that a gallon of oil weighs

about ten pounds, and that ten pounds of
butter is a fair equivalent for that oil, the
difference between the price of oil and that
received for butter represents a saving
and a gain.

The calf receiving oil in these experi-
ments obtains a considerably smaller
weight of fatty matter than the calf which
receives new milk, and we easily take an
example case. A gallon of milk contain-
ing three and one half per cent of fat con-
tains five and one half ounces of butter
fat, which is the equivalent of a still

larger weight of butter, so that where only
two quarts a day are supplied to a calf,

which is a small ration, the quantity of
fat consumed would be considerably
greater than is consumed in the form of
oil by calves fed with oil and .skim milk.

I presume that the skim milk being
used in larger quantities than the new
milk practically makes up for the de-
ficiency of the fat supplied. In rearing
calves for maturity, it is apparently not
essential to supply so large a quantity of
fat in their early days, while if we may
judge from the practise of the Norman
farmer, it is no more essential to supply
fat in larger quantities for the production
of veal. This fact has been demonstrated
on many occasions, and it will, I venture
to believe, no longer be disputed. The
milk supplied in Normandy is not sepa-
rated milk, but milk which, having been
skimmed in deep vessels, is allowed to co-
agulate, the calves consuming the curd,
which may reach as much as three gal-
lons in quantity.

It is surely needless to urge that in any
dairy where butter is produced, the sup-
ply of large quantities of whole milk to
calves is a most expensive process.

W. R. GlLBEBT.

All the advertisers in this paper are re-
liable. We investigated pretty thoroughly
before admitting them. You can trade
with them without any risk.
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In keeping with the triumphant record of fifteen -years, butter exhibits made from DE LAVAL

SEPARATOR CREAM made a clean sweep of all high scores at the big NATIONAL DAIRY
SHOW in Chicago the week of October 14-19.

First Prize went to A. Lindblad. North Branch, Minn., with a score of 97%,
Second Prize vyent to A. Schroeder, Adams, Minn., with a score of 97.

Third Prize went to Herman C. Raven, Bloomer, Wis., with a score of 96)4

•

94:/4% of all the entries were De Laval made, showing the overwhelming use of De Laval machines
by well-informed buttermakers everywhere, while the average score of all the De Laval made entries was
92 against an average score of 89 for all the other entries, proving again the unquestionable superiority of

De Laval separated cream in good buttermaking.
Then, as usual, DE LAVAL BUTTER HAS MADE A CLEAN SWEEP OF ALL FIRST

PRIZES AND HIGHEST HONORS AT THE 1907 STATE FAIRS, reports to date giving chief

winners and best scores as follows:

WISCONSIN, O. R. McCormick, Bancroft Score 98
MINNESOTA, ^ M. Sondergaard, Hutchinson " 97
IOWA, L. C. Peterson, Story City " 97}i
KANSAS, Mrs. W. H. Coberly, Hutchinson " 97>^
ILLINOIS, W. J. Kane, Morrison " QG'A
INDIANA, T. C. Halpin, Trafalgar " 96
SIOUX CITY, L. P. Holgerson, Troy Center, Wis " 97yi
SOUTH DAKOTA, A. H. Wilcox, Bloomer, Wis " 95
KANSAS CITY, MO., Ike Oswolt, Topeka, Kans " 97 ^
COLORADO, Mr. Parfeit, Golden score not reported.

At the 1907 Tennessee State Fair a big buttermaking contest limited to Tennessee women
was held in the presence of 5,000 people and Miss Kate Cleaves who won the First Prize of $50.— made
her butter from De Laval cream.

And so it goes: FROM YEAR TO YEAR DE LAVAL USERS INVARIABLY WIN ALL
HIGHEST HONORS IN EVERY IMPORTANT BUTTER COMPETITION. All Highest

Awards in everj' contest of the National Buttermakers' Association since 1892 have been won by users of

De Laval machines. The butter receiving the highest score at the World's Exposition in Paris in 1901

was De Laval made; as was also the Grand Prize butter of the St. Louis World's Fair in 1904.

A De Laval catalog, to be had for the asking, will help to make plain why De Laval cream en-

ables superior buttermaking. You merely have to write for it.

THE DE LAVAL SEPARATOR CO.
Randolph & canal Sts

CHICAGO
DRtTMM & Sacramento Sts.

SAN FRANCISCO

1213 & 1215 Filbert Street

PHILADELPHIA
General Offices:

74 CORTLANDT STREET,

NEW YORK.

173-177 William Street 14 & 16 Princess Street

MONTREAL WINNIPEG
107 First Street

PORTLAND, OREG.

JUICY STEAKS
To repair waste tissue in an animal organism requires food. To make growth

necessitates the giving of a greater portion, and to build fat on tissue—the end
sought in putting a steer, hog, or sheep in market condition—calls for a very
large consumption of nutritious elements. Now heavy feeding has a tendency to
bring about derangement of the digestive organs. The wise feeder prepares the
animal system against the steady and tiring strain which the stuffing process
puts on both stomach and nerves. .

He follows the suggestion of Dr. Hess (M. D., D. V. S.), who has formu-
lated a prescription in which are found the elements long ago recognized as

beneficial in building up and strengthening the digestion.

DB HESS STOCK F^D
not only makes the ration digest per/ec((j/, bat It creates Increased appetite or more. IT^^^^v
A steer fed with Dr. Hess Stock Food consumes, besides Its grain, a larger amount of
roneh fodder, which of course makes the grain more available for fat forming, thus
adding to the profit of feeding.

Dr. Hess Stock Food contains also iron for the biood and nitrates to act as cleansers
of the system, which are endorsed by such men as ProfeRsors Q,uitman, Wlnslow and
Flnley Dun. It makes cows give more milk and keeps farm teams in line condition.

Sold on a Written Guarantee.
100 lbm», SS.OO; 25 lb, pail, $1.GO,

Smmllar ituantHlem at a alight advance.
EKnapt la Canada and extrama

Waat and South.

Where Dr. Hes-s Stock Food differs in particular is in the dose—it's smaii and fed but twice a d«7,
which proves it has the most digestive strength to the pound. Our Qovernment recognizes Dr. Ueas
Stock Food as a medicinal compound, and this paper is back of the guarantee.

FREE from the 1st to the 10th of each month—Dr. He88(M. D., D.V. S.) will prescribe for your aUIng
animals. You can have his 96-page Veterinary Book any time for the asking. Mention this paper.

DR. HESS €f CLARK. Ashland, Ohio.

Abo manufacturen of DR. HESS POULTRY PAN.A.CE.A luid INSTANT LOUSE KILLER.
INSTANT LOUSE KILLER KILLS LICE

TO LADY AGENTS
Many l*dlci »rs maktoK hlRbly satisfactory Incomei

in the pleasant and ladylike employment of procarlnf
nbacriptlons to th* Woxaii-b Boms CoxrAirioii, a
calling that requires no Inrestment. The requisite
materials, with full and simple Instructions, are sent
free to any Intending agent on request. Address

CROWBLL PUBLiSniNO COMPANY
Dept. of Agents. Madison Square, New York T
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PART I.

IN
A great many sections- of the United

States the breeding of beef cattle for

the open market is a lost aft. Take,
for example, the best corn counties of

Illinois, where fifteen or twenty years

ago it was possible for a cattle feeder to

go out and buy from his neighbor high-

class feeding cattle which had been bred
and reared in the community. To-day the

cattle feeder is usually forced to go to the

open market or to the ranges for his

supply of cattle, notwithstanding the fact

that in many sections of the corn belt,

where land is poorly adapted for growing
large crops of corn, very few beef cattle

are bred. There are still localities in

almost every state in the Union where
beef cattle can be bred to an advantage.

These sections are usually rough, broken
lands not well adapted for cropping pur-
poses, but which produce an abundance
of nutritious grasses. Such lands are

medium in price.

I do not wish to be understood to say
that beef production on such lands is the

most profitable branch of live-stock hus-
bandry, but simply that beef production
under present conditions will, where in-

telligently followed, produce some profit.

It is extremely important that land to

be well adapted for breeding and rearing
beef cattle at a profit should be well

adapted for growing grass and forage
crops in general, because as a usual thing

the cheapest feed for beef-breeding cattle

is grass.

If the breeding of feeding cattle es-

pecially adapted to the cattle feeder's

requirements is contemplated, only well-

bred cows and heifers of the beef type and
breeding should be selected. If combined
beef and milk is sought, then the dual-
purpose type should be selected. The
present discussion will be confined to dis-

cussing the question of breeding cattle

where beef production is the primary
obj ect.

SELECTION OF COWS AND HEIFERS

Undoubtedly the selection of the bull to

head a herd is of much greater importance
than the selection of the females com-
posing the herd. However, it has seemed
to the writer that not enough importance
is attached to the selection of the cows.
While good steers may result from mat-
ing common cows with a well-bred beef
bull, better ones are secured from well-

bred cows, and there are fewer common
steers resulting from such a mating.

If common cows are used, common
steers will surely be bred all too fre-

quently. It should therefore be the pol-

icy of the breeder of market beef cattle

to use high-grade cows of some one of

the beef breeds. The owners of herds
of scrub or common cows may accomplish
this end either by selling out and pur-
chasing high-grade females or by grading
up from the cows already on hand by
successive crosses of beef bulls of ap-
proved merit. Where the financial cir-

cumstances of the breeder will permit of
the former plan it is unquestionably the
most rapid and satisfactory means of
arriving at the end sought.
Whether Herefords, Aberdeen Angus,

Shorthorns, Galloways or Polled Dur-
hams should be selected will, depend upon

Breeding Beef Cattle for the Market'
By Herbert W. Mumford

•PROFESSOR OF ANIMAL HUSBANDRY^ UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS

are hardy and produce a high quality of
beef. They axe hornless. The Polled
Durhams resemble the Shorthorns in ap-
pearance and characteristics and are pre-
ferred to Shorthorns by some because of
their being polled. As has been stated,

high grades of any of these breeds will

prove satisfactory; however, they do have
characteristic differences in form and de-
velopment, which render it advisable not
to have the cow stock partly of one breed
and partly of another. In the interest of
uniformity all should be grades of the
same breed.

It is not so important to select a par-
ticular breed as to secure choice indi-

viduals of whatever breed seems most
desirable under the circumstances. The

be a strong demand at good prices for
every good, pure-bred bull of the beef
breeds that is offered for sale. As it is,

there are many good bulls that breeders
are obliged to sell at prices which render
the breeding of pedigreed beef cattle by
no means the most remunerative of en-
terprises. It is still true that "the bull is

half the herd," and he may be more than
half the herd if he is a choice individual

backed up by good ancestry.

A brief discussion of the importance of
the selection of a sire should tend to a
more active demand for the better grades
of registered beef bulls. In the first place,

the writer wants to go on record as say-
ing that the breeder of feeding cattle,

whether he fattens them himself or sells

A GOOD TYPE OF COW FROM WHICH TO RAISE BEEF CALVES

fact that a cow or heifer is a high grade
of some one of the beef breeds does not
in itself ensure satisfactory quality. There
is a wide difference in individuality be-
tween different animals of the same breed.
The matter of selection of individuals
within a breed may thus become a more
important matter than the selection of a
breed. Select as far as possible females
which conform to the standard of excel-
lence of the breed. If this is accomplished
it will ensure a uniformity in type that is

highly desirable. If, in addition to this, it

is possible to select cows and heifers that

are similarly bred, they will be more like-

ly to produce- uniformity in their off-

spring, and a uniform lot of stockers,

feeders or fat cattle sell for more than

'

an uneven lot.

There are a few general considerations
in selecting beef cows which should be
mentioned, such as form, quality and con-
stitution. The main characteristics to be
sought in form are shortness of leg,

breadth, and a general smoothness, good

them to cattle feeders, cannot afford to
use a common bull of indiscriminate
breeding. There can be no doubt about
that. Feeding cattle that are well bred
and possess quality enough to weigh one
thousand pounds- or better at two years
old are worth all the way from forty to

fifty dollars a head, depending upon their

individual quality and condition. Such
feeding cattle can be, and are, produced
from grade beef cows mated with choice
registered beef bulls. Common and in-

ferior feeding cattle that are produced
from common cows and scrub or grade
bulls frequently attain an age of three
or more years before they reach one
thousand pounds in weight. Such feeders
at such an age and weight are worth from
twenty-seven to thirty dollars each.

The lesson should be plain that it

does not pay to use an inferior bull that
sires the steer that pays the owner but
nine dollars a year for his keep as against
the one that pays twenty-two to twenty-
five dollars a year. But you may say the

crease the value of each offspring but
five dollars—a very conservative estimate
—he earns at least two hundred dollars

with his first crop of calves.

At the present time there are plenty of
registered beef bulls of the various beef
breeds that are well calculated to sire

choice to fancy feeding cattle that can
be purchased at from one hundred to

two hundred dollars each. It is no ex-
aggeration to say that as compared with
the use of an inferior bull the registered
beef bull pays for himself the first year.

The most hopeful conditions surrounding
the production of beef cattle to-day in the
United States is the supply of choice bulls

that can be secured at relatively low cost.

In this, however, there is a danger to the
future ,of beef-cattle interests in this

country. Breeders of choice registered

beef bulls cannot long afford to sell the

kind that will produce high-class beef
steers at prices at which certain beef
producers insist upon buying them.
We have inferred that the bull selected

should be pure bred and that his ancestry

should be of the best. We would insist

upon this as the only reasonably sure way
of ensuring beef excellence in his off-

spring. Not only should a high standard
of individual excellence be demanded in

the ancestry of the bull, but attention

should also be given their records as pro-
ducers of stock of high quality. If one
is familiar with the methods of the breed-
ers of the ancestry, the pedigree may also

be an indication of the conditions under
which the bull and his ancestors have been
developed. The breeder and his methods
should be taken into consideration as well
as the appearance of the cattle. Many
pampered bulls prove disappointing when
put to the actual test of heading a herd
of beef cows.

It is always assumed that a good in-

dividual possessing the type and charac-
teristics of a beef sire should be selected.

.These points have been so frequently de-
scribed that extended notice of them here
is unnecessary. However, there are some
points which should receive special con-
sideration—namely, constitution, quality,

character and masculinity. These points,
- while difficult to define, are quickly rec-

ognized by the practised eye of the ex-
perienced cattleman.

Calves and yearlings are frequently pur-
chased as sires because they can usually

be purchased for fewer dollars a head,
or because their period of usefulness is

likely to be longer, or because the young
bull in full flesh looks better. It is a mis-
take to discriminate against an aged bull

that has proved himself a valuable sire.

Breeders differ in their opinion as to

whether the bull should be allowed to
run with the cows. The writer believes

it advisable to keep the bull by himself
in a well-fenced pasture lot provided with
shade and shelter. If it can be made suf-

ficiently large to furnish ample pasturage
for the bull, so much . the better. By
keeping the bull confined and breeding
the cows as they come in season it is

possible to keep a record of when the
cows will calve. A bull so handled can
also serve a larger number of cows during
the year. The number of cows which a
bull should cover within a year will de-
pend upon his age, condition and treat-

ment, together with the distribution of

A CHOICE HEREFORD, A GOOD SIRE FOR BABY BEEF A MONSTROSITY OF THE PAST, ALWAYS UL-it-'ROslL^^i^E AND NOW SELDOM SEEN

the breeders personal preference and the
conditions which prevail. Good individ-
uals of any of these breeds, if properly
managed, will give satisfactory returns.
Each breed has its peculiar advantages,-
and when these are understood and rec-
ognized there exists good arguments in
favor of each. The Herefords are ex-
cellent grazers and mature early. The
Aberdeen Angus produce a high quality of
beef and are much sought in our markets
as fat cattle. Their hornless character
recommends them to those desiring a
polled race. The Shorthorns nick well
with common cattle and other beef breeds.
They are widely distributed, easily avail-

able, and quiet in disposition. Galloways
*A11 rights reserved.

top and under lines, full flanks and
straight legs. The bone, head and hair

should indicate qualities as opposed to

coarseness on the one hand or delicacy on
the other. A good constitution is evi-

denced by a broad, deep chest, a good
heart girth and a lively condition of the

coat of hair.

SELECTION AND USE OF BULLS

There is perhaps no other important
factor connected with beef production that

is as aften disregarded as that of the

selection of bulls to head the herds of

grade cows from which are produced the

feeding cattle of the country. The im-
portance of this item cannot be generally

recognized, for if it were, there would

fault is not altogether with the bull. We
grant that. But suppose the cows are the

same in either case, the well-bred beef

bull will produce feeding cattle which will

grade at least two grades higher than
the feeding cattle produced by the mediocre
bull. Ther€ is usually about thirty-five

cents a hundredweight difference in the

price between one grade of feeding cattle

and the next higher. If the well-bred
bull raises the grade of his offspring two
grades he adds seventy cents a hundred-
weight to the value of each animal he
sires, or seven dollars to the one-thousand-
pound steer. Properly cared for a bull

should sire from forty to fifty calves in a
year. For the sake of argument, suppose
we say he' sires forty. If he should in-

the cows bred to him. The number should
vary from thirty to sixty in a year.

The feed of the herd bull should be
nourishing, but not too concentrated or
heating. The best of roughage in the

way of clover hay or alfalfa and silage

or roots should be used. A small per-

centage of corn with a large percentage of

oats and bran constitutes a satisfactory

ration. The amount to be fed will vary

according to the age, weight and con-

dition of the bull, as well as the work
required of him. He should be kept in

good, thrifty condition, and if it is found
that it requires an abnormal amount of

feed to maintain this condition, he should

be replaced.
[concluded NEXT ISSUe]
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THE COLT'S FIRST YEAR

THE fjrst year's training of the colt

will have much to do with its ways
in after life. As the colt is trained,

so the horse will be. It makes lit-

tle difference what type of colt it is. They
all need about the same training and
care the first year.

Make the colt tame and gentle, by pat-

ting him often. Go over every part of

him. Rub his legs so he will not be
touchy there when currying. Raise his

feet often and lightly tap the bottom of

his hoofs with your hand. This will get

him used to standing on three legs, and
he will stand much better if you eVer
have him shod. It will also keep him
from fretting and jerking around should
he accidentally get his foot caught in the

wire fence. I have seen horses that were
trained in this way vhile colts get caught
in the fence. They would stand for

hours and wait for their master to come
and take them out. All they would do
was to lift their foot and gently try to

get it out; but if it did not come, they
•would never jerk.

Colts should be halter broke while quite

j'oung. The best way to do this is to put
a light halter on them after they are a
few weeks old and let them carry it At
times they should be led around by the
halter, and they will get used to it with-
out really knowing it themselves. The
first time he is tied, however, make sure

that both halter and strap are strong
enough to hold him should he use his

utmost strength. He will pull back, but
he must not get loose this first time, for

if he does he will try it again, and the

chances are that he will become a halter

puller.

The colt should be given the privilege

of plenty of exercise in the open air.

He should never be kept shut up in the
barn for any length of time. Above all,

the colt should have plenty of food of a

bone-and-muscle-making nature. Never
allow the colt to run down in condition,

for it is the scrubby colt that makes the

hard keeper. Gregor H. Glitzke.
<$>

HOW I HANDLE MY SHEEP
Every farmer should be the owner of

at least a few sheep. He will scarcely

miss the amount of food required to carry

them through the winter season, but he
and every one else will notice the clean-

ing-up process, at which they are con-
tinually busy in fence comers, along
hedge rows and around the lots, especially

if there is undergrowth or brush sprouts
and weeds.
Four years ago I purchased a piece of

land which lay adjoining my farm, which
was, to say the least, one of the worst
lun-down pieces of land in the country,
with obnoxious weeds of all sorts, the
burdock very rank. I turned in my sheep
and in a few weeks they had the burdock
eaten right into the ground.
The sheep, while it is one of,the dain-

tiest of animals, will live and grow fat

I

where a cow would starve to death.

Every fall I cull out and ship off all old

land weak ones; also fatten and ship the

'wether lambs during the fall and winter.

I make it a point to always buy the best

registered rams I can find. There is noth-
ing gained in using a "cheap ram" on a
flock of grade ewes.

If you want to raise early lambs—that

is, winter lambs—you must be thoroughly
prepared and clearly understand the busi-

ness. It means sleepless nights nursing
bottles and warm blankets. But they
usually bring a good price in the markets,
which I think pays for the trouble. I

aim to have my early lambs come in Jan-
uary and the first of February, the
earlier the better. My ewes are kept in

a good, thrifty condition, and fed a lit-

tle sheaf oats and clover hay. They
must be made to take plenty of exercise
and not be housed until just about lamb-
ing time, except in stormy weather.
When lambing time comes I watch my

ewes very closely and am obliged to be
with them both day and night almost con-
tinually. Of course I keep them in a
good, warm barn. I fence off little pens
about six feet square and put a ewe and
her lambs in by themselves for two or
three days, until the lambs have become
strong enough and sufficiently acquainted
with their mother to know her and find

her when turned in with a number of

ewes and lambs in a large place provided
in the barn. I now feed the ewes a little

corn and oats and all the clover hay
they will eat, also shredded fodder, which
makes an excellent roughness for sheep.
I also have in a convenient corner in a
place where the lambs can run to, a small
trough with coarsely ground <ornmeal and
oats. They will soon find that corner and
visit it many times a day. On bright,

sunny days they have access to a dry
lot on the south side of the barn. Of
course plenty of good, pure water is by
them all the time. By the middle of
March or the first of April the earliest

lambs weigh about forty pounds and are
ready for the market.

I insist on my breeding ewes taking
plenty of exercise, allowing them to run
in the corn field where rye has been
sowed in the fall. In the spring they go
onto blue-grass pasture. Here I would
say, in absence of plenty of blue grass I

would advise sowing some rye for fall

and spring pasture, as it is an excellent
substitute for blue grass.

Try a small flock of sheep on your
farm. Encourage the boys, and let them
have a few sheep, and when they have
learned by experience, add more; for by
keeping the ewe lambs you can soon
grow a flock of an}' size you wish. When
you get started, stay by it and don't sell

out when sheep are down to the lowest
notch (and start in again when high),
or when you lose part of your lambs from
the dreaded stomach worm, but stay by
it, and I am satisfied you will find that
as a part of your business it is more
profitable than most of the other depart-
ments of the farm. R. B. Rushing.

<$•

THE OHIO DAERY SCHOOL
Heretofore the short course in dairying

at the Ohio State University consisted of
two ten-week terms. The work was done
in the animal husbandry, veterinary and
soils departments, as well as in the dairy-
ing department. Beginning with the coming
winter the work will all be done in the
dairying department, and will consist of
one twelve-week term only.

The advent of the winter course in ag-
riculture last year into the curriculum
has made this change possible. The stu-
dents who wish to return to the farm
may take a little work in milk and cream
testing, and perhaps put some time on
hand separators. The student who wishes
to go into the handling of milk products
alone will be required to have one year's
experience, six months of which must be
after having had the course, before he is

granted a certificate. This experience
must be in a cheese factory, creamery, milk
plant, condensery or skimming station,

and not on a dairy farm. All of the work,
must be approved by the dairying depart-
ment. - It is readily seen that the work is

on a more practical basis than hereto-
fore.

The term will begin December 3d in-

stead of in January, and will be under
the supervision of Prof. Oscar Erf, for-

merly of Kansas. Mr. E. S. Guthrie will

be instructor in butter making, Mr. A.
B. Nystrom, assistant in dairy mechanics,
and there will be some one employed to

take charge of the cheese making.
Dean of the College of Agriculture
AND Domestic Science.

<5>

CARING FOR THE DAIRY COWS
While the milk cows are browsing the

long fall grass, keeping fat and giving
abundance of milk, the farmer is apt to

forget that soon the frosts will come and
the wintry winds will be blowing. Then
without a shelter the cows will be shiver-

ing behind fences and old, tumble-down
straw stacks while they consume their

surplus of feed in keeping warm instead

of making milk. After they have fallen

off decidedly in their quantity of lactic

fluid the farmer will begin to realize he
must prepare a shelter for them. And even
though the cows are housed, it takes them
quite a while to get back to their natural

flow of milk.

The wise plan for the farmer to pur-

sue is to build his shelter before the win-
ter comes. If the farmer expects to make
his milk cows profitable he must provide

dry, warm stalls in a good building. Then
in the cold or rainy weather they can be

kept under shelter and only turned or

led out to get water. Not long ago I saw
an ideal dairy barn. A long hall ran
through the center the entire ' length of

the building. On either side of the hall

was arranged the commodious stalls,

which were equipped with good hay man-
gers and feed boxes. The floor was made
of heavy oak boards, and at the back of

the stalls there was a trough-like drop
which received the waste matter. The
cows were kept in the stalls at night,

each being tied with a good stout rope.

The barn could be closed very tightly

in cold weather, and had pl^ty of win-
dows and doors for ventilation when it

was warm. The owner could come into

the hall and feed his entire herd of twen-
ty cows without stepping outside, as there
were good cribs and a spacious hay mow.
This farmer shipped cream to a creamery
winter and summer, and averaged close

pVERYBODY likes the "no-

paint" idea of Amatite. Its

mineral surface is better than

paint. It doesn't wear out. l^.

doesn't need renewing. Just leave

it alone and it will give perfect

service for years.

Selecting Amatite is simply a

matter of common sense. The

man who looks ahead and calcu-

lates the extra bother and expense

he will have after-be buys a painted

roofing will always buy Amatite.

The large and careful buyers,

such as big dairy companies and

railroads, have found Amatite great-

ly superior to the "skin coated"

ready roofings. (The above view

shows a 'railroad building—the de-

pot at Orange, Texas, on the

O. & N. R. R.—roofed with Ama-
tite.) Saving the painting makes
Amatite by far the cheapest roofing

made.

Investigate Amatite—this min-

eral surface roofing that needs no
paint.

We will lend on request a little

booklet about Amatite and a free

sample. Write to our nearest oflSce.

BARRETT MANUFACTURING COMPANY
New York Chicago Philadelphia Qeveland Minneapolis Boston
St. Louis Allegheny Kansas City New Orleans London, Eng.

SIO.50 PAIL FREE
TO PROVE BEYOND ALL DOUBT TO EVERY
INTELLIGENT STOCK RAISER THAT

WILBUR'S STOCK TONIC
is the world's greatest conditioner and feed saver.we will actually give awayone full
sized 25 lb. pail to every reader ot this Paper where we have no aeent, who writes us

a letter and answers these questions. First:—What Live Stock do you own_____
Hogs Cattle Horses. Second:—Write your Name, Post Otfice, Freight Sta-
tion and State, very plainly. Mail your letter today and get your Free $3.50 Pail ol

Wilbur's StockTonic. WILBUR STOCK FOOD C0.1 365 Huron St., Milwaukee,Wis.

to forty dollars a month profit the year
roimd. There is no doubt but that it

pays to provide a good shelter for the
cows in the winter, when one considers
the fact that one day or night in the cold
rains or snowy blizzards will materially
decrease the quantity of milk a cow gives.

I have known a cow to decrease the
amount by half when caused to stand out
in the rain and sleet of one winter's day.

Standing in the storm of snow, rain or
sleet during the day and in a muddy,
half-protected stall at night will soon put
a cow out of the milk-giving business.

Then, too, the dairy herd should have
tempered water in the winter time. Cis-
tern or well water will be the best, but
if a farmer has a tank heater he can
bring the water in his windmill tank to
the proper temperature before letting the

cows drink. Never send the milk cows
to an ice-covered pond to drink if it can
be avoided. In the first place, they don't
like to go on the ice, and besides, the
water is so cold they will not drink more
than half enough to keep up the uniform
flow of milk. A decrease in the quantity
of milk is the inevitable. It' is a wise
expenditure of money when the farmer
goes to the expense of putting down a
well at his barn or digging a cistern. He
will get his money returned several times
over inside of a few years.
The milk cow's ration is also very im-

portant. Her food should be wholesome
and plentiful. The farmer should feed
what the cow likes. Musty hay or rotten
straw is disgusting to her appetite, and
she will eat such only when extreme hun-
ger drives her to it, and then she takes
it only in sufficient quantities to keep her
alive not to produce anything for the
farmer's milk bucket. It never pays to

give poor hay. Bright straw or juicy
hay and clover she win relish, and good
fodder she also rejoices to behold. Tur-
nips, pumpkins and carrots chopped fine

will often be eaten by the milk cow to a

profit. Successful dairymen seldom feed
much corn unless it is ground. Bran
mixed with oats or a little crushed corn
is a first-class feed for the milker.

Chopped fodder can also be fed to a profit.

It is best to give the milk cow a little

feed each time she is milked in the sum-
mer or fall, although she may get plenty
of grass. As winter comes on her feed
of grain must be increased and she must
be given plenty of hay at night.

W. D. Neale.
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TURKEYS

WHILE the subject of raising tur-
keys is a little out of season, so
many Farm and Fireside read-
ers have requested certain phases

of the turkey question to be published, it

is not out of place to mention them.
There is no class of poultry that pays

better. Even with heavy loss of young
ones there is a great deal of profit. A
great deal of loss, however, could be
avoided if more care were taken and the
little turkeys watched more closely. After
the first three months of a turkey's life it

should practically cost nothing. Turkeys
search everywhere for food, and the re-
fuse grain in the stubble fields, seeds,
worms and all kinds of insects are readily
eaten. They work constantly from morn-
ing until night.

When the snow comes, however," the
turkeys must be fed, but the greater por-
tion of them are sent to market for
Thanksgiving and Christmas. A short
time before they are marketed they should
be fed on strictly fattening food and
confined to small quarters, where they will
have but very little exercise. This should
be done as long as they eat greedily and
keep gaining in weight. By this way they
will be fattened quickly and economically,
and the meat produced will be more ten-
der and juicy than could be obtained in
any other way. Milk, celery tops, onions,
corn, wheat, meat, ground bone and stale

bread are all good foods for turkeys.
Never feed any sour or sloppy food of any
kind, except sour milk, and 'never allow
them to dwell in unclean coops.
A turkey will not fatten in a small, -

close coop, refusing the food if entirely
deprived of its liberty. Fatten them in
small yards, where two or three may be
kept together.
Turkeys are subject to all the diseases

that affect chickens, especially cholera and
roup. The greatest enemy of the turkey
is the large gray louse on the heads, necks
and vents. Grease the affected parts with
lard, but never use kerosene. Watch them
carefully, feed them well and there will be
great profit in them.

<5>

' OPEN SHEDS
The open shed, if so arranged as to

allow the rays of the sun to penetrate the
interior during a large portion of the
day, is cheap and excellent for promoting
the health of the fowls at all seasons of
the year. The open shed does not inter-
fere with egg production; it is rather an
advantage. However, the birds must be
protected against the winds of winter.
When hens do not lay in winter it is

sometimes due to overhead drafts from
ventilators. A cold draft upon the fowls
at night, even if it comes from a small
crack, will do more harm than direct ex-
posure in the open air to cold winds.

Fresh air is essential, and the fowls
enjoy the outdoor life, but the most ad-
vantage is secured when every portion of
the open shed is sealed tight except the
front. An open shed may be attached to
a poultry house, and it will cost but very
little, as the outside of the walls and
roof may be rendered dry and wind proof
with roofing paper.

Insignificant matters often do not at-

tract attention, yet a little crack in the
poultry house, if near where the fowls
roost, will cause suffering sooner than if

the bird was outside. When hens are
thus affected they sometimes become en- -

tirely blind, and soon are too weak to
stand up. When the hens show signs of
this trouble the first thing to do is to ex-
amine the poultry house for cracks. They
may be so small and insignificant as to es-

cape observation, but they will surely be
found upon careful search, and no time
should be lost in closing them. The roof
should not be overlooked, as dryness is

also very important.
With an abundance of leaves, cut straw

or other scratching material on the floor,

dry quarters, and fresh air without drafts,

( the hens should go through the winter
season comfortably and in condition for
filling the egg basket promptly in spring.

PROFIT IN DUCKS
A duck should lay one hundred and

twenty eggs a yearnf of a good breed, and
in March or April the eggs sell for twice
as much as hens' eggs. If the weight of
the eggs is taken into consideration, the
duck lays as much in one year as the
hen does in two years. As ducks make
rapid growth and lay large eggs "early
and often," they are, as a consequence,
very voracious, and require a large amount
of food ; but as they will eat anything that
is eatable, and preffer bulky food, they
are not expensive, considering the service

they perform.
A good Pekin, Aylesbury, Brazilian or

Rouen duck will_3how excellent results

from the management given, and will yield

a profit far beyond anything that can be
derived from the common duck. A mess
of cooked turnips or potatoes makes an
excellent meal for them. Grass chopped

Poultry Raising

fine and sprinkled with meal is another
cheap food. If they have a pasture they
will seek their own food, requiring only
a little grain at night. In winter, chopped,
scalded hay is excellent for them. When
laying they should "be given an allowance
of chopped fresh meat three times a
week. Soft food is preferred by them to
whole grains. Though an aquatic bird,

the duck loves a dry place at night, and
should sleep on a board floor.

FRESH EGGS
Every resident of a large city will ad-

mit that fresh eggs are not easily ob-
tained even when the market is well
stocked. It is true that eggs are always
sold as "fresh," but doubts are often
strong on the part of the purchaser. It

is only when it is too late that the buyer
finds out his mistake, and as a rule he
is always willing to pay a larger sum
for eggs that he knows to be fresh and
are delivered to him from the yards.

In order to procure higher prices than
any one else, let the customers never re-
ceive an egg over one day old. Secure
their confidence and deliver the eggs in

person. Invite them to visit the egg farm
and give them every opportunity to know
all about the methods. Do not hide a
thing from any one. When once the con-
fidence of customers is secured they will
pay a large price for fresh eggs before
going to the store and procuring what
they know nothing at all about.

<$>

CAUSES OF CROP BOUND
Crop bound is generally caused by

careless feeding. If green food be with-
held for some time, and then given in
unlimited quantities, the fowl will eat to
repletion, and as the crop cannot get rid
of this mass of undigested food all at
once, it becomes hard and not only can-
not of itself pass into the stomach, but
effectively bars the passage thereto. This
same disease may be caused by the giving
of new grain, which, swelling in the crop,
becomes a solid mass. Or, on the other
hand, bound crop is often caused'by an
obstruction in the outlet, such as a twig,
string or some indigestible substance that
has been swallowed by the fowl.
The proof of crop bound is purely ex-

ternal, but is, fortunately, very easily dis-

color of \he skin and legs, and the fat or
lean appearance of the carcass.
The farmer who will breed something

that is ahead of the market in quality,
and who will take his poultry direct to
the consumer, explaining the excellence
of his birds, will find a large number of
wealthy people willing to pay for the
best; and if one begins such work, it

will not be long before the orders will
come in instead of having to be sought.
^Yhen the purchaser knows what he is

buying, and receives a sample indicat-
ing quality, he is sure to send for more,
and the breeder can fix his own price, as
he will have no competition.

<S>

EGG EATING
There are hens that eat eggs, and thus

cause considerable loss. One of the
causes of hens eating their eggs is that
they require albumen, for which reason
they are not so much at fault as may be
supposed.
To produce eggs, the hens must have

nitrogenous food in some shape, and if

they are deprived of it they will seek it

vvherever it can be procured. The first

time an egg is broken, and a hen par-
takes

_
of its contents, she will learn to

associate the egg and the food supply to-
gether, and will learn to eat eggs simply
because she requires such food.— To pre-
vent it, give her meat, milk, linseed oil,

bran and green food, and make the nest
in such manner that but little light can
enter, and she will soon cease the prac-
tise of egg eating.

One plan is to have the nest box
about ten inches from the floor, or of
sufficient height to prevent the hens from
reaching the eggs from the floor, the
box being arranged with a top, so that
each hen must walk into the nest instead
of upon it. If not too large, the nest
box will be inconvenient for the egg
eaters, as it will allow them to lay in

the nest, but not eat the eggs.

THE HENS MUST WORK
One reason why the farmers get eggs

in winter when careful breeders do not is

that the latter- get their stock out of con-
dition by overfeeding. The farmer's hen
IS obliged to work, and if she gets any

DELIVERING THE THANKSGIVING TURKEY

cernible. Instead of the crop having a
firm, close appearance—in fact, not being
noticeable—it is seen to hang down like a
bag, and on being felt there is found to

be inside a lump or ball of food. This
does not appear harmful in any way until

it has grown very large, when it then
incommodes the bird, which often seems
to eat more than usual, for the reason
that the food it is eating is not feeding
it, but going to increase the mass in the
crop.

EDUCATION OF CONSUMERS
It is not creditable to the American

consumers of poultry and eggs that they
are willing to pay something extra for a
fowl which has yellow legs, or for eggs
that have white shells or dark shells,

as the preference may be, for these fac-

tors do not indicate quality. To show
that all Americans are not alike in this

respect, it may be mentioned that buyers
in New York markets prefer eggs with
white shells, while Boston purchasers
select those with yellow shells.

The fact is that consumers as a class

require education regarding how to se-

lect poultry, for many do not know good
from inferior, being guided solely by the

food at all, she has a good appetite for
it. There is always something to pick
up around the barn, and when the hens
are exposed, and work hard, corn is the
best food for them. But the farmers'
hens do not, as a rule, lay as many eggs
a year as the hens that are well cared
for.

- <$>

SELL THE COCKERELS
Remove the cockerels from the pullets

as soon as it can be done, as the pullets

will thrive better if kept separate from
cockerels and adults. The cockerels will

bring more money if sold when young,
and to retain them is simply to use more
food and then sell at a lower price later

on. Just as soon as cockerels develop
their combs they bring the same prices

in market as old roosters.

TONICS
Onions and garlic are excellent tonics

for fowls, but great care should be taken
in feeding these to laying hens, as the
eggs_ will partake of the odor. A laying
hen is usually in a healthful condition and
seldom requires a tonic of any kind.

'The Whole Thing in a Nutshell"

200 Eggs
a Year
Per Hen

HOW TO GET THEM
The sixth edition of the book. "200 Eggs a Year Per
Hen," is now ready. Revised, enlarged, and in part
rewritten; % pages. Contains among other things
the method of feeding by which Mr. .S. D. Foi, of
Wolfboro, N. H., won the prize of glOO in gold offered
by the manufacturers of a well-known condition
powder for the best egg record during the winter
months. Simple as a, b, c,—and yet we guarantee it

to start hens to laying earlier and to induce them to
lay more eggs than any other method under the sun.
The book also contains a recipe for egg food and tonic
used by Mr. Fox, which brought him in one winter
day 68 eggs from 72 hens ; and for five days in succes-
sion from the same flock 64 eggs a day. , Mr. E. F.
Chamberlain, of Wolfboro, N. H., says : "By follow-
ing the methods outlined in your book I obtained
1,496 eggs from 91 B. I. Reds in the month of January,
1902." From 14 pullets picked at random out of a
farmer's flock the author got 2,999 eggs in one year—
an average of over 214 eggs apiece. It has been my
ambition In writing "200 Eggs a Year Per Hen" to
make it the standard book on egg production and
profits in poultry.^ Tells aU there is to know, and tells
it in a plain, common-sense way.

Price, 50 cents, or with a year's BUbscrip-
tion to the American Poultry Advocate, both
for 75c, or given as a premium for two
yearly subscrlptionB at SO cents each.

Our Paper is handsomely illustrated, 40 to 80 pages,
50 cents per year. 3 months' trial, 10 cents. Sample
Free. CATALOGUE of poultry books free.

AMERICAN POULTRY ADVOCATE
139 Hogan Block Syracuse, N. Y.
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If you write us at once.
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BALL ORGANS direct to reliable
people at factory prices on easy
payments—$2.50 monthly and up-
wards, if desired.

If you want an organ at all you
want a good one, a mere pretty
case with no music in it will not
do. Secure at once the old reliable
Kimball Organ at Factory Prices
and pay on convenient terms.

Send Today for Oar Moaey-Sav!ag Plan and Free Catalogue
The most inexperienced buyer, a thousand or more miles away,

can deal with us as wisely as the shrewdest trader, or as though
you were here in person, for your organ will be selected by an
expert. Write TODAY for Free Catalogue.

W. W. KIMBALL CO., 136 Kimball Ha», CHICAGO, ILL,
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and its valuable complete outfit of tools
and specialties foi the farm and home,
^ight Tools In. One is simply a mar-

»vel; some agents sell fifty a day,
j
Also Mend-a-Rip, the wonderful
little hand sewing machine, and
others—all great sellers. VThy work for

,^_^__^__J small wages when you can be your own
We ^^^9S3SS ^"'^ make this big money? "Write
refer to today for full particulars, also catalog of
the publish-^*" agents' goods and Agents' Guide, "The
ers of this paper. Way to Win."
FOOTE MFG. CO., Dept. 801, Dayton, Ohio,

Great Agents' Supply House^ formerly of Frederic kiozun.

FARM TELEPHONES
Direct from Factory to You.

Over 1 2 years successful use everywhere
and an Iron Clad guarantee protect buyers
of "Central" phones. Not in the Trust,
Makers of reliable goods at correct prices.

Write for FREE 60 Page Instruction Book.

CENTRAL TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC CO.
Rural Desk 42 St.Louls.Mo. orDallasJei.
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HUMPHREY
GREEN BONE and

VEGETABLE CUTTER
will save half your feed bills and
double egg yield. Guaranteed to cut
more bone, in less time, with less la-

bor, than any other. Send for Special
Trial Offer and handsome catalo£nc.

HUMPHREY,
will St. Factory, Jaliet,llls,

HEHS WILL LAY
twice the eggs, more fertile, produce better
hatches, heavier fowls, earlier broilers and
bigger profits if(ed green cut bone, rich in
protein and all other egg elements.

MAMM^O LATEST MODELninnn 9 bone cutter
Sent on 10 Days Fre* Trial. No money
in advance. Nctct clogs. Cuts £ast,easy and
fine. Cat'lg free.

F. W. Mann Co.. Bgx 32, Mllford, Mass.

Make Your Own Fertilizer
at Small Cost with

WILSON'S PHOSPHATE MILLS
From 1 to 10 H. p. Also Bone
Cutters, hand and power
for the poultrymen; erit
and shell mills, farm feed
mills, family grist mills,
scrap cake mills. Send for

oar catalog.

Wilson Bros.. Sole Mffs., Easton. Pa.

Hatch Chickens by
Steam with the

EXCELSIOR INCUBATOR
Or WOODEN HEN

Simple, perfect, sell -regulating.
Hatch every fertile egg. Lowest
priced first-class hatchers made.
eEO. H. STAHL, Qnlnoy, 111.

PATENTS
Watson E. Colemaa. Patent Attor-
ney, Wasbdngton, D. 0. Advice
free. Terms low. Highest ref.

PflH ^Al P ^* ^- **• HogB— World's Fair sweepstakes prljttt

run OALC winning stock—cheap. Fine standard bred Etailioa
Colts. Particulars and breeding, address KEONCK, Butler, HI.

To agents, either sex.

Work easy and extra
profitable. Send for

terms and Free Outfit.

WOIVIAN'S HOiWE COiViPANION
Department of Agents Madison Square, New Vorli CHy

BEST PAY
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Don't put it off, but do it now! See
that the stables and sheds are made snug
for the winter. Lumber is high in price,

but hay and grain are higher.

<?>

There must be no "standing still" pro-

cess in the growth of the young stock.

If they are to become profitable animals
they will have to be kept in a thrifty,

growing condition, in winter as well as

in summer.
«>

Have you arranged to supply your
stock with good warm water this winter?
This can be done at small cost, and noth-
ing is better for keeping the digestive

organs in healthy condition than good
warm water.

Don't keep any stock over this winter
that you don't feel sure will pay for its

keep. Why play a losing game? Work
as hard as you will, you cannot be a suc-

cess if you feed your grain to stock which
will not pay you well- in return.

No doubt you have made some mis-
takes during the past season. You would
not be human if you hadn't. Now, as

j'ou see where you were wrong, plan to

avoid these mistakes next year. It is by
building on our mistakes that we succeed.

<$>

Are you satisfied with your corn
crop this year? Many farmers are not,

and are planning to take better care of
their seed corn this winter. They are
going to test it, too, and discard all ears

that fail to germinate or show lack of
vitality. In this way they may be able

to make two ears of corn grow where
only one grew before.

Does your land repay you for the
labor and expense you have bestowed
upon it? Probably not as well as it

should. Remember that a plant will not
give the greatest returns if its soil home
is not congenial. Study your soil. It

may be that a little more humus added
here and a little drainage provided there

is all that your crops desire. A little

thought and a little labor may double
your returns.

PARCELS POST AND COUNTRY
MERCHANT

Postmaster-General jMeyer has made a
ten-strike in his proposed recommenda-
tions to congress regarding the improve-
ment of the parcels-post service.

"I propose to recommend," he said in

his address to the New England post-

masters, "the establishment of a parcels

post on rural routes which will meet the
objections of the small storekeepers and
retailers. This will be a boon to our
rural population and to the storekeeper,
as the latter can receive his orders by
mail or telephone and despatch the de-
scribed merchandise by the rural carrier.

"The farmer will be saved from hitch-

ing up his horse and losing the time he
needs for planting or harvesting his crops,
and it will enable the storekeeper to

increase his sales and meet the require-
ments of modern trade. If my recommen-
dations are adopted, it will cost twelve
cents a pound for the mail-order house
to send parcels to the rural delivery pa-
tron from any city post office, while for

delivery from the distributing office of the
rural route, or if mailed by a patron of
any route for delivery to a patron on
the same route, or at the distributing post
office of said route, the charge will be
but five cents for the first pound and two

cents for each additional pound, up to

eleven cents, or twenty-five cents for a
package weighing eleven pounds."

This plan for the extension of the par-
cels-post service over rural delivery routes
was immediately approved by represen-
tatives of the retail-trade interests. In a
letter to the Postmaster General, Editor
Carr says

:

" 'The Trade Exhibit,' I am pleased to
state, is the first trade paper in the
United States to approve your position
as to a parcels post. During the past
four years I believe I have circulated more
antiparcels-post literature than any other
individual in the United States. All my
work has been directed against the estab-
lishment of any parcels-post system that
would be unfair to the retail merchants,
and which might be considered a subsidy
to the mail-order system of business, and
by making a rate much lower than cost
of transportation to the government would
tend to concentrate business in districts

where the price of labor is the lowest.
"After a most careful study of the

plan you propose, I cannot discover a
single objection that can be based upon
sound economics. Rather, a 'parcels-post
extension, as you propose, will be helpful
to enterprising retailers, and will assist

in the building up of home industries in

the so-called agricultural towns."
* * *

Elisha Winters, the New England or-
ganizer of the National Association of
Retail ^lerchants, in a letter to General
Meyer says

:

"From being your extreme opponent I

am now your strongest possible supporter.
While prophesy is dangerous, I predict
every state association in New England of
retail merchants will reconsider their

votes of opposition and all vote their ap-
proval. As I understand your remarks,
the railroads are to have nothing to do
with transporting merchandise, eleven
pounds for twenty-five cents. That will

apply only to rural routes."

In an intendew in the Boston "Herald,"
Mr. Winters says

;

"The only opposition to such a proposal
as that made by Mr. Meyer will come
from such houses as seek to put fraudulent
goods before the public, against which
we have been fighting.

"I have been visiting conventions in

various parts of New England for a year
past, and I am in close touch with rural
sentiment. There has never yet been a
parcels-post bill which the farmers have
endorsed. Heretofore such bills as have
been presented have benefited the cat-

alogue houses to a discouraging degree.
But a bill along the lines suggested by
Mr. Meyer's address will not only meet
every objection we have had to previous
bills, but will, moreover, give us more
than we would have dared to ask for."

«>

WHERE TflE FARMER COMES IN
At the time when many good citizens

of New York were standing in long rows
before the various trust companies

—

standing day and night in the driving
rain, and stocks were falling like mer-
cury in a blizzard—one Wall Street broker
was heard to exclaim, "Thank God for
the farmer! He is the man that has the
money these days; he is the man that is

going to right the ship!"
Oh, it's good for the soul to see them

turn in time of need to the man who
alone really produces wealth. While the
methods of the high-finance gymnasts
went unmolested, very little thought was
given to the tiller of the soil; the crops
meant nothing more definite than a string
of government figures, which had been
behaving favorably for a series of years.
But just as soon as the festering sore
was exposed and the public was shaken
in faith at the spectacle, there was a mad
scramble for something firm and solid
to lay hold of, and the farmer, backed
by his harvests and his honest toil, finds
himself on the life-saving crew.

* * *

After the run on the trust companies
was over, and when financiers were in
conference discussing ways and means of

reUeving the "contraction of credit," one
of their number said:
"A prompt movement of grain and

cotton to the seaboard, and its early load-
ing into bottoms—that is, on board ships

—

for export, means a great deal to the
present situation. As soon as our cotton
and grain is so loaded we can draw
against it, and thus relieve the foreign
exchange situation materially."

That's where the farmer came in. The
Wall Street panic was used to lower the
market price of farm products, and
Europe, taking advantage of the situation,

sent in hurry orders. The financiers want-
ed the farmers to accept the temporarily
lower prices and rush cotton and wheat
to New York, where they could be loaded
on vessels for foreign shipment, thus re-

leasing millions of European gold to re-

plenish the banks of New York. Bank
reserves being below the amount required
bv law, they urgently appealed to the
farmers to help them out. And yet those
New York bankers talked about "moving
the crops," just as if thej^ instead of the
farmers, had been responsible for pro-
ducing them.

<^

WHEN WHEAT FAILS
A strong, graphically written article

under this head appears in the "World's
Work and Play" (London) from the pen
of Professor Silvanus P. Thompson.
"About the year 1910," says Professor

Thompson, "thg world's entire wheat-
producing territory then available will be
just sufficient to provide for the world's
need. After that, what? Must the white
races starve for want of bread, or ex-
change their hereditary diet for the rice

of the Hindu or the raealie of the Kafir?
"No," he replies. "Starvation may be

averted through the laboratory.

"The wheat-producing regions of the
world," he continues, "aggregate 240,-

000,000 acres. At the present average
yield of twelve and one half bushels of
wheat an acre, this would furnish an an-
nual crop of 3,000;000,000 bushels ; and as
each wheat eater consumes on the aver-
age bushels per annum (in which esti-

mate .6 bushels needed for seed are
included), the whole available area will

suffice to furnish wheat for a total popula-
tion of 666,000,000 souls. Now, at the
present date of 1907, the total number of
bread eaters—practically all the white
races and a certain proportion of men of
other races in contact with the white
races—may be estimated at 585,000,000,
and it rises every year in an increasing
ratio. According to the computations
made in 1898 by Sir William Crookes, on
whose investigations the question mainly
rests, the number of bread eaters rose
from 371,000,000 in 1871 to 472,000,000 in

1891. In 1911 it will be 603,700,000.

"But the increase in the acreage under
cultivation does not keep pace with the
increase of population. Thus while the
w'heat-eating population increased 28.8

per cent in twenty years, the average
acreage devoted to wheat growing in-

creased by only 23.7 per cent. Unless
something can be done to alter the condi-
tions it is obvious that a shortage oj

wheat is actually imminent.
"As the white races are not likely to

submit to a serious change of diet, or
substitute lentils, rice, plantains, bananas
or maize for the wheaten bread that is

their staple food, the only alternative is

to augment the average output an acre.

In different regions, owing to difference

of soil, climate and methods of cultiva-

tion, the yield of wheat an acre differs

somewhat widely. In the United States

the average yield is about twelve bushels
an acre, and in Argentina about thirteen;

each, therefore, near to the average of all

lands—namely, twelve and one half, as

already mentioned. In India, Russia,
South Australia and Algeria the average
yield is only about nine bushels an acre.

In Canada the average is fifteen and
one half. In Continental Europe the

yield rises from sixteen in Austria and
eighteen and one half in Hungary to

twenty-three in Germany and twenty-
five in Norway. In the fertile plains and
valleys of New Zealand it rises to twenty-
five and one half. In the wheat fields of

Great Britain and Ireland it reaches
twenty-nine, while in the little splendidly
tilled kingdom of Denmark it actually
attains 41.8 bushels an acre. If Eng-
lish farmers can succeed in raising two
and one fourth times as much, or Danish
farmers more than three and one fourth
times as much wheat an acre as the
farmers of the United States, it might
naturally be hoped and expected that by
proper cultivation the average yield the
world over could be raised from twelve
and one half bushels an acre to at least
twenty, if not twenty-five bushels an acre.

* * *

"Certainly the use of appropriate fertil-

izers counts for a great deal. Different
crops need different manurial agents

;

some need phosphates, some nitrogen,
some potash. Wheat requires nitrogen
either in the form of nitrates or nitrites,
or else as ammonia. These materials ex-
ist Us natural constituents of animal ma-
nures or products from them. Nitrate of
potash as collected in India from ma-
nurial soils is far too scarce to furnish
a hundredth part of the need. The guano
beds from the islands of the South are
nearly exhausted. The sulphate of am-
monia made in our gas works artificially

is a pow-erful agent ; but it cannot meet
one t\ventieth part of the demand. But*
the great staple fertilizer of to-day, with-
out which even the present extension of
the world's wheat fields would have been
impossible, is Chilian saltpeter—the nitrate
of soda. Beds of this substance, the de-
posit of ages, occur as a crude native
product in a narrow tract between the
Andes and the shore hills of Chili. Of
this material, extracted from the rough
earthy caliche, more than a million tons
are exported every year all over the world.
About twenty per cent of this output is

used in the manufacture of nitric acid
in order to afford the ingredients used
in smokeless gunpowder and other ex-
plosives, celluloid, xylonite, artificial

dyes and scents, and other chemical prod-
ucts. Another five or six per cent goes
for fertilizing the beet-root crops for the
sugar industry. The remainder, nearly
sevent>'-five per cent of the whole, is de-
voted to manuring the wheat fields.

* * *

"Sir William Crookes gives the follow-
ing striking instance of the value of
nitrate of soda as a manurial agent

:

" "The action of nitrate of soda in im-
proving the yield of wheat has been
studied practically by Sir John Lawes
and Sir Henry Gilbert on their experi-

mental field at Rothamstead. This field

was sown with wheat for thirteen con-
secutive years without manure, and yield-

ed an average of 11.9 bushels an acre.

For the next thirteen years it was sown
with wheat and dressed with iive hun-
dred-weight of nitrate of soda an acre,

other mineral constituents also being
present. The average yield for these

years was 36.4 bushels an acre—an in-

crease of 24.5 bushels. In other words,
22.86 pounds of nitrate of soda produce
an increase of one bushel of wheat.'

"Let us pause to consider the effect

of these statistics. Assuming that the

average yield all the world over could

be raised from twelve and one half to

twenty bushels an acre by a correspond-
ing use of nitrates, the additional seven

and one half bushels will require 166

pounds of nitrate of soda for each acre.

If the present acreage be taken at 175,-

000.000, then, even without any increase

of territory, the quantity of nitrate

needed would mount up to no less a fig-

ure than 12,000,000 tons per annum!
"Now the reserve of Chili nitrate, vast

as it is, cannot possibly meet this gigantic

demand. Clearly, though the wheat fam-

ine may be staved off for a time by draw-
ing on the saltpeter beds of Chili, it is

but for a time. And then the world must
find some other Source of nitrogen for

fertilizer, or starve."

Nitrogen exists in the air in vast quan-

tites. It is not necessary to go in detail

into Doctor Thompson's proposed meth-
od of obtaining it for use in fertilizers.

Sufficient it is to say that it can be ob-

tained. The peril feared by this English

scientist, therefore, may be averted.
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Thanksgiving
BY EVELYN WHITCOMB

It's just a way "Old Time" has; and it's

mighty comforting,
When the days are getting shorter, and

Autumn's on the wing,
To think the same glad feast day, with all

its fun and cheer,
"Thanksgiving," old, but ever new, is com-

ing—almost here.

How the "family" has strengthened, since
this time a year ago !

There's Brother Jim's ne\y bride, Aileen

;

and Hattie's "Baby" Joe."
Yes, and Cousin Mary's twins ; she will

surely bring them down.
But oh, there's one that we shall miss I

Dear, sainted Grandpa Brown.

There'll be tears and laughter mingled when
we meet on that glad day.

But the joy will drown the sadness, for 'tis

ever Nature's way.
So Thanksgiving, with your blessings, come

as quickly as you can

;

We will run to meet you, greet you, day of
days—^American.

<^

When the latch String is Out

IF
THERE is one day in the year in

which more than all others is mani-
fested that loving spirit of hospitality,

it is Thanksgiving Day. As is Christ-
mas dear to all Christian nations, the
Fourth of July to all American patriots,

so will the festival of Thanksgiving find

a place in the hearts of all subjects of
Uncle Sam so long as our nation shall

stand.

There is something about the good old
custom inaugurated by the Pilgrim Fath-
ers that brings out of the man and woman
that spirit of thankfulness, love of home
and hospitality that is too often lost

sight of in the seemingly mad rush of
business, and, m fact, in the every-day
life. Thanksgiving -patriotism, religion

and the social spirit were blended in the
initial celebration in the Plymouth colony
in 1621, and so it is to-day throughout
our broad and prosperous land. The doors
of hospitality swing wide open, the chil-

dren return to the old home of their
parents, home ties are made stronger,
old love renewed, cares and' misfortune
are forgotten, and God is thanked.
The Christian power of sympathy and

sentiment that has for centuries invaded
the New England homes has been strong
enough to penetrate the hearts of every
patriotic American, and no matter whether
on home or foreign shore, some thought
of thankfulness, some deed of kindness,
will manifest itself on this day of all days.
And while the modern celebration of

Thanksgiving is to more or less extent
different from that which marked that
of the early colonists, yet the same loving,

friendly spirit is there, thanks to the same
true God are offered, and the home com-
ings are perhaps just as happy as in the
old days.

Thankful for and thoughtful of our own
happy . condition, we should not forget

those less fortunate than ourselves. Some
little deed of charity, some little word of
sympathy and encouragement, may per-
haps make a sorrowful life bright and
happy. Look about you and see if there

is not some poor soul who needs, yes,

yearns, for just such a helping hand.
Well has our President said in his

annual proclamation that "much has been
given us from -on high, and much will

rightly be expected of us in return.

Into our care the ten talents have been
entrusted ; and we are to be pardoned
neither if we squander and waste them,
nor yet if we hide them in a napkin; for

they must be fruitful in our hands. Ever
throughout the ages, at all times and
among all peoples, prosperity has been
fraught with danger, and it behooves us
to beseech the Giver of All Things that

we may not fall into love of ease and of

luxury ; that we may not lose our sense
of moral responsibility ; that we may not
forget our duty to God and to our neigh-
bor."

Hog-Killing Time
" Tj OG-KiLLiNG Time" is an event that is

n. looked forward to with much, inter-

est by all farm folk; while it means plenty

of hard work, it is a work that is mixed
with pleasure.

Everything is arranged the day before,

or perhaps several days ahead of time

;

all the neighbors are invited, as Mr.
Farmer always "swaps" work with his

neighbors, this custom extending to the

"wimmen folks." The evening before the

great event Mr. Farmer is careful to see

that iron kettles, scalding barrels, etc.,

are in their proper places, knives sharp-

ened and an abundance of wood piled

close to the kettles ; then he gets down the
old rifle, cleans and loads it, and now all

is in readiness.

Long before daylight the next morning
he has the fires going under the big iron
kettles, and when the neighbors arrive
there is no waiting. Mr. Porker is shot
down without ceremony, the cruel knife
is plunged deep into his throat, and he
is dragged to the scalding table. There
the men grab his feet and plunge him
into the barrel of scalding water ; he is

again jerked out, and by, a dexterous flip

he "swaps ends" and is again plunged
into the barrel and again jerked out.

Now all that can get at him begin slip-

ping off his hair, and when the "rough"
is off, the knives are brought into play
and he is scraped and scraped until clean.

Then two pairs of brawny arms are
passed under him, two pairs of strong
hands are locked together under him,
and he is carried beneath a heavy pole,

which is fastened upon strong braces, or
posts, a heavy stick sharpened at each
end is fastened to each hind foot by
means of slitting the flesh and putting the

end of the stick between the heavy, tough
tendon and the bone, and he is hung
head downward, his nose almost touch-
ing the ground. Then he is split wide
open, and his entrails and inner organs
removed ; bucketful after bucketful of
water is dashed into him, and he is

washed perfectly clean inside and out.

Now he must hang and cool until all

the animal heat is out of him ; but while
some are doing this work, other porkers
are being slain, and put through the same
process, and as soon as the first entrails

are removed into a tub they are carried
to the sheds or wash house or some
convenient place, where the women re-

move the lard from them, and clean and
scrape some of them in which to stuff

sausage latef in the day. The hogs are

all killed and hung up by "sunup" or a
little after, then the kettles are cleaned
ready for rendering the lard later in the
day, the hogs' heads are cut off, and many
little "odd jobs" looked after before the
carcasses are taken down and cut up.
The heaviest of the work is now over

—

that is, the part requiring heavy lifting

—

and the men are found playing all kinds
of pranks ujJon each other, while they
listen to the cheery voices that come from
the kitchen, where the "wimmen folks"
are doing their part and preparing for
the noon-day meal, indulging the while
in the usual neighborly chat, as only these
big-hearted, free country people can do.
Next in order is cutting up the car-

casses into hams, shoulder and side meat;
leaf lard and tenderloin meat are trimmed
out, the meat is cooled, then salted down

;

the children usually get to turn the sausage
grinder and stuffer, and have much amuse-
ment with the "pigtails ;" the lard is ren-
dered, and the work is now practically
over, except the cleaning up.
Our illustrations show the men folks

at a recent hog killing, with the hanging
hogs for a background, and of course the
"wimmen" had to take their turn before
the camera. George R. Capoot.

<$>

Work of the Peace Congress

After eighteen weeks of deliberation at
The Hague the peace conference ad-

journed on the eighteenth of last month
in a blaze of oratorical fireworks. M.
Nelidoff, the president, in a lengthy
speech reviewed the work accomplished.
He contended that time and experience
had been lacking to enable great progress
to be made in devising Tneans to avert
conflicts. The proposals for obligatory
arbitration and the establishment of a
permanent court of arbitration, he said,

had met with insurmountable difficulties.

THE MEN FOLKS AT A RECENT HOG KILLING

THE WOMEN TAKE THEIR TURN BEFORE THE CAMERA

The international prize court would stand
out as the conference's monument.
The other work, however, would not

be lost. Progress had been made in inti-

mate knowledge of mutual interests and
needs and in the establishment of rela-
tions leading to moral and material soli-

darity, which would be increasingly op-
posed to warlike enterprises.
The press, generally of Europe, how-

ever, regard the work of the conference
as a great fiasco, and some of the more
important journals affirm that the con-
gress has done the cause of peace far
more harm than good.
From the outset the conference was

handicapped by the program which the
Czar outlined for its discussion.
The greatest surprise and disappoint-

ment in these proposals was the omis-
sion of any illusion to disarmament, or at
least a reduction in the scale of war prep-
arations maintained by the nations of
Europe. England, with Sir Henry Camp-
bell-Bannerman, the Premier, for mouth-
piece, raised a great cry for action on
the armament question. The United States
cordially and France earnestly supported
England. Germany talked of assenting
to the principle, but it was plain from the
outset that neither she nor Russia in-
tended to let anything real be done. Thus
what ultimately turned out to be true
was prophesied of the conference before
it assembled—namely, that it would be a
gathering to legislate for war rather than
to promote peace. The next peace con-
gress, is scheduled for 1915.

Promising Wealth of Panama
HThere is no doubt but that the Panama-
* Canal is going to cause Uncle Sam to
dig deep into his jeans, but when we stop
to figure up the enormous profits of the
Suez Canal there seems to be a mighty
big business reason for the construction
of the American waterway. Frank G.
Carpenter figures that if Panama should
pay proportionately with Suez, the United
States government will realize from it

something like fourteen per cent every
year. The money actually invested in the
canal of Suez was one hundred million
dollars, and its receipts last year were

. over twenty-two million dollars.

After paying all its running expenses it

has more than fourteen million dollars
left for dividends and other purposes, and
its stock is now worth more than that of
the Standard Oil Company.
The obstacles encountered in digging

the Panama ditch have been sufficient to
discourage almost any nation, but the
bulldog tenacity of the American people
has been manifested in this very project,

and the United States will surely build
the canal, and build it with American
skill and money. If the locks will have
to be widened, and it now seems alto-

gether likely, it will be done, and the nec-
essary millions . will be forthcoming for
this or any other emergency that may
have to be met. Congress may continue
to struggle and wrangle with the per-
plexing problems that are bound to come
up, but the American people want the
canal bujlt, and with the masses back of
such a movement the outcome is never
in doubt. Too, the American people have
profited by the mistakes incident to the
Suez project, and once the Panama water-
way is a reality there will be no repeti-

tion of Egyptian blunders, but Uncle
Sam will continue to boss the job and
collect the tolls.

<5>

The Brooklyn Bridge Crush

To THE visitor to New York City the

great Brooklyn bridge is one of the

first objects of special interest pointed
out, and to those who have seen it, min-
gled with its crowds or even read of the

great jams that occur daily, and indeed
regularly at certain hours, the recent

proposition to install moving platforms
across the bridge will find some interest.

The company making the proposition

promises to carry 174,000 persons an hour
across the bridge, each passenger to have
a seat, and ensures a solution of the

crush problem that has been before the

New York public for years.

In the moving platform the usual order
of things is reversed, and instead of the

vehicle on which the passengers are

moved running on wheels on a rail, the

vehicle itself is the rail which moves over

the wheels.
Should the system be installed, it

would be not unlike a broad band on
which seats are placed,^ looping the bridge

at a rate of twelve miles an hour, with-

out any stops to take on or leave off

passengers—no waits, no dead space, just

one continuous train always ninning.
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Chapter I.

A RACE AND ITS RESULT

IT
IS the morning of the August Bank
Holiday, and Stamford Bridge Ath-
letic Grounds are brilliant with hun-
dreds of flags. Here flies the Red

Cross of England, side by side with the

Stars and Stripes of America. There the
French Tricolors ; j^onder the German
Imperial Eagle. The saflFron flag of Spain
floats grandly in the breeze over the box
of the Spanish ambassador, and by its

side the Black Dragon of the Celestial

Empire, while a little to the right the

banner of the Czar of All the Russias
mingles its folds peaceablj' with the em-
blem of the Land of the Rising Sun. All
nations are represented here at this great
contest of peaceful strife, and a general
feeling of "may the best men win" per-
meates the vast concourse of spectators.

The grand stand is fairly ablaze with
color, the magnificent costumes of the

ladies standing out in bold relief from the

darker background of their male escorts,

while all around-that vast arena is massed
a six-fold fringe of htmian beings, and
above them all, like some great god come
to witness the efforts of his subjects,

shines the sun, the glorious sun of an
English June morning.
Away off to the north the tapering tops

of a hundred chimneys break the sky line,

but this morning they vomit no obnoxious
black smoke, for the grimy sons of toil,

who usually feed the fires of these belch-
ing monsters, have forsaken their posts,

and are clustered arovmd the ropes, anx-
ious and expectant, awaiting the appear-
ance of the contestants, for is not Blake,
the champion long-distance man of the
British Isles, here to defend his title to-

day, and are there not a half dozen for-

eign champions present to dispute it? And
what sturdy north-country man or what
H-dropping cockney is there who has not
bet his last shilling on the chances of his

countrj'man? They find plentj' of takers,

however, for the American contingent is

strong here to-daj', and is equally ready
to make their money talk for their man,
Amos Jackson, the ex-college cross-coun-
try champion. Neither are the dapper
little Frenchmen from across the Chan-
nel slow in placing their francs in de-
fense of their
mighty Charmer-
ies, who has
wrought such
deeds of wonder
at Berlin and
Vienna, and final-

ly carried all be-
fore him at
Athens; while the
"dark horse" of
the race. Monk,
the New-Zealand-
er, is tipped by
quite a few as the
winner, and the
sturdy little Hol-
lander, Durbries,
has his supporters
and friends.

The preliminary
heats are over.
The open hundred
has been captured
by that prince of
sprinters, Tuffy,
the American. The
mile has gone to
George, the Brit-

isher, and the
quarter to the
French crack, De-
Fairies. And now
comes the grand
even t—the five-

mile cross-country
championship. Al-
ready the stewards
are chasing stray

spectators off the
track ; a bell is

ringing from the
dressing tent. A
few onlookers,
who had left their
seats in search of

refreshments, are climbing back again.

The hush of expectancy hangs over the

field.

Suddenly a terrific shout goes' up. Half
a dozen bands play as many national an-
thems simultaneously, and the champions
of six nations come strolling forth to do
battle. See that clean-limbed bright little

fellow ! He is Charmeries, the French-
man, fresh from his victories on the
Continent ; and talking to him is the bull-

necked, sturdy son of Holland, Durbries.
The New-Zealander, Monk, the Britisli

champion, Blake, and the American rep-
resentative, Jackson, are beguiling the
tedium of the procession to the start with
leap frog, while the massive Anglo-Ger-
man, Guinersuippe, brings up the rear.

The grand stand springs to its feet "en
masse" and cheers frantically, while high
above the din of frenzied shouts sounds
the shrill war crj' of some American col-

lege, backed and flanked by deep-chested
roars of British cheers.
"What's the matter with Jackson?"

shouts a stentorian- voice, and loud and
heartv comes back the familiar answer

:

"HE'S—ALL—RIGHT !"
_

Even the dignified American minister
is carried away with the mad riot around
him, for he springs from his seat, and
raising his hat, cheers enthusiastically for
his country's representative.

A massed band of the 2d Coldstream
Guards is playing "The Watch on the
Rhine," and the German contingent comes
in strong at the finish. H. R. H. the Prince
of Wales is pointing out to his consort
the British champion, and the Dutch am-
bassador is drumming his fingers nervous-
ly on the rail in front of his box. All
is nerve-racking expectancj'.

And now the six men are on the line.

The starter is giving them a few parting
instructions. Before them stretches the
velvety, green course, clearly defined in

its oval shape by the white posts, the
fluttering flags and the vast throng of
spectators. The Frenchman has the in-

side berth
;
next, the New-Zealander, then

the stalwart German, with the lean-look-
ing Yankee as his companion, side by
side with Blake, the Englishman, and the
Dutchman on the extreme outside. A
hush falls over the waiting thousands.

"Ready?" comes the clear interrogation
from the starter.

The onlookers draw a long breath; the
runners fall into position. Was ever a
wait so interminable.
"Gun !"

They're off*

The Frenchman on the inside jumps
away as if it were a quarter-mile race,

and is six good lengths to the fore at the
first furlong post. Monk is hot on his

trail, with the Britisher and his American
cousin laying next ; Durbries well up, and
the German taking things easy in the
ruck.

Something like a sigh of relief comes
from the crowd. The ice is broken; the
race is on.

The men round the first lap in very
much the same order as the start, except
that the Frenchman has steadied himself
a bit, and the German has drawn up to

his field. Twenty yards would cover the
bunch as they dash past the stand the
first time' around. AU have taken their

jumps in good style, and they start on the
second lap in fine- trim. Then, all of a

sudden, down goes the New-Zealander in

a heap at the water jump. He struggles
out again in a moment, dripping and mud
soaked, and is after his field like a race
horse. But fift>' yards of green turf now
lie between him and the leaders. On,
on, they race, with the blue and white
colors of the Frenchman always in the
van, and the scarlet tights of the New-
Zealander in the rear, while, with great,
easy strides, each watching the other like

hawks, side by side in the middle of the
bunch, race the American and the Brit-
isher. Past the stand for the second time
and on out into the countrj' they nm,
the sturdy little Hollander still hanging
to the Frenchman as if he was the only
man in the race. But something is hap-
pening to Charmeries. He almost stops,
places his hand to his side, and then falls

hopelessly away. The crowd gives a little

"oh" and a murmur of sympathy, but the
knowing ones only laugh, and say, "That's
all right ; he's cutting out the nmning for
the German."
And so it seems, for the mighty son of

the Fatherland comes away with a rush
and is past the two Anglo-Saxons and

With a well-timed aprine the athlete caaeht the leader's reins. Donnaly wrestled with the wheeler*

racing shoulder to shoulder with Durbries
before the Hollander can scarcely realize
it. He is starting early to make a run-
away race of it, and is coming pretty
close to doing it. With great, powerful
strides he forges to the fore, and running
like the wind, opens up a formidable dis-
tance between him and his pursuers. Dur-
bries, the American and the Britisher all

realize their danger, and are after him
in grim earnest, while Monk, toiling away
painfully in the rear, spurts gallantly, and
closes up on the flying quartet, and the
Frenchman retires, covered with glory
for his part in the race.

Past the stand they come again, with
the great German still going and leading
as if all the wolves of the Black Forest
were on his trail ; Jackson, Blake and
Durbries neck and neck twentj' yards
away, and Monk plugging doggedlj- away
another twenty behind them. The Ger-
man rises to his hurdles and jumps grand-
ly ; he is full of running, and the three
rnen behind can scarce hold him; the
New-Zealander is coming fast now, and
gaining on the leaders.

The crowd j'ells and shouts in mad ex-
citement, as the men dash past the' stand
for the fourth time and start on the final
lap.

Now for it! Now for the great strug-
gle! Five good men still in it, and a
mile from home.
The German is slowing a bit and the

mud-bespattered Monk is surely gaining.
Half way around the lap the Hollander
makes his effort. He spurts with all the
pluck of his race, but Jackson and Blake
will have none of it. Effort for effort
and stride for stride they answer. Not
a foot separates the three; they are run-
ning down the German, while a mighty
shout from the crowd warns them that
the plucky Monk is fast closing. The
German is not yet through, though. With
a will of iron he forces himself on; he
clings to the lead, and hugs the rail like
a grizzly. A quarter mile from home
and in the straight now. There is a
might>- roar from the ^\mericans. Jackson
is spurting ! Gad ! so is Blake ! And the
little Hollander! They have collared the
German ! No, he comes again ! A hun-
dred yards from the tape and four men

all in line. There
is a terrific shout
from the stand.
The people are in-

toxicated with ex-
citement Then
like a flash comes
the scarlet figure

of the New-Zea-
lander; he whizzes
past the struggling
four, and for one
brief moment
holds the lead.
The air is rent
with frenzied
}-ells. Then the
American comes
away in the last

fifty yards, with
the Britisher and
the Hollander on
either flank, and
neck and neck the
trio make the last

grand effort, with
the German and
New-Zealander a
yard behind. Gad!
was ever such a
race ! It will be,

it will be, by the
Great Lord Harry,
it is—IT IS—

A

TRIPLE DEAD
HEAT! and as
the exhausted
racers fling them-
selves on the turf,

oblivious to all
surroundings, the
crowd breaks loose
in a wild whirl,
and swooping
down, carries the
barrier and rope
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before them, as they seize the gallant run-
ners, and hoisting them shoulder high,

bear them triumphantly to the stand.
The great international cross-country

championship of 1906 is over, and^^Amos
Jackson, American, covered virith honor
and glory, has retired from active partici-

pation in field sports.

"The greatest race I ever witnessed.
Your Highness," says the American am-
bassador, as he pays his respects to the
British representative of Royalty.
"As an exhibition of pluck it was un-

equaled," responds the Prince.

Chapter II.

ACQUAINTANCE BY ACCIDENT

AND what a reception did Amos Jack-
son receive ! Had he won the race

by half a lap, his countrymen could not
4iave accorded him a greater ovation. The
lank son of the New World, ever mod-
est and retiring, had to literally fight his

way to his dressing room through surg-
ing lines of admiring supporters, who
grasped his hands, and thumped his back,
and shouted congratulations to him.

It was after five o'clock when the
American finally broke away from his ad-
mirers, and in company with his old chum,
Donnalj^ declining the many offers of
"Cab, sir?" started to walk back to town.
The road was swarming with sightseers
returning from the sports, but none of
them recognized in the tall, fashionably
dressed figure the great American runner.

It amused the two friends, as they saun-
tered along, to listen to the comments and
talk of the race.

"The bloke's a millionaire," confided a
grimy-looking navvy to his companion.
"Who, the Froggie?"
"No, the Yank."
"Wot, got a million punds?"
"No, dollars, you fool; they don't 'ave

punds over there."
"Oh, he's a tofl^, eh?"
"You bet he is."

'

"It don't make no odds about his tin;

Blake'd run him down in another five

yards."

"I don't know, though ; he was going
awful strong at the finish ; he's a lean dog,
and it takes that, you know, for a long
race."

"I know, but— Say, what the deuce is

coming? Get out of the way. Blast me if

it ain't a runaway. Look out, Tom !" and
the man dragged his companion hastily to
one side.

A couple of hundred yards back on the
road, amid a cloud of dust, two half-
maddened horses were dashing at break-
neck speed toward them, careening wildly
from side to side, and threatening every
moment to overturn the tall dog cart
which they were drawing. They were
being driven in that most idiotic of all

styles, tandem fashion. The leader was
completely out of hand, with the wheeler
following blindly. An elderly man strove
impotently to check them. A groom in liv-

ery had clambered over from the back seat,

and was endeavoring to assist. A girl,

white and scared, clutched convulsively
at her seat, as the tall, high-wheeled dog
cart swayed dangerously from side to side.

The two Americans, who had been
lounging leisurely along, were all action
in a moment.

_
"Look out, Donnaly ! Take the trailer,

I'll glue to the leader!" shouted Jackson.
There was no time for more; the half-

maddened animals were upon them. With
a well-timed spring the athlete caught the
leader's reins and flung his whole weight
upon them. Donnaly wrestled with the
wheeler. The crowd ^scattered in all di-

rections, and the old gentleman in the box
hung on to the lines like grim death.
For a few moments there was a fierce

battle between men and beasts. The horses
reared and plunged; they struggled and
fought; with mighty efforts they sought
to throw off theit human burden. The
dog cart careened and swayed; now this
side of the road, now that, and the girl
hung on to her perilous seat, speechless
with terror. Amos felt his arms almost
wrenched from their sockets, but he hung
on with that grim determination that
knows no defeat, and at last, with a snort
and stumble, with flaming eyes, the ani-
mals came to a halt, and the battle was
won. -

The groom was down from his seat in a
moment, and a dozen willing hands held
the panting horses, while the two Ameri-
cans staggered from their posts and sat
breathless on the roadside bank.
"Are you hurt, gentlemen?" shouted the

driver, as he flung the reins to willing
hands, and assisting his charge to dis-
mount, made his way toward the two
friends.

Jackson shook his head. It was all he
could do, for his fight with the horses
had tried him almost as severely as the
race. It was Donnaly who first found his
tongue and his breath.
"We're all right, thanks," he panted.
The girl had joined them by this time.
"It was brave, it was magnificent !" she

cried with just the slightest suspicion of
a foreign accent. "I thank j'ou both!"
and "she held out her daintily gloved hands.

Jackson just touched her finger tips.
It seemed almost sacrilegious to grasp
that exquisite hand. He mumbled some-
thing about it being "nothing at all," and
being "delighted," and then commenced to
back away. Jackson never was a ladies'
man.

It was Donnaly who came to the rescue.
He was always alarmingly at his ease in
the presence of the fair sex. With almost
Parisian politeness, he stood hat in hand,
and assured her that if they had been of
any service, the pleasure had been theirs;
he thought the horses were just about to
stop, in any case. Then steering clear of
the somewhat embarrassing subject, he
turned to the old gentleman and inquired
of him what he thought was the cause
of the horses bolting.

"I can scarcely tell," was the reply. "The
leader took fright so suddenly that my at-

tention was solely taken up with him, and
I had no time to make any note of the
cause of it."

"Why, uncle, it was the man with
that odd Punch and Judy show.
Did you not see him? He dropped
the box containing all the puppets,
and the clatter startled the horse."
"Was that it? Now, really, I have,

no recollection. I was so concerned
with the horses that I noticed little

else. It was indeed fortunate you
gentlemen were here, or I scarcely
know how it might have ended.
Can I give you a lift into town?"
"Why," said Jackson, "we were

intending to walk in, but this inci-
dent seems to be creating some lit-

tle excitement, judging by the
crowd, so if you can make room
for us, perhaps—

"

"I don't see how," laughed Donnaly,
looking over the dog cart.

"Oh, that can be easily arranged if one
of you gentlemen will not object to the
back seat. The fact is, I'm a trifle shaky,
and if I can induce you *to handle the lines
I shall esteem it a great favor. This mad
run has rather upset me."

"I never handled horses fixed that way,"
disclaimed Donnaly, shaking his head, "but
Jackson, old man, I've seen you often do
it at the New York Horse Show. Sup-
pose you try. By the way, we don't know
each other, do we? This is Mr. Amos
Jackson, and

.
my name is Donnaly, both

from the other side of the pond. I expect
you've discovered that." The easy-man-
nered Donnaly was making things com-
fortable.

"Of course. How stupid of me. I for-
got," mumbled the old gentleman. "This
is her—I should say Miss Ashtonette, of
Belgrade, Servia, and I am her uncle,
Colonel Dangiousem ; at your service,
gentlemen. We are 'doing Europe,' as you
Americans say, and have been attending
the sports to-day."
"Why, uncle, Mr. Jackson must be the

American who ran so grandly in that very
long race. You are, you know you are!"
she asserted, pointing an accusing finger
at the embarrassed athlete.

"Oh, plead guilty, old man; you are
discovered and lost," advised the irre-

pressible Donnaly.
"On the contrary, sir, if Mr. Jackson is

discovered, I should say that he is found,
not lost ; but really, your English language
is so utterly impossible that it is difficult

to be sure," laughed the young lady.
"Let us get in the dog cart," suggested

the Colonel. "Mr. Jackson, do me the
favor of handling the ribboiis ; your friend
and I will mount at the back. John, fol-

low us on foot," this to the groom.
"Oh, that's too bad, now," remonstrated

Jackson, with all an American's consider-
ation for his fellow, be he servant or
master.- But the groom had tipped his hat,
and was already at the horse's head.
Amos assisted Miss Ashtonette to climb

up into the tall, two-stepped vehicle, then
clambered up himself. The Colonel and
Donnaly were already seated at the back.
The groom said, "Ready, sir?" gave the
leader his head, touched his hat and
stepped to one side. Amos gathered the
lines well in, flicked the horse over the
ears, and the animal sprang forward.
Amos, reserved, as usual, attended

strictly to his lines, and found little enough
to say to the queenly being by his side.

He had scarcely obtained a fair glimpse
of her as yet, but he was aware of a finely

poised head, crowned with a wealth of
golden hair, and a pair of laughing, deep
brown eyes. It was her voice which most
charmed the American, however; he was
fascinated by it. It sounded soft and low
and musical, like some rippling brook.
"You drive almost as well as you run,"

she said in her pretty foreign accent
"I am very fond of horses," he replied

simply.

"If a man is fond of anything, he is

sure to do it well ; at least, so the Austrian
am—I mean my uncle always says."

"Is your uncle an Austrian, then?" he
inquired. "I understood him to say he was
a Servian."
"No," she laughed in her pretty way,

"he is not an Austrian—not by any
means," and her rippling laugh rang out
again. Six months later he better under-
stood the meaning of her mirth.

Amos Jackson, the
Impostor and Mon-
arch-to-Be of the Is-

land Kingdom of

Mirtheium

"Mr. Donnaly informs me you are stay-
ing at 'The Falcon,' " the Colonel called

over to Amos. "That is our hotel, so our
port of calling is the same. Perhaps you
gentlemen will honor us with your com-
pany this evening, "if you have no other
engagement. Our suite is Nos. 93-98. Drop
in this evening, if possible." The Colonel
was delightfully democratic in his manner.
"We shall be delighted," responded Don-

naly, placing a strong Roosevelt accent
on the 'de.'

"Why not?" suggested the girl, then
hesitated.

"Ah, why not, most certainly, by all

means," the Colonel broke in, catching
onto her idea. "You must dine with us.

A capital idea. Ha, ha ! Will it be con-
venient? We dine at seven-thirty. I trust
you will honor us."
"How about it, Jackson?" asked Donnaly.
"I know of nothing to prevent us," re-

plied Amos., "It is very kind of you.
Colonel. We accept with pleasure."
"That will be very nice. I was wishing

for a little company this evening," said
Miss Ashtonette.
They were driving through the town

now, and presently pulled up in front of
"The Falcon." Amos flung the reins to a
hostler and a§sisted Miss Ashtonette to
alight. The Colonel and Donnaly were
already down.

"To-night, then, at seven-thirty !" cried

the girl as they parted in the main hall.

"At seven-thirty," echoed the Colonel.
"We shall be there," called back the

two Americans.
<?>

Chapter III.

A DINNER AND ITS CONSEQUENCES

"vjr ELL," said Jake Donnaly, as heW stretched himself in the comfortable
easychair of their smoking room, "well,

what now? It is ten past seven. Better
dress, I giiess. I know you're anxious to

get there, old man."
"Speak for yourself, Jake, you made the

date. Still, they are rather fine people,
I'll admit."
"Pshaw, she's a fortune hunter. They've

caught onto the fact that you're an Amer-
ican millionaire. Great chance for his

niece, the uncle thinks," teased Donnaly.
"Nothing of the sort," retorted Amos.

"That girl's all on the square, or I'm no
judge of human nature."
"Oh, that's how it blows, eh. Awfully

sorry for you, old chap. Let me know
when it's coming off, and meanwhile get
off to your room and dress."

"Don't be a fool, Donnaly," retorted
Jackson, as he arose and went out.******
"Mr. Amos Jackson and Mr. James

Donnaly," announced the servant, as our
hero and his chum entered the reception
room.
A vision of loveliness in a wonderful

dress of an indescribable fashion swept
forward to greet them.
"My aunt, Mrs. Dangiousem. Auntie

dear, this is Mr. Jackson and his friend
Mr. Donnaly. They are our heroes of this

afternoon's adventure."
Amos found himself bowing to an elder-

ly lady, with a kind, motherly face, which
was crowned with a wealth of beautiful

white hair. The Colonel was standing
back of her, nodding cheerfully to him.
Donnaly was already making himself at

home, and explaining to Miss Ashtonette
the difference between the two 1898 issues

of the United States Washington two-cent

stamp, "You see," he was saying, "the
lines about the head in the first issue
converge—

"

And then occurred an unexpected and
dramatic incident.

Mrs. Dangiousem gave a little scream,
flung up her arms in the air and fainted
dead away.
The Colonel caught her as she fell;

Amos sprang forward, and lifting her up
like a child, carried her to a couch. Miss
Ashtonette was by her side in an instant,
and a servant was running for smelling
salts. Donnaly stood stroking his chin
and feeling somewhat in the way.
"She will be better in a moment," said

the niece assuringly, looking up at Amos
with a pretty, flushed face. "She is some-
times affected this ^way. It's the heat, I
think."
The prophecy proved correct. The maid

returned with the salts bottle, and in a
few moments Mrs. Dangiousem opened
her eyes, and murmuring something about
"How silly of me!" attempted to rise.

"Now remain still, auntie dear," remon-
strated Miss Ashtonette, gently enforcing
her words with a detaining hand. "You
will be better in a few minutes. The gen-
tlemen will excuse you, I am sure."

"Really I am quite recovered now," said
the old lady, again endeavoring to sit up.
"Very well, in a few minutes, auntie.

Marie, set dinner back for fifteen minutes,
please," this to the maid.

_
Everything was all right again in a short

time, and Mrs. Dangiousem took her
place at the table.

_"It was so absurd of me," she apolo-
gized, with a faint attempt at a smile, to
Amos, "but I cannot control myself when
I receive the slightest shock, and you re-
minded me so strongly of a dear one who
has recently gone from us."

"I am sorry indeed to have been the
unwitting cause of your indisposition," re-
plied the athlete with genuine sympathy.
"The little mother is recovered now,"

assured the Colonel, softly patting his
wife's hand.
But somehow the incident had cast a

gloom over the little party, which was not
to be dispelled by the excellent courses and
the fine cuisine.

The Colonel seemed ^thoughtful, and
Mrs. Dangiousem nervous and ill at ease,
and the reserved Jackson was hot one to
impart gaiety to such a gathering. Only
Miss Ashtonette and Donnaly were at
their ease.

The servants moved noiselessly about
the room removing the courses ; light con-
versation prevailed, and presently the
ladies withdrew to the drawing room and
left the three gentlemen to their cigars.
The servants Slipped away; the men were
alone. .

Somehow the convOTsation drifted
around to politics—first American, then
British, and lastly international. The
Colonel referred to the unsettled condition
of the Balkan States, and the possibility,
aye, probability, that the slumbering em-
bers might at any moment burst into fierce
flame.

"You know, gentlemen, we are there,
our home and people are there, and the
matter is one of deep concern to us."
"You reside in Belgrade, I believe you

said. Colonel?" queried Donnaly.
"I have lived there, but I can scarce

call it my home. I am an Islander, gen-
tlemen; a sailor, born and bred. More
than a third of my life has been spent
upon the sea's heaving bosom, but my
home, that place which is perhaps dearer
to a sailor than any other man, my home
is the ever-beautiful isle of Mirtheium,
vi-hose shores are lapped by the blue waves
of the ^gean Sea."

"I have to confess, Colonel, that I can-
not place it," frankly acknowledged Amos.
"That is quite excusable, sir," allowed

the Islander with a deprecating wave of
his hand. "It is very small in area; it

will seem even more so to you after your
vast continent, but it may perhaps interest
you to know that Mirtheium lies exactly
half way between Mytilene and Skyro ; it

is just fifty miles from either. You have
heard of those two islands, I presume?"
and the Colonel lifted his eyebrows inquir-
ingly.

"I can go you on the one. Colonel,"
said Amos vnth a laugh. "Mytilene, I

think, lies close to the Turkish coast, in
the Grecian Archipelago—the ^gean Sea,
as you call it; the other, I am afraid, I

must plead guilty to not being able to
locate.*^"

"You are right, sir, in regard to the
larger isle, and Skyro lies almost oppo-
site to it, near the Greek coast ; it is much
smaller than the Turkish, as you say. But
—and herein lies the interesting point in

regard to my home—whereas the two
isles we are mentioning belong the one
to Turkey and the other to Greece, Mir-
theium, my home, gentlemen, pays tribute

to no nation ; it is independent. In vain

have the soldiers of Greece or Rome and
of Turkey endeavored to wrest it from
us in all ages; we have hurled them into

the sea, and to-day, gentlemen, Mirtheium
stands as free and independent as it did
in the days of our Savior."

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 21]
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Who Is It?

Who is it, when the infants cry.

Will quickly to the babies fly

And instantly their needs supply?
'Tis mother.

Who is it, when the child did fret,

As sickness it did often get.

Had watched the babe and little slept?
'Tis mother.

Who is it wilt with great delight
Direct the boys and girls aright
And make their many hardships light?

'Tis mother.
Who is it, when this life's most o'er.

When they can do for you no more.
Will point you to the heavenly shore?

'Tis mother.
Albert E. Vassar.

<5>

The Thanksgiving Feast

BY MARY" FOSTER SNIDER

THANKSGinxG dishes for Thanksgiv-
ing Day is an almost unbroken law
in many households, and it is un-
doubtedly wisdom that the old

fashions should at least once a year be
thus rigidly observed. One can scarcely
eat a dinner modeled after one of those
old-time Thanksgivings without giving a
thought to those heroic and unselfish an-
cestors of ours who have made our own
delightful November feasts possible, and
the thought must bring a comparison be-
tween their day of thanks and ours that
should assuredly fill our hearts with
deepest gratitude. The old-time dishes
and the old-time feast, however, may be
loyally observed and yet permit of some
delightful little additions and innovations
that twentieth-century tastes and palates
delight in.

The usual bread stuffing for the turkey
may be pleasingl}- varied year after year
by the addition of oj'sters, mushrooms,
chestnuts or celerj'. A well-made bread
stuffing, however, can scarcely be excelled,

and every housekeeper sht)uld learn to

make this light, digestible and savory.
An excellent recipe is the following:

Select a large loaf of bread at least

two days old, and cut off all the ^rust.

Grate the crumb fine, and mix with it

one scant tablespoonful of salt, one third

of a teaspoonful of white pepper, one
teaspoonful of powdered thyme and two
teaspoonfuls of powdered summer sa-

vorj'. A tablespoonful of finely minced
onion that has been fried in butter for
five minutes is considered a most pleasing
addition by many persons. Mix one half

cupful of melted butter thoroughly through
the seasoned crumbs, and stuff the mix-
ture lightly into the turkey. If oysters,

chestnuts or other ingredients are to be
added, use a smaller amount of crumbs,
omit the poultry seasoning, and add
chopped celerj', mashed chestnuts or small
o}-sters in the desired proportion.

If the turkey is not to be stuffed with
the oyster mixture, oyster balls are very-

delicious to serve with it. Parboil one
cupful of oysters, add the mashed yolks
of two hard-boiled eggs, one half cupful
of fine dry crumbs, salt and pepper to

taste, and the yolk of one raw egg. Shape
into rather thick round cakes, and fry

in plenty of butter until a light brown
on both sides.

An old and excellent recipe for chicken
pie is as follows : Prepare two or three

nice-sized chickens for boiling, and cook
them in slightly salted boiHng water until

tender. Then take the meat from the
bones and place it in a deep earthen pud-
ding dish that has been lined with puff

paste. Dust each la^er^ of the chicken
with salt, pepper, a little flour, and gen-
erous bits of butter. One teacupful of

butter in all should be used. Mash the
livers and hearts and add them to the
gravy, thicken it with flour, add season-

ing to taste, and pour it over the chicken
until the dish is as full as possible. Cover
with a top crust of the paste, cut some
neat gashes in the top, to allow the steam
to escape, and bake in a good oven until

done. Oysters, mushrooms and sliced

hard-boiled eggs may be alternated with
the layers of chicken, and make the pie

even more delectable.

A most delicious cranberry sauce to

serve with the turkey is made by adding
one orange and one cupful of raisins to

each quart of cranberries. Squeeze the

juice from the orange, and boil the peel

in water to cover until perfectly tender

;

then drain, and cut it into shreds with a
pair of sharp scissors. Stone the raisins,'

and simmer them in a very little water
until tender, add the orange juice, the

orange peel, one quart of washed and
picked-over cranberries, and just enough
water to make one cupful of liquid in all.

Boil for ten minutes, or until the cran-
berries begin to pop, then add two cup-
fuls of granulated sugar, and boil ten

minutes longer, stirring frequently, to

prevent scorching.

For a good old-fashioned Indian pud-
ding take two quarts of milk, and scald

three pints of it; stir ten tablespoonfuls

of sifted meal in the hot milk, and beat

very thoroughly, to remove all lumps.

Add salt to taste, two heaping teaspoon-
fuls of ginger, half as much ground
cinnamon, three fourths of a cupful of

granulated sugar, one teacupful of New

Orleans molasses, and lastly the pint of
cold milk. Add stoned raisins if desired,

and bake four hours in a slow oVen.
Pumpkin pies are essentially the pies

for this November feast and when well
made excel every other pie that has ever
been or ever will be. Mix well together
four cupfuls of stewed and sifted pump-
kin, orre cupful of cream, five cupfuls of
milk, one and one half cupfuls of white
sugar, one teaspoonful each of cinnamon,
mace and nutmeg mixed with the sugar,
and eight eggs well whipped. Pour into

deep pie tins lined with good crust, and
bake twenty-five minutes or until the pies

are done.
Nut custard for filling for layer cakes

is most delicious. Make a custard with
one half cupful of miUc, the beaten yolk
of an egg, two tablespoonfuls of white
sugar and one half teaspoonful of vanilla.

Let it just come to the boiling point with-
out actually boiling, then remove at once
from the fire and let get cold. Stir in

one half pound of shelled and chopped
walnuts, and spread between the cakes.
Cover with a plain w-hite frosting, and
ornament with halved walnut meats.
Sugared nuts are a pleasing and health-

ful sweet. Boil two cupfuls of granulated
sugar with one half cupful of water until

it hairs. Add two cupfuls of blanched and
dried nuts, almonds, English walnuts or
filberts, and stir until the sugar clings to

the nuts. When well coated, turn them
out, and separate any that have stuck
together.
Peach meringues are even more delight-

ful. Add a pinch of salt to the whites of
three fresh eggs, and beat them to a
very stiff snow, adding gradually, while
beating, one cupful of powdered sugar.
When so stiff that the mixture will not drop
from an inverted dish, form the meringues
into small ovals, using a tablespoon and
knife dipped in cold water to shape them.
The paste should be dropped on oiled
white paper laid on a thick board ; sprinkle
the meringues with powdered sugar, and
let them dry out in a very slow oven
for an hour. The oven must not be hot
enough to discolor them. WherT' done,
take them from the oven, and scoop out
the soft part in the center. If they stick

to the paper, turn it over and slightly

moisten it. Mix chopped preserved
peaches (from which all the sirup has
been drained) with a very little dry
whipped cream, and fill it into the center
of the meringues just before sending.

Stuffing the Gobbler

BY EDITH E. SH.\W

riTH Sweet Pot.\toes: BoU, peel, and
sift enough sweet potatoes to make

one quart. Mi.x with the potato one beat-
en egg, one cupful of bread crumbs, one
fourth of a cupful of butter, one teaspoon-
ful of poultrj^ seasoning, one teaspoonful
of salt and one fourth of a teaspoonful
of paprika. Salt and pepper the inside of
the turkey before putting in the stuffing.

With Onions: Break a stale loaf of
bread in pieces, and pour boiling water
over. When moistened, stir into it four
finely chopped onions, one half cupful of
melted butter, one teaspoonful of sweet
marjoram, the same of thyme, one level
tablespoonful each of summer savory,
sage and salt, and one third of a table-
spoonful of pepper. Mix well together
before using.

With Saus.\ge: Pare three very tart

apples, and chop fine ; add one half pound
of sausage meat, and chop again to mix;
add one tablespoonful of chopped parsley,
a very little each of sage, salt and pep-
per, two tablespoonfuls of melted butter
and one quart of moistened bread. Stir
all well together before stuffing.

With Oysters: Drain the liquor from
one quart of oysters, chop lightly, and
mix with one quart of bread crumbs ; add
one third of a cupful of melted butter,

salt and pepper to taste, and a little

chopped celery or celerj- salt. Use the
oyster liquor, with an equal amount of
melted butter, for basting the turkey.

With Mushrooms : Cut one quart of
mushrooms into small dice. Blanch, boil,

and cut in halves one cupful of chestnuts.
Mix, and add an equal amount of flaked
bread moistened with one half cupful of
melted butter. Season with salt, paprika
and two tablespoonfuls of minced celerj'.

With Celery: Pour cold water over a
loaf of stale bread, drain, and crumble.
Add one pint of chopped celery, one half
cupful of melted butter, salt and paprika
to season.

With Lh'er and Chestnuts: Boil two
pounds of calf's liver in stock with a
bunch of herbs and a pinch of salt. When
done, let cool in the liquor. Blanch and
boil one quart of chestnuts in water with
a bay leaf and the juice of a lemon.
Run the liver through the meat chop-

per, and slice the chestnuts; mix, add
two tablespoonfuls of lemon juice, one
half cupful of melted butter, salt and pa-
prika to season.

With R-\isins and Rice: One quart of
dry, well-cooked rice, one pint of raisins
split and seeded, two well-beaten eggs.
Season with one level teaspoonful of salt,
one saltspoonful of pepper, one teaspoon-
ful each of parsley, sage and th>'me, and
mix thoroughly.

<$>

Steamed Frnit Pudding
puT into your mixing bowl one heaping
* cupful of bread crumbs, two scant
cupfuls of flour, one cupful of molasses,
one cupful of sweet milk, and one tea-
spoonful each of salt, cloves and cinna-
mon. Stir one teaspoonful of soda in the
milk. Add, the last thing, one cupful of
suet, chopped fine, the same amount of
raisins and currants, and rub them thor-
oughly with flour before adding to the
mixture. Steam in a well-greased mold
or pan for two hours and thirty minutes.
This recipe will make quite a large pud-
ding.

Cranberry Pie

3R one pint of cranberries, chopped,
use one clipful of sugar and one third

of a cupful of molasses. Dissolve one
tablespoonful of corn starch in the same
arnount of cold water, and stir into it two
thirds of a cupful of boiling water. When
cool, mix with the cranberries and add
one teaspoonful of vanilla.

Here is the very citadel of the farm house, the clean-swept kitchen; and here is the very heart
of the farm, the crrcat stone fireplace. Above it is the throne of the kitchen clock, with its body
euard of quaint, blue-pattemed china and brass candlesticks. Before it spread the broad, smooth
flaes. on which have burned the coals of many generations. Within and around it are all thines
that should be—andirons, soup and eravy kettles, skillets, roasters and sauce pans. Talk about
your fancy stoves, ovens or ranees, and your cookine with coal or Kas or electricity t When did
any such newfangled contrivance cook a Thaokseiving dinner like the deep fireplace, with it*

brick oven and savory fire of cracklioe wood?

Saltimore Muffins

IX one- fourth of a cupful of hominy
' and one half teaspoonful of salt, add

one half cupful of boiling water, cover,
and let stand until the hominy absorbs
the water. Add one: cupful of scalded
milk to one cupful of cornmeal, then add
three tablespoonfuls of sugar and three
tablespoonfuls of butter. Combine mi.x-
ture, add the yolks of two eggs beaten
until thick and lemon colored, and the
whites of two eggs beaten until stiff. Sift
over three teaspoonfuls of baking powder
'and beat thoroughly. Bake in hot, but-
tered, iron gem pans.

«> -

A Thanksgiving Salad
)R this recipe chop fine the white meat
of a boiled fowl; there should be one

cupful. Dissolve one fourth of a tea-
spoonful of granulated gelatin in one and
one half teaspoonfuls of cold water, and
stir into one fourth of a cupful of may-
onnaise dressing. Then add to the
chopped chicken and make into balls one
and one half inches in diameter. Cook
the stock in which the fowl was boiled,
with one onion stuck with six cloves,
two stalks of celery, a sprig of parslej-, a
bit of bay leaf and one teaspoonful of
peppercorns until reduced to three cupfuls.
Strain, season with salt and pepper, then
clear, using the whites of two. eggs, and
season with lemon juice; then add one
and one half tablespoonfuls of gran-
ulated gelatin. Put dario molds in a
panful of ice water, cover the bottoms with
chicken-jelly mixture, and when firm
garnish with egg custard, thinly sliced
and cut in fancy shapes (made from both
the yolk and white of an egg), and truf-
fles. Put in chicken balls, and fill molds
with the jelly mixture, adding it by
spoonfuls. Chill the salad thoroughly
and remove from the molds and arrange
tastefully on fresh lettuce leaves around
a bowl of maj'onnaise dressing.

<S>

Celery on Toast

Peel and wash the roots of celery, or
the coarse stalks not suitable for the

celery glass, cut in small pieces, and stew
tender in a little salted water (if for
breakfast, this much can be done the
evening before), add a small lump of
butter and thicken with one tablespoonful
of flour mixed with a little cold milk or
cream ; let all cook together for a few
minutes. Have rather thick slices of
well-buttered toast in your mush dishes
or small soup dishes, pepper the toast
slightly and give it a sprinkling of celery
salt, pour the cooked celery over it, and
serve hot. One celery root or three stalks
is sufficient for two people.

- Baking-Powder Biscuit

7^ IX and sift two cupfuls of bread flour

(once sifted), one half teaspoonful
of -salt and four and one half teaspoonfuls
of baking powder. Work in one table-

spoonful each of lard and butter, using
the tips of the fingers ; then add grad-
ually three fourths of a cupful of milk,

mixing with a case knife. Toss on a

floured board, and pat and roll lightly

until half an inch in thickness. Shape
with a round biscuit cutter, first dipped
in flour. Place close together in a but-
tered pan, and bake in a hot oven fifteen

minutes. If baked in too slow an oven,
the gas will escape before it has done
its work.
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BUCKLE NO. 1

New Year's Cake

HERE is a recipe for an excellent New
Year's cake to be made as many

weeks before using as possible, as it im-
proves with age.

One cupful of butter, two cupfuls of

sugar, one cupful of molasses, one cupful

of sweet milk, five eggs, five cupfuls of

flour, one teaspoonful each of nutmeg,
cinnamon, cloves, ginger and vanilla, one
scant teaspoonful of soda dissolved in

hot water, two cupfuls of coconut, two
cupfuls of sliced citron, one cupful of
chopped dates, two cupfuls of seeded rais-

ins, two cupfuls of currants-. When
properly mixed, let stand in a cold place
over night, then bake slowly until done.
When cold, place in a tight box until ready
to use. This recipe may be doubled if

desired. Pearl Chenovveth.
<$>

Belt Buckles

The fad for hand-made buckle slides

which is gaining in favor so rapidly

is one which appeals with especial em-
phasis to those of limited means. Buckles
are of all kinds and sizes, but the inex-

pensive ones usually break speedily, turn
color, or rust from
perspiration, and
their shoddiness is

so apparent that

the girl or woman
who delights in

dainty accessories

is sore perplexed
unless her purse is

heavy enough to buy
those of truly ster-

ling quality. It is

just here that the
home-made buckles
come into place.

They may be of
any design and
shape, and will an-

swer all the needs of the well-dressed
womau.
Linen and silk are the materials usually

selected for these buckles, and they are
made of any color desired. Since belts

of the gown color are considered first

choice, it is a good plan to have several
slides matching the various belts_and
gowns. The work is of such small mo-
ment, and the outlay so trifling, that this

is not a difficult

feat.

A foundation of
heavy cardboard is

first cut. On both
sides of this are laid

a couple of thick-
nesses of buckram,
and over and under
all the linen or silk

chosen, which has
already been em-
broidered on the
outer side in what-
ever design and col-

oring fancy dictates.

The layers are then
overcast or button-
holed closely together around the edges
and over the central bar. The belt proper
is provided with hooks and eyes, so that

an invisible fastening is made under the

buckle.

Three designs for such slides are illus-

trated. Nos. 1 and 2 are deep, the former
measuring three and one half inches and
the latter three inches, while both are

two inches wide. These shapes are bet-

ter suited to some
figures if made up
with the slide run-
ning the short way
of the buckles. No.
3 is more nearly
square^ and meas-
ures a trifle over
two inches. Small
oval ones are seen
also of about the
same size.

The embroidery is

usually in the satin stitch or French laid

work, and a bit of padding underneath
brings it out to better advantage. Any
simple design is good. Some have rows
of French knots or little solid disks or

' diamonds.
The medium used for the linen buckles

is usually a fine cotton, mercerized or dull

finished, but silk floss is more suitable for

silk foundations. All white linen belts

are serviceable for tub dresses or shirt-

waist wear, but colored linens and silks

are used for costumes of the same. Em-
broidery oi the same color, though in a

deeper or lighter shade, is usually given
preference over contrasting colors.

Mae Y. Mahaffy.

Thanksgiving Chicken Pie

CUT two chickens into small pieces as

for fricassee ; cover the bottom of the
pie dish with layers of veal and ham placed
alternately; season with chopped mush-
rooms and parsley, pepper and salt, then
add a little gravy; next place in the dish
the pieces of chicken in neat order. Now
fill all cavities with slices of hard-boiled
eggs; repeat the seasoning and the sauce.

Ruckle no. t

BUCKLE NO. 3

lay a few thin slices of dressed ham
on the top, cover the top with strips of
puflF paste, place a roll of puff paste
around the edge, egg the pie over with a
paste brush, and bake it one hour and
thirty minutes.

Cider Cake
IF YOU are fond of novelty, try this cake.
* Take one cupful of dark brown
sugar and one cupful of butter, and mix
them together ; break in three eggs, and
mix well ; add one nutmeg, one teaspoon-
ful of saleratus and two cupfuls of flour,

pour over all one cupful of cider, and
mix all together. Bake forty-five min-
utes.

<$>

Fork Sausage

Take thirty-two pounds of ground meat,
six tablespoonfuls of salt, six table-

spoonfuls of sage, twelve tablespoonfuls
of pepper and eight tablespoonfuls of
ground allspice. Mix thoroughly.

S. E. B.

Pointers Worth While

THE best way to clean white paint is to
dip a piece of soft flannel cloth in

warm water, wring it out, then dip it

in a saucer of clean bran, using this to
rub the paint. The friction of the bran
will remove the stain without injuring
the paint.

If one's dresses are well aired they
will never seem stuffy. Clothes should
never be hung up in a wardrobe im-
mediately after they have been worn.
Allow the bodice of a dress to hang
over the back of a chair for at least

half an hour before putting it away.
If treated in this way, the oldest clothes
can be kept fresh.

Children should be taught to hang
stockings and all linen apparel over the
back of a chair on going to bed at night,
so that there may be a free circulation
of fresh air through them. The neat lit-

tle packs of clothes, piled one on top of
another, which used to be the rule, are
not at all hygienic.

Grease can often be removed by re-
peated applications of blotting paper and
French chalk to the wrong side of woolen
goods. Grease upon carpeting can often
be removed by washing the spot care-
fully in hot soapsuds.

Lukewarm water and fine soap will re-

move fats from fast-colored woolens,
while tar and wagon grease will yield

to lard rubbed on, then soaped and al-

lowed to lie for an hour. Afterward
wash alternately in water and spirits of
turpentine.

Silk goods, in the main, ^ can receive
the same cautious treatment that is given
to woolens. Fats may be treated with
benzine, ether and soap in a very weak
solution. Turpentine should not be used
upon silk, unless it be black silk. A cur-

rent of water falling from a height upon
the reverse side of the spot will help
erase it. Whatever applications are made,
care must be exercised in regard to leav-

ing an outline of the stain, which must be
rubbed with a soft cloth while drying.
Right here it may be said that kerosene

oil will erase fresh wagon grease, and
that machine oil yields to cold soapsuds.
One rule must be remembered: Alka-

lies are removed by diluted acids, like

citric acid, while acids require ammonia.

The best duster for polished wood is

a good chamois skin, not too big. Dip
it in clear water, wring it very dry

—

so that it feels merely damp—and go
over dusty surfaces until the chamois
looks dirty. Wash it clean, and wring
hard before going on. A little ammonia
in the water helps to remove finger

marks. Change the water as it becomes
dirty, and be sure the chamois is clean

and well wrung out.

Chocolate Creams

FRST make a fondant in this manner:
Boil together, without stirring, tvyo

cupfuls of granulated sugar, one of boil-

ing water and one fourth of a teaspoonful

of cream of tartar until a small quantity

dropped in cold water can be rolled into

a creamy ball. If, when tested, it is too

hard (like taffy), add a little more water,

bring to the boil again, and test a second
time. When done, set aside until luke-

warm, and then stir rapidly with a wooden
paddle until it forms a white cream too

thick to stir. Turn out on the molding
board and knead until soft and creamy.
Make into balls and dip in melted choc-

olate, using a hat pin or toothpick. I use
unsweetened chocolate for coating the

creams, as it melts much better than the

other kind. Shave or grate it into a bowl,

and put enough paraffin in to make it nice

and thin. Set over a tea kettle to melt

without stirring. When it is all melted,

stir it well, dip the creams, and place

on a slightly greased platter.

The Best Paper for the Whole Family.
52 Weekly Issues for $1.75.

TheYouth's Companion
The 52 issues for 1908 will contain as much reading as

twenty 400-page bool(s of fiction, travel, etc. , ordinarily

costing $ 1 .50 each. The contents will include :

250 Capital Stories; 2000 One-Minute Stories-

Sketches, Anecdotes and Miscellany. The
Notes on Science ; The Weekly Health

/ Article ; The Children's Page

;

Timely Editorials, etc.

Sample Copies of the Paper and Illustrated Announcement for 1908 Free.

GO65 NEW SUBSCRIPTION OFFER.
Cut out and send at once this slip (or mention this publication) with $1.75 for The

Compeinion for 1908 and receive

T^t^^ All the issues of The Companion for the remaining weeks of 1 907.
The Thanksgiving, Christmas and New Year's Holiday Numbers.
The Companion's 4-Lesif Hanging CalendcU' for 1908 in full color.

Then The Companion for the 52 weeks of 1908— a whole library of the best reading.

THE YOUTH'S COMPANION, Boston, Mass.
J

Cmwisii
Pianos and Organs
Sent On Free Trial

Do Not Bu9^ a. Piano or

S25
of a piano,
this same tlu

CASH l>OWN
Balance on easy
installment plan.
We save yon $100 to
$200 on tiie purchase
We have been doing
ng for over 50 years.

Organ Until You Have
Read tHe CornisH BooK
Let ua show you how you can obtain a highest
grade Piano or Organ tor a year's free trial
before yoa needdeclde to ke'ep It. "We win send
you FreetheWONDEKBUL COKNISH
BOOK, tlie moat beautiful and artiatic piano
and organ catalogue ever printed, showing the
choicest of our 50 styles in miniature. Do not
think of buying a piano or organ until you have
read thta boot. Every jfc • ^
intending purchaser IP I f1 CASH DOWN]
should have it, for by ^ 1 1 1 Balance on easy!
following the Comistl jj 1 11 installment plan,

plan you save one* ^l^'^^Save one .half—
half. *^ Cornish plan.

\f« give yon two Tears credit if needed.
Let ua explain to yon how you can bay a first-class
piano as low as any dealer and
why no manufacturer who ^Wa^uajiBa
sells through dealers can quote l||ONKI||A
yoa as low prices as we dOb %Vlini#lllV* Waslungton, N.J.

Use this Range 30 Days FREE
It's my Imperial Steel Range with 40 per cent more exclusive features than

are on any other range. For instance: the ODOR HOOD, which carries all the

odor out of the house and concentrates the heat just where it belongs. Another
e.xclusive feature is the STONE OVEN BOTTOM, which absorbs and stores

heat—which would otherwise go to waste, and keeps the oven at an even
temperature. Still another exclusive feature is the ASH SIFTER,
which enables you to sift the ashes right in the range, and does
away with the disagreeable dirt and dust. The OVEN THERMOM-
ETER measures heat as a clock measures time and shows you when
the oven is at the proper degree for baking and roasts. That you may
appreciate the exclusive features of the Imperial, I will send you

one on 30 DAYS' FREE TRIAL, Freight Prepaid, and if you don't

say it's the handsomest looker, best cooker and baker of any Range
you ever saw, send it right back; you don't have to keep it. If you want to

iceep it, I will sell it to you on EASY MONTHLY PAYMENTS. My Cata-

logue tells you all about the exclusive features; how the Imperials are

made and why they do your cooking in half the time and save half the fuel

of other Ranges.

K. F. TINNERMAN, Owner, IMPERIAL STEEL RANGE CO., 68 State Street, Cleveland, Ohio.

THE'BEST"LIGHT
One burner will give as much light as
^ ordinary oil lamps; six 16 candle
power electric bui bs sii 16 candle

power eras jets or 5 acetylene gua
jets. Costs 2 cts. per week. Pro-
duces a pure, white, steady, safo
light. Over 200 styles. Every
lamp warranted. Agents want-
ed- Write for catalog'.
the: best lilGHT CO.

212 £. SttiSC. Canton; O.

AGENTS SI 03.50 per month
selling thesewonderful Scissors.

V-C.Oitbner.Columbu3,0.,8old 22 pairs iQ 3

hours,made ft3;7oa can do It; wo sbov haw.
Splendid gooia for CtiriBtoiM aad HoUd&j-

Present*. Free Outfli. F.Thomas Mfg.Co..51D.St.D»yton^

TO AUKNTB complete ontflt for paying
basineSsT All profits clear, as we prepay

charsres. Fall particalars by addressing

WoiCAK'B HoMK GOMPAKiON, Springfield, Ohio.

FREE

Do You Want
A Watch, an Air Rifle, a Set of

Books, a Knife, a Fountain Pen, an

Electric Engine, a Set of
.
Silver,

Money, or anything else that is val-

uahle and nseful? If so write to

Farm and Fireside and we will tell you

by return mail just how you can get

what you want without paying a cent

for it.

FARM AND FIRESIDE

Springfield, Ohio.
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A Missionary Hero in Far Formosa
The Thrilling Adventures of Dr. George Leslie Mackay Among Formosan Savages

By Delavan L. Pierson

TowAiO) the close of the sixteenth century, when
a party of adventurous Portuguese sailing not

far from the eastern coast of China, chanced
upon an island of green-clad mountains, palm-

covered plains and silvery streams, they with one accord

shouted, "Ihla formosa" (beautiful isle). The name was
singularly appropriate for the sunny Paradise which
they had discovered, for it had been endowed by the

Creator with all the beauties of volcanic grandeur and
tropical verdure, but could never, by any stretch of

the imagination, have included the dirty Chinese and
naked brown savages who lived there.

Hither, three hundred years later, came George
Leslie Mackay, armed with dentist's forceps and preach-

er's Bible, with the hope of transforming the wild

islanders into beings more in harmony with their

beautiful home. He was a man of force and courage,

with a martial spirit inherited from his Scotch grand-
father, who had fought and bled at Waterloo. It was
with clear vision and steadfast purpose that he vol-

unteered to leave his Canadian home to fight on the

firing line of the Christian army in the Far East. For
thirty years he bore the brunt of- battle, returning only
once to his native land, with his Chinese wife and
three children, to tell the thrilling story of his mis-
sionary adventures.
When Mackay first landed at Tamsui, in north For-

mosa, he found himself in the midst of a variegated as-

sortment of humanity—Mongolian, Malay, half-breed'

and nondescript—speaking an incomprehensible jargon

EATING THEIR USUAL EVENING MEAL OF RICE ON
THE WILD^MOUNTAIN TOP 2.500 FEET HIGH

composed of numerous dialects, in none of which could
he even ask for a piece of bread. The natives did not
look on the missionary as the Americans hailed Colum-
bus—a god from the spirit world—but greeted him as

a barbarian from beyond the sea, a "black-bearded
devil"' who could not grow a queue, and who neither
worshiped his ancestors nor paid homage to Chinese
gods.
For a house the stranger was obliged to content

himself with a dirty Chinese stable, painted with white-
wash, decorated with newspapers and furnished with
planks and packing boxes. A Chinese cook whom he
hired undertook to teach him a few Formosa words.
These he used with good effect on a crowd of naked
urchins, whom he found herding water buffaloes.

"Why, the devil speaks our language," they cried, as

they gathered around him, and soon became absorbed
in the examination of his wonderful watch, his black

feet, white hand and numerous buttons. From that

time they became his friends and tutors in things
Formosan.
One of Mackay's first adventures was on a tour to

Kelung, a town on the eastern coast. He took with him
A Hoa, a bright young Confucian scholar who had just

become a Christian. As they passed through the streets

of Bangkah, one of the most fanatical heathen towns,
great crowds of angry-looking Chinese and half-breeds
followed at their heels. A murmur of animosity,
broken now and then with a torrent of vile abuse, and
emphasized by a shower of mud and stones, proved

conclusively that the foreign teacher and his pupil were
not popular. Later, as they were passing along a nar-
row winding_ path, bordered on both sides by tall

reeds and grass, suddenly at a turn in the road they
were confronted by a band of robber cutthroats. What
could the defenseless travelers do. There was no way
of escape. The long spears of the brigands were poised
threateningly in the air, while the leader demanded
cash. "Silver and gold have I none," replied Mackay.
"I am the foreign teacher." The chief peered at them
in the dark, then slowly repeating the word "teacher,"

he gave a command to his band and they disappeared.

DR. GEORGE LESLIE MACKAY. HIS DEVOTED WIFE, SON
GEORGE, AND DAUGHTERS BELLA AND MARY

The next day Mackay and A_ Hoa entered Kelung.
No white man had ever before visited the town, but
they had heard of the barbarian and his strange teach-
ings, and were prepared to welcome him—with bricks.

Crowds followed before and aft, jeering at him as
though he were a baboon in barbarian garb, or a
veritable devil with horns, tail and cloven hoofs. He
was pelted with mud, decaj'ed fruit and rotten eggs,

-but he had determined to preach there, and was not
to be deterred by hostile signs. He and A Hoa passed
through the streets until they came to a heathen temple.
Mounting the steps, Mackay proceeded to sing a
"barbarian" hvmn. The crowds increased, and be-

THE MISSIONARY AND HIS FIRST CONVERT, A HOA,
ENGAGED IN EXTRACTING TEETH FROM NATIVES

came a howling mob of angry idolaters. Their dis-

approval of the foreigner was as nothing compared with
their contempt for the renegade heretic A Hoa, the

fellow who had deserted the gods of his ancestors for

the worship of the "foreign devils."

Mackay stood up to speak, and curiosity led the

crowd to listen. After a brief message, he turned to A
Hoa and asked him to say a word. It was a trying

moment. There before him were old friends who had
become foes. At slight provocation they were ready
to drink his life's blood. But A Hoa did not flinch.

He stepped forward and said, "I am a Christian, and
worship the true God. I cannot longer worship idols
that rats can destroy. I am not afraid." The crowd
were stunned at his boldness, and_ permitted the trav-
elers to pass on their way unmolested.
At another village, Go-ko-kha, Mackay gave the

mandarin a large placard, on which were printed the
"Ten Commandments" in Formosan. The man ac-
cepted it and fastened it on the wall of his Yamen.
Mackay rented an empty rice granary as a parsonage
and cathedral, where for several months he conducted
services. Some converts were gathered, a plot of
ground was procured, and they began to build the
first Christian chapel. When the walls had reached the
height of three feet, a company of soldiers came from
the prefect of Bangkah with orders that the work must
cease. They were armed with guns, spears and ugly-
looking knives, a mob of hoodlums were yelling and
uttering threats on all sides. The case was taken to
the mandarin and his Ten Commandments. He was a
great six-footer, and inclined to be independent. Per-
mission had been given to build, and the threats of the
soldiers failed to induce him to revoke it. He drew
himself up, pointed to the Ten Commandments and
swore he was going to hold to them. The soldiers
next tried to intimidate the converts, but failed.

Finally they returned to Bangkah and reported, "The
foreign devil has bewitched the town by magic." A
few weeks later, when the chapel was opened for
worship, this view was apparently justified, for lo

CHAPEL IN WHICH MACKAY AND HIS FOLLOWERS
WORSHIPED AND PREACHED THE GOSPEL

and behold ! over one hundred and fifty families de-
clared their rejection of the ancestors' gods, and bring-
ing their idols together, burned them in the open square.

THE SIEGE OF B.ANGK.'^H

Alackay next determined to lay siege to Bangkah,
the very fortress of Satan. The people were devotees
of money making, feasting and demon worship. At
one time, when Mackay was visiting the village, he wit-

nessed the remarkable "Seventh Moon Feast," held in

honor of the ghosts of departed ancestors. It was a
•unique "but withal a disgusting sight, which has since

been prohibited by the government. On the occasions
referred to, fifty immense pyramids of food were
piled up in the public square in preparation for the
gormandizing feast. These pyramids were from fifty

to sixty feet in height and from five to ten feet in

diameter. They were made up of ducks and fowls

—

dead and alive—pork, fish, all kinds of cakes, pineapples,

bananas and fire crackers. Toward evening the priests

of the neighboring temple summoned the departed spir-

its to the feast by means of immense gongs. This part

of the repast being wholly spiritual did not diminish

the pile in the least. Then again the gongs were
sounded, and there gathered from all quarters a most
unspiritual-looking aggregation of humanity—beggars,

tramps, desperadoes, from far and near, mingled with
the men, women and children of the city. Candles
were lighted, and the fire crackers set off. This was
the signal for the general melee. In a twinkling nothing

THE MISSIONARY BAND TRAVELING. SOME BAREFOOTED.
dTHERS WITH SANDALS OF GRASS OR STRAW

THE OPEN BOAT IN WHICH MACKAY AND HIS STUDENTS
WENT DOWN THE EAST COAST OF FORMOSA

A SMALL BAND OF SAVAGES, AT WHOSE HANDS THE
DARIfIG MISSIONARY NARROWLY ESCAPED DEATH
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could be distinguished but a struggling
mass of heads, arms and legs, the own-
ers of which were intent only on obtaining

a share of the booty. It was Bedlam let

loose. All were screaming and howling
like demons, belching forth a volume of
vilification and vituperation. It seemed
like the Stock Exchange of hades in a
^nic. The pyramids of food were pu&hed
over, crushing some of the crowd in their
fall, while others were trampled or smoth-
ered in the mad rush. But no one cared.
It was each one for himself in this scram-
Jble, and the groans of the weak were
drowned in the screams of the mighty.
Now and then some would emerge from
the demoniacal whirlpool, carrying all

they could hold, and would make a dash
for their huts. So gradually the crowd
dispersed leaving only the dead and
wounded on the field.

As might be expected the rulers and
people of the city were bitterly anti-
foreign, and tenfold anti-Christian.
Mackay himself wrote in his diary that
"for hatred to foreigners, for pride,
swaggering ignorance, and conceit, for
superstition, sensuality and haughty doub-
lefaced wickedness, Bangkah takes the
palm."

In this city Mackay determined to es-
tablish a church, and went there with that
purpose. The head men issued a proc-
lamation, warning all citizens, on pain

•*of death, not to rent or sell any property
to the "black-bearded barbarian." For
days the missionary walked the highways
and byways, seeking for some hut in
which to make a beginning. Everywhere

-

the doors were slammed in his face. At
last he managed to secure a low hovel
in the slums, only to be cast out the next
day by the military authorities, who
claimed ownership of the property. Fol-
lowed by a howling mob, Mackay left

the city, and went to one of his chapels
three miles away to hold a prayer meeting
with some of the students. Then he re-
turned to the siege.

It was dark when he entered the city
with two of the Christian students. Not
knowing where to go, they asked an old
man, whom they chanced to meet, if he

- knew where they might rent a house.
He immediatelj' offered them his own,
and at midnight the papers had been
signed and they were in possession.
Next morning the passing crowds were
astonished, enraged and horrified to see
over the doorway, in huge Chinese char-

- acters, the sign "JESUS' HOLY TEM-
PLE." The news spread, and in less

than half an hour a threatening mob
filled the street in front of the house.
Hour by hour it grew, until the whole city
was in an uproar. Inside the simple struc-
ture sat Mackay and his students, the
former at least apparently calm and un-
moved by fear. He even went out into
the ^owd armed only with his forceps
•and Bible, prepared to extract aching
molars or to preach a gospel sermon, as
opportunity might offer. The crowd were
astounded by his fearlessness, and haying
failed to evict the Christians by law qr
frighten them away by threats, they hired
lepers and lewd ruffians to go into the
house and make it uninhabitable. These
loathsome creatures pressed around the
little band, rubbed up against them and
uttered threats of violence. "He is not
big; one blow would finish him," said
one. But the blow was not struck, and
Mackay refused to be ousted.
At about five o'clock in the afternoon

the excitement reached white heat. The
men in the mob tied their cues around
their negks and girded up their loins ready
for the fray. One stooped down, picked
up a stone, and hurled it at the door.
That was the signal for the attack. Five
hundred followed suit. Their screams
were deafening. The furies were let

loose and pandemonium reigned. On they
came, battering down doors, smashing
windows, mounting the roof and tearing

'"up the tiles. They beset the house inside
and out like a legion of demons, literally
tearing the building to pieces, and carry-
ing it away with their hands, even to
the foundation stones. Not a vestige of
it remained.
Meanwhile Mackay and his students

had escaped as if by a miracle to a native
inn on the other side of the street The
very excess of excitement was their sal-
vation. When this was discovered, the
mob turned and besieged the inn, calling
on the keeper to deliver his captives. The
man was more friendly, and hesitated,
but besought his guests to leave him be-
fore he and his house were destroyed.
Even as he spoke, the rioters began to
scale the wall and tear up the tiles of the
roof to force an entrance. Only those
who have heard the fiendish yells of a Chi-
nese mob, crying out for blood, can
imagine the scene. Death seemed immi-
nent, with no way of escape. Suddenly
there was a lull in the storm. A thun-
dering ran on the' door and a stentorian
voice announced the arrival of the Chinese
mandarin with his soldiers. Almost at
the same critical moment the British
constri- from Tamsui hove in sight. The
mandarin turned to him, and said, "Or-
der this fellow out of the city."

"No," replied the fearless Englishman.
"I have no such authority. He is a Brit-
ish subject, and unless he is a lawbreaker,
you must protect him."

T+ie mandarin then turned to the mis-
sionary and besought him to leave; but
holding out his Bible and his forceps,
Mackay responded : "My marching orders
come from a higher sovereign than the
kings of earth. I will not desert my post,
but with these two weapons will capture
this city for Christ."
A few days later, in the face of much

opposition, a small building was erected
on the site of the one demolished. The
former owner was obliged to flee for his
life, and every one who attended the
services was boycotted.
^After a year or two of kindly preaching
and practising on the part of Mackay
and his students, the Bible and the forceps
won the battle. Friends increased; a
larger plot of ground was purchased, and
a substantial chapel erected, replaced later
by a stone church with a spire seventy
feet high. This alone would indicate the
tremendous transformation that had taken
place. It was a fixed belief with the
people before Mackay's arrival that any-
thing which pierced the sky would disturb
the dwelling place of the spirits and
bring down their wrath on the offenders.
The reputation of the missionary as a
dentist spread far and near, and on one
day, during an idolatrous festival, he ex-
tracted five hundred and thirteen teeth
from the Chinese and Formosan worship-
ers. When he left the city to make his
home in another town, the head men of
the city came and asked as a favor that
he would^ allow himself to be carried
through the streets in a silk-lined sedan
chair. The highest honors were accorded
him. He was preceded by eight bands
of music, cymbals, drums, gongs, fifes,

guitars, mandolins, tambourines and clar-

ionets ; alongside the chair were carried
three large red "umbrellas of honor" pre-
sented by the people, and following came
twenty-six other sedan chairs, containing
head men and officials, six horsemen,
three hundred footmen, flags and fire-

works. Thus was Bangkah captured by
one man, who knew not how to beat
a retreat.

Much of Mackay's life in Formosa
was spent in exploring among the moun-
tains and touring among the savage tribes.

Most of the journeys were made on foot
with a few students from one of the col-

leges which he founded. These journeys
were wearisome and fraught with dan-
ger. He passed over rough paths, across
hot plains, through jungles infested with
snakes and wild beasts, forded rushing
torrents and scaled precipitous mountains.

ADVENTURES AMONG THE SAVAGES

One day he set out with a few students
to visit the haunts of the Pe-ho-hoan
savages. They were famous for their
degradation and cruelty, and would make
an enemy or prisoner eat portions of his

own body. While passing the mouth of
a gorge in this savage country, four of
Mackay's companions were caught and
beheaded, the others escaping only by
throwing themselves into the sea. Later
sixteen of these Pe-ho-hoan villages be-
came Christian, burned their idols and
erected churches.
Other journeys were made down the

coast in an open boat, braving the terrible
typhoon, which sometimes cleared the
sea and shores of everything, living and
dead. At one time Mackay and his com-
panions tried to land at a point where a
crowd of naked savages had gathered.
There was no thought of danger in his
mind, but the wildness of the waves kept
them from, the shore. That surf saved
their lives, for they afterward learned
that the >vild men were but waiting their
opportunity for a feast—a fate which had
befallen more than one hapless crew
wrecked on that coast.

AMONG THE UNTAMED ABORIGINES

One of Mackay's most exciting adven-
tures was during a visit to the untamed
aborigines of the mountains. They were
a wild-looking, ferocious tribe of head
hunters, elaborately tattooed, but as in-
nocent of clothes as they were of New
York etiquette. After a long journey of
many days and a difficult and dangerous
ascent of the mountains, cutting their way
through the jungle, the travelers came
face- to face with a band of armed sav-
ages. Both parties were surprised, but
both stood their ground. Signs were ex-
changed, followed by a brief parley, when
one of the naked chiefs ran up to Mackay
and threw his arm around him, exclaim-
ing, "See, he has no queue like our enemies,
the Chinese. He is our kinsman." The
two parties made a camp and passed the
night together, the students being some-
what uneasy lest this apparent friendli-
ness should prove a plot on the part of
the chief to allay their suspicion. In the
morning they asked the savages to take
them to their village. After much hes-
itation the wild men led the way through
the jungles, until they came to a clearing,
in

_
which there were a few huts. The

chief pointed to them, saying that those
were Chinese enemies, and if the black-
bearded foreign brother and his friends
would go up and engage their attention
in front, he and his braves would attack
them from the rear. A few heads with
queues attached would be the trophies.
The old rascal was given to understand
that the travelers were not head hunting,
but visiting, and would not be his cats-
paw. At this the chief waxed wroth, and
anger gleamed in the eyes of his followers.
After some further parley, however, they
were mollified and agreed to conduct the
party to their village. There Mackay re-
mained for several days. He found them
a fierce and extremely superstitious tribe
of Nature and demon worshipers. One
day, wishing to make a sketch of their
huts, he took out note book and pencil
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and began to draw. The savages looked
on for a while, but when they saw what
was being done, the men's eyes flashed
anger, and they darted into their huts.
In a second they were back, armed with,
spears and bolo knives. They were wild
with rage that their guests should so abuse
their hospitality as to extract the essence
of their homes by transferring them to
paper. Mackay took in the situation at a
glance and put up his note book. Other-
wise he would never have returned to tell

the tale.

A few days later, returning from a
walk, Mackay found the savages dancing
and yelling like demons. They were re-
joicing over a Chinese head which had
been brought in fresh from the borderland.
The strangers were invited to join in the
orgie, and were offered some of the dead
man's brains. One ugly old chief, wild
with excitement, threw his arms around
the missionary's neck, and pressed him to
seal eternal kinship by drinking liquor
from his bamboo, mouth to mouth. At
the risk of eternal enmity, Mackay stepped
back, looked the man in the eye, and re-
fused in no mild terms. Even the wild
man saw his error and apologized. When
the travelers took their departure a few
days later, their hosts were urgent in their
invitations to their "black-bearded kins-
man" to return.
Thus for thirty years Doctor Mackay

traveled up and down the Formosan coast,
extracting teeth, healing the sick, preach-
ing the gospel, building chapels, estabhsh-
ing schools and founding native churches.
More than once he was in the power of
his enemies, and once they even went so
far as to make his grave and inscribe
the epitaph, "Mackay, the black-bearded
devil, lies here. His work is ended."
But when he died not long since, hun-
dreds of villages had been transformed
and thousands of Chinese and savage
aborigines had discarded their idols, and
learned to worship God. Mackay's body
lies iq a Formosan grave, but his work
is not ended.

<5>

The Pueblos' Thanksgiving
INDIAN women in the quaint little vil-

lage of Orabai, among the Pueblos,
have a curious religious celebration during
the season of the year corresponding to
our Thanksgiving.
This celebration, or ceremony, con-

tinues through nine days and is partici-

pated in by members of the Oagol Society,
which is the largest as well as the latest

of the women's fraternities.

A chief priest and chief priestess are
chosen to officiate during the ceremony,
though the former plays an unimportant
role in the spectacle. It is the priestess

who is really the head of the order.
After the opening exercises of the

Oagol and during the pauses between
rites the Indian women of the village

busy themselves with weaving beautiful
baskets to be used in the dance on the
final day of the fete and to be given away
as prizes.

Races, religious observances and minor
dances mark the first eight days of this

curious JJianksgiving ceremony, but on the
ninth a picturesque dance, in which the
entire village gives vent to its religious
fervor and enthusiasm brings the Oagol
to a fitting close.

For this dance two maidens are chosen
to act as leaders. They are arrayed in
fine costumes with costly turquoises,
abalones, embroidered moccasins and fan-
ciful head dresses. Their blankets, or
ceremonial robes, are handsomely em-
broidered and fasten around the shoulders
by cords attached to the corners.
Their faces are thickly covered with the

yellow powder from sunflower petals.

Each maiden carries a buzzard's feather,

a bone whistle and a netted gourd, while
the young women of the village, also ar-

rayed in their handsomest blankets and
ornaments, carry basket trays. All form
in single file and march out of the riva,

or underground chamber, to the plaza,

where an altar has been erected on the
first day of the fete.

Here the women form in a circle around
bundles of trays which are to be given out
as prizes at the conclusion of the dance.
As soon as the chant is heard the circle

of female forms begins to sway toward the
center of the plaza, and then each one
begins that curious, rhythmic motion
which is the Indian conception of dancing.

They bend the body slightly forward, still

carrying the trays in a concave position,

and with the figure moving from right to

left.

When the dancing has fairly started the

two handsomely adorned maidens appear
on the scene, rolling wheels along the

ground and shooting arrows at them as

they make their way to the plaz^, circle

around the dancers and then enter the

ring.
.

After a wild jumpmg, dancing and
singing have been indulged in, at a signal

from the priestess the circle is charged
fiercely by the male spectators, who at-

tempt to secure the prize baskets. Whea._
all have been seized the dancing ends and
the quaint Indian religious ceremony of

thanksgiving is over for that year.
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Tasty House Gowns, Wrappers and
Evening Dresses

No. 578—Convalescent Gown
Pattern cut for 32, 34, 36 and 38 inch bust rneas-

mes. Quantity of material required for medium
size, or 36 inch bust, sixteen yards of twenty-two-
inch material, or fourteen yards of thirty-inch mate-
rial

~- No. 1025—Evening Waist Trimmed
to Simulate Large Armhole

Pattern cut for 32, 34, 36, 38 and 40 inch bust meas-
ures. Quantity of material required for medium size,

or 36 inch bust, four yards of twenty-two-inch material,

or two and three fourths yards of thirty-six-inch mate-
rial, with three fourths of a yard of all-over lace for

trimming. If yoke is used an additional one half yard
of lace will be required

No. 1026—Five-Gored Gathered Skirt

With Flounce

Pattern cut for 22, 24, 26 and 28 inch waist meas-
ures. Length of skirt, 43 inches in front . Quantity
of material required for medium size, or 26_ inch
waist, eleven yards of twenty-two-inch material, or
eight yards of thirty-six-inch material

No. 583— Room Gown
Pattern cut for 34, 36, 38
and 40 inch bust meas-
ures. Quantity of material
reqxiired formedium size, or
36 inch bust, twelve and
one half yards of twenty-two-
inch material, or ten and
one half yards of thirty-

inch material, and two yards
of twenty -two - inch mate-
rial for trimming bands

Our New Fashion

_ Catalogue

/^UR new fall and
winter catalogue

of Madison Square

-

Patterns, larger and
better than ever, con-
taining !Miss Gould's
latest Parisian de-
signs and London
fashions, will be sent
promptly upon re-

ceipt of four cents in

stamps. All the Mad-
ison Square Patterns
are comparatively
simple in Construc-
tion, and the direc-

tions are so plain that

no woman who fol-

lows them need hes-
itate about making
her own clothes.

Each piece of the
pattern is lettered and
notched, so that it is

a very simple matter
to put them together.

In fact, every con-
ceivable question that

would be likely to

puzzle the amateur
dressmaker is clearly

explained.
Address Pattern

Department, Farm
AND Fireside, 11 East
24th Street, New York
City.

By Grace Margaret Gould

No. 625—Plain Shirt Waist

Pattern cut for 32, 34, 36 and 38 inch
bust measures. Quantity of material

required for medium size, or 36 inch bust,

JFour yards of twenty-two-inch material,

or three yards of thirty-inch material

No. 626—Gathered Gored Skirt

Pattern cut for 22, 24, 26 and 28
inch waist measiares. Quantity of ma-
terial required for mediimi size, or

26 inch waist, eight yards of twenty-
two-inch material, or seven yards of

thirty-inch material

How to Order Our
Patterns

VT/hen ordering be" sure to comply
with the following di-

rections : For ladies'

waists, give bust
measure in inches

;

for skirt pattern, give
waist measure in

inches ; for misses
and children, give
age. To get bust and
breast measures, put
a tape measure all the
way around the bod3',

over the dress, close

under the arms. Or-
der patterns by their

numbers.
Full descriptions

and directions are
sent with the pattern
as to the number of
yards of material re-

quired, the number
and the names of the
different pieces in the
pattern, how to -cut
and fit and put the
garment together, and
also a picture of the
garment as a model
to go by.

Any of the patterns
on this page wiU be
sent promptly upon
receipt of ten cents
each.

No. 674—^Ejnpire House Gown
Pattern cut for 32, 34, 36 and 38 inch bust meas.
urfes. Quantity of material required for medium size,
or 36 inch bust, sixteen yards of twenty-two-inch
material, or ten yards of thirty-srx-inch material, with
two yards of lace for sleeve ruffles and one half yard
of all-over lace for chemisette

No. 1028—Plaited Surplice Evening Waist
Pattern cut for 32, 34, 36 and 38 inch bust measures.
Quantity of material required for medium size, or 36
inch bust, foiir yards of twenty-two-inch material, or
three yards of thirty-six-inch material, with ten yards
pt lace for fnlls. Three fourths of a yard of all-over
lace will be required for chemisette

No. 1029—Plaited Skirt With Deep Tucks
Pattern cut for 22. 24.^6 and 28 inch waist measures.
Length o\ skirt. 42 inches in front. Quantity of ma-
terial required for medium size, or 26 inch waist,
htt^n yards of twenty-two-inch material, or twelve
yards of thirQr-six-inch material, and twenty-two
yards of lace for fnlls

No.804—PlainWrapper
With Fitted Back

Pattern cut for 34, 36. 38,
40 and 42 inch hust meas-
ures. Quantity of material
required for medium size,

or 36 inch bust, eight and
one half yards of thirty-six-

inch material, or seven and
one half yards of forty-four-
inch material, with three
eighths of a yard of all-over
lace

No. 884—Empire Gown
With Panel Front

Pattern cut for 32, 36 and
40 inch bust measures
(small, medium and large).

Quantity of material re-

quired for medium size, or

36 inch bust, ten yards of

thirty-six-inch material, or

eight yards of forty-four-

inch material, with one and
three fourths yards of all-

over lace for panel

No. 627—Plain Princess

Wrapper

Pattern cut for 34. 36. 38,

40 and 42 inch bust meas-
ures. Quantity of material

required for medium size,

or 3d inch bust, ten yards

of twenty-seven-inch ma-
terial, or nine yards of chirty-

sls-inch materia]

No. 1025
No. 1026

No. 1025—Evening Waist Trimmed to

Simulate Large Armhole

No. 1026—Five-Gored Gathered Skirt

With Flounce

No. 1027—Princess With Plaited Panels

Pattern cut for 32, 34, 36 and 38 inch bust measures.
Quantity of material required for medium size, or 36
inch bust, seventeen yards of twenty-two-inch mate-
rial, or twelve yards of thirty-six-inch materia], with
three fourths of a yard of laoe for the chemisette

No. 1028—Plaited Surplice Evening
Waist

No. 1029—Plaited Skirt With Deep
Tucks

No. 1028
No. 1029
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[continued from page 15]

The old sailor was waxing eloquent as

he warmed to his subject. His English
failed him now and again, and he lapsed

into French. As he finished speaking, he
rose from his seat, and raising his glass,'

exclaimed

:

"Gentlemen, I ask that you replenish

your glasses and drink to the future pros-
perity of the free and independent King-
dom of Mirtheium, for I can assure you
there was never a time in its history when
it more urgently needed the good wishes
and offices of its friends, and I trust

that it can number you among them."
With one accord the two Americans

rose and refilled their glasses ; then, clink-

ing them with the Colonel's, they drank
to the future of the island kingdom.

"I hope. Colonel, that I shall not seem
inquisitive if I inquire why you bear a

military title, when your remarks would
lead us to suppose that your fame had
been achieved on the sea, rather than the
land," inquired the observing Donnaly.
"Ah, thereby hangs a story, and one

which I trust I may have the pleasure of
telling you this very evening," replied the

sea Colonel, with a twinkle of his eyes.

"In fact, gentlemen, to cut a long story
short, to use what you Americans call

'shirt sleeve diplomacy,' I will inform you
that I have invited you to dine with me
this evening in order that I may place
before you a proposition, which I trust

you may see your way clear to accept."

Both the Americans looked hard at their

host, and began to wonder if the wine
was getting into his head a little ; but a
glance reassured them—the Islander was
perfectly cool and collected, although en-
thusiastic.

"By all means, Colonel, let us hear this

proposition. No harm can he done in the

event of our declining, I hope," said Amos.
"I am going to be perfectly frank with

you," resumed the Islander. "A sailor is

never a diplomat, you know, but if what
I am about to propose to you should prove
impossible, I ask you to pledge me your
word that you will not divulge what I

am about to tell you. Will you promise,
gentlemen ?"

There was silence for a few moments.
Both Americans looked hard at their host.

Then Amos spoke, in his slow, measured
tones

:

"Colonel, if what you are about to pro-
pose to us is fair and honorable, and is

of such a nature that a gentleman can
keep it secret and still retain his honor,
I see no reason why we should not hear
it. I take it that this statement is of
such a nature."
"Of that you may rest assured, sir."

"Then pray proceed."
The Colonel rose and walked over to

the hall door. He opened it and peered
out, then closing it again, locked it The
same process was repeated with the ap-
erture which led to the adjoining room.
Evidently all was clear, for he resumed
his seat, and after offering the cigar box
to his guests, said deliberately:
"Gentlemen, my name is not Dangious-

em, neither am I a colonel. The young
lady whom you have met as Miss Ash-
tonette does not bear that name."
He stopped and looked closely at the

two Americans, to note the effect of his

words.
There was none. The two chums

smoked in silence, and waited for him
to proceed.

"I can assure you," he resumed, "that
we have an entirely justifiable and honor-
able reason for using this—what do you
call it?—alias. Listen my friends!" The
erstwhile Colonel leaned over the table,

and placing a hand on the shoulder »f
each, said, "Love of country is inborn in

all true men. It is the noblest and truest
passion that can emanate from the human
heart. Bear that in mind in passing judg-
ment upon my actions. Now for my storj'

!

"Two years ago the old king, Leopold
IX., of Mirtheium died. He left an only
son, the Crown Prince, who became Leo-
pold X., and assumed the reins of gov-
ernment. The young king married the
Princess Edna, of Gultimer, and all prom-
ised well for the island kingdom of Mir-
theium, for the alliance united two
contending factions, which had long
brooded trouble for the country. I may
state in passing that the marriage was not
love, but a state, affair, the two young
people verj' sensibly agreeing to sink their

personal feelings to the greater exigencies

of the country, for in their union lay
its salvation from the horrors of civil war.
The new king reigned sixteen months,
when it was decided by his ministers of
state that it would be advisable for him
and his consort to make an extended tour
of Europe. His views needed broadening
and his judgments made sounder. There
is nothing like travel for such ills, so the
king and his bride started upon their jour-
ney. They were accompanied only by
an aunt and uncle of the bride and three
servants. They traveled incog. Through
Greece and Turkey, Bulgaria and Servia,
they passed, on into Russia, Austria and
Germany, and from thence to these shores.
It was their intention to visit the great
Western republic, but while in the north
of England, only two short months ago,
a terrible thing occurred. His Majesty
the King died. Died, gentlemen, after
only a three days' illness of pneumonia,
contracted while trout fishing in the
streams of Northumberland. The bride
was a widow ; the Queen was a queen
dowager, and the Kingdom of Mirtheium
was without a monarch. You can imag-
ine, gentlemen, in what a predicament the
traveling party found themselves. There
had been no issue of the marriage, nei-

ther was there prospect of any. To return
kingless to the isle would be to throw
it into the throes of civil war; yet return
they must.
"While confronted by this complicated

problem, they were, by the merest chance,
brought face to face with a man who so
exactly resembled the late king, both in

appearance and manner, that they were
dumfounded. They first saw him in the
pavilion of an athletic meeting, and the
shock so unnerved the uncle of the queen
that he lost control of his horses on the
drive home, and their mad rush was, by
the most singular decree of fate, stopped
by the very man who had been the cause
of it. They—"
"Enough, sir!" cried Amos, as he

leaned forward and brought his great fist

down with a bang on the table. "Your
parable is, of course, easily read. If there
is more to add, please call a spade a
spade ; it will simplify matters."
The old gentleman slowly raised his

right hand, and deliberately pointing his
forefinger at Amos, dramatically ex-
claimed :

"THOU ART THE MAN !"

"Of course," replied the American
coolly; "that was palpable some time ago."

"Colonel," said Donnaly, "you promised
some time ago that you would use only
'shirt sleeve diplomacy.' Keep your word
now. Tell us why you relate all this to
us."

"Because," replied the old gentleman,
speaking very slowly and deliberately, "be-
cause I want your friend, Amos Jackson,
to become King of Mirtheium!"

Chapter IV.

A CONFERENCE AND A DECISION

THERE was a long silence. Then pres-
ently Amos spoke, in his slow, meas-

ured tones;
"You must admit, sir, that your wish

is, to say the least of it, very extraordi-
nary."

"I am aware of it," replied the old man,
"Nevertheless, sir, you will concede that
I am neither drunk nor insane, I think.
I am perfectly serious and speak with all

earnestness when I say that it is my wish
and hope that you will become king of
my island home. The idea is not nearly
so impossible as it may appear to you
at first blush."

"I gather, sir," said Donnaly, picking
up the loose ends in his concise, legal
way, "that the matter stands thus : The
young king of this island is dead; his
widow is then a queen dowager only.
There is no issue, and you fear that on
your return civil strife will break out
between two contending parties, both of
whom will wish to place upon the vacant
throne their own particular favorite.
You propose to prevent this discord by
returning with a bogus king, who is to
be my friend here, and palming him off

as the real article. For the success of this

fraud you rely upon what you term 'the

extraordinary likness' between the de-
parted king and Mr. Jackson. Have I

understood you correctly, sir?"
"That is my plan exactly, sir," replied

the plotter, taking his medicine of straight
words without a wince.

''THE IMPOSTOR" will be continued in the DECEMBER lOth ISSUE, and
we desire to urge upon our readers the importance of having their subscriptions

paid in advance, so that they will not miss an issue containing THIS GREAT STORY.

The Hand that

Guides the Singer

Clothes the World

Wherever homes have been established—there you will find the

one first sign of civilization, the Singer Sewing Machine, There are
more Singers and Wheeler & Wilsons sold each year than all other

makes combined—named and unnamed, department store job-lot

machines and all. The people who buy

Singer Sewing' Machines
also tHe WHeeler (SI Wilson

realize that a sewing machine is something more than a piece of orna-
mental furniture, and that upon its faultless operation depends a large
share of the daily comfort of the women of the family.

You can go to any of the 6000 Singer stores or have the Singer
salesmen come to you. They are

ALWAYS SOLD DIRECT FROM MAKER TO YOU
You are always in touch with the Singer Company—and instruc-

tions, new parts, repairs are always in ready reach.

BY THESE SIGNS YOU MAY
KNOWANDWILL FIND SiNGER

STORES EVERYWHERE

Singer Sewing Machine Co.

For Sale AU Over the World

}mmm free stove book
If yon want a stove or range of any tdnd for any purpose, let us send

Oireot to >^>u
at actual factory prices. Too save from to to 840. because70akeep In your poeket all the dealers*
jobbers' and middlemen's profits. Tou run no risk, because ve pay the freight and sell yon on
Og&A llsuo AMMnAWAl "^ou <>°l7^^^® t^Qt y^^Q^etastoTeor range of
%9%MM9 UaVS ffUpprOVcll exceptionally high quality. Made of the best pig Iron and
steel of the highest grade, by the most skilled -workmen, in one of the most modem and hest
equipped stOTe factories In the world. Erery Kalamazoo is carefully inspected and we knew It Is _

right. If not. yoa get your money back without a quibble. Tou cannot get a better, no mat*
ter how much extra you pay. ^"hy not save all the dealers' profit! Is It not reasonable
to suppose that yoa can save money by buying direct from our factory I

Send Postal For Catalogue No- 183 Compare Ealamazoo Quality and Kal-
amazoo Prices with others—and save your money. Our line is complete, embracing stoves
and ranges of all kinds for all domestic purposes,—for the home, school,
church, halls, lodge rooms, eto. Hotel ranges for reataurant-s, boarding
Ihonses, clubs and camps. Gas stoves and ranges for cooking and heating
^ALL SOLD AT ACTUAL FACTORY PRICES.

Kalamazoo Stove Companyt Manufaoturersy
Kalamazoo, Mich.

All Kalamaeoo cook stoves and ranges are equipped with patent oven
thermometer vhich saves fuel and makes baking and roasting easy.

Do You Want the Best?

^^1_ _1 Stoves and Ranges

VjlCll iclOCI Gas Ranges and Heaters

THE WORLD'S BEST
35 Years the Standard

Sold by all First-class Dealers Everywhere.
B«Bg«« fbriilBhed with the 6.Hand Qjea Heat Indicator. Booklets freelij mail*

THE MICHIGAN STOVE COMPANY
n^^^ia. Largeat Makers of Stores and Bangea nu;^^^^ niDetroit, Mich. " in the World. Chicaeo.IlL

Simpson-Cddystone

Black & Whites
The height of calico perfection

;

standard material for durability,

beautiful patterns, and fast color

—

standard for over 60 years.

Ati your deaUr for Simpson-Eddystonc
Black-and- iVhiits.

PRINTS The Eddystone Mfg. Co. (Sola Maken) Pfailadalplua*

Three generations of Simpsons
have made Simpson Prints.
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Sir Teddy
BY EVA BUIiEN

THE sitting room was very quiet.

Mama Pratt sat sewing by the

sunny window. Baby Doris was
sweetly sleeping in her little crib,

Rover lay dreaming on- the hearth rug,

and Tabby dozed on the window sUl.

Tick-took! Tick-tock! Tick-tock! sang
the clock on the mantel, verj' loudly and
slowly. Mama hummed softly. Baby
Doris gave a soft little sigh and smiled

a wee little smile, as if the angels were
whispering sweet secrets to her. Rover
snored and- thumped the rug softly with
his tail. Tabby opened one eye half way,
then closed it and dozed again. How quiet

and peaceful it all was

!

Suddenly the door burst open and Ted-
dy rushed in from kindergarten.

"Oh, mama—" But a soft finger was
laid on his lips and a gentle hand re-

moved the cap which he had quite for-

gotten in his excitement.
"Oh, mama!" softly this time. "Oh,

mama! I'm going to be a knight, yes, a
really truly knight. You know, mama,
a knight's a brave soldier that isn't afraid

of an>'thing and does awful hard things,

and always takes care of mamas and sis-

ters. Miss Dean showed us the picture of

one ; his name was Sir Galahad. Oh, he
was just fine, mama ; and I'll be Sir Ted-
dy. Will you call me' that when I do
something hard and brave? I s'pose Sir

Theodore would sound better, but then
Doris wouldn't know you meant me, and
I want her to know her brother is a

really truly knight.

"At first I was 'fraid I couldn't be
a knight, 'cause Sir Galahad had a beau-
tiful horse, and I haven't any

—
'cept my

hobby horse, and course that wouldn't do.

But Miss Dean said that didn't matter a
bit; knights don't have to have horses,

they only have to be good and brave,

that's all. And I'm going to be brave,

mama, and do awful hard things. I'll

take care of you when papa is away ; and
when Doris is bigger I'll take her out,

and if Brown's bulldog gets loose and
comes after us, Til chase him off with a

stick. And—" But mama's fingers were
again on the rosy lips, for the wee little

voice with which Teddy had begun had
grown bigger and bigger, and I'm afraid

Baby Doris would have been wakened
ver>- soon ; Rover and Tabby were wide
awake already.
Mama stroked the tousled hair and

kissed the flushed face. "I'm very glad
mj- little boy is going to be a knight,"
said she, "and I'll be sure to call him
Sir Teddy as soon as he has done some-
thing 'hard and brave.' And now, did

my little knight remember to give Miss
Dean a note?"
"Why—why— Oh, mama, I forgot

again !" and Teddy pulled the note out of

his pocket.

"Oh, Teddy, this is the second time
you've carried that note to kindergarten
and forgotten to give it to Miss Dean.
I'm so sorrj' I can't trust you."

"I truly meant to remember ; I thought
of it a long time—most all the way—but

I guess I must have forgotten it when
Jamie showed me his new watch. But
if you try me just once more, I'm sure
I'll remember. Will you, mama?" The
lips were trembling and the eyes were full

of tears.

"Yes, I'll trust you once more. You
may take the note again to-morrow. If

you forget then, I'll have to go to Miss
Dean myself. Now run and wash your
hands and face for lunch, dear."
Teddy gave mama a tight hug. "I'm

sure I'll remember next time," said he.

At lunch he was very quiet, and seemed
to be thinking; indeed, he was thoughtful
all the afternoon, and when papa came
home Teddy said nothing about being a
knight.

Next morning mama put the note into
his pocket again. "I hope you won't forget
this time." said she, as she kissed him
good-bv.

"No,' I truly won't," Teddy replied.

"Where's my sailor hat, mama? I guess
I'll wear that to-day."
"Down in the hall." answered mama,

somewhat surprised, for Teddy did not

like his sailor hat; he said the ribbons
made it look like a girl's hat.

Teddy ran downstairs, and mama locked
out of the window to see him start.

"Bless the child !" she exclaimed, as she
saw him run out of the gate. "He's so
anxious about that note that he doesn't
know what he's doing; he's put his hat
on backwards, and doesn't even see the

ribbons hanging down before his face."

And mama laughed heartily, for he looked
so funny.
The morning passed and noon time

came. Again an excited little boy opened
the door of the sitting room, where ma-
ma sat sewing. But this time he remem-
bered to take o£E^ his hat (it was on right
now) and to speak softly.

"Oh, mama, I remembered—and my hat
helped me—and it was awful hard—and
they all laughed—and—" but Teddy was
forced to stop for breath.
"Not so fast! Not so fast!" cried ma-

ma. "One thing at a time. How did
your hat help?"

"Well, you see, I knew that if my hat
was on wrong, everybody would see it

and keep laughing at it; then I'd remem-
ber the note. So I put it on backwards,
with those horrid ribbons right down in

front. And how the children did laugh

!

Oh, it was awful hard to be laughed a.t.

And George Gray (he's one of the big

boys, you know) he said

:

"Oh, Teddy, Teddy, Teddy Pratt,

Is that the way you wear your hat?

"I just wanted to fight him, even if

he is bigger'n me ; but I knew you
wouldn't want me to, so I kept m.y hands
in my pockets so's I couldn't hit him.
"But the worst of all was when I went

into the kindergarten, 'cause I knew Miss
Dean would think I was dreadful imp'lite

to keep my hat on. I guess she was
pretty s'prised ; she laughed real hard,

and said, 'Why, Teddy, you look so funny;
that's a new way to wear your hat.'

"But when I told her why I wore it

that way, she stopped laughing right off.

Then I gave her the note, and here's the
answer. Aren't you glad I remembered,
mama ?"

"Yes indeed I am. Sir Teddy. You're
a real little knight, for you surely did a
'hard, brave thing.'

"

"Why, I didn't know that was beiiig a
knight, 'cause that was just a little thing.

I thought you had to do something big

—

like killing a lion or driving a bulldog
away from your little sister, you know."
Mama smiled. "It is often much hard-

er to do the little things than to do the
big ones," said she.

Book Charades
BY RUTH V. CXAKK

GIFTS out of the ordinary that are easy
to make and of which the cost

is small are not nearly so common as
one with a lean pocketbook could wish.
But a collection of book charades comes
under these heads in every particular.

Almost any blank book may be used, but
the one-card post-card albums seem es-

pecially suited to this purpose.
The idea is to represent the title of a

book on each page by means of pictures,

and the fun cornes in passing the book
and finding how many of your friends

are good at guessing. To illustrate : In
one book that I saw the picture of a win-
dow surrounded by cotton threads raveled
from cloth represented "A Window in

Thrums." A man taking a dead deer
from a boat was "The Deer Slayer." A
picture of Queen Alexandra, "A Lady of
Quahty."
The pictures were all cut from the ad--

vertising pages of the magazines, and the

ladj" whose books I saw assured ine that

she found the titles without looking es-

pecially for them. In different books she
often represented the same title differently.

It is an idea capable of variations and
most interesting work. If one was mak-
ing the book as a gift each charade should
be numbered and a "key" sent with it.

Original by .\rtbiir Wardle From "TUe Graphic"

GOT HIM I 1

1

" How Roland Helped His Friend

BY VER.\ TCRXER

ROLAND was helping his father with the
nightly chores. He had brought the

cows up from the back pasture and was
now carefully counting oi^t ten large
golden ears of corn for Old Nell, when
a hand was lightly laid on his shoulder,
and his father laughingly remarked:
"You must be partial to Old Nell this

evening, Roland. Didn't I see you feed
her just before you went after the cows?"
"Whj% to be sure I did!" exclaimed the

little boy, as he threw the corn back
into the granary. "I was not thinking
what I was doing."
"What seems to be the trouble, RoUo?"

questioned his father. "I have not heard
you whistle or sing once since you came
home. You have not ' been naughty in

school or had to remain in on account of
bad lessons, have you?"

"Oh, no, father, there is nothing the
matter with me," he said laughingly;
then his eyes grew serious again as he
continued, "I have been thinking what
a hard time Harry Phillips has. Since
his father has been sick he has gotten so
far behind in his studies. He says he
doesn't have much time to prepare his

lessons. And ^Ir. Martin told him to-day
that he would have to keep him in after

school, and if that would not make him
get his lessons he would have to whip
him."
"But didn't Harry tell him how it was

at home?"
"Yes, sir," Roland replied, "but the

teacher said he could not help that, the
lessons had to be gotten. Harry said, as

he came home from school this evening,
that he supposeS" he would have to stop,

as he could not keep up with his class

and do the chores at home, too. I wish
that I could do something to help him."

"I am truly sorrv' for Harry, and it may
be a month yet before Mr. Phillips wiU
be able to get about," his father replied.

"But there is a way in which you can
help your little friend, RoUo."

"Oh, what, father ? I'll do anything you
say," he promised.
"You might go over to Harry's home

every morning and evening and help him
with the chores. That would give him
more time for study," his father replied.

"Oh, just the thing!" Roland exclaimed
eagerly. "Maj' I go right now, papa,
and can you do the work here without
me?"

"Yes, to both of your questions."
"And, papa, one more question," the

little boy said, looking eagerly up at his

father. "May I ask Harry to come over
and study with me at nights, and will you
help him over the hard places, as you do
me, until he catches up with his class

again ?"

"Why, certainly, I'll be only too glad
to do my share of the helping," replied
his father heartily.

"Papa," said Roland one morning at the
breakfast table three weeks later, "you
should have been at school yesterday and
seen Harry turn the other boys down.
He has gotten two head marks within the
past week, and was the only one who had
a good arithmetic lesson yesterday. His
father is so much better that he will be
able to be up next week, and Harry says
that he means to keep on studying hard
and remain at the head of the class. It

just does me good to see him so happy."

Debby's Dilemma
"Autumn" was the awful word that Debby

couldn't spell ;

With other words it seemed to her she got
along quite well.

The teacher kept her in one day until she
could remember

The spelling of "the season which ends with
bleak November."

For one half hour poor Debby sat, but
memory failed to aid her

Or bring before her saddened eye the word
which had delayed her.

At last, when deep dejection seemed to shut
out every hope,

A happy thought broke through the gloom,
and Debby ceased to mope.

"How stupid of me, silly—why, it isn't hard
at all I

Hew people call it 'Autumn,' and I surely
can spell 'Fall.'

"

—Capt. Harold Hammond in St. Nicholas.
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Might be Worse
They sing of melancholy days, the saddest

of the year,

And tell us in pathetic verse the aforesaid
days are here

;

To requiems to the dying flowers they mourn-
fully give birth.

And say we ve nothing left at all to beautify
the earth.

Can they not see the ornaments old Nature
deigns to send.

The treasures which to autumn days such
floral beauty lend ?

For have we not, when other flowers mean-
der up the flume.

Chrysanthemums and football hair in simul-
taneous bloom ? —Denver Post.

Diplomatic Tommy
Mother—"Tommy, you've been fighting

again."
Tommy—"Yes'm."
MoTKEE—"Haven't I warned you against

fighting?"
Tom my—"Yes'm."
Mother—"Why did }'ou do it, then?"
Tommy—"Well, 3'ou see, a kid said

dad was an old skinflint and you were an
old cat, and I kinder thought it was up
to me."—Pacific I\Ionthlv.

City Sportsman—"Huh ! That farmer
told me this woods was full of squirrels,
but blamed if I see 'em."

"Maggie, our gas bill has gone up out-
rageously this month

; you must be dread-
fully extravagant."

ilAGGiE
—

"Sure, an' I'm thot careful an'
economical, mum, thot I never turns off

thim burners all the way, for the sake of
savin' the matches."

He—"So they got married and went
off in their new motor car."

She—"And where did they spend their
honeymoon ?"

He—"In the hospital."—London Tit-
Bits.

A Worse Fate

It is related that a man in a hurry for
a train rushed for lunch into the first

handy restaurant. It was not a fashion-
able restaurant. It was not even a good
restaurant. To his surprise and horror
he recognized in the waiter an old school
and college friend.

"Good heavens, my dear fellow !" he
cried, "how did you come to this?"
"Oh it's not" so bad as you think," said

his friend. "I only wait. I don't dine
here.''—Punch.

"What are you cryin' for?"
"I've been fishin'."

"An' you're cryin' because you didn't
catch nothin'?"
"No, I'm cryin' 'cause I'm goin' ter

catch somethin' !"

A Few Posers

Why is a thief called a jail bird? Be-
cause he's been a robin.

How do you know the King approves

City Jay—"Did I hit anything, farmer?"
Farmer—"No, you fired too quick. If

you'd only waited two seconds the dog
would have been right in range."

of postage stamps? He pves his coun-
tenance to them.
When are we all artists? When we draw

a long face.
'

When is a lawyer like a donkey ? When
he is drawing a conveyance.
What is the most dangerous time of

the year? When the buds are shooting.

Why is whist more wicked than chess ?

Because you play whist with four knaves
and chess with two bishops.
What is the difference between a sailor

at the masthead and his ship? The ship
sails over the seas ; the sailor sees over
the sails.

When do skates resemble the' forbidden
fruit? When they bring about the fall

of man.
Why is an umbrella like a hot cross

bun? Because it is never seen after lent.

Why are teeth like verbs? Because
they are regular, irregular and defective.

When is an artist a dangerous person?
When his designs are bad.

E

SPECIAL
OFFER

To Our Readers

THE GREAT RURAL TRIO

Vick's Magazine (One Year)
is the ideal Magazine for the fanner's wife and daughter. It is a home
magazine in every sense, and devotes many pages to flowers, the garden, and
beautifying the home. It still maintains that direct personal interest in its

subscribers which made famous its founder, James Vick. Vick's will be wel-
comed in every farm home.

Farm and Fireside (Three Years)
is the national farm paper read all over the country by nearly three million
happy people each number. For thirty years it has been the "old reliable"
Farm and Fireside—the "Giant of the Farm Press." Farm and Fireside
pays more for its editorial matter than any other farm paper. It is a Great
Farm Paper Growing Greater— all the time—and next year will find it better

than ever.

Green's Fruit Grower (One Year)
and Home Companion, edited by Charles A. Green, is the largest and
greatest horticultural publication in America. It is a magazine for the fruit

grower, for the success of his occupation, for his home, and for his home folks.

The growth of this journal has not been attained in a few years, but it has taken
26 years of hard labor to place it in the position it occupies today—the leader
of its class. Some of the special features are: Editorial Comment, Orchard,
Poultry, Farming, Health, Small Fruits and Woinan's Department.

ALL THREE
including Farm and Fireside three whole

years—72 big numbers—and a hand-

some cedendar, for only

$1.00
Canadian Subscribers should send $1.25
extra for excess postage.. If you want
Farm and Fireside only one year the
price of this club is 75c ($1.50 in Can-
ada). These three great papers go into
the homes of nearly 4,000,000 people,
each month. Join its big, happy family!
This great club is

THE BIGGEST BARGAIN OF THE SEASON

Other Money-Savers
Below are more liberal offers that will save money for our readers. In nearly every case Farm and Fireside is offered with the dtber

paper for the price of the other paper alone.

Blooded Stock
and

Farm and Fireside

Regular Oar
price Iprice
for botta, ffor both
75 cents J one year

SOcts.
Canadian Subscriptions, $1.00

The price of

Blooded

Stocic alone

Jnissouri Valley Farmer Regnlar ^ Our

and P"^*? -

c n- for both, rfor both
Farm and Fireside 50 cents J one year

35cts.^"
A treat

gain for

the money
Canadian Subscriptions, $1.(16

Connecticut Farmer
and

Farm and Fireside

Regular ~^ Oar
price

for both

$1.25
$1.00[price

, rfor both

J one year
Canadian Subscriptions, $1.75

The price of

Connecticut
Parmer
alone

New England Farmer
and

Farm and Fireside

Regular ^ Our
price I price

for both, rfor both

$1.25 J one year
$1.00

Canadian Subscriptions, $1.75

The price of

New Eng-
land Farm-
er alone

Country Gentleman
and

Farm and Fireside

Regular ^ Our
price Lprice
for both, [for both

$1.75 J one year
$1.50

Canadian Subscriptions, $2.25

The price of

Country
Gentleman
alone

North West Pacific Farmer Regular ^ Our

and P""? -

Farm and Fireside
for both, rfor both

$1.25 J one year
$1.00

Canadian Subscriptions, $1.75

The price oi

N. W. P.

Farmer
alone

Farmer's Call

and-

Farm and Fireside

Regular ^ Our
price Lprice
for both, rfor both
50 cents J one year

40cts.
A great

bargain for

Canadian Subscriptions, $1.00
the money

Planter's Journal
and

Farm and Fireside

Regular ~1 Our
price Lprice
for both,

I
for both

75 cents J one year
SOcts.

Canadian Subscriptions, $1.00

The price of

Planter's

Journal
alone

Farm Poultry
and

Farm and Fireside

Regular Our
price Lprice
for both,

I
for both ^ ^ ^ ^

75 cents J one year — — — -^^^ alone
Canadian Snbscriptions, $1.00

SOcts.
The price of

Farm Ponl-

Poultry Keeper
and

Farm and Fireside

Regular
price

for both,

75 cents

Our
price

for both

one year
SOcts.

Canadian Subscriptions, $1.00

The price of

Poultry

Keeper
alone

Gleanings in Bee Culture Rep>l«r ^ Onr
price Lprice
for both, ffor both

$1.25 J one year

and

Farm and Fireside $1.00
Canadian Sabscripdtns, $1.75

The price of

Gleanings in

Bee Culture
alone

Southern Planter

and

Farm aod Fireside

Regular °^ Our
price [price
for both, [for both

75 cents J one year
SOcts.

The rrice of

Southern
Planter

alone

To any of these two-paper clubs, Vick's Magazine and Green's Fruit Grower may be added for only SO cents extra. Subscrip-

tions to all papers may be either new or renewal, and sent to different addresses if desired. Magazines and papers make the very

best of Christmas Presents and are a pleasant reminder many times a year of your kindness and generosity. Here is your chance

to send Christmas presents to your friends at very little cost.

A beautiful Calendar will be sent free to every one who subscribes to one of these clubs before January 1, 1908.

SEND IN YOUR SUBSCRIPTION NOW

CUT OUT THIS COUPON AND SEND IT TO-DAY

Farm and Fireside,
Springfield, Ohio.

Gentlemen:—Enclosed find

for which please send me the following

papers. Start them with the

number.
Name - - -

Town - ~ —

•

State

p. s.—If you want the papers sent to different addresses,

just say so.

Farm and Fireside A BLUE MARK
in this square shows that your subscription

expires this month.

Renew it now by accepting one of these

liberal offers.
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Special Christmas Gift
To Our Pony Contestants

SOMETHING EXTRA
This i« a great Christmas Gift Offer that j^ou should read clear through.

It is made to Farm and Fireside pony contesttuits only, and if you are not

already a pony contestant you ought to become one right away. It may mean
hundreds of dollars in your pocket.

This great gift offer is entirely sepeurate from the regular Pony Contest.

It is entirely additioned to all the ponies, all the pianos and all the other hand-

some prizes offered in the Pony Contest. It is something extra, and the only

persons who can get this special Christmais Gift are regulsur pony contestants.

It does not interfere in any way with the Pony contest, but instead will help

you greatly to win one of the ponies.

Description of

the Piano
The piano to be given away Christmas

to the pony contestant who has sent Farm
AND Fireside the most "points" up to

that time is exactly like the one pictured
on this page. It is a $750 Harrington Up-
right Grand, and will be sent absolutely

without cost right to the door of the winner,
from the Fifth Avenue office of the Har-
rington Company. This piano is four feet

ten inches high, five feet three inches wide
and twenty-nine inches deep. It will be
sent in either a fine mahogany, walnut or

quartered-oak case, whichever the winner
prefers. In workmanship and material, in

tone-quality and lasting qualities, in beauty
and finish, the Harrington piano is unex-
celled. This piano will be an ornament
to your home that you will be proud of as

long as you live.

OUR GUARANTEE
Again both Farm and Fireside and the Pony Man want to guarantee to the

friends of Farm and Fireside that our great Pony Contest is exactly as pictured,

described and represented; that ten beautiful ponies, five handsome piemos,

and thousands of other prizes will be given away to our boys and girls and
other helpers in this contest absolutely without cost; that every prize will be

a valuable one, and that absolutely every contestant enrolled will get a prize.

We guarantee that this is by far the most liberal contest Farm and Fireside

ever conducted, and that absolutely every person who enters it will be

rewarded for his work and treated fairly and squarely in every way.

The

Farm and Fireside

Pony Man
has entire charge of this Pony Contest and
of giving away this Special Christmas Gift.

He is one of the chief members of the
Farm and Fireside organization, and
whatever he does is all right. Farm and
Fireside backs up every promise he has
made and every guarantee he has offered.
You can rely upon what the Pony Man
says, for he has behind him the thirty

years of business integrity of F.\rm and
FiRE.siDE and its million dollars! capital.

The Pony Man is a good friend of all our
readers, and he will help you win in every
way possible. Write him or send the

coupon below to-day. You will hear from
him by return mail.

OUR LATEST OFFER
To the pony contestant who has sent to the Pony Man the most "points" by Christmas Day, December 25th, we will give absolutely without cost

and entirely in addition to any other prizes he or she may be entitled to, the hindsome $750 Harrington piano pictured above. This piano is exactly
similar to the five Harringtons we offer as alternative first five prizes in the regular Pony Contest, and it will be sent in either a mahogany, walnut or

quartered-oak case. There are absolutely no conditions or rules to be complied with. One person has just as good a chance as another. This mag-
nificent piano will go absolutely ivithout cost right to the door of the contestant who has sent the Pony Man the most "points" by Christmas Day.
Remember that this Christmas Gift Piano has nothing to do with the ten ponies or any of the multitudes of other handsome prizes. It is entirely separate

from them and is to be given as something extra, absolutely without cost, as an additional reward for energetic hustling, and to work for it will help

you a whole lot to win a pony, too—we can promise you that. Remember, this great offer is

LIMITED TO 30 DAYS
Orders bearing the December 25th post mark will count toward this great Christmas Gift Offer, bat none later. If you are already.a pony contestant,

hustle hard from now to Christmas and do not lose a minute. Lots of people will take Farm and Fireside and send it to their friends as a Christmas Gift.

If You Are Not a Contestant—Do This
\, To get this beautiful piano, and perhaps a pony, too, you must become a contestant just as soon as possible.—the sooner, the surer. Cut out the

'\ coupon below, and send it (or a postal card will do) to the Pony Man right away. He will send you pictures of all the ponies and prizes by

\ return mail, and will tell you just how all of them wHl be given away and how you can get one. But don't wait to hear from the Pony
\ Man. Start right out just as soon as you send the coupon and get as many subscribers to Farm and Fireside as you can. Charge 25

Pony Ma.n — cents for one year, 50 cents for three years and $1.00 for seven years. Keep 5 cents from each subscription as your cash commission

Pirase send me and Send the rest to the Pony Man. By doing this you will not waste a minute of time and will stand a much better chance of win-
by return mail all ' .^^V ning the Christmas piano than if you wait. See everybody you know. They will all help you. If you hustle you can win not only
the pictures of the v''}^ the beautiful Christmas Gift Piano, but a fine pony at the end of the contest, too. Send the coupon to-day, then start hustling, and

mher things" you *men/w yo" will be 3 winncr surc! Remember, this great Christmas Offer is limited to Christmas Day. Hustle—that's the way to win!

tion, and tell me just how ''-.^^oV
I can get a pony or a piano. ''^V y«7
Please save a place for me in ••'t)^^ —• / f \lA V» y j
the contest. I will send my V^jV / K< / ^rVt^ rV'^-.-w-..*-^.

twelve subscriptions as soon as O^^V^ *
possible. V^^V ~% FARM AND FIRESIDE
Rural Route or St DEPARTMENT 4

^\\ SPRINGFIELD, OHIO
Town

Date State \ X
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The Grange
BY MRS. MARY E. LEE

TAXES LOWERED BY A FLEXIBLE
RATE

I
CALL attention to the figures cited by
State Master Derthick on the effect of

a flexible rate in Baltimore. The flex-

ible rate has been in existence since

^ 1896, producing an increase of revenue

and thereby lowering the rate, and reliev-

ing to that extent visible property. Un-
der the uniform rate, tried for more than
half a century in many of our states, the

exact reverse has occurred. Intangible

property escaped, and every dollar thus

escaping laid an extra burden on the

property in sight. The grand total had
to be made up, and it came from the

property in sight. Maryland is to be con-
gratulated that she has found a system
that actually brings intangibles on the tax
duplicate.

I have frequently pointed out the in-

justice of taxing property having a fixed

value at the same rate as that whose
listed value is the result of guesswork.
The utter futility has been proven by bit-

ter experience. While there are some

—

a very small per cent, I confidently be-

lieve—who will deliberately lie to escape
taxes that are just, there are many who
will do so to escape an unjust tax. Few
are free from the taint. The man who
seeks a low valuation on his property, in

a state where the constitution explicitly

declares that all property shall be taxed
at "its True Value in money," is a per-

jurer just as much as the man who has
property easy to conceal. It's a question
of degree only. Both conceal true values.

The one whose property can be concealed
enjoys an advantage over the one whose
property cannot be concealed, but the
spirit animating each is the same. Let's

cast the beam out of our own eyes, and
therefore be able to see more clearly to

cast out the mote from our brother's eye.

Most farmers own both tangible and in-

tangible property, therefore can gain lit-

_ tie by the present uniform rate, unless
the bulk of their holdings is intangible,
and to get a gain in this way there must
be perjury. They are therefore interested
in a system that is just. They do not
befleve it just to tax their notes, mort-
gages, money and other forms of credits
at one hundred per cent, their true value,
at the same rate that their property is

taxed that is put on at less than true
value.

The question of taxation has been one
of the hardest to solve in the centuries
past. Then, various systems have been tried
and found wanting. The universal dis-

content with the present system indicates
its injustice. It is pitiful that a question
that is purely economic should be sub-
jected to the vicissitudes of envy, jeal-

ousy, spite, and that the passions and
prejudices of mankind should be stirred,

where only reason and a profound desire
for absolute justice should dominate. Be-
cause of this has the struggle of life been
made harder. No one whose judgment
can be trusted is ready to say he has a
system perfect in all its details, but he is

ready to co-operate with any agency seek-
ing justice and to trust the profound
question to a commission, representing:
the four great industries and a political

economist, which shall make such recom-
mendations to the legislatures of each
state as experience, conditions and neces-
sities warrant.

<S>

HOW FARMERS' CLUBS OPERATE IN
THE PROVINCE OF aUEBEC

G. A. Gigault elicited unusual applause
jvhen he read his report of farmers' club
and institute work before the American
Association of Institute Workers at Wash-
ington, D. C. A farmers' club may be es-
tablished, under a law, in every parish and
municipality in the Province of Quebec.
The chief purpose for which the clubs
are formed is to disseminate knowledge
by means of lectures and agricultural
journals. Each club meets at least once
a year to hear lectures, and many, of

. them meet very frequently.
To create and maintain an interest,

the law providing ' for the clubs con-
tains provisions for the purchase of pure-
bred live stock, and competitions for the
best-managed farms, standing crops, milch
cows, etc. Were it not for these pro-
visions. Professor Gigault thinks few
clubs would be organized. The club has
its economic value, in enabling farmers to
purchase pure-bred stock, as well as its

educational value, in the discussions that
are brought out at the meetings.
The law went into effect in 1893, and

there are now 591 clubs. Among the
members are those most interested in ag-
ricultural development and most of the
improvements of a community are due
to the initiative of these men. In every

new locality where farmers' clubs have
been organized, a butter or cheese fac-
tory has been erected and other improve-
ments added.
Whenever the Experiment Station Di-

rectors or Lecturers organize meetings in
the interest of the farming community
they are most effectively aided by the
clubs. The Provincial Department of
Agriculture employs many lecturers, who
visit them. The Federal Department or-
ganizes many agricultural conventions
each year.
The members of these clubs must pay

one dollar a year; the government grant
is fifty cents a member, the minimum be-
ing twenty-five dollars, and the maximum
fifty dollars, for each club. During 1906
the receipts were as follows: Subscrip-
tions of members, $60,766.23. Government
grant, $25,260. The membership was 55,-
141. Nearly every club owns pure-bred
live stock. These associations. Professor
Gigault says, are more useful to the farm-
ing community than most of the county
agricultural societies.

Professor Gigault has struck the key-
note of success in organization of clubs.
It is futile to attempt to do any great
service to a community through spend-
ing time and effort on the unproductive
class. It is worse than useless to attempt
to get people without natural initiative
to lead in a new movement in a commu-
nity. Select the people who will do
things to carry on the work. The less

progressive will finally learn to follow.
When organizers and developers of

plans for betterment will have thoroughly
learned the lesson that Nature's laws
must be recognized, and will extend aid to
those who will help themselves, then will
they reach a vastly greater number than
in the vain attempt to help the least pro-
gressive. Professor Gigault has gone into
a community and selected as aids those
who have energy and ability and who will
ably second his efforts. His report of the
work done is sufiicient indication of his
foresight and organizing ability.

JOINING ORGANIZATIONS INDIS-

CRIMINATELY
Once I was sent to visit a grange that

was continuously Jisted among those on
the verge of dormancy. My instructions
were to seek the cause and apply a rem-
edy, if one could be devised. In a pleas-
ant conversation the Lecturer of the
Grange vouchsafed this significant bit of
information, "I cannot do all I should
like to do in the Grange, for," she added
by way of explanation, "I am Secretary
of the Relief Corp, Record Keeper in the
Maccabee Hive, President of our Ladies'
Aid Society, Chairman of the Program
Committee of one of the two Farmers'
Clubs to which my husband and I belong,
and Secretary of the Gleaners, besides
being Lecturer of this Grange."
"Ah, I have it now," I mentally ejac-

ulated, and forthwith desisted from further
search for "causes for dormancy." The
walls of the hall in which we sat were
arrayed with charters, banners, emblems
and portraits of officers in order after
order. These organizations, both "an-
cient" and "modern" in name, had for
objects the betterment in one way and
another of their members ; but every so-
ciety represented was dependent for its

maintenance upon the residents of the
little village of eight hundred inhabitants
and the adjacent farming community.
This, too, was in addition to the claims
of the churches and schools, which we
naturally catalog as first. Thus the con-
viction was forced upon me that others,
than the Lecturer, of the handful of Grange
adherents, were "cumbered with much
serving" through their fraternal obliga-
tions.

Again I went upon a similar errand to
another Grange that a few years before
had been organized with a large and en-
thusiastic charter list. It, like the first,

was located in the heart of a rich farming
county, and the membership was called
from highly intelligent, progressive peo-
ple. But here, too, only a corporal's guard
of members came out to the specially ap-
pointed meeting. I made a second ap-
pointment for a week later, but the latter

meeting was scarcely better attended.
The apparent lethargy of the absent mem-
bers was explained by those present, on
the grounds that "there was a

You are ALL CONFUSED
—^You want the sweetest toned 1 _ • A
-You w..t that sweet tone to last aDOUl T laROS I—I ou dislike to spend any more
money than necessary;—But every adviser, and so-called expert, recommends a
different make. You are like a man lost in the woods. You don't know
which way to turn. This surely describes your position.

RTHE REMEDY: — Educate yourself on the subject! Study— read— Read more—Study more. Then listen in the quietness of

your own parlor to the tone of the highest grade piano

you can get, but without agre^ng to purchase it. Call

in all those musical hiends who you linow are not ^
under past obligations to any piano dealers or Mi^~~^j<C^'^

''/a**'''
friends o( dealers. Resolve you will study atten- -''

- '' W><r^''o^*"
lively piano tone and will be deaf, while studying, to the magnetic

'
'

'^i^'^'^
talk and persuasiveness of salesmen. This is the intelligenl way. It's ^^^v.** **V
the way you planned your new home. You made a long study of it o*"^

calmly, thoroughly, and you became quite an expert. You can be just as ^^"vi^^O''"*^.**^
expert about pianos. ^*'^^,^°*i?*'

We are willing to send you free two books:

'1 f^^t

One officially entitled "The
Book of CompTe't& Information
about Pianos."
YOU NEED THIS BOOK of 156

Pages handsomely bound, if you
ever intend to buy a piano, no
matter what make.

It tells how to test a piano and
how to tell good from bad ; what
causes pianos to get out of order.
It makes the selection of a piano
easy. If read carefully it will make
you an expert judge of piano-tone,
of action, workmanship and of du-
rability.

It tells everything that any one
can possibly want to know about
pianos; gives a description of
every part of the piano, how put
tt^ether and all the processes of
manufacture. Gives descrii>tion of
the new invention for aiding
learners to play called THE
NPTEACCORD (endorsed by
Paderewski and other great pian-
ists). It explains Agents and
DealeK* Methods and Devices.
It tells about the very first piano;

the qualities of labor, the felt,

ivories and woods used in every
high-grade piano and compares
high qualities with the c h e a p e r
kind (used in inferior pianos).
Describes what constitutes a mu-
sical-piano-tone, and in fact is a
complete encyclopedia.
You need and should have THIS
EDUCATIONAL BOOK to
thoroughly inform you whenever
CONFUSED ABOUT PIANOS.

Its scores of illustrations (all de-
voted to piano construction) are
not only interesting but are *w-
stntctive ; to children as well as
to adults.
You will certainly learn a great

deal about pianos tlia t you could
not hear of or read ANTwHEEE
ELSE, for it is absolutely the on/y
book of its kind ever
published. Never-
theless we send it free.

SONS." The story of an
average American family which
was ALL CONFUSED about
Pianos—it is interesting, readable
and prettily illustrated — gives a
little hint of a love affair which the
piano helped along, as many pianos
nave done.
These two books cost quite a

sum to produce, print, bind, illus-

trate and mail. Upwards of
400,000 have been i^ued and with-
out a single exception have been
highly commended.
SO FAH not one word about

ourselves. We are and have been
the manufacturers of THE
FAMOUS WING PIANO for the
past 39 years I

The other book is

also copyrighted but
is a short j/iTry named
"JOHN HONEY-
WELL'S EEA-

We have supplied over 40,000 American
Homes with WING PIANOS.

We refer to Banks, Governors of many States and
Judges; to Merchants, Conservatories of Music, Singers
and Professors of Music. We have been students of
vibration and of musical tone and strength of materials
during all these 39 years. Tlie first patent issued to our
Mr. Wing, Senior, for improvement on pianos was in
1876 and other improvements have been invented since at
the average rate of more than one yearly. These facts
prove our skill and long experience, but would not be
mentioned if we did not wish to show you that we know
the piano subject as few others have had the opportunity; for 39 years is a -

long—long time for a business house to "live and learn" and constantly prosper,

Write for the books at once or fill in the coupon. Take it out

and mail to us now while you think of it (and while you have

the coupon). You will be under no obligations whatever.

WING BUILDING
366-371 Wert 13tli St., New York.WING& SON.

excursion the day before, this was
Order's regular date, and to-morrow was
to be initiation ; and the people
were simply driven with work anyway."

I rode out among these people, making
personal calls from house to house.
Everywhere I met expressions of the ut-

most good will for the Grange and by
the acknowledgment that "it is the

strongest, best organization for the farm-
er in existence, but

—
" and then followed

the familiar recital of entangling engage-
ments in one organization and another.
All this without these people seeming to

realize the paradox of the situation.

Every visiting deputy can duplicate these
instances without number. It would seem
as if the pendulum of Organization, hav-
ing once been set in motion, has swung
too far. In eagerness to escape from sol-

itude and social isolation, even the country
people, acting with too little discretion,

have surfeited themselves.
Not that probably every one of these

dozen or fifteen societies, often repre-
sented in a small village, is not laudable
in its aims. That is not the point. The
danger lies in "belonging" to too many.
The art of discrimination is not practised.
Our friends fail to ask the question,
"What is most worth while to me?" They
refuse to stanchly stand for the little they
can do by attaching themselves to every
worthy project that appeals to them, ir-

respective of specific needs.
A common frailty comes to light in this

defect—the undertaking of more than
we know we can do. We suffer for it

in organized work of all kinds—religious,

educational, fraternal and purely social.

People put their names on the books,
hoping to be able to do what common
sense says is physically impossible. No
single member counts at his fullest pos-
sible power. As a result organized ef-

fort in scores of localities is flabby and
weak kneed along a dozen tangents where
it should deal muscular, sledge-hammer
blows on a few obtrusive issues.

The cause suf¥ers, also, no less than the
individual members for this lack in other-
wise bright, capable men and women of
the ability to say "No," when tempted to
scatter their forces in action.

Jennie. Buell.
<5>

Whenever you need a new buggy, farm
wagon, plow, fanning mill, shovel or any-
thing else, look over the advertisements
in Farm and Fireside before you buy. We
use the utmost care in seeing that only
advertisements that can be trusted are put
in Farm and Fireside. We guarantee
every one of them.

I 3^ Buys Thte Large HandMffleNlekal

Trimmtd Sttel Rang*
without warming cloaet «t
reservoir. With bieh warm*
Ing closet, porceliLln Unad
reserToir, Jnst aa ahown In
cut, %aSK laree.tqoare oTan,
elx cootdng holea.bodrmada
ofcold rolled steieL Oaples
gratei buns wood or coal.
Handsome nlckal trlmmlngi,

. hlgblypolished.

TERMS S
'most liberal ever
Imade. You can pay
latter yon receive tha
' range. Yon cantakS
It Into your home.

fnaeltSOdaya. If yoa dont
find It exactly as represent-
ed, the biggest bargain yoa
ever saw, equal to etoTes

[retailed for double oup
I price, return it to us. W»
will pay freight both ways,

UfrHa Tailau tor Otir be&ntltully illustrated Slonwrnc louay catalogue NcS 1 08, a postal card will

do.lBO styles to select from. Don't bay until yon get It.

IHIABVIN SMITH CO., CHICAGO, ILU

Work at Home
Weaving Rugs and Carpet

KO EXF£BIEiNCE NEEDED

$4 a Day
Easily Made
We start men and
women in a profitable
business on a small in-

vestment. Write quicA
for prices arid Loom Book,
REED MFG. CO.

~

Box A. SpringnelJ. Oliio.

j|k ^^^^ ^% Send us your address
Dl m IB A II Alf V and wewillshowyou^ I^C Cl VClW VMl W how to make^ aday

^L^B absolutely sure; we
^V^F fornish the work and teach you free.you work ia

the 1 ocality where you 1 ive. Send us your address and we will

explain the business fully.remember we guarantee a clear profit

of^-i for every day's work, absolutely sure. Write atonce,

ROTAL MiNUFACTCELNG CO^ B«x 945 Detroit, Mich.

SWASTIKA PIN
This handsome luck and suc-

w WW >w BBan mmm csss piQ bea utifully enameled
roman color finish will be sent upoa REQUEST to anjooe inclosiag

10c lo pay postage, etc, for our lai^e illustrated C'atalo^e of

IfOTeitieg. Wonder NoTClty Co., Stamford. Coon. Box 107. Dcpt.D.

g^g^ M M Hidden Kanu, FrlendflUp, SQlc Frlnfo,

yUA I XavoLopo aud &U ether kindi of CAKD9
tm W^r I kod Pnmlum Artldec 6«iapl* Album
of Floert Cwd« uid Blggwl Preioiua LUt, ftU for ft

Se«atmmp. OHIO OA&D COUPAITY, 0ADX2, OHIOJ

^— S Ft 100 for Dutrlbutine Samplw of WaiklagBO V^alU fluid.Soadec.iUmp.A.W.SCOTT.CokoM^l.T.
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The Roosevelt
Family Calendar
Free Avith your subscription or renewal

We want one of these beautiful Roosevelt Family Calen-

dars to be in every Farm and Fireside home because Pres-

ident Roosevelt has been more friendly to the farmers of this

country than any other president. The countrj' has never

been so prosperous as under his administration, and he has

fought the trusts and other enemies of farmers so bitterly that

they are now crying for mercy. President Roosevelt is a true

friend of the farmers and he backs up his friendship by doing
everything in his power for them. He believes the farmers

are the back-bone of the country, and has said so many times.

It is because of the President's great friendship for the

farmers that we have gotten up at great expense this hand-
some calendar for 1908, portraying the President surrounded

by his whole family. We know our readers will like the
Roosevelt Family Calendar because every one wants a beautiful

picture of the President's family in their home—especially

when a president has done so much for farmers as President
Roosevelt has.

In order that these beautiful calendars may be obtained
bj' our readers without extra expense, we shall send one of

these luxurious Roosevelt Family Calendars absolutely without
cost to every new subscriber or to every person who renews
his subscription promptly. If you accept one of the oilers

below, you will get this handsome calendar by return mail

securely packed and prepaid without a cent of cost to j-ou.

This is the picture of President Roosevelt and his family, that appears on the front page of the Roosevelt Family Calendar.

It was taken last August at Oyster Bay, N. Y., the President's country home, by the President's own family photographer. It

is the latest and best picture of President Roosevelt and his family, and was taken with his special permission and by his authority.

We have reproduced it in the Roosevelt Family Calendar at great cost, because we want our big family to have only the newest

and best.

This beautiful calendar is different from any other calendar you can possibly get. It is made on beautiful coated super-calen-

dered stock, and printed in sepia so as to get the full artistic effect. In every way it is a work of art, carefully gotten up,

beautifully made, and new and up to date in every respect. You cannot get this calendar in any other way. We have had it

made solely for the readers of Farm and Fireside and we shall send it prep«iid and carefully packed to every one who accepts one

of the offers below before January 15th—unless our supply is exhausted before that time. Do not delay!

Offer No. I

$1.00
^ves you Fftrm and rireiide leTen whole yeari

—

168 bi£', helpful oumberi—and the beautiful Rooie-
velt Family Calendar, the publishers* (fift for
promptneii. If you accept this offer, each issue
of Farm and Fireside will cost you but lijc
tenths of a cent.

Offer No. 2

50c
(fives you Farm and Fireside three whole years—
72 big, helpful numbers, and the beautiful Roose-
velt Family Calendar, the publishers' (fift for
promptness. If you accept this offer, each issue
of Farm and Firesivie will cost you but seven-
tenths of a cent.

Offer No. 3

ives you Farm and Fireside ooe whole year—14
iff, helpful numbers, and the beautiful Roose-

velt Family Calendar, the publishers' rift for
promptness. If you accept this offer, each issue

of Farm and Fireside will coft you but one
cent.

FROM AN OLD MAN'S POINT OE
VIEW

"November will soon be gone," said an
old man who is some distance past his
threescore and ten milestone, as he patted
his pet cow on the back. "It seems re-
markable how fast the seasons come and
go. Here's winter close at hand, with
another spring and planting time only a
few months away. It does not seem pos-
sible that I have seen seventy-six autumns
and springs. They always seem new.
Planting time is full of plans and prob:;
lems, and we put forth our best efforts to
obtain a full harvest; we watch the re-
sult of those efforts, doing what we can
to make them successful, and are delight-
ed or disappointed with the outcome, and
always resolve to do better next time.
"Not only is the farmer's vocation full

of problems and possibilities, but also are
other vocations. Bright minds are at work
on them all the time, and one problem
after another is being solved, and the
world is making remarkable progress
along all lines. I was talking to a nephew
through the telephone last night. He
lives twenty miles away, yet I knew his

voice the moment he spoke. Who would
have thought such a thing possible only
a few years ago. The telephone and the
phonograph are two things I never cease
to wonder at. A person can sit in his

own house and converse with people miles
away, even when the day or night is so
stormy or cold one would not dare to

venture out. Then he can turn to his
phonograph and listen to a sweet song
by some one who, possibly, has gone to
his long rest, or to a band that never
was within a thousand miles of him.
Then note how messages can be sent to
friends hundreds of miles at sea by wire-
less telegraphy.
"While these things are being invented

by busy, tireless workers shall I sit down
and do nothing because I am old? Bless
j'ou, the world is full of work to be done,
and while I can lift a hand I prefer to be
found with the bees, rather than with the
stones. While strong, young minds solve
the great problems, I will work to produce
something for people to live on. I only
wish I could live fifty years more, to see

the great progress the world will make
in that time."
This man farmed when great strength

and endurance was aibout the best

asset the farmer possessed. As he
grew older he farmed with labor-saving
tools, and then noted that farming was
being revolutionized, and the farmer
emancipated from the spirit-breaking toil

which had been his lot from time imme-
morial. No wonder the man who tilled

the soil was a serf, a peasant, a clodhop-
per. His work was so hard and con-
tinuous that he could be little else than
"a son of toil," a horny-handed farmer.
As the old man saj-s : He is now among
the thinkers, and is making his vocation
a science, in fact has already done so.

It is inspiring to note how rapidly bet-

ter methods on the farm are being
adopted, especially by the younger element.
Mistakes are still made, and in places the
soil is being robbed of its fertility by
short-sighted methods, but on the whole
much progress toward better practises is

being made. F. G.

THE VALUE OF CLOVER
Clover is very valuable as a fertilizer.

If it brought the farmer no returns save
the enrichment of the soil, it would pay
him to sow it. In the marketing of the
crops in the fall and winter months
farmers who have been clovering their

land will realize the worth of it a& a
fertilizer. A man who bought a poor
piece of land in a Western state recently
marketed his crop of wheat 'raised on
clovered land. The wheat averaged forty

bushels to the acre and brought eighty
cents a bushel. A neighbor, who owned
a farm of similar soil and had sneered
at the idea of sowing clover to build up
land, marketed his crop at the same time,

which averaged only ten bushels an acre.

But clover often yields large returns
to the farmer as a seed and hay pro-
ducer. A farmer had twenty-eight acres
in clover. He got eighty-four bushels of
seed from the second cutting, which sold

for six hundred and thirty dollars. His
first cutting yielded three tons of hay to

the acre and sold for nine dollars a ton,

bringing him five hundred and forty dol-

lars. The total value of the two cuttings

was $1,170 or something over forty dol-

lars an acre without counting the benefit

to the soil.

As a feed for milk cows, young calves,

colts and sheep clover is splendid. Of
course it is impossible to estimate its

value in dollars and cents, but all who
have used it as a feed for stock can
testify to its worth. Both as a fertilizer

and as a crop clover is as valuable as any
of the . grasses, unless it be alfalfa, and
in many of the Western states some
farmers declare that it is even of more
value. No farmer can afford to ignore

the value of clover in building up a run-
down farm or in providing grass for his

flock. W. D. Neale.

Rush the Coupon Below Right Now Before January 15th

A BLUE MARK
in the square below indicates that you are an
old subscriber and that your subscription ex-
pires this month.

Renew by accepting one ol these ofiers before
they are withdrawn.

c.yT...A.!r:®!!*?».J.?!!!'.?...?r.™.?... -~

1
FARM AND FIRESIDE

j
Springfield, Ohio.
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AGRICULTURAL NEWS-NOTES
Santa Anna, Orange County, Califor-

nia is to have a beet-sugar factory.

Upward of one half the world's supply
of sugar is now derived from the sugar
beet.

The leading alfalfa-growing counties in

Ohio are Champaign, Hamilton, Stark
and Logan.

The Illinois Weather Bureau reports
that the past summer has been one of
the shortest since that of 1866.

The dairy farmers of Denmark last year
used four hundred and forty-two thousand
tons of cotton-seed cake as feed for stock.

The value of the rice annually imported
into Brazil, which comes mainly from
India, exceeds two and one half million
dollars.

Japan has a department of agriculture
and commerce and has sent an experj; to
this country to investigate the sugar trade.

It is now claimed for durum wheat
that it has a higher sugar and fat con-
tent than other varieties of spring wheat.

Dr. Charles McCutchen, of Tacoma,
Washington, is now making a second im-
portation from England of skylarks. They
are also to be set free at several points
along Puget Sound.

The experience of other countries has
fully demonstrated the merits of the par-
cels post. It affords all the people equal
advantages and obviates the payment of
excessive express charges.

Where apple orchards of three or four
leading varieties are well cared for dur-
ing a series of years tliey will return a
net profit of twelve to twenty per cent on
the capital invested in land and labor.

The Pacific Coast fruit boxes which
have come into general use in the place
of barrels contain nearly or quite fifty

pounds. The length of the box is twenty-
two inches and the ends are ten by
twelve inches.

Re-inforced cement tanks are now ex-
tensively used in southern France and
the Mediterranean countries for holding
wine. Such tanks would serve in this

country for holding cider for vinegar-
making purposes.

Grape growing is on the increase in
California, where there are eleven exper-
imental vineyards. One of these of twelve
acres is located at Chico and is under
the supervision of G. C. Hussman^of the
United States Department of Agriculture.

' The October crop report of the United
States Department of Agriculture shows
that the grain crops will be lighter and
that there will be a heavier yield of hay,
rice and tobacco. Take it all in all, bet-
ter prices are likely to prevail for all

kinds of grain.

During the past year two hundred and
fifty-two Granges have been organized.
New York leads with forty-eight; Penn-
sylvania, 31, and Michigan, 18. The to-

tal number reorganized in fourteen states

was forty. In reorganizing. West Virginia,
Kansas and Pennsylvania lead.

Investigations made in England go to
show that trees were struck by lightning
in the following ratio: Oaks fifty-four
times, poplars twenty-four, elms four-
teen, evergreens ten, and willows and
beeches six. The birch tree seems to
have escaped the lightning stroke.

It is right that Congress, which has
heretofore lent its aid so liberally to har-
bor and river improvements, should now
extend a helping hand to the various ir-

rigation projects that are being carried
forward in the dry regions of the West.
For the best results government aid is

essential.

Farmers' boys and girls in Colorado who
are anxious to ascertain for what occu-
pation they are best fitted and which would
be most congenial for them would do
well to attend the short course of in-

struction at the Colorado A. and M.
College. The five months' course begins
November 5, 1907.

The success which is attending the
canneries in Texas, where fruit and veg-
etable production is taking the place, in

part, of cotton growing, has made it

possible to use profitably the tomato and
other crops and to utilize large quanti-
ties of perishable fruits that would oth-
erwise have gone to waste.

The order of six thousand refrigerator
cars for the Southern Pacific Railroad is

being filled at the rate of twenty-five cars
a day. In the new cars just put on the
Harriman road such perfect refrigeration
is produced that the temperature does
not vary more than two degrees in ten
days. All fruits and vegetables are to
be cooled before they are placed in the
cars. *

The Value of a Telephone
An unconnected telephone instrument has only a limited dollars-

and-cents value; a telephone connected with your neighbors, your

doctor, your markets, has a value unlimited—for it may be the

means of saving your property from destruction by fire, your family

from serious illness, your products from a drop in prices. But

a telephone upon which you cannot depend in emergen-

cies is worse than valueless. Buy and use only

Standard
"BELL"

Apparatus and Eqmpmeiit

and yoa will have a line that will give you

service when you need it most.

New York Omaha
PbUadelphui Deaver
Atlanta
Harrisburg
Pittsburg

Cincionati

ladiaoapoUs
Chicago
St. Paul

Des Moines
St. Louis

Kansas City

Use
AddreM
Neoreat
Yoa

Write Us for Prices and Information on Rural and
Suburban Equipment

Western Electric Go.
Largest Manufacturers and Suppliers

of all Apparatus and Equipment used

in the Construction, Operation and
Maintenance of Telephone Plants

Salt Lake City

Seattle

San Francisco

Lol Angeles
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ICOIL SPRING FENCE
i Made of high carbon Steel Wire
,
Horse-high, Bull-6trong, CbJck-

^
en-tight. Sold direct to the
Farmer at lowest raanufae-

' turers pricesor 30 Days Free
= Trial, freight prepaid. 100 page
I Catalogue and price-list free.

KtTSELMAN BROS.,
I Box 272 MtlNCIE, IND.

ENGE Strongosti
M&tl&—

,de of High Carbon Double Strength
'oiled 'U'lre. Heavily Galvanized to
reventrust. Have no agents. Sell at
actory prices on 30 days' free trial.
rVe pay allfreifht. 37 heights of farm
d poultry fence. Catalog Free,
COILED SPRING FENCE CO.

OX so Winchester, Indlsna

OMAMBVTAl FENCE
85 DESIGNS, ALL STEEL.

HandBome — cheaper than
wood—more durable. Special
prices to churches and ceme-
teriea. Don't buy a fence until
you get OUT free catalogue;
KokfAno Fence Machine Co>»
43 7 Korth St., Kokomo, Ind.

The UNIVERSAL MAGAZtNE the most interesting
Send 25 cents for one year's subscription and 12 beauti-
ful pictures. Address, HALE PUBLISHTNG CO.,
8550 Vista Ai-enue, St. Louis, Mo.

BE SURE TO VEMTION FARM AND FIRESIDE WHEN
WRITING TO ADVERTISERS.

AN OPPORTUNITY
to get your own subscription without a cent of cost

is offered to every reader of Farm and Fireside.

Just send us two other subscriptions to Farm and

Fireside at 25 cents each—that's all you have to

do. You can easily get two of your friends or

neighbors to subscribe. Then you will get your

own subscription without cost.

Address

FARM AND FIRESIDE, Springfield, Ohio
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REST RNDJCREATION
Fun and Amusement for All—How You Can AI-

^ ways Have an Entertainer at

Your Command.

The Editor has told the readers of this paper
month after month how necessary it is to have
rest and recreation—that in order to break the
monotony and drive away dull care and get the
most out of life we must relax from work and for-

get business.

How do you enjoy yourself after the day's work
Is finished, the chores and odd jobs taken care of?

Then you are ready for something to amuse,
please and instruct as well. The old and young
alike must have rest and recreation for we all

knon- that "all work and no play makes Jack a
dull boy."

Music for Your Home!
Can you Imagine anything from which you conld

derive more pleasure, more fun and actual rest

and recreation than from a Genuine Edison Phon-
ograph? I do not mean the old, raspy, choky,
scratchy kind of talking machine so commonly
heard, but a Genuine Edison—the very latett im-
proved Outfit No. 5 that reproduces to perfect ex-
actness the finest music In the world.

Just think of having in your own home such a
marvelous instrument—an entertainer always at
your command, one that needs no coaxing, never
tires and never disappoints. At any time during
the day or the long evenings you can sit on your
own porch or in your own parlor and listen to the
sweet voice of some world-famed singer—a song
sung by a voice so beautiful and brilliant that
thousands have sat in rapt wonderment drinking
in the very sweetness of the song.

Tou, too. can hear the very song that thousands
have paid 85.00 to $10.00 a seat to hear, and when
the song is finished all you need to do is to move
the reproducer to the beginning and you will hear
the aoBg again in all Its sweetness.

niflstrel Shows and Operal

And that is not all: the greatest bands and or-

chestras of the world will play for you—waltzes,
marches, two-steps, overtures, concert pieces, all

the old master classics as well as the lat€st min-
strel shows and comic opera music The very
same minstrels that amuse packed houses in the
large cities night after night will make you laugh
at their comic songs and funny jokes.

A Concert At Any Time.
Vou and your family, your friends and neigh-

bors can have a concert, musicale. dance or song
as often and as much as you like. You can sit

In your own parlor or on your own porch and
listen to a progran-. like this:

883S—"Feast of Lanterns Overture" Orchestra
S143—"Courtship of Barney and Eileen" Recitation
8809—"Wiihelmlna Waltzes" Orchestra
K»73—"Mississippi Minstrels" Minstrel Show
-590—"Holy City" Violin Solo
9148—"Every body Works Bat Father" Band
8902—"Vli-gjnia Reel"
S098—"Chimes From yonnandy" B€Ujd
gSH—"Rlne thv Bells o( Heaven" Cboich Chimes
81S»—"Wedding of the Winds" Walte
W39—"Have Yon Seen 3Iy Henry Brown" Coon Song
60I»—"Abide with Me" Baritone Solo
839t—"ThorouRhbred" (Two^Step) Band
702—"Man Behind The Gun"—(Sousa) Band

You have hundreds of other pieces to choose
from and can make up a program to suit - our own
taste. The great value of the Edison ooacerts is
that there Is no end to what you can hear and
enjoy. Your own boys and girls and the joys and
girls of the neighborhood would rather listen to
the Edison Phonograph than seek pleasure else-
where—pleasures that may not be aa enjoyable
or as elevating as this.

This wonderful instrument can now be had on
free trial. Sign the coupon and get an Edison cata-
log free.

W OOK at this happy home scene—all enjoying the Edison phonograph. The Edison has indeed been rightly called the king of entertainers for thei^vVMM, home. If you have heard only the old style machines or the rasping, scratching imitation machines heard at county fairs and the like, you
cannot imagine what a treasure of good cheer, what endless entertainment the new improved genuine Edison phonograph can give to all your family.

MR, EDISON
"I Want to See a Phonograph in Every
American Home." >

The phonograph, aa the reader may know, is the wizard's hobby. ^/y^^imj^Q, ^^l50Tt-

A New Style Edison Phonograph The Parlor Grand
Outfit No. 5! The latest perfected product of Mr. Edison's
factory. The new outfit No. 5! Latest improvements—new feat-

ures— exclusive points of superiority.

See It— Hear It! Get this remarkable instrument in your own home—then you will see how far superior this
is to any ordinary talking machine—far superior even to the finest Edison Machines you have heard heretofore.

The New Parlor Grand Outfit

FREE TRIAL
While this offer lasts every respon-

sible person can get on absolutely free

trial of this wonderful Parlor Grand
Outfit Ko. 5. This outfit will be sent

direct to your own home without paying us a single cent in advance—you make no deposit

—

pay us no C. O. D.—no guarantee. The New Outfit No. 5 is sent you on absolute free tsial

in your own home. We allow from forty-eight hours to a week's trial in your own home;
then if yon do not wish to keep the instrument—if yen do not think it is the clearest and
most beautiful phonograph you ever heard, return it to ns at our expense and we will

not charge you one cent for the trial.

Try the instrument in your own borne, play the stirring waltzes, the two-steps, marches, concert
pieces, both grand and comic opera—hear the greatest bands and orchestras in the world, listen to
the songs of the world-famed singers, laugh at the funny minstrel sketches, coon songs and comic
recitations. Play all these and the many other wonderful pieces you can hear through the Edison
Phonograph—the N«w Oatflt No. S. The trial Is FREE, and you may return the instrument at oup
expense if you don't wish to keep it. If you decide to keep this Parlor Grand Outfit No. 5 you may
send cash in full or pay on easiest terms, just as you prefer.

A lUlorfiih buys a genuine new style Edison outfit including
* \JIHI1 dozen highly finished genuine Edison records. The
finest improved model Edison outfit only $3.50 a month. And at ROCK-BOTTOM
PRICE, no matter whether you send cash in full or pay on onreasiest terms. Sur-
prising rock-bottom prices on the finest im- «

proved Edison outfits. One-third cUid one-half ^^^^ririHHH^^H^fe^^kwCatalec
the price of inferior imitations.

For Cash In Full we cannot allow any discount.
The price we ask is the very lowest possible
and is exactly the same whether you pay
cash In full or in small installments. Get
the outfit on free trial anyway—then you
can decide.

.

$

Id casl

2

EDISON CATALOGS FREE
Sign this coupon and get the great Edison catalogs,

the catalog of phonographs sho-wing every style

of Edison machines and the catalog of 15,000
Edison records: also the magnificent circular of ovir

new Edison Parlor Grand outfit No. 5. You will bo
surprised at the rock-bottom prices on the

finest kind of talking machines. Get all these
citalogs free, prepaid, and select the machine
you want to try on free trial offer. Every'

'';iX responsible reader of this paper should sign

this coupon. You need not bother
-< A-^^d^J^ wltb a letter, just write your name
?<-^i^^lCr^ and address plainly on the coupon and

mail in an envelope. Slen Coupon NOW,
send postal or letter.

FREDERICK BABSON
Vice-President

EDISON PHONOGRAPH DISTRIBUTORS
Edison Building, Suit* 3538

CHICAQO

5 is so far superior to the ordinary talk-—^— ing machines that there is absolutely
no comparison.

Even the old Edison Outfit No. 5, the peer of

all outfits, is now eclipsed. This new No. 5 is

equipped with the brand new style Floral Horn,
a type of horn that is now being produced for

the first time. It Is a much larger horn than
that used on the old outfit No. 5; it Is the most
handsome horn ever put out, being hand decor-
ated with beautiful fiowers in many tasty colors.

But the real reason we chose this extra large
Floral horn is because of its acoustic prop-
erties ; the reproduction ol sound from this

horn is simply perfect, giving the largest pos-
sible volume the finest tonal shading, every
instrument of a brass band, every whisper of a
recitation being siven full value in the most
natural manner conceivable.

Among other exclusive features, this New
Style Outfit No. 6 is equipped with: (1) A con-
necto. (2) An automatic stop. (3) An auto-
matic brush. (4) A tone modifier. (B) Various
equipments and extras not elven heretofore
with any phonograph outfit, all extras the value
and importance of which yon will quickly
appreciate when you get the Parlor Grand
outfit on free trial. The modifier, with which
you can in an instant Increase or decrease the
volume of sound. Itself makes this machine
worth much more than any other outfit. AU
the superior points of this new Parlor Grand
No. 6 outfit are explained in the Edison books
which are sent you free on request.

Sign the Coupon or write
a postal and get the

Edison Books
FREE, Prepaid.
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Breeding Beef Cattle for the Market'
By Herbert W. Mumford

•PROFESSOR OF ANIMAL HUSBANDRY, UNIVER$ITY OF ILLINOIS

PART II.

THERE are details in the care and man-
agement which are matters of local

interest, and these cannot well be
considered in this discussion. Such

general questions as the best season
to have calves dropped, the age at which
to breed heifers, and the best age to dis-
pose of females, are points worthy of
careful consideration.

WHEN TO HAVE THE CALVES DROPPED

The consensus of opinion is that, every-
thing considered, it is best to breed the
cows so they will calve during the spring
season. The arguments in favor of this
system are that the cows may be wintered
cheaper when not in milk, with calves at
foot. They require less room for shel-
ter, less careful attention from the attend-
ant, and less protection from the cold.
If the calves are dropped in the fall it

is hardly possible to finish them without
carrying through two winters, whereas
if dropped in the spring they need to
be wintered but once, being . finished at
the age of eighteen to twenty months. If,

too, the cattle are marketed at the ages
noted, they will have the benefit of two
summers of grass, whereas when dropped
during the fall season, in order to get the
benefit of two season's grass they must
be carried until they are from twenty-
four to twenty-six months of age.
On the contrary, it is argued by some

who favor the fall calf that a better an-
imal can be produced and developed by
this system, because the cow in the fall

is in better physical condition to deliver
her calf after a period of summering on
pasture; that the cow's flow of milk,
which has freshened in
the fall, will be get-
ting limited by the time
she goes to grass, and
the grass will have a
tendency to produce a
more abundant supply
for the calf; that the
calf at that age and
time is better able to
handle pasture grasses-,
to an advantage than
when younger, and to
more easily endure heat
and the fly season.
There is undoubtedly

force in some of these
arguments, but the
writer believes the ad-
vantages of the spring
calf outweigh those of
the fall calf with ref-

erence to the growing
of cattle for beef in the
corn b»lt.

BREED CALVES UNIFORM
IN AGE

Care should be taken
to breed the cows in

such a way that the
calves will be as nearly
uniform in age as pos-
sible. This will neces-
sitate the v/eeding out
of the herd cows which
persist in coming in

season only after long periods have elapsed

after calving. Such cows are not nec-

essarily shy Ijreeders, but for the reason
' stated should be discarded. The margin

of profit is so slight that the producer
can't long afford to board the shy breeder.

*AU rights reserved.

The herd should be frequently and care-
fully culled. The basis of selection or
standard of excellence after the individuals
have been tested should not be alone their

conformity to score-card standards of
form and condition, but primarily their

records as breeders. It sometimes hap-

It ought not to be necessary, however, to
keep a heifer until she is two years of age
or upward before breeding. Undoubtedly
many of the most satisfactory breeding
cows will be found among those that have
reached six to nine years, and in general
it is bad practise to discard an especially

POLLED DURHAM HEIFER—A GOOD TYPE FROM WHICH TO RAISE BEEF CALVES

pens that some of the plainest-looking
cows are the best producers. These
should be reserved for future use.

AGE TO BREED HEIFERS

The question is often asked, "At what
age should heifers be bred?" Assuming

good breeder at such an age simply be-
cause she will deteriorate in value if kept
longer. On the other hand, the necessity

of watching every corner, to avoid unnec-
essary losses, leads to the conclusion that

females should be replaced with younger
stock before thev have deteriorated ma-

SOME GOOD ONES BRED IN MISSOURI FROM SHORTHORN DAMS AND HEREFORD SIRE

that heifers have been liberally fed and
have attained normal size foi^ their age,

they may very properly be bred at from
eighteen to twenty months of age. In
case the heifers are undersized and lack-

ing in development and condition, breeding
may be postponed for another six months.

terially in value. This usually means that

cows should be sold when in good con-
dition at eight years of age or even
younger, but should by no means be
applied to those which have proved reg-

ular and potent producers of satisfacLory

calves.

Male calves should be castrated before
the calf has reached an age of three
months, and this may be done when the
calf is less than one week old.
The feeding of a herd of cattle main-

tained for the purpose of breeding calves
intended for developing into beef may
best be considered under the general di-
visions of (a) winter and (b) summer
feeding.

SUMMER FEEDING

If pasture is of good quality and abun-
dant, the cows and calves will require
but very little attention during the pas-
turing season. The calves should be
weaned at from six to eight months of
age. If only sprii^ calves are produced,
and the cows are provided with an
abundance of pasture, there will be no
need of supplementing the pasture with
concentrated feeds, so far as the cow is

concerned. If, however, pastures are suf-
ficiently short to materially affect the milk
flow of the cow, the pasture should be
supplemented with silage, clover or alfalfa
hay, green forage or concentrated feeds.
The calves should be taught to eat grain
before being weaned, to prevent shrinkage
at weaning time. Cows and calves on
pasture should have access' at all times to
fresh, pure water, shade and salt.

WINTER FEEDING

The kinds and amounts of feeds used
in the winter feeding of beef-breeding
cows should be governed to a large ex-
tent by the condition of the cows when
they go into winter quarters. The char-
acter of the shelter best adapted for cows
will be determined by the condition of the
cows and the feed which they receive.

With the factors men-
tioned, more or less
dependent upon each
other, it is necessarj',
in order to discuss this
subject intelligently, to
assume certain condi-
tions. These assumed
conditions will in most
instances be those
which are most com-
monly met with or
those which the writer
believes to be most
characteristic.

It is assumed that the
climate and other con-
ditions necessitate dry-
lot feeding and some
provision for shelter
for five or six months.
The end sought in the
feeding and manage-
ment of a herd of beef-
breeding cows is of
course to maintain
them in such thrift and
flesh as will render
them best able to give
birth to and suckle well
their offspring, with as
small an expenditure
for^expensive feeds as
possible. That is to
say, the cattle raiser,

on the one hand, cannot
afford to maintain such a herd largely
on concentrated feeds having relatively

high market value to ensure desirable
condition, nor on the other hand, can
he afford to so stint the amount or
quality of feeds that they are so emaciated

[concluded on PAGE 9]

It is Worth Your While to Read Our Liberal Offers on Pa§:es 23 and 24
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FACTS ABOUT CLAY SOUS

IN
THE best agricultural districts of

our countrj' it is quite rare that

soil exists without having clay as

one of its components. This is

particularly true of the soil in the

states now occupying the region over-

ridden by the enormous masses of ice

during the glacial epoch. In these gla-

ciated sections clay soil abounds quite

generally, on account of the transporta-

tion of granite and feldspathic rocks and
their remnants from the northern igneous
or bed rock regions.

Through the glacial action of grinding,

rasping and scraping these hard, unstrat-

ified rocks were gradually converted into

a fine, powdery condition, which, ming-
ling with the water from the melting ice,

formed what the geologist calls boulder
milk, so called because of the white ap-
pearance of the water flowing from the

ice tunnels at the terminal of every
glacier.

This boulder flour or ground granite

rock formed an emulsion with the water,

and while the stream bearing it was in
rapid movement there was no possible

chance of its deposition. But when the

flow of water had slackened sufficiently

the rock}' particles held in suspension by
the water were deposited. This sedi-

mentation is an important step in the
natural process of soil formation, par-
ticularly in cases where clay plays a
prominent part.

When the deposit of these boulder par-
ticles has been completed, a layer of clay

results. This is composed of the finest

insoluble materials of the disintegrated
and ground feldspathic rocks, and is

known chemically as the silicate of alum-
inum in the hydrated form. Nearly all

the soluble compounds found in the feld-

spar or granite rocks have been removed
by the continued washing received from
the moment of disintegration until the
time of deposition. These compounds are
generally the oxides or carbonates of so-

dium, potassium or calcium. Pure clay

or kaolin is usually quite free from these

compounds. Ordinary clay, though having
a small per cent of these substances, gen-
erally contains considerable iron in the

form of ferric oxide of hydrate. The
presence of the latter imparts the yellow
or red coloration to clajs and clay soils.

After a time these clay deposits were
acted upon by running water. By this

disturbance and subsequent deposition of

sand and gravel a mixture with the

latter-named materials was brought about,

which we know as loam. Wh^n clay

predominates in the mixture we call it

clay loam, and when there is an excess

of sand we name it sand loam. It is the

loam that contributes most to the success

in agriculture, so far as the soil is con-
cerned. So much for the formation of clay.

Now as to its importance as an ingre-

dient JDf the soil. Clay is the substance

that really does more than any other

mechanical soil component in the way of

producing good crop returns. On ac-

count of the fineness of its particles, clay

is easily compacted, and is slow to take

on moisture and reluctant to surrender it

when once taken on. Thus when clay is

mixed with sand, gravel, or in rare cases

with muck, it serves as a moisture re-

tainer, thereby ensuring a more regular

supply of water than would be found in

porous sand soil. In sandy soils the

water from rainfall soon disappears, not
only leaving the ground dry, but also,

through leaching, deprives it of all the

soluble compounds making for its fer-

tility. The presence of clay obviates all

this and tends to conserve the proper
amount of moisture and prevent the dis-

appearance of the land's fertility, by per-

colation of rain water, through the porous
sand layer.

Clay in right quantities acts as a binder
for the soil particles and gives the nec-

essary firmness to the soil areas. It

thereby makes retention of the humus
and mineral substances for p'ant food
possible and certain, a feature of no
small consequence in successful crop
yields. The best soils of the Mississippi

River basin are all noted for their proper
clay content, and it is well known that

this section contains the best farm lands

in the United States.

Of course, where clay is in considerable

excess above sand and other common
materials, the soil is unfit for practical

agriculture. The compacted soil will

either be too plastic from oversupply of
moisture or too dry and hard from lack

of moisture to nurture plant growth.
Either of these conditions preclude suc-

cessful farming, but when clay appears
in the soil along with sand in a well-

balanced proportion the ideal land for

bountiful crops is found.

H. S. Chamberlain.

THE "DYNAMITE" STTJMP PULLER
I call the stump puller outlined in the

accompanying cut the "Dynamite." beca"sc
it has been the means of saving so much
in the cost of dynamite that w^ would
ot'^»'-w5';e have hr>d to use without it.

When weH made of good heavy timbers

it will take out any pullable stump. Or-
dinary old stumps that are at all loose

may be taken out with one horse by this

puller. Where a double block and tackle

are used on the stump end of the cable

one horse will take out almost anjrthing

that can be lifted.

The ground, or bed, pieces are made
of sound timbers six by eight inches by
ten feet, into which are mortised the up-
rights of six-by-six-inch stuff. Four-by-
four-inch crosspieces are mortised into the

uprights at the top. Six-by-six-inch con-
necting crosspieces are mortised into the
bed timbers. A piece four by eight is

bolted the length way on these, into

which is placed the three-inch iron bar
pin, set at least two feet into the "drum"*
timber. At the top the drum rests in a

but he finally succeeded, and immedi-
ately began building the line. After the

phones had been in use a short time,

applications for phones came so fast that

he was obliged to hire quite a large force

of men, and in a short time we were con-
nected with almost everybody in both
town and country, then with surrounding
towns, and finally, through an arrange-
ment with the Long Distance, with cities

far and near.

We have now nenjoyed this great con-
venience five years, and though it costs

us twelve dollars a year, we would, if

necessary, miss three or four meals a
week rather than be deprived of it For
a time we did think that the charge of
twelve dollars a year was somewhat ex-
cessive, but last winter a series of ice

storms broke down so many wires and

DYNAMITB STUMP PULLER

heavy iron collar, with iron arms and
braces reaching out to each of the comer
uprights. The sweep arm is inserted into

the drum timber, after which the 4atter

is securely banded, to prevent splitting.

This is portable, and may be readily

drawn from place to place and easily set

in position. Two-by-four blocks are
bolted to the top of the uprights on th6
pulling side, against which the braces are
placed. If the pull is to be a heavy one,

hea\'y stakes are driven at the end of

the bed pieces as well aS at the foot

of the braces, and also at the far

end alongside the runners, to pre-

vent skewing. A small wire cable will

be more satisfactory than a large rope,

and will give less trouble on the drum.
Fasten the large hook on the end of the

cable to attach to the chain on the stump.
Where the stump is set with heavy side

roots it may be necessary to cut them
away on the far side. R. M. Winans.

EUHAL TELEPHONE LINES
After using the long distance telephone

a few times I have become thoroughly
convinced that the telephone is the great-

est invention of the age, and just what
every farmer and everybody else should
have in his house. I talked about it a

good deal, trying to interest others in

the matter, and soon came to be consid-

ered a sort of "telephone crank."

People smiled at the idea of using tel-

ephones about like they would at putting

poles that the income of probably the
entire year was taken up in repairs. Then
two severe electrical storms during the

summer split several poles, melted wires

and damaged many phones. One savage
stroke of lightning on the line about a

quarter of a mile from our house melted
our ground wire.

In the one matter of arranging for help

in thrashing and other work "the phone
is well worth its annual rental. For in-

stance : A farmer arranges for help the

next day, when the machine is expected
to be there. The machine breaks down
and is delayed a half or a whole day. The
thrasherman promptly notifies the farmer
by phone, and he, in turn, notifies the

neighbors who are to help him in the

same manner, and instead of having to

ride about the neighborhood several hours,

he goes on with his work, while his wife
ceases preparations for feeding a small
army of men until further notice.

In case a member of the family is se-

verely injured or taken suddenly ill, a
physician is called, the case explained,

and he tells what treatment to give until

he gets there, and much suffering, and
possibly the life, of a loved one is saved.

We once needed a doctor late in the night,

and needed him badly. ' Central" called

his office, and was informed by the of-

fice boy that he was at a certain home
several miles in the country. There was
no phone in the house where he was, but
a-neighbor near by had one. "Central"

called the neighbor, and asked him if he

This pole, located at a cross roads, carriea nineteen telephone wires, each wire beine

connected with nine to fifteen farm homes. Five years aeo there was not a telephone in this

locality, except the Lone Distance in town. This shows how farmers appreciate a really

e-od thine. Tree rural delivery of mail and the lelepbooe have broukht the country into

town—in close touch with all the world.

pianos in their barns. I finally quit try-

ing to "promote" the matter, and was just

about to accent a rather expensive offer

made me by the Long Distance Telephone
Company, when along came a man seek-

ing subscribers to a local line he pro-

posed to build, and connect with the

Long Distance. Somebody jokingly re-

ferred him to me, and I subscribed so

quickly that he was astonished. He worked
hard Jo obtain twenty-five subscribers in

town and within a radius of three mile«.

would step over and tell the doctor. He
did so, and the doctor returned with

him. and by his phone told us what
should be done, and about how soon he
would arrive. Enough unnecessary suf-

fering was saved in that one instance to

pay for the phone ten years.

One night poultry thieves raided the

hen roosts of a neighborhood. A farmer
heard them in his poultry house, and with

his gun frightened them away. Then he

had "Central" call up the neighbors all

around, and they captured the thieves
with about seventy dollars' worth of fowls
in their wagons. The thieves were sound-
ly trounced, their guns taken from them,
and they were informed that if ever they
were caught in that locality again they
would ornament a tree. The fowls were
housed, and in the morning returned to
their owners.
About eleven o'clock a farmer hap-

pened to awake, and looking out of the
window he saw quite a blaze in the yard'
of a neighbor who lived about half a mile
distant. He called him up and told him
about it. The man rushed out and found
a small shed very near his big barn in
flames, and the side of the barn just
catching. In a few moments more it

would have been a goner. With a little

vigorous work he saved the bam, worth .

eighteen hundred dollars, with horses,
machinery, grain, hay, etc, worth two
thousand more.
The "isolation" of farm life is entirely

eliminated by the phone. It makes us
"next neighbor" to people we do not
actually see oftener than once or twice
a year. We are kept in close touch with -

relatives, friends and old neighbors liv-

ing ten to twenty and even more miles
away. We know how they are faring
almost as well as if living close by them.
Visits, dinner parties, meetings at picnics
and other places are arranged, and the
pleasures of life along this line are quad-
rupled, and mistakes and disappointments
made almost impossible.

In a business way the phone saves the
busy farmer its cost many times over
every year. If he is in need of another
horse, cow, a few pigs, some corn or hay
he calls up one or more people likely to
have them or to know where they can
be obtained, and learns just where to go.
He calls up the elevator, the stock dealer,
the poultry and egg buyer, and without
stepping outside of his house learns the
latest prices, and can take advantage of
any rise in the market. A neighbor of
mine was called by a man nearly three
hundred miles distant who had been in-

formed that he had a team of extra large
mules, just what he was needing. Within
five minutes the trade was made, the
mules bringing the owner eighty dollars
more than he was offered by a dealer,

to whom he was about to sell them.
Another neighbor had ten tons of extra
good clover-mi.xed hay, for which he was
offered nine dollars a ton, baled. It

occurred to him to call up a feeder
in an adjoining county and ask him if he
was in need of hay. The feeder said he
was, and would gladly give fifteen dollars

a ton for all the good clover-mixed hay
he had. I could fill columns with accounts
of money made and saved, and mistakes
corrected by this, one of the greatest in-

ventions of any age.

A man was starting home with his wife
and two small children in a carriage. One
of the children dropped its hat. The
man jumped out to pick it up, and the
team went off like a shot. Something
over a mile ahead was a sharp turn in

the road, where the carriage was sure
to be overturned. The man darted into

a house close by where there was a phone,
and called up a family living near the

turn mentioned, and told them to head
off the team. The man and his boys
quickly swung a clothes line full of

clothes, just washed, across the road,

forming a formidable-appearing barricade,

and though the team was running wildly,

it checked up when it saw that, and they

caught it. saving the woman and chil-

dren from almost certain death.

Truly the telephone is great

!

Fred Grundy.

NEW SAWS AND FEESH FILINGS

FOR THE^ARMER
R. F. D.—ready for doing.

You can't keep good seed down.

Faint cropper ne'er won fair prize.

True country life is stranger than a
home in the city.

When the seed is willing, but the soil

is weak, use manure.

Strain to advance your yearly output
beyond what it is now.

Study the soil, then the seed, next the

cropping—and lastly the market.

A farm is not complete without a gar-

den spot—or a guarded hen spot.

It is the duty of farmers to raise good
crops—which is a very pleasant duty to

perform. '

Begin at once to make a beauty spot

out of that part -of the place which has

been an eyesore.

There is a" thrill about the great busi-

ness of farming that another business

scarcely gives one.

Just between you and me and the gate

post—a few dollars spent on an artistic post

will add hundreds of dollars to the ap-

pearance of what is behind the gate post.

W. J. BURTSCHER.
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DEATH THE PENALTY

THE laws of Nature are inexorable,

and for many of the slightest vio-

lations on the part of man the

penalty is sickness, suffering, death.

In most farm houses a general, house-

cleaning in spring and another in fall

is the regular practise, and certainly a

good one. Cleanliness is next to god-

liness. But too many rural people, while

properly attending to the inside of the

house, neglect to make a thorough job

of cleaning underneath and around the
house. The trouble is in the disposal of

the waste, and there is where the danger
lies.

Country people may have the better

chances of breathing pure air, both day
and night, and of having abundant ex-

ercise in open air, and all that, but the

city waterworks and the city sewerage
system solve just those problems for the

.

city people without any or much effort on
their part, which are so serious and trouble-

some for us people living on farms, away
from the reach of waterworks and per-

fect sewers. Danger lurks in filthy sewers
and kitchen drains, in cesspools, closet

pits, etc. ^

Where sufficient water can be had for

flushing the sewers, etc., the solution of

the problem is simple. Most of the liquid

wastes of the household may then be
washed away, and the sewer system kept

clean and sweet. For years we have ab-

stained from emptying liquids containing

a proportion of grease, such as dish water,

suds from the weekly washing, etc., into

the kitchen sink, for fear of creating a

nuisance or of clogging the drains. Even
then we have trouble occasionally, either

from the bad smell emanating from the

smk pipe or from clogging.

Many farm families have no way of

disposing of kitchen and laundry wastes
except carrying them out and throwing
them on the ground not far from the

house. This is a bad practise—in fact,

very bad. We have never had any hired

help—man, boy or girl—but that had the

almost irrepressible habit and inclination

to empty such liquids on the lowest spot

as near as possible to the kitchen door.

In such a case it will not be long before
you have a cesspool right close to your
door. Or if it is far enough Sway so

that it will not annoy the people in the

house, perhaps the fowls, out on free

range, will drink out of thes^ holes filled

with disease-breeding liquid, and get sick

and die. I have seen whole flocks die

from just that cause, especially where
ducks were kept at large with other

fowls.

The aggregate amount of fertilizing

matter (plant foods) contained in the

laundry wastes of the farm home during
the year is not inconsiderable. During the

summer these liquids distributed over a
lawn or other grassy spots around the

house will soon soak away and produce
a thrifty growth of grass. There can be
no objection to a liberal use of these

wastes in this manner, even in near prox-
imity to the house, so long as we abstain

from emptying them in quantity in low
places. The roots of grasses and shrubs
or trees will make use of the plant foods
in them, and air and sun and earth will

render them inocuous. If well distrib-

uted in moderate amounts they will do
no harm. Beware of accumulations, how-
ever.

During the winter, when the men folks

on the farm are not crowded with work,
it will pay them to cart the stuff right

out into the orchard.' Have a barrel or

two on a mud boat. On' wash days take
this to the kitchen door and have the suds
emptied into the barrel or barrels. Haul
the filled barrels to the orchard and throw
the suds by the bucketful, the hotter the

better, against the bodies of the trees,

clear up into the crotch of the main limbs,

and let the liquid run down to the ground.
I once had a number of young Wagener
apple trees that were weakened by borers
and heavy bearing and in danger of giv-

ing out entirely. The free use of hot
washing suds in this manner soon revived
them, so that the next summer they made
a healthy, thrifty growth and produced
good fruit. This is better than emptying
these wastes on the ground near the
house, making the premises filthy and dan-
gerous to you and your family's health

and comfort, and perhaps killing your
fowls.

The closet is another source of danger,
and often of much discomfort. We hardly
ever pay half so much attention to it as

we should. With proper treatment there

will be no trouble. But we want no pit

to gather up and accumulate the filth and
create a bad odor. A tight box on run-
ners set under the seats in a near corner
of the wood shed, closed in by a swing
door on the outside, and the free use of

dry earth or dry coal ashes, will set things

to rights. The box on runners should be
arranged in such a way that a horse can
be hitched to it, so that it can be easily

pulled out of its place and hauled to the
fields to be emptied and returned. This,

if done once a month or oftener, will

not cause any inconvenience or involve
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any disagreeable task, and keep the place

sweet and far from being a nuisance, as
it frequently is made by inattention or
delay.

Usually the well is not far away. The
liquids soaking out of a closet pit or over
running the box on runners, if left with
out emptying for a long period, are liable

to make the surrounding premises dan-
gerously filthy, or even to gradually per-

colate through loose soil or fissures in

the rock, into the well, and possibly create

or spread dangerous diseases, such as

typhoid fever, diphtheria, etc. It happens
only too often that suffering, disease and
death are the penalty of inattention to

filthy surroundings, overfilled closet pits

or faulty cellar drainage and cellar sew-
ers. I am afraid of these things.

T. Greiner.
<$>

BEFORE AND AFTER
Sixteen years ago we built our little

home, not where we wanted it, but where
we had to, out in the open field on the
bench of a hillside, i Our house looked
just like a big box set down in the field,

and was just about as cheerless. We

but this shows only what four years have
done. The pictures are not taken from
the same position, but the trees and vines

have grown up so high that the last

could not be taken from the same as

the first, but is from directly the oppo-
site side.

The vine on the house is a Niagara
grape vine, and it certainly did its duty
as a fruit as well as an adornment. The
vine on the outbuilding is the wild wood-
bine, or five-finger. Some people start

from it in alarm, and exclaim, "What in

the world do you have that poison vine
in your dooryard for!" It is surprising
>how few country people know it from
the three-finger, or poison ivy. The
woodbine needs no support after it once
gets started, as its little clinging feet

will find a foothold most anywhere. Some
people have the idea that vines are in-

jurious to buildings; we find them a pro-
tection, and would not take fifty dollars

for the vine on the house, as it is always
full of such nice grapes.
Our trees will soon be large enough to

support a hammock, and we will soon have
a shady place for a lawn swing. There
are so many ways of making the :farm

BEFORE

had no fence around the house, and the
horses when they got lonesome would
come and rub their noses on the window
panes.
We hadn't time for much improvement

in those days, for it was during the finan-

cial crash, and we had about all we could
do to keep our heads above water, and
avoid going in debt ;

besides, we had to

earn two dollars to get one, as we worked
on "shares." But we concluded that,

though we were not satisfied with the loca-

tion, we would make the best of it and do
the best we could to make things more

home pleasant if we would only av^il

ourselves of them. If you don't like your
location, do the best you can to make
the best you can out of it; it is surpris-

ing what changes you can make in a few
years. We cannot look from our home
in any direction without seeing some
vine, tree or plant that we have set

there, and they are all paying for the
labor that has been bestowed upon them.
Necessary work is often the cause of so
much lack of improvement along this

line, but my friends, if you will set out a

few trees,, roses, lilacs, spiraeas, hydran-

AFTER

to our liking; so we set out the steep

hillside with prune trees, and- some three

hundred German and a few other varieties

are now at a bearing age.

We finally got a fence around the

house, and some trees, shrubs and roses

in the dooryard, but I still was not satis-

fied with our surroundings, and am not

yet, and just as fast as we are able we
are planning for improvements. You are

all familiar with the patent-medicine ad-

vertisement, the "before" and "after"

results. The photos give the before and
after result as plain as anything that has
ever been on the market, and you don't

run any risk in trying it. I wish I could

go back to the first year with my picture.

geas and many other beautiful things that

you may enjoy you will think that life

is a little more worth the living. Try
it and see how you enjoy them.

Mrs. S. W. Burlingame.
<$>

WEALTH FROM GERMAN FORESTS
Accordiag to the American consular

officer at Dresden, official figures recently

compiled by the Saxon government for

the year 1906 demonstrate a net revenue

of $2,126,037 obtained from the cultiva-

tion of 443,105 acres of government forest

land, an area of which 424,246 acres rep-

resent land covered with trees or ^oil

designated for rotational foresting. The

total area of the kingdom of Saxony
amounts to 5,789 English square miles, of
which almost one half is covered with
private and govemmental forests. The
state treasury places the latter as its

highest revenue producer after the state
railway, and exceeding the income from
all other sources, taxation included. The
total quantity of timber cut during the
year is estimated at 1,231,472 solid cubic
yards, 210,947 cubic yards representing
wood used for fuel only, and 1,020,525
sold for all other purposes. To this must
be added a yield in brushwood, cut and
sold for fuel use principally, of 190,415
cubic yards, raising the total quantity of
timber and brushwood cut and sold in

1906 to 1,421,887 cubic yards, for which
the sum of $3,374,385 was obtained, which
amount was still increased by additional
revenue from the leasing of meadows,
hunting privileges and other rights to the
total of $3,483,616.
Deducting from this total figure .the

cost of forest cultivation (with salaries
and wages of the entire service includ-
ed), amounting to $1,357,580, the net profit

of $2,126,037 was added to the state

treasury in 1906. There is nothing un-
usual in this result, as the ten preceding
years show equally high figures, a few
slightly exceeding the revenue of 1906,
others being lower in a very small de-
gree. The same comparison applies to
the area cultivated and timber obtained
in ten years.

Similar results have been achieved in
other German states by systernatic forest
cultivation. Nearly fifty thousand square
miles of German soil, representing about
one fourth of Germany, have been adapted
to foresting, the value of the wood gained
therefrom being estimated at sixty million
dollars a year.

AGRICULTURAL NEWS-NOTES
The growers of durum wheat in the

great Northwest are now assured that
the export demand for this variety has
become well established.

The experience of other countries con-
tinues to afford the most convincing proof
of the inestimable value and general utility

of the parcels-post system.

The newly elected state dairy commis-
sioner of Kansas is Prof. J. C. Kendall,
of Manhattan. He is connected with the
agricultural college at that place.

The first thrashings of durum wheat
in North Dakota are said to indicate that
both the yield an acre and the size of
the kernels is decreasing. Is this a fact?

The greatest meat-eating countries are
Australia, New Zealand and the United
States. Those which eat the least are
Italy, Sweden, Denmark, Belgium and
France.

In England the proposition is being
,aclvanced that "controllers" be placed on
each automobile, to prevent any machine
from exceeding a reasonable degree of

speed on the public roads.

Resolutions will not determine the price

of cotton or any other commodity. The
price the world over will be fixed by the
number of bales, bushels or pounds of-

fered for sale and the market demand.

The largest " sauerkraut factory in this

country is located at Franksville, Wiscon-
sin. About one hundred men are em-
ployed. New oak barrels are used, which
are paraffined inside and varnished before
being filled.

Two hundred and fifty dollars is the

world's record price for a single ear of

corn. This was paid by a Hoosier farmer
at the Chicago National Corn Exposition
in October. The variety was the "Boone
County White."

The dairy and food commissioner of

Wisconsin reports that there are about
two thousand creameries, skimming sta-

tions and cheese factories in that state.

The value of the buildings and machinery
is about five million dollars.

• In the densely settled sections of Europe,
where the express companies are not al-

lowed to dictate as to weights and rates,

the parcels-post system carries packages
ranging from thirty-five to one hundred
and thirty-two pounds at such low rates,

that the system is now universally ap-
proved.

In order to encourage the culture of

peanuts in Texas the commissioner of

agriculture has republished many of the

practical suggestions to be found in Farm-
er's Bulletin No. 25 of the United States

Department of Agriculture. Copies of

this bulletin can be had by applying to

congressmen or senators.

The rapid advance that is being made
by the Southern states in the development
of their wonderful resources leads the

director of the United States census to

predict that each succeeding census will

show a relatively greater advance both

in agriculture and manufactures in the

South than in any other section of the

country. *
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'IITY ACCOTTSTT OF THE
DAI?-Y

A-.i-FED COW produces in a year one
-idred a.id seven pounds of nitro-

Lcn and eighty-seven pounds of
jihosphoric acid and about eighty-

seveii p'-mnds of potash. I am satisfied that

most farmers are now able to get as much
out of that one hundred and seven
pound? of nitregen as from that they
purch:.5e. It is > orth as much to them,
and.it should and does contribute to the

productioji of raw material. If it does
not (jr i ) it is because it is not handled
proj' . or it is not used properly.

\\ ive' made some experiments on
this We allowed the manure to

leach -.t in the winter, and out of one
huii'i'CI and seven pounds found we had
in th;-'- months lost forty-f^ur pounds in

the "i;ss of leaching, and the best por-
tioi:

>

' nitrogen also went out in the
leaciii: process. In order to show the
relat > 0 increase in the crop which we
migl'' expect by applying the waste prod-
uct n: its original state, as compared
with Its leached state, we applied both
to corn and oats. Upon corn the fresh
manure increased the j'ield 59.4, twenty
tons a i acre; upon corn the leached ma-
nure increased the yield thirty-six oer
cent. On oats the increase was twenty-
nine per cent from the use of the fresh
manure; the leached manure, 9.2 per
cent. We lost the nitrogen itself in the
leaching process.
The matter is an important one to

confider. We should apply the manure
fresh and as fast as it is made, as the
preferable way. This matter of leaching
is not so bad where the temperature is

not high enough to cause fermentation,
but it all has a bearing upon the cost of
producing the milk.—Prof. E. B. Voor-
hees in Hoard's Dairyman.

THE LIGHTNING CONDUCTOR
The amount of money to be expended

in extending rods over buildings is anal-

ogous to the question of insurance, and
is to be answered by the value of the
property to be protected. The nearest
to perfect immunity can be obtained by
enclosing the building in metal well pro-
vided with points. This is of course im-
possible, and the best thing to be done
on the farm is to run the rod up one
corner of the barn, then along the ridge
pole, connecting it with all bodies of metal
in the building and running the rod down
the corner diagonally opposite to the one
upon which it ascended.
For the rods on the bam at the

Michigan Agricultural College, a half-
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inch, seven-strand, double-galvanized ca-
ble was used, costing about three cents
a linear foot For smaller buildings, such
as the usual farmhouse, a three-eighths-
inch cable would be large enough and
would be much easier to handle. The
cable was fastened to the barn by three-
inch staples, twenty-four to thirty inches
apart, and without glass or other insu-
lation.

The points were made of half-inch
round iron rods. They are thirty-six
inches long whjen not on cupolas. When
on cupolas the rods extend thirty inches
above the tops of these cupolas. The
upper ends of the points are sharpened,
the taper being about three inches, and
the point finished with a coarse file.

Threads were cut at the lower ends of
the thirty-six inch points.

Fig. 1 shows the method of attaching
to a chimney, the main rod passing
along the ridge, going around the chim-
ney at one side and offering a point of
attachment of the upright through a half-

inch galvanized-iron tee on the horizontal
cable. This tee was tapped in two of
the ends at right angles with each other
for three-eighths-inch set screws. A
three-eighths-inch eye bolt, made from a
common bolt by cutting off the head

ar-d turning an eye on the end, was put
through the side of the chimney, four
rows of bricks from the top, and fastened
on the inside with a nut and washer. A
piece fi the regular cable was used for

the point, the upper end having four of
the srrands spread out vard. the remain-
ing three being twisted together and stand-
ing vertically in the center uf the four.
After bending as shown in the cut, the
lower end was passed downward through
the eye bolt and into the tee, where it

was securely fastened by the set screw.

These upright cab^'

nearly vertical as
suitable hole thrc _

carr>-ing them out
Fig. 3 shows t!

one hundred and
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FIG. 2

the remaining set screw fastening the tee
to the horizontal cable. A short piece of
heavy galvanized wire steadies the upper
end of the point.

Fig. 2 illustrates the method of mak-
ing a splice, using a piece of gas pipe
and four set screws as shown in the cut
The point is kept upright by screwing it

into a tee, tapped at the proper angle,
then flattening a piece of gas pipe to
screw to the roof as shown, drilling it for
the screws and threading it to go into
the tee. A forge is necessary to do this

work, but it can be d.-ne at any black-
smith shop if the farm has no forge. Of
course if the point does not stand ex-
actly upright, it may be bent by pulling
the top in the direction it ought to go
and at the same time striking near the
tee. All the parts of the system of rods
were painted with aluminum paint where
not galvanized.

It is of the utmost importance that the
rods be well grounded, that they go down
to -where the earth is permanently moist
Great pains were therefore taken to ex-
tend the cable down to the permanent
water table. To do this a crowbar was
used to start the holes, which were
deepened by an auger two inches in di-

ameter, welded on the end of a half-inch
square iron rod, up and down which the
handle slipped, held in place by a thumb

the- cable as the end movfed along. In
this ^ase the rods ran through the cu-
polas and it was necessary to put the tees
on exactly whfre they were needed
either to hold the upright cable for the
center ground or for the upright points.
The cost of mater.a! for rodding this
large barn was as follows:

338 feet of K-inch cable at 3 cents ?10.14
5 lb. 3-inch staples at 7 ctnts 35
3 twelve-foot lengths 54-inch round iron.. .72
6J4-inch galvanized iron tees at 5J4 cents. .33
\2ii by set screws 12
1 half pint aluminum paint 35

Total $12.01

—C. D. Smith, Director Michigan Agri-
cultural College, in the Country Gen-
tleman,

HOW TO CASE FOS THE HARNESS
One of the places in farm management

where there is frequently a leak is in

the lack of care the harness receives.

At the present high prices of leather
it is impossible to get a good harness
without considerable outlay, and not one
farmer in a hundred stops to think just
how much money he has invested in the
harness required for one or two teams,
a single work horse, and perhaps a driv-

ing horse or two.
Harness, as a rule, lasts too few years

for the average farmer, a fact that is

due almost entirely to lack of care. Snow,
water, ice and frozen mud have a very
injurious effect on harness, and, in a
lesser degree, so does dust. Before say-

ing anything about cleaning harness it

FIQ. 3

screw at the right height for boring. The
hole was filled about the cable with fine

sand, a pail of water causing it to pack.
These grounds were made at diagonally

opposite corners and also in the centers
of long barns. Fig. 2 also shows how
this upright grounding cable was fastened
to the horizontal cable extending along
the ridge pole. Here again tees were
used, properly drilled and tapped for the
needed set screws to hold the upright
tight and to form the electric connection.

may perhaps be well to say thai every
farmer should have in his barn a harness
room sufficiently large so that the harness
can be hung out in various parts to dry
when necessary. The custom of hanging
it on hooks or stakes in the stable which
is in vogue on so many farms is a very
bad one, and when followed causes the
harness to deteriorate rapidly.

It is not necessary to clean a harness
thoroughly every time it is used if a
proper place to keep it is provided, but

it will last much longer if, after being
removed from the horse, the dust and dirt
are removed with a good stiff brush. If
it has become muddy or badly soiled with
sweat it siiou.d first be bruihed and
tlien sponged off until the surface is free
fr^m dirt, after whi'-h it may be rubbed
uitii a CiOiii ..hicn has been moistenea
by a little neat's-foot oil.

For the good of the harness it should
have a gci.eral Cleaning and oiling about
onct in ibrce months, lo do this all the
straps should be unbuckled and laid out
straight in a wide board or table. All
the parts should be well brushed, to re-
move all the dirt that will come off with-
out washing, and care shouid be taken to
see that iio dust is left around the st.ich-
ing.

If the stitching is broken or any repairs
are found to be necessary, they shouid be
attended to before going further in the
work of cleaning. When the harness has
been thoroughiy cleaned with the brush,
wash all the plain leather straps in tepid
water well charged with some good har-
ness soap; then rinse in cold water,
wipe off with chamois, and hang all the
parts up separately to surface dry. In
washing do not allow the straps to re-
main in water longer than is absolutely
necessarj', as it will injure the stitching
and will open the edges when the leather
has^een doubled. It will not be neces-
sary'To put all the leather in the water
at once; wash one piece and dry it as
directed, and then take another. Patent
and enameled leather should not be put
into the water, but shouid be simply
rubbed well with a cloth moistened in
tepid water.

If one wishes to do a particularly good
job of oiling, one that will last for thr :e.
rnonths under the most trying condi-
tions, lay out each strap on a board as
so^n as the surface has become dry, and
apply a liberal coating of neat's-foot oil

;

then apply a coat of beef tallow warmed
enough to go on with a soft brush; then
lay all the straps out on a board, and
allow them to dry thorough^'—twenty-
four hours is none too long. If there are
any red spots visible, or if it is desired
to black the harness, now is the time to
do it. For red spots touch with some
vinegar black. To black it throughout
use any standard make of harness black.
When thoroughly dry remove with a

rag whatever surface grease may be ap-
parent, and if a nice polish is desired,
rub well with an old piece of silk, such as
most households can furnish. Before
buckling the straps apply with a spring-
bottom oil can a little castor oil around
the buckles, rings, etc., and on the bolts
and base of mountings. A very little oil

applied at these points will prevent rust
and keep the leather from becoming hard.
The patent and enameled parts on the

driving harness should never be greased
with anything but linseed oil, and no
more of that than can be applied on a
slightly greased cloth. If the polish on
these parts has become dim, it may be
brightened by rubbing with beeswax and
then with a piece of old silk.

One good cleaning and oiling as here
suggested is of more value as a harness
preservative than a half dozen of the
jobs which so often pass as "cleaning
and oiling," and if made the general prac-
tise, one in every three months will stop
one of the most common leaks in the
farmer's pocketbook.—The American Cul-
tivator.

THE ACBE VALUE OF CROPS

After all, the acre value of crops is a
every important factor in profit of farm-
ing. It has always been an essential
thing to obtain as large a yield as possi-
ble, and it does not require a very old
man to remember when it was a pop-
ular belief that low prices were a result

of large yields ; and acting on this belief,

many farmed as if they desired and ex-
pected only half crops. This class was
convinced that overproduction was one of
the evils of that day, and this belief was
not without its converts. We have known
certain crops to be so cheap in price
that the farmer would refuse to put out
that particular crop the next year. It

has not been many years since potato
growers in some localities could not get
an offer on their product. Those who
failed to plant cheap seed then failed

to harvest a high-priced crop.

For a number of years we have been
enjoying reasonable returns in yield aind

very satisfactory prices, something that

rarely goes together. These conditions
are usually inimical to each other. We
are now enjoying prosperity, and the
supply does not seem to operate in such
a way as to lower prices. Even with a
short crop of oats of an inferior quality

the income an acre is very satisfactory.

Because good prices prevail to help
bring up the acre value is no good rea-

son why farmers should relax their ef-

forts in producing good yields. Every
man should use every effort to produce
the highest yields.—Iowa State Register
and Farmer.
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HOW TO ENRICH ORCHARDS
In many sections of the. country, es-

pecially in the hill section of the middl«
states and upper South the soils best
adapted to apple growing are gravelly
hills and mountain coves that have a soil

largely- made up of vegetable decay. The
famous Albemarle Pippin of Virginia
fails in the red clay of the great valleys,

and only succeeds in the coves that have
this vegetable decay soil or humus' that
retains moisture, is well drained by the
rock debris and is kept perennially moist
by springs that break out on the moun-
tain sides above. In such localities the

. soil is adapted to the potato crop, but
is deficient in potash. The red clay of
the Virginia valley is well supplied with
potash in an insoluble form, but the soil

dries out so in the summer droughts that
the trees do not perfect their fruit as
they do in the moist soil of the coves.
At the start a young apple orchard

needs a rapid but well-matured growth.
It is important to have some crop to as-
sociate with the trees that may make the
cultivation profitable till the trees them-
selves take the whole land and begin to
be profitable in fruit. The rapid growth
can be secured by nitrogenous fertilizers,

but in the absence of a sufficient amount
of potash and phosphoric acid it will be
a sappy growth. Physically the soils we
have mentioned are well suited for the
growth of the potato, but the perfection
of the potato demands the same treatment
as to fertilizers -that the apple tree does.
Hence the potato crop suits well in the
early years of the apple orchard. To
make the early potato crop profitable

—

and early potatoes are the only ones
that should be planted in an orchard, as
late cultivation is not desirable there

—

we would use not less than a thousand
pounds of a fertilizer made as follows:

Thomas phosphate : 900. pounds
Nitrate of soda 100 pounds
Cottonseed meal or Fish scrap 600 pounds
Muriate of potash 400 pounds
To make a ton.

We would cultivate this crop and get
it to market as early as practicable.
Crimson clover or cow peas can be sown
in July for the benefit of the trees. With
a good growth of crimson clover to turn
under in the following spring there will
be no need for buying nitrogen in the
fertilizer, and the acid phosphate and
potash can be more liberally used. In
fact, it will pay usually to apply three
hundred pounds of acid phosphate and
twenty-five pounds of muriate of potash
an acre on the land in preparing for the
sowing of the clover, for the legume crops
need heavy doses of these mineral fer-
tilizers as well as the trees and the pota-
toes.—W. F. Massey in Green's Fruit
Grower.

<?>

AT WHAT WEIGHT TO SELL HOGS
THIS YEAR

With high-priced corn and high-priced
hogs, what is tlie most profitable weight
at which to market them? We have no
advice to give in this matter, but it is

well to think about the principles which
govern.
One of the best-demonstrated facts in

feeding is that the larger the animal, the
greater the amount of feed it takes to
run the machine, and therefore the less
there is left to add to the weight. In
the case of pigs the food of support in-
creases constantly from the time it is

weaned—in fact, from the time it is

born—until it is finally marketed. Pro-
fessor Henry has thoroughly demon-
strated this fact by experiments running
over 'a series of years. Therefore, the
larger the pig, the less the number of
pounds of gain it makes from a bushel
of corn.

There is not a good market at the
packing houses for hogs weighing less
than one hundred and sixty to one hun-
dred and seventy-five pounds, and with
high-priced corn and high-p*iced hogs
this would seem to be the most profit-
able weight at which to market pigs.
However, the other fellow may come to
the same conclusion also, and as the
market can take only a certain number
of hogs of this weight, it is very likely
to drop and the shipper meet with the
usual experience of finding the buyer
wanting just the kind of hogs that he
doesn't have. If farmers generally feed
off their hogs at under" two hundred
pounds there will be a great demand for
heavier weights, from two hundred and
fifty to three hundred and fifty pounds,
and hence there may be a wide spread in
price between light weights and heavy
weights.

It is well always to keep in mind the
distinction between the hogs that are
kept - for the purpose of finding a mar-
ket for corn, and hogs that are kept
for the purpose of consuming products
that would otherwise be wasted. The
former should furnish the light hogs
this year and the latter the fat backs
and other heavy weights.—Wallace's
Farmer.
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*'Does

It

Pay
to

Have
A Telephone ? 99

The farmer who depends upon roundabout rumor for his

knowledge of prices current on cattle, grain and hay, stands

to lose money; for while the word of a good price is reach-

ing him the market is likely to drop.

The farmer who has a telephone can get the latest up-to-the-

minute quotation at any time—-and can sell his products when
prices are highest.

That is one of the times and one of the ways in which it pays

to have a telephone—that is, a reliable telephone. The sort of

telephone that balks or goes off duty when you are depending
upon it most never pays anybody to own at any time.

Buy and use only

Standard

BELL
Apparatus and Equipment

—the sort that daily carries the most important

business of the country—and you will have a

telephone that will pay you in a hundred ways.

Write Us for- Prices and Information on Rural and
Suburban Equipment

Western Electric Co.
Largest Manufacturers and Suppliers of all Ap-
paratus and Equipment used in the Construction,
Operation ari(i Maintenance of Telephone Plants

No. U01-U02 Switchboard shown
here iB designed especially for use
in. small towns. Its operation is
extremely simple and doea not re-
quire stdlled labor.

New York Pittsburg St. Paul Omaha
Philadelphia Cincinnati Des Moines Denver
Atlanta Indianapolis St. Louis Salt Lake City
Harrisburg Chicago Kansas City Seattle

NoKTHRRN Electric & Manufacturing Co., Ltd,
Montreal Winnipeg

Use Address Nearest Yoa

San Francisco
Los Angeles

LIGHTNING GASOLINE ENGINE.
STATIONARY AND PORTABLE, 2 TO 25 H. P.

NEW PLAN FOR COOLING CYLINDER.
REDUCES WATER TANK TO A PEW GALLONS.

SEND FOR CATALOG. SPECIAL FARM ENGINES.

KANSAS CITY HAY PRESS C0.124 Mill St.Kansas CityJo.
THE ORIGINAL

DeLOACH SAW MILL
For 25 Years the Standard.

Copied by Many. Equalled by None.
MIUL, MACHIINERV of AU,i^ KlINDS
ENGINES, BOILERS AND GASOLINE ENGINES

We Pay the Freight.

DeLoach Mill Mfg. Co. Box 300, Bridgeport, Ala.

34 YEARS SELLING DIRECT
Our vehicles and harness have been sold direct from our factory to user
for a third of a century. We ship for examination and approval and
guarantee safe delivery. You are out notiitng if not satisfied

as to style, quality and price.

We are tbe Largest Hannfactorers in the World
selling to the consumer exclusively. We make 200 styles of
Vehicles, 66 styles of Harness. Send for large, free catalogue*

Iu^^''i„i^;M2l'.j?.'^fBu.. ElWiart Carriage & Harness Mfg. Co,
Oeuud J^in. Giiannteal Bobbu Tins. Price, $68, Elkbart, Indiana

No. 316. llebt, One HoiBe.1
Canopy Top Surrey. Price oom-

P'.". $68.50.

Save Your Money
Don't pay two prices for two farm papers. We will

give you two for the price of one. Here they are

:

.Farmer's Call Our

and \> P""

Farm and FiresideJ one year

Canadian Subscriptions, $1.00

The price of

Farm
Poultry

alone

SI. 00

Farm Poultry
"1

and >

Farm and Fireside J

Farm and Rreside

and

Farm and Fireside

Farm and Fireside

40cts.
lubscriptions, $1

for botli. 50cts.
one year

Canadian Subscriptions, SI

Gleanings In Bee Cullure"! Our A-g aa The price of

and Ivnci \l llll Gleanings in

ffor bothtPleUV Bee Culture

J one year alone

Canadian Subscriptions, SI. 75

Missouri Valley Farmer"! '^T-.i.^ ! ^"'?*

L price bargain

f for both Ot/vlS* 'or the

J one year money
Canadian Subscriptions, $1.00

North West Pacific Farmer^ Our
^ Cl AA ^^V?"

°*

ffoTbothtpLvV Farmer'

J one year alone

Canadian Subscriptions, $1.75

These days almost every up-to-date fanner takes the fami papers
of his locality and a hig national farm paper like Pabsi and Fibe-

siDE, too. Here is your chance to save money. These may be
either new or renewal subscriptions. Send your order to

FAEM AND FIEESBBE, Springfield, Ohio.
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Gardening
BY T. GSEINER

IIME FOB UAITGELS

SEVERAL agricultural papers publish a
picture from the Rhode Island Ex-
periment Sution, showing two heaps
of mangel wurzels—a large one,

representing the crop from limed soil, and
a comparatively small one, representing

that from unlimed soil The legend un-

derneath the picture reads : "No common
farm crop responds more generously than
beets when lime is needed and applied."

That lime has often a verj' marked ef-

fect on crops both of garden and field,

cannot well be denied. We have crops

that will do very well on soils that show
a little acid reaction, as proven by the

litmus-paper test We may use such soils

for potatoes, and feel reasonably certain

that the crop will be clean and free from
scab. But the great majority of farm and
garden crops will not do their best when
planted on soils that will change the

color of blue litmus paper to pinkish. The
application of lime in powder form, say

a ton to the acre, will correct the acidit>',

and in that case largely increase the yield.

However, I have often applied lime with-

out seeing any noticeable elfect. At
various times I have also applied nitrate

of soda and seen the most striking re-

sults, especially on beets, spinach, etc.,

while at oth;r times the effect was hardly
noticeable. It depends very much on the

condition of that particular soil.

Usually we apply our manures or fer-

tilizers to our gardens, and plant the seed

without much ado. I have never yet failed

to raise a big crop of beets, lime or no
lime. Rich land and good cultivation do
it. But test your land for acidity. If

litmus paper turns pink, apply lime. If

lime shows good results on a part of the

field, apply it anyway and all over.

FEEDING AND OVERFEEDING
During the summer we live largely on

vegetables and fruits in endless variety.

The "butcher" asks big prices for meats.

We solve the problem how to make both
ends meet by buying very little of the
butcher's products. The poultry yard
furnishes eggs in abundance, and occa-

sionally a chicken. Usually we have some
salted fat pork in the barrel. A slice of

it fried goes well with our green peas,

the lattur, of course, furnishing the bulk
of the m:al. And where you have those

big, s vcjt varieties—the Telephone, Lax-
ton, Stratagem and others—you have a

dish fit for a king. Or you may have a

little piece of boiled pork from your own
home supuly with your cabbage, kohlrabi,

kale or other vegetables. In fact, we 'find

a great variety- of things that furnish us

good mca's without having to go to the

butchor fh p, and of which we can eat

heartily without fear of clogging stomach
or bowels.

If we eat of these things until our
natural appetite is fully satisfied, but ab-

stain from habitually filling up until we
cannot hold any more, we have no
occasion to use pills, salts, Sedlitz pow-
ders, castor oil and other purga-
tives. Wp have no headaches or other

aches and pains. The normal stomach is

a sturdy organ and can easily take care

of fairly good loads of these wholesome
summer foods, especially for a_ person

having plenty of outdoor exercise and
living mostly in fresh air.

Then comes the winter. We kill hogs.

We have meat in superabundance. Cold
air sharpens our appetite. We have a

lot of fresh meat, and some of it may be

in danger of spoiling before we can eat

it. The women folks wish to save it.

They serve meat to the family three times

a day—more than can be eaten. Every
one in the family has his or her fill. As
sturdy an organ as the stomach may be,

it is unable to carry the loads often put

upon or into it for weeks and months.
It balks. The food in it putrifies. The
bowels also fail to perform their func-

tions. The whole system becomes clogged

and filled with poisons. Perhaps we re-

sort to the use of oills or other cathar-

tics to empty the bowels. This removes
some of the poisonous matter, '^ut it does

not reach the stomach, and this receives

more food and passes more poisons on
to the bowels. Thus we systematically

poison ourselves, and then wonder why
we arc sick and our children are sick, and
perhaps die. To me it is a wonder that the

human organism is able to endure so much
abuse of this kind.

I have a horse that is always hungry.

He clear- out the manger, no matter how
full of h;'.y it is stuffed. He stuffs him-

self and nsks for more. When we give

him his nroper allowance of hav and
grain, an 1 no more, he feels well, gets

sleek and plump, and remains in good
health. When we give him all the hay

he wants to eat, he begins to cough, as
if afflicted with heaves, and to have other
ailments, and soon begins to get poor.
H.; cannot digest all the stuff he puts ia
his stomach, and has to suffer for his
greed, just as we do when we habitually
overeat, especially after hog-killing time.
This time is near at hand.
As a burnt child dreads the fire, so

I fear the meat plethora before us. And
so I shall not keep the amount of pork
for family use that I did formerly. I will

keep no more than we can easily take
care of. Better let the meat spoil, or
give it away, than save it by ruining your
health, or possibly killing- yourself. We
will not "live on pork" this winter. A
little well-grown young pork is good and
palatable and wholesome. Much of it is

evil. An excess of it poison. We must
learn to feed ourselves as we feed our
stock, and all will be well.

THE ENGnSH SPARHOW
Under the caption of "Bird Friends" in

the September 10th issue is a statement
that I have grave doubts about—namely,
"I have o^ten seen yellowbirds and Eng-
lish sparrows gathering cabbare worms."'

It occurs to me that not naming the
"yellovbir's" indicates that the writer
is not well up in bird nomenclature and
that he has mistaken the hed^e sparrow
for the Erg'.ish sparrow. Some of our nine
kinds of sparrows mi^ht easi'v be taken
for one another even by peop'e who are
well read noon other kinds of birds. The
house sparrow is fond of cabbage worms,
and the little chipoer sparrov ta'ces its

fledglines into the patch and it is a com-
mon thing to see the parent birds feeding
a birdling sitting on a head of cabbage,
but never have j seen an Enfrlish sparrow
either eat or carr>' off one of these pests.

I live only a short distance from the
city of Washinnton, and when wheat and
oats began to ripen, hundreds of English
sparrows flew out to eat the grain when it

was in thp mi'k state. I once had an acre
of it so thrashed out that I did not cut it.

They also gathered what was left after
raking. After all of it was picked up,
and these city sparrows must have been
hard up for food, I still found the cabbage
worms so thick that ashes and salt had
to be aoolied twice a week.

Several years ago I had a cabbage
patch near a place much infested by hedge
and son<r sparrows, and no harm was done
bv cabbage worms. Another patch par-
alleled an old fence covered by honey-
suckle, where there were scores of English
soarrows. Here the worms ridd'ed the
cabbage, making the leaves look like

strin?rs. They not only did not eat the
green worms, but kept the birds away
that wonld have eaten them. If every
3'cung En<Tlish sparrow hatched in that

hedge had eaten one worm I reckon no
damaee would have been done. Although
working near and among my cabbage and
quick to observe such things, I never saw
one with a worm.

Perhaps the writer is a friend of the
English sparrows. T sho'ilJ tike to think

his account true and that this noisy, bad-
tempered bird had some redeeming trait.

Among its manv sins is the war it made
upon the swa'low family, those scavengers
of the air, that were wont to free the

air of flies, gnats, mosquitoes, etc. When
I was a boy every farm yard had its

martin box. Now you might travel miles

without seeing one. When the martin
(purple swallow) returned from the South
in the spring it found its house or mat-
ing places occupied by these vermin-in-

fested birds. It was noticed that although
a few martins were able to build in the

same box or house inhabited by the spar-

rows, no brood was ever reared. The
solution of this was that the young of

the martin were destroyed by parasites

from the snarrows.
These martins mieht be brouirht back

if people p'lt "p boxes and kept the holes
closed imtil the martins returned. Eight
years a<ro T heard a pair trying to find

a nesting o'ace under the roof of the
Hall of History. Hastily rigging up a
box, I got them to nest there. They have
increased, and the last house box I built

has thirty-six compartments.
Now, my friend who says he has seen

an Enelish sparrow doing a friettdly act

should be certain before he puts a weapon
in the hanHs of such as these women
with morbid sensibilities who in Boston
would not allow the city fathers to de-
stroy the sparrows. These people take
no note of the thousands of young wrens,
bluebirds and swallows that these spar-
rows vearlv turn out of their nests, as

I have often seen them do. They are
quick to defend these brutes, and also

quick to resent the high prices of vege-

HABDY BUZZARD BUt
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we oCpr to send BIZ flne
entirely FBEB OV CHABO:
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tables and farm products. Their pets
come high. According to English statis-

tics, the English sparrow puts a tax of
one dollar and a half on every arable acre
of land in the British kingdom. At this
rate the sparrow costs us more than our
army or na\^. The states would not act
and we have passed a national Pure Food
BilL Now let us have a national Bird
Law. Arthur T. Goldsborough.

PKODFCTION OF SEEDLESS
TOMATOES

The production of any vegetable novelty
always arouses interest among seed
growers and gardeners. More or less of
this work has been done by the experi-
ment stations. For a number of years
breeding experiments with vegetables have
been carried on by Professor Halsted and
his associates at the New Jersey stations.
Among the distinct and valuable produc-
tions secured in this work is a nearly
seedless tomato. As is well known, each
fruit of the ordinary tomato contains
hundreds of seeds, while the form which
Professor Halsted has developed seldom
contains more than fifty seeds, and fre-
quently there are not more than five or
six, and often none.
This variety has become pretty well

established now. and has been called the
Giant because of the very large size that
the plant attains. It originated five or
six years ago as a result of a cross of
Golden Sunrise upon Dwarf Champion.
The type appears to be well fixed. At-

tempts to cross other sorts upon it have
uniformly failed.

Seedless fruits have also been produced
by Professor Halsted on several varieties
and crosses of tomatoes, due probably
primarily to nonpollination, with other
conditions favorable to the stimulation
of fruit production. These crosses were
quite uniformlv dwarfed in size, many in
a cluster being not larger than peas,* but
solid fleshed and often of good qualitj'.

In one instance the fruit had the flavor of
the strawberry. Currant crossed upon
Stone produced such fruit, Hkewise Crim-
son Cushion upon Sumatra. When Crim-
son Cushion was crossed upon Giant and
Magnus many seedless fruits were pro-
duced, some of which were large enough
for table use. Crttings taken from plants
which produced numerous seedless fruits
of this sort when planted out in the
garden gave onl) normal fruits.

E. P. Sandsten. working at the Wis-
consin station. i>rod"ced seedless toma-
toes by an entireiv different method—that
is, the use of exr - six e amounts of fertil-

izers. He worked i i the greenhouse with
a good potting s'^' using commercial fer-

tilizers at the rr'.xc of eight hundred
pounds of nitrat- of soda, six hundred
pounds of sulnh.TTc of potash, and one
thousand pounds 'A desiccated bone an
acre. Many abrorrn-'ities in the growth
of the plants and fruit were observed.
"In almost all cases rhere was a tendency
of the plants to proii'ice fruits containing
a much smaller inim' cr of seeds than are
generally found in 'be ordinary fruit." In
one instance the {''"'^t was dwarfed and
the fruit not lars--- than a walnut, but
firm fleshed and entirely seedless. An-
other plant prodi'ced a large, solid fruit

that was seedless. Cuttings taken from
these plants and st-t outdoors remained
true to type, but produced more and larger
fruit than in the greenhouse. We thus
have at least two w:ivs of securing seed-
lessness in tomatoes—by crossing and
selection, and by high feeding with fer-

tilizers. The work with seedless tomatoes
at both these stations is being contin-

ued and promises to result in the estab-
lishment of varieties with far less seeds
than the sorts commonly grown. It brings
out strikingly the variations that may "-c-

cur in plants as n result of crossing and
high feeding with fertilizers.—Farmers'
Bulletin No. 296.
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Horticulture in Ohio
By W. R. Lazcnby

PROFESSOR OF HORTICULTURE, OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY

hundred and forty-two apple orchards
in Ohio of from about ten to one
hundred and fifty acres, and that the
average size is not far from thirty, acres.

A conservative estimate of the number
of apple orchards containing five acres
or upward is two hundred and twenty-
five. These two hundred and twenty-five
orchards will probably average twenty
acres each, and this gives us only five

thousand five hundred acres of apples.

As a maximum yield is at least twenty
million bushels, it shows at a glance that
much of this great aggregate comes from
the still smaller plantings of the farmer,
gardener and suburbanite.
One of the most characteristic single

features of the rural life of Ohio—and
the same is true of many other states of

the East and Central West—is the fruit

trees which so generally diversify every
small as well as larger farm throughout
the state, and are also met with on the
town lots of the mechanics and workmen
in every village and in the suburbs and
outskirts of every city. The average Ohio
homestead, with its apple orchard and its

clusters of pear, cherry and plum trees,

not to mention its grape vines, surround-
ing the house and dotting or belting the
garden, gives an air of comfort and hos-
pitality rarely seen elsewhere, and no-
where else seen fairly equaled. I believe

that our country north of the Potomac
and Ohio rivers is better supplied with
wholesome, palatable tree fruits than any

FORTUNATE in geographical position,
blessed with a naturally fertile soil

and a good topography, with a
varied and productive climate, it is

not surprising that Ohio ranks high in

natural resources and in the diversity
and extent of her industries.

In the semblance of a square, about
two hundred miles on a side, between
parallels thirty-eight degrees and forty-

two degrees north latitude, having the
Great Lakes on the north and the Ohio
River on the south, the highway of nearly
all the great railroad systems in the
country, her facilities for transportation
are excellent and the great commercial
centers and markets, of the nation are
near at hand.
Judged by her mineral and timber re-

'

soufces, Ohio ranks among the richest

of the Union, and her' manufactures and
commerce are varied and extensive. Yet
the foundation of Ohio's prosperity are
her agriculture and horticulture.

Other industries are useful and nec-
essary, and many pursue them with ad-
vantage to themselves and others. But
many of those industries are less per-
manent in character, and some of them
may yet be entirely dispensed with, while
agriculture and horticulture never can
be. They are the first and most essen-

tial of human pursuits, and it is to every
one's interest that they should be honored
and prosperous. Happy is that state or
community where they are pursued with
satisfaction and profit.

Ohio is noted for her diversified rather
than specialized horticultural industries.

Some states raise more apples and pears,
others more peaches and plums, and still

others more market-garden vegetables,

but few states rank higher in the pro-
duction of all the standard horticultural
crops grown in the north temperate zone.

One striking feature of the horticulture

of certain states, notably California, is

its segregation or specialization. This,
together with the fact that the horti-

cultural interests of these states are not
overshadowed by the agricultural, makes
them characteristically horticultural states.

For fruit production alone California now
holds an undisputed claim to first rank,
but when we include all the divisions of
horticulture, certain states of the East
and great Middle West outdistance Cali-

fornia. In small-fruit culture, market
gardening or trucking, vegetable growing
under glass, floriculture, the nursery busi-

ness and seed growing Ohio takes i high
rank. While there are few single areas
of great extent devoted to any one of

these lines of horticulture, the aggregate
of small holdings and the' total yield

therefrom make an excellent showing.
Magnitude has for many a peculiar

fascination. The owner of five acres of
orchard often has ravishing dreams of the
joy and satisfaction inherent in a great

Western fruit farm, with its hundreds of
acres of fruit trees. As the young cap-
tain who can scarcely manage his com-
pany in battle would like to command a other portion of the earth's surface of
great army, so many a man with little or equal or nearly equal area. In value of
no experience in horticulture thinks he orchard products Ohio, according to the
can manage a great orchard. I would not. United States census, held third rank in
if I could, disparage a great enterprise. 1850, second in 1860, second in 1870, third
There is such a thing as raising fruit on in 1880 and fourth in 1900. Eighteen
a large scale, and it is good business hundred and ninety is omitted, for
for those who are qualified for it and the value of orchard products is not
have all the means it requires. It is at- given in the census report of that year,
tractive and inspiring to see horticulture New York held first rank in 1850, 1860,
successfully practised on a large area. Of 1870 and 1880, and second rank in 1900.
this the horticulture of Ohio is a good Pennsylvania, second rank in 1850, third
illustration, and it is not likely that large rank in 1860, second in 1880, third in
horticultural operations, whether by in- 1870 and third in 1900. Michigan, sixth
dividuals or corporations, will ever ab- rank in 1850 and 1860, fifth in 18/0 and
sorb or enable us to dispense with the 1880 and sixth in 1900. California, twen-
smaller ones. ty-seventh rank in 1850, tenth in 1860,
Ohio ranks well to the front as an ap- eighth in 1870, seventh in 1880 and first

pie-producing state. The United States in 1900—a position that California is likely
census of 1890 gave her first place, with to keep for several years, but which I look
a crop of over 13,750,000 bushels for the to see superseded by some of the great
year 1889, and the census of 1900 gave apple-producing states of the Middle West
her third place, with a crop of over 20,- in the not distant future. The aggregate
500,000 bushels for 1899. From the data fruit crop of the five states, California^
at my command a conservative estimate New York, Pennsylvania, Ohio and Mich-
of the apple production of Ohio for the igan, was 52.3 per cent of the total fruit
ten years from 1895 to 1905 is one hun- crop of the country for 1899.
dred and twenty million bushels, or an Next to the apple the peach is the most
average of twelve million bushels a year, valuable orchard fruit in Ohio, but the
Only once during this decade (1899) did conditions of successful peach culture are
the yield fall below five million bushels, not wholly favorable except along the
while for three times (1895, 1896, 1899) shore of Lake Erie and the adjacent
it reached the high mark of over twenty islands. In some of the southern and
million bushels. southeastern counties of the state large

In spite of the large annual average areas^-of peaches have been planted, but
production there are comparatively few the crop is precarious and many growers
large or well-known apple orchards in are discouraged. Some years the crop
Ohio. The following table will give a aggregates about three million bushels,
fairly comprehensive idea of their num- but it usually falls short of this. It can
ber and size: be laid down as a general proposition that

the finer peaches, plums, cherries and
COMMERCIAL APPLE ORCHARDS IN OHIO grapes are grown with difficulty north

Area No" ?^ fortieth degree of latitude, except

10 acres 50 ^ specially favored localities,

10 tr. ?n art-PS XI thereof the southern shore of Lake Erie

fr, 40 t^lT^ OS. 's the most noted, though the west coast

2); J° 7X f2 of Lake Michigan and a part of the south-

50 to 75 acres '
9 ^^"""^ ^^^^ Ontario are likewise

75 to 100 acres""' 4 f^^ious. It is possible to grow peaches,

im f 1^
^v-jca ~t

piuf^s cherries, not to mention grapes,

nVJ icn , 1 outside of the climate most congenial tou\er iju acres i
tj,gj„^ ^ ^^^^ wherein one is like-

ly to pay dearly for his success^ and often
This shows that there are about one to have his hopes utterly disappointed.

There are few large orchards of pear,
plum or cherry in Ohio, although now and
then one of commercial importance is met
with. One cherry orchard of seventy-five
acres and others of less size have been
planted in Sandusky County, and this is

perhaps the most important cherry area
in the state. The marked increase in the
pear culture during the past fifteen years
by the general introduction of the Keif-
fer is mainly in the southern counties,
although a few of the northern counties
have increased their area to a marked
degree. The grape occupies a large place
in Buckeye pomology. In the production
of native grapes Ohio ranks next to
New York; the industry, however, is

mainly confined to the grape belt of the
southern shore of Lake Erie.
The five counties of Cuyahoga, Erie,

Lake, Ottawa and Lorain produce four
fifths of all the grapes grown in the
state, and this is due to the amelioration
of the local climate by Lake Erie. The
greater portion of the grapes grown are
made into wine, which sometimes amounts
to two million gallons a year. Sixty mill-

ion pounds of grapes represent a full crop,
while the maximum yield has been eighty
million pounds.
The small-fruit interests of Ohio are

large, but there are few reliable statistics.

Strawberries undoubtedly lead both in

area and yield, and then follows black-
berries, black raspberries, red raspberries,
currants and gooseberries in the order

A GRAND OLD ORCHARD OF FIFTY-YEAR-OLD BALDWINS.
STILL THRIFTY AND PROFITABLE

named. Some years ago strawberry cul-

ture attained a large acreage in Belmont
County in the eastern part of the state,

and tlie_ berries were largely shipped to

Pittsburg and Chicago. The black rasp-
berries were also grown largely in vari-

ous sections of the Miami Valley, but these

areas have declined and the shipping trade

in the small fruit has fallen off. The
total acreage of small plantations for
home market has increased and the ag-
gregate production in the state is larger
than ever before.
Following the subject of the fruits prop-

er it will not be out of place to briefly

mention the nursery interests of Ohio.
The State Nursery and Orchards Inspec-
tor reported for the year 1905 a total of
four hundred and eighty-one nurseries.

In keeping with the general character of
the horticulture of the state, this business
is done by a large number of men work-
ing on small areas. For example, count-
ing not all the land owned or rented by
nurserymen, but the area of actual stock,

it is found that of nurseries

:
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Market gardening and truck farming
are largely practised to meet local de-
mands, and certain special garden crops

are more or less centralized and grown
for export. Radishes, early tomatoes, and
cucumbers are grown in the southern
counties of the state for northern mar-
kets, and large plantations of celery and
onions are grown in some of the north
central counties. Numerous muck swamps
and the beds of former shallow lakes have
been reclaimed and adapted to these and
a few other crops. In one county (Ross),
where soil and climate seem favorable,

the growing of onion sets has become a

well-specialized industry.

The winter forcing of vegetables is be-

coming a general practise in nearly all the
cities of the state and has assumed un-
usual proportions near Cleveland, Toledo
and Ashtabula, where single growers have
from five to ten or more acres under
glass. Lettuce is the leading greenhouse
crop, but radishes, tomatoes, cucumbers,
mushrooms and a few other crops are
often grown.

Floriculture is practised in all parts of
the state, and many large establishments
for the growth of cut flowers and others
for bedding plants and ornamental vari-

eties generally are foimd. Some of the
best-known centers of floriculture are
Cleveland, Springfield, Dayton,' Columbus
and Painesville.

In this epitome of the fruit interest of
Ohio I shall not fail to mention the vari-

eties most largely planted for market.
From the best data at hand I may say
that the following varieties of apples take
the lead by number of trees planted

;

Rome Beauty, Ben Davis, Baldwin and
Grimes' Golden. Other varieties very
generally planted, contributing a large
part to the more recently planted com-
mercial orchards, are the Smith Cider,
Yellow Transparent, York Imperial, Hub-
bardston. Red Astrachan aiTd Mauve.
Many other varieties are being planted in

special localities and for special purposes,
like home use, but these seem to have
the call for the whole state for commercial
planting at this time. For fillers or for

coming into early bearing the Wealthy,
Duchess, Jonathan, Strawberry and
Maiden's Blush are among those very
generally used.
Of the other more important fruits the

following are among the most largely

planted . varieties of each for commercial
purposes

:

Pears—Keiffer, Bartlett and Duchess.
Plums—Red June, Burbank and Abun-

dance.
Plums (European)—Lombard, Dam-

son and German Prune.
Peaches—Elberta and Mount Rose.
Grapes—Concord, Worden, Catawba,

Delaware and Niagara.
In Ohio as well as elsewhere, whenever

you urge the superior advantages of fruit

as a vocation, you are met by the objec-
tion that fruit culture doesn't pay. If

this is true it is a serious and valid objec-
tion. But is it true?

I think we will all admit that poor
crops, whether from field or orchard,
don't pay; that shiftless, indifferent

work in horticulture doesn't pay; that it

is sometimes slow work to make a de-
cided headway in the face of blights and
insects, frosts and droughts, though one
has done his best to achieve, and really de-
serves, success. Yet I insist, as a general
proposition, speaking for Ohio at least,

that good fruit culture does pay; that

few other vocations afford as good a pros-

pect for as full an assurance of reward
for intelligent, painstaking, persistent

labor.

The general fundamental facts or prin-

ciples on which I base this assertion are

these

:

It is rarely impracticable to grow good
crops of fruit if you have made a wise
selection of varieties and are willing to

work for them. The time and means
squandered in trying to raise fruit where
only half crops or quarter crops or no
crops can be made is the heaviest item
on the wrong side of a fruit grower's
balance sheet.

The second truth is this : Good fruit

crops, good in quality as well as in quan-
tity, rarely fail to yield a_ profit to the

grower. There are exceptions, but they
have been few in the past and will be

more infrequent in the future. The grow-
ing demands for good fruit and our rap-

idly improving transportation facilities

make this certain.

Third, the fairest single test of good
fruit culture is a steadily increasing yield.

This increase may not be uniform from
year to year, for there are risks in fruit

culture as well as in other pursuits, yet

there is no other judgment of fruit cul-

ture so unerring as the general increase

or decrease of its aggregate product for

a short cycle of years.

I should not fail to mention various
organizations that have been signally

useful in promoting the horitcultupal in-

terest of Ohio. The State University,
the State Experiment Station, the State

Board of Agriculture, the state and nu-
merous local horticultural societies have
all contributed in various ways to the ad-
vancement of the art and science of hor-
ticulture. The local horticultural societies,

with their frequent meetings, have accom-
plished much in developing the faculty

of observation and comparison and in

cultivating the social amenities of rural

life. One of these local societies was or-

ganized over sixty-two years ago, and
while it may have lost something of the

elasticity and enthusiasm of youth, it is

still healthy and vigorous. Another, forty

years of age, can justly boast of having
never missed a monthly meeting during

its existence. Such records are stimulat-

ing and inspiring, and the locality that is

making them can scarcely fail to have a

wide-awake and progressive horticulture.
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SAVE THE FALL PIGSA SUBSCRIBER living in Ohio writes

:

"I have two nice litters of pigs

just farrowed, and I would like to

make good pigs of them. Some
farmers tell me that late fall pigs do
little or no good, and it would be money
in my pocket to get rid of them at once,

even if I have to destroj- them. I have
some skim milk now, and will have more
about the time to wean the pigs. I am
going to try to raise them, any waj', and
I think it can be done."
The man is right. It can be done.

And if he will give them a little extra
care he can make nice hogs of them. I

would feed the sows well, giving them all

the skim milk I had, mixed with equal
parts of commeal, wheat bran and mid-
dlings, making a thin slop. I would mix
it fresh at feeding time, and when the
weather is cold I would heat the milk
suflBciently to make the slop nicelj- warm.
There is no necessitj' for cooking the
food. By feeding the sows well the pigs
can be kept with them until they are a
good size. Then if they are given plenty
of the same kind of food that is fed to the
sows they wiU keep right on growing.
They must be pro\'ided with a warm

shed or pen, well bedded, and be allowed
to run out all they wish for exercise.

The bedding should be changed about
once a week, or it will get ver>' dustj'.

If one has anj-thing in the vegetable line,

as cabbages, small potatoes, beets, or any-
thing of that sort, thej' will relish them.
It will be a good idea to examine them
occasionally for lice. Above aU things,

do not allow them to become infested

with lice. In addition to the slop, they
should have all the dry com they \vill

eat, and all the water they desire. I have
seen many small lots, ten to twenty, of
fall pigs, kept as outlined above, make
very fine hogs for the summer markets,
and bring a profit Fred Grukdv.

<?>

EYE AS FEEL AND NUESE CROP
It has been a matter of wonder to me

that I never have seen in any of the farm
papers anything on the question of feed-
ing ground rye to young pigs. In our
locality it is used to a great extent, and
it is generally figured as about the cheap-
est feed for a slop, as well as the best

that can be had. It makes a rich slop

and comes more nearly to milk than any-
thing I know of. When considered under
present prices—and rye is high now,
worth about seventy cents in the home
market—it figures at about one dollar

and twentj'-five cents a hundred; adding
the cost of grinding, twelve and one half
cents a hundred, makes the cost about
one dollar and thirty-eight cents, as com-j
pared with one dollar and thirtj'-five cents'

for mill feed, or so-called middlings, of.

which a part has been taken out
I think if more farmers would try this

they will find that a little patch of rye
each year will pay them well. It will

make their corn go farther, and besides,

r>-e is one of the best nurse crops for tim-
othy seeded in the fall, or clover sowed
late in the winter before the frost goes
out W. B. ELlsworth.

»
GROWING AOT) FATTENING SWINE
One of the most valuable side lines for

the dairy farmer to follow is that of
producing fancy pig pork. It affords the
most money in a short time, considering
the amount of extra capital invested of
any branch of stock feeding where the
by-products from the dairy may all be
utilized.

Under the old-fashioned system of
keeping the pigs in a small, filthy pen,
and feeding them on skim milk or whey
alone, it is not a very profitable business
to follow; but when we plan to keep
up a good growth during the summer op
clover pasture, supplemented with the
skim milk and wheat middlings, and
finish in the fall with a month or six
weeks feeding of cornraeal, and skim
milk, and market the pigs at five or six
months of age, it is a very profitable and
desirable appendage to our dairy.
Pork production, like any other pur-

suit, is attended with its difficulties, and its

results are in accordance with the labor
and means expended upon it With
proper management it can be made more
economical to produce a pound of pork
than a pound of any other kind of meat,
with the possible exception of mutton.
That is, a given amount of grain feed
supplemented with the by-products of the
dairy will produce more pounds of pork
than of any other kind of meat, because
the pig will eat more, digest more and
assimilate more food over and above the
amount required for maintenance than any
other kind of domestic animal.

The amount of food required to sustain

life is considerable, but the additional
amount required to produce a pound of
pork is comparatively small, and conse-
quently in this extra feed is the place
where we must look for our profits. When
we consider that two thirds of aU the
food consumed by the pig is used merelj'
for support, without adding an>-thing to

the weight of the pig, we can see that it

is worse than foil}' to keep our pigs
without constant and rapid growth from
the time they are dropped until ready
for market.

Ever)' week that a pig is not gaining the
feed is worse than wasted, because it

takes time to overcome the unthriftj' hab-
it, and all food is lost until growth re-
sumes again.

It is thus evident that if we produce
this pig pork at a profit we must feed
for unremitting growth from birth to the
time they are ready for market
The secret of success in growing the

early maturing kind of swine depends
not so much upon the breed, although the
breed has a good deal to do with it,

as upon liberal feeding and good care.

While I do not favor anj- particular breed,
yet I like a cross between one of our
large breeds and one of the small breeds,
like the Essex, for feeding for pig pork
adapted to our best Eastern markets. I

would not be in favor of using pigs that
came from these cross-bred animals, but
would want them from the first cross of
pure-bred sires and dams.
By the first cross I believe that we

get more vigor and quicker growth than
with the pure breds or grades, for we
get the great digestive powers of the
large breed in the body of the small, re-

fined, quick-fattening hog. Increase the
amount of food and lessen the demand
upon it to sustain life, and the greater
and more rapid will be the formation of
flesh and fat.

Some farmers still cling to the old
idea that it is best to winter a shoat,

then feed it until the next \vinter, and
feed it until it weighs four or five hun-
dred pounds. With us this has proven a
mistaken idea, and we find that it does
not pay to winter mam- fall pigs except
those that it is desired to keep for brood
sows for breeding the next year.

By having a ver>- warm house and feed-
ing warm water and food during the cold
winter weather in some cases it may be
best to keep over a few fall shoats and
finish for the summer markets. Under
the old system of wintering fall pigs a
well-bred spring pig will do better if he
is properly fed, and will cost less and
weigh more by fall In proportion to the
food consumed, the young pigs will grow
the more rapidly, and besides, if they are
grades of the small breeds, they will be
ready for market when very young, and
will bring a fanc>' price. Stan'ation and
neglea of the fall pig will counteract
everj' ad^•antage that may be given the
following summer. W. MrLTox Kelly.

27larli/t
LJEIRE'S sood news for the boys and tbe srowo-
* * up3 as vrJl. We have prodoced a FeatKef-

vreislit .22 repeados oBe—a eun dkat weishs but Bf^ lb*, and •eOt at
% price ai^ can a^ord.

it baa tbe popular sficBus lore-end or **pamp** actioo, bas aQ

J^ezr&l special features aod is made of first gnaHty material

througbcuL Tbe barrel is Hxciai sted deeply rifl«i witb BaOard
fystem, guaracteesng accuracy and loo^ wear. Tbe lecaTcr and aB

worldns parts are of tool steel, free frocn Baws and bardened.
Tbe rifle sboots tbe inexpensiTe .22 sfcort cartrid^. but

vndi an extra carrier takes .22 toog-riSe cartridge, maldnB^ gan deadly to hawks, foxes, badsers, etc

The Z^xr&9 Book'* Is full ot Hve Information
for gun lorer and sportsman. Erery np-to-date shooter nee<^
it. Send for it today. FREE for 3 stamps postage.

141 WiUoioSL, NcwHaoau Cona

PLMiL" FREE STOVE BOOK
If TOU want a stove or raos^ o{ any kind for any purpose, let ns send

Oircct; to >^yu
•t aetnikl faetorr prices. Tern save from t3 to MO. becanse yon keep in yonr pocket »T1 tiie dealers'
jobbers* and miadlemen's profits. You run no risk, because ve pay tlie freight and sell you on4AA llave Annnnai I '^'^^ lot only save money bot yoa geta Btore or range ofWW IMiyS «ppTOW«lI eicepeonailyhigh quality. Made of the best pig Iron and
steel of the highest grade, by the most skilled worfcmen, in one of the most modem and best
equipped stOTe factories in the world. Every Kalamazoo is carefully inspectedand we hMw It Is' _

right If not. you get your money back withoat a quibble. Tou cannot get a better no mat-
ter how much eitra you pay. vrty not save all the dealers' profit! Is It not reasonable
to suppose that you can save money by buying direct from our factory f

Send Postal For Catalogue No. 1 83 compare Kalamazoo QnaUty and Kal-
amazoo Priceswith others—and save your money. Our line is complete, embracing stoves
and ranges of all kinds for all domestic purposes.—for the home, school,
church, halls, lodge rooms, etc Hotel ranges for restaurants, boarding
Ihousee, clubs and camps. Gas stoves and ranges for cooking and heating
ALL SOLD AT ACTUAL FACTORY PRICES.

Kalamazoo Stove Company, Manufaeturers, f zj*-^S^
Kalamazoo, Mich.

All Kalamazoo cook stoves and ranges are equipped with patent oven
thermometer which saves fuel and makes letting and roa?tln^ easy.

WHAT GIFT
WILL BE LONGER TREASURED THAN

WEBSTER'S
INTERNATIONAL
DICTIONARY?

UHti'DL. A coBftant iosrc* of krunrlsdg*.
Zt aaxvtrs your question! on naw words,
ipdUiU, pronvntdatton, etc.; alto qnes-
uoas aboat places, noted people, fbrd^
words, and many other lul^ects.

BSLIASLS. Ed.lnCliiefW.1. HarriJ.for
ITTBaxsTJJ.Coair.ofEd'n. Eeceatlyadded
M.OOOSsv Words. Srrlted Gassttear, and
BoTTaplilcal CkUonary. Constant esKB-
datless k»rp ths Toloma abreast ot ths
ti»*. S3S0?ages. 9000 Slsstntioas.

ATTtKOilTATlVS. It U the standard of

tbs Federal and Stat* ConrU, the Schools,

and the Press. THIS CAITNOT B£ TBITL?
SAIS or ABT OXEES SICZIOHAfiT.

ATTBACnVS AHSLASTHrS. TfaSTUlsw
Undlus an rich asd daraHs aad tksrapst
asd pilBttBC art sapsrtor.

It is tbe Best Cbristmas Gift.

WsBsna's CoixEBiAn Diciiosabt.
largest of our abridgmects. Kepular and
Thin Paper Editioaa. Faees. UOO Blosts.

Wftt» fsf Birtlonary Wrinkles, Fr««,

G. i C. MERRIAM CO,, Springfitld, Mats.

GST TUS BBST.

F'RUIX FREE

Tliis ma°:Tii5eent. artistic reprodnction of Xew-
ton G. Wells' ^.ooo picture of delicionsly tempting
pears, pineapples, peaches, grapes, strawberne«t
ch(-rrie3. melons, roses, etc.. giren absolutely free
writh every three months' trial sabscription to The
Mother's Moeazlne at 10 cents. The Mother'*
Magazine ii the handsomest large illustrated hom«
and family magazine pabliahed at the price—artiaiic-
ally iUurtrated, colored covers, and 4Sitage5 of reading
every month. The pictnre is 16x20 inches in gize, is

reproduced m many beautiful colors, and is finished
with a mairvIBeeiit Utho, facsimile K^ld and itcruH
fVmae. It will add much to any dining-room or jmrlor.
Ready for the wall when received. Send 10 cents to-
day (stamps or stiver; for the magazine three months,
and aak for pl«tar« 19. Roth will be sent to you at
once. Money back if you are not delighted.

AMress, THC MOTHES'S H^eAZME, Elgia. HU

Homeseekers, Tenne**<« produM rrciwcrs mo**
, fbrtuu&telT sitttat«<l. TenaeMM

Coinc to TcflBcssee f^ri^i^^^-
treme mmtoern-grown

produce Li exhMsed, ud mche^ nortbem mv^«to serersl
WMks nrlter ibMn northarn-rrcrvrn JtaS. thus comnuDdine
T&ry t>e5l prices both nprth aad *o*iUl- Prom $\00 to $400 per
»cr« cleared from C&nt&loape, C*W*»e^ and Tomato rrope in
TeaaeaMe in 1907; ootwithitandinc. this Und is $«Uinc for
fToni$&to 93eA2i ftcr* E^ceUent climate: par* w»t*r. For
deccriptirv literatim. »ddreM SXITH, TnSc MmmMS***
SsskWlt^s ChatUaoo^s h St LmiU EjUIwa/, Naskrllk, T«b«

1

Increasing Yield
Decred^sin^ Feed
Milk is secreted wholly from food elements given in excess of that re-

quired by nature for physical maintenance. Milk production, therefore, is

really the result of unnatural feeding.
Man however, goes yet further and asks the cow to not only consume

more food than she needs, but to continue the stuffing process for months
when nature would limit tlie milk-producing period to the brief infancy of
tbe calf. A little thought shows how imp>ossible it is for such conditions to
long continue without bringing derangement of bodily functions. Indigo-
tion, loss of appetite and consequent lo63 of flesh and milk, are common
troubles resulting from heavy feeding.

DB HESS STOCK
U an Infallible prerentiTC of and remedy for dipestlTc disorders. It 1» a tonic, the pre-
•crlptiooof Dr. Hcss(M.D., D.V.S.) and contains ibe bitter principles w itch aid digestion,
iron to nourish the blood and nilraies to cleanse the system. Given twice a day in the
rrain ration, it will cause the largest possible proportion of food to digest, thus locreas*
Ing yield at an actual lesseningl under favorable conditions) of t.ie amount consumed.

Veterinary and medical authorities like Professors Ouitman, Winslow and Finley
DnH, endorse the tonics, etc., contained in Dr. Hess Stock Food. It gives a greater appe-
tite for coarse fodder, increases the proportion assimilated and decreases the amount
tost ; makes steer, bog or sheep fat quickly and cheaply and is tbe best known tonic
remedy for horse ills,

SOLO ON » WRITTEN GVaRANT£€.
10« Ibi., S5.00; S.'i.lb.pall, S1.60 ) Exrept in Canada and
Smaller quantities at a allcht advance / extreme WeM and SonUi.

Where Dr. Heae Stock Pood differs In partlrnlar u In the dose—it's amali and fed bot twice a
day, which prove* It has til* mo»t di(re«tiT« •trenirth to tbe pmnd. our Government recogrnize* Dr. He«
Btock Food ae a medicinal coiiipound, and tUu paprr Is back u( the Kuju-antee,

FHEE from fh«lst totheioth of earb month—Dr. Hess <M.D., P.V J.) will prMcrlbe for yom
Yon can hare hu M-page Vetettoary Book any time for the ukta«. llentlon Ibla payer.

DR. HESS A CLARK, Ashland, Ohio.
Atu Miatlulnrtri et Dr. Htu foultrr raa-a«<t<*—4 ;MtnrI»i»«K//ter. luaal Louit Killer Kills Uc*.
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Breeding Beef Cattle for the Market f
[continued from page 1]

and weak as to give birth to delicate

calves, which they can scarcely nourish,

on account of their insufficient flow -j^J

milk.

cows SHOULD BE DEHORNED

Cows used for this purpose should be
dehorned or natural polls, as they can
thus be run in large droves and cared
for much more economically than can
horned cows. If dehorned, a considerable
number of them will run together quietly,

and if calves are dropped in the spring,

except in the most northern climates, the
cows will require no other shelter than a
shed open to the south. Such cows should
go into winter quarters in good, thrifty

condition after weaning their calves. By
good, thrifty breeding condition we mean
the condition in which the animal is fleshy

but not fat, about as fleshy as you expect
them to go to grass the following spring.

With this condition to start with the
feeder has simply to maintain that weight,
or, better, keep them gaining slightly

through the season. This gain should
always be slightly more than sufficient to

account for the growth and weight of the
fetus.

We should brand as gross mismanage-
ment the practise of permitting cows to

run down into noticeably thin flesh, mak-
ing it necessary to feed lavishly during
part of the season to regain flesh lost

during a corresponding season of neg-
lect. The most satisfactory results in
breeding and 'rearing calves, and, we
believe, the most economical system of
maintaining such herds, involves the
keeping of the cows composing the herd
in good, thrifty condition throughout all

the year.

The proper feeding of such a , herd
during .the winter season is frequently
looked upon as expensive. This does not
necessarily follow. Such a herd should be
maintained largely upon cheap roughage,
some at least of which is unsalable. These
roughages will vary in different localities,

and the varieties used should be governed
largely by their availability.

SILAGE IS BEST FOOD

Where corn silage is available it is un-
doubtedly one of the very best feeds to
use as the principal part of the winter
ration of beef-breeding cows. It is neither
necessary nor advisable to feed to such
cows all they will eat, but rather limit
the amount to a medium ration of silage

and supplement it with clover hay and

Live Stock and Dairy

FROSTED WHEAT FOR HORSE FEED
The following is from a Canadian sub-

scriber :

"An unusually wet season has de-
layed the ripening of crops in this dis-
trict, Saskatchewan, so that while we
have an excellent oat crop, the wheat crop
is generally damaged by frost, and a good
deal of the late wheat will be fit only for
feed. Can you give some suggestion as
to what will be the best use to make of
this frosted grain?
"Oats are worth forty-five cents a

bushel, barley fifty-six cents locally, and
we would like to sell as much as pos-
sible of the oats, providing a cheaper
substitute for horse feed can be found
to use in connection with frosted wheat
(thrashed, or unthrashed). Some of the
settlers have planted winter rye, which
will ripen early in the season and
help out, but it is now too late for that.

Of course there is plenty of green feed
here in the spring, both grass and- pea
vine, on which horses do well, but I un-
derstand that wheat is not much good for
horse feed, -although some have made
money feeding it to hogs and cattle.

"Would horses do well if rfed, for in-

stance, on cotton-seed meal or cake in

connection with wheat, or is there any-
thing else (other than oats) that can be
used to advantage for horse feed together
with poor wheat?"
The digestible dry matter in any grain

materially increases as the graii^ears ma-
turity, hence the actual feeding value of
this frosted wheat would depend largely
upon the stage of development of the
grain when it became frosted. Not hav-
ing definite information on this point, I

can only assume that the grain was well
formed and had elaborated sufficient nutri-
tive elements to make it of medium feed-
ing value.

It is a mistake to suppose that wheat
is~ not a good horse feed. It is quite as
good as it is for poultry, cows or hogs.
A pound of digestible carbohydrates or
protein from wheat is as valuable as a
pound from corn, barley or oats, and in
any of our grains the great questions that
confront the economical feeder are cost
and palatability ; and I may add that cost

tured, and the bulky or forage part of the
rations is of good hay, it will be found that
the chaff'ed wheat may be almost the
entire grain ration.

If the wheat is thrashed the grain
should be ground and fed with linseed-
oil meal or some other meal on cut hay or
straw.

Cotton^seed meal is not a desirable feed
for either horses or hogs. It is all right
for ruminants.

If this correspondent can procure a
cheap grade of molasses, and dilute with
water so each horse gets about a pint of
molasses per feed, I think he may keep
his horses "in good heart" on chaffed
wheat and good hay and do it at a mini-
mum of cost. I am using sugar-house
or the old-time "black strap" molasses,
at a cost by the barrel of a little less than
twelve cents a gallon—about twenty dol-
lars a ton—and find it a cheap, valuable
addition to the rations for my horses and
hogs. W. F. McSparran.

<S>

SELECTING AND CARING FOR THE
BROOD SOW

Great care should be exercised in the
selecting of the brood sow. Study your
herd carefully before making a decision.

Choose the good natured animal, her
with the motherly look. Her head should
be feminine in appearance. There is

much to be seen in the eye. The body
should be large and roomy; especially

should she be roomy in the coupling.
The heart and flank girth should be large

and even in size, thus forming a straight
underline. The back should be straight.

Even a sHght sway in a young sow's
back shows a weakness there and is a
great fault. The fore and hind quarters
should be well proportioned. It is de-
sirable that the legs be short and strong.

The pasterns should be straight and
should be able to carry the weight with-
out bending down.
After they have their first litter of pigs

you can come to a final decision as to

which are worthy of keeping and which
are not. If you have made your choice
very carefully in the first place you will

find very few to reject. Five, six or even

ABERDEEN ANGUS AND GALLOWAY CALVES, GOOD KINDS TO BREED

ofher roughage, such as straw or corn
Stover. A ration composed of eighteen
pounds of silage and four pounds of
clover hay per one-thousand-pound cow
a day, together with all the straw the
cows will eat, will not only keep cows
from losing in weight during the winter
season, but will cause them to gain at

the rate of from one to one and a quarter
pounds a head a day. If silage is not
available, a daily ration of ten pounds
of shock corn, four pounds of clover hay
and all the straw the cows wil" take will

winter them satisfactorily, but not as well
as the silage ration to which we referred.

Beef-breeding cows may be wintered
on corn stover, supplemented with a lim-
ited amount (two pounds a day per one
thousand pounds of live weight) of clover
hay. This ration contains no grain, and
while the cows may be maintained on it

at less cost than the previous ration, it

will not prove economical for a series of
years, because the thrift of the animals is

not well maintained nor their milk flow
sustained. A small amount of grain in

the ration is a matter of very great im-
portance. Wintering in stalk field, with
access to oat straw and open-shed shelter,

is a suitable method of wintering, provid-
ed there is a sufficient supply of grain in

the field or added to the ration.

in relation to value depends greatly upon
palatability.

I have fed considerable matured wheat
to horses, but have ground the grain with
corn, in proportion of one part of wheat
to two of corn, and supplemented with
wheat bran or linseed-oil meal.
My specific advice in this case would

be : If the wheat were not thrashed, to

use a fodder cutter and cut enough off

the heads of the sheaves of wheat to en-
sure getting, all the grain, say one third

of the sheaf, withdrawing the remainder
of the sheaf from the cutter and using it

for straw. Then this chaffed or cut wheat
could be used as a basis for a ration^of
mixed feed to be used either dry or
moist. Oats at forty-five cents a bushel
cost about as much as I am now paying
for linseed-oil meal, and the latter is very
much more valuable as a feed:

The quantity of the chaffed wheat that

might be fed to a horse can be determined
only by careful feeding observation, but
my judgment is that it can be used pretty

heavily after the horse becomes accus-
tomed to it; to ihe quantity of chaffed
wheat I would add linseed-oil meal and
ground barley in such quantities only as

careful notations of results on the horse
would indicate as desirable. It is quite

likely, if the wheat was pretty well ma-

four pigs make a good litter for a young
sow. But where they have had the

proper care and raised less than that

'number I would not keep the sow for a
second litter. The second litter of those
kept, however, can be expected to be
larger than the first. Where a sow be-
haves well and always brings large lit-

ters of pigs, I would keep her as long
as she lives.

The brood sows should be allowed the

privilege of plenty of exercise. They
should be liberally supplied with food rich

in protein. For at least twenty-five hours
after they have pigs give the sows very
little food—a thin slop with a very little,

if any, grain. After the twenty-four hours,

gradually increase the supply of food
until a full feed has been reached. A
liberal supply of food just after farrowing
will cause an increased flow of milk.

Thus the pigs will get too much, and are

liable to get sick and die. Many a fine

litter has been killed in this way.
For the first four or five days do not

give the sow too large . a run, for the

pigs cannot follow her, and it weakens
them to get too much exercise while still

so young ; but after that time they will

be able to keep up, and then they should
be turned to pasture.

Gregor H. Glitzke.

The STEELSHOE
Wear Resisting—Foot Protecting

GUARANTEED FOR A YEAR
6 INCHES

FREE
Booklet
"The
Sole of
Bteel," tells

how to Bnie
tS to tlO a jetr
on worhing shoes

HIGH<Jt <J \3
,^"1 --tP^PerPair
'^i^ ^' YOUR MONEY BACK

>F NO" SATISFIED.

BOTTOM mftde of pressed
steel, sttidded with steel

rivets ;
uppers of best water-

proof leather. Sizes 6 to X2,

Inside Is a comfortable hair
cusMoa. Weigh, no more

than ordinary shoes:
keep the feet dry and
comfortable; prevent
colds and rheumatism.
Our 12.50 shoes are better
than the best 63.60 regu-
lar leather shoes; our

S3.&0 shoes are better than the best 85.00 regular leather
shoes. Order a pair today and be convinced.

Steel Shoe Oo., Dept.24> Racine, Wis.

LET us TAN
YOUR HIDE,
Whether Steer, Bull, or Horse Hide,

Oalf, Dog, Deer, or any kind of hide
or skin with the hair on, soft, light,
odorless and moth-proof for rooe, rug,
coat or gloves, and make them up when
so ordered.
But first get our illustrated catalog,

with prices, shipping tags and instruc-
tions. We are tne largest custom fur
tanners of large wild and domestic
animal skins in the world.
We make and sell Natural Black

Galloway fur coats and robes. Black
and Brown I<Yisian, Black Dog Skin,
and fur lined coats; also do taxidermy
and head mounting.

THE CROSBY FRISUN FUR COMPANY.
116 Hill Street, Rochester, N. Y.

ROO
Mm.
Illustrated ROOF BOOK, just off the preaa. teUs how to
lay durable, water-proof, weather-proof and fire-resisting

roofs on residences,bams, cribs.poultry houses, ontboildings,
stores, etc. How to cover old ehiiiele roofs. No tools necessary
but a knife and a hammer. Tells all about the famoas

NO-TAR ROOFING
which is better and cheaper than shing-les, slate or tin.

Water -proof, fire - resistixig' find acid-proof.
CoBtaitis QO £r but is m&de from-aBphaU find cannot dry out or nm In tlie

(un. Flint^oated, flexible and easy to lay. Best dealers >eU IiO>TAB
KOOFINQ. gpecial ti&Ub kcd liquid cemept FREE la every rolL

I7DI7r' C A UDT CC Tt\ TCCT Wheo ve Hnd Tou the Ftm
fKLb dAinrLb3 lU ILoi samples of NO'TAR £00F-
INO, we will tell yoa ^A¥3 10 TEST IT ud m)V£ its euptoiorit;

to any other roofing.

PEALEBS—Write fonmr Booflsg-BiiBlneBB Promotion Flazu AddiVM

THB HEPFES CO^ t24iflllmore St., Clilcago

HAY PRESSES
Onaranteed enon^b better tban the best

of other makes to earn 6 per cent interest
as follows, or no sale.

The AIllKator 6% Int. on $13687.50
" Favorite " " " $18000.00

Hercules " " " $22812.50

Great Money Makers.
For conditions address
J. A. SPENCER,

DWIG.HT, ILL

^SORBINE
Cures Strained Puffy Anklet,
X.ymphan£itis, Cruises ana
Swellings, liaineness and
Allays J?ain Quickly without
Blistering, removing the hair, or
laying the horse np. Pleasant to use.

S2.00 per bottle, delivered with full

directions. Book 5-C, free.

ABSOKBINE, JB., for man-
kind, gl.OO Bottle. Cures Strains,

Gout, Varicose Veins, Varicocele,
Hydrocele, Prostatitis, kills pain.

W. F. tOl'NCi, P. D. F., 23 Uonmouth St., Bprln^eld, San.

Onstad's [UMPY-JAW
^ CURE k CAPSULES.

Permanently, quickly and scientifi-

cally. Only one application required,
cures 99 cut of 100 cases. No danger.
No scar. Humane. Saves the animal
ind makes her marketable. Tested
,0 years. Your money back if it fails.

County agents ^vanted.
\Vrite for particulars.

THE ONSTAD CHEDICAL CO.,
lOO Key St.* Indlanspolffl, Indlwifc

One million RAW FUR SKINS
^^''^^

for my exporting and manufactur-
ing trade. Mink, Muskrat and
others. Top prices.
Write for special quotations.

A. E. BURKHARDT
Inteniotlonal Fur Merchant,

CINCINNATI. O. We
YOUR HORSE NEVER "^AFRAID"

of trains, trolleys or antomobiles if driTen
with a "Beery Bit," the only absolutely

^ safe and humane bit made. "Four Bits
in One. " Quickly adjusted to suit any
mouth. Write me today for trial offei
and much valuable information.

Prof. J. B. Beery, Pleasant HJlt, Ohio

PATENTS that PROTECT—
I Our 3 books for inventors mailed on receipt of 6 cts. Btampi
K. S. A- A. B. LACET, Booms 28-88 PoclBcBIde.

I
EatiiMliihed 1869. Wanlllngloti. P. C.

PATCUTC SECURED OR FEE RETURNED.
H I C 11 I O Terms Low. Highest Kefs. Advice

and Literature Free. VASHON & CO., Patemt
Attorneys, 509 E St. N. W., Wash.. D. C.

64 page book free. Highest refer-

ences. Long experience. Fltzirerald
& Co., Kept. N. Washlnirton, D. O.PATENTS

ijj{jXi^^ to DuiWCix^, -feu tltm.
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PUMPKIN SEEDS FOR SHEEP

I
RECENTLY learned a fact that I do not
believe the majoritj' of stock raisers

know. It is that pumpkin seeds are

one of the best remedies that can be
given stock for worms. I do not know the

special properties of the seeds, but I do
Imow that they are doing the work in a
bunch of lambs for me.

I have read a number of articles on the

stomach worm in sheep this year, and the

only thing so far that I had found that

claimed to fill the bill was the gasoline

treatment, drenching the lambs twice be-

fore turning out to pasture. There are a
number of so-called worm killers on the

market, but I know nothing of their

eflSciency. They may be all right, but
they are high in price compared with the
pumpkin seeds, which can be bought, if

}-ou do not have them from your own
raising, at about twenty cents a potmd
from some of the Chicago houses.

I had known for some time that the
seeds were good for worms in hogs, but
must not be fed too largely, as they act

directly on the kidneys. I presume this

is also true with sheep or any other an-
imal. The dry seeds seem to act more
readily than the green ones, and these
can be bought whole or ground The
ground ones may be fed more easily, as
they may be mixed with ground oats,

corn or any other finely ground feed.

The dose for a lamb or a sheep is

about half an ounce daily as long as
necessary. Of course, you will have to

use your own judgment in this, and not
keep it up too long, for the reasons men-
tioned.
The pumpkin itself, if cut very fine,

makes a good feed for the sheep, and
they seem to relish it greatly. If fed in

this way they will soon learn to eat the
seeds, providing they are fed in troughs.

W. B. Ellswokth.

A SUBSTITUTE FOE GEADI
The sweet-potato crop of the South is

one of the most profitable of all crops.

This year a splendid crop is being made
throughout the state of Georgia, and prices

are keeping at a high point through the
midst of the harvest period. This is due
to the exceptionally high price of grain.

While there has been much written on
substitutes for grain, there is probably no
crop that so completely answers the de-
mand as sweet potatoes. All stock eat

them, including chickens, hogs, cattle and
horses. As an article of human food they
are hard to excel, and there is hardly a
family table in the South that does not
serve potatoes two or three times a day
for four or five months in the year. For
this reason they are substitutes for grain
in stock feeding and for bread in supply-
ing human food. As a consequence they
are selling at good prices, ranging from
seventy-five cents to one dollar a bushel,

though of course in isolated instances
they are selling for less. The yield is

enormous, and two to three hundred
bushels an acre is a common occurrence,
while almost a thousand bushels have been
grown. It is easy to figure profits on
such productions at such prices, espec-
ially when it is considered that the crop
can be grown as cheaply as corn and more
cheaply than cotton.

In feeding to cattle it will be found
advantageous to cook them, as all pos-
sibility of choking is then eliminated.

Besides this, they are more easily digested
and a greater feeding value is derived
from them. The latter truth can be ap-
plied with equal significance to feeding
them to nogs.
The question of keeping them through

the winter is one of importance, but
by development a variety has been pro-
duced which keeps without great care.

Digging when the soil is in condition,

and putting in a dry cellar, or the old
system of hilling, can be followed with
success. The crop is one that can be
enlarged profitably without fear of loss,

and on every farm the surplus can be
used to splendid advantage. The area in

which .they are grown and the improved
varieties should be extended during the

next few years. J. C. McAuliffe.

BUTCHERING ON THE FARM
To do neat and rapid work at hog-

killing time it is necessary to have a good
scraper, sticking knife, hog hook and a

place that is convenient for working.
For scalding a barrel is commonly used,

and it is all that is needed unless the

hogs are very large. If very large hogs
are killed, a scalding tub will answer the

purpose for scalding much better than a
barrel. I have one which is made of
two-inch planks for the sides and ends
and sheet iron for the bottom. It is six

feet long and three and one half feet

wide, with a depth of two and one half

feet. Two hooks are fastened near the

top on one side, with a pair of trace

chains to run under the hog, to facilitate

the turning and withdrawmg from the

tub. It is placed over a furnace, which

Live Stock and Dairy

is made by digging a trench in the
ground, and when in use I place pieces

of wood across the bottom, in order to

keep the hog from coming in contact
with the iron bottom and getting too hot.

I find that the proper temperature for
good scalding is from one hundred and
eighty to one hundred and ninety de-
grees, and" if a barrel is to be used the
water should be boiling when dipped out
of the kettle, as the barrel will cool it

some. If a scalding tub is used, the
water should be cooled by adding a bucket
of cold water before the hog is put in.

To ensure a correct heat of the water I

use a thermometer. Small quantities of
lye, ashes or lime will have no effect

in removing the hair, but will cause the
scurf to come loose more readily.

A hog hook is almost indispensable, and
if one is to be made it should be made in

the form of a hay or bale hook. In fact,

I find that a hay hook answers the pur-
pose very well. In handling the hog
I stick the hook in the flesh of the lower
jaw, just behind the fork of the jaw
bone. However, the hook may be stuck
under the ftndons of the hind leg. I keep
the hog in constant motion while being
scalded, and draw it out to air occasion-
ally. When the hair and scurf shp easily

from the body the scalding is completed.
In scraping and cleaning the hog I clean

the feet and head first, then the legs,

and last, but not least, the body. I hang
the hog with a rope and pulley, as it is

more easily hung in this way than any
other. Hoyi'ever, it may be hung with the
ordinary gambrel, a stick which is sharp-
ened at each end and inserted under the
tendon strings of the hind legs. A short
singletree will be found to answer for a
gambrel stick. If there is sufficient help
at hand, the hog may be hung on a pole
put up for the purpose.

After the hog is hung up I rinse it

down with scalding water, remove the
entrails by running a sharp knife lightly

down, marking the belly straight, cutting
to the bone between the thighs and in

front of the ribs, which bones I split with
an ax,, being careful not to cut beyond
them. I open the abdomen, and with a
little use of the knife seldom cut the
entrails in removing the"m. However, I

have a few short strings at hand to usfl>

in case any of the entrails are cut.

After removing the entrails, liver, heart,

etc., I spread the carcass apart with a
stick, and rinse it down with cold water.
When cooled sufficientlj' I remove the
leaf fat and kidneys and cut it up. I

^with hickory chips or com cobs, then
dip and sprinkle it with borax again, and
put it down in clean hay. The hot water
destroys any fly eggs that may have been
deposited, and the borax prevents flies

from depositing fresh ones. Meat treated
in this manner may be left hanging all

summer. Wm. H. Underwood.

DAIRY POINTERS .

Milk the cow clean every time if you
would keep up a uniform flow of milki

"-Suit the feed to the cow. Some cows
wUi give more milk on one kind of feed
than on another. Find out which is the
better, and give her that.

Don't stunt the heifer calf if you in-

tend to make a milker out of her. Treat
the calf like she was already a good cow.
and some day she will be.

Rich food assures good milk. However
high bred your cow, she cannot manufac-
ture rich milk out of impure water and
trashy feed. ,

Remember that cleanliness and sun-
shine have |he same effect in the stables

as Ln the human habitation. They mean
death to disease germs and health: and
strength to the dairy cow.

A good milk cow never gets rolling fat
Her surplus food goes into the milk bucket.
As soon fis she begins to fatten she will

decrease her flow of milk.

Be sure the cow's udder, as well as j'our

hands, are perfectly clean before you be-
gin milking, that no dirt may fall into the
bucket I>}ever use lard on the hands, as

it keeps the cow's teats tender and makes
a hard milker. It is better to milk with
the cow's teats dry.

A dry floor, a good bed, a warm stall,

plenty of wholesome feed and pure water
provided *for the dairy cow when the
wintry winds are blowing and the mer-
cury stands below zero will have their

reward in the continued flow of good
rich milk. W. D. Neai£.

THE AGED BULL
The custom of sending young herd

bulb to the block is to be deplored, as it

tends away from the establishment of
high quahty in the herd. Most breeders
who have followed this policy are atle

to recall some one of these bulls in par-
ticular that was far above the average,

BUTTERBOT PIETERTJE

usually salt down on a bench or in a
box as soon as it has cooled enough to

trim, but I never put any salt on the
ribs and backbones if the weather is cool.

The amount of salt I use is ten pounds
to every one hundred pounds of meat.
In addition to the salt I also use two
pounds of granulated sugar and two
ounces of saltpeter mixed. I rub the
meat once every three days with one
third of the mixture. While it is curing
I pack it in a box in a cool room, where
it will neither become warm nor freeze.

Two barrels may be used, changing the
meat from one to the other each time it

is rubbed. After the last rubbing I let

the meat lie in the box for a week or ten
days, then take it out to smoke. When
I take it out of the box I dip each piece
in a kettle of boiling water and let it re-

main half a minute, after which I sprinkle
a little powdered borax on the meat side,

and hang. I smoke it four or five days

but usually the discovery is not made
until the bull has gone to market The
steers or heifers of such a bull "make
good" and attract the attention of the

breeder, but where is the sire? Butch-
ered, and sold for market prices, when
he should have been passed on to some
otlTer breeder at a breeder's price.

The picture on this page is that of the
Holstein-Friesian bull, Butterboy Pietertje.

He is one of those old bulls that have
been kept until real merit showed up. He
keeps on stamping his individuality on
the herd of his owner ; the older he gets,

the more his merHt is appreciated.
The great Paul DeKol was another

marked instance of the wisdom of giving
the bull a chance to prove his prepotency.
What if this famous sire had been care-
lessly sold to a butcher! Let the farmer
given more attention to this matter, and
the gain for better stock will be marked.

Geo. p. Wiluams.

Living=Music='Box
is the registered nune £or our

famous
QBISLER-ROLLBRS

U. S. Pm. No.

Ai»olDlel7 rnobUinable
Ol Other Dealers.

This is a special-bred strain of
Canaries directly imported from
oar own butcheries in Germany.
Their song j* entirely different
from the ordinary Canary, and far

^
SDperior to anything yon have ever
heard. It is simply marvelous how
a little bird like thl* can bring
forth such a voltune ot sweet, rich,
melodiODs tones.

Guaranteed Day and Night
JJJ

Songsters ^
Other varieties from $2 up. Sent by express anywhere in the
U. S. or Canada, live arrival at Express Office guaranteed.
Beware of Imlt&tors. Ca^ and bird's inside wing must

be atamved with onr registered Trade-Mart, "Living-Moslc-
Box." or not genuine. Hevadft, Mo., May 10, 1907.

'Max. the "Living-Musio-Box," arrived In good health. He
is a wonder; has sacfa a variety of songs and solos: in fact, I

cannot eay enoogh good for htm. R. Brokcxk.
Large illostrated Catalog, Booklet, and Testimonials free.

MAX GBISLER BIRD CO.. De^. IM. Omaha, Neb.
largest M*n-Order Blri Boose la the World. £it>b. 1833. ^

I WIHTER EGGS |

The Famous
PACE FENCE
The Pioneer Woven Wire Pence Is

the best fence In the world for auy
purpose. Twenty-five years of ex
perience, science and skill to every
rod of a Page. Twice as strong, dur-

able and economical as any other
fence. Requires bnt few posts. It

means money to you to learn about
a Page Fence. Folder and Catalog
free Write a postal for them now.

PAGE WOVEN WIRE FENCE CO
Box6SIS i Adrian. Mich.

OTS or EG65
I Ifyoa feed green bone fresft cut. Its egg
producing value is four times that of graia.
Eg-T( more fertile. chicUs more viEorotJS^
broilers eailier, fowls heavier, profits larger.

Mann's Bone Gnifar
makes bone cutting simple, easy and rapid.

Cuts all bone with adhering meat and gris^e. Never dogs.
10 Dsy Fro* Trial. No money in adrance. Don't buy a
cutter without first trying it. Catig free.

F. W.Mann (^Q, Box 32 HDfenl, Mas*.

SHOEMAKER'S
BOOK on POULTRY

and Almsaa ftr ISOSecmtalBi 210 p«c*»,with
mixxj fine colored plates at fbwU tru to lif«.

It telU all aboot chickena, th«lr care, dijeasM
and remedies. All aboat laeobatan andbowto
operate them. Ail aboat poultry boiues and
how to build them. It's reallfan encyclop^ia
of c^-ickendoo. Too need it. Prle^ealr l^ta>

[HEAVIEST FENCE MADE
[ All No. 9 Ste«l Wlr«. WeU galvanixed. Weighs /
H more than most fences. t» 8oc per rod«
\deUTered< WeseDdfi-eesampleforlnspectiony

and tost. Write for fence book of 133 Bt^loi.

Tite Browv Fence Wire Ce.
Clereljud, OUo.

SPRWe FENCE
MAde ot hl^h carbon Steel Wire
Horse-high. BuU-strong, Chlck-
en-tlgbC Sold direct to ttt*
Farmer at lowest reanutae-
turers prices on CO Days Free
Trial, freight prepaid. 100 page
Catalogue and price-list free.

KITSELMAN BROS.,
Bm 272 MUNCIB, INO.

ENCE Stnongomi

oof High Carbon DoubJe Strength
lied Ire. Heavly Calvanized to

>rerent ruBt. Have no agents. Sell at
etory prloea en 30 days' tree trial,

e pay all freight SThelfrhta otfarm
.d poultry fence. Catalog Free.
COILEO SPRINO FENCE CO.
x ft Winchester, Indiana

lit

29eWIRE FENCE
48 .In. stock fcace

rod shIt — —
Best high carbon coiled itef\
spring wire. I'aladogne of
fencea, toolg and supDlies
FREE. But direct at whole
sale. Write to-day.
MASON FEIfOE CO.,
Box 86 I/cesburc 0.

SIOTiACHIIIE
To We»Te Te»r Omn l''eae*

FOR
_ A
Te lVc«Te Te«r Own Keaee
at 24c par rod out of coiled hard
ettel spring wire. WIRE AT >inoLE-
SALX. rano Gate*. Catalog fiM—
t«Ua how to build fence and v/hj
jon should use coiled steel wire.
Vartar Wtr« Feoe* MMklne O*-
B*x »• , Jtt. atcrUnc, Okla.

OINAHENTAL FENCE
•6 DEUenS, AI.L STEEI.

Handsome— elieaper ttan
wood—more durable. 8p«cUI
prices to churches and ceme-
teries. Don't bay a fence until
£oa get cor catalogue.
:ekMM r«ae*MmUm 0».

4ST HsraM.. K»k*Mk bd.
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MOISTURE IN .POULTRY HOUSES

THE condensation of moisture, the
drying out of the lumber in the
poultry house and the moisture ex-
haled by the fowls will all be condu-

cive to dampness. The best way to keep a
poultry house dry is to open all the doors
and windows on bright, sunshiny days.
The windows should contain plenty of
glass and be so arranged that the sun-
light may enter.

A good draft of air would soon dry
up the dampness, but it is unwise to allow
a current of air to flow over the fowls.

The litter on the floor should be renewed
daily, as fowls bring in a great deal of
moisture on their feet. An ordinary lan-
tern suspended from the ceiling by a*
wire will warm the poultry house to a
certain extent and will assist in drying it.

If the poultry house is allowed to re-
main damp, especially during the winter,
when the' fowls are shut m more or less,

the fowls will be subject to roup and all

forms of colds, not excepting leg weak-
ness, swelled heads and lameness of the
back. They must be kept comfortable
and dry.

<S>

WORMS IN FOWLS
By eating slugs, snails, decayed veg-

etables, etc., fowls introduce into .their

bodies eggs and heads of what will form
worms. As a rule fowls do not seem to .

suffer much inconvenience from the pres-
ence of worms, especially tape worms,
and in a short while the parasites will

forsake the intestines <)f the birds. Fowls
are naturally not the special host which
Nature intended the eggs of worms to
invade, and consequently the process of
development is interrupted and the worms
will be expelled.

If it is found that fowls are suffering
from worms, give a small dose of tur-
pentine made into bread pills. If they
haven't worms, this will not hurt them.
After giving the turpentine, in a few
hours give a dose of oil.

<$>

RHODE ISLAND REDS
A subscriber to Farm and Fireside

asked for a few points regarding the
Rhode Island Reds, which we will en-
deavor to give him. The Rhode Island
Reds are going to be one of the most
popular breeds of the poultry industry.
They are particularly adapted for the

farmer and the commercial poultryman.
They mature early, their chicks feather-
ing out nicely when quite small, and the
pullets often begin to lay at the age of
five or six months. They have yellow
skin and their feathers shade from a del-

icate light brown to a deep red buff.

They have dark tails, yellow legs and
beaks, and their combs and wattles are of
a bright, beautiful red. They are very
hardy, being able to stand a great deal
of heat, as well as continuing in excellent
condition during the coldest winter
months. They are excellent market fowls
and are prolific layers.

These birds are bred mostly as utility

fowls, but are coming into prominence
with the fanciers. As with all breeds of
fowls, there are several varieties, some
having single combs and some double or
rose combs.
The eggs of the Rhode Island Reds are

about the same size and color as those of
the Plymouth Rocks, and they, will lay

about the same number of them m a year
as will good, healthy Plymouth Rocks,
which are considered by some to be the
best all-round fowl of the day. For hard-
iness, utility and beauty nothing can sur-

pass the Rhode Island Reds.

<$>

SPADE THE YARDS
Spading up the yard is more important

in summer than in winter ; but as the
cold weather sets in, the yards begirt to
flatten or harden, prohibiting any mois-
ture, waste food, refuse litter and drop-
pings from becoming incorporated in the
soil, and there must be some means of
getting rid of this unhealthy condition.
When the ground is allowed to get in

a filthy condition, the fowls become sus-

ceptible to diseases of all natures, and it

is then that the loss commences. Spade
up the yards and scatter lime over the
surface of the ground. Lime prevents
gapes, roup and cholera, and also serves
as a disinfectant. Of course, if the ground
is frozen, to dig up the dirt will be im-
possible, but the yards can be cleaned
and fresh dirt and litter added at least

twice a week.
<S>

THE VICE OF EGG EATING
When hens eat their eggs it is an in-

dication that there is something deficient

in their nourishment. It is usually the
shells that they consume more than the
contents of the egg, denoting that their

systems crave lime. When hens run at

large during the summer they find all that

is necessary for the formation of egg
shells, but in the winter, when they are

confined, they must be fed lime in some
form. Feeding lime or egg shells to

Poultry Raising

fowls not only prevents them from eating
their eggs, but makes the shells of the
eggs harder.
Oyster shells ground fine, are a good

substitute, and will satisfy the birds.

The farmer who does not have very large
flocks can afford to give them two or
three times a week all the egg shells

they care to eat. It is the lime that they
need ;' but should they once begin to eat
their eggs, it is difficult to prevent it

thereafter.

GUINEAS ON THE FARM
The guinea is not a valuable fowl, but

it is exceedingly useful. Its carcass and
eggs will not realize for the farmer as
many dollars and cents in cash as other
birds, but in usefulness it will save many
more dollars than any other fowl or an-
imal on the farm. —

Unless the farmer has a large farm,
and can allow these birds to run at large
and forage, it is useless to attempt to raise
them. They seem to prefer to go as far
away from home during the day as they
possibly can, always returning to their

home in the evening. They prefer to

seek their own food in the fields as long
as they can procure it, but if they get
hungry they will come home to feed.

These birds eat a great many worms,
bugs and beetles, and on account of their
ability to fly to the tops of the high trees
on the farm, they secure many insects

and worms which would otherwise prey
upon the leaves and fruits of those trees.

Guineas partly keep down noxious weeds
and plants. They are good watchers, and
will set up a loud shrill to warn their
comrades if a human being, dog or hawk
attracts their attention.

Guinea eggs sell for less than other
eggs, but as they are secured practically
for nothing, the farmers should not com-
plain. The guinea fowl has a very keen
sense of odor, and if the eggs in a nest
are removed by hand it will cause the
hens to seek another place.

About twenty or thirty guineas will be
found very useful on a farm of from
fifty to one hundred acres, but they will

not thrive on a small plot or in con-
finement.

<S>

WASTING THE FOOD
It is unprofitable to feed poultry and

not get returns from the food and labor,

but in all cases the fault is with the
poultryman, not the birds. There are as
many cases in which a flock is ruined by
overkindness as there are with neglect.

Too much food is wasted and a large
quantity of expensive material is given
the fowls from which no benefit is derived.
The cheapest kind of food is that which
brings the best results.

One must feed different kinds of food
and change ever day or two, so as to

afford a variety ; and if eggs are desired,
the poultryman must feed for eggs, and
not for fat. Bone meal, lean meat, green
cut bone, table scraps, cut clover and a
certain amount of grit are all elements
necessary for the production of eggs.
There are many vegetables on the farm

which are not salable, and are unfit for the
farmer's table, which will be highly rel-

ished by the fowls, but if not made use
of for them will be wasted. These are-

imperfect heads of cabbage, small pota-
toes, knotty carrots, turnips, etc. The cab-
bage may be thrown in the yard green,
but the others must be cooked.
Too much corn is not good for poul-

try, unless they are to be made fat for
market. Keep the fowls in warm houses,
give them plenty of sunshine and a range,
and give them all the fresh water they
can drink. Warm the water before put-
ting it in the vessels, as a great many
diseases are brought on by the fowls be-
coming chilled.

There are many ways of feeding poul-
try and not getting anything from the

food, and these are through wasting, and
overfeeding the fowls, causing the hens
to become fat and out of condition, when
they will cease to lay, and also make them
liable to all kinds of diseases. Kindness
in overfeeding is one of the greatest dif-

ficulties to be encountered, for when a
poultrytnan is fond of his fowls, .which

he should be, it is hard for him to

understand that too little instead of too
much will keep the fowls in better con-
dition.

<S>

ABOUT LICE
Lice are natural to all kinds of fowls,

but they can and must be kept in check.

A thorough drenching of the poultry

house with kerosene emulsion will rid the

house of them, provided the fowls are

first removed and treated for lice. Of
course the warm climates are favorable to

these pests, and there more work is. nec-
essary. Twenty drops of oil of penny-
royal in an ounce of lard is an excellent
application for the bodies of fowls. Ker-
osene oil is too severe and irritating for
them.
No doubt many of our readers fully

understand how to get rid of lice, but
the fact is, they will not believe lice are
present, and they ascribe the results of
the work of lice to some disease, thus
doctoring the birds unnecessarily. If the
house is kept clean, and a dust bath pro-
vided, the hens will drive the little mites
away, but it is not easy to get rid of
the large ones.
Never use wood ashes for the dust

bath, but finely sifted coal ashes or dry
dirt. One ounce of carbolate of lime in
half a bushel of dry fine earth makes an
excellent dust bath.

Filth of all kinds causes lice. The
mites will breed in the droppings. Rot-
ten nest eggs are good sources. The heat
from the body of the hen on the nest
hatches them by thousands. Every crack
and crevice contains them. Look on the
birds to find the large body lice, as they
never leave the fowls. Rub a little melted
lard on the heads and necks of the birds
and dust the bodies well with insect pow-
der. There is, however, no use in wasting
time doctoring the birds unless the prem-
ises are thoroughly cleaned and kept clean
and sanitary.

Mr. J. H. Munnell, of Ontario, Ohio,
a reader of Farm and Fireside, sends us
the following recipe for the eradication
of lice : "To eradicate lice from hens'
nests and from the bodies of sitting hens,
put in each nest a camphor ball (moth
ball), and the lice will leave the nests."

THE COMB AS AN INDICATOR
Some breeds, such as the Minorcas and

Leghorns, have abnormally large combs,
while others have rose or pea combs,
which are small. The supply of blood
for the large combs must be greater than
that for the small-combs, which accounts
for the greater liability of large combs
to the effects of severe cold in winter.
When a bird is in perfect health the

comb will be of a bright scarlet color,
and should the fowl feel out of condition,
the comb will change its color to that
of a paler hue, but so far as being able
to detect the nature of the disease by
the comb, such is impossible. No matter
what the disease may be, the comb will
be pale or dark. All laying hens have
large red combs, but when they cease
laying the combs become smaller and
usually pale.

A dark comb is more indicative of lack
of thrift than a pale one, for a fowl
may have a pale comb and not be ill,

but when a comb turns dark it means
something serious. A large red comb is

a thing of beauty, but the large outer
surface not only presents invitations for
all kinds of insects to attack, but also is

very quickly frozen.

INDICATIONS OF PURITY
The comb is one of the main points to

observe in a breed. One of the surest
indications that a breed is not pure is

that the comb peculiar to it is not what
is required. Brahmas have pea combs

—

that is, a large comb with a smaller one
on each side, making three combs, the
whole resembling an open pea pod con-
taining peas. The Leghorns, Minorcas,
Plymouth Rocks, Langshans, Javas and
Cochins have straight, single comb? with
points. The Hamburgs, Wyandottes and
others have rose combs, which somewhat
resemble a rose'.

To attempt to describe the combs in

detail would demand a full description
of each breed, but it is important, when
procuring a breed, to be sure that the
comb is correct, for if not so there is a
probability of a cross or impurity. As
with cattle, sheep and swine, all the breeds
of poultry are bred to a standard, to
which they must strictly adhere, or they
will be at a disadvantage in the show
rooms.

HOME CONSUMPTION
If farmers will only consider that they

should consume a large portion of the
poultry at home, the matter of profit and
loss would be a secondary consideration.
We do not sympathize with the man who
sends a choice fowl to market and eats
fat pork the entire year, nor do we think
it best to eat only chickens while the
luxury of a tender young duck or goose
can be had. We hope our friends will
look to their own tables first. Poultry
is cheaper than pork or beef, if quality is

to be considered, and we should not be
content with pork all the time.

Top Prices for Poultry
Suppose your flock of chicks or old

fowls will average a certain weight at
market time. Suppose yon so handle
them as to make each weigh a full pound
more»than you expected. That would be
a nice, clean, extra profit, wouldn't it?
Do you know that

DR. HESS
Poultry PAN-A-GE-A
given as the makers direct. Trill help a fowl to
digest and use euch a large portion of the daily
feed that it actoally grows larger and heavier
than it would be possible to make it withont
Poultry Fan-a-ce-a? This is trne. Poultry
Pan-a-oe-a contains the bitter tonics to act
upon the digestion, iron for the blood and ni-
trates to expel poisonous matter. It is the pre-
scription of Dr. Hess (M.D., D.V.S.) and is a
guaranteed egg-producer as well as flesh-former.
Makes chicks mature early and also preventB
poultry disease in old or young.
Poultry Pan-a-ce-a is endorsed by poultry-

men in United States and Canada. Costs but ft

penny a day for so fowls.

Sold on a written guarantee.

VA lbs. 25c, man or ^ ^
express 40c I

Except m Canada

^ilS-
"-2' wt^?^nTIS5h.

25 lb. pail $2.50 )

Send 2 cents for Dr. Hess 48-page Poultry
Book, free.

DR. HESS & CLARK,
Ashland, Ohio.

Instant Louse Killer Kills Lice.

profits are neatest for
the man who markets his
chickens early. D'i not
be satisfied with old, easy
going methods. Get the
best equipment—produce
the best and make the
most money. W/tte for
our new book "Incubator
Whys" telling why our
machines turn 90 per cent
of the eggs into chickens
and why we can do bet-
ter for you on prices.

Please say whether inter-
ested in beginners' out-
fit or large machines.

GEORGE ERTHCO.. Quincy, 10.

Birds» Best Eggs*
ILowest Prices ^^'^'"it
jrieties pure-bred Chickens, Ducks, Geese
.'and Turkeys. Largest Poultry Farm in the
world. Fowls Nortiiern-raised, healthy and

F vigorous. Fowls, Eggs and Incubators &t
'lowest prices. Send for our big 132-page book,
"Poultry For Profit," full of pictures. It
Is you how to raise poultry and run In-

cubators successfully. Send i cents for the
book, to cover postage,

J,W. MlttgR COMPAHY, Boxaoai FREEPORT. ILU

10^240-EGG'
INCUBATOR
120 Egg Incubator 18.60
60 Egg Incubator 6.0«

100 ChlckOutdocr Brooder 6.0O
100 Chick Indoor Brooder 4.00

Why pay double these prices
formacblnes that areno better? Reliance Incubators and Brood-
ers sent complete with all attachments. Send for fr«. book
giving full particulars. We save you moneyand guarantee satis*

RelUnce InoubMwCo.. B«»670ifr.eport, im

Sure Hatch Incubator
Shipped you on Unlimited Trial
direct from our nearest warehouse.
Guaranteed Five Years, Over
140.000 people are making moneywith
this Bplendid sure hatcher. "Gei in

line." Write today for Free Book
telling all about the famous Sure
Hatch and How to Make Poultry

Pay. Send no money—just a P<^5t:^.

Address SURE HATCH INCUBATOR CO. ,

Box 66, fremont. Seb.. or Dept. 66^ IpdlaBapojlg^^nd^

GET MY LOW PRICES
Before yoti buy an Incubator.
I manufacture in largequantitles
and sell direct to you.

iriFAf Hot.Air and
M.MWMjr%.Mj Hot-Water
Incubators and Brooders
hatch more chicks and stronger chicks. _
Send for my big free handsomely Illustrated book,
"Poultry tor Prollt."

J. W. MILLER COMPANY. Bo« 31. FREEPORT. OX.

Hatch Chickens by
Steam with the

EXCELSIOR INCUBATOR
Or WOODEN HEN

Simple, perfect, ecll-regtUating.
Hatch every fertile egg. Lowest
priced flrst-cUtes batchers made.
aEO- B. STAHL, Qutpoy, III.

Big Money in Pouitry
Oar big Poultry book tellshowtomakeit. How
to breed, feed and market for best results, 100
illustrations. Describes largest pure bred
poultry farm in the world. Telis bow to start

Bmall and ^ro\r bip* All about our 30 leadinj.

varieties. Quotes lowest prices on fowls, egga, in-"

cubators and brooders. Mailed for 4 cts.

F. FOY, Box 10 ,Des MomesUowa

f
STANDARD BRED POULTRYj
100 pens of the finest poultry In America.|
for sale. 14 different vaxietles. Write for
FREE catalog-ue which also describes the
best Incubators and Brooders.

Royal Poultry Farm, 61 Second St., DcsMolnesJa,

PATENTS
Watson E. Coleman, Patent Attor-
ney. Washington, D. O. Advice
free. Terms low. Highest ref.
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SUBSCRIF>TIOIS PRICE
One Year (24 numbers) 25 cents

Entered at the Post Office at Springfield,

Ohio, as Second-Class Mail Matter.

Subfcriptioai and all editorial letters should be
sent to the offices at Spring^eld, Ohio, and letters

for the Editor should be marked " Editor."

The date on the address labd shows the time to

which each subscrioer has paid.

Subscribers receive this paper twice a month, which
is twice as often as most other National farm journals
are issued.

Silver, when sent througrh the mails, should be
carefully wrapped in cloth or strong paper, so as not
to wear a hole through the envelope.

When renewing' your subscription, do not fail to

say it is a renewaL If all our subscribers will do
this a great deal of trouble will be avoided.

PUBLISHED BY

THE CROWELL PUBLISHING COMPANY
SPR^ISGPIEL.D, OHIO

Branch Offices : 11 24th St., New York City.

Tribune Buildins:, Chicago, HI.

ABOUT ADVERTISIINO
Farm Ajn> Fireside does not print advertisements

generally known as "readers" in its editorial or
news columns.
Mention Farm aud Fiheside when you write to

onr advertisers, and we guarantee yon fair and
square treatment.
Of course we do not undertake to adjust petty

diSerences between subscribers and honest adver-
tisers, but if any advertiser should defraud a sub-
scriber, we stand ready to make good the loss
incurred, provided we are notified within thirty days
after the transaction.
Farm and Fireside is published on the loth and

25th of each month. Copy for advertisements should
be received twent>--five daj-s in advance of publica-
tion date. $2.00 per agate line for both editions;*!.00
per agate line for the eastern or western edition
singly. Eight words to the line, fourteen lines to the
inch Width of columns 2}{ inches, length of columns
two bondred lines. 5* discount for cash with order.
Three Hues is smallest soace accepted.

Letters regarding advertising should be sent to the
New V'ork address.

SPECIAL NOTICE TO CANADIAN
SUBSCRIBERS

To pay the excess postage charged

by your govemment upon American

periodicals, all Canadian subscribers to

Farm and Fireside must remit 25 cents

over and above the regular subscrip-

tion price for each year their subscrip-

tion is to run. This applies to both

new and renewal subscriptions.

<s>

It is not alone the greatest amount of
feed that gives the best condition in your
animals. The manner and time of feeding
and watering are equallj' important

Our advertising columns are kept as

clean and reliable as our editorial col-

umns. Our readers will get fair treat-

ment from every advertiser in Farm and
Fireside.

<S>

The value and usefulness of a farm
animal does not depend alone upon its

physical strength, but upon its temper,
also. Most animals, if properly treated

while young, can be trained to be kind
and reliable.

Have you been a soil robber? The
greatest problem of the average farmer
is not the growing of grain or the breed-
ing of stock, nor is it how to make the

farm pay; but it is how to maintain and
increase the soil fertility.

Have you a "fixing up" time? If not,

}'0U ought to have. There ought to be
some time set apart each week for fixing

up things around the home. The place

will then have a more pleasing appear-
ance, and j'ou will be made happier and
more contented thereby.

<5>

The farmer who contrives methods for

performing his work that render him
independent of the varj-ing weather con-
ditions, and thus makes himself master
of the situation, prevents the serious losses

recognized and feared by ail, and will

necessarily be successful.

In a way each one of us is a servant
If we are to be successful we must learn
to do the things which other people about
us want done. The farmers w^ho are
successful have learned to produce those
things which others demand and for which
they are willing to pay a satisfactory
price.

The diflF.cult>' of getting the practical

agriculturist interested in scientific farm-
ing is rapidly disappearing. New meth-
ods of teaching are showing its immediate
utility, and the establishment of experi-
ment stations in rural districts is giv-
ing the farmer an opportunity to become
more thoroughly acquainted with the
work, while farmers' institutes and farm-
ers' clubs help to enlighten him and break
down the existing prejudices.

Many farmers make the mistake of
trying to buy their tools and machinery
too cheaply. It is not necessary always
to buy the highest-priced implement, but
it is frequently mistaken economy to buy
the cheapest. Get a good guaranteed piece
of machinery when you buy, and because
of its doing better work and costing less

for repairs and lasting longer you will

save more money than by getting a so-
called bargain in a cheap machine.

Farm and Fireside has always urged
that our readers rnake their homes at-

tractive. Trees and flowers and a well-
kept lawn in summer, and music or some
other form of entertainment for the win-
ter evenings, will make farm life pleas-

anter and keep the children at home.
Such life is far more attractive than be-
ing shut up in a cit>'. After you have
bought the implements you need in the

fields, do not be afraid to lay out part of
your money in some form of entertain-

ment for the home.

In a recent sermon on "The Divinity
of Little Things," Dr. Emil G. Hirsch
sagely remarks

:

"Man is too apt to forget the divine

factor in the affairs of commerce, and to

plunge it into a specularive -basis where
the effort is to get something for nothing.

This country has just passed through one
of these periods of financial intoxication

and now is in the throes of a financial

katzenjammer. The night of the spree

the man believes he is a millionaire, but
the next morning—>",Such a headache

!'

It is the 'morning after' for the nation,

and we are suffering from Wall Street's

financial spree.

"If we keep the producing and gamb-
ling systems of finance distinct the na-
tion as a whole will escape the resulting

katzenjammer."
•«>•

In every county there are local prob-
lems which the state experiment station

and the few substations are not able to

solve. There are questions as to the

^•arieties of corn, wheat, oats and grasses

that are best adapted tt the various lo-

calities, as well as questions about the

best methods of handling the various
tj-pes of soil. The state stations are
realizing their inabilitj' to cope with these

local problems, and in some states are
taking steps to get in closer touch with
each countj'- by co-operating with the

county farms. Iowa already has several

such county farms doing experiment work,
and other states are falling in line. Ohio
has two counties that began the work
this year.

<^

THE FARMER PAYS FOR THE PANIC
In expressing his opinion on the recent

financial panic, in "Everybody's Maga-
zine," President' James J. Hill of the
Great Northern railway system says

:

"There is notliing in the actual business
conditions of the country to cause or to

account for the financial stress everywhere
so severely felt The crops are good, and
until money began to disappear, prices

were higher than for many years. Buying
and selling are not interrupted, trade is

active, business as a whole is sound at the
core. Neither is there an insufficient vol-

ume of money in the countrj'. A j-ear

ago there was enough for all current
needs.
"The trouble clearly comes from the

hoarding of money; not by the few, but
by the many. Investors, both large and
small, feel uncertain about the future
of business enterprises, sound and un-
sound alike.

* * *

"The consequences bear hardest on the

farmer. The fruits of a year's labor

are now just gathering, ready for the
market He has the food supply ready,

and the world needs it and is abje to

purchase it But the movement from pro-
ducer to consumer requires the use of
both money and credit. Without such
use the farmer, who is the foundation of
all prosperity and whose loss or gain
affects the state of other industries, loses

a large percentage of the value of every
bushel of his wheat and oats and barley,

of every pound of butter and of live

stock that he has to sell. It is this

which makes the present situation such
a hardship and an injury to the whole
community. For if the cultivators of the
soil suffer, no business will escape.

"The best and quickest remedy is for
every man who is hoarding money to re-

turn it to its usual employment It is

he who is doing the mischief. As has
been seen, the money is in this country,
but it must be made available. It is as

much the duty of every citizen to deposit
all his surplus cash in the banks, which
are entirely sound and solvent, as it would
be to subscribe to a war loan."

The farmers did not cause the panic;
nor did the merchants or manufacturers.
It was a strictly machine-made affair

turned out by high finance. But the ag-
ricultural, manufacturing, mercantile and
general industrial interests of the whole
country are paying the cost of it

The "System," however, has been reap-

ing a rich harvest The collapse of the
United Copper Company makes the
Amalgamated Copper Company, owned by
a clique of the Standar4 Oil crowd, the
biggest monopoly of its kind in the world.
The great Westinghouse Company, rival

of the "Sj'stems" General Electric Com-
companj' is now a cripple in the hands of
receivers. The Tennessee Coal and Iron
Company, with its immense holdings of coal

and iron properties, has been swallowed
up by its big rival, the United Steel Cor-
poration, and the latter now has almost
absolute control of the iron-ore situation

in this country. These notable results

show how greatly monopoly has been
fattened by Wall Street's latest assault

on the legitimate business interests of the
cotmtry. —
There is a frantic appeal to stop hoard-

ing money. Did the farmers, merchants
and manufacturers hoard money and pro-
duce the currency famine ? No ; but even-
tually they will be taxed to pay the
premiums on currencj' raked off by brok-
ers and speculators in the period of
artificial stress.

GRANGE NATIONAL BANKS
At the Wflliarasport cojdvention of the

Grange National Banks of Pennsylvania,
held about a month ago, there was formed
the Grange National Bankers' Association
of America. Within less than two years
fourteen Grange National Banks have been
estabHshed in Pennsylvania, and the suc-

cess of these institutions has caused the
movement for the expansion of the system
over all other states.

These banks, as the name indicates, are
national banks controlled and officered by
members of the Grange. They will be
under the scrutiny of the national-bank
examiners sent out by the federal gov-
ernment and also of a special examiner
representing the State Grange.

In an address before the convention, Mr.
John G. McHenrj', superintendent of the
national banking department of the Penn-
sylvania State Grange, set forth some of

the obj ects of this movement as follows

:

"Considering the fact that the farmers
represent fort}- per cent of the total pop-
ulation of the United States, that the farm
products represent the greatest source of

our country-'s annual wealth, they have
Conceived the idea of educating their mem-
bers along higher and broader lines than
the mere following of the plow.
"They believe that in the due and nat-

ural process of evolution that they have
a right to participate both in the man-
agement and in the profits which might
come from wise management in the hand-
ling of the money which they have pro-
duced.
"Considering the problem of taking this

step, it was believed to be best to lead

the farmer along lines of known condi-

tions, and to do a business which is gov-
erned by exact business science. From the

organization of his financial forces would
come a cementing strength, holding more
firmly together the union of his physical

and social forces in his organization.

"Our work thus far shows a total

amount of money invested of $862,000. a

total amount of 2,100 stockholders, of 165

directors and officers. In every instance

the holding control of these organizations

lies entirely with grange patr-ons.

* *

"This movement has not for its purpose
the antagonism of any other banking in-

stitution, and we are most happy to point

to the fact that wherever our banks have
been, we have invariably worked in har-

mony with the older established banks of

the community. What is most gratifying

and fully demonstrates our theory is that,

while the deposits have been growing to

amounts exceeding our expectatioris. the

older banks have likewise a continuous
growth in deposits which, with rare ex-

ceptions, has equaled their enormous
growth in preceding years-.

"This proves conclusively that among
the farmers and laborers of a community
there are vast sums of money hoarded in

the bureau drawers and stockings that

. are not brought into active circulation.
_

"To what extent this movement will

grow will depend largely upon the suc-

cessful management of the institutions

already established. Thus far we have
been most fortunate in the selection of
our officers and directors. The same
degree of care will be observed in the
continuance of the work, and I but voice
the sentiment of the State Grange of
Pennsylvania when I sa.y that we do iiAt

want to be looked upon as intruders or
rivals in the banking business, but rather
as co-workers and fellow-helpers."

DISTRUST DUE TO RICH RASCALS
Prof. Walter E. Clark, head of the de-

partment of political science of the col-
lege of the city of New York, who lives

right among the (jotham gamblers in
stocks and bonds, does not find it difficult

to locate the main cause of the recent
financial panic. He says :

"It has been charged that the Presitlent
has condemnably aroused this panic by
means of government prosecutions and
policies for reform in railroad and in-

dustrial affairs. That such a charge should
be soberly made to the great American
people is either an insult to their in-

telligence or a proof that the accusers
have a sickening low estimate of their
morality.

"It is not the 'muck raking,' but the
muck that has been actually in evidence
on the rake, which has made th"e public
suspicious and angry'. It is the fact that

state and national investigations have re-

vealed dishonesty and corruption and ras-

cality, which cause the investor to stand
aloof, and not the fact that the Presi-
dent is aggressive.

* * *

"Honestly and efficiently managed cor-
porations need have no fear of investiga-

tions. The outcome would only advertise
their virtues.

"That the great corporations object to
investigations ; that they seek to evade
lawful penalties of proved misdeeds, and
that they sedulously belittle and demean
and besmirch such officials as have the
temerity to 'insist that they comply with
the law—such facts as these make the

case against high finance so much the
stronger in the judgment of the great

jury, the pubhc. ^

"The executive is but discharging his

sworn duty when he seeks to enforce the
law against the respectable thief who
steals a million, as well as against the

petty criminal.

"The American nation is not yet so

spineless .and so mush}' minded that it

will consent to abandon the very basic

principle of its democracj*—equality be-

fore the law. And until it is ready to

j-ield that principle it must, and it will,

support its e-xecutives in their endeav-
ors to punish for law-breaking all of-

fenders against the law, regardless of

their bank accounts and financial rela-

tionships.
* * *

"There can be little doubt that the

half suspicious and half angry and whol-
ly aroused public has aggravated this

panic greatly by taking counsel of its

fears.

"Some of this distrust is justifiable.

Several great corporations have been
shown to have juggled their accounts,

to have corrupted public officials, to have
defrauded investors, to have diverted com-
mon funds to individual uses, to have
sought and to have received unlawful
secret rebates. Under such circumstances

it appears almost humanly intelligent in

the public that it should begin to dis-

trust somebody.
* « *

"The pubRc is growing intelligent

Through tutelage of the pre^s. and the

schools and travel, and most of all

through bitter business experience, it is

gradually coming into that wisdom which
knows a hawk from a hand saw.

"And when the public grows wise and
suspicious and ceases to invest and hesi-

tates to deposit, or even seeks to with-

draw fuilds already deposited, then the

contraction of credit goes on apace. Con-
traction, which might otherwise have come
normally, slowly and to a needed degree

only, may be hastened and carried far

beyond any need."
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The Greatest Funeral on Earth
By A. W. Westrop

Marvelous Spectacular Features Mark the Burial of the Archbishop of Burma

AMONG the many curious sights I saw in Burma,
none impressed me with such force as the

funeral ceremonies of the great pious chief

Thatanabaing, the archbishop of all the Bur-
mans; I was informed by my guide that I was the

most fortunate being in existence, and though I did

not believe him, I was curious to know why; he said

because I had just come with my camera in time to

impress upon the sensitive plate the grandest sights in

the universe. He informed me that the Thatanabaing
had been dead nine months, and they were about to

burn the body. I said surely by this time he stinketh.

1—IN PARADE—THE COFFIN IS BORNE ON THE BACK OF
THE GREAT WHITE ELEPHANT

-

but he assured me that the body had been soaked in

honey to preserve it, and that all these months great
preparations had been made for the greatest funeral

ceremony ever seen or held upon earth. I was told

of monster elephants, tigers and other animals that

were made to take part. Also of peacocks with tails

reaching into the clouds, and gigantic cars and build-

ings hundreds of feet high, of dalys, pyatthatts and
catafalques all covered with gold and silver, which so

excited my curiosity that I went off and consulted the
police. They, informed me that there was a little truth

in the man's statement, that the archbishop had been
dead several months, and that it was the Burman cus-

tom to give the archbishop a great pondyibyan (fu-

neral). The superintendent informed me that it takes

several months to prepare for the ceremony, and to

preserve the body it is partly embalmed and placed in

a wood coffin well sealed. This is covered with gold
gilt, a daly (large covered bier) is built hastily of

bamboos or other material, and a magnificent outer

case is made for the coffin. This case is fixed in the
upper part of the daly, and the coffin is placed inside.

Here it remains until a more fitting place is found or

built. In some cases the body of archbishops are kept
in the Kyaung, or monastery, until the great lying-
in-state car, or pyatthatt, is built.

Illustration No. 1 shows the magnificent structure
built for the ceremony; all the panels are oil paint-
ings (behind glass), each representing scenes in the
life of the departed. The body rests in the fifth story,

and is conveyed there by means, of a cliff train on
rails. The car bier is a work of art, and the whole
building, train and car are a glittering mass of gold
and silver gilt. The chief Burman stopped the bier
while ascending, to enable me to get a photograph.
The gold-covered coffin is heaped up with flowers and
is retiring for the night, to be placed in the outer
case above. The outer case was shaped as a fiery

dragon, beautifully decorated with gold and silver gilt

and mosaics in colored glass. Having built this noble
structure as a temporary resting place for the That-
anabaing, there seemed no urgency for the final cer-
emony.

In the meantime the Kyaungtages (head men) were
preparing for the great event. Monster cars, pyat-
thatts, biers and catafalques were built, elephants, tigers,

peacocks and other peculiar objects were being made.
Magnificent palls, for covering the coffin, and a thou-
sand other things were being prepared, all from vol-

untary contributions.
The designs of the cars and pyatthatts were very

beautiful, and the decoration magnificent. The panels
were oil paintings, as in the case of the lying-in-state

pyatthatt, except they represented scenes in Burman
life. Some of these were built at the expense of a
single Burman or one family, but, as a rule from gen-
eral contributions. These flow into the coffers of the
Kyaungtaga with little or no solicitations, and principally

because all who contribute, however small, toward the

ceremony obtained "Kutho" merit. The main religion

is Buddhism, which teaches that every act of kindness
or liberality gains for the giver merit, or brings him
nearer that desired heaven. Nirvana. On this occasion
there seemed no lack of Burmans who washed to gain
merit, for not only were there more cars, biers,

elephants and pyatthatts than had ever been given be-
fore, but I was informed that eight hundred bales of

4—GIGANTIC PEACOCK WITH GLITTERING TAIL OF BRASS.
AND BUDDHIST FUNERAL CARS

3-THE SPECIAL BIER CAR WITH STATE UMBRELLAS
ARRIVING AT TOP OF THE GREAT ELEPHANT

silk and pongee cloth and other clothing material had
been contributed, arid wagonloads of other material.

Jhe palls numbered one dozen, and were magnificent

m colors, worked in gold and silver on velvet grounds,

one of which is shown in illustration No. 2, which was
held up with the coffin under it for me to photograph.

The most extraordinary object on the funeral grounds
was the gigantic elephant, which was nearly one hun-

dred feet high, and could be seen for miles around.

A beautiful bier was built upon it, and a cable railway

was attached, to enable the special "bier" car to run

up with the coffin. We see in illustration No. 3 the

car with the state umbrellas just arriving at the top,

and men receiving the coffin into the elephant biers.

Below are the demon masqueraders, or guardian spir-

its; so long as the corpse remains on the elephants, so

long these imitation devils remain to guard it. In-

deed, wherever the corpse was placed it was always

guarded by imitation demons.
The ground upon which the final ceremonies took

place was near Mandalay, lent for the occasion, and

covered about twelve acres. It was bounded on every

side by booths, tents and temporary buildings. Pass-

ing in at the northwest, on our right stood _ a large

structure, for the great boxing contest, in which fifty^

four couples had entered. To the left were several

tents with marionette shows, followed by others, m
Pictures on this Page. Copyright, 1903, by Underwood and

Underwood

which "peeve" was enacted (native theatricals), sing-
ing, etc. At the end of these stood a gigantic built-up
peacock in natural colors, with the exception of the
spots in its tail, which were composed of dinner plates
made from brass, engraved and polished. More than
two hundred of these plates had been given, as I
understood, for the use of the archbishop in his next
existence. Passing on, we came to stands laden with
bowls, pans and pots, one with jardinieres all full of
flowers. Passing along the southwest side of the
grounds, we saw the tents full of silks, cloths, watcjies
and clocks and nearly every kind of article that a

2—THE FUNERAL PALL, MAGNIFICENTLY WORKED IN
GOLD AND SILVER ON A VELVET GROUND

human being could desire, and in such quantities, that
there was enough to last forever and ever.
On this side was a large stand built of sacks of flour

and rice, lanterns and lamps. Several tents full of
provisions, followed by a stand full of carpets; another
containing rugs, and yet another with mats and hearth
rugs, all of velvet pile or plush. To the left of us
stood a large built-up white elephant, with a magnificent
bier, and near which we were permitted to photograph
another pall, with the elephant in the background.
Continuing around the grounds, on the southeast side
were store tents for more gifts (m the furniture line),

and one stand was made up of about two hundred
bent-wood chairs, and hanging in the wind were about
a score of beautiful plush traveling rugs; near by were
a large number of Burmans playing games (in tents),

which my guide called gambling.
At the east corner stood a large built-up elephant

covered with silver, and a gold and silver gilt (bier)

howdah on its back. All along the northeast were
"peeve" tents and booths, and at the northwest corner
stood a large built-up tiger with a deer in its mouth.
"The venison for the use of the archbishop in his

5—TOSSING THE COFFIN. A PART OF THE CEREMONY
IN WHICH THE CORPSE GETS SEVERE JOLTS
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next existence," so I was informed. Near to this

stood the great state pyatthatt, in which the coffin was
kept and rested when no procession was on. In the

center of this square a large crematorj' was under
construction, and here and there all over these large

grounds stood catafalques, biers, dalys and pyatthatts,

and towering above all was the gigantic elephant vnth
its car and cables, and wending among all these wonders
were a multitude of Burmans, in rainbow hue, which
with the glitter of the gold and silver tinsel made one
mightj- kaleidoscope not soon to be forgotten.

The chief part of this great ceremony consisted in

amusement of everj' kind—boxing, racing, dancing,

fencing, theatricals—and all kinds of music and feast-

ing was the order of the night and da}-. Reverence
there appeared none, and the whole attitude of the

people bears out the fable of the serpent, which was
jealous because he never saw a Burman sorry or sad,

determined to try to make them sad. To this end
he laid in wait and bit and killed the best of them.
But when he drew near their friends, in hope of seeing

weeping and sadness, he found nothing but dancing
and singing and much revelry, just as I saw it. In-

stead of weeping and mourning for their dead and
dearly beloved chief, they danced and sang and en-

joyed themselves in everj' way, more consistent with a

6—FUNERAL RITES FOR A BUDDIST ARCHBISHOP,
SHOWING MASSIVE ELEPHANT-SHAPED CAR

marriage feast or fair than with a funeral, and so

this revelry continued night and day until that much-
tired corpse and much-used cofiSn had taken its ride

on every elephant and on every car, bier or pyatthatt,

and had been carried under every pall, so that all

contributors should receive full merit for their gifts.

This riding the corpse around the grounds took place
as a rule twice daily. In the morning he would be
high up on a pyatthatt, and in the evening perhaps
higher still on an elephant. The procession was pre-
ceded or followed by a multitude of people, among
whom were all kinds ,of grotesque figures. On one
occasion the proceeding group were all Burman ladies

dressed in white silk.

I noticed many of the cars were made to a standard
height, so that the coffin could be passed from one
to the other over a small bridge. The passing of the
coffin through a car, I was informed, was sufficient

to give merit to its donor, and there was never any
difficult}' in finding where the corpse was, owing to
the large white silk umbrellas ; the only difficulty was
to get near enough to see and hear.

I never saw a priest touch the coffin nor take any
but a passive part in the whole proceedings. There

were hundreds, nay thousands, in Masdalay and about
the grounds, but they never directed nor interfered
with the operations in any way. The Kyaungtaga men
who had built monasteries and founded schools or
built shrines and pagodas made all arrangements, re-

ceived all gifts, and finally distributed all the gifts
' among the monasteries. Strange to say, none of the
gifts, none of the cars, structures, elephants nor any-
thing that had taken part in this great ceremony could
be used for a like purpose again. It was all broken
up and distributed among the priests and the people.
On one occasion I saw a group of men tossing the

coffin, as in illustration No. 5. It was evidently a low
part of the ceremon}-, for there were no priests about,
nor were the umbrellas used. It was a fair game of
pitch and toss for about ten minutes, during which
the coffin and corpse received a fair amount of knocks.
Sometimes it was end up and bottom up and all

ways up, until sheer exhaustion made the men give
up the game.
At first I wondered how these great cars and elephants

could be drawn in procession, but all doubt was soon
removed when long ropes were attached, and a rush
of men, women and children, all eager to gain merit
gave a long pull and a strong pull and trundled the
heaviest of them along with ease. There was no lack
of human horses and ponies, owing to the heavenly
reward obtained for their labors.

In illustration No. 6 we see the northeast corner of
the grounds in early morning. To the right are booths
_and tents with gifts; to the left, cars; in the rear of
the elephant can be seen the large stands with sacks
of flour and rice, and this represents what could be
seen at almost any point on the grounds. At last all

the cars and paraphernalia had received merit, and
the great day for the final ceremony had arrived. From
an early hour all the approaches from Mandalay and
district were thronged with people, all dressed in the
gayest attire, - and children in the brightest of silks,

all wending their way to the great cremation ground.
On the ground, in every corner, under every cover,
were sleeping groups, determined not to lose the chance
of seeing the final event, to which they had been look-
ing forward with so much pleasure, for indejd to them
it seemed a great treat.

"

At about 10 A. M. a procession was formed to the
east of the great cremator}'. It consisted of a mul-
titude of people, many of them masqueraders, some
on elephants, some on ponies, others on stilts, some
dressed as demons, and some in royal robes—in fact,

all kinds from a prince to a demon. The procession
moved around the cremator}' six or seven times, con-
verging each time until it encircled the building. The
coffin covered with flowers was brought in, and several

Europeans, government officials and others paid their

last respects to this great dead chief. In the center of

the building hung a large iron cradle of gold gilt.

Into this cradle was placed sandalwood, chips and dust
saturated with spirits of wine. The coffin was broken

amazed, at the humility and humble demeanor of the
man, who was just about to be appointed to the highest
post in Burma, reminding me that he was nobody—in
fact, only a poor creature—and apologizing for keep-
ing me waiting for a few minutes. He chose to be
taken in front of the gold-gilt Buddah, in a small
temple in the aiudawe pagoda grounds, surrounded by
his faithful attendants. Western notions of greatness"
and those of Burma are as far apart as the poles.
Writing on tlie subject, Capt. Francis Thatcher says

that the p}Te had to be lighted by rockets fired from
a distance. Scores of these had been prepared weeks
beforehand and carried around triumphantly in pro-
cession by the people who had made them, preceded
by bands of music, with young men and dancing girls
singing and dancing of the potency of the powder and
the accuracy of the aim which will attain for them
the glory of setting fire to the pyre.
Amid the shouts of the multitude the rockets were

exploded, and the sky, literally liquid gold and fire,

lighted up the strangest scene imaginable. The largest
of the rockets were mounted on go-carts. Many of
the rockets failed to have any other effect tlian malcing
a great splutter; others toppled off their go-carts, amid
screams of derision from the crowd, but it was not
unattended by loss of life, for some of the bigger rock-
ets flew off at a tangent into the crowd, where the fiery

7—FANTASTIC AND COSTLY CHARIOTS SHAPED LIKE
PxiGODAS AND ELEPHANTS

*

belchings found many victims; but this was only inci-

dental and was to be expected.
In the midst of the flashing lights and thunderir^

reports one luck}' rocket plunged right into the in-

flammable materials piled below the bier, and in a few
moments the flames were leaping like g^reat yellow
tongues, licking the topmost pinnacle of the spire. It

was the beginning o_f the end. Roof after roof fell,

setting fire to all the surrounding spires and offeriijgs

placed around the basement. The joints of the bam-
boo^ exploded with the noise of pistol shots, while
the swaying crowd cheered each separate occurrence,
and when finally the central spire fell with a hiss, a
shout of triumph rose from the assembled multitude,
suggesting anything hut death and pious observances.
But there on earth they will tell you all is change-

ful, sad and unreal, and one more death brings but
nearei; to the final rest of any Nep'ben. When the
smoldering embers have cooled, the monastic brethren
search for any pieces of bones that may remain, and
these are carefully gathered up and pounded down,
mixed into a paste and molded into an image of the
Buddha, which is stored up in the monastery.

9—THE COFFIN COULD BB LOCATED BY THE LARQB
WHITE SILK STATE UMBRELLAS

8—SPLENDID HONORS TO DEAD BUDDISTS—ELEVATING
COFFIN IN CAR TO A GILDED SHRINE

open and the body quickly placed in the cradle and
covered with more chips and dust and saturated with
spirits of wine. Though this was done quickly, there%
was no lack of scented pocket handkerchiefs in use,

and the aroma reached me, .though a good distance

away. A light was applied and the cradle set swinging
to and fro, and a great blue flame with the roaring of

cannon told the multitudes of people that the greatest

funeral ceremony was at an end. The people shouted,
danced and sang, and every one seemed boisterous and
gay, as if a marriage had taken place, and the constant
remark was what a glorious pondibyan. It was a great
.scene before me, and beggars all description, and quite

in opposite contrast to the life of so pious a chief.

THE NEW "tHATANABAINg"

On my return to Mandalay I inquired if a new arch-
bishop had been appointed, and was told that he had
been selected by the Kyaungtaga and_ Hypandics (head
men and priests). I paid him a visit, and on the re-

quest for a sitting he told me in fair English that
"he could not understand what I wanted with a pho-
tograph of a poor mortal like himself. There are hun-
dreds of others younger and more handsome than I.

hut if I did really desire a photograph of him, if I

would wait five minutes, until he had finished his

dinner, he would sit for n-e." T was struck, nay,

Pictures on
Underwood

this Page, Copyrigat. 19u3, by Underwood and 10—THE TIGER CARRYING THK VENISON IN THE FUNERAL
OF THE ARCHBISHOP
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Synopsis of Previous Chapters
Amos Jackson, rich American, athlete, and his

chura, lawyer and fellow-countryman, Donnaly,
were returning from the international race meet
at the Stamford Bridge Athletic Grounds, Eng-
land, where the former had won great honors,
when their attention was attracted to a runaway
tandem team that was dashing in their direc-

tion. The two Americans at much risk stop
the horses, make some new acquaintances in the
frightened occupants of the trap, and receive an
in\-itation to dinner. The hosts prove to be the
queen, and her uncle and aunt, of the island
kingdom of Mertheium, off the mainland of
Greece. WhUe on a t#ur of the Continent the
royal party had met with a terrible loss in the
sudden death of the King, since which time re-

turn to the island had been repeatedly postponed,
for it was feared that to return without a king
meant the overthrow of the dynasty. The chance
acquaintance of Jackson opens a remarkable -solu-

tion of the difficulty that the shrewd old uncle
was not slow to grasp. Jackson in appearance
proves to be a double of the late King, and the
proposition is made that the American athlete
return with the royal party as ruler of Mir-
theium.

Chapter IV.

—

Continued

AMOS was about to speak, but Don-
naly stopped him with a gesture.

He had been acting as his million-

aire friend's lawyer for some years.

"May I ask by what name I may call

you, sit;, since it seems that Colonel
Dangiousem is neither your title nor
name?" he inquired.

"I Vould prefer that you continue to

call me as before; that is my incog, and
it is best to preserve it, but for your own
and for Mr. Jackson's information I will

state that I am Count Benidect, and the
lady who is my wife is, of course, the
Countess of that name. You both know
who 'Miss Ashtonette' is."

"It shall be as you wish, sir," said

Donnaly. "Now, Colonel, putting aside

entirely the moral aspect of this little plot

of yours, I want to ask you if you honestly
consider the idea feasible, and if you an-
swer that question in the affirmative I

want to further inquire- if 3'ou yourself
think you have given the plan enough
thought. Recollect, it was only this af-

ternoon that you first met my friend. You
have been struck with the great resem-
blance to your late King. Now I stiggest

Colonel, that you have become enthused
over the plot ; that you have been car-

ried away with the idea without giving
it sufficient consideration. You think you
see a way out of your difficulties, but be
careful lest you become the more firmly

embedded in your difficulties than before.

Do you know who Mr. Jackson is? Do
you know who I am? How do we know
that your story is correct? How do we
know that you are not, what we call in

America, a 'crank?' You see. Colonel, I

am perfectly frank with you, as you prom-
ised to be with us; I trust I am not of-

fending you."
"Cxentlemen, I do not know who you

are, beyond the fact that you are both
apparently gentlemen, and that Mr. Jack-
son is an excellent runner and the exact
counterpart of our dead King; that is

sufficient for my purpose. Now in regard
to myself and my plans, I can soon sat-

isfy you, I believe. I have sufficient

documentary evidence to prove my iden-
tity, and I rely on the feasibility of my
scheme to prove that I am not what you
call crank. I understand, from several
hints, that Mr. Jackson is rich, therefore
I do not expect that I can offer any
great inducement in that respect, although
I may state at once that there will be no
lack of cash in the furtlierance of the
plans; but, gentlemen, I have one induce-
ment to hold out to you, which I hope
will prove irresistible. I know it will

appeal strongly to an American. Gentlemen,
it is the magnet of ADVENTURE.
There is risk; there are great ob-
stacles to be overcome and possible
triumphs to be achieved, and added to
these is the greatest of all inducements—
the opportunity to save strife and blood-
shed; for 'if I return without the King
there is not the slightest doubt but that
civil war in all its horrors will burst out.

Mr. Donnaly referred to the moral as-
pect of this affair; does not that alone
justify my deception? Which is the great-
er wrong, to harmlessly impose upon a
people, or to plunge them into strife?

Answer fne that, gentlemen

!

The old gentleman was rising above
hirriself. With flashing eyes and passion-
ate gesture he urged his cause. There
was no mistaking the man; he was a pa-
triot first, last and all the time. Then
in a second a tremendous change came
over him. The flush faded from his face
and a ghastly pallor overspread it. He
glanced around the room with an almost
hunted look. In a moment he was him-
self again. He commenced speaking as be-
fore, but while he spoke he tore from
his note book a leaf and as he spoke he
wrote. Then the paper was pushed gen-
tly over toward Jackson.
Amos glanced down at it, and read:
"We are being shadowed; the door of

the inner room is unlocked; some one is

watching us from there; we have been
overheard."
'Excuse me, gentlemen; I will bring

the paper of . which I spoke," the Colonel
was saying, and the next moment he had
vanished at the hall door.
The two friends looked at each other

blankly. What was coming now? Don-
naly rose uneasily from his seat. Amos
signaled for him to be seated again. Don-
naly, who was facing the door of the
inner room, kept his eyes fastened upon
it; Amos began edging around to him,
under pretext of reaching the cigar box.
And then a whirlwind burst upon that
quiet room. •

With the velocity of a cdnnon ball, and
with a shriek of anger and surprise, a
tall, muscular man was precipitated

through the door by some force from
his rear. He fell in a heap upon the
floor, and the next moment the Colonel,
hot upon his trail, had flung himself upon
him. _
"Gag and bind him!" he panted, as he

hung on like a dog to a grizzly.

With a spontaneous movement the two
friends sprang to the rescue, and in a
moment four men were rolling squirming
upon the floor. It would have fared ill

with the gallant Colonel if the two Amer-
icans had not been present, for the in-

truder was of immense proportions, and
struggled desperately.

"Spy!" hissed the Colonel between his

teeth. "The window cord quick!"
Amos sprang for it. Donnaly was hold-

ing the fellow's arms. The Colonel was
forcing his handkerchief into the man's
mouth. Amos made it fast with the cord.

After a desperate struggle the fellow was
secured hand and foot.

"Quick! In here with him!" whis-
pered the Colonel as he rose scratched
and torn from the fray. "I hear some
one coming."
There was a knock at the outside door.

The bound man was hustled into the furth-
er room. Donnaly went to the door.
A bell boy stood without.
"Anything the matter, sir?" he inquired.

"No," replied the lawyer, with a re-

assuring smile ; "my friend slipped upon
your highly polished floor as he rose,

and in doing so overturned the table;

that's all."

The lad glanced in at the disordered
room. "Manager was afraid there was
some trouble," he said.

"No," replied Donnaly, "everything's
all right; tell him so," and he closed
the door.
"Now what's to do ?" he demanded

sternly, as he went into the further room,
to where the Colonel and Amos were
bending over their prisoner. "Now, Colo-
nel what does all this mean?"

"It means, sir, that what I promised
you a few minutes ago Jias already com-
menced. You have met your first adven-

'Gentlemen, Her Maiesty the Queen Dowaeer ol Mictheium,' dramatically

exclaimed the Colonel"

ture in defense of the Kingdom of Mir-
theium. This man I know well ; he has
been shadowing me for days ; he is a spy.

He has overheard what was spoken to-
night."

There was a knock at the door. •
"Uncle," inquired a soft voice "is any-

thing the matter? We heard such a
noise. Auntie is uneasy to-night. I wish
you would join us as soon as possible."
"Come in, Edna," ijivited the uncle.
The girl queen entered.

"Gentlemen, Her Majesty the Queen
Dowager of Mirtheium," dramatically
exclaimed the Colonel. Then placing
himself by the side of his niece, he con-
tinued, "Can you resist now, gentlemen?
Surely a queen worth bleeding for !" and
he flung his hands out in an appealing
gesture.

She looked it, every inch ! With head
thrown back, her face expressing the sur-
prise at the scene of disorder which met
her eyes, she glanced first at one, then
the other. Her bosom rising and falling

with suppressed excitement, one daintily

slippered foot tapping the floor impa-
tiently, her rounded, white arms hanging
limply by her side, she waited an expla-
nation.

The blood surged through the veins of
the two Americans. The cautious, re-

served Jackson and the businesslike Don-
naly were carried away with the m.adness.

Urged by one common impulse, they both
sprang forward.

- "At your service, Miss !" said Amos qui-
etly.

"Yours to command," said Donnaly.
The Colonel beamed on them triumphant-
ly.

"I knew it," he muttered, as he stepped
forward and grasped both their hands;
then, turning to his niece

:

"I congratulate Your Majesty on the
acquisition of two such powerful and de-
voted friends."

<^

Chapter V. ^
A JOURNEY AND A WELCOME

" Vou will withdraw now," suggested
the Count Benidect to the Queen.

"There are some things we .must attend
to first, then we will be with you."
With an inclination of her head the

girl retired.

Scarcely had she gone before the Count
was whispering

:

"This fellow, what shall we do with
him?" He jerked his thumb over his

shoulder toward the anteroom. "He
knows all ; he has been following me for
some days ; he must in some way have
obtained admission to this suite and have
overheard all that was said. He is an
agent of the Cassell party in Mirtheium.
They wish to place a Roumanian, Rudolf,
upon the throne. He must never return,

this spy."

"Wliat would you suggest?" inquired
Donnaly, looking very straight at the
Count.
"There must be no violence," said Jack-

son quiejly. "He must be persuaded, or
placed in safe' keeping."
The Count looked from one to the

other in perplexity. Evidently, if he had
his way, the man would have a short
shift. He pulled fiercely at his gray
mustache.
"What would you propose? How can

it be done?" he inquired.

"I think," said Donnaly speaking with a
very serious face, "that this fellow in

the next room is insane. An asylum would
•be the safest and best place for him.
Certainly, if he tells his story, the doc-
tors will think so."

The Count and Amos looked per-

plexed.
"Why," resumed Donnaly, "he has made

an attack upon us this very evening. He
is evidently afflicted with homicidal mania.

He must be confined for a space."

The Count's face cleared, and Amos
smiled grimly.

"You have a great head, Donnaly," he
commented. "But listen, there must be

no cruelty. I will be no part to any-
thing of that sort. He must be detained

in comfort."
[continued on PAGE 19]
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Winter Guesis

BY HILDA RICHMOND

SOMETIMES, in looking at the outside

and inside of country homes, one
is moved to wonder why so much
was spent on the building and so

little on the furnishings. There are

houses all over the country with ten and
twelve and even more rooms that do not
contain the actual necessities of life. In

summer they are comfortable with their

big rooms and many windows, but when
winter comes the family huddles around
one fire, or at best there are two stoves

"going," and the rest of the mansion is

as cheerless as the grave. Actually I have
been in country homes where it was
warmer out of doors than in the bed-
rooms. »

And into these icy, creepy bedrooms
guests are often sent for the night by
the hostess. Long ago she made the bed
up clean, and she knows there is an abun-
dance of bed clothes, so what more could
any mortal ask? To make assurance
doubly sure, she brings in a lot of extra
comforters, and considers her dutj- done.
It is healthy to sleep in a cold bedroom
is the rule of most country houses, and a
vei^' good rule it is, but no one in his

senses could believe it healthful to_ sleep

in a damp room. Of course, the dear ladies

hoot at the idea of their substantial new
houses being damp, but it is the truth
nevertheless.
On wash day the steam will penetrate

every nook and comer even with the doors
closed, and dampness will gather where
rooms are not regularly sunned and aired.

Spare beds should never be made up for

occupancy, for the}' are positively danger-
ous unless aired and dried. Better cover
the mattress with a spread and have the
bedding where it can be sunned and aired

often. It is easy to make up a bed when
guests come, and in this waj: ever\i:hing

is sweet and pure. It is also easy to

thoroughly air the bedroom, no matter if

zero weather prevails. If it is not con-
venient to have a stove in every bedroom,
a small oil heater that can be quickly
carried where it is wanted will supply
every need. Keep the stove burning in

the room after it is aired for a few hours,
and be sure there is a supply of fresh air

constantly entering the apartment. In
new houses, where ever^-thing is trim and
tight, there is not the opportunity for

ventilation aiforded by the loose window
casings and sagging doors of the old
structures. If the weather is too unpleas-
ant to permit the clothes to be aired out-
side, they may be hung by the kitchen
range on the clothes rack. -

In entertaining guests in the winter it is

well not to make plans for sleigh rides

and other outings until you learn if it

will be agreeable to them. ^One young
lady from a small city, who went out very
little in her home town, because the <are
of an invalid mother kept her close, suf-
fered from the kindly attentions of her
country friends because of the weather.
In their zeal to give her a good time they
took her here and there until she was
blue with cold. At home her rather light

jacket and moderately heavy clothing
kept her comfortable, because the few
places she went were close to her home,
but out in the country she nearly perished.

If company in winter is a burden, do
not invite your friends to visit you. There
are too many ladies who feel tnat they
must urge friends and relatives to come,
even if they know they cannot make them
comfortable, to keep up the reputation of
the family for hospitality'. Winter is such a
good, quiet time to visit that it is a won-
der more of it is not done at that season,
but uncomfortable guests are not likely

to want to repeat the experiment. Warm,
cheerful rooms are essential to happy
home life, and therefore should be ready
at all times for guests, but unfortunately
too many housekeepers have not learned
that lesson. They cramp the family into
the kitchen and sitting room from fall to
spring, and even in these two rooms there
are not always abundant supplies X>i sun-
shine and clean air.

And it isn't pleasant for guests to be
entertained in a home where there is bare-
ly enough room for the family. To know
that one has crowded the children out of
their room, or made som« member of the
family occupy a hard lounge, does not add
to the pleasure of the visit. Some host-
esses invite more company than they can
manage, and then put the children to
sleep with the guests—a thing that never
should be done, for many reasons. Tt is

not fair to the children, and it is incon-
venient to the guests. Better explain
quietly that it is impossible to have com-
pany over night because your house is

too small, and your friends will think
much more of you than if you urged them
to come, only to be uncomfortable.
With comfortable bedrooms, a pleasant

sitting room, good, simple food, books
sewing, fancy work and delightful conver-
sation the days when company is enter-
tained pass all too rapidly. There are
pleasure and profit in meeting friends,
and more people would enjoy their homes
if they made them habitable for family

and guests. If you have never entertained was two dollars. The swindlers operat-

in the winter time, do it this coming win- ing this scheme were prosecuted and con-
teT. You and your family will be bene- victed by the federal government, and in

fited, provided you have time and a the trial it developed that many of the
comfortable home, - and your guests will victims were widows who had believed

thoroughly enjoy every minute they spend that a membership in this club would
under your roof. permit them to earn a living for their

famiUes without the necessity of being
absent from their little children. The
'letter-copj-ing scheme' is another de-
velopment of 'easy and profitable work

"The Best Citizen of Chicago"
BY J. L. BOWDOIN

IT IS certainly a great distinction for a at home' swindles. Some fifteen of these
woman to acquire the reputation of petty swindlers were recently closed out

being the "best citizen" of a great city in Chicago, and detective Woolridge, who
like Chicago. This honor has come to handled the cases, found that a large
Miss Jane Addams, the Chicago Settle- and pitiable number of victims were in-

ment House worker, who is in many ways valids, some of them bedridden."
one of the most remarkable women of Miss Addams has set herself the good,
the age. It--would if difficult, task of
take many columns
of this paper to give

in detail all of the

work Miss Addams
has done for Chi-
cago in bettering
civic conditions and
in being helpful to

women in particu-'

lar. Her Hull House
has become known
in lands other than
our own as the cen-

ter of a wonderful
work for the grow-
ing good of Chicago
and the world in

general. No woman
living has done so

much along the Hne
of social and polit-

ical reform as has
Jane Addams, and
her book oh "De-
mocracy and Social
Ethics" has become
one of the standard
books on these
themes. Miss Ad-
dams is known

JANE ADDAMS

ridding the country
of as many of these
swindlers as possi-
ble, and she gives
the women of the
country- some infor-
mation as to how
they may know
when some of these
fake concerns are
trj'ing to cheat them.
Of this she says

:

"There is one way
in which poor wom-
en may know when
they are being of-

fered a swindle in

the game of 'work
at home.' If it de-
velops that there is

any kind of a fee
demanded at the
outset it is safe to

close the proposi-
tion "as a fraud, al-

though the demand
may be in a very
plausible form— a
'deposit' against
'materials' sent or a

Gift-Bearing Rhymes
BY MAUDE E. S. HYMEHS

T^' xoTHiXG can it be more truly said
* that "the gift without the giver is bare"
than in the matter of the Christmas gift

giving. To be something more than a
mere present, a gift should bear some-
thing of the individualit}- of the giver, not
only in the matter of the selection and
making, but in the manner of presentation
as well.

A pleasing fancy is the accompanying
of each parcel with a bit of verse, either
sentimental or mirth provoking, selected
with a sjTnpathetic understanding of its

surrounding of its appropriateness. Quo-
tations are always in good taste, but if

one makes rhj-mes readily it makes the
gift more intimate and personal to have
the accompanying verse original with the
writer.

The jingles given herewith are bits of
rh}-me sent out with some of last year's
Christmas gifts, and will ser^-e as sam-
ples of what may be done in that line.

Accompanying a lingerie bow

:

This little bow I send to you
Is not for all to see

;

Just wear it on your heart, dear girl,

Where other beaus would be.

With a box of honie-made candies:

By box and label, patented.
Dear friend, be not betrayed

;

There's thought of you in every piece

—

The candies are hoijje made.

throughout Chicago as the stanch friend 'membership' in an organization. jMany
of the poor, and has done a great work of these schemes are concerned with so-

in bettering their condition. Of late she called 'art work' and make that flattering

has been especially interested in expos- appeal 'to women of refinement and ap-

ing the fake investment concerns that preciation.' When it comes to an invest-

reap a rich harvest from confiding and ment of any sort, the promoters of which
ignorant women. Then she has been
showing up" some of the many con-

appeal to women who are comparatively
or actually poor, to float their enterprise,

cerns who offer work to poor women on is it not fair to assume that the thing

alluring terms in their own homes.
Writing recently of this form of hum-

buggery. Miss Addams says : "Poor
women in almost every state in the Union

is a swindle?"
There are so many unscrupulous con-

cerns seeking to swindle the unwary that

Miss Addams is doing good service in

were defrauded by an 'apron club' con- ridding the countrj' of them, and thus

cern, which claimed to be organized on
a co-operative basis and for the phil

helping confiding but igi^ant women to

save their money. Miss Addams is de-

anthropic purpose of affording those who voting her life to such singleness of pur-

'joined' an opportunity to earn money at pose that she deserves to be called "the

home. The initiation or membership fee best citizen of Chicago."

DESIGNS FOR QUILT BLOCKS
Drawn by Arthur J. Ransom

Introducing a pair of piccaninnies, made
of black yarn, wound and tied in form
of dolls, to be used as a penwiper

:

Johnny Jones and Sister Sue
Christmas greetings bring to you;
Kindly welcome give us, when
We'll lend our skirts to wipe your pen.

With a sweeping cap

:

This cap's to keep your tresses bright
When at your daily task

:

If wearing it brings thought of me,
Dear heart, 'tis all I ask.

With a hand-made handkerchief:

To envy is a stumbling block
O'er which but Folly trips :

Yet envy I this handkerchief

—

'Twill sometimes touch j-our lips.

A Delieions Roast Goose
BY MARY FOSTER SXIDER

A TURKEY for Thanksgiving and a goose
for Christmas is the rule in many

households, and especiallj' so with those
who claim kinship with "merry England."
The flesh of a goose is both rich and de-
licious, but occasionally after enjoying it

one is ungratefully disposed to find fault

with it because of its greasiness and ten-

dency to cause heartburn and indiges-

tion. A thorough washing and scrubbing
with soap and hot water, then rinsing

well iti cold water, will very largely

overcome this fault, and makes the rich

flesh altogether more delicate and ten-

der. After rinsing, wipe the goose as

dry as possible, then draw carefully and
prepare for the oven.

A writer in an agricultufal paper claims
that a strong salt douche is even better.

Clean and dress the goose ready for stuf-

fing, then rub it well inside and out with
coarse barrel salt. Put it in a large

steamer, or basket with loosely woven
bottom, that will allow the salt to drip

through as it melts, and hang it in a cool

place for two or three days. A pan should
be placed beneath, to catch the drips.

Before stuffing, wash it verj- thoroughly
through several waters, to remove the
salt, wipe dry, and stuff as preferred.

A stuffing made with a mixture of
chestnuts, mushrooms and sausage meat
is most delicious for roast goose. To make
this, chop one medium-sized onion very
fine, and cook it for five minutes in

three tablespoonfuls of butter. Then mix
in one cup^ful of finely chopped mush-
rooms, one cupful of mashed chestnuts
and one fourth of a pound of sausage
meat stripped of its skin. Heat the mix-
ture, add one cupful of bread crumbs, and
one cupful of whole chestnuts which have
been boiled until tender and skinned, salt

and white pepper to season nicely, a gen-
erous lump of butter and one half tea-

spoonful of minced parsley. Let stuffing

cool a little before using it. Do not
pack it in the goose, but stuff lightly,

and sew up. Baste often as it roasts,

having the oven very hot at first and
gradually moderated to a good steady heat,

and roast until it is thoroughly done and
richly browned.
Mushroom sauce accompanies this de-

lectable bird delightfully. For this melt
two tablespoonfuls of butter in a sauce
pan, add a few drops of onion juice, then

stir in gradually two tablespoonfuls of

flour and one and one half cupfuls of

cream or rich milk. Add one half cupful

of mushroom caps (that have been cut

in thin slices and fried in butter for five

minutes), let simmer a few minutes
longer, and serve in a gravy boat.

A tart apple sauce has always been
the favorite accompaniment of roast
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goose and is to be commended both upon
3ie score of the palatability of the combi-
nation and because of its excellent effect

in assisting to digest the rich flesh of the

goose. The cry of the twentieth century

for something novel, however, has even
been heard here, and oftener than not

the apple is now served with the goose
in another form, baked apples and apple-

and-celery salad being perhaps the most
popular of all at the informal family

dinner. Turnips, sweet potatoes, celery

and stewea tomatoes are the best of veg-

etables to serve with goose.

Pillow in Yellow and Black

THE pillow herewith illustrated viras

made of small black velvet squares on
a foundation of large squares of yellow
mercerized, and wefe joined together

THE COMBINATION IS BLACK VELVET
AND YELLOW MERCERIZED

with black velvet -buttons, and the pillow

finished with a yellow ruffle of the mer-
cerized, with two rows of black velvet

ribbon at the hem of the ruffle, one row a
little wider than the other.

The large squares of this pillow are
about eight inches. After you have cut

enough of these large squares for your
pillow, which will require about twenty-
five, turn the comers of each square until
the points of the square meet in the
center.

The small squares are about three and
one half inches. Cut as many small
squares as you have large ones; lay them
over the large square, after it has been
brought to the center, and then bind
each of the small squares with the large
squares. After this is done, take the
corners of the two squares which have
been bound together, turn back the cor-
ners, as you did with the large square at
first, and join them together with a but-
ton.

AftT the squares are all completed,
they are joined together, and this forms
a beautiful pillow. It may be made out
of any colors that will harmonize nicely.

In black and yellow it is very beautiful.

C. O'B.

Raisin FUling with Cream
EAT the yolks of three eggs. Beat
again- with one third of a cupful of

sugar, one fourth of a teaspoonful of salt,

and, if desired, the grated rind and juice

of a lemon. Then add one and one half
cupfuls of seeded raisins chopped fine, and
mix well. \ Then stir in one cupful of
cream, and turn the mixture into the
prepared crust. Cover with a second
crust. Bake about thirty-five minutes in

a rather moderate oven.

<$>

Butter Scotch

THE children never tire of the good old-

fashioned butter scotch. Place two
cupfuls of brown sugar, one fialf cupful
of butter, four tablespoonfuls of molasses,
two of water and two of vinegar into a
porcelain-lined kettle. Stir over the fire

until the sugar is dissolved, then boil

without stirring until it hardens when
dropped in cold water. Pour into shallow
buttered pans to cool. When sufficiently

firm, mark off in squares, and .when cold
break on these lines.

B

For each plan or idea found suited for use in this department we shall be pleased to allow one
year's subscription to Farm and Fireside. If you are already a subscriber, then you can have the paper
sent to a friend. This, however, does not apply to extendine your own subscription. If your idea is not
printed within a reasonable time, it is very likely a similar idea has previously been accepted from some
one else. Write plainly on only one side of paper, and enclose self-addressed and^tamped envelope if you
wish unavailable offerings returned. Address Editor Housewife, Farm and Fireside, Springfield, Ohio.

Buy Calves

Let me whisper a word to the farmers'

wives: If hubby is a good-natured sort

of creature, and willing to let you share

the pasture, buy calves. Last year I

bought one little calf for six dollars and
fifty cents, put it in the pasture, and it

lived all winter without one bit of grain,

and I sold it for nineteen dollars—the

easiest money I ever made in my life.

Mrs. R. I. Wade, Tennessee.

<$>

Hotbeds in the Sprii^ •

Industrious housewives "can pick up
some spare change very easily and pleas-

antly by having a hotbed made early in

the spring. I clean up a neat sum by
sprouting sweet potatoes. Good

_
seed

beans and sweet corn will sell readily in

early spring, as will also onion sets.

Mrs. D. M. C, Illinois.

Using the Camera
I use my camera to bring in a little

extra money, and I find it more pleasure

than work. I make pictures and postals

for my. friends who do not care to do
the work themselves. I develop the films

and make the prints for them usually in

the evening, so that it doesn't take any
valuable time during the day.

Mrs. F. D. Hawthorne, Maine.

<S>

Good Money in Peanuts

The firm of Mrs. Blank & Son, who
lives on the farm adjoining ours, made
over seventy-five dollars from the sale

of "goobers" last year. Mr. Blank had
two acres of not overrich land which he
intended to let "lay out" for a year, but
readily consented to its being planted to

peanuts, at the suggestion of Mrs. Blank.
I purchased a bushel and a half of pea-
nuts at one dollar a bushel, for seed, but
did not plant all, as the little ones who
shelled the nuts for planting took liberally

for_ eating. Shelling is better than just

'breaking the 'hulls, as the nuts come up
more quickly and evenly. The ground
was prepared and the nuts planted just

I

g as one would plant Irish potatoes, drop-

I

* ping two or three in a hill and covering
about fotir to six inches deep. Just as

the first tiny yellow leaves peeped through

the ground, the son went over the patch
thoroughly with the harrow, loosening
the ground and killing the weeds. They
were then plowed and hoed just as one
would potatoes, keeping the ground well
mellowed, so the blossom stems could
easily penetrate it. During a dry spell

and just before frost the vines were pulled
and laid upside down between the rows,
for .the peanuts to dry, and the hills raked
over for additional peanuts. The nuts
were picked and the vines hauled to the
barn, as they make excellent hay. By
holding the nuts until the holidays $1.25
to $1.50 a bushel was realized, and the
demand was greater than the supply.

Miss Emma H. Teel, Arkansas.

Forethought Saves Money
I have saved many dollars by buying

all of the materials for my little girls'

spring clothing in the fall, when the
merchants offer bargains in order to make
room for winter materials. I make up
the dresses the last of the winter, when
people on farms are not quite so busy
as later in the season.

Mrs. LeRoy Dean, Maine.

Holiday Presents

My method of making money after

school hours and during all leisure mo-
ments is by making likely gifts to sell.

I make bead chains for the little girls,

which I sell for fifty or sixty cents each.

I weave them on a home-made loom. I

make them twenty-seven inches long and
one fourth inch wide, putting a large

bead at each end, and a tassel made out
of small beads. I choose different colors

of beads and make different patterns to

suit different people. I buy my beads
at eight cents a bunch; three bunches
make four nice chains. I take great pleas-

ure" in making them, and find ready sale

for all I can make, especially during the

the holidays. Miss L. E., Kansas.

<S>

Dogs

While it is true that dogs about the

house make no end of extra work for

the housewife, yet I have found great
pleasure in raising some rare breeds and
selling them at a good price.

Millie Fisher, Maryland.

The Rocker Washer
It's so easy to wash with this Washer

that you can sit beside it in a rocking
chair and do your washing by just keep-
ing: your hand on the Washer.
Your washing will be done so soon that

you will have time to go visiting wash-
day.
For this Is the famous 1900 Gravity

Washer.
It washes gulckei—and easier—and

cleaner—than any other Washer made.
Your clothes can't be worn in this

Washer because they are held still while
the water and soap and motion of the tub
do the work.
This 1900 Gravity Washer has features

you cannot find in any other Washer.
No other Washer is as good—or as

strong—or as durable.
There isn't room here to tell you more

about this wonderful Washer.
But you can test a 1900 GravityWasher

at my expense.
I will trust any responsible party.
I will send you a Washer, all transpor-

tation charges prepaid.
You need not send me a cent in advance.
Just take the Washer and use it a month

FREE.
Then—if you aren't satisfied say so,

and I will tell you how to reship the
Washer at my expense.
The trial doesn't cost you anything.
If you decide to keep the Washer you

can pay SOc a week—less than 8c a day

—

tmtU the Washer is paid for.
Could I make you a more liberal ofifer?

I have put the whole story of this
Washer In a beautifully illustrated book
—printed in colors on heavy white paper

—and, if you will write your name and
address on a post card and mail it to me
today, I will send you a copy of this beau-
tiful book by return mail—FREE and
fully postpaid.
Pictures in this book show you exactly

how 1900 Gravity Washers look and how
they work.
And the book tells you "How to Wash

a Tnbful of Clothes Spotlessly Clean in
Six Minutes"with a 1900 GravityWasher.
Send for this book today—now.
I want you to have the book and I know

you wiU enjoy reading it and looking at
the pictures whether you want to buy a
Washer or not.
Remember, you don't even have to

send me a postage stamp for the book.
It is yours for the asking—FREE.
Don't mortgage your health and

strength to washday drudgery.
Don't spend your time doing work a

1900 Gravity Washer could do better and
quicker, and easier tor yon.
Don't rasp your nerves and spoil aU

your pleasure in life a-dreadingwashday.
Send for my Beautiful New Illustrated

Washer Book and read it all—from cover
to cover. My word for it—its worth your
reading.
Write me tc>day—now—at once. Just

your name and address on a post card

—

or In a letter.

Address^ me personally— R. F. Bieber,
General Manager, 1900 Washer Company,
849 Henry St., Binzhamton, JV. Y.
Or—if you live in Canada, xtrrite to the

Canadian 1900 Washer Company, 385 Yonge
St., Toronto, Ont.

For School Children
I live near a public school, and realiz-

ing the great demand for candies, school
supplies and knickknacks, I started a small
store. I didn't put in much time at this

store—not more than an hour in the
morning or noon and at the closing of
school. I am a dressmaker, and I found
that the store did not in any way con-
flict with my dressmaking business, be-
sides netting me a neat little sum.

EsTELLE Sheets, Massachusetts.
«>

Animal Toys
I make considerable spending money

by making cotton flannel bunnies to sell.

I make them out of white cotton flannel,

and never have made too many bunnies.
I also make puppies to sell. For these I

use brown cotton flannel. Besides these,

I knit and crochet mittens, scarfs and
hoods, and I find sale for pincushions, pil-

low tops and chair cushions.

Miss L. E., Kansas.

Maple-Sugar Candy
In my locality, where maple sugar is

made, you can earn pin money by making
up candy of various kinds, or even little

fancy cakes. On nearly every farm there
are more or less butternut and walnut
trees. The meats of either added to the
sugar make the most delicious candies,

and bring a high price.

Mrs. C. F. Perkins, Vermont.

Teaching the Art of Dressmaking
There is an undeveloped field for the

sewing school, and for the person who
will form a class and teach the art there

is money to be made. Of course, it must
be understood that the teacher knows her
business, and if she does there will be
no doubt of the success of hfer sewing
class. This work can all be conducted
in your own home.

Catharine Weaver, New York.

Woman's Exchange
There is money in it for the woman

who can make tempting creations in flour.

Almost every city of any size has a
woman's exchange, and for the person
who cati bake, an avenue is open for a
good business. If your baking is some-
thing different from others there will

come demands from private customers,
and, perhaps, hotels.

Margaret Smith, Pennsylvania.

11iSS \JU^ Handsome Nickel

' "bm Trimmed Steel Range
without warming cloget er
Teserrolr. With Ugh wann-
ing closet, porcelain lined
reserroir, just as ebown la
cut, n7.85; large,square oveni
Bix cooklDg holes ,

bodymado
ofcold roUed steeL Duplex
gyrate; bums wood or coaL
Handiome nickel trtrnmlngi,
UgtiJjpolished.

TERM ^
liberal «Ter
Ton can pay

alteryoureeelre th*
range. Tou can tats

"^t into your borne,
nsAltSOdaya. U you don

t

find It exactly ai represent'
ed, the Uggeit bargainyoa
ever aaw, equal to etoTsa
retailed tor double one
price, return tt to na. Wa
will pay freight both ways.

llrrHp TmlAW *or our beauUtollT iUastrated Sl«*
wrree ipnay e^i^„, „a,s i oa. a postal card wja
do.I60BtTle3 to select from. Don't bay until yoo get It.

MARVIN SMITH CO^ CHICAeO» ILU

MONUMENTS
direct from the makers at first cost.

We ship anywhere and guarantee
safe delivery. Send to us for our

FREE PORTFOLIO OF DESIGNS
We require no money in advance.
Satisfied customers all over the
country. State about the sum you
wish to expend.

Reliable representatives wanted.

MONUMENTAL BRONZE CO..

347 Howard Ave., Bridgeport, Conn.

EUREKA
FLY SHUTTLE LOOM
leads them all. We wiU"
start you in the carpet
and rag business at home.

COLONIAL BUGS
ARE ALL THE GO
Write for Catalog.

Eureka Weavers Supply Works
Box 206, Springfield, Ohio

THE' BEST" LIGHT
MAKES and burns its own graa. Pro-

duces 100 candle power lijjht—
brighter than electricity or acetylene
— cheaper than kerosene. ]So dirt.

No grease. No odor. Over 200 styles.
Every lamp warranted- Agrents want-
ed. Write for catalog. Do not delay,

THE BEST JL.TGHT CO.
212 E. 5tbSt.» Canton, Obio

AaRAND OFFER
A b».alitiil pair of NAPKIN Rt\G8 qusKlniplr platt. "bleb mote. •

u«ful Chri3ttnl« pment. Your ioUi»l on ring »nd Bent in \ hundaomB

SMin linrf lellhrretlo am. Po»«pai4 for 11.00. Wrlto tout nnmc .nd

•ddrwj pulnlj. THE GLENN SELVEK CO., Bridgeport, Conn.

Box 2109 S. 6. Sherid&n, Ugr.

g^e^mm Hlddn Vmd*, TrlendfUp, SOk Prlng*,
I BnTolop. .nd all other kindj of CA&DS

mm I snd PremiQiQ ArtiolM. B.mpld Album
of Flnoat C^rda .nd Bi^rc^t Promlum Uat. wSi for %
S out nuip. OHIO OASB COUPAHI, CADIZ, OHIO,

I
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In the Land of Poet Whittier
By J. L. Harbour

His Birthday Centennial to be Celebrated the Seventeenth of This Month

OF ALL our American poets none
have won for themselves a more
lasting place in the affections of
the American people than John

G. Whittier, the coming centennial of
whose birth recalls to mind with renewed
interest and affection the life and the
songs of this poet of the people. With
the possible exception of Henr>' W. Long-
fellow, no American poet has had a wider
popularitj' in our own country- or in other
"lands than John Greenleaf Whittier, of
whose ancestrj- it is worth while to know
something, since both his forebears were
among the earliest comers to our country.
He was descended from Thomas Whit-
tier, who came to America in the ship
"Confidence" in the year 1638, and on this

same ship was a young girl named Ruth
Green, whom Thomas W^hittier married
not long after reaching the new land of
promise, to which both had come to bet-
ter their condition. Thomas Whittier
took up his abode in the town of Sal-
isbury in Massachusetts, but in the year
1647 he removed to Haverhill, ten miles
•from his former home. He built himself
a good log house on his farm, and here
he lived until he was sixty-eight years
of age, and here his ten sons and daugh-
ters were born. The five sons and the
father were all men of gigantic stature

and great strength, and while they were
all poor men, the Whittiers were noted for

their force of character, and they were
men of consequence in the community.
They were tillers of the soil and knew
all of the hardships of life in a new
country.
Thomas Whittier built hiraeelf a new

house when he was nearly threescore and
ten years old, and it was in this house,
built in 1688 and still standing, that John
Greenleaf Whittier was born on the
seventeenth of December in the year 1807.

Thomas Whittier had a son named Joseph,
who married a Quakeress named Mary
Peasley, and they in turn had nine chil-

dren, the youngest of which they named
Joseph. He was born in March of the

year 1716, and when he was twentj'-three

years old he married Sarah Greenleaf,

and they emulated the good example of

Joseph Whittier's father and grandfather
by having a family of eleven children.

One of their sons, John, was the father

of the beloved poet, John Greenleaf Whit-
tier. The poet's mother was Abigail

Hussey. He had one brother and two
sisters. Born on the same farm and in the

same house in which his father and grand-
fathers had lived, the poet lived the rather
hard life of a farmer's boy until he was
about twenty years of age. His father

was poor and there was a mortgage on
the farm, and the stony soil of New Eng-
land was not very productive, while the

prices paid for such crops as the land
did produce were very small. Few "of the

farmer's sons attended school more than
three months of the year, and some of the

teachers were sadly unfitted for their

work, so that when young John Whittier
was eighteen years old his education was
still very limited, and he was eager for

more knowledge. The poetic fires were
already burning strong within him, and
he had decided within his own mind before

he was eighteen that he would never be

a farmer, and his father had come to the

conclusion that this son was not "cut out"
for a tiller of the soil.

Whittier himself has given us a de-

scription of the home of his boyhood,
written in the year 1843 : "Our old home-
stead (the house was very old for a new
country, having been built at about the

time that the Prince of Orange drove out

James the Second) nestled under a long
range of hills which stretched off to the

west. It was surrounded by woods in

all directions save to the southeast, where

a break in the leafy wall
revealed a vista of low
green meadows, picturesque
with woodech island and
jutting capes of upland.
Through these a small brook, noisy enough
as it foamed, rippled and laughed down
its rocky falls by our garden side, wound,
silently and scarcely visible, to a still

larger stream, known as the Country
Brook. This brook, in its turn, after
doing dutj" at two or three saw and grist
mills, the clack of which we could hear
across the inter^-ening woodlands, found
its way to the great river, and the river
took it up and bore it down to the sea."

A peculiarity about the old Whittier
homestead is the fact that from the day
it was built down to the present time no

New England rural home
than this.

Whittier was not a very
strong boy, although he
sprang from a race of pow-

erful men, and the work that was too
hard for him to do when he was a boy
on the farm told on him throughout all

his later life, and he remembered to the
day of his death how he suffered from
cold in his boyhood, when such things as
underclothing for boys was unknown and
there was a prevailing opinion that it

"toughened" boys to suffer from lack of
proper clothing, and that it was "cod-
dling" a boy to give him robes or blank-
ets for his protection if he set out for a
drive of ten or twelve miles in die bitter

winter weather. Whittier's Quaker par-

SCENE AT THE OUTDOOR FUNERAL SERVICE OF WHITTIER

neighbor's roof has ever been seen, be-
cause of the peculiar situation of the
house. Whittier says of this isolation in

his "Snow-Bound :"

No church bell lent its Christian tone
To the savage air ; no social smoke
Curled over woods of snow-hung oak.

All through "Snow-Bound" one may
find descriptions of the old house in

which the poet was born, and no poet
ever wrote more delightfully of the entire

environment of his boyhood than did
Whittier. Of the interior of his home
in the long winter months when the New
England winter was fiercest he has writ-

ten :

Shut in from all the world without,
We sat the clean-winged hearth about.
Content to let the north wind roar
In baffled rage at pane and door,
While the red logs before us beat
The frost line back with tropic heat;
And ever, when a louder blast
Shook beam and rafter as it passed,
The merrier up its roaring draught
The great throat of the chimney laughed

;

The house dog, on his paws outspread.
Laid to the fire his drowsy head

;

The cat's dark silhouette on the wall
A couchant tiger's seemed to fall

;

And, for the winter fireside meet,
Between the andirons' straggling feet,

The mug of cider simmered slow.
The apples sputtered in a row.
And, close at hand, the basket stood
With nuts from brown October's wood.

No writer of either prose or poetry has
ever given a truer picture of the early

ents^ drove a distance of eight miles twice
a week to "ttieeting" in the dead of win-
ter, and sat in a cold little wooden church
listening to the interminably long ser-

mons preached in those days. Whittier
and his sisters and brother had to go with
their parents to those "meetings," and the

wonder is that Whittier was so true to

the church and so unfailing in his attend-

ance throughout his whole life with the
harrowing memories he must have had
of his sufferings in attending "meeting"
during his boyhood.
There is in Haverhill a very crude old

wooden desk said to have been the one
at which Whittier sat in the "deestrict"

school he attended, and the desk has his

initials cut in it. He had a very poor opin-

ion of most of his schoolmasters, but there

were one or two to whom he became
greatly attached. One of these was a

Joshua Coffin, and it was to him that

Whittier in his later life wrote his beau-
tiful lines, "To My Old Schoolmaster,"
beginning with :

Old friend, kind friend ! lightly down
Drop Time's snowflakes on thy crown

!

Never be thy shadow less,

Never fail thy cheerfulness!

Of himself as a pupil in the school

Whittier wrote:

I, the urchin unto whom,
In that smoked and dingy room.
Where the district gave the rule

O'er its ragged winter school.

Thou didst teach the mysteries
Of those weary A B C's.

Whittifer was a mere lad when he first

began to rhyme, and in some oF^these
rhymes he gave expression to his dislike
for the work of the farm and his eager-
ness to secure a better education that he
might be better fitted for other work.
Many were the rhymes he wrote on his
slate when he was a boy at school, and
erased them as soon as they were writ-
ten, that they might not fall under the
eye of the teacher. His sister Elizabeth
remem.bered one of these rhymes, and it

was as follows

:

And must I always swing the flail,

And help to fill the milking pail ?

I wish to go away to school

;

I do not wish to be a fool.

This sister Elizabeth was ever her
brother's faithful friend and admirer.
She was the first to recognize the hopeful
signs of real genius in his rhymes, and it

was through her interest in her brother's
work that his first poem appeared in the
public prints when Whittier was nine-
teen, although the poem had been written
before that time. This poem was enti-
tled "The Exile's Departure," and it

-appeared in a weekly paper William Lloyd
Garrison was publishing in his native
town of Newbuo'port, a few miles from
Haverhill. Elizabeth Whittier sent the
poem to Newburj-port unknown to its

author. Mr. Garrison has told of the
discovery of the poem in these words

:

"Going upstairs to my office one day, I

observed a letter lying near the door, to

my address, which, on opening, I found to
contain an original piece of poetry for
my paper, the 'Free Press.' The ink was
very pale, the handwriting very small

;

and, having at that time a horror, of
newspaper 'original poetry'—which has
rather increased than diminished with
lapse of time—my first impulse was to

tear it in pieces without reading it, the
chances of its rejection, after its perusal,

being as ninety-nine to one ; but, siim-
moning resolution to read it. I was equally
surprised and gratified to find it above
mediocrity, and so gave it a place in my
journal. As I was anxious to find out
the writer, my post rider one day di-

vulged the secret—stating that he had
dropped the letter in the manner de-
scribed, and that it was written by a
Quaker lad named Whittier, who was daily

at work on the shoemaker's bench, with
hammer and lapstone, at East Haverhill.

Jumping into a vehicle, I lost no time in

driving to see the rustic bard^ who came
into the room with shrinking diffidence,

almost unable to speak, and blushing like

a maiden. Giving him some words of
encouragement, I addressed myself more
particularly to his parents, and urged
them with great earnestness to grant him
every possible facility for the develop-
ment of his remarkable genius."

The first stanza of this poem written

by a boy of seventeen will show that it

was a very remarkable production for a
boy of that age, and that Garrison had
reason for thinking that here was a writer

it was ^-orth while to encourage

:

Fond scenes, which have delighted my
youthful existence,

With feelings of sorrow, I bid you adieu—
A lasting adieu ! for now, dim in the dis-

tance,
The shores of Hibernia recede from my

view.
Farewell to the cliffs, tempest beaten and

gray.
Which guard the loved shores of my own

native land :

Farewell to the village and sail-shadowed
bay.

The forest-crowned hill and the water-
washed strand.

We have seen that Garrison writes of

THE OLD QUAKER CHURCH WHITTIER ATTENDED WHITTIER S BIRTHPLACE ,KHILL THE AMESBURY HOME OF WHITTIER
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Whittier as being at the shoemaker's
bench at the time his first poem was pub-
lished. This was because his father had
told him that if he would earn the money
for his expenses he might go to the
academy in Haverhill for a year. Whit-
tier gladly accepted the offer, and set to
work making a cheap kind of slipper, for
which he received twenty-eight cents a
pair. With the money thus earned he
attended the academy a year, and this

ended his school days. The academy was
opened the year Whittier entered it, and
he had the honor of writing the dedica-
tion ode. While a student in the acad-
emy he wrote scores of poems for the
newspapers, no less than forty-seven of
them appearing in on^ year in the Haver-
hill "Gazette." Very few of these early
poems were thought good enough by
Whittier to be included in any of the vol-
umes of poems he published in his later
years, although many that he rejected
were far superior to much of the poetry
we find in some of the periodicals of our
day.
When his school days were done at the

academy, Whittier, through the influence
of Garrison, secured a position as editor
of the "American Manufacturer," pub-
lished in Boston, and he left the farm
for- his first experience of real city life.

He could not have spent much money en-
joying the allurements of the city, for his
salary was but nine dollars a week, and
he had a lifelong horror of debt. More-
over, he saved one half of his salary and
applied it to the part payment of the
mortgage on his father's farm. The ill

health of his father made it necessary for
the youthful editor to return home when
he had been in Boston about a year, and
he remained at home imtil the death of
Tiis father, when he became editor of the
Haverhill "Gazette" for six months, and
later he was editor of the "Review" in

Hartford, Connecticut Here he made
the acquaintance of a kindred spirit, in
the person of Mrs. Sigourney.
Mr. Whittier sent his first volume of

poems into the world when he was twenty-
four, giving to it the title "Legends of
New England." He was so eager to sup-
press this volume in his later years, that
he paid as much as five dollars each for
some copies, that he might burn them.
Although he lived to be nearly eight-five
years old, Whittier suffered much from
ill health, and in 1832 we find him writing
to Mrs. Sigourney: "I intended when I
left Hartford to proceed immediately to
the West. But a continuance of ill health
has kept me at home. I have scarcely
done anything this winter. There have
been few days in which I have been able
to write with any degree of comfort"

111 health and the need of his presence
in his home in Haverhill compelled Whit-
tier to resign the editorship of the "Re-
view" in January of the year 1832.
Although he was a Quaker, Whittier had
high political aspirations in his early
manhood, and was eager to make his

mark in the world of politics, and even
hoped to go to congress, where he would
surely have found himself among rather
uncongenial and unsympathetic surround-
ings. He had now published more than
one hundred poems, with almost no com-
pensation for any of them, and was dis-
couraged in regard to earning a livelihood
with his pen. Poetry was then, as now,
abcTut the most unprofitable product of
the literary market. Mr. Samuel T. Pick-
ard, who has given us the best and most
detailed life of Whittier, and whose wife
was a niece of the poet's, says of Whit-
tier's political aspirations : "Up to 1833,
when Whittier was in the twenty-sixth
j'ear of his age, whatever thought he had
for the future, outside his work as a
farmer, was in the direction of politics."

His opposition to the institution of sla-

very was a birthright from his Quaker
ancestors, and there is no doubt but that
Whittier's wish to enter politics was
founded partly on the hope of in some
way helping along the anti-slavery cause
that was becoming one of the issues of
the day. Indeed, his friend Garrison had
already suffered imprisonment in Balti-
more because of his anti-slavery utter-
ances, and Whittier had appealed to Henry
Clay

_
for his release, Whittier being up

to this time a great admirer of Clay, and
had written much in his praise.

We have not space in these columns
to write of Whittier's long and fierce

warfare tgainst slavery, but when the
fight was really on he threw himself into
it heart and soul, an<^ with voice and pen
waged what he felt* to be a just war
against a great wrong.
Whittier left his Haverhill home to take

up his residence in Amesbury in the year
1836, and after that time until his death
his permanent home was in Amesbury.
The farm was sold for three thousand dol-
lars, and Whittier and his mother and
sister took twelve hundred dollars and
purchased a little house of four -rooms
in Amesbury. This house was gradually
enlarged to the quite commodious dwell-
ing that it is to-day. Here Whittier
wrote his finest poems, and here may be
seen many interesting relics of him and
his ancestprs, while many more may be

seen in' the Whittier house in Haverhill.
There is in the house a small, low-
ceilinged room, called the "garden room"
because it overlooks the pretty garden
back of the house. It was more retired
than any of the other rooms, and here
Whittier did most of his writing, and here
he received many of the distinguished men
and women- who came to see him when
his fame as a poet had gone all over the
world. To this little room came the
Fisk Jubilee Singers in the year 1879, and
the tears rolled down his cheeks as well
as theirs while they sang:

The Lord bless thee and keep thee.
The Lord make His face to shine upon thee.
And be gracious unto thee.
The Lord lift up His coxmtenance
Upon thee, and give thee peace. Amen.

Whittier died at Hampton Falls, New
Hampshire, while on a visit to that place.
-His funeral was on a fair day in Sep-
tember. The services were held in the
garden back of the house, and then he

was carried to his last resting place in
that part of the cemetery reserved for
the Society of Friends. One of his close
friends, Mr. Robert S. Rantoul, has writ-
ten thus of Whittier's funeral:

"I attended his funeral. The day was
ideal—cloudless September sky above, a
wealth of autumn beauty all about No
word was uttered in speech or song that
day, but it was apt, spontaneous, sincere.
I think I never joined in obsequies more
fit. Their simplicity was absolute. The
poet Stedman -spoke as few men can,
and with grace and aptness which, per-
fect as they were, yet seemed unstudied.
It was hard to say whether deep feeling
or critical characterizations were the lead-
ing qualities of his words. And the
Hutchinsons sang 'Lay Him Low" as if

it had been written for themselves and the
day; and the sister Friends, whose habit
of speech in the public gatherings made
the part they took seem only the ex-
pected thing, bore testimony from out of
the depths of their experience to what
the world had come at last to know."

[continued from page IS]
"What's the matter with a private san-

atorium?" inquired Donnaly blandly.
"Can it be arranged, do you think?"
"I see no reason why not"
"How will that suit you, Count?"
"I am content if—if

—
" and the old

Count bent forward in terrible earnest-
ness, "if you are sure that he will not
be able to get away," he finished.

Next morning the Birmingham papers
contained the account of a^ violent attack
by a madman upon three guests at the
Grand Hotel. It had been a desperate
affair, and the guests had barely come off
with their lives, but the insane man was
in confinement, and safe. The fellow was
afflicted with homicidal mania, and .con-
ceived himself to be the means by which
a pretender to some throne in eastern
Europe could be thwarted. He raved
insanely, and declared one of the guests
to be a Count and an enemy and a plotter
against his country. It was with great
difficulty that the madman was at last

removed to Wood's Private Sanatorium,
where it was hoped his case would suc-
cumb to treatment.
That same morning a Pullman was at-

tached to the 11 :34 Southampton Express
from New Street Station and a party
consisting of three gentlemen and two
ladies, with servants, ensconced them-
selves comfortably within it The train
connected with the big J. & M. Mediterra-
nean liner "Republic" at Southampton,
which later in the day, dropped down
the Solent, and, casting off her pilot,

stood out into the English Channel. She
met the big Atlantic rollers as she doubled
old Ushant, and buried her nose in the
mighty waves of the Bay of Biscay.

In the Bay of Biscay, oh

!

There she lay.

All next day
In the Bay of Biscay, oh

!

Not that the big ' "Republic" had any
intention of "laying" in the bay for mod-
•em liners disdain winds and waves, so
she pushed her forty-foot freeboard
through the surging green waves at a
twenty-knot gait all that night, and three
days later steamed slowly under the shad-
vpw of England's gate of the Mediterranean,
Gibraltar, and anchored close under its

might}' batteries. Then the passengers
all surged over the sides and for six hours
"did" Gibraltar. They watched "Tom-
my Atkins," in his pill-box cap, mounting
guard and playing polo. They heard the
band play at the governor's place, and
gazed off over the marshy stretch of sand
into sunny Spain. And then they hastened
aboard again, and the "Republic" up an-
chored and was off.

But the Pullman party did not leave
the ship. Instead, they remaine9 closely

in their state rooms, and talked and talked
and talked.

It was during the stop at Gibraltar that
the subject of the relations between the
Queen and the new King was first

broached. It was Amos himself who
mentioned it

A lengthy conversation resulted, for
the subject was one requiring consider-
able tact in handling. It was finally ar-

ranged between the Count and Amos that
the new King and his consort should con-
tinue in residence at the Royal Palace
as had the old King,, each occupying their
respective suites and appearing together
in public when the occasion demanded it

"Colonel," said Amos thoughtfully,
"how long is this farce to go on? What

will be the end of it? Where is the stop-
ping place?"
"Time, which tells all things, will show

that too," replied the Count
' "The only way for you to treat this

affair, Amos," said Donnaly, "is as a huge
joke. The laugh or the cry, the comedy
or the tragedy will come at the curtain's
fall. We have rushed into this, old man

;

we must stay and play it out, making
our minds easy in_ the meantime, in the
knowledge that we are acting for the
best and in the best interests of all con-
cerned. If the Count has judged rightly,

if your face is good enough to carry you
through, then you have ability to bring
things to a successful termination, of that
I am sure. Meantime, old man, polish
up your French, which the Count says is

the diplomatic language of Mirtheium,
and is used on all occasions. That mixed,
half-Turkish, half-Grecian, language,
which is commonly spoken, you can pick
up as you go along; you will have no
immediate need of it. Finally, old man,
recollect we are out for an adventure;
let's see it through. I, as Your Majesty's
newly acquired American secretary, will

stand by you and see you through, never
fear."

The Queen and the Countess joined
them and the conversation again became
generaL Since the plot had been ex-
plained to her there had occurred a de-
cided change in her manner. Her girlish

vivacity had gone and given place to a
strained reserve. Once, and once only,

had she spoken openly and candidly to
Amos, and that was on the first day of
the voyage.
"Uncle says it must be so, and that you

have promised to play your part," she
said with an almost childish look upon
her face. "But oh, I hate and despise all

this deceit and concealment. I would
willingly, aye, willingly and gladly, give
up to Rudolf if only all would agree
upon him, but they would not. There
would be fighting and slaughter again,

as there was forty years ago. It w^as

terrible then, terrible ; my uncle has often
told me of it Fathers fought against
sons, and brothers against brothers ; the
island ran with blood and the whole coun-
try was filled with wickedness. The peo-
ple are quiet and peaceful until once
aroused, and then they are fiends. Are
they as bad in your land? Do they fight

and slay there ?"

"Sometimes," admitted Amos.
"I know," she went on. "1 have read

of your fearful war of fifty years ago.

It was the same then, was it not?"
"It was," replied the American, "and

always will be as long as men are upon
this earth."

"Oh, I hope not I hope not," she
cried. "I think we are becoming better;

I think we are learning to love, not to
hate ; in time war will surely pass away.
It is ambition," she went on; "and yet
ambition is good, my uncle says."

" 'I charge thee, Cromwell, throw away
ambition, for by it fell the angels,' " quoted
Amos.
"Who said that?" she asked quickly.

"Wolsey, Cardinal Wolsey," he replied,

"or at least Shakespeare puts those words
into his mouth. Do you agree with
them?"

"I scarcely know," she said. "The world
would be very sad without some ambition.

I think," she added quickly, "that if it

is a worthy ambition, then it is good;
it is when our aims are misdirected and
our objects unworthy that ambition be-
comes a curse."

"Surely then," said Amos, "we should
go with easy consciences into this—into
this—this deception of ours."
"Oh," she cried out in horror, "don't

call it by that name."
"But it is," he persisted.
"Can good come out of evil?"
"That question has been answered be-

fore," he replied evasively.
'She moved uneasily in her deck chair,

then changed the subject
"This man, this agent of Count Cas-

sell's, will any harm come to him?"
"No," replied Amos; "he will be kind-

ly treated, but detained until we order
him released. It was our only course.
'All's fair in love and war.' I suppose
we are going on that axiom."
"And you," she inquired, "how long

will you play the king to my queen?"
"Like Mr. Micawber, 'until something

turns up,' " he said lamely.
"I have read that book,'l she said. "I

have laughed and cried over it but you
are not like Mr. Micawber."

"I hope not ; it would be a poor char-
acter for a king," and he laughed grimly.

Since that conversation they had had
little to say to each other; by almost
mutual consent they avoided one another.
Both seemed to feel their position im-
comfortably.
On through the blue Mediterranean

steamed the "Republic." She touched at
Naples, and then rounding the southern
shores of Greece, entered the Mgtan Sea,
with Constantinople as her port of des-
tination. But when the great forts which
mark the entrance to the Dardanelles
loomed up in the distance, the Count's
party prepared to disembark. They trav-
eled overland to Gallipoli and from there
a cablegram was despatched to Mirtheium
announcing the home coming of the King
and Queen. A special steamer of small
tonnage was chartered.

Never, as long as Amos lives, wiU he
for^t that "home coming." It was late

in the evening when the island was first

sighted. Darkness soon fell and com-
pletely hid it but a hundred bonfires
marked its position, and as they neared
its shores and stood for the one harbor
which Mirtheium possessed, its capital
city, Doonroon, the welcoming shouts of
the waiting people were borne to them
across the silent, calm waters.

"Boanzies ! Boanzies ! Boanzies !"

ten thousand throats were shouting.
The royal party were gathered on the

forward deck of the little steamer—"The
King" and Queen standing a little in ad-
vance of the rest; behind them, "His Maj-
esty's" secretary and Count Benidect and
the Countess.
Amos had been well coaled in the his-

tory and traditions of the island kingdom

;

he was prepared to do his part.

"Boanzies ! Boanzies !" the shout rang
out again.

"It is Welcome ! Welcome !" the Count
whispered in the King's ear. "As you '

step ashore, kneel and kiss the soil ; it is

customary. Conduct all your conversation
with the officials in French; the late King
always did."

"I fear," said the Queen, with a shud-
der, "I fear disaster."

"Fear nothing !" replied Amos, as he
offered her his arm. "We must be bold

:

remember, 'faint heart ne'er won fair

lady.'"
The little jetty was very near now.

The crowding mob of people could be
plainly distinguished by the waving light

of hundreds of torches. A dozen smsdl
boats were escorting the steamer to her
berth, and as her nose touched the stage,

a brilliant motto of fire burst into flame:
"Tries boanzies a Leopold X. of Mir-

theium !" and ten thousand throats rang
out the words once more : "Welcome

!

Welcome to our King!"
The steamer touched lightly, and in a

moment the King was ashore and assist-

ing the Queen to land. Inside a small
roped-off space a dozen ofiicials were
ready to extend an official welcome, Ijut

the populace could wait no longer. With
a roar of welcome they broke through the
rope and swept over to greet their King.

With a commanding gesture the monarch
waved them back. Then he fell upon his

knees and solemnly kissed the ground.
He rose again, and drawing himself up to
his full height, extended his hand.

"Gracieoys, Gracieous, ma pouplous I"

he exclaimed, using one of the stock
phrases he had been taught
Next moment he was surrounded by

the cheering people and hoisted shoulder
high; the officials fought a path through
for the Queen, and together they were
escorted to a waiting carriage, drawn by
four gorgeously decorated mules. Next
moment the animals were out of the traces,

and their places were taken by a hundred
willing mea With a jolt the vehicle
sprang forward, and the royal couple were
drawn in triumph up the steep street toward
the palace. The King stood erect and
grasping the front rail for support waved
his thanks to his people

;_
the Queen sat

smiling and pale by his side. The Count
and his party were following in another
carriage.

[to be continued next issue]
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CHRISTMAS marks the changes of fashions
in Doll Land just as distinctly as Easter

does for grown folks. Little mothers watch
anxiously for magazines that will illustrate
dolls and their latest outfits. Every new
detail is noted carefully, for last season's
dolls must be thoroughly up to date in order
to associate with the dolls of 1908.

Paris has innumerable modistes who de-
sign women's gowns, but Santa Claus is the
one authorit}-, the Paquin, in the Doll World.
To be sure, dolls' clothes follow closely the
trend of fashions created for their little

mothers, but the designs must be shown ex-
clusively for the dolls in order to persuade
children that they are strictly modem.
Here we have the pattern of a rag doll,,

which may be cut out and stuffed and will

stand the hardest sort of wear without show-
ing any signs of injury. Included in the
pattern is a prettj' little party dress made
to fit the rag doll.

Every well-ordered doll's wardrobe should
include a short reefer for pleasant days, and
an automobile coat, too.

To wear in her own doll's house there
should be kimonos, long and short, and dress-

ing sacques, that any little girl may make
with tiny pieces left from her own frocks.

No. 839—Dog With Blanket -

Pattern cut in one size. Quantitj- of material
for dog, three fou|^s of a yard of twenty-seven-
jnch material, witn two buttons for eyes. For
the blanket, one half yard of twenty-seven-inch
material

Dolls and Animals

Christmas Gifts that Will Surely Please the Children
Patterns for Complete Outfits

By Grace Margaret Gould

No. 936—Teddy Bear's Overalls
and Bathing Suit

No. 940—Teddy Bear's Pajamas
and Bathing Suit

Pattern cut in one size, for a 15-inch l^ear ^o. 837—Toy Bear Pattern cut in one size, fora IS-inchbear
15 inches high

No. 840—Boy Doll's Outfit

Pattern cut in one size. Quantity of material re-
quired for the sailor suit, one half yard of
twenty-seven-inch materia], with one fourth of a
yard of contrasting material for collar and shield.
Quantity of material required for the jumper,
one - half yard of twenty-seven-inch material.
Quantity of material required -for the overalls,
one half yard of twenty-seven-inch material

No. 841—Rag Doll and Dress
Pattern cut in one size, for a doll 22 inches high.
Quantity of material required for rag doll, three
fourths of a yard of thirty-six-inch material.
Quantity of material required for dress, one yard
of thirty-six-inch material, with one eighth of a
yard of lace. Quantity of material required for
sunbonnet, one fourth of "a yard of thirtj'-six-inch

material, with one yard of embroidery for frill.

THE Tige jlog is quite a new arrival in
the stutted-anima] family. He is so

ferocious looking that a leather muzzle and
leash are often required to control him.
The body portion of this Tige dog is brown
and his fore paws and chest are white.
The legs and head may be moved in any
way, and the wire, which is inserted in the
tail, may be bent as desired.
The soft little pussy cat is a strong rival

to the Tige dog. It is made of silky, white
plush and has paws of chamois, but the
claws are not in evidence—at least, they are
worked in with worsted, and certainly do
not scratch.

Mothers who have eiderdown or outing
flannel may make these dogs and cats at
slight cost. Old pieces of fur may also be
used for the animals. The small tin tops
on sarsaparilla bottles or wooden button
molds may be used for the joints, and wire
nails or picture wire run through small
holes in the center of each disk. Buttons
are used for eyes. The claws, mouths and
noses are worked in with worsted. Black
worsted is used for Tige's nose and mouth,
but pussy's little features are worked with
pink worsted. Bristles from a hair brush
make pussy's whiskers.

No. 667—Flannel Bunny
Pattern cut in one size. The quantity of mate-
rial that is required for making the bucny is

three eighths of a yard of twenty-seven-inch ma-
terial. Two buttons are required for the eyes

No. 838—Outfit for Mammy Doll

Pattern cut in one size, to fit a doll 22 inches
high. - Quantity of material required for cloak,
one half yard of forty-four-inch material.
Quantity of material required for dress and
kerchief, one and one fourth yards of thirty-

six-inch material. Quantity of material required
for apron, one fourth of a yard of thirty-six-inch
material

How to Order Patterns
We will furnish a pattern for every de-

sign illustrated on this page. The price of
each pattern is ten cents. In ordering, be
sure to mention the number of the pattern
desired and the size required. Send morey
to the Pattern Department, Farm and Fire-

side, 11 East 24th Street, New York City.

Write for our new catalogue; sent for four
cents in stamps.

No. 1049—Doll's Kimono and Dressing Sacque
Patterns cut in one size, for doll 22 inches high. Quantity
of material required for long kimono, three fourths of

a yard of thirty-six-inch material; for short kimono, one
half yard of thirty-six-inch material. Quantity of material
required for dressing sacque, one half yard of twenty-
seven-inch material

No. 1048—Doll's Reefer and Automobile Coat
Patterns cut in one size, for doll 22 inches high. Quantity of ma- •

terial required for the reefer, three eighths of a yard of tliirty-six-

inch material, with one' fourth of a yard of contrasting material
for collar and wristbands. Quantity of material required for the
automobile coat, three fourths of a yard of thirty-six inch material

No. 1051—Jointed Pussy Cat

Pattern cut in one size. Quantity of material required, one half

yard of thirty-six-inch material, two buttons for the eyes, and one
small piece of chamois for the four paws

No. 670—Baby Doll's Outfit

This outfit consists of dress, petticoat, coat and
can. Pattern cut in one size, for a doll 22 inches
high. Quantity pf material required for coat and
cap, one and one fourth yards of forty-four-inch
material. Quantity of material required for dress

one and one eighth yards of thirty-six-inch mate-
rial, with one eighth of a yard of tucking for

yoke. Quantity of materi.il required for petti-

coat, one yard of thirty-six-inch material

Copyright, 1907, by The Crowell Publishing Company

No. 1032—Jointed Tige Dog
Pattern cut in one size. Qu.Tntity of material required, one h.ilf

yard of thirty-six-inch material, with one eighth of a yard of white
material for paws and chest and two buttons for the eyes
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Miss Gould's Dressmaking Lesson
Two Dressing Sacques—Practical Home-Made Christmas Gifts

SOME of the most acceptable Christmas gifts are home-made
ones, and women who sew just a little can make dainty
but inexpensive dressing sacques for their friends instead

of purchasing frivolous trifles in the shops.

Directions for Making Dressing Sacque No. 1039

Dressing Sacque With Collars and Sleeves in Two Styles,

No. 1039, is a particularly practical and adaptable pattern. It

may be ordered
from the Pattern
Department -of

Farm and Fire-
side, 11 East 24th
Street, New
York Cit3'. The
price of the pat-
tern is ten cents.

The pattern en-
velope contains
ten pieces. Each
piece is perforat-
ed with and des-
ignated by a letter,

so that it is impos-
sible for an iam-

ateur dressmaker
to mistake one
piece for another.
The front is let-

tered (V), the
back (T), the
front yoke (E),
the back yoke
(H), the rolling

collar (L), the
sailor collar (N),
the belt (X), the

No. 1039—Dressing Sacque With Collars sleeve (K), the

and Sleeves in Two Styles fl'^^^f
^""^

Pattern cut for 32. 34, 36, 38 ana 40 inch bust
'

'

measures. Quantity of material required for nieclium

size, or 36 inch bust, four yards of thirty-six-inch

material, or three yards of forty-four-inch material

The price of this pattern is ten cents. It can be
ordered from the Pattern Department, Farm and
Fireside, 1 1 East 24th Street, New York City.

Smooth the pieces of the pattern out
carefully and place on the material with
the edges marked by triple crosses on
a lengthwise fold. Lay
the other parts of the pat-

tern with the line of large

round perforations in each
lengthwise of the goods.
One illustration shows the
most economical way of
placing the pattern pieces

on forty-four-inch mate-
rial< which is not quite

wide enough to cut out
the two fronts. Small tri-

angle piecings, however,
that must be made below
the waistline, do not show
if carefully joined.

If the rolling collar is

to be used, leave out the

FROMT

The Most Economical Way
of Placing the Pieces of
Pattern No. 1039 on Forty-
Four-Inch Material

This Shows How Dressing Sacque No.
1039 Looks With the RoUing
Collar and Lone Sleeves

sailor collar, and if short sleeves are
preferred, cut off the long sleeve on
line of large round perforations and
omit the cuff. Do not cut two col-

lars and both cuffs and armbands for

the same dressing sacque.

Be sure to mark each perforation

and cut out each notch before remov-
ing the pattern pieces from the ma-
terial. Join the back and fronts by
corresponding notches. Form the

box plaits in the back by bringing

the corresponding lines of triangk
perforations together. Baste the full

length of the box plaits, but stitch

only as far as the waistline, which
is indicated by square perforations.

Open each box plait out flat, with

the seam at the center of the plait

on the under side, and press well.

If the sacque is made of material

which will not remain plaited, stitch

one fourth of an inch in from the

edges of the plaits to make them
perfectly flat This stitching should

extend only as far as the waistline,

however, as the additional fulness in

the plaits is required below the belt.

Gather the front at upper edge

between double crosses. Join fronts

and bacl< to the yoke as notched, and
close shoulder seams of yoke, match-

ing lines of small round perforations.

Turn hems on yoke and fronts by

notches and fasten invisibly at the

center front Join the sailor collar

to neck by notch and fasten at the

neck with a ribbon. Arrange a rib-

bon around the waist and tie in front

For elbow puff, cut the sleeve off

on line of large round perforations.

Gather the sleeve at upper edge be-

tween double crosses, and at the low-

er edge. too. Join the armband to

lower edge of sleeve.

No. 1040- -Box-Plaited Dressing Sacque

With Fitted Back
Pattern cut for 34, 36, 38, 40 and 42 inch bust
measures. Quantity of material required for me-
dium size, or 38 inch bust, five yards

^
of twenty-

seven-inch material, or four yards of thirty-six-inch

material

Send the order for this pattern to the Pattern De-
jiartment. Farm and Fireside, 1 1 East 24th Street,

New York City. The price of the pattern is ten
cents.

Pin the sleeve in the arms-eye, placing the front seam at

notch and the top notch at shoulder seam. Pin the plain part
in srnoothly, and draw up the gathers to fit the remaining space.
Distribute the fulness carefully and baste firmly. Finish
each armband with a frill three fourths of a yard long and
as wide as desired.

For the dressing sacque with rolling collar and long sleeves

follow the directions given for making the body of the dressing
sacque. Arrange
the belt around
the waist along
lines of square
p e r f o rations.
Bring small
round perfora-
tions to undejr-

arm seams and
cross in front,

matching large
round perfora-
tions. Join roll-

ing collar to neck
by notch and roll

over on lines of
small round per-
forations.

Gather the
long sleeve at up-
per and lower
edges between
double crosses.

Join the cuff to

lower edge of
long sleeve as
notched.

This is a par-
ticularly adapta-
ble pattern and
can be used to

make dressing
sacques in several
different styles.

The illustrations

show two of
these varieties. In
addition, one
could make a
sacque with sail-

or collar and long sleeves, or another one with rolling collar

and short sleeves.

Directions for Making Dressing Sacque No. 1040

Here is another dressing sacque which is easy to make, and
may be more prac-
tical than No. 1039
for figures that are
inclined to be stout.

Both sacques, how-
ever, are very be-
coming and have a
distinctive st>'le all

their own.
The pattern of

Box-Plaited Dress-
ing Sacque With
Fitted Back, No.
1040, may be ordered
from the Pattern
Department of
Farm and Fire-
side, 11 East 24th
Street, New York
City. The price of
the pattern is ten
cents.

Each piece of the
pattern is perforated
with a letter, which

_ ;
distinguishes it from all the other pieces. This is to keep the

beginner from confusing the different parts. The pattern en-

velope of No. 1040 contains seven pieces. The front is lettered

(V), the under-arm gore (W), the back (T), the collar (L),

the belt (X), the upper sleeve (K) and the under sleeve (N).
Smooth the pieces of the pattern out

carefully and pin on the material, plac-

ing edges marked by triple crosses on
a lengthwise fold. Lay other parts of
pattern with line of large round perfo-
rations in each lengthwise of the goods
The material used for dressing

sacques is often twenty-seven inches

wide, and for this reason we show the

most economical way of placing the

pattern pieces on material of this width.

Pin two lengths of twenty-seven-inch
material together and place the pieces

with the line of large round perfora-

tions in each lengthwise of the goods.

The collar and belt are cut double, and
one of the thicknesses may be used for

lining. In this case, too, there is the

little piecing on each front below the

waistline. The right front of the sacque

is cut like the pattern. There is no box
plait on the left front, so this is cut

off on line of small round perforations.

Mark the perforations and notches

before removing the pieces of the pat-

tern from the material Then join the

pieces by corresponding notches. Open
the back and side back seams out flat

and stitch one eighth of an inch each

side of the seam. This gives an attrac-

tive finish to the otherwise plain back.

Form the inverted plaits at the back

below the belt by bringing the cor-

responding lines of triangle perfora-

tions together. Baste and press.

[Concluded on Pace 23]

Save
Your
Money

Dressing Sacque No. 1040 Worn Without
the Belt, With Front Loose

Here is a chance for you to save $1.75 and
get $3.75 worth of the leading magazines and
farm papers, all for only $2.00. These
magazines are the leading home magazines of

the country, and the farm papers are the most
helpful and most authentic in the farm field.

Only $2.00
will bring all five of these magazines right to

your door for a whole year.

McCall's Magazine
With Pattern (monthly) 50 cents » year.

A magazine with a million circulation, and
one of the leading woman's magazines of

America.

The Home Magsuzine
(Monthly) $1.00 a year.

As its name implies— a great magazine for

the home and all who live in it.

Farm and Fireside
(Twice a month) 25 cents a year.

The National Farm Paper. The most help-

ful paper in America for farmers, their wives

and families. ^

Chicago Inter-Ocean
and Farmer
(Weekly) $1.00 a year.

A great commercial farm newspaper,
brimful of market reports, news, and farm

facts. A help to any farmer.

Live Stock Journal
(Weekly) $1.00 a year.

The leading paper in America for stockmen

and stock farmers. Up to date, bright and

always helpful.

Roosevelt Family Calendar
is different from any other calendar you can

possibly get. It contains the latest and best

picture of President Roosevelt and his family

recently made by the President*! own family

photographer.

A Great Offer
These excellent magazines and papers will

give you altogether 152 different publications

during the year— all for only $2.00, which is

about a cent apiece! $2.00 b a little more

than the cost of the Home Magazine, or Live

Stock Journal, or Inter-Ocean and Farm and

Fireside alone. We believe this is the most

liberal clubbing offer ever made for the money.

These magazines and papers may be sent to

one or different addresses, as desired, and the

subscriptions may be either new or renewal.

If your subscription has not expired, you can

accept this offer, and we will put it ahead from

the time when it will expire. Here is your

chance to get your friends handsome Christmas

gifts at very little money. Your friends will

appreciate one or more of these magazines or

papers, for they will be a pleasant reminder

of your generosity many times a year. Re-

member, only

$2.00 Brings Them All
Use the coupon below:

—

The Pieces of Pattern No.
1040 Are Most Economi-
cally Placed on Twenty-
Seven-Inch Material in This
Manner

Farm and Fireside Date
Springfield, Ohio.

Gentlemen:
Enclosed find $1.50 for which please send

the above club as follows:

McCall'i with Pattern

Name Address

Home Magazine
Name Address...-

Farm and Fireside

Name Address

Inter-Ocean and Farmer
Name Address

Live Slock Journal

Name Address

Note: For Canadian subscriptions to Farm
and Fireside, add 2s cents extra, Canadian sub-

scriptions not accepted for the other papers and
raa^azines. The Roosevelt Calendar may be

added to this offer for only ten cents extra up
to January i, 1908.
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Some Relics of Long Ago
BY FELIX FAXTON

IX
Boston's fine old state house of

the gilded dome may be seen some
of the most interesting ancient war-
time reHcs in our countrj-. The col-

lection of torn and tattered battle flags

carefully preserved in glass cases is a
very notable one, but other state houses
have such flags. No other state house
has, however, such an interesting collec-

tion of drums as are to be seen in the
Massachusetts State House. Here is what
is called the Baltimore drum, which was
carried and beaten by Henr>- White, a
drummer in Company I, when the Sixth
Regiment of Massachusetts Volunteers
Militia marched through Baltimore on
that fateful nineteenth of April, in the
year 1861, and there is also a musket
carried by Charles A. Taylor, a private

of Company D, who fell on that event-
ful day. Henry White was a drummer
in the Massachusetts militia for sixty-

seven years, and on the seventeenth of
Xovember, in the year 1882, when he was
nearly eighty years of age, he came from
his home in Haverhill, Massachusetts, to

the state house, and presented his old
drum to the governor of the state, to be
hung in the executive chamber" with the
flags of the Sixth Regiment.
But a far more ancient drum than this

is a drum that was beaten at the Battle
of Bunker Hill on the seventeenth of
June, in the year 1775, by Thomas Scott.

With this drum is an old flint-lock musket
used by Major John Buttrick at the famous
Battle of the Bridge at Concord on April
nineteenth, when

By that rude bridge that arched the flood,

Their flag to April's breeze imfurled.
Here once the embattled farmers stood
And fired the shot heard 'round the world.

Another interesting historic collection
consists of an elaborately ornamented
old cocked hat, a drum and a sword
which were captured at the Battle of Ben-
nington on the sixteenth of August, in

the year 1777, and which were presented
to Massachusetts by Brigadier-General

DRUM CARRIED BY HENRY WHITE IN
BALTIMORE WHEN FIRST BLOOD
OF THE CIVIL WAR WAS SHED

John Stark. There is also a letter of ac-
knowledgment to General Stark written
by Jeremiah Powell, President of the
Common Council, dated December 5, 1777.

One may also see in the state house two
unusually interesting flags. One is a reg-
imental flag which General Winfield Scott,
U. S. A., gave to the only Massachusetts
regiment that fought in the Mexican War.
The flag is of green silk, embroidered
with the national coat of arms in the
center, while above it are thirty stars,

representing the number of states then
in the Union, and below are the words
"Massachusetts Volunteer Infantry." The
other flag is a United States garrison
flag which waved from the flag staflt at
General Ulysses S. Grant's headquarters,
City Point, Virginia, in the Civil War. It

was given by General Grant to his staff

officer. Colonel A^os Webster, in April,
1865, after the surrender of the Confed-
erates at Appomattox Court House, and
he in turn presented it to Roger Wolcott,
Governor of Massachusetts, through Hon.
John D. Long, Secretary of the Xavy.
The flag is thirty-six feet long.
But none of these trophies of war

equal in value the famous "History of
Plimoth Plantation," written by Governor
William Bradford, which was returned
to the Commonwealth of Massachusetts
from the library of the Consistorial and
Episcopal Court of London, through the
efforts of George F. Hoar, United States
Senator, and Thomas F, Bayard, Ambas-
sador at the Court of St. James in the
year 1897. This ancient document is

guarded with all the jealous care with
which the original copy of the Declaration
of Independence is guarded in Wash-
ington.

One of the things in the state house in

Boston is the historic old wooden cod-
fish, serving as a memorial of the impor-
tance of the cod fishery to the welfare
of the Commonwealth. This codfish

hangs above the speaker's chair in the

splendid chamber of the house of repre-

The Young People
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sentarives. The' exact age of this ancient
and curious and far from beautiful em-
blem is not known, but it is certain that
it dates back to the year 1773, for there
is a record of the fact that in that year
the state paid fifteen shillings to have the
codfish repainted.

. It is also known that
a codfish hung in the old state house in

the year 1747, but this codfish was de-
stroyed by fire when the structure was
burned in the year
1747. Just when
the present cod-
fish took its place
is not known. The
comer stone of
the present state

house on old Bea-
con Hill was laid

on July 4, 1795.

The stone was
drawn to the hill

by fifteen white
horses, each with
a leader, and Sam-
uel j\dams assist-

ed by Paul Revere
laid the corner
stone. The orig-
inal structure cost but one hundred and
forty thousand dollars, but the additions
made to it since that long-ago time ag-
gregate, with the cost of the grpund,
several millions of dollars.

<&

Nebraska Sod Schoolhouse

T^HE picture of the sod schoolhouse and
J- pupils was taken April 3, 1907, by Mr.
Goehring, of Burwell, Nebraska. The

. schoolhouse is located five miles north-
west of Burwell, in Garfield County. South
of this school is the beautiful Calamus
Valley, through which flows the Calamus
River. The picture was taken on the
south side of the building, which you will

notice is of sod, the door being in the
east, by which passes the well-traveled
•Burwell Road."
"The furnishings of this building were

not the best," writes the teacher, "but we
were as happy as if everjthing were of
the best. I taught this school (known as
District 5) the past two years, and was
very kindly treated by both parents and
pupils."

<5>

The Trade That Didn't Last

BY B-UIBARA WILLIS

""W^olxdn't it be nice to live in the city,^ like Harold and Margaret?" said
-Arthur to Elizabeth, as they sat digging
their toes in the warm sand one October
day. "There's something to see in the
city, but out here we have nothing but the
same old things all the time."

"I wish we could go there to live," said
Elizabeth sadly. "Margaret wears a dress
better than this for every day, and she
wears her shiny shoes all the time. I

guess papa and mama are awful poor or
we'd have nicer things."

"How would you like to exchange with
your little cousins?" asked their mama,
who had been listening on the porch. "If

you like, you may go to stay with Aunt
Ida in the cit>', and the children can come
out here. Their flat is so small that the
exchange would suit all around."

USED AT BATTLE OF
AUGUST 16. 1777

"You and -A.unt Ida would just trade
children, do you mean?" asked Arthur.
"Goody! Goody! Only Elizabeth and I

won't want to come home for a long,

long time."
"Very well. I will write to Aimt Ida

to-day about it."

The city children were wild with delight
to hear they could go to the country, and
very soon the exchange was made. Mrs.

Landis told Eliz-
abeth she could
wear her "shiny"
shoes every day,
and told Arthur
he must not take
his o 1 d clothes
along. The citj-

was not verj' far
from the farm, so
Mrs. Landis and
her sister could
easily "trade" chil-

dren.
It was still verj^

warm, though the

first of October, so
Harold and Mar-
garet t o ok off

their shoes as soon as they reached the
farm, and went to wade in the brook.
Then they rolled in the long green grass,

and picked apples and pears and grapes,
and did so many other delightful things
that it would indeed be hard to tell about
them all.

"Did you get a letter from the chil-

dren?" asked Mr. Landis the second day
after the trade, when he saw Mrs. Landis
coming from the letter box with the mail
in her hand. "I hope they are having a
good time."

"Yes, here is one," said Mrs. Landis,
sorting the letters and papers. "I will

read it to you. ^

"Deah Papa axd M.\m.^ :

—

"We are so homesick, and want to come
home. We are tired of wearing our best
clothes and having no place to play. You
have to pay five cents for two little apples
here, and there isn't any yard to play in.

Aunt Ida says she will trade back if you
will. Please do right away. Your loving

"Arthur and Eliz.^beth."

But instead of trading back again, -a

letter was sent to Aimt Ida asking her to

come out and stay a week or two and
bring the children home. Harold and
Margaret were not by any means ready
to go home, so they could all have good
times together.
"Hurrah! Hurrah!" cried the children

when they reached home once more. Eliz-

abeth had her shiny shoes in her hand and
Aunt Ida carried Arthur's new coat. They
scampered to the orchard, and Arthur
shook down a lot of ripe late peaches.
"Eat all you want!" he said to the city

children. "You don't have to pay five

cents for two little ones here, nor for

apples, either. I want to gather the eggs
and wade in the brook and go to the
woods and play in the sand pile and ride

old Fan all at once."
"Then you don't want mama and Aunt

Ida to trade children for all the time, do
you?" asked his papa.
"No indeed !" cried Arthur. "I never

want to be traded again."

The Enchanted Teddy Bear
BY FANNIE M. PENDLETON

Oe was a big white Teddy bear, and
* * Betty's aunt had crocheted for him
a pale blue sweater and a blue toboggan
cap. He wore blue shoes and stockjugs,
and Betty thought him just the loveliest
Teddy in all the world.
All day long she carried him about, and

when sleepy time came, and she was
snugly tucked into her little white bed,
Teddy was placed on a chair right where
she could see him when she first opened
her_eyes in the morning.

"Gurrr-rrr!" What was that!
Betfy sat up in bed. Teddy was gone;

not even a glimpse of his blue sweater
was to be seen.

There was the doll house in the cor-
ner, and there in the door stood the Prin-
cess. She was Bett>-'s loveliest doll, and
just now she was wearing her pink ball

gown. Betty was puzzled because she
was sure that she had undressed her and
put her to bed just as usual.
There was some one talking to her.

Bettj- looked around the corner of her
pillow, and then she nearly laughed aloud,
for there, cap in hand, stood Teddy. The
Princess was speaking

:

"If the Godmother doesn't come soon
we will be late for the ball"

Just as she spoke the fairy appeared.
She was a little, old woman, much hke
the pictures of Mother Goose in Betty's
book, and she sailed up on a golden
broom. She broke off a glistening splint,

touched Teddy, and he changed at once
into the most charming fairy Prince. He
was dressed in white silk and blue vel-

vet, and he at once offered his arm to

the Princess to take her to the ball.

They had not far to go, for it was to

be held in the next room, and Bett\'

could see through the parted curtains
that the guests were arriving.

There was every doll that she had
ever possessed, and all those belonging
to her little neighb<)rs. There was Rosi-
Unde, who lived next door; there was
Maud Clarice, from two houses down the
street, and Dorothea Eileen, who belonged
to the httle girl in the last house. Oh, it

A NEBRASKA SOU SCHOOLHOUSE. TEACHLK AND PUPILS

DRUM THAT WAS BEATEN AT BATTLE OF
BUNKER HILL

would take much too long to tell who
was there; but they were all talking and
laughing, and Betty noticed with pride

that the Princess was the most beautiful

and the most admired.
How they waltzed and talked and

smiled and enjoyed themselves ! Betty
could scarcely believe her eyes.

All at once she noticed that the Prin-

cess was quite uneasy, and that she kept
glancing at the clock. At last she and the
Prince walked off by themselves, and she
reminded him that it was time to go.

"Just one more dance," he begged.
'There is time."
The Princess consented, and around

they whirled.
Suddenly there was a whirring sound.

The clock was going to strike. The Prin-

cess gave a little cry of dismay, and
Betty could see that the Prince turned
pale. Fortunately, they were near the
curtains, and they waltzed through, just

as the hour struck.

At the last stroke the beautiful, slender

Fair>' Prince began to grow fat and short,

and finally he changed back into a Teddy
bear. He tried to speak to the Princess,

but all that he could say was "Gurrr-rrr."

"Don't you growl at me." said the Fairy
Godmother, who sailed in through the

window on her golden broom. "You near-
ly got caught, and it served you right.

You are almost as bad as Cinderella."

The Princess entered the doll's house
and closed the door, while Teddy climbed
once more into his chair.

Betty watched him, but he never moved.
The house was very still, and the little

girl went back to sleep.

The fir<t thing that she did in the morn-
ing was to make sure that Teddy was
th?re and that the Princess was safe in

bed. Mama laughed and told her that it

was all a dream, but Betty believes in

her own heart that the Princess goes to

a ball every evening with Teddy, who is

really an enchanted Prince.
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Miss Gonld's Sressmaking Lesson
[continued from page 21]

Form the box plaits in fronts by bringing
the corresponding lines of triangle perfora-
tions together. Stitch on these lines.

Open each box plait out flat, with the
seam at the center of the plait on the un-
der side, and press. Stitch one fourth of
an inch in from the edges of the center
front plait.

Turn a one-inch hem on the left front

by long line of triangle perforations. Lap
the fronts, bringing the edge of the left

front to center line of large round perfo-
rations in right front. Fasten with buttons
and buttonholes worked through the front
plait.

Arrange the belt around the waist, which
is indicated by square perforations. Match
the centers of sacque and belt at the back,
and tack firmly at the under-arm seam. Lap
the belt in front, matching center lines of
large round perforations, and fasten with
button and buttonhole. Join the collar to

neck by notch and roll over on ' line of
small round perforations.
Join the pieces of the sleeve as notched

and ease fulness in upper sleevf at elbow.
Gather the sleeve at upper edge between
double crosses and sew in arms-eye as
directed for No. 1039.

If a loose front is preferred, the belt may
be arranged around the back and under-
arm gores as directed, and then passed
through openings left in under-arm seams,
fastening under the fronts ar 1 keeping the
backs in place. The loose front is shown
in one illustration on page 21.

Three-eighths-of-an-inch seam is allowed
on all edges of these patterns, except at the
shoulder and under-arm seams, where one-
inch seam is allowed, desienated by lines of
small round perforations.
For Christmas gifts dainty dressing

sacques of sheerest lawn and dotted swiss
may be made from these patterns. Fine
hand embroidery, frills of Valenciennes or
Point Venise lace and coquettish little choux
of narrow ribbon transform a plain lawn
sacque into a chic matinee which will please
the most fastidious woman.
Dressing sacques of albatross are lined

with white China silk. The edges of the
sailor collars and rolling collars are scal-
loped and finished with buttonhole stitch.
Large coin spots suriounSed with tiny
French dots are embroidered in the scallops
and provide an effective trimming.
There are some very attractive and in-

expensive designs shown in flannelette and
eider flannel made especially for house
sacques, and the edges bound with wash
ribbons.

The Puzzler
Here is an old riddle that will, in all

probability, be new to you

:

God made Adam out of dust.
But make me first he thought he must
So I was made before the man.
To answer God's most holy plan.
My body he did make complete,
iJut without arms or legs or teet;
My ways and actions did control.
And 1 was made without a soul

!

A living being 1 became,
And Adam gave to me my name;
Then from his presence I withdrew,
Nor more of Adam ever knew!
1 did my Maker's laws obey ;

t rom them 1 never went astray.
Thousands of miles I run in fear.
But seldom on the earth appear

;

But God in me did something see.
And put a li\ ing soul in me

!

A soul of me my God did claim.
And took from me that soul again.
And when from me that soul was fled,

1 was the same as when first made.
And without hands or feet or soul,
I travel now from pole to pole

!

I labor hard, both day and night.

To fallen man 1 give great light.

Thousands of people, both young and old.

Do through my death great light behold.
No fear of death e'er troubles me,
tor happiness 1 cannot see!
To heaven above i ne'er shall go.
Nor to the grave, nor hell below.
The Scriptures I cannot believe

—

If right or wrong cannot conceive.
Although therein my name is found,
Ihey are to me an empty sound.
Now, children, when these lines you read.
Go search the Scriptures with all speed.
And if my name you don't find there,
I'll think it strange, I do declare.

CENTRAL ACROSTIC

The Roosevelt
Family Calendar
Free with your subscription or renewal

Answer to Thanksgiving Rebus in the
November 25th issue.

The extreme Pu'itan was at once known
from other men bv his gait, his garb, his

lank hai'-, and sou'- soleranitv of his face,

the upt''-"'"r' w^it" of his eyes, the nasal
twans; with whi'-h he spoke, and above all

by his peculiar dialect.

These offers are made to both old and new ^ah-

scribers, and we strongly advise you to accept one of

them promptly, for at the rate these handsome calendars

are going now, we may not be able to continue these

liberal offers after January i, 1908.

It is unnecessary to call the attention of our readers

to President Roosevelt's great friendship for the farmers

of this country. He has fought the trusts and other

enemies of farmers so bitterly that many of them are

now begging for mercy, and the illegal ones have been

put out of business. The country has never been so

prosperous as under President Roosevelt's adminis-

tration.

For this reason we want to send one of these hand-

some calendars to the home of every Farm and Fire-

side family.

Quentin ThePr«i<ienl

Kemnl
Archie

Theodore Jr.

Mrs. Roosevelt

^4»l Ethel

This is the picture of President Roosevelt and his famiiv, that appears on the front of The Roosevelt Family Calendar.

It was taken last August at Oyster Bay, N. Y., the President's country home, by the President's own family photographer. It

is the latest and best picture of President Roosevelt and his family, and was taken with his special permission and by his authority.

We have reproduced it in The Roosevelt Family Calendar at great cost, because we want our big family to have only the newest

and best to be obtained.

This beautiful calendar is different from any other calendar you can possibly get. It is made on beautiful coated super-calen-

dered stock, and printed in sepia so as to get the full artistic effect. A silk cord is attached to the top, and when the calendar is

hung on the wall it will be an ornament to any parlor. In every way it is a work of art, carefully gotten up, beautifully made, and

new and up to date in every respect. Every one, whether a democrat or a republican, should have a picture of this great President

and his family. This is the latest and best picture of them that has ever been taken. You cannot get this calendar in any other

way^. We have had it made solely for the readers of Farm and Fireside and we shall send it prepaid and carefully packed to

every one who accepts one" of the offers below promptly. Do not delay!

Offer No. I Offer No. 2

$1.00
i^vei you rarm and Tiretide le-en whole year*

—

168 bir, kelHul numlwn—and the ben'itiful Rooce
velt FaraBy Calendar, the nubKihers' giH tor
promntneis. If you pcceot thu offer, each Unie
of Farm and FirMide will co(t you but
tenth* of a caat.

Offer No. 3

25c
£iret jrOM Farfn and rireiide three whole yean—
ft bil^. b«lnfu] numbei'.', and the be^iutiful Roon-
vel* FanUy C>ler<" the publtjherj' ^ift^ for

proraptaen. H vo« KcceM ihis offer, each iMue
of Farm aad Firendt- will co*t you but Mven-
tenth! of a cent.

givei you Farm and Fireude ooe whole year—24
i^, helpful oumbert, and the beautiful Roote-

Telt Family Calendar, the publithen' gift for
promptaew. If you accept tbli oOer, each iitue
of Farm and Firctide will cott you but one
cent.

Rush the Coupon Below Right Now Before January 1st

CUT ALiM«G THIS UNC AND SEND TO-DAY

FARM AND FIRESIDE
Sprincfiki n, Ohio.

I accept your Oder No for which I enclose.

Fireside and the Roosevelt Family Calendar to

.Please send Farm and I

Name.

Rural Roate.

Dat«. Town.

o«!. 10 p. & r. State.

A BLUE MARK
in the square helow indicates that you are an
old subscriber niiH that ynur subscription ex-

pires this month.

Renew by acceptincr of these offers before

they are withdrawn.
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Tissot's Celebrated

Bible Pictures
A Special Christmas Offer of the First Popular

Reproductions of .These Celebrated Paintings

AT last we are able to offer the readers of Farm and Fireside a popular
reproduction in full color of the most celebrated Bible paintings ever
produced.

Through a special, low-priced contract with the American Tissot Society,

we nre able to make you a special Christmas offer of twenty-four Tissot master-
pieces, tivelve Old Testament and twelve New Testament, which would ordi-

narily cost you a large amount of money, at practically no extra expense to you.

Great Popularity of the Paintings
Tissot' s Bible Pictures have been more wonderful and successful than any

series of paintings ever produced. They have been exhibited in the leading
cities of Europe, England and America. Over a million people have paid ^
cents each simply to see these paintings, while you can have the reproductions
of them, which we now offer, right in your own home at practically no cost to you.

right by lissoS, lS95-9«.

The Wise Men on Theii Way lo Bethlehem

Tissot Makes the Bible Real
Tissot spent sixteen years in the Holy Land stu.dj-ing the countrj', the cus-

toins and the people. He makes real to us the great Bible characters, such as

Jacob, Joseph, Moses and Ruth. Tissot's paintings are wonderful, not only in

their coloring, but in their truth to nature.
These t\vent>'-four art reproductions are cabinet size, printed on coated

paper, and give not only the exact coloring, but the minutest details of the
famous originals. We believe this is the greatest offer for the money, that we
have ever made the readers of Farm and Fireside.

' .•p> right, 1*'4. l.y de BriiDOlT.

The Proceidon in the Stieets of Jerusalem

Copyright, 19tj4, by de Bruncff.

Jacob and Rackael at the Well

Our Offer
These twenty-four i

Tissot Reproductions ) J!^\
Carefully Packed,
Prepaid, and i .

Farm and Fireside \vJnly

Two Whole Years 50c.
The regular
price of
two yearly
subscriptions
to Farm and
Fireside alone

To get the twenty-four Tissot reproductions in full color, write as follows,

or strnd this coupon. The Roosevelt Calendar is not included in this offer.

Canadian subscribers should send $1.00. The Tissot Pictures make a fine

Christmas gift and may be sent to a different address from Farm and Fireside
if desired.

FARM AND FIRESIDE,

Springfield, Ohio.

Enclosed find SO cents for which please send Farm and Fireside two

years beginning with the number, and also the 24 Tissot

pictures, prepaid.

Farm and Fireside to Tissot Pictures to

Name ~ „

Town

State _ State

What a
DoUar BiU

Will Do

For Our Readers
THF BHD A I TDin We have just made a contract whereby we can oSer the readersira. KUKAi, iKiu of Farm AND Fireside the biggest bargain in the farm paper field.

At the retail price for yearly subscriptions.the papers alone in this ofier would cost you $1.75, but we ofieriJ price tor yearly subscriptions.the papers alone in this ofier would cost you $1.75, but we ofier
r readers at very greatly reduced prices, with the handsome Rooseveh Family Calendar free.

Farm and Fireside (Three Years)

lALL FOUR
including Farm anil

Fireside three whole
I years—72bignambers

is the national farm paper read all over the country by nearly three million 1

happy people each number. Farm and Firesidk pays more for its
editorial matter than any other farm paper. It is a Great Farm Paper
Growing Greater—all the time.

Green's Fruit Grower (One Year)
anil Home Companion, edited by Charles A. Green, is the largest and I

gr^test horticultural publication in America. It is a magazine for thel
fruit grower, for the success of his occupation, for his home, and for hisf
home folks. Some of the special features are: Editorial Comment, Orchard,
Poultry, Farming, Health, Small Fruits and Woman's Department.

Vick's Magazine (One Year)
is the ideal Magazine for the farmer's wife and daughter. It is a homel
magazine in ever>' sense, and devotes many pages to flowers, the garden,
and beautifying the home. Vick's will be welcomed in every farm home.

The Roosevelt Family Calendar
is different from any other calendar you can possibly get. It is made on
beautiful coated super-calendered stock, and printed in Sepia to get the
full artistic effect. It contains the latest and best picture of President

J

Roosevelt and his family—the ofiicial picture recently made by the Presi-/
dent's own family photographer. /

THE BARGAIN OF THE SEASON
This offer is the bargain of the season, and you must accept it soon if you accept it at all, for these

handsome calendars will not last long in so liberal an offer as this. We cannot guarantee to send the
calendar with this offer after January I, 1908. The papers and calendar may each be sent to a dif-

ferent address if desired, and the subscriptions may be new or renewal. You can accejit this great
offer whether your subscription has expired or not, and we will put it ahead from the time when it

does expire. A dollar bill will bring them all.

USE THE COUPON BELOW

Canadian Subscribers
should send $1.25 extra
for excess postage. If

I

you want Farm and
, Fireside only one year
the price of this club is

I
75c ($1.56 in Canada).

FARM AND FIRESIDE,
Springfield, Ohio Date

Gentlemen:

—

Enclosed find fi.oo for which enter my name for Farm and. Fireside for three years when my
present subscription expires, and also send me Green's Fjtnr Grower. Vick's Magazine and The
Roosevelt Family Calendar.

Name.

NOTE—If you want Town
the magazine sent to dif-

ferent addresses, just

say so. State.„ „„ „

TWO FOR THE
PRICE OF ONE

Here is your chance to get the best farm paper of your state or section of

the country, with the best farm paper of the whole country—FARM AND
FIRESIDE—for the piice of your sectional farm paper alone.

BLOODED STOCK ) Our
AND [ Price

FARM AND FIRESIDE - ) for Both

FARMER'S CALL ) Our
AND \ Price

FARM AND FIRESIDE ) forBqth

MISSOURI VALLEY FARMER ) Our
AND [ Price

FARM AND FIRESIDE ) for Both

NORTHWEST PACIFIC FARMER ) Our
AND f

Price

FARM AND FIRESIDE ) for Both

PLANTER'S JOURNAL 1 Our
AND } Price

FARM AND FIRESIDE for Both

50c

40c

35c

$1.00

50c

These subscriptions may be either new or renewal, and sent to one or

different addresses. A Roosevelt Family Calendar will be sent to you

free if you accept one of these offers before January 1st, 1908.

SEND ALL ORDERS TO

FARM AND FIRESIDE, Springfield, Ohio
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The Grange
BY MRS. MARY E. LEE

aUA^IC'TICNS OF W-^KSN IN-

STITUTE lectu?vE:vS

RE.Mi i'.I.KORE THI-: .\Mr;RiJAiN . , bSOClATION
OK TARMERS' INSII'IUIE V> OUKERS"

T.iF.
woman institute lecturer should

i;;ive ability to impart instruction

J li! arouse interest in further study
of a question. Sympathy, enthusi-

asm, consecration, efficiency are ah essen-
tial, bi;t the greatest of these is e.iici'^ncy.

Sympathy is a divine attribute, but it

never prepared an appetizing metil to be
converted into productive eneigy in the

human furnace ; enthusiasm is good, but
it never bound up a wound or saved a

life while the doctor was coming; con-
secration is essential and beautiful, but
k may lose in desire to do. Syinpathy,
enthusiasm, consecration, plus erticiency

will do more to cure human ills than any
other quartet of human qualities.

It is a noteworthy fact that three of
the best books of the season bear directly

on this point. They are Doctor Allen's
"Efficient Democracy," Doctor Gulick's
"The Efficient Life," and Dr. Nichoias
Murray Butler's "True and False Democ-
racy." I would commend each of these
books to every reader desiring to make
his life of the most value. You cannot
pick up a magazine of high order or enter
a convention of broad-gaged men and
women but the demand is voiced for better
workers, and better from the standpoint
of being able to perform exactly the work
onf is hired to do.

Society in any age has never risen
higher than the women of that period.
For the reason that women must play
this important part, and the farmers'
institute has been, is, aiid will be yet
more in the future one of the great forces
in human development, I feel that those
women , shall be selected as teachers and
leaders who represent the highest type,
those who can think clearly and do.
Two years ago this organi-ation hon-

ored me with membership on the woman's
institute committee. At various times,
through the medium of our paper, farm-
ers' institutes, Grange meetings and wom-
en's ciubs, I asked these questions : Do
you favor women institute lecturers?
Shall they come from the rank of good
housekeepers with no special training for
the work, who simply do as their neigh-
bors do, or shall they be from those who
have studied and know better ways of
doing things than is apt to be handed
down by tradition? I asked this also
-relative to what was desired in women's
departments.
T he answers to these questions were

so nearly uniform that I summarize as
follows : We certainly want women lec-

turers. Most farm women are good
cooks and keep houses clean. What we
want is instruction in how to do the
work better, with less energy; new meth-
ods wh;re new are better than the old;
how to make our homes beautiful and
healthful, from which we can send our
families into the world with strong, alert
bodies, tenanted by clear minds and clean
hearts, people capable of sustaining long
stretches of mental and physical effort,

or sudden demands that sap vitality. We
want more leisure for improvement, ipusic,

reading and a social life. Some way we
are losing the best of living, and we be-
lievp a better way can be found. We
want those who are paid to teach us to be
able to help hs to that better way. And
we want women who have given time and
study, women who know, to teach us.

Vn e feel that more harm has come through
faulty teaching than can be rectified in
years. In the beginning of a new time
we want to begin right. Coming from
so many sources I feel that this can be
cabled the universal demand of my sis-

ters on the farm. Hence I plead in the
establishment of the new order that com-
pete -cy be made the first desideratum.
Where are those trained women to be

found? Let it be known that women are
to be employed at a good wage and that
a standard of efficiency must be met, that
they must be submitted to a civil service
examination and that a certificate or a
dip'oma from a first-class school in do-
mestic science is of great importance as
a recommendation, and the bright women
of the farm will do the rest. It is purely
a business matter. People will go where

• it is to their interest to go, will do the
work it is to their interest to do. If
women know there is a demand for their
services, schools of domestic science will

be thronged, instead of business colleges.
And when it is known that such women
are in demand, the agricultural press will

educate the farm women to their oopor-
tu"ities. For in the last essence it is the
agricultural press that must be deoended
uoon to carry, week after week, the new
ideas, the new thought.

We are commg to a saner notion of
education. No matter how high the notes
a gin can reach, or how delicately she
can embroider, or how many languages
she can speak, though these are essential
to a vvell-bala-.iced life, if she cannot per-
form some useful service in an e.xact and
precise manner, then she is uneducated.
For some good reason the Creator has
made it nccjssary to perform manual labor.
In the perfection of its performance lies
the solution of some of the most per-
piexing problems in our national life.
C mpetent service will bring financial
gain and honorable recognition. The
rank of the work in the minds of people
is pretty accurately gaged by what they
are willing to pay for it. Raise the stand-
ard of excellence, and the recognition in
the line of honor is raised. Housework
has been praised by poets, but it was the
poorest paid of all labor.- Not until house
help became scarce through higher-prices
and more honorable recognition in other

- lines of industry did the home begin to
achieve anything like the rank the poets
gave it. Even now it is one of the worst-
paid employments. The whole question
is purely an economic one, and science,
the best friend to mortals given, must
solve it. A woman lecturer fails in her
mission if she does not show that there
is a distinct financial gain in a sanitary,
well-balanced home, well-cooked food,
and rooms furnished in an artistic man-
ner. When this can be done, woman's
economic position is assured, and her
work in the home, the natural place, will
be to her the highest aim. Until the home
takes its rightful rank in industry women
will continue to seek every other avenue
of employment.

I wou!d not convey the impression that
none but college-bred • women shovild be
employed as institute lecturers. Far from
it. But I do say that the good business
woman with practical, common sense will
avail herself of every opportunity and of
the immense advantages a college training
gives. A genius can get along without
it and difcover forces that make colleges
a necessity, but the average woman will,
see the practical value of conlJ)etency Tni
work.
The art and science of home making

is in its infancy. There is much to learn,
and much that is already known to be
carried to the people. But one who does
not know cannot teach. My final plea
is that those who go out to teach women
shall know whereof they speak, shall know
their subject so well that they forget it

as a thing apart, but feel it a part of
life. They shall know it so well that
it becomes simple. These will reflect,

rather than impart, knowledge, will lend
it grace and dignity and beauty. Set the
standard high, and be sure the wives on
the farm will recognize what is done
for them.

«
THE ORANGE A FACTOEFOB 600B

I believe in the Grange as the greatest
factor for good in our modem conditions.
In saying this I do not mean that every-
thing the Grange does must necessarily
have iny utmost sanction. It made some
big ' mistakes when it was learning to
walk, but no more than any other or-
ganization has made. It has triumphed
over them and has won the profound re-
spect of all people who are in touch with
the moving forces of our country.

President Roosevelt mentioned it in
various addresses as one of the safest
and most powerful organizations in this

country, and educators and business men
in those states where the Grange is well
organized turn to it as the best organ-
ization in the state. Why, then, not go
into it? And if it is in undesirable
hands in your community, and you know
its value as an organization and believe
in its splendid work, why not quietly

work up a class, send in your applica-

tions and take hold of the lodge and bring
it up to your expectations? You will be
apt to find, after you get into it, that

the members are after the same things
you are after, and that they have clung
to a hope that seemed forlorn, simply be-
cause you stood off and criticized instead

of taking hold and helping. A Grange
can't grow in numbers unless it has new
members, though some people seem to

think otherwise. Take hold of the Grange
in your community and help along. Or
if there is none in your town, put one in.

If you want good things, get together and
go after them.

We absolutely guarantee all advertise-
ments in Farm and Fireside. You can
write to our advertisers with as much
confidence of receiving fair treatment
from them as you would get from an in-

quiry to one of the editors of this paper.

Throe teB8^e!iaT.^ i'\

Slatpsaas iiare mud*
r Ask your dealer for

PRINTS

The famous old "S-n!"-'"!" Ftl&ts
uiauecu./ )U iuiti>i..yj.e.

They are black, and they stay
L-ac-k. For 65 years the
standard wash fabric for mourn-
ing dresses and b'-ick costumes.

If your dealer hasn't Simps on-Eddystone Prints
^nnte u ; h.i name. We'll help him supply you. De«
dme &uJstit..tcs and iui>u.tions.

The Edd;rstOT3 M^i'. Co.. Philadelphia
KsiatJibhed by Wm, Simpson, br.

PHILO BURT MFG. CO..

CkOiiKHD SPINES-STRAIGHTENED
CURE TOURS€LF OR TOUR CHILD «T HOME. WITHOUT PAIN OR TNCONVEIIIEHCE, OF

ANT SPINAL DEFORMITT WITH THE WONDERFUL SHaOON APPUANCE.

Tfo matter how old you are. or bow long you have Buffered, or what kind of
spinal deformity you ha\'e, there is a cure for you by moans of the wonderfnl
Sheldon .Apidiance- It is a» firm as steel and yet elrtstic at the riglit places.
It gives an even perfect support to the weakened or deformed Bpine. It is
as easy to tatce off or put on as a coat cause.* no iucoMvanience, and does not
cbafe or irritate. No one can notice you are wearing it.

CURE YOURSELF AT HOME
The Sheldon Appliance is made to order to fit each individual perfectly. It weight

OTjnce^, where other supports weigh pounds. The price is within the reach of all.
Hundreds of doctors recommend it.

We Guarantee Satufaction and L«t You Uie It 30 Days
from aay
with full

strong testimonials from every State in the Union.

If jou or your child arc suffering from apy spinal trouble, htinchback, or crooked
spine, vsrite at once for new ttook with full informaii'on and references. W« have

236 I2th St.» Jamestowo. N. Y.

ENLARGING ONE'S ETFICiENCY
When the Grange v\ as organized forfy-

one years ago, its vniy platform was the
preamble to its constitution consisting of
less than three hundred words.

-

In that brief di.cument occurred this

cumulative series of! statements, namely

:

"Human happiners is the acme of earth-
ly ambition. Individual happiness depends
upon general prosperity. The prosperity
of a nation is in proportion to the value
of its productions. . . . The produc-
tions of the earth are subject to the in-

fluence of natural laws. . . . Hence,
knowrledge is the foundation of happiness."
Then followed "three ultimate objects

for which the organization was founded :"

(1) "To lighten labor by diffusing a
knowledge of its aims and purposes.

(2) To expand the mind by tracing the
beautiful laws the great Creator has es-

tablished in the universe. (3) To enlarge
our views of creative Wisdom and Power."
Thus in the very inception of the

Grange movement was the threefold na-
ture of man recognized and provided for.

He was to be dealt with as a muscular
man, a mental man and a moral man.
An illustration of how this all-round

development of a man can be and is

sometimes worked out in real, rugged
life was well set forth recently during
the program in a certain Grange. The
discussion was upon the problems of
present-day farming, when a man, who
became a charter member thirty-four years
ago, and has been a regular attendant
ever since, in speaking on the subject, said

:

"Farm life is intensified. Years ago I

kept three men and three or four boys
to work on my farm. This year, though
I am seventy-five years old, one man and
I have done all the work on the two
hundred and ninety acres. It takes sys-

tem, it takes activity. I dragged fifteen

acres of wheat ground this forenoon be-

fore coming here. People are not worn
out by overwork. A farmer can work
twelve hours a day and not wear out

by it—the change enables him to do it."

This man is a prodigious reader, a con-
stant student of the deepest stores of phil-

osophy, religion, politics and agriculture.

Some one asked him, "Do you find time
to read as much as you did when you
kept three or four men?"

"I read," he replied, "an hour every
day, no matter what I have to do. And
every morning I read a chapter from the
Bible and ask the help of Almighty God
for the work of the day. Any man who
will open up himself for assistance in

these ways will get it."

Is there not ground for serious self-

examination in such testimony for the
young men who, by the score and thou-
sands, are saying, "I have no time to
read, nor to attend farm institutes, the
Grange and church ; I must work with
my hands; my head profiteth me nothing;
my heart is a^ sterile field."

f Jennie Bueix.

THE IITTIE THINGS
It's the little things in life that count.

No great thing stands out alone for the
man or woman who will not do the little

things at hand. Every inspiration up-
ward is a divine command from God
to go after that thing with all the in-

tensity and strength of the human soul.

Begin in some little, out-of-the-way com-
munity to do that which will make your
place a better one, and though you tied

the winds of heaven, they would carry
the story to others. Little things well

done make the big things. It's the thought
in one mind put into effect that brings
reforms. *

i

Ask
dealer
for it.

Tisde-Uaxk.

Makes blacking s stove a
pIoHsnre Easily applied, sufe

—

clean — rooDtiinleal — ffues twice
a» far as other itollshes.RREE SAMPLE Address Dept. T.

Lamonl. Corlien Co.. Agents, 78 Hudfon Strt-et, N.Y.

UOFi-TH
TEUEPHOKTES specially
iiOjipted to fai-m lines. Sold

direct from factory.^ Book of instructiona
how to organize

. farmers and build
Une free. Write for

Bulletin No. 3M. Xhe North
Eleotrio Co., Clerelasd, 0.
Kanim City. Bo. Dallas, Tex.

YOUR IDEAS
ielCO.OOO for one iaventioni

another $». 500. Book "How to
jbtain a Patent ' and •What ti In-
vent" sent free Send rough sketch for iree

I

report as to patcntahility. W e advertise >our
pa^n t for sale at ouc- expense.

Patent Obtained o- Tee Betnmed.
CBANIM£E & CHANDLEE. Pateat An>8,

(fato&f'.h/olU Mrs)

987 P. Street. Wash'nirton, D. C.

BICYCLE
INTO A OOOO

MOTORCYCLE.
Sample sold at cost.

S.-nd stamp for Cata-log,

MMoreyclj EqulywiH Co., • Lake, HammMdsport, N. V.

ANDRAE Giant Telephones
On One Year's Trial

The kind tliat rlna eyi n when others have receirers
down. Made esp cialiy for heavy farm work and
used by tanners everywhere. Write today for
calalogne and prices. Jl'Lics andkae & »(9.\S t u..
Ill See nd HU, JlllwaDkee. Wh.

PARKER'S HAIR BALSAM
Cleanses and beantifles the hair.
PromotHS a luxuriant growth.
Never Falls to Kestore Gray
Hair to Its Youthful Color.

Cures scalp diseases & hair falling.
^^^Oo^n^luo^^Drnggists^^^

^p^^ B% M Send ns your sddreea
11* > JD €| Alf and wewillshowyoaV _iC a WaV Vlll Oliowtomake»3aday
la hL^V absolutely sure; wa

^B^^ fnrniph the worlc and teach yo'i free,you work in
thelocality where yoa 1 ivo. Seod-us your addresa and we will
cotplam the buaine^is fully, remember we guarantee a clear profit
of $3 for every day's work, absolutely sure. Write atonce.
BOTAL MAJiUFACTPBUia CC Box »4& Detroit, lUeh.

L ^ I^cl'^ble information tohomeseekers seeking' dependAbla
^ "1 knowledge ofCalifornia soil, products, climateand other con*
ditions, SuhRfrihers' inqtiiries ati!'wer«"d free. C niotiths Irial loc.

WESTERN EMPIRE MAGAZINE, 240 TIaies Fld|.. L«s AuBeles. CaL

ALIFORNIA FOR 10<i

LEARN TELEGRAPHY
And R. K. Acconntinp, Advanre rails for over 6.0(X)

^aduates. Oueraied uiider sapfrYieion of railway
offloials Main line)*. ' fsitioiiB absuhtteij as nre*f.

Work for pxpenwft ''rnspectna free.
NattonU Telegmph Zostitute, Cincinnati, Oblo

$90 era' Managers Women and
Men to leave samples and call on cnstoiners. Samples free.

I> 1 2, R. n. W Supply Co.. S85 I>«arboi n St.. Chlcoeo.

aApiyTC POBTRAIT* 8ft.-, FRA.ME8 I60,MvlCVv 9 sheet pictiirep 'c. si i-reofi-opes 2Gc.

views li* 30 days credit Samples an.' Cataloe Free.
roii,n1M]>t«"t P i.trnit « o.. 390-8I W. Adsm^ St., Chirac,

The ITNIVEH 'AL M-\0 \ZINE th.- most IntpresiinK

Send 25 cents for one year's subscription and 1! I>eanli-

fnl pictures. Addifts. HAl-K PFBilSHINe rt ..

S&AO Yista t venae. T.nnls. Mo.

Qinn PER MONTH and E»p>p'>«
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Little Marguerite Tells Our Young Readers

How to Get a Big Teddy Bear and a

Beautiful Doll, Handsomely

Dressed, Like Hers
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Dear Girls:
Oh, I have such good news for all of you girls who read this

^aper!
Papa gave me a Teddy Bear and a Doll just like the one he

wants to give you. I wish I could tell you how much fun I have
had with them, especially the Teddy Bear. Teddy is such a
dear! Papa says it does his heart good to see how much fun I

have with them, and he wants to make other little girls happy and
have fun, too. That is why he is going to give these dolls and
bears away.
I'm sure you never saw a Teddy Bear like mine. I'll tell you

what he is like. He is awful big and looks so real and lifelike. I

MARGUERITE WITH HER TEDDY BEAR
"

AND DOLL
real live
Mother-
Bear saw
him shewould
think he
was one of
her own
children.
You can

make him
hug you if

you want
to, and that
is what I

like, but
^he will not
hurt you as
a live bear
would d o

,

and you can
hug him,
too, but if

you hug him too tight he will
tell you so, for he has a voice
and will talk if you make him.

I suppose you have read
about the little girl who slept
in the little bear's bed? You
can take this Teddy Bear to
bed with you and let him sleep
in yours. He makes a splen-
did bedfellow, and will play
with you all day. You can
make him do such droll,' cun-
ning things. I know you will
like him because 1 am so fond
of my own Teddy.

It is a Teddy Bear just like
mine that my papa wants to
give you, and he will also give
you a doll just like my dear
dolly, Louise, as well. The

doll looks just like a real live little girl, just like you and me. She
has beautiful hair, large, bright eyes and pretty cheeks, and is as
pretty as any fairy. She is beautifully dressed all ready to go out
walking. Really, girls, she is the cutest doll you ever saw, and
when you lay her down, she closes her eyes and goes to sleep, just
like we do when we are tucked in our beds.

I am sure that you would like to have the doll and the bear
for your very own. I am so glad my papa is going to give
them to you. I think it is kind of him to let me tell you, because
I like to think that other little girls and boys can have good fun
like I have.
Now, my dear little friends, I hope you will send the coupon

to my papa, and let him send you the bear and the doll, for I am
sure you will be pleased. My papa himself will tell you how you
can get them, so read what he says in the next column and then
send the coupon to him to-day.

Your loving little friend.
Marguerite.

25 EXTRA PRESENTS FOR YOU

P, J. ALLEN, 627 W. 43ll St. Dept. 726, N. V. CIt)

Dear Mr. Allen: Please send me the twelve
premium pictures and outfit so that I may earn a
Teddy Bear, a beautiful Doll, the 25 Piece Kitchen
Set, Album and 10 colored Post Cards.

Name .. _

Address _.

Just sign and Mall Coupon. No Latter Naoeasary
The Coupon Will Do.

A COMPLETE KITCHEN SET GIVEN—25 PIECES

I want every little girl to have one of these kitchen sets.
They are made of stamped metal, in a great many pretty designs,
and every little girl who has a set can play house better than
she ever could before. The set contains everything that a little .
girl wishes:

I KNIFE I CANDLE STICK I BAKINO PAN 2 PATTV PANS
1 FORK 1 CRATER 3 PIE PANS 2 FANCY TRAYS
2 TEA SPOONS I FRYING PAN I JELLY MOLD I LARGE TRAY
I DUST PAN I FLOUR SCOOP 2 LARGE PATTV I CAKE PAN
1 SUGAR SPOON I SUGAR SCOOP PANS I CAKE DISH

There are 25 pieces in the set, so many that a small picture can-
not give you an idea of how nice it really is. I want to send you
the set in a big box with the other presents.

CUT OR TEAR OUT THIS COUPON

laaiaasBHQiBSiasiuaasQis:: _ _ _ :<aaBSaSQHnaaSass!SQis&BQieasQ!2asaf5si;3as&)s
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A BIG BOX
OF

PRESENTS
GIVEN

TO GIRLS

A BEAUTIFUL DOLL

A BIG TEDDY BEAR

A KITCHEN SET and

10 SOUVENIR POST CARDS
Tfl DADFIITC' ^ ^'^^ seac/ a big box containing tliese fine presents to

III InllLRIda your little girl, and will prepay the express charges.

I love children and I want to be known as the children's friend. And so, as my little dauehter tells you in her personal letter to
you, I want to eive to every child who reads this paper A RKAL TEDDtf BEAR, A BEAUTIFUL BIG DOLL, A 35 PIECE
KITCHEN SET and TEN COLORED POST CARDS.

Just think of iti A Teddy Bear, Doll, a 25 Piece Kitchen Set and 10 Colored Post Cards Given.
You do not have to pay a cent of money to get them. I eive them to you as a present, on my GREAT OFFER, which is

printed in the lower riebt-hand comer.
Now be sure and read EVERY WORD of this, for I am sure that every E>rl (and even the boys) will want one of these Teddy

Bears I am eivine away, and I know the eirls want both the Teddy Bear and the Doll, as well as the 35 Piece . Kitchen Set and 10

Colored Post Cards.

A BIG TEDDY BEAR GIVEN
I have had thousands of these fine big Teddy Bears made

specially for me, to give away to the children of this country.
This Teddy Bear is nearly a foot high. He is made of fine

qualit)' of genuine bear skin cloth, and he looks as though he were
alive. You can move his arms, legs and head, and make him do
anything you want.

I know you will enjoy him as a play-fellow, just as my little

girl does. Teddy Bears are so popular that it is hard to get them
now; but by buying thousands I have been able to get a large
supply for my little friends. I want you to have one, and will

gladly send it to you with the other presents if you will give me
just a few minutes of your time. Read how to get the big box of

presents in the lower right-hand comer of this advertisement.

BEADTIFDL

ALSO GIVEI^

Girls, I am sure you never had a
finer doll than the one I will give you
free. She is EIGHTEEN INCHES
HIGH and as lifelike as your own little

baby sister would be. She has beau-
tiful hair, large, tright eyes, pretty
cheeks, and is handsomely dressed, all

ready to go out walking. I will give
you either a golden-haired doll or a
dark-haired doll whichever you like,
and- I promise you you will like her
better tlian any doll you ever had.

Really, my little friends, she is one
of the cleverest dolls you ever saw.
Her arms, head and neck and legs are
movable. I am sure you would like
this doll /oryour very own. My own
little girl has one just like her, and
she says it is the nicest doll she ever
had. Now, then, children, read my
offer and see how to get the Doll and
Bear as well as the 25 Piece Kitchen
Set and 10 Colored Post Cards.

EXTRA
10 Comic Colored

Post Cards for You

I will also send you a package of

ten of the finest colored post cards

._you ever saw. You will laugh until

your sides ache when you see them.

So will your friends when they see

them. Funny is no name for these

cards. They are included in the big

box of presents I want to send you.

E3

K 5i

How to Get the Big Box of Presents

Any little girl can work for this big box of presents containing the TEDDY BEAR, the BEAUTIFUL DOLL the COMPLETE
KITCHEN SET and TEN COLORED POST CARDS. There is not a penny to pay. SEND NO MONEY. All you have to do is to

send me your name and address on the coupon. I will send you at once twelve FAMOUS PICTURES by great ARTISTS to distribute

among your friends and neighbors on my special liberal offer.

THIS BIG BOX OF PRESENTS IS EASY TO EARN
Simply distribute the premium pictures on my liberal offer. They are such beautiful works of art that every one who sees them

wants them. The originals would cost probably more than a thousand dollars a piece. These premium pictures are reproduced in

the most beautiful colors known to the artist's palette and you will find it very easy to dispose of them, on my special 25-cent offer.

Send me the money, and the very day I receive it I will send you the big box of presents free. It will take you only a little while to

distribute the pictures and there is no reason why you cannot have the cute Teddy Bear, the big Beautiful Doll, the Complete Kitchen
Set and the Colored Post Cards to play with very' soon.

Thousands of girls everywhere are taking advantage of this offer and are being made happy with these big boxes of presents. Do
not wait, but send me the coupon today, and before you know it you will have your big box of presents. Write your name and address
plainly on the coupon, put it in an envelope and address it to me. Remember I will send you, all charges prepaid, this big, fine Teddy
Bear, the Beautiful Doll, the 25 Piece Kitchen Set and the package of 10 Souvenir Post Cards. All securely packed in a big box; so

everything will arrive safely and then your heart will jump with joy. Address,

P.J.ALLEN, 627 W.43d St., Dept. 726, New York City
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THE RISES m ALFAIFA SEED

I
CAN render alfalfa growers no better
service in one brief communication
than urge upon them with emphasis
the utmost caution and pains in secur-

ing and sowing none but the highest qual-

ity of seed. 1 his quality means not only seed
demonstrated as ninety or more per cent
germinable, but free from the adultera-
tions and impurities likely to be found
present, most frequently from careless-

ness or shiftlessness, but often from de-
sign, and sometimes from both. Alfalfa
seed is expensive at best, and doubly or
trebly so if it will not grow or carries

with it trash and quantities of other
seeds which stock a field, a farm or a
neighborhood with weed pests that in-

terfere with or crowd out the alfalfa,

displace expected profit with positive loss,

and provoke profanity.
Recognizing tHe fact that much of the

seed on sale is entirely unreliable, the
Agricultural Department at Washington
and some of the more wide-awake exper-
iment stations have been making tests

to discover the defects and values of
seed ordinarily found in the market, and
some startling revelations are the result
The Washington investigators, for ex-
ample, found in one pound of so-called
alfalfa seed on sale, 32,420 noxious weed
seeds ; in another, 23,082, and in still an-
other, 21,848. Of the first-named pound
less than fifty-nine per_^ent was alfalfa,

less than twenty-nine ptr cent was ger-
minable, and among its impurities were
5.490 seeds of dodder—^surely the devil's

own invention. One pound of another
lot contained only a fraction over five

per cent that would grow, and of a third
lot but slightly over six. per cent
The Ohio station bought for testing,

fifteen different samples—a dollar's worth
each. A. pound from -one of these carried

18,144 lamb's-quarter or pigweed seeds,

and another 6,420 seeds of crab grass and
3,325 of foxtaiL Seed supposedly costing
$7.80 a bushel was found to have cost
actually $12.74 a bushel when cleaned.

The Oklahoma station, among many
samples, tested one having sixty per cent
pure seed and forty per cent of impur-
ities. Only sixty-five per cent was ger-
minable. Another sample "which at first

sight would be classified as good" was
found to contain per pound 453 witch-
grass seeds, 90 plantain seeds, 151 crab-
grass seeds, 90 wild-carrot seeds, 453
foxtail seeds and 155 Russian thistle seeds.
As the official who made this test says,

if twenty pounds of alfalfa seed of this

grade were used to sow an acre, one
would have approximately two seeds of
witch-grass and two foxtail seeds for

every ten square feet ; four seeds of
plantain, seven Russian thistle, and six

seeds of crab grass for each hundred
square feet. These would doubtless grow,
and the mischief they might lead to no-
body can estimate.

Among samples of "alfalfa" seed of-
fered for sale Professor Roberts of the
Kansas Experiment Station found one
with more than eighty-eight per cent of
impurities and thirty-four different kinds
of foreign seeds, and these constituted
31.5 per cent of the whole. In this lot

were also 3.8 per cent of trash and dirt
and fifty-three per cent of the seeds true
to name were incapable of germination.
Another sample was 79.3 per cent impur-
ities, and 53.3 of the remainder valueless.

Twenty-six lots tested by Professor Rob-
erts contained an average of 44.1 per cent
of impurities, including eight different

kinds of foreign seeds amounting to 4.5

per cent, trash and dirt four per cent
and 35. 8 per cent of what was really al-

falfa seed was not germinable.
One of the samples was 95.2 per cent

impurities, and 43.4 per cent of the rest

was not germinable. But 20.2 per cent of
the seed was true to name and capable
of germinating. Using this sample as

an example Professor Roberts says that

"computed on the basis of the cost of
standard alfalfa seed it would have taken
73.9 pounds of this seed to the acre to

give as much of a stand as could have
been secured with fifteen pounds of stand-
ard seed. To secure such a stand from
the seed in question it would have neces-
sitated the purchase of so much seed
as to bring the actual cost up to $11.92

an acre, making the actual cost $49.26 a
bushel. But this is not all. There would
have been sown on the land over four
million weed seeds of various species,

or 105. to the square foot" Of another
sample, Mfe says, "the low germination per
cent would have raised the cost an acre to

$5.75. besides sowing the land with
95,000 plantain seeds, 19,000 dodder seeds
ard 23,000 seeds of foxtail—or in all

167.000 weeds of various sorts."

Of course, as a matter of fact, where
bad seed is sown, the actual result is a
weak, poor stand of alfalfa and a dense
growth of weeds. The land has to be
plowed up and reseeded, the use ,of the
land for a year is lost and it has become
foul with weeds, many of which will be
newly introduced and noxious in char-
acter.

These findings pointedly suggest that

it is safe to buy seed of only a thoroughly
reputable dealer or grower whose name
and guarantee stand for something. Get
samples early and test them. Learn pos-
itively that it is alfalfa seed, and not
something else, and that it will grow. If
more than ten per cent fails to grow,
don't buy it, for something is wrong.
Choice seed, the only kind worth sow-
ing always commands a good price, and
is worth it. The Agricultural Department
at Washington or your state experiment
station will test samples of seeds sent,

and report on them without charge.

—

F. D. Cobum to the Shawnee County,
Kansas Alfalfa Club.

VALUE OF CLOVES
Qover is one of the most valuable of

farm crops. It is generally recognized
by farmers to be a heavy yielder of hay,
which furnishes a large amount of val-

uable food constituents. Its beneficial ef-

fects upon the soil, however, do not seem
to be so clearly understood. Scientists

who have made a careful study of the

influence of clover on the soil tell us that

after large crops have been removed froni

the land, the soil is actually richer in

nitrogen after growing clover than it was
before, owing to the large amount of ni-

trogen which the clover roots have ob-
tained from ihe air. As a rule farmers
grow clover and timothy together, and
are therefore unable to ascertain the com-
parative influence of these crops on the

soil.

The following returns are from experi-

ments carried on in Canada, in order to

ascertain the comparative value of clover

and grass sod for crop production. Qovers
and grasses were first grown upon sep-

arate plots, and the crops removed, after

which the land was plowed, and other
crops sown. The results therefore show
the influence of the roots remaining in

the soil upon the productiveness of crops
following the clovers and grasses. First

barley was sown after each of four vari-

eties of clover and three varieties of
grasses in four different places on the
experimental grounds. The averaQre re-

sults of the four tests in pounds of barley
to the acre were as follows : Red clover,

1,516; alfalfa, 1.450; alsike clover. 1,427;
mammoth red clover, 1.408; meadow fes-

cue grass. 1,086; orchard grass, 1,015;
timothy, 946. It will therefore be seen
that the red clover sod grave an increase
over the timothy sod of 570, or nearly
twelve bushels to the acre.

In another experiment, in which winter
wheat was sown on both clover and on
grass sods, it was found that an average
of 3,194 pounds of wheat to the acre was
obtained from the clover sod and only
2.300 pounds from the grass sod. Again,
a~ mixture of oats and barley was sown
on clover sod and also on grass sod. The
results were very marked, as an average
of 2,256 pounds of mixed grains to the
acre was obtained from the clover sod
and only 1.078 pounds from the grass sod.

By averaging the results of these three
grains, we find that the crop grown on
the clover sod gave an increase over the
crop grown on the grass sod by fully

fiftv-six per cent.

Now^the reason I have given these re-

sults is fo help my readers to appreciate
the beneficial influence on the soil from
growing clover. It also indicates the suit-

ability of a properly cultivated clover sod
as a preparation for winter wheat or for
spring grains.

Those who have not been able to grow
clover should find the cause of their fail-

ure and apply the necessary remedy. It

is only a question of time until the soil

will become depleted of its nitrogen if no
legumes are grown or nitrogen added in

some form of fertilizer. Besides adding
nitroaren to the soil, the legumes very
greatly improve the mechanical condition
of soils, especially where the latter are
heavy clays. W. R. Gilbert.

<&

THE PARAGON CHESTNUT
The Paragon chestnut is said to have

originated from a cross of the Japan and
the native chestnut. This new variety

oriarinated in Pennsyly?nia, and is propa-
gated by sraftine the Paragon on native
sprouts. The nut borne by this new vari-

ety is large and well flavored. It is said

to be larger than that of the Japan ciiest-

uut.

I secured a few scions last soring, and
grafted them on native roots. On account
of the unfavorable season a few of them
started to grow, but later died. Three
grew and made a healthy and rapid

growth. The shoots sent out are larger
and stronsrer than the native sprouts, and
the leaf is larn^er.

It seems probable that a great improve-
ment might be made in the native vari-

eties by grafting to this new variety.

A. J. Legg.

Do not hesitate about buying direct

from an advertiser when his advertise-
ment is g^uaranteed by a reliable paper.
Many a dollar has been saved by this

kind of buying.

A Christmas Gift

To You
TTiis Magnificent $750 Harrington piano is to be given away to the

Farm and Fireside pony contestant who sends us the most subscriptions
by Christmas Day. You can get it just as well as any one else, it will be
sent right to the door of the winner absolutely free of all charge, and is

offered entirely in addition to the ten ponies, the other five pianos and the
hundreds of beautiful grand prizes.

If You Are a Contestant
you not only have a fine opportunity to win this piano Christmas, but it

will mean a great deal more to you also. I have just organized the Farm
and Fireside Pony Club to be composed of those who become enrolled
contestauits with twelve "points" or moye ,and if you will send me twelve
"points" by Christmas 1 will make you a full member of the Pony Club
and send you a fine Pony Club badge as a special Christmas gift - Then
if you get some more "points" besides the twelve you may win this fine

$750 piauxo. Every subscription counts at least one point.

$750 Harrington Piano to be Given Away Christmas

More Prizes Too
There are more prizes, too, that you can get right away vinthout weuting to the end

of the contest which I will tell you about just as soon as 1 hear from you. These prizes, as

well as the Christmas Piano above, are all offered in addition to the ten ponies, the five

pianos, the five hundred grand prizes and all the other prizes that will be given away at

the end of the contest.

"Prince" the First Prize Pony

How to Get Them
It is easy to become a pony contestant and a member of the Pony Club. And it is

almost as easy to win a pony or a piano—there are so many to be given away. All you

have to do is to get twelve subscriptions to FARM AND FIRESIDE at 25 cents each and then

you are a prize winner. Fill in and cut out the coupon below and send it to me to-day, or

a postal card will do. I'll tell you all about everything by return mail, but don't wait

to hear from me. Get the twelve subscriptions right away before Christmas if you can.

Then you'll be a prize winner sure!

PONY MAN. Dept. s „
Farm and Firesidb Date

Spnnpfielrf. Ohio. .

Dear Sir:—Please tell me all about the Pony Contest and all the special extra prizes. I

will send my twelve subscriptions just as soon as I can. Please save a place for me in the contest.

Name Town...^

St. orlLR State.
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THE mSTITUTE SPEAKERA SHORT time ago I heard an institute

speaker deliver a flower>- address but
one of really little practical value. It

was devoted chieflj' to praises of the
farmer, how he is asserting himself, tak-
ing his rightful place in the world, and
what he will do within the next decade

—

how he will dictate prices of food, etc.

He made it appear that the farmer will

soon be the king pin of the universe, and
everything else will be revolving around
him and asking for small favors.

After he was done I overheard three
men discussing the "effort" Two of
them were very much elated over the
high place they are soon to occupy in the
world, and were stating what they pro-
posed to do in the good time the speaker
had said was surely coming like a comet.
The other took no stock in the highly
colored predictions. He said, 'Tf the
orator had shown us how to make a sure
thing of a good crop of com every year
his speech would be worth a thousand
dollars to us. Or if he had told us how
to save ten cents a month on every hog
we raise, his talk would have been worth
a good deal.

We can hear all the tommy-rot he gave
us at any political meeting. We have
been stuffed with it for years by men
who want us to elect them to -a soft
job. What we want here is something
practical, something that will help us
to farm better, feed better, live better,

get more good out of life, and leave our
farms better than we found them.

Fred Grun'dy.

POTATO COVERER
Seeing your diagram of a potato cover-

er in Fabm and Fireside, I made one
similar to it I found that it jumped and
jerked about and was very unsteady.
Now, I have one, made according to the
accompanj-ing illustration, which works
much better.

Two horses should be used, one on
either side of the row. By using the
tongue the potatoes are not pushed out of
place, and they can be rowed both ways.
Make the top tight, and if it is not

hea\->' enough, pile on stones to make suf-
ficient weight

It needs two men to handle it—one to
drive, and one to keep the rear end m
the proper place by means of the tail

piece.

The runners should be made of hard

fields the corn can't be seen for the weeds.
They plant potatoes, and may go through
them once with the cultivator. -They plant

onions four feet apart in the rows, and
sow rutabagoes broadcast. Nearly all

cultivation is done with the horse, and
the hoe is seldom used. The farm I am
on did not have a hoe on it when I came
here. All tools and machinerj' stand out-

doors, the mowing machine with the sickle

left in it

The young men and many of the old
men go off to Dakota during harvest and
thrashing time, lea\-ing the women and
children to do the work. Boys who have
worked hard helping clear the farm, in

addition to working out and going to
school, go to the cities and become bar-
bers, telegraphers or railway mail clerks,

and when the father dies the widow aban-
dons the farm and moves to town. After
the father and husband has worked all

his life to make a home for his family,

his labor is gone and the thrifty farmer
comes in and gets the benefit of his toil.

Thos. H. Parsons.
<$>

RECKLESS SPEEDING ON THE
HIGHWAYS

Something drastic must be done4o pre-
vent the evil occasioned by these lawless
and reckless usurpers of the highways

—

namely, the automobilists. Country life

has lost almost half its charms, for the
farmer's family never enter their carriage
to drive leisurely and pleasantly over the
country roads without fear of being sud-
denly dashed into by some reckless chauf-
feur.

Recently I chanced to overhear a con-
versation, in which the statement was
made that any horse can be brought to
docility and perfect safety- by the expert
horseman. Taking ~for granted that this

is true in part, yet all persons whose oc-
cupations or pleasures necessitate the use
of horses cannot be expected to acquire
the "artist's" skill in horse training, and
their rights should be respected when they
go upon the highway to drive behind
horses reasonably gentle. No animal
should be expected to stand unflinchingly
before a real danger. Acts of this kind
are deeds of heroism attributed alone to
man.

It is his honestj' of purpose, sagacity
and sensible caution that make the horse
the valuable servant of man. Imagine
trj'ing to drive the horse if he was en-
dowed with the treacherous cunning of
the fox or the stubborn indifference of the

POTATO COVERER AND RIDGER

wood, sharpened, or with iron plates
bolted on the bottom; they should be five

or six feet long, with a three-foot spread
in front and a one-foot spread in the
rear.

With this coverer two men can cover
about four acres a day.

Earl J. Nye.

FARMING m'MINNESOTA
Since settling in southwestern Minne-

sota in 1872, when it was an unbroken
prairie, I have traveled over the Dako-
tas, northern Wisconsin and Minnesota,
and find that the early settlers are nearly
all alike in their manner of farming. They
move into a new country, take up home-
steads and buy cheap land, work hard
clearing up a few acres, then sell out to
more thrifty and practical farmers com-
ing from older and more up-to-date farm-
ing districts, and move on west to plant
the banner of civilization.

The thrifty, up-to-date farmers who buy
their farm: here build new buildings, clean
up the farms, and in a few years the
farms they bought for a song are worth
one hundred dollars an acre.

This (Cass County) is one of the cut-
over counties, and less than twenty years
ago was considered worthless for farm-
ing purposes. It has since developed that
it is one of the best districts in the West
for general farming and stock raising.
Clover yields from three to six bushels of
seed an acre, and_ all kinds of vegetables
grow to perfection. The corn equals
that of southern Wisconsin^ and winter
wheat this season went as high as thirty-
eight bushels to the acre and took first

premium at Minnesota State Fair. So
much for the productiveness of the coun-
try.

Now as to the way many of our
farmers farm it Thejr cut the clover
for seed, and feed their stock on wild
hay, which is mostly wire grass. They
plant a few acres of corn, and in many

boar. Rernember, however, you are not
safe in driving nowadays because vour
horse is gentle.

It is the speed of the automobile which
makes it objectionable, not the size, shape,
color, nor even smell. There are manv
places along country roads where two or-
dinary buggies cannot pass conveniently at
a moderate rate of speed. Of course there
are laws touching this—the width of the
road bed and the use and abuse of the
highways. Are they effective?
The comparison of the auto with the

traction engine is illy chosen. What a
difference between the two! How cau-
tiously this iron monster, who has taken
much of the burden of the horse upon his
own back, creeps over the road, looking
constantly ahead for the approach of
some vehicle. There it comes. And here
comes Old Dobbin and the children. Of
course Old Dobbin knows what the big
thing is that now stands quietly by the
roadside holding its breath. On comes
the old family horse, with no thought of
fear, but two men have already come for-
ward to take him by the bridle. Of course
the old fellow must arch his neck and shy
a little as he passes, just out of respect
for his great benefactor.

I have observed that the automobile
has been discussed heretofore from the
danger standpoint only; but there is an-
other not inconsidtrable objection to the
speed at which these machines are usually
run in the country, and that is the dam-
age they do to the roads as they rush
along, sweeping the pulverized stone from
the surface and leaving exposed the sharp
and uneven edges of the crushed rock
that composes the road bed.

Henry T. Herr.

Now is the time of the year when your
machinery needs protection most of all.

Keep the harvester under good shelter
and you will save enough to buy those new
plows in the spring.

A

openinj^

for
You
in the

Hea
of

XAS

Fertile soil, good climate, abund
ant water and cheap land

—

these are the things that make the big oppor-
tunity for energetic farmers in the Heart of

Texas.

If you arc looking for such an opportunity
you should make a trip to the fertile

Trinity and Brazos
Valley

which lies in the midst of the most prosper-

ous and thickly settled portion of Texas,
between the Trinity and Brazos Rivers,

which flow only about 70 miles apart for over
300 miles through the very Heart of Texas.

The Trinity & Brazos Valley Railway has just

been built through this valley connecting Ft.

Worth and Dallas on the North with Houston
and Galveston on the South, and has placed this

productive region in better communication with
the four big markets of Texas than it ever has
been, thus giving it the only thing needed to

develop its wonderftil resources.

The soil in this valley is varied in character. The
Northern part of it has fine, black waxy land suitable

for the production of big crops of such
staples as cotton, com, wheat, etc. The
Central and Southern portions have a
light, sandy soil adapted to growing
great crops of fruits and vegetables.

New settlers are going into this valley by the

hundreds and are securing good land for from
$5 to $40 an acre.

Now is the time to investigate this

opening.
Take advantage of one of the low-
rate excursions on the Rock Island-Frisco

Lines, only $20 from St, Louis or Kan-
sas City, $25 from Chicago to any point

in the Trinity and Brazos Valley and return.

If you would like to read somothing about the opportunities
open to you in the Trinity and Brazos Valley -write for my book
on Texas, You will find it full of good, reliable information.
I -wtU send you one, without cost, if you will give me yoni name
and address.
The ilock Island-Frisco Lines have no land for sale and are only
Interested in getting good, energetic settlers for the desirable, but
unoccupied, lands along their roads.

I have chosen several specific sections, where con-
ditions are especially favorable for new settlers, and
am advertising their advantages. If you would pre-
fer some other section than the Trinity and Brazos
Valley, look for my advertisements in other issues
of this paper, or write me for speciiic literature about
the section you are most interested in.

JOHN SEBASTIAN, Paissenger Traffic Manager, Rock Island-Frisco Line*,
1222 La Salle Station. Chicago^ or 1222 Frisco Bldg., St. Louis

FRISCO
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Wheat Culture
By Prof. C. P. Bull of the Minnesota Agricultural Experiment Station

HERE is probably not a section of land
anywhere in the world that has been used
for farming purposes on which wheat
was not at some time the chief crop

grown. History tells us that the ancient

Egyptians, Romans, English and all used wheat
for a portion of their daily ration. In America
it at once formed fte chief breadstuff of all

classes, and was produced on every farm.' In
fact, we may safely and accurately say that

wheat is the pioneer crop. From the Atlantic

to the Pacific the wheat crop has followed the
breaking plow as religiously as the farmer
sought new lands to subdue.
The methods of producing a crop of wheat

have very much changed since the virgin for-

ests and prairie lands were first made to pro-

duce immense crops. At first it was but
necessary to SGv; the seed, and harvest, a few
months later, the
matured grain.

Now the fertility

of the soil is some-
what depleted, and
the twenty-bushel
yields are excep-
tional and not the

rule, as formerly.
The modern wheat
grower, then, has
a new problem to

contend with, and
this new problem
is possessed with
several features

:

(1) The soil fer-

tility; (2) a de-
teriorated class of
seed, occasioned by
slack methods of
culture and selec-

tion of seed stocks

;

(3) disease; (4)
weeds. These the
pioneers needed to
give but little
thought. The farm-
er of to-day
however, must give
each one especial
attention, must be
a student (a thinker), and be alert to the
markets, if he will realize the greatest re-

turns for the efforts expended. In short, he
must understand modern cultural methods to

make wheat raising profitable. It is here
recognized that winter-wheat growing is some-
what different from the growing of spring
wheat, but the general principles of production
are practically the same. The former requires
planting in the fall, thus eliminating some crops
as "preparers of the soil" for wheat conditions.

In some instances this is not literally true, for

the seed wheat is often sown before the pre-
ceding crop is harvested—an example of which
may be found in the practise of sowing the
wheat in corn. Where this is in vogue the corn
must be kept thoroughly clean (as it should be)
and cut. A little more seed is also necessary
to ensure a good stand.

It is a well-recognized fact that- improved

A MODERN WHEAT FIELD IN ROTATION WITH CORN AND GRASS CROPS

improvement of the soil as will barn-yard ma-
nure. It is not an exceptionally "rich" fer-

tilizer, but it contains the elements necessary with the disk and harrow. For the wheat, the

for plant growth, and adds to the soil the humus corn land is disked and harrowed fine, pre-

which is so very important in soil of any kind, paratory to drilling the wheat and sowing the

A discussion of humus is too gross a subject to grass seed. The following year clover and tim-

permit of exploitation here, but suffice it to say othy furnish a quantity of hay for the first cut.

that it enhances the water-holding power, the A second cut of clover can be made or the stock
warmth, the tillage operation and other minor can be given the field for pasture. The next
factors, in addition to supplying a limited quan-
tity of fertilizing elements.
Green manure crops (crops planted and al-

lowed to produce heavy foliage, then plowed
under) furnish a supply of readily decomposed
vegetable matter, and are often uSed to conserve

year the timothy and clover may be cut for

hay or pastured, or both, as before. The land
is then fall plowed and a crop of oats grown
the next season. It will be noticed that in

addition to giving the best possible soil condition
for the wheat and other crops, the rotation

yields of wheat or an}- other crop may be the fertility. Crops treated in this way serve
secured in four ways: (1) By increasing the to build up soil fertility by "holding" tempo-
soil fertility; (2) by bettering the tillage meth- rarily the available fertility, which otherwise
ods used; (3) by better seed selection; (4) by would be lost.

breeding, and thus improving the plant itself. Rotation of crops builds up soil fertility by

INCREASING THE SOIL FERTILITY if^t«
''"'^"^ heavy SOd

of the meadows and pastures; also, by changmg
This is not an altogether easy problem, nor the crops each year, the soil is differently treated

can it be accomplished in one season. The and the roots of the crops feed in relatively
most direct way to increase fertility is through different areas. This, together with barn-yard
the application of commercial fertilizers ; but manure applied systematically, has worked won-
this incurs a coosiderable outlay of money, and ders with bettering yields and fertility on many
is, from the standpoint of the soil itself, a det- an up-to-date farm. At the Minnesota Experi-
riment to it. It hastens the decomposition and raent Station the yield of corn in rotation has
dissipation of the humus and low'.rs the physical exceeded that of corn grown continuously by
condition of the soil. Commercial fertilizers of nearly two hundred per cent. Wheat under
any kind must be used intelligently, and never, similar conditions, on an average of twelve
to the exclusion of humus-giving agencies, such years' 'trials, yielded in rotation nearly double
as barn-yard manure, crop rotation in which that on plots where wheat was grown contin-

uously. Thus it is

possible to lay
out a rotation
upon a farm and
gfow as much
grain upon a
smaller area as
was grown on a
larger area when
but one or two
crops were pro-
duced upon the
same area annu-
ally.

The r o ta t i o n
which has recom-
mended itself
strongest in the
West is a five-

course (year) sys-

tem, consisting of
corn, grain, grass,

grass, grain. If

the actual crops
be specified in this

S3'stem for an av-
erage farm, they
would probably be
as follows : »

First year, corn ; I

second year, wheat '

(eight pounds of

some meadow and pasture grasses are included timothy and six pounds of clover seed) ; third

one or more years, or a green manure' crop. year, clover and timothy hay; fourth year, tim-
There is nothing a farmer can use that will othy and clover pasture ; fifth year, oats,

give him as big returns for a series of years With such a system a farmer's fields and his

or that will give as much permanency to the work are practically prearranged. For example,
for the corn the land is manured and fall

plowed, the seed bed in the spring is prepared
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demands only a small amount of plowing
each fall. The work is also more evenly-

divided than where wheat or all grain

crops are grown.

THE SEED BED

For a crop of wheat the seed bed is

next in importance to the seed itself.

The seed must be in contact with mois-
ture to germinate with good vigor. The
young plantlet for a time feeds upon the

stored-up material in the seed, but must
eventually rely upon its roots to reach
out into the soil and obtain the food. It

is therefore important that the roots be
in close touch with the soil particles which
give up the necessary food supply. Tne
finer and more compact the seed bed, the

better will ;the root be enabled to get

the essential food elements. If the soil is

loose and ill prepared the roots become
dried and use too much growth energy
in quest of moisture and food.

The best-prepared soil for wheat is

early fall-plowed land, or if for winter
wheat, early summer-plowed land. Disk
just before seeding, and harrow before
or immediately after seeding. This will

be sufficient for most soils, but some of

the heaviest clay soils should be disked
or harrowed twice before seeding. When
the grain is up about one or two inches

a light harrowing with a slant-toothed

harrow will be a great benefit and greatly

reduce the percentage of weeds as well

as increase the yield.

BETTER SEED SELECTION

By this is meant the saving each year
of the very best seed wheat for planting

purposes. The farmer too often sells his

wheat without a thought of seed grain

until there remains only about enough
to plant for next year's crop. This wheat
is then saved (sometimes cleaned of dirt,

but seldom graded) and used as planned.

Such a method is slack and slovenly and
will cause loss sooner or later. A man
must select and grade up his .wheat just

as he would live stock if he expects the

greatest returns from the seed point of

view. Anj- good fanning mill or grain

grader, when properly used, will add
from one to five bushels an acre to his

wheat crop.

Breeding in an intensive way is not

to be recommended, but a general "grad-

ing up," a saving of the best seed from
the best parts of

.
the field, a selection of

superior heads and in general a better

tillage and care are to be highly com-
mended and recommended to every farmer.

A man can and should grow each year a

small seed patch of wheat, from which
sufficient seed may be had to plant the

large fields. The seed for this seed patch

may be saved out by grading the bulk

grain closelj', or by picking out the

best heads from the field from which the

best grain is secured, or by saving a few
superior plants. Any one of these methods
will give upward to twen-
ty-five per cent increase in

yield over the parent va-

riety or field. Such work
has been done and satis-

factory results obtained.

In fact, our best varieties

have been formed in this

way.
There is no such thing

as seed "running out" if

care is taken to use only
the best for planting, es-

pecially if the grain has
been bred up as here in-

dicated. It must be re-

membered, however, that'

highly bred or improved
wheat or other grain must
not have "scrub" care. It •

cannot hold up under it.

The better the care, the
better the quality and
yield.

SUMMARY

To sura up, let it be
known that a farmer
can double his yield by
(1) better tillage, (2) in-

creased soil fertility, (3)
better seed selection and
(4) better care of the crop
at harvest. Any one of
these alone will give from
one to twenty-five per cent
increased yield. The four combined will
double the yield.

Wheat culture, like the culture of the
rose, the garden crop or the human plant,
must be of a superior quality in order
to get a high-grade, superior product.
Strenuous effort must attend every opera-
tion from seeding to seed selection. The
seed bed, the seeding, the harvesting,
shocking, stacking', thrashing, storing and
selecting the seed must all be done at the
proper time, in the proper way, and be
accompanied with serious thought. Really,
when we stop to consider, we find our
wheat yields almost directly proportional
to the amount and qualitj- expended in

securing them. Thirty and forty bushel
yields an acre are as possible to-day as
they were twenty-five years ago.

POSTAL SAVINGS BANKS AND
PARCELS POST

Postmaster-General Meyer favors pos-
tal savings banks. That means making
every post office a savings bank. Other
civilized countries have had these for many
years, and thoroughlj' demonstrated their

usefulness, but, as in all other postal

matters, our government is years behind
others. Mr. Meyer is aiining to arrange
the system in such a way that it will, not
in the least interfere with the banks.
Probably this js about the best way to

get at it.

touchy about government interference
with their business, and probably the

banks will not put up much opposition to

the 'scheme of Mr. Meyer if the rate of
interest paid for deposits is made low
enough.
But Mr. Meyer also favors a parcels

most convenient arrangement I ever saw. The beginner should be careful about fol-

and absolutely prevents animals from lowing their advice or being led into
wasting hay by throwing it out of the schemes that are new and strange -and
manger. When turned up it is out of the promise great things. Slick to the advice
way of the hay going in, and I rarely find of men who do things.

It necessary to fasten it down, simpiy <5>

dropping it down securing the hay.

<$>

ADVICE TO THE BEGINNER
A miner writes that he is going to try

farming in the sage-brush country of
southern Idaho, and he says he knows
very little about the soil and climate, but

Vested interests" are very he has a fair supply of cash and lots of September.- He should h^i

grit, and he thinks he can make a success
of it.

-

The very first thing he should dp is

to pick out two or three of his nearest
neighbors who are successful farmers, and
from them get all the inform.ation he

RENEWING AN OLD PASTURE
A farmer in Pennsylvania has an old

pasture that is overrun with some kind of
w'orthless grass, probably the ^o-called
wire grass, and he desires to make a good
pasture of it without p!ov.ing it up. He
sliould have; tackled this job early in last

thoroughly
disked it and seeded thickly with mi.xed
grasses, and then harrowed it smooth,
hiaving the teeth -of the harrow turned
well backward." Had he done this the
pasture would now be a niat of j'oung
grass, which would have made good pas-

possibly can. He should find out the best turage by probably the middle of May.
post, and here he will meet with the most time to plow the land, the proper depth - As it is, probably the best thing he can
strenuous opposition. He also comes at

this proposition very delicately, making
the domestic rate the same as the foreign
rate, twelve cents a pound, instead of six-

teen cents as now, and allowing larger
packages to be sent through the mails.

If the express companies allow congress
to give the people a parcels post at about

to plow, what to sow and plant, and the do is to thoroughly disk it as early in the
best time to do it—in short, everjthing spring as a good job can be done, seed,
he needs to know to be successful. Any and harrow smooth. As to the kinds of
live farmer will take pleasure in giving grass with whicn to seed it, it will be a
him all the information along these lines good idea to make some inquiries among
that he can, and it is well to follow his neighbors whose soil is similar, and learn
advice. w^iat kinds have done best with them.
After one ~has mastered the principal For pasture a mixture is always best, and

double the rate charged in other coun- problems and is doing reasonably well one should not be afraid of putting in

tries it will be because they feel satisfied

they can meet the rate and still make
money.

I have to send a five-pound package to

Australia by parcels post this week, and
it will cost me sixty cents. If I wanted to

send it to the next post office, four miles
away, I would be informed that it is

over the weight.
It is now up to the people who would

be most benefited by parcels post—the
farmers—to go after their congressmen
and senators and make them give it to

he may branch out a little and make too much seed. What is wanted is a
some experiments along lines that appear good stand—enough to smother out the
to lead toward still greater success. But
in the beginning one should be very' care-
ful about striving to do things a little

better than a successful neighbor. He
should first aim to get himself safely

anchored, and his finances into good shape.
"Do as your most successful neighbors
do," said a good old farmer I worked
for in my young days, "and you are
reasonably sure to make, a go of it. Af-
ter you have thoroughly caught on you

.

us. Go for them right now. Shower
them with letters and postal cards asking on their methods wherever you
them to give this matter their immediate chance for improvement."
attention. A postal card will cost only a
cent. Write to them at once. It will pay.

wild grass and weeds. It should not be
pastured until the grass is thoroughly
established—^until the roots have secured
such a firm hold in the soil that stock
will not pull them out in grazing. Then
it is certain that there will -be a good
crop of weeds spring up, and these must
be clipped off with a mowing machine
set to run high. By keeping stock off

and weeds down a good mat of grass can
be secured, and if it is not pastured too

can then try to do a little better—improve closely it will be good for several \-ears.

see a Fred Grundy.

HOLDING HAY IN THE MANGER
A woman farmer writ-es me from In-

diana that her two milch cows throw
much of their hay feed out of their mangers,
trample it down and waste it. She says

she has plenty of straw for bedding, and

STAYING AROUND HOME
A reader has asked me to tell him

something that will be of interest to one
who wishes to change and try another
section. There is but one piece of advice

In every community there are men in

every line of business who are very suc-

cessful. They conduct their business in

a manner that carries them right up to

affluence. These are the men whose meth-
ods are worthy of the closest study. One
may not be able to do exactly as they I care to give -in the matter, and that is

do, but he can follow closely along the to stay where you are if it be possible,

same lines. One thing he will learn is There is hardly anything that will sup-

that they do everything thoroughly and plant the things we know from the time

objects to their using expensive clover just at the right time. They may some- when the land was j'oung to us, and no
hay for that purpose, and she is thinlcing times sit down and look laz>' and careless, matter how bright the sunshine of other

of buying a feed cutter and cutting their and talk about fishing and shooting rab- climes, how beautiful the flowers of other

hay short, so that it will be more difficult bits, but if one looks closely he will find soils, nor how bounteous the crops on
to throw out, but the cutting wiU be a everj-thing about their farms or places of other farms, there's nothing that can quite

job she does not fancy, and it will take birsiness in perfect shape and right up to fulfil the ideals woven around the first

up tinie she can scarcely spare. She asks the minute. When it is time to do any-

thing they will be found doing it, and
doing it right. If they are fanning, they

wall not be found rushing in a crop just

to get ahead of their neighbors, or to

what I think about it.

I once owned a horse that just as soon
as he got into the stable would put his

nose under the hay in it and toss it out.

I nailed two strips of wood across the

manger, but he would work the hay to

days of our existence.

But there are times and occasions that
justify one in moving away from the old
familiar scenes. Nearly every day I see
a place where I would not stay, no mat-

I

PLANTING THE CROP NURSERY

In systematic plant breedine it is necessary to have each plant apart from each other plant. This machine iwas devised at the

Minnesota Experiment Station to plant the seeds four inches apart. A fair comparison and selection of plants can thus be made

one end, then push it up and out. I

found the strips were in the way of put-

ting hay into the manger, so I made a

frame of boards four inches wide to rest

on the top of the manger, nailing strips

two inches wide across it eighteen inches

apart. This frame I fastened to the back
of the manger with hinges, so it could be

raised up like a lid. When the hay was
put in the manger this frame was dropped
down over it and fastened down with a

hook, and that ended the wasting of hay.

I had a cow that would throw her hay
out, as the horse did, and I put a

hinged frame over her manger, with two
cross strips a foot apart at each end, and
a good strong one in the center, si.xteen

inches from the others, and she has

thrown out no hay since. This is the

have it said that they have accomplished ter how sacred be the tie that binds. I

this or that might}' work in a day. But think there are instances when duty calls

a man to another home
where better things can be
achieved. Speaking from
this standpoint, I want to

.say that opportunities are
open in Georgia and the
South that will admit of
most any man's getting a
home. This is the era of
home getting, and the
times will not remain
many years as favorable as
they are now for securing
a place one can call home.

It will, of course, be im-
possible to fall into line

in farming just as it is

done here now, but there
is a chance even to im-
prove upon it. It is easy
to trj' some of the small
things that unite to make
a success of farming in

every section. Small fruits

that will come to market
in a few months' growth
a small lot of poultry, a
truck patch, and various
other similar plans, can
be pursued in this section

until one is fully acquaint-
ed and ready to branch
out as he becomes ac-_

quainted with the local

situation. These opportu-
nities, however, are not

confined to any particular section, but,

on the contrary, are to be observed in

most parts of the undeveloped Southland.

The man who is honestly seeking a

home can probably come South with a

certainty that he will succeed, but in the

meantime it must be borne in mind that

there are as many men, comparatively

speaking, in. the South that do not own
their homes as there are anywhere else

in the country; still this is no barrier,

for many here simply do not want a home,

and consequently do not try to obtain

one. J. C. McAunFFE.
«

"God made a million spears of grass

where he made one tree. The earth «s

fringed and carpeted, not with forests,

but with grasses."—H. W. Beecher.

when the conditions are just at their best

for planting or harvesting they will be

found into it with their sleeves rolled up,

and there's no stop until the job is done.

1 hese are the sort of men this miner,

and all others situated as he is, should

look to for guidance.
There are also men in every community

who are number one farmers with their

mouths, but no good with their hands.

They are fairly overflowing with bril-

liant ideas and theories and money-mak-
ing schemes, but usually are in a state

of chronic bankruptcy themselves. They
can evolve astonishing plans and sure-

thing tactics in their minds, but somehow
they don't work out right in practise.

They are the fellows who say things, and
the o*''"'''= are those who actually do them.
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THE FARM BOY AT HOME

cI

OME on, ma, let's have a game to-

night ! No more school till Mon-
day, and no books to study."

"All right. Laddie! What
.shall it be—chess, checkers or backgam-
mon?"

"Let's have a twist at chess. You[ll

:)eat me, but we'll have some fun at it,

anyway."
And out comes the board, and soon the

two are deep in the game. There are

times of complete silence, as the mother
and her boy feel their way about through
the intricacies of the game. Then, too,

there are moments of laughter when some
good play is made. But the thing that

interests us is that here is a farm mother
who thinks it worth her while to sit down,
away from all the cares of the household,
and help to pass away an hour or two of

the long winter evenings in this way. This
is no fancy picture. Laddie is a real boy
and his mother a real woman. And let

me tell you that this seems to me almost
an ideal farm home, so far as this partic-

ular feature of its life is concerned.
One day I had a chance to talk with

that mother about the matter of the

home life of the farm boy. Shall we sit

here and listen as she speaks? It may
be some farmer's wife who has boys and
girls will look at the matter in a new
light when we are through with our lit-

tle chat.

"It is not wasted time," she tells us.

Tt helps me and it helps the boys. They
!nust have something to do. Boys are live

creatures, at least those that are good for

anything. When a boy has no fun-loving

element in his nature there is something
wrong with him. He is either sick or

below par intellectually. And there is

.-ilways the question what the something
shall be that interests them. If they do
not find something that attracts them at

home, you need not expect that they will

itay there very long. The first you know
hey will be away at some neighbor's or
•lown town playing games that pull them
down. So we have our little play spell

"ight at home."
"What kind of games do you play?"
"Never cards. I know all about the

:riticism that this may bring me. I know
nost people say there is nothing in a
[uiet game of cards in one's own parlor.

•Jut, I tell you, too many young men have
4^otten their first start in gambling and
vorse things in their own homes. I never
vant a boy, my own or somebody else's,

o say, T took my first lesson of my
nother.' That would break my heart.

So we take games that have no tendency
o bad things, no wrong associations, like

:hess, checkers or backgammon. There
ire many innocent games like these now
o be had. No one ever will be sorry he let

:ards alone. Ask any man that has lost

his place in life through cards about that,

md he will tell you that if he had let

"them alone it would have been the mak-
ing of him.
"And then it is not just the pleasure

of the game that we are to think about.

While we are working at the game we
are keeping close to each other. I can-

not bear the thought that my boys shall

get away from me. I want them to be
my friends. They tell me all about their

hopes and ambitions ; all the little things

that have come in the day to trouble or

make them happy. The closer a mother
can keep her boy to her, the better it

will be for her and for him. If you see

that your boy is hiding something away
from you, you may well begin to tremble.

"Another thing : Mothers may hold
their boys by taking an interest in their

school work. I know many do not. Some
cannot, on account of lack of educational
advantages in their own youth. But if

y«u can, take time to help them through
with the arithmetic or the other studies.

That will keep your own mind bright and
be a great help to the boys. They like to

feel that father and mother are able to

give them a lift. They take pride in it

and like to tell the other fellows about
it; I know this means work for the farm
mother, and she has many things to look
after. But what in all the world can
compare with the happiness of bringing
the children safely through these trying

places of early life? It is worth more
to help make a life than it is to make
beautiful' clothes or to read popular nov-
els. Clothes wear out and go out of

style, books are forgotten, but good men
go on to all eternity.

"But there are other things a farm
mother may do to keep a good hold on
her boys. Give them a nice room, for

one thing. Boys like pretty things. They
may not like to say much about it; but

you can tell by watching them that they

do. Pretty pictures, a good, comfortable

bed, a few good books, a case to keep
them in, a dresser of their own and a

carpet on the floor, with a few easy chairs,

all these are worth their weight in gold

to the boy. He likes to talk about 'my
room,' and enjoys taking his chums up to

it. If you can add a violin or a flute,

for them to pick away on, so much the

better.

"The boy that has a good room is

bound by a good strong chain to the
old home."
And then we sat back and thought about

it. It is a good thing to think about in
the days while the boys are with you.
The time will come when things will

change. Time brings all those things in
spite of us. We have to let our boys go
altogether too soon. But who can esti-

mate the' joy and peace of being able
to say when that time comes, "I know
my boys will always look back with
pleasure to their life in the home nest."
An old-fashioned mother, do you say?

Thank God for her ! Would that there
were a million more like her on the farms
of this country ! If there were it would
not be long before we would hear less

about the awful things that are done by

In the preparation of a seed bed upon spring
plowing or otherwise a loose soil an imple-
ment o£ this sort has proved extremely valu-
able. It packs the sub-surface and crushes
the lumps

men to-day in every, line of life. For
we would have a new crop of men, men
anchored so securely to the right that
they would not be swept away by every
wind of temptation or carried down by
the habits that mar and stain and cripple
manhood.
Preaching? Not a bit of it. The editor

would not let me do that. This is only
a bit of talk right from the heart—
from my heart to that of the mothers and
the fathers of this beautiful land of ours.

Edgar L. Vincent.
<$>

MORE MEADOW AND PASTURE
LAND NEEDED

Now that farm help is becoming so
difficult to obtain, more land should be
seeded down to grass, for meadow and
pasture. The price of good hay makes
its culture profitable when the cost of
cutting, curing and baling it for market
is considered. For this purpose the tim-
othy and redtop grasses are yet the main
reliance. But for pasture several vari-
eties are needed, as no one alone makes
really good pasture, because each variety
has its season of blooming, after which
the pasture is not so good.
For the most profitable production of

meat and milk a good pasture is indis-

pensable. The young grasses are perfect

food for all domestic animals. It is to

be regretted that pasture lands containing
the desired succession of grasses are so

lightly esteemed by even the best farm-
ers, and that so much reliance is placed
upon commercial fertilizers to increase

yields at the expense of the organic mat-
ter in the soil.

Humus can of course be replaced by
using barn-yard manure, but the supply
is invariably too limited. Hence, pastur-

age should be made the main reliance in

returning organic matter to the soil.

Decaying vegetable matter enables the

soil to resist drought, and supplies plant

food in the best form and in the greatest

abundance. The more pasturage, the

greater the profit, as less hand labor is

required. K.
«-

RIDDING THE PLACE OF RATS
I noticed an article in a recent issue

of Farm and Fireside entitled "Ridding
the Farm of Rats." I will give you my
experience. In 1871 I moved to a farm
and found it infested with rats. There
were so many and they were so bold

that they would come and play around us.

One evening they caught a chicken right

at our feet, and we fought it off by kick-

ing it. I had heard that rats would not

stay where there was a goat. I bought

a billy goat, and in a week's time there

was not a rat on the place.

I have kept a hotel nearly ten years,

and have bean troubled- (as is every other

hotel) with rats. Last spring a boy who
is working for me bought a nanny goat

to work to a little wagon. We are

obliged to keep her tied, to save the

shrubbery around the place, and I have
not seen a rat around the barn since he
brought her here. At the house we at-

tend to them as did the writer of the
article referred to, and there is but one
at present on the premises, and we will

get him soon. Ed. J. Featherstone.

STRETCHING WIRE FOR FENCE
In building a wire fence, where the

wire is on spools, the easiest and quickest
way to unroll it is to put a strong stick

or iron bar through the roll or spool
and fasten it to the back end of a wagon,
then fasten one end of the wire, put the
team to the wagon, and drive. Lay the
end of a board on the spool of wire, to

act as a brake.
To stretch the wire, have a wagon jack

and raise one of the hind wheels from
the ground, tie the wire to one of the
spokes near the hub of the wheel, then
turn the wheel, winding the wire onto the
hub. In this way you can tighten one
hundred and sixty rods of wire with
one stretch. Leonard Graper.

<$>

POTATO EXPERIENCE
In reading my Farm and Fireside I

noticed the article on potato culture. Be-
ing very much interested, I would like

to give my opinion on this subject.

In England my father raised one hun-
dred acres of potatoes a year averaging
fifteen tons to the acre. When possible
we plowed under the second crop of
clover from eight to twelve inches deep
in the fall, and plowed a second time in

the spring ; then with the same plow it

was sowed seven inches deep and twenty-
seven to thirty inches apart. Good stable

manure was spread in the rows at the
rate of twenty loads to the acre, and the
potatoes planted by machine or by hand
twelve to fourteen inches apart. They
were covered with the same plow, the
horses walking on top of the rows, so
that they did not injure the potatoes by
trampling on them. After that they were
harrowed with a pair of drag harrows.
As soon as the potatoes were through

we started to cultivate. The last time of
cultivating was done with two horses
and quite deep. This made plenty of
loose mold for hilling, which is a very
important part in potato culture, because
if not properly hilled the potatoes are
liable to grow out at the top and become
green by coming in contact with the air,

and therefore will be unsalable.

Potatoes grow better planted this way
than when planted on the flat, because
the ground does not bake after a rain,

and it can drain better. Potatoes expand
a great deal, but when planted on the flat

A germination test of good and poor seed.
The outside plants come from large, plump,
heavy seed. The inside plants come from
small, shrunken, light-weight seed. In the
center at the top are representative types of
the seed used

and baked with the sun it is impossible
for them to get their full growth. I have
raised two and one half acres this year.

Rural New-Yorker, and had a splendid
yield. I prefer late potatoes, because I

have no trouble with bugs. Next year I

am going to plant a potato called the

Bruce; it was a splendid potato in Eng-
land, and I do not see why it should not

do well here. J. E. Jewitt.

MORE LAND OR NOT
A farmer in Michigan bought forty

acres of land, without buildings, for two
thousand dollars, paying one thousand
dollars cash and going in debt one thou-

sand dollars; then he expended three

thousand one hundred dollars for build-

ings, and at the end of nine years he still

owes two thousand dollars, on which he
is paying six per cent interest. Now he

has a chance to buy forty acres adjoining
at eighty dollars an acre. He does the
work himself on the forty acres, and if he
buys the other forty he would expect to
do most of the work on the larger farm.
The eighty acres is all under the plow.
Would it be advisable to buy the other
forty and assume a debt of five thousand
dollars ?

There may be circumstances under
which it would be wise for him to add
the second forty and assume such a debt.

If he is a young man, with good health,
and a growing family of boys who can
help him out on the work as they grow
older, then I think it might be a safe in-

vestment for him to make. On the other
hand, if he has no children to provide for,

why should he add more land to increase
his cares and his toil?

If he thinks it will be as easy to work
eighty acres as it is to work half that
amount, he is going to be unpleasantly
surprised when he tries it. It will not
only make more work for him, but it will

also make more work in the house. His
cash sales last year were nearly eight
hundred dollars, and he expects to do
better this year, hence in three more
years, if all went well, he would be all

clear of debt and able to enjoy the re-

sults of his labors, instead of being held
down to the grind for an indefinite num-
ber of years to come.
According to his showing, the forty

he now has will furnish him a comfort-
able living and probably about five hun-
dred dollars a year, that he could put
by for a "rainy day" or to make him
comfortable when old age comes creep-
ing on and toil becomes a burden.
Of what use the larger farm? It seems

to me that any man can find plenty to do
on a forty-acre farm and not find time
for any harmful amount of recreation.
A man should not work all the time unless
he has to, and if a man makes forty
acres of good land produce anything like

what it ought to he is going to be kept
pretty busy from the start to the finish.

The chief object in life is not to get as
many acres as we can in our own name.
We will not need much at the end. Why
should men toil and save for those who
come after them when it would no doubt
be better for the men of the future to
toil for themselves? The parents who
make slaves of themselves that their chil-

dren may live in idleness are doing the
worst possible thing for their children.

Eighty acres is too much for any man
to work. One may farm that much, after

a fashion, but it will be poor farming,
and one can get more real satisfaction,

and in most cases more net profits, out
of half that amount. It is not so much
the number of acres we cultivate as the
amount which we make each acre produce
which counts when the net results are
figured. In my opinion it would be bet-
ter to make the forty which he now owns
produce twice as much as it does now,
instead of working eighty acres of land
to get the same results. The bane of
farm life to-day is the greed for more
land. There would be greater prosperity
and more happiness if every farmer was
content with forty acres or even less.

Apollos Long.

WINTER PLOWING
Whether it is best to do plowing dur-

ing the winter season is a question that

must be decided by the individual farmer.
Stubble lands and any land that has

been cultivated for one or two years is

put in better condition by plowing it in

the spring, but for sod lands the freez-

ing and thawing of the land after it is

plowed helps to pulverize it and put it in

better condition than where the plowing
is done late in the spring; then, too, the
freezing kills many insects that damage
crops. This is a very important item to

be considered. A few years ago I had
a piece of sod land intended for corn.

A part of it was plowed during the win-
ter season, but on account of unfavorable
weather I did not get it completed until

well up in the spring. The worms did not
do any damage to the part that was
plowed during the winter, but it looked
for a while as if the corn on the part
that was plowed in the spring would be
ruined by them. After the first cultiva-

tion it started to growing, and made a fair

crop, but it was plain that the worms cut
down the yield several bushels to the
acre on the late-plowed part of the field.

The winter-plowed land will retain more
moisture in the soil, which in a great
measure will counteract the effects of a
drought that frequently comes in the
summer.
Often teams that would otherwise be

idle can be profitably employed at plow-
ing during the winter, and the work may
be better done if performed before the
rush of spring work sets in.

A. J. Legg.
<&
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THE USE OF STRAW

THE best use we can make of straw-

is to get it into the soil as quick-

ly as possible. This fact is more
fully realized each year, and yet

we often notice considerable carelessness
in this matter. There was a time when
the value of straw was little appreciated
and the main object seemed to be to get

rid of it as easily as possible and with
the least expenditure of labor. To ac-

complish this, oftentimes the torch was
applied as soon as the machine was moved
out. Where this course was not pur-
sued, the old straw stack was often per-

mitted to molder peacefully in the field,

a mute witness to the plowing and har-
rowing, mowing and reaping that went
on around it There was not time to
haul it out and plow it tmder, as it was
considered the least important of the
work, and for this reason it was de-
ferred until there was little or nothing
else to do.
Who of us has not seen the rank growth

of grain or the rich green of the corn on
the site of the old straw stack? These
experiences demonstrate to us the wealth
that is stored up in the straw and how
best to utilize it that it may be turned
to accoimt. But in getting the straw
back on the ground it should be done
in the way that will bring the greatest
return. To accompUsh this it should be
fed or used as bedding and should then
be gotten out on the fields with the least

possible delay. There are few of us any
more who sell straw, and yet we do not
all dispose of it in the most profitable
way. If we have not enough stock to

eat all the straw or require it for bedding,
then we should have more, and when the
straw is converted into manure it should
not be permitted to leach out and lose
half its value before being put where it

will yield a return.
There is no time in the year when

manure may not be hauled out, unless it

is when there are deep snows. In the
fall it should be spread on the plowed
ground before it is sown to wheat; in
the winter or summer it may be spread
on the meadows, and in the spring on the
wheat or oats. When the manure is put
on a growing crop it is taken up at once
by the growing plants, and an immediate
return is realized. In our experience
manure gives more satisfactory results

when put on top than when plowed under.
A good many of us are inclined to be

rather saving of the bedding. We be-
lieve this is a mistake. Use plenty of
bedding. This not only makes the stock
more coihfortable and helps better to
keep them clean, but at the same time
we are manufacturing a valuable product—^we are converting straw into manure
which is making the best use of it.—^The
Farmer's Guide.

<^

FOOD VALUE OF CORN
The food value of com and its prod-

ucts, as compared with each other and
with other food materials, of course de-
pends mainly on the amount of nutritive

materials or nutrients which the digestive
organs can extract for the use of the body.
Besides the water found in all food ma-
terials, even those which are apparently
perfectly dry, the actual nutrients are
grouped in four classes: (1) Pro-
tein or nitrogenous material; (2) fat;

(3) carbohydrates, including starches,
sugars and the very indigestible constit-

uents known as crude fiber or cellulose;

(4) mineral matters or ash.

The two functions of the food are to

furnish material for the building up and
repair of body tissue and to supply energy
for muscular work and body heat. Pro-
tein, fats and carbohydrates alike ean
3-ieId energy, but since only protein can
serve for the necessao' tissue building,

this is usually considered its main func-
tion, and the fats and carbohydrates are
relied on to furnish most of the energy.

All the changes which com or other
food undergoes in being prepared for
eating are intended mainly to add to its

palatability and get it into a form in

which the nutrients can be most easily

and completely utilized by the body.

STRUCTtmE AND COMPOSITIOX

Although the stalk and leaves are im-
portant cattle feeds, only the kernels of
corn are ordinarily used for human food.
The kernel, or seed, it must be remem-

bered, is not inert, but a living thing,

which imder favorable conditions will

develop into a new plant, and each part
of it is made up of cells especially fitted

for a particular role in this process of
reproduction. Roughly speaking, the seed
consists of three main divisions : The
skin, the germ, and the endosperm ( see

Fig. 1). The skin, which makes about
six per cent of the weight of the seed,

holds the whole together and protects

the delicate interior parts. It is made up
principally of tough cellulose or crude
fiber with some mineral matters em-
bedded in it. The germ is larger in corn
than in most cereals, and forms in aver-
age corn about ten per cent by weight of
the Erain. whereas in wheat it is only
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six or seven per cent. It contains the
embryo from which the new plant will

develop under favorable conditions. The
endosperm constitutes about 84 per cent
by weight of the grain, and represents
the food which the parent plant has
stored for the early growth of the new
plant. In the germ and endosperm the
cellulose walls of the cells are very much
thinner than in the skin, and surround a
network of nitrogenous material called
protoplasm, in which the life of each cell

seems to reside. The food materials
which the plant has stored for future use
He in the meshes of this protoplasmic
network, together with some moisture; in

the germ much of the stored material is

fat and mineral matters. In the outer lay-

Fig. 1—Diagrammatic section o( a grain o{
com; a, skin; b, germ; c. endosperm

ers of the endosperm (see Fig. 2) there
are stored grains of a protein substance
known as aleurone, and in the inner por-
tions are found quantities of tiny starch
grains with small amounts of protein and
mineral matter. The following table,

taken from analyses made at the New
Jersey Experiment Station, shows how
these constituents are distributed through-
out the grain, the data being expressed
on water-free basis.

cereals are much the same, the individual
compounds making up these groups dif-

fer considerably. As shown by extended
studies at the Cc mecticut State Station,
zein is the typical proteid of maize, and it

differs in its properties considerably from
the gluten of wheat or the proteids of
other cereal grains. The fat of xorn has
a different chemical composition from
that of wheat or other grains, and the
ash also is characteristic.
There is known to be some variation

in the number and kind of starches, sugars,
cellulose, and other bodies included un-
der the heading "carbohydrates," which
occur in corn and other cereals, but it is

generally believed that the bodies like
starch which occur in the different plants
have the same percentage composition.
In size, appearance, the distribution of
the concentric layers making up the gran-
ule, the readiness with which the starch
absorbs water and is acted upon by fer-
ments, and in other properties, starch
grains occurring in different cereals ex-
hibit considerable variations. The starch
granules of corn resemble those of oats
somewhat in appearance, but are larger.

Fat, when burned in the body, gives
off two and a fourth times as much heat
as carbohydrates and protein, and corn,
which contains relatively large proportions
of both fat and carbohydrates, has a com-
paratively high fuel on energy value. The
points in which the chemical composition
of corn, is superior to the other common
cereals; "then;-^e 'its rrchiiess in fat arid,

starch and its small content of crude
fiber. Its deficiencies lie in the small
quantities of protein and mineral mat-
ters.—Farmers'' Bulletin No. 298.

SELECTING A BREED
One of the great problems with most of

our young men at the present day is

what breed should he select. This is

largely a matter of choice. There are
good individuals in every one of the dairy
breeds that have been bred for that pur-
pose. It would indeed be one of the
g^randest things, if it were possible, to
localize the breeding of animals to special

sections and to make it compulsory to
breed certain breeds for certain purposes.
Some of the European countries furnish
us an excellent example of this when we
find that the most progressive people of
this countrj- draw their stock of cows

COMPOSITIOK OF DIPFEREKT PORTIONS OF A GRAIN OF CORN

Portion of corn
kernel

Proportion
in original
gram Water

In water-free material

Protein Fat

Total carl

Starch,
sugar,
etc.

>ohydrates

Crude
fiber

Mineral
matters

WTiole kernel
Skin
Germ

Per cent
lOO.O
5-6
10.2
84.a

Per cent
24.7
i5|
29.6
24-7

Per cent
IJ.7
6.6
34-7
11.

a

Per cent
4-3
1.6

29.6
1-5

Per cent
79-3
74.1
44-7
85.0

Per cent
2.0
16.4
2.9
.6

Per cent
1-7
1.3
I.I
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From these figures it may be calculated
that fifty-one per cent of the cellulose of
the grain is found in the skin, sixty-five

per cent of the fat and about sixteen per
cent of the protein in the germ, ninety
per cent of the starch and eighty-four
per cent of the protein in the endosperm.
Though the proportions of the several

nutrients in com and other common

from the countries of the Guernsey, Jer-
sey and Ayrshire. This is simply because
the people of these particular localities

are making a specialty in some definite

line and are aiming at a definite purpose.
If we are to gain a reputation as breed-

ers of merit we are obliged to specialize

for some definite aim and to combine all

the intelligence and energy of a com-

Fig. 7—Cellular structure ot a ffrmin of com: m, Bkin; b, endosperr.
of (c) aleurone cells and (d) starch cells: e. membrane

tX'at

munity, county or state to one purpose.
Even with the greatest care that can be
used in selecting calves there will be dis-
appointments. Occasionally the calf that
you expect the great things from proves
a disappointment. The best sires are
often sacrificed before their real worth is

known. Frequently the real worth of an
animal is found out after he is sent to
the block. We then mourn for the mis-
fortune and would be willing to give
many times what we realized for the ani-
mal. Of course, this is an unfortunate
condition that only time and close obser-
vation on the part of the breeder can
obviate.

We therefore say that while disappoint-
ments may come about in every breed,
the best way to do is to stick to one
breed, be it the Jersey, Guernsey, Holstein
or Brown Swiss, it matters not which.
Time will give you a reputation if you
are a good, cautious breeder, and you
will be repaid for your efforts. It is al-

ways desirable to practise the old proverb
in this instance, to "stick to your text"

—

Prof. Oscar Erf in The Kansas Farmer.

<5>

HORSES WITH HEAVES
Broken wind is not curable, or it would

not be such a common thing to see a
good class of horse sold at ridiculously
low price because of this infirmity; but
it is quite possible, by judicious manage-
ment, to keep the ordinary case going
with tolerable comfort to the animal and
a fair amount of satisfaction to the owner
or driver who is not particularly horse
proud. .

The first thing is to appreciate or take
into consideration the nature and cause
of what is popularly called "broken
wind." It is not a respiratory disease, in
the proper acceptation of the term, but
is due, in the majority of cases, to bad
feeding. Feeding an inordinate quantity
of bulkj', innutritious fodder, particularly
badly saved, moldy or dusty seed hay, is

one of the most common causes of bro-
ken wind.
The class of horses most frequently

found to . be broken winded are farm
horses and inferior ponies. Both are
greedy feeders, and both belong to a class
of owner notoriously niggardly in their
provision of corn. Thus the broken-
winded horse should be fed on the best
of food, and of a less bulky or more
concentrated character than is generally
supplied to horses of this class. More
corn and less hay should be given, and
all the food should be free from dust and
given slightly dampened, by sprinkling
with salt and water. The broken-winded
horse should be fed on the little-and-often

principle and the daily allowance of food
divided into a large number of small
feeds.' The hours of feeding should be
adapted to the hours of work, so that
the horse is not called upon to labor on
a distended stomach. The largest meal
should be given at night, after the work
is over, and this is the time when the
larger part of the moderate quantity of
hay allowed should be fed. Linseed and
bran should be given occasionally in the
form of mash. Carrots and green meat
are good for broken-winded horses, be-
ing digestible and slightly laxative, but
too much green meat is incompatible
with condition, and the thing to be
aimed at in the case of the broken-winded
horse is the maintenance of the animal
in hard condition.
A cool, well-ventilated stable is a

necessity. Water is best kept standing
witliin reach of the animal, so that it can
drink at will; or where this is not pos-
sible, water should be offered before each
feed. It should be soft water, and the
trough should be clean and the supply
frequently changed. Regular, mod-
erate work, without which the main-
tenance of condition is impracticable, is

better for the broken-winded horse than
irregular labor or long spells of idleness.

At the start go slowly, until the bowels
have been emptied. A distended stomach
and bowels, by pressing on the dia-

phragm, increase the distress in breath-
ing, and this is another reason for the

food being more concentrated, or why it

should contain the elements of nutrition
in as small bulk as possible.

There is always a characteristic cough
associated with broken wind, and on some
occasions, where there has been some de-
parture from the rules of feeding or good
hygiene, or in certain states of the
weather, there is an increase in the sever-

ity of the symptoms which may call for

medicine to relieve them ; but drugs arc

not of much use in ordinary cases of
broken wind, and should not be persisted

in when the acute sj'mptoms have yielded.

When recourse is had to medicine from
time to time it seems more effective than
when regularly given.

The bowels of the broken-winded
horse should never be allowed to become
constipated, and when judicious feeding
with linseed, carrots or green stuff docs

q keep them regular, a lax-

j be given.—London Farm and
. :0;:'.c.
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OBJECT OF FARMERS' INSTITUTES
AND HOW TO ATTAIN IT

THE intelligent and experienced work-
er in this movement believes the
rural population needs many things
besides mere information. He

also- knows that the information may
be largely gotten from periodicals and
books by any one who so wills. But
every man may also read and study his

own Bible, yet nevertheless he desires the

aid of the minister. Why? To encour-
age, enthuse, comfort and inspire him in

his work. Man wants a leader, and he
does his best physically, morally and spir-

itually under the encouragement of good
leadership.

The rural sections being isolated and
not united fell back because of the leth-

argy induced by such conditions. Infor-
mation is needed, but there is a much
greater need of inspiration for better,

higher and nobler things of this life.

Better homes, better schools, better roads,
better everything, but let not any one
think that the farmers as a whole are
not cognizant of this, but they lack the
co-operative spirit and determination to

do the best they know.
The real object, therefore, is not to

carry a piece of the agricultural college
to the farmer's door nor to give him
the advantages (?) of the vaudeville, but
to give him that which but few men can
give or even possess—an animated de-
sire, a burning impulse, an inspiration
for a higher, nobler and better life in

all its aspects. Not only is it necessary
to be the bearer and deliverer of a mes-
sage, but with it must go that- earnestness,
ardor and zeal that will convince the
hearer that the teacher has -actually lived
it, and found, by living it, a nobler and
better life. Swaying the multitude to
higher things is a rare gift, but only
the possessor thereof will make the future
successful institute teacher.—L. W. Lighty
in The National Stockman and Farmer.

THE BUSINESS FARMER
To keep up with the times the farmer

must be a business man. He will unite
method and system with farm training.

He may or may not keep a formal account
or practise a system of bookkeeping, but
at least he will know just what he is

doing, and how and why. If his business
is or is not paying he will find out just
where the results are coming from, or
will discover where the leak is before
the sheriff comes.
The way in which this is done will de-

pend upon the training. Many successful
farmers have never been accustomed to
keeping accounts, and do not feel its

necessity. They have worked their plan
of farming into a system which is about
the same year after year, and after hav-
ing once figured out cost and profits in

certain lines which are of chief impor-
tance they are able to tell very closely

where they stand at any time. They know
the cost of a quart of milk, a dozen of
eggs or a bushel of potatoes under usual
conditions, and are able to quickly figure
out the changes brought about by new
market conditions. Very likely such farm-
ers would meet surprises should they
actually keep a system of books, reckon-
ing everything at the start, according to

market value, including all charges for
labor, taxes, living expenses, seeds, ma-
nure, fertilizers, tools and other inciden-
tals, and balancing this account with the
various itemized receipts from all sources,
including an allowance for the farm im-
provements.
Whether the account system is complete

or not, many hints and valuable items
for reference may be obtained simply by
keeping a pocket diary and jotting down
the things most likely to be needed for
reference.—The American Cultivator.

UTILIZING THE CACTUS
Men have but begun to find_ out the

great value of some of the plants that

have been classed as useless. The many
varieties of cactus are all of more or less

value, but a few varieties are now coming
into general notice as forage plants.

For about twenty years the United
States government has been investigating

the arid regions with the object of finding

plants that will grow and produce a great
deal of succulent forage. Plants have
been imported from Australia and other
parts of the world, notably the salt

bushes. But the cacti grow in great

abundance in the semi-arid regions and
are already adapted to the country. Com-
ing up out of a dry soil they are fleshy and
filled with moisture. Stockmen have fed

cacti to stock for many years in times of

shortage of other forage. More ;yould

be fed, but the spines have to be singed
off, which makes the labor problem a con-
siderable factor.

Mr. Burbank, of California, is reported
to" have produced a spineless cactus that
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can be grown anywhere. As to the com-
mercial value of this new variety we are

not informed. Its future usefulness re-

mains to be demonstrated.
The United States government is in-

vestigating many varieties of cacti and is

bringing out many things concerning them
that people have not previously known.
One fact is that the cactus does not thrive

best in dry regions of high temperature.

The cactus demands a fair amount of

moisture and a temperate climate to do
its best. The dryest deserts do not pro-

duce cacti in economic quantities. They
are not particularly adapted to regions of

extreme drought and heat. There is no
region in the world where these plants

grow so profusely as in the great plateau

of Mexico, but that is not a hot country,

neither is it particularly dry. The average
rainfall of a part of this region is in the

neighborhood of thirty inches. June,

July and August are the rainy months,
and it is in these that the cactus grows
luxuriantly. When the dry months come,
the developed cactus is able to withstand

the adverse conditions.

The government investigations develop

the fact that the cactus plant can be

grown in a large part of the semi-arid

West, and it is certain that new and im-
proved varieties will be produced that

will have no thorns, but will provide a

great amount of valuable forage to be used

by the stock in the dry months.—The
Farmers' Review.
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HOW THE SEED OF DODDER MAY
BE DETECTED

Detection of the presence in commer-
cial seed of dodder, irrespective of its

kind, demands first consideration, because
its presence justifies refusal to purchase
such seed. A magnifying glass is nec-

essary, as it will enable one to readily

distinguish any kind of dodder seed from
clover, alfalfa or flax seed. Dodder
seeds, are, as a rule^ about the same size

as red clover seeds, including the small-

est and largest seeds. The surface is

finely roughened and dull, and the gen-
eral form varies from nearly spherical

to strongly flattened and oval or nearly

circular. The color is gray, yellowish,

brown or reddish brown, depending
largely on the kind. In contrast, clover

and alfalfa seeds are smooth, often with

a slight luster. Their triangular oval

or kidney form aids in distinguishing

them from the seeds of dodder.
The use of a sieve, with which a con-

siderable quantity of the seed, if in bulk,

or all of a sample can be sifted, affords

the most practical means of detecting

the presence of dodder. The sieve should
be such that only the smallest or medium-
sized crop seeds will pass its mesh. The
smaller dodder seeds will readily be con-

centrated to smaller bulk by this means.
The seeds of the several kinds of dod-

der are distinguished by differences in

size, form and surface texture, by the

seed scar, and by color. Size and form
are modified by the number of seeds de-

veloped in the seed vessel. The surface

texture varies considerably with the

different kinds. The seed scar consists

of a more or less distinct circular area

surrounding the hilum, or immediate
point of attachment to the parent plant.

CLOVER DODDER

The seeds of clover dodder are not
larger than the smallest red clover seeds,

some of them being even smaller. They
are nearly spherical when well devel-

Seeds of clover dodder and red clover, ahowine
relative sizes. Enlarged

oped, but some seeds which are not well

filled are flattened somewhat, even shriv-

eled. The general color is brown, but
some seeds are gray. The darker seeds

at least appear as finely pitted when seen
under a lens. The scar area appears as

a minute rounded spot somewhat smooth-

er and sometimes lighter colored than the
rest of the surface.

The use of a sieve allowing only the
smallest clover or alfalfa seeds to pass
renders the detection of clover dodder
very easy.

SMALL-SEEDED ALFALFA DODDER

Seeds of this alfalfa dodder are mi-
nute, much smaller than alfalfa seeds.
They are therefore readily detected by
using a sieve only sufficiently fine to hold
practically all of the alfalfa seed. The
seeds are oval or oval-oblong, rounded
on one face, the other flattened in two
planes which meet at a central ridge ex-
tending lengthwise of the seed. At One
end of the ridge this face is beveled.
The resulting area contains the hilum
as a minute whitish point. The surface
is comparatively rough as viewed under
a lens. The color is variable. Some
seeds are greenish ; others are strongly
tinged with purple. As a rule the seeds
have a yellowish straw color.

FIELD DODDER

The seeds of field dodder are larger

than those of either of the preceding
kinds. Their size' varies, as a rule, be-
tween that of the smaller and that of

Small-seeded alfalfa dodder and alfalfa seeds,
sbowine relative sizes. Enlareed

average red clover seeds. These seeds
are oval or nearly circular in outline,

rounded on one face, and variously flat-

tened and angled or deeply grooved on
the other. The scar as a rounded area
containing a short whitish hilum appears
at one end of the flattened face. The
color is lemon yellow, gray or light brown.

BUYING SEED

Every purchaser of clover or alfalfa

seed in the open market is likely to re-

ceive dodder-infested seed unless it has

Seeds of field dodder and red clover, showine
relative sizes. Enlarged

been found by thorough test to be free

from dodder. If tested at a state agri-

cultural experiment station or at the

United States Department of Agriculture
some delay is sure to result. The test

is so simple and so quickly made that

the farmer should himself make it, thus
permitting an immediate order for the
seed, if desired.—Farmers' Bulletin No.
306.
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THE FEEDING VALUE OF
PUMPKINS

An Iowa correspondent wishes to know
whether raw pumpkins are injurious or
beneficial to hogs ; whether they have any
tendency to start hog cholera in the herd,

and whether it would pay to cook them.
Raw pumpkins are most excellent feed

for any kind of young stock and are par-
ticularly relished by dairy cows. Hogs
will never take cholera from eating them.
On the other hand, if you happen to have
cholera in your herd, and plenty of
pumpkins, you will save the lives of a
large per cent of your hogs, and of course
considerable money, if you will stop all

other feed and give them what pumpkins
they care to eat on a blue-grass or clover
pasture. Let it be borne in mind that

the genuine hog cholera is a germ dis-

ease, and that it is not transmitted by
any feed uncontaminated with the germs.

If we had a supply of pumpkins we
would feed them to hogs freely. They

are particularly fond of the "innards,"
and the seeds of the pumpkins have con-
siderable medicinal value. Do our older
readers not remember how their mothers
and grandmothers used to dry pumpkin
seeds, keep them over winter, and make
pumpkin-seed tea when they suspected
that any of the children were affected
with worms, or when the kidneys were
not sufficiently active? This' was on ex-
actly the same principle that we would
feed pumpkins very freely to all young
hogs.

If the farmer has bought a breeding
boar that has been rendered for show
purposes too fat for use he can do noth-
ing better than put him in the orchard
with clover in it, or in a clover pasture,
give him no feed except grass and pump-
kins, letting him have all the pumpkins
that he will eat. After a month of this

kind of treatment, with corn and oats
toward the last, he will find that he has
a new boar.

It does not pay to cook pumpkins; ex-
periments at the stations have shown that
conclusively. Neither does it pay to feed
pumpkins alone when the object is to
make rapid gains. They are too watery,
the hog cannot hold enough of them;
but fed in connection with grain, such as
corn, oats, barley or shorts, or with skim
milk, they will make substantial and prof-
itable gains.—Wallaces' Farmer.

KEEP YOUR BEST STOCK
Many farmers are in the habit of sell-

ing their best animals because they will

bring the highest prices. A greater mis^
take cannot be made. A difference of ten
or even twenty-five per cent in the price
of a single animal is a small matter com-
pared to this difference in a whole herd.
By keeping the very best to propagate
from, the whole may be made of equal
excellence, and in the course of a few
years numerous animals might be pro-
duced having the excellent properties that
now distinguish some few of the best.

What would you say of a farmer who
sold his valuable varieties of potatoes
and planted other kinds that were in-

ferior? In consequence of this imprudent
measure, his next crop would fall short.
Every one will condemn this course, and
few, if any, are so wanting in discretion
as to pursue it. Yet many take a similar
course in selling their best animals and
propagating from the poor. Not only is

this true of animals for breeding pur-
poses, but those for work as well. Who
does not know in his own experience of
farmers who sell their best work horses
and keep the poorer ones ? Well, the
consequence is that the poorer one costs
a great deal more to keep each year and
do less work, and in the end is the most
expensive animal. The policy should have
been to keep the better one and to have
sold the inferior.

And doubly so, we believe, when the
farmer has animals for breeding pur-
poses. There is a vast difference in our
cattle in sections where much atten-

tion has been given to improvements by
selecting the best, when contrasted with
those where little or no attention has
been paid to the subject, and, as a matter
of course, the best have been sold, or
eaten, because they were the fattest.

Every man that raises stock has it in his

power to make improvements, and he
should avail himself of all the advantages
around him to turn his power to the ben-
efit of himself and posterity.—C. W.
Burkett in Journal of Agriculture.
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LOCATION OF EARS QK STALK
The results secured at the Illinois Ex-

periment Station in breeding corn so that

the ears will come at a certain position

on the stalk will interest corn growers
everywhere. Growers of corn on the rich

bottom lands have complained for years
that too much growth went to stalk, at

the expense of the ear as well as of soil

fertility. The Illinois station shows that

every farmer has it within his own hands
to determine the location of ears and re-

duce the height of the stalk. The way to

go at it is selection—going through the
fields and selecting, as foundation stock,

seed ears growing at easy husking dis-

tance from the ground, and then repeating
the process each year until the habit be-
comes fixed. I walked through a two-
hundred-acre field of fine corn with the
owner some time ago. The corn had
made a marvelous growth, but, as the
owner remarked, "You would have to roll

it down before you could husk it." The
ears were out of all proportion to the
growth of stalk, and what a waste of soil

fertility in producing these mammoth
stalks! Select the low-down, heavy
stalk, well rooted and with a good ear set

within easy reaching distance. A stalk

of that kind will resist wind, it ripens

earlier, and it will produce a good-size
ear of corn.—L. C. Brown in The National
Farmer.

Be Sure to Read Our Liberal Offers on Page 26
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THE STRAWBERRY PATCH IN
WINTER

TIMES of repeated freezing and thaw-
ing are bad for the young straw-
berrj' patch unless the plants are

protected. It does not require

much to keep them from harm, either.

The lightest covering or "mulching" with

any material that may be available for the

purpose will do it. About the best thing

that can be used, of course, is marsh hay.

It contains no weed seeds that will give

trouble afterward. It is long and coarse

and can easily be spread over the patch,

and also is in little danger from being
blown off by heavy winter winds.

The most troublesome weed pest that

I have to contend with in my strawberry
and winter onion patches is chickweed.
It has the proverbial nine lives .of the

cat. Winters may be severe, yet it is

onlj' i"n rare cases that this weed fails

to thrive right under snow and ice. In
early spring it conies out smiling, fresh

and green, and continues its growth at a
rapid rate, and may soon cover the

thriftiest strawberry plants out of sight.

But a good mulch will help to choke it

out during winter. We take particular

pains to put the marsh hay (or whatever
mulch we use) close and heavy over the
spots infested with chickweed. I know
of no other way to kill it.

Of course, new chickweed seedlings

spring up in abundance in spring, just

as soon as the frost is out of the ground.
We have to look after them sharply then.

All that we must do now is to mulch.
In the absence of marsh hay any long
straw that is free from weed seeds, or
pine needles gathered up in the woods,
or other evergreen rubbish raked up along
evergreen windbreaks, etc., will do very
well. The main object is to protect the
plants from repeated freezing and thaw-
ing and to prevent their heaving out.

Our chances of a full crop of nice berries

are largely improved by even a light

mulch.

OH, WHAT CELERY!
Yes, what celery we had and are having

this year! Few people know how super-

latively good and enjoyable it is possible

for celery to be. Those who buy their

supply in the stores never find it out.

Neither do we, who grow it ourselves,

have it in its highest state of perfection

every year. It requires favorable climatic

or atmospheric conditions (and freedom
from blights, of course, goes with them)
to make prime celery. Ordinary good
celery we can have every year.

The forepart of the celery season was
not favorable, it being quite dry, although
not excessively warm, but the latter part

(September, October and November)
made up for it, giving us plenty of rain

and generally good "growing weather."
Not a plant of the four or five hundred
went to seed, and there was not a speck
of blight.

Highest quality in any fruit or veg-
etable can be secured only when the leaf

is kept in perfect health. Any injury to

the foliage has also an injurious effect

on quality. In some seasons we have
had to spray our celery quite frequently

with Bordeaux mixture (early) or with
a weak, simple solution of copper sul-

phate in later stages of growth. Even
with this precaution the plants have of-

ten been seriously damaged by blights.

Disease also seems to hasten seed pro-

duction, and sometimes a large portion

of the plants have "bolted," or gone to

seed, thus being entirely spoiled for table

use. This year I have not sprayed my
celery at all. It was not necessary. So
much for favorable weather and soil con-
ditions.

CELERY VARIETIES
Most of the celery found in our mar-

kets is of the self-blanching class. White
Plume is much in evidence. Of all cel-

ery varieties, its culture probably offers

the least difficulties to the unskilled

grower. It is the thriftiest grower of

this class of celeries, and is easily blanched
by means of boards. But I don't like it

for my own use. It is not good enough.
Golden Self-Blanching, although more
nearly dwarf in growth, is much better

in quality. If kept free from blights it

is quite good even if blanched under
boards, and very good later in the season
when blanched by earthing up. The stalks

being shorter than White Plume even,

although often more compact, extremely
high banking is not required.

My celery of this class was not early

this year. Plants were set in the perma-
nent row only late in June or early in

July, but did not take a good start until

the rainy season set in in August or early

September. Consequently they were
banked late, and with earth. Then they

made an extremely rapid and compact
growth, and gave us fine stalks for the

table and for neighbors lasting to nearly

the beginning of November.
For later use I had planted our old

favorite. Giant Pascal, and the newer
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Winter Queen. The plants were grown
and set at the same time as the early

celery. They made a wonderful growth
during September and October, and were
well earthed up in October. The two
varieties seem to be so near alike that

I am unable to tell which is which, both
being planted in the same rows, only in

different sections of the rows, but with-

out being labeled. I thought I knew the
Pascal when I saw it. In short, it is

the only tj'pe of late celery that I had in

the lot, and unless the seed got mixed
or my seed plots mislabeled, Winter
Queen and Pascal are very much alike.

They are extremely wide-ribbed. The
outer leaf stalks where joined to the root
stock are two inches wide, more or less,

and the blanched parts of the stalk are
the sweetest and brittlest that I ever had.

The earth-blanched Golden Self-Blanch-
ing was very good ; this Pascal, or Winter
Queen, is unsurpassably good. There is

not the least strong flavor in it, and an
apple or radish could not be more brittle

and more stringless.
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son, AND MANURE FOR CELERY
This superlatively good celery cannot

be grown on poor soil. The soil cannot
really be made too rich. It especially

needs a full supply of mineral plant foods,

and the soil should not be lacking in hu-
mus (decaying vegetable or organic mat-
ter).

I used for my cdery (home supply) an
old strawberry row, about two hundred
feet long, which had received very heavy-

dressings of rich stable manure repeat-
edly during two or three years. The
plants and weeds were plowed under, and
good strong plants set in a slight de-
pression. As the soil was extremely dry,

and rain failed to come for some weeks,
many plants died and had to be replaced.

I kept on planting, however, until I had
the full stand that I wanted, and rains

set in to help them along. During all

this time, however, all the ashes from the
cook stove, part from coal and part from
wood, were carefully saved and spread
along the row on each side of the plants
a distance of about a foot.

I believe the extreme brittleness, sweet-
ness and tenderness of my celery to be
due mostly to this fact. Lack of min-
eral plant foods in the soil has always
seemed to me the main cause of hollow
stalks in celery. We need an abundance
of such plant foods in the soil, and in

no better form can they be given than
in wood ashes, with the addition of plain

superphosphate where the supply of phos-
phorus in the soil seems to be especially

short. I always save my ashes from the
cook or other stoves, while wood is

burned, to some extent, both summer and
winter. In the form of sweet celery or
other good things from the garden, this

"waste" from the stoves tickles our pal-

ates and helps us to enjoy our meals
and life.

FERTHIZER PROBLEMS
The selection and use of fertilizers by

the average farmer used to be a com-
plicated problem. We found on the mar-
kets special grain manures, special potato
manures, special onion, celery, cabbage
and a lot of other special manures, and
these made by different fertilizer manufac-
turers, each of which claimed his brand
to be the best.

Fertilizers made for the same crop by
different manufacturers often varied ma-
terially in the percentages of the different

plant-food elements. The "doctors" had
not come to a full agreement about what
is really best for each kind of vegetable
and grain. But really, what a lot of
"guessing" has been indulged in in this

respect ! Each kind of soil, each indi-

vidual field, even, whether of the same
or a different kind of soil, has its own
particular chemical and physical condi-

tions.

When .so much depends on the soil and
these particular conditions, who but the

Almighty Himself could tell what exact
percentage of each element of plant foods
will be needed or most effective for each
particular vegetable, grain or fruit. All

that we can do is to be guided by general

principles, try to be "good guessers," and
then await results. We may hit it. We
are more liable to miss it to some extent.

In most cases, to be sure, we apply some
plant foods in excess of the real needs
of the crop. We do that even when we
apply farm manures.
Such farm manures also vary in com-

position, often materially. There is some
difference between horse and sheep ma-
nure, and a big difference between horse,

sheep, hog and cattle manure on one side.

and poultry manure on the other. We use
them all, on general principles. We know
that their free use will make any soil more
productive. Whether our stable manure
has four pounds of phosphoric acid or six
pounds to the ton, or whether the ton
contains eight or twelve pounds of potash,
we can use it just the same, and this for
almost anything that grows in field, gar-
den or orchard.

I know that the use of farm manure
also improves the mechanical conditions
of any soil, which cannot be said for the
exclusive use of chemical fertilizers. So
if we make and apply mostly farm ma-
nures, the problem of feeding plants is

very simple, and no extra "guessing"' is

needed.
Nevertheless, when we aim at full crops,

especially in cereals, relying on farm
manures alone, we may have to waste
certain food elements in order to furnish
a sufficiencj' of other food elements. Sta-
ble manure is notoriously deficient in phos-
phoric acid, which is especially needed
for any crop" that is grown for its seed,
like corn, oats, wheat, barley, etc.

Phosphoric acid, either in the soluble
form, as superphosphate, or insoluble, as
simple phosphate or floats, is the cheap-
est of all commercial fertilizers. Its free
use on manure heaps or as absorbent in

stables, etc., makes up for the shortage,
and besides prevents the waste of am-
monia or nitrogen. With twenty-five or
fifty pounds of acid phosphate or perhaps
a little more of floats (raw phosphate)
mixed into a wagonload of stable manure,
the load will do twice the work or go
over double the area that it would without.

If we have soil that is deficient in pot-
ash, also, as many of our lighter soils

are, especially on farms where cabbage,
potatoes or fruit crops are habitualh-
grown, a little muriate of potash may also

be added, and will give us a chance to
stretch our manure supply over a greater
area or to make the best possible use
of it.

In these days we must try to utilize all

our resources to the utmost. No farmer
who knows what he is about should fail

to lay in at least a good supply of super-
phosphate, or of floats if near at hand,
for the improvement of his stable manure,
and possibly also of some potash. We
thus easily and cheaply double our manure
supply. This means doubling the crops
and the profits.
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HOW TO CONSTRUCT THE HOTBED
To make a hotbed for starting early

plants, select a well-drained and protected
spot, having a southeast exposure. Decide
how large a bed you wish to make. As
a rule these beds are made about six feet

wide and as long as necessary. Excavate
this about one foot deep, throwing the
top soil to one side, and the subsoil also

to one side, so that it will not be mixed
with the other. Then haul out your ma-
nure—fresh manure preferred—and pile

it up in a pile on one side of the bed.

If you are short of manure, you can
use some oak leaves and such litter to

mix with it. After the manure becomes
hot shovel it into the bed, distributing
it over the bottom about ten inches to a
foot deep, which will nearly fill your
excavation. Then pack it down by tread-

ing over it with your feet. In the mean-
time you should have some well- rotted

old compost to mix with the top soil

you shoveled out—alwut half and half.

This soil and manure can then be spread
over the fresh manure which has been
packed in the bed, putting on about four
inches, and raking over smoothly.
When this has been done, put up stakes

at the sides of the bed and nail boards
to them, so that the upper board will be
about one foot high above the level of

the bed, and the lower board about eight

inches. Then put in your end boards,

making close joints. Over this bed place

glass sash, three by six, but in warmer
localities a covering of canvas or ordinary
domestic cloth may be used. It is a good
idea to make frames and tack the cloth

to them, and it can then be more easily

handled and is less likely to tear than
when a large piece is used to roll down
over a bed.

In bedding sweet potatoes the soil over
the bed need not be over two inches
deep. In this you can place your pota-
toes closely together, but do not I - 'lem
touch, and after placing, spr. 11

with water, and then cover tr-
•

six inches with rich soil. ('

the bed where you wish ;c

is well to let it stand a ccuj. i . iS i .
^

for the heat to subside sliKiitly lici'^-^'v

planting the seed. The seed can thi ;i lit

sown broadcast or in rows, an I a Jitfie

fine soil sifted over them. It is ad' ! -?l>lf

to wet the bed well before sowing the
seed. Then sift soil enough over to
cover the seed. Then firm with a board
or box. After firming cover with news-
papers or sacks until the seeds begin to
come up. Also see that the whole bed is

covered nights to keep it warm. Be
careful that the heat does not drj' out j^our
bed and kill your seed, as after the seeds
begin coming up they will need water
nearly every day. With close attention
to these details you should be able to
grow fine plants in a bed of this de-
scription. It will be advisable to prepare
another bed, into which the plants may
be transplanted when about three inches
higfh. This bed, or cold frame, as it is

called, will not need any bottom heat;
only rich soil and compost similar to that
placed on top of jour manure.—Southern
Ruralist.
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A CHRISTMAS PLANT
About Christmas the mistletoe asserts

its claim for recognition in the plant
world ; indeed, it may be said that it reigns
supreme at this season. The custom that
brings it into prominence and its manner
of propagation are both interesting.
The mistletoe belongs to the material

order of evergreen shrubs, with forked
branched stems, parasitically implanting
themselves in the woody portions of vari-
ous trees, sometimes insinuating them-
selves by creeping roots under the bark,
and seldom growing in the ground.
The common mistletoe is found in

England, and is familiarly known there on
account of various customs, traditions and
superstitions connected with it. It is an
evergreen bush attached to the branches
and trunks of trees ; its yellow flowers
are succeeded by fruit, which is almost
always white, but there is said to be a
variety with red fruit. The plant is seldom
more than three or four feet in diameter,
and is thickly crowded with leaves and
branches. Its growth is very slow; the
durability is proportionately great, for
when once established on a tree it is sel-

dom known to cease growing while the
tree lives.

The method of propagation is described
as follows : "The scientific inoculation
of trees with mistletoe is practised with
excellent results in the north of Eng-
land. The gardener takes between his

thumb and forefinger one of the little

berries of the mistletoe, crushes it so that
its sticky juice oozes out, and sticks it

upon the surface of the branch of a tree.

Usually he selects a young branch, on
which the bark is soft and easily pen-
etrable. If an older branch be chosen,
the bark is slightly scraped on the surface.
The berry is mashed flat against the bark.
The seed which it contains is thus held
in place by its own gum.
Late April or May is the proper season

for inoculating. The seed sends through
the bark a little feeler or root, and a
small twig, bending toward the branch' of
the tree, appears. After a considerable
period this twig falls off. The uninitiated
thinks it is all over, but the experienced
gardener knows better. He knows that
after a time the branch will begin to
swell at the point of inoculation, grad-
ually rising to a little peak. This tip gets
green and shiny, a bud pushes out, and
in a few weeks an unmistakable twig of
mistletoe is visible, with a stem and a
long leaf or two."

It is generally admitted that the mistle-
toe robs the branch of its ascending and
descending sap, and thus is injurious in its

presence ; hence in orchards it is custom-
ary to remove it as soon as it appears.

Several kinds of birds eat the berries;
they are the favorite food of the missel
thrush.

The representative of the mistletoe in

the United States grows chiefly upon the
branches of the elms and hickories, and is

found in the western and southern por-
tions.

In the feudal ages the mistletoe was
gathered with great solemnitj' on Christ-
mas Eve and hung up in the great hall

with loud shouts and rejoicings. Among
the Druids the mistletoe was considered
sacred if found growing upon an oak.
They cut it from the oak with great cer-
emonies on the first daj' of the new year,
and consecrated it to their chief deity
on account of its extraordinary virtues.

Christmas decorations are not consid-
ered complete without a spray of mistle-
toe !—Alon7o Rice in the Indiana Farmer.

<S>

HERB CULTURE
Sage, thyme and marjoram are per-

ennials, and they are raised either from
division of the clumps or from seed, com-
monly from seeds, and the second year
ought to give good strong clumps. They
are hardy, but all such perennials usually
thrive better if they have a slight cov-
ering of litter in the fall. They tend to

ccome weak after two or three years,
M) that it is well either to divide up the
i-liii-np or to renew from seed. Summer
s.'. an annual, and therefore needs
' d from seeds each year.—Coun-
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Fruit Growing
By SAMUEL B. GREEN

LAND FOR FRUIT
E. H., Girard, Pennsylvania—You state

you have fifty acres of clay land that
is level and wet and that you wish to use
for some kind of fruit. Such land is not
adapted to any of our cultivated fruits,

and it would be far better to sell it, even
at a low figure, and purchase a smaller
amount of land that is well adapted to
fruit raising, than attempt to raise fruit

on such soil.

It might be possible to drain a portion
of it and make it fit for fruit growing,
but I would not advise it even if the
draining could be done at small expense.
Such land is far better adapted for gen-
eral farming purposes after it is drained,
but until the water has been taken off it

is of little account even for farm crops.

PLUM TREE NOT BEARING
T. R., Patchogue, New York—I am in-

clined to think that the reason your plum
tree does not bear is because there is -no

other tree near it to produce the pollen
that is so necessary and without which
you will not get much fruit._ If you will

give me a description of the tree, including
the form of the leaves, or, better yet,

send a sample of the leaves and a twig,

I think I can recommend some variety

of plum that will be in flower at the
proper time to pollenize the flowers of this

tree to best advantage.
A number of years ago I had in an

orchard two trees of Wild Goose plum.
This is a very handsome, red, meaty plum
of good quality. These trees spread per-

haps thirty feet and were very thrifty

and bloomed each year, but they did not
produce any fruit until we planted a va-

riety near them that flowered at the same
time, after which they fruited abundantly.

MAKING VINEGAR
J. P. F., Central Lake, Michigan

—

Assuming that you have good apple cider,

the question of making good vinegar is

one that even then calls for some consid-
erable attention. The old-fashioned way
of putting the vinegar into casks and then
putting in a little mother of vinegar from
the old barrel will work just as well now
as it has always done, and will ensure
good vinegar, providing the cider is of
good qualityj but it takes at least a year
and sometimes longer to do this, hence
some of the cider makers have adopted
the method of using beech-wood shav-

plan to follow the method of packing
them in damp sand in a box and bury the
box out of doors, where the nuts will

be kept cold all winter and be frozen.
This holds true in regard to all of our
autumn-ripening nuts except white-oak
acorns. These generally start a root in

autumn, and often it is six inches long
before the ground freezes up. With this

class of nuts it is very desirable to plant
in autumn where they are to grow.

In planting acorns, chestnuts and hick-
ory nuts I generally cover about three
inches deep. In the case of black wal-
nuts and butternuts I prefer to cover a
little deeper, but they will do well even
v/hen only pushed into the moist ground
by stepping on them and then cover-
ing with leaves. I take it, however, that
you desire to grow these in a garden, in

which case they should be planted just

about the same as beans. They grow
very easilv.

MANURE FOR FRUIT CROPS
D. A. McG., Andrews, Indiana—It is

probable that the best fertilizer you can
use for your berry crop is stable jnanure

;

but if you cannot get this, then it might
be supplemented by commercial fertilizer

and cover crops.

For a commercial fertilizer I would
suggest that you use four hundred pounds
of ground bone and one hundred pounds
of high-grade muriate of potash to the
acre. This fertilizer had best be applied
early in the spring as soon as the ground
can be worked. In addition to this it

would be desirable for you to plow in

an occasional cover crop of clover, as
this can easily be managed in a rotation
with strawberries. This will tend to

keep up the physical condition of your
soil. It is out of the question to keep
up any of our agricultural soils by the

application of commercial fertilizers un-
less humus is supplied in the form of
cover crops or otherwise.

In the case of crops like our small-
fruit crops and nursery crops, where the
humus in the soil is soon worn out, it is

necessary to use a cover crop occasion-
ally that will loosen up the soil and bind
it together.

<$>

A LANB OF ROMANCE AND APPLES
The land of Evangeline, the beautiful

valley of Annapolis in Nova Scotia, has
gained another distinction by becoming
one of the greatest apple-producing sec-

APPLE PICKING IN NOVA SCOTIA

ings, through which the cider is allowed
to drip slowly. This exposes the cider

to the air, and it changes to vinegar very
quickly.

The cider barrel for this purpose
should be raised high enough to allow
room for a barrel with beech-wood shav-
ings and another cask under it; as the
cider comes out of the spigot it should
run over a fine strainer that will spread
it thinly through the barrel containing
the shavings. Treated in this way a
few times the cider forms vinegar very
quickly.

«>

GATHERING AND PLANTING NUTS
H. W. G., Methuen, Massachusetts

—

Acorns and other nuts should be gathered
this autumn soon after they fall, and it

is generally best to plant them in autumn
where they are to grow. Where this

cannot be done to advantage it is a good

tions on the continent. Indeed, the claim

is made that the Annapolis Valley and the

country contiguous is now the greatest

apple-producing region in the world, and
this season's yield goes far to substantiate

this claim. It is estimated that nearly

seven hundred thousand barrels have been
gathered this year; certain it is that all

previous records have been broken, prob-
ably by one hundred thousand barrels.

Twice as many apples have been picked
this year as were harvested last season,

and dealers from the United States are
buying in much larger quantities than
usual, while shipments to Europe are very
hea\'y.

The apple region of Nova Scotia is an
exceedingly interesting and picturesque
country.. It is reached by a railroad which
runs between Yarmouth and Halifax, -and
is a fine farming section. There are no
large cities, but towns and hamlets are
numerous, and many of them teem with

HARDY BLIZZARD BELT
^To prove that our EVERGREENS are HEALTHY, HAKDT

and Vigorous, we offer to send SIX tine two-year-old
' trees, entirely FREE OF CHARGE, to every properQr
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ZARD BELT FRUITS; SPECIAL BARGAINS and a
mine of valuable information for fruit growers:
We want to become acquainted with you, and it
will pay you to get into touch with our HARDY
"BLIZZ ARD BELT" stock and our liberal manner

,
of doing business. THIRTY-EIGHT years' experienca
in growing HARDY "BLIZZARD BELT" trees.
Write to-day.

^The Gardnar Nursery Oo» 34 Kursery Ave., Osage, Ia,l
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the world over.

Variable Feed, Friction
Set Works. Automatic Steel Tri-

plex Dogs and Diamond Track produce
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Mills. Planers. Shingle Mills. Wood Saws and Water
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DeIX>ACH MILL, 3IFG. CO., Box 300, BBIDGBPORT, ALA.

historic associations. The people make
their money in the summer, and have two
important sources of revenue—the or-
chards and the tourists from the "States."
It is an ideal country for summer homes,
as the climate is delightful, and expenses
are much less than in many parts of the
United States. The sea penetrates Nova
Scotia in many places, and Digby, called

the Naples of America, is a little sea-

shore town with many fascinating features
to delight the traveler.

The town of Kentville (perhaps I should
call it a city—I am not sure) is the cen-
ter of the apple-growing industry. I en-
gaged a carriage there, and drove out
over the hills to the farm of Ralph S.

Eaton, who is one of the most famous apple
growers in the world. Hillcrest Farms
is a fitting name. Mr. Eaton practises in-

tensive methods in a section where there
is an abundance of land and where such
methods could not be comprehended by
the farmers as a class a few years ago.

Clean culture is the watchword on Mr.
Eaton's place, and cherries, dwarf pears
and plums are used as fillers while the
apple trees are maturing. The prevailing
practise in the province has been to grow
hay, grain and potatoes in the orchards,
and Mr. Eaton's pioneer methods were
observed with great interest. The plan
has been justified, and Mr. Eaton claims
that no orchards in the valley give larger

returns than his, which was started and
grown, forty trees to the acre, with fillers

between them. And the fillers have given
good returns while the apple trees have
been maturing.

Mr. Eaton has been successful in trans-
planting fillers at ten and twelve years
of age to new ground when the room
was needed by the apple trees. When
this practise has been followed, the trans-

planted fillers have borne the second or
third year. A correspondent who visited

the orchard last summer saw three hun-
dred plum trees which bore a heavy crop
the preceding fall and were transplanted
in the spring. Many of the trees had
grown from six to twelve inches, and
fruit buds had formed. Only one per
cent of the trees died. A number of

cherry trees twelve years old were moved
three years ago, and have borne well

since.

Capt. Charles O. Allen, who is another
of the leading apple growers of the
province, lives not much over a mile from
Kentville. Some of his trees have yield-

ed twelve barrels this season. In his

oldest orchard the crop has averaged
three hundred barrels to the acre.

These Nova Scotia apple growers are

thoroughly up to date. They have learned
the necessity of spraying, the value of

tile draining, the advantage of persistent

cultivation and the need of careful sort-

ing and packing. The apples which they
produce are of the finest qualitj'.

The growth of the apple industry has
been marked of late years. The crop in

1885 was forty-one thousand barrels, and
nearly every year since has seen an in-

crease. The present enormous produc-
tion brings a great deal of money into

the province, as a matter of course. From
two dollars and fifty cents to three dollars

a barrel is being paid, so that the total

will run up into the millions.

Unless some serious setback comes to

check the enthusiasm of the farmers, the

number of orchards will be rapidly in-

creased during the next few years. Now,
as one passes up the valley, he sees new
orchards all along on the sides of the

hills, clean culture being practised in

many cases. E. I. Farrington.
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Poultry Raising

RAVAGES OF VERMIN

MORE chickens are killed by vermin
than an\-thing else or by all

the diseases put together. The
birds are so weakened by these

pests that they are very susceptible to

many ailments. Where chickens have

been killed by lice, in many cases the

gall duct of the liver is veo' full, and in

some instances overflows, so that the liver

cannot properly perform its functions.

When chickens have vermin upon them
their feathers usually look a little rough,

the eyes are pale all around and sunken,

and there is a line underneath the eye,

which gives the bird a strange appear-

ance, as if its beak were too long for its

head, and the wings too long for the

bod}'. The wing flights and horn of the

beak grow, but the body seems to lose

weight in proportion.

Even when the youngsters appear strong

and healthy it is well to catch one or two
occasionally and examine them very close-

Ij'. If there are the least signs of lice

the birds should be well dusted with
insect powder, so as to destroy what few
lice may exist. The fowla that have a

large number of vermin upon them should

be well dusted with insect powder twice,

the second time from five to seven days
after the first dusting.

When dusting the chickens, lay a large

sheet of paper on a table, and lay the

bird on its back, then part the feathers and
shake the powder well in, so that the

whole of the skin is covered with it;

next turn the bird over and lay the prep-

aration well into the flights among the

quills. After they have been well dusted

the powder should be knocked off the sur-

face of the feathers with one hand onto

the paper, so that none is lost. The ad-

vertised lice killers are excellent.

<$>

POULTRY FEED TROUGH
The accompanying illustration js of a

feed trough for \-oung poultry. It is easily

made and prevents much waste of feed.

The feeding space is five inches wide,

one inch deep and four feet ten inches

long. Over this space a two-by-two-inch
pine strip " extends longitudinally, with

thirty-six seven-inch lengths of telegraph

wire stapled on the imder side crosswise

one and one half inches apart. This cov-

er prevents the young fowls from scratch-

ing the feed out. When placing in the

feed the two-by-two-inch strip with wires

attached can be taken off.

The material needed is one board five

feet bv twelve inches bv one inch ; two

more than an abundance of lime ; even the
clover, which contains thirty times as
much lime as corn, is ample. Bran, which
is also rich in mineral matter, and lin-

seed meal supply lime. The cow that
gives an abundance of milk daily re-

quires a great deal of lime, and she
secures it from the food. No one would
ever suggest feeding her on lime or ground
shells. But should the cow be supplied
only with corn, she could not produce her
normal quantity of milk; she would be-
come verj' fat ; her digestion would
become impaired, and she would be un-
profitable because she requires something
more than the concentrated grain. The
same conditions apply to hens. They
must have a varietj-, but must not be
made excessively fat, and will prove prof-
itable onl}' according to the treatment
given them.

<$>

PRACTICAL FEEDING
One of the reasons why careful and

judicious feeding should be practised in

winter is that the poultryman must pro-
duce the proper conditions for laying. In
the summer hens have plentj- of exercise,

green food, animal food and a varietj'.

It is the work of securiife their food that

keeps them in health. Their digestion is

better, they have keener appetites and can
dust their bodies whenever they so de-^

sire. When the winter comes, and they
have no exercise, they become addicted to

the vices that originate from idleness.

Feather pulling, egg eating and quarreling
become habits. They will eat frequently,

because there is nothing else to do. They
not only become fat and clumsy, but also

diseased, because of their inactivity. The
first thing for the poultr>-man to provide
in winter is a place for exercise, and all

the food allowed should make the hens
seek it in some manner. The harder they
have to work and scratch for it, the bet-

ter. A mass of leaves or any kind of
litter will answer.
The next point is ho%v much food to

give to a flock, say of a dozen hens. The
old rule is that five pecks of corn will

support a hen for a year, and that one
quart a day for twelve hens is a fair

allowance; but it is well known that one
hen may consume even six pecks, and an-
other onl}' four pecks, hence any attempt

POULTRY FEED TROUGH

under strips twelve inches by six inches

by one inch, to prevent warping; two
inch-square strips five feet long; one two-
by-two-inch strip five feet two inches

long; two rounded end sockets five inches

by three inches by one inch; two feet tel-

egraph wire; seventy-two poultry-netting

staples, and a few sixpenny nails.

This trough may be set inside a small

enclosure of poultry netting about four

feet by eight feet, with an entrance gate.

Then ten or twelve coops with broods

may be set around it, and one hundred
to one hundred and fifty young fowls fed

at once. R. Miller.

NECESSITY OF VARIETY
When eggs are high is the time when

hens seem to cease laying. It is then that

hens become costly luxuries, because they

are producing nothing and require a great

deal more care. It is vexatious to own a

large flock of beautiful birds that do not

lay when eggs are scarce and the prices

high, but much of the disappointment is

due to the improper food,_ a lack of

variety, and not to an insufficiency. They
should have certain food, in order that

they may have the material for producing
eggs. ' Cheap corn" is the dearest kind

of food when it does not promote egg
laying, but when corn, meat and cut clover

are given, so as to provide a variety, the

combination may be cheap, because it

makes the hens lay, though every one
must carefully guard against feeding too

much corn or even feeding too much of

anything or too often.

Much attention is called to the fact that

fowls must be provided with lime in its

crude form, in order to supply shells for

eggs. If the food is of a varied character,

including bone and clover, there will be

to feed hens by fixing upon a certain

portion of food will fail in securing ex-
pected results. They differ also in pref-

erence of food, and in their condition

—

a laying hen requiring different food and
more of it than a non-layer.

It is very difficult to measure a mixed
diet, but there is one safe rule to follow,

which is to give them half as much as

they will eat in the morning, nothing at

noon and a full meal at night. For a

dozen hens put three or four pounds of

wheat in a trough, let them eat until

the last hen walks away, then weigh the

quantity left over, which will show ex-

actly how much was eaten. The next
morning give them half as much as they

ate before, but scatter the food in litter

and let them work for it. Keep them
hungry rather than otherwise. At night

fill the trough full of all sorts of food that

you wish to give them, and let them eat

until they walk away from it. then remove
the remainder. In thus feeding the hens
it requires but two are three days for one
to fully understand the requirements of

the flock.

Feeding in winter is more puzzling and
perplexing than any other duty. To feed

enough and not too much requires judg-
ment, and though the experienced poul-

tryman may have but very little difficulty,

yet the novice makes a great many mis-

takes. .\nybody can feed chickens—that

is. throw down the food and allow the

fowls to eat as much as they wish—but

such a system is very harmful and results

in the hens ceasing to lay and the poultry-

man becoming dissatisfied. He attributes

the lack of profit to the hens, and looks
around inquiringly for the "best breed,"

hoping to secure some strain tlTal will lay

more eggs than others, while the scarcity

of eggs is due to injudicious feeding.

\
I
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WINTER SHELTER
Every farm has corn stalks that can be

put to no use but in the barn yard. As
has been stated many times before, fowls
are very fond of a low, open shed facing
the southeast. The cheapest thing of the
kind can be made of corn stalks, by sim-
ply standing them up against a few rails

and laying some of them on the top for
a roof. If laid on thickly and the roof
made steep they, will turn water, espec-
ially if a few inches of straw are put on
and the stalks laid on the straw to hold
it in place. A corn-stalk shed will not
only be warm and comfortable, but plenty
of room can be given the hens, so as to
really have a covered yard instead of a
shed; and if the fowls are liberally fed,

they will lay in cold weather enough eggs
to not only pay for the stalks and labor,

but give a profit as well.

Early in the spring, when the shed will

not be of further use, it can be knocked
down and added to the material of the
barn yard, which will enable the farmer
to utilize the stalks again before convert-
ing them into manure. The matter of
erecting a corn-stalk shed is one that
should not be overlooked. The work of

so doing requires but a few hours, the
material really costs nothing, and the con-
venience to the hens will be such as to
make the use of them profitable during the
coldest weather.

EXERCISE LABOR AND JUDGMENT
j

It is not claimed that there is a fortune
I

in poultry, or that one can go to sleep
]

over his work, nor should any one at all

believe that he can "keep chickens." It

is true, however, that the poultry busi-
ness will pay better, in proportion to labor
and capital invested, than any other pur-
suit, but the proper amount of time and
labor must be expended or the poultry-
man will fail entirely.

VALUE OF CARE IN SHIPPING
There should be no difficult}' in ship-

ping dressed poultry to market in the cold
season, and some attention given the mat-
ter of properl}' dressing and preparing the
fowls will not only add to the price but
will save the annoyance of having some
of them sold at a figure below that called

for b\' the quotations. Too much care-
lessness is exercised in packing. Neatness
is something that sells as well as the
article offered, and consumers are willing
to pav for it.

<S>

AN ORNAMENTAL FOWL
Peafowls are simply ornamental and

not readily salable. They are not profit-

able on a farm, as the male is vindictive
and destroys chicks and ducklings that

may come in his way. The hen seldom
begins to lay until at least two years
old, and often not until three years of
age, laying from five to sixteen eggs,
which hatch in about thirty days.

The young peafowl feathers very rap-
idly, and should be fed every two hours
the first month, then four times a day
until three months old, when it should be
given three meals containing a large

share of animal food, such as meat and
bone. Otherwise they require the same
care as young turkeys. Only the peafowl
mother can raise them, as common hens
wean them too soon.

BOARD PARTITIONS
When the poultry house is divided into

two or more apartments the partitions

should be of boards instead of wire or

lath, as the warmth of the bodies of the

fowls will induce cold currents of air to

flow from one end of the house to the

other. If any one doubts this, let him
enter a long poultry house on a cold day
where the partitions are of wire, and he
will be convinced. In a continuous, or

long, poultry house each apartment should
be boarded up, just as though it were a

separate building.
<$>

VALUE OF WINTER CABBAGE
Cabbages are very easily raised, and

are exceedingly beneficial as green food
in winter. Take a head of cabbage, strip

off the large outside leaves, tie a string
arouna the sfump, and hang it up high
enough so that the hens can just reach it

by jumping a little. It furnishes green food
and exercise at the same time. Any one
with a small village lot can raise quite a
number of cabbages after the early vege-
tables, that will head up enough for poul-
try, and if kept in the cellar they make
quite a nice addition to the supply of
food for winter.

Profits from poultry-
hints and helps that will
mean dollars to yoa—all
aboQt Victor Incnbators
and Brooders—oor guar-
antee — our payment ot
f re i g h t^-why our ma-
chines produce go p e r
cent hatches or better-

all told in our new book
"Incubator Whys."
Write for free copy
and let us know wheth-
er interested in large
or small machines.

'

Oto.Eriel Ca.Qnincy. 111.

OTS'Or EGGS
Ifyou feed green booe fresh cut Its egg
producing value is four times that of grain.
Eggs dore fertile, chicles more TigforouSg
broilers earlier, fowls heaTier, profits larger.

Mann's |y,%*SI{ Bone Cutter
makes bone cutting simple, easy and npld.

Cuts all bone with adhering meat and gristle. Nerer clogs,
10 Day* Free Trial. No money in adrance. Don't buy %
cutter without first trying it. Cat'lg free.

^

F. W. Mann Ca., Box 32 MIHord, Ma«t.

You Haven't Got The Lowest Prices
Until You Get Mine
I quote yoa the lowest prices on

the best Incubators and Brooders,
I know how to bnild them.

IDEAL Hot-Air and Hot-Water
INCUB4T0RS and BROODERS
are made to give best results. Send for my
handsomely illustrated free book, "PouMry
for Profit." Readmy trial offer. See howl protect yoa,

J. W. MOLER COMPANY, Box 3i rREEPORT. njL
99240-EGQin

INCUBATOR Iv
120 Erg locnbator tS.M
60 Egg Incubator 6.00

100 Chick Outdoor Brooder 5.00
100 Chick Indoor Brooder 1.0O
Why pay double those prlc«s

formachlnesthatarenobettex? Reliance I acutators and Brood*
ers sent complete with all attachments. Send for free book
giving fiill particulars. We save you money and guarantee satls-

R»llanceliicub«orCo.. B<w 670. Fr,«pctt, lilt

BIG POULTRY BOOK FREE
No matterhow many poultrj- books
you now have, send for ours too.
Contains 1-8 pages ol 15 years*
rich experience in {xjultry raising
—also tells all about the famous

Successful .'."Jsr^de'r.
Kod ebov9 you how to bstcb uid ralM
chieks forpr<tfL CATALOG FREE. Book
oa -Prfper Cm* of Clucks, Duoks, Tnr-
keyj A GfOM"—lOo. 60c Pooltrj »pe», os« jew, 10 otett.

Dt« Malnat Incubator Co.. 61 Second St.« Dm BrinM. Ii.

Best Birds, Best Eggs,^~ owest Prices til '"t
rieties pure-bred Chickens, Ducks. Geese
aad Turkeys. Largest Poultrj' Farm in the
world. Fowls Northern-raised, healthy and

\-igorous. Fowls. Eggs and Incubators at
lowest prices. Send for oar big 132-page book*
Poultry For Profit." full ot pictures. It

itells you how to raise poultry and rna Id-
cubators successfully. Send i cents for Mam
book, to coyer postage.

^W. MILLER COMPANY, Box203 » FREEPORT, ILU

COIL SPRiNe FENCEI
Made ot high carbon Bteel Wire
Horse-high, Bull.strong, Chick-
en-tight. Sold direct to the
Farmer at lowest ruanufac-
iurars price* on 30 Days Free
Trial, freight prepaid. 100 page
Catalogue and price-list free.

KITSELMAN BROS.,
Box 272 MUNCIE, IND. i

SHOEMAKER'S
BOOK on POULTRY

ud AIbum tvr 190Scontatnt 220 pa«es,witki*
many fin« colored pUtot of fowls tme tolifa.^
It ielU ftll »boat chickens, their CAre, divease*
and remedies. AJl about Ineiibat«rsandhowto
operat« them . All fttx>ut poultry hooMS and
how to build them. It'sr«aUyKn eDcyelopcdi*'
of chick«Ddom. Ton noed it. Prleeealy 1S«th'

Hatch Chickens by
Steam with the

EXCELSIOR INCUBATOR
Or WOODEN HEN

Simple, perfect, sell -regnlating.
Hatch erery fertile egg. Lowest
priced ftnt-claaa batchers made,
eeo. H. BTAHU qalaar. 111.

ILat^'hed with Reliable Incubators. 2»
lyears have made them I'erfoct. Wrlto
1U0W for the most interefltluR Hlg Poultry
I Book ever publi8be<l. Cont&lns vaUmbla
'information on all pli&sos ot poultry.
Ifp froe.

RttUabU Inoubalor & Brooder Co., Boft 17, Ovlaey. Ill

« BendforfrMl
Catalogne, '

Big Money in Poultry
Oor big Fonltrr book telU how tomakeit. How
to brocd.feed and market for b«st resulta. 100

UlustratiuDB. Describe* larcest pure bred
pooltrr farm In the world. TelU how lo itart

mall «Dd fFrow big. All about our 30 leading
varieties. QuotM lowest prices od fowls, ecK«, I

Cubators and brooders. Mailed fcr i ct«.

F.FOT. Box 10 ,De8 moiueiiaowa

MORE EGGS-LESS FEED
01'i:n' hopi'uk.

tireen Booe aad fftiil^AV
Teg«UbI« uUUor

will dcnuble TOOT fcf yUtd aod enl jow f^d
U Is hklf. Ou&ruk'Md to ml wUt ftcd (ksur

;tbw cihcr. Triftl offer Lod ofttalxu* fr«».

Banphr«y, Clark Bt.Faetory. Joliet.UL

Humphrey

(STANDARD BRED POULTRYi
100 pens of the finest poultry In America.!
tor sale. U dlflerent varieties. Writ© for
FREE catatoK-uo which also described the
betit IncuUitortjand Brooders.

Royal Poultry Farm. 61 Secoed St.. DesMoInes.la
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THE RELATIVE PROFIT OF DAIRY-
ING AND GENERAL STOCK

FARMING

IN
DECIDING what method of farming to

pursue, it is,best to be govefned by
location, proximity to markets, amount
of capital to invest, and to a certain

extent the natural liking for one or an-
other kind of stock.

The dairy business probably repres-ents

the surest and quickest returns of any of

the different methods of farming. The
feed delivered to a dairy cow in the
evening is paid for the next morning in

a product which can always be turned.

The price may vary, but I can alwaj's

get a remunerative price for a first-class

article. Any one who prefers to run a

private dairy will find no difficulty in

disposing of his butter and milk to private

customers, provided he makes a first-

class article, as the demand in this line is

always greater than the supply.

Let me repeat, I think no branch of
agriculture promises such quick and sure
returns as dairying. The capital invested

in the hog and feed necessary to fatten

him must lie idle for at least eight or
ten months, with the danger of cholera
always hangiiig over him, ready at any
moment to destroy both investment and
profit. It is my opinion and has been my
experience that the profit is small in feed-

ing hogs where they are penned up and
fed grain alone. The hog ts the neces-

sary adjunct of ev^ry farm to utilize the

waste from the house and in the barn
yard, and in this manner I have been
able to make the greatest profit from him.

In raising and fattening the steer still

more time is required before any return

can be realized from the outlay. A large

proportion of the cattle when finished

for market are from two to three years
old, and • every day of that time some-
thing representing a cash value is con-
sumed by said animal, with no return,

except the fertility of the land, so it

requires careful and prudent management
on the part of the feeder to work out a
good profit. _ . .

-

I believe that for the average farmer the
general-purpose cow, the one which will

give a reasonable amount of milk and
raise a good calf, and when she has '

finished her work in the dairy will return
her first cost to the owner, is the most
profitable.

Of all domestic animals, the horse re-

quires the longest time to mature. At three
years of age he should be able to commence
to work and pay for his keep, but five

years is the minimum age at which we may
expect to market him and realize our
first return in cash. My experience is

that a horse cannot be raised to the age
of five years and sold for less than one
hundred dollars, without entailing a loss.

Therefore, only the best can be profitably

raised.
'

There is another return in stock raising

beside that which is represented by dol-

lars and cents. Is there not a profit in

the pleasure experienced in raising and
owning good stock? Would not any
farmer be proud to own the best cow or

the best horse or the best hog in his

country, ^even though that animal has cost

fully as much as it would sell for?

I think I can see another profit in stock

raising, as compared with exclusive dairy-

ing, in the influence upon the boys. The
tedious routine which is associated with

the dairy business is naturally distasteful

to a restless and ambitious boy, and tends

to drive him away from the farm unless

something is provided to relieve the

monotony, and I know of nothing that

will interest him more than the raising

of good stock, especially if he has some
share in it R. B. Rushing.

FEEDING CATTLE IN STALLS OR IN
SHEDS

A few years ago it was thought that

cattle could be fattened better if they were
tied in the stalls and kept perfectly still

during the fattening process. I remem-
ber discussions at public meetings as to

whether cattle tied in the stalls should

be allowed any exercise. Some claimed
that they would finish better if 'tied up
when the feeding period began, if fur-

nished with water in the stall, and taken

out only when the feeding wa^ completed.

Others claimed that they should be al-

lowed to take exercise in a yard for an
hour or so, two or three times a week,
while still others seemed to think it was
necessary to house them all the while and
tie them in the stable.

There is one thing in favor of feeding

in stalls that cannot be gainsaid.
_
It pro-

vides for feeding the animals just the

amount of food that they should receive.

Some can tak'e more food without injury

than others. When they are tied in sep-

arate stalls the food can be distributed

to each just in exact proportion to its

; needs. In this way each animal may be
kept on feed, and it may be fed without

any waste of food. It is not possible, or

at least it is not easy, to apportion to

each the exact amount of food that it

ought to have, as some animals eat more
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quickly than others, and therefore get a
larger share proportionately. The only
way to avoid this is to tie the animal
while it is taking its food.

There are some things against keeping
the animals tied which hold good : They
lose to such an extent the ability to move
about or to stand any jostling that they
do not bear up well in going to market.
The difference in this respect is very
marked between them and cattle finished

in the open shed and yard. More time is

called for in feeding and watering the
animals and also in removing the litter.

In these days of expensive labor this item
is of very great importance. One man may
care for many more animals when fed in

boxes and not tied than when the animals
are tied in staHs. The cost of housing
is also less. The stable with stalls and
floors is more costly than the shed with-
out floors ; hence, " though the animals
should make equal gains, those fed in

the shed will be fed the more cheaply,

because of the saving in the various
items referred to.

It may be asked. How can more profit

be made from animals that are fed loose
when they consume more food? They
take more food because they take more
exercise and are exposed to lower tem-
peratures. The effects of both exercise
and cold are to sharpen the appetite.

Some exercise tends to secure a more
thorough digestion of the food, which
is partly responsible for the greater prof-
its obtained from feeding in the open
shed. While the consumption of food
is greater out of doors, the relative in-

uncomfortably warm. This explains in

part, at least, why the animals will pre-
fer lying out of doors on a bed of straw
in many instances fo seeking the shelter
of a shed. Wm. H. Underwood.

EXPENSIVE DAIRY FOODS
Peanuts, according to one of the ex-

perts of the Department of Agriculture in
Washington, make the finest of all dairy
foods. I can well believe this, but the
suggestion has not induced me as yet
to buy peanuts and feed them to my cows,
nor even to think seriously of doing so.

Grains and meals are expensive foods just
now, but feeding peanuts would not help
us in this emergency. I could probably
not produce milk, by feeding peanuts, at
less than one dollar a quart. Yet in some
places the residue left after the oil is

expressed from the peanuts may be util-

ized for feeding.
This (peanut cake) is about as rich as

linseed cake or meal in nitrogen and min-
eral plant foods, but too highly nutritious
for stock to be used for feeding plants.
There may also be localities where it

would do to plant peanuts, artichokes,
ground nuts, etc., . to be harvested by
pigs, but I do not know of any place where
it would pay to raise and harvest pea-
nuts or any others of those nuts or tubers
for cow feed.

Pumpkins and winter squashes also
make excellent food for cows. Squashes
are even better than the pumpkins for
that purpose, and I do feed all my im-
mature or frosted specimens to cattle,

FOX'S BARONELIA—JERSEY HEIFER IN MILK. FIRST PRIZE
CHICAGO NATIONAL DAIRY SHOW

crease will more than keep pace with the
consumption of food.
When feeding the animals loose in sheds

it will be greatly advantageous to give
attention to the following facts : The
animals should be dehorned, if possessed
of horns, when the feeding process be-
gins, otherwise they are likely to injure
each other, which 'might prove fatal in

some cases. They should have access to

a yard protected from cold winds and
kept well bedded. They could be fed
more correctly if they had access to

stanchions in the shed or feed lot, so that

each could be kept, in place while eating

the grain ration. Care should be taken
to keep them sheltered from storms of
rain or snow, and they should not be al-

lowed to wade through deep mud in

yards.

The' comfort of the animpis should be
most carefully studied. An animal is

not really exposed until want of shelter

makes it uncomfortable, and it is not
really protected until protection adds to

its comfort. Viewed from this standpoint,

housing in the stall does not necessarily

protect, and feeding in a shed and yard
does not necessarily expose. The animals

will make the greatest gains when they

are kept comfortable, other things being

equal.

Now, while in stormy weather it would
be easy to expose animals so much that

they would be uncomfortable, in mild

weather it is easy to house them to the

extent of being vincomfortahle. When
they are fed heavily on heat-producmg
food, as corn, it is easy to keep them

pigs or poultry. But when we can get

from one and one half to three cents a

pound for good sound winter squashes
in our markets or groceries, and nearly

that much for ripe or "pie" pumpkins, we
are not likely to give them to the cows,
pigs or poultry. Even at present prices

of mill products or rough forage we can
find cheaper stock foods than good
squashes, etc.

At times we have been discussing the

merits of apples as food for cattle and
horses. We have now no occasion to

do that. Apples at a cent a pound for

the run of the orchard (the poorest cider

apples even bringing thirty or thirty-five

cents a hundred pounds) have passed out

of consideration as suitable food for stock.

As usual, I have raised a good patch

of beets to be used as succulent food for

cattle during the winter, and for poultry

likewise. It was late in the reason when
the beet seed was sowed, and for fear

that the mangels might not have time to

come to good size, I mixed a quantity

of early table-beet seed with the Yellow
Globe mangel seed. We now have a

large quantity of medium-sized red or

table beets. There is some call for them
by customers who did not have a chance

to do up their usual amount of pickles,

and who want to can beets as a cucum-
ber-pickle substitute. When I can sell

such beets at fifty cents a bushel I think

I shall not care to feed them to cattle

or poultry. Small yellow mangels are

sometimes in demand for the same pur
pose. At such a price they are too ex-

pensive for stock food. T, G.

DB HESS
STOCK fm>
Animal growth and milk production are

dependent lor lull development upon a healthy

digestion. The key to the feeder s problem

then, is a suitable tonic to prevent derange-

ment ol the digestive organs. Dr. Hess

Slock Food is such a tonic. By making the

greatest proportion ol lood digestible, il keeps

the animal in health, causes rapid growth and

a lull measure oi production.

Professors Quitman, Wlnslow and Finley
Dun endorse the incredients in Dr. Hess
Stock Food. Itisttiejprescription of Dr. Hess
IM. D., D. v. S.) and is sold on a Written
Guarantee-

100 lbs., $5.00\ Exoept in Can&da and
86 lb. pall, 1.60/ extreme West and South

Smaller qaantities at a Blight advanee.

Where Dr. Hess Stock Food differs in par-
ticular is in tlie dose—it's small and fed but
t^ ice a day, which proves it has the most dl-
geslive stren^h to the pound. Our Govern-
ment recognizes Dr. Hess Stock Food as a
medicinal compound, and this paper is back
of the guarantee.

If your dealer cannot supply you we will,

DR. HESS & CLARK. ASHLAND, OHIO

Abo Uaoufaetureri ol DR. HESS FOCLTRT FAS-1-
CE-Aud ISSTASI LOOSE KILLEB.

LET US TAN
YOUR HIDE,
Whether Steer, Btill, or Horse Hide,

Calf, Dog, Deer, or any kind of hide
or skin with the hair on, soft, light,
odorless and moth-proof for robe, rug,
coat or gloves, and make them up when
80 ordered.
But first get our illustrated catalog,

with prices, shipping tags and instruc-
tions. We are the largest custom fur
tanners of large wild and domestic
animal skins in the world.
We make and sell Natural Black

Galloway far coats and robes. Black
and Brown l^isian. Black Dog Skin,
and fur lined coats; also do taxidermy
and head mounting.

THE CROSBY FRISUN FUR COMPANY.
116 MUl Street, Rochester, N. Y.

T have started more breeders on the road to success
than, any man living-. I have the largest and finest
herd in the U. S. Every one an early developer, ready
for the market at six months old. I want to place one
hog: in each community to advertisemy herd. Write
tor my plan. "How to Slake Slonev from Hogs."
C. S. BENJAMIN, Masonjc BIdg., Portland, Mich.

SHOE BOILS
Are Hard to Cure,

yet

ABSORBIN£
will remove them and leave no
blemish. Does not blister or re- _ —
mone-ttie hair. Cures anv puff or swelling. Horse can
be worked. $2.00 per bottle, delivered. Book 6-C Free.
ABSORBINE. JK. for mankind, gl.OO per

bottle. Cures Boils, Bruises, Old Sores, Swellings,
Varicose Veins, Varicocele. Hydrocele. Allays Pain
W. F. TOCKG, P. D. F., 23 Jlonmonth St., Springfleld. Jlaw.

sAVE YOUR BACK
Save time, horses, work
and money by using an

Electric Handy Wagon

i

Low wheels, broad tires. No
living man can build abetter.

Book on"WheelSense"£ree.
Electric Wheel Co. B> 98. Qulncy, II I.

TELEPHONES specially
adapted to farm lines. Sold

direct from factory.
Book of instructions
how to organize
farmers and build

line free. "Write for

Bulletin No. 304. The North
Electric Co., Cleveland, O.

Eanias City, Mo. Dallas. Tex.

YOUR HORSE NEVER "AFRAID"
of trains, trolleys or automobiles if driven

with a "Beery Bit," the only absolutely

fe. safe and humane bit made. "Four Bit*
^ in One." Quickly adjusted to suit any

mouth. Write me today for trial offer

and mucli valaable information.

Prof. J. B. Beery. Pleasant UlUt Ohio
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WINTER CAEE OF HORSES

A SUBSCRIBER in Missouri saj-s he had
to sell more of everjTihing he grew
this }-ear than he could really spare,

to raise money to pay off a note

that came due. He has five horses, and
wants to carry them through tlie winter

as cheaply as possible. He has quite a lot

of good wheat straw, and for grain will

have only corn.

I have carried horses over winter on
good straw and three ears of corn to

each animal once a day, and spring found
them in excellent order. They were
turned out every fine day, and I noticed

they picked up quite a good deal of stuff

about the j'ards and fields. In cold

weather the}- were kept in a warm stable.

The Jilissouri man says the fields get

so. soft during mild or wet weather -that

he cannot let his animals run at large

on the farm. Whenever tlie soil becomes '

too soft to let them run on it they should

be turned into a yard, for it is absolutely

necessary that they have exercise. An-
other thing: They must be salted about
twice a week, and have all the water they

want at all times. Straw is a dry feed,

and requires lots of water in its diges-

tion. Almost all cases of impaction of

the bowels is caused by lack of sufficient

water. If this man properly houses these

horses during cold and wet weather, sup-

plies them with plenty of water, salts

regularly, and gives them room for ex-

ercise, he can bring them through the

winter in good shape.
' In feedmg grain, the condition of the

animal is a far better guide than any
set rule. One animal can sometimes get

more nutriment out of a peck of oats or

an ear of corn than another, owing to

better digestive organs. In bringing the

animals through the winter, as well as

when they are at work, one must be guid-

ed in his feeding by their condition more
than byjheir actions. Fred Grundy.

HOW THE MILK SUPPLY IS HAN-
DLED m GERMANY

A paper read at the recent meeting of

the German Association of Scientists and
Physicians, held at Dresden, on the

"Treatment of Milk," by Professor Hem-
pel, gives some very interesting informa-
tion as to the methods employed in

Germany to protect the milk-consuming
public. According to our American consul

at Chemnitz (Mr. T. H. Norton), the

annual production of milk in the German
empire is 5,020,000,000 gallons of cows'
milk, valued at $405,000,000, and 15,850,000

gallons of goats' milk. Summarizing
Professor Hempel's paper, Mr. Norton
says

:

"Doctor Hempel concludes that the

only satisfactory solution of the milk
problem in Germany is to be reached by
governmental requirements and inspec-

tion at each stage ^long the following

lines

:

"First. Dairy cows must be absolutely

free from tuberculosis and be subject to

frequent examination and tests by com-
petent inspectors.

"Second. They must pass the day,

when the weather permits, in the open
air and in pastures.

"Third. They must have an abundance
of good fodder, be under good care and
be cleaned each day.

"Fourth. Milking should take place in

a special milking room, kept scrupulously

clean. A milker careless about personal
cleanliness would respond to the stimulus

of such an environment.
"Fifth. Udders should be carefully and

thoroughly washed with pure water imme-
diately before milking, and dried with
clean towels.

"Sixth. Milk, as soon as collected from
a cow, should be rapidly cooled to a point

but little above that of freezing water.

In summer ice or refrigerating apparatus
must be used. In winter running cold

water, in pipes or the like, can be em-
ployed for the purpose.

"Seventh. Milk must be kept at this

low temperature during transportation

and until delivered to consumers, who
then become responsible for the contin-

uance of the conditions described until

the liquid is required as an article of

food.

"The address closed with a forcible

plea for the installation on all railways of
refrigerator cars, first, to meet the needs
of the milk traffic, and, second, to facil-

itate the transportation of fresh meats,

fish, fruits, flowers, etc.

"In connection with this brief summary
of Doctor Hempcl's strong presentation

of the present status of the milk problem
in Germany," the consul continues, "a

few comments may he made.
"The question of the satisfactory trans-

portation of milk by rail for long dis-

tances has been fairly well solved in the

United States, wherever milk cars, con-

structed after the model of those used
by the well-known Walker-Gordon Com-
pany, have been introduced. Greater
distances have necessarily stimulatfd
^ nil ingenuity to . a more prompt

r existing problems in all the
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phases of transportation than has been

the case in Europe.
"From a personal examination of urban

dairy management in Germany I am con-

vinced that but little remains to be done
there in the matter of cleanliness, altho-ugh

probably the- Danish practise in this re-

spect could serve even still better as a

model. It is undeniable, however, that

much missionary work must "he done in

tlie United States to bring about adequate
recognition on the part of the public and its

representatives of the tremendous impor-
tance of carrying out fully the new fun-

damental rules so clearly and succinctly

enunciated by the famous German chem-
ist.

"Legislative action in the United States

can probably not go beyond prescribing

regulations for the manner in which milk
shall be collected, transported and de-

livered. There still remains a serious

question as to the conditions under which
milk is kept before being used in house-
holds too poor to buy ice or too igno-

rant to use it intelligently. Especially is

it important in cities and during the heated
term. Philanthropic effort has endeav-
ored to lessen dangers in this connection
by furnishing sterilized milk at cost price.

It is now generally recognized that other

and more serious dangers may be incurred
in resorting to sterilization by heat."

THE DA&Y SIRE
^

In selecting a bull for use in his herd
the dairyman must not lose sight of the

fact that good qualities may be bred out

more rapidly by the use of an inferior

Good breeding bulls must have a mas-
culine appearance. A bull with a light

jaw and narrow face and forehead, slim

neck and horns, thin neck and shoulders,

—is seldom an excellent sire of good milk-
ers. This does not imply that he must
be coarse ; on the contrary, he mtTst be
fine. Coarseness may be defined as un-
evenness, while fineness is the result of
uniformity. Each part should fit smooth-
ly and evenly to the part adjoming it.

Before selecting a bull, study the type
of your cows and determine what you
want and why you want it, and buy the

best bull that j^ou can afford, to assist in

carrj-ing ' out your ideas of improvement.
Remember, one cross will not bring the

desired results, but that continued use of

good sires of the same breed will in the
course of three or four generations so
improve the common or grade cattle that

for all practical purposes they will be as

good as the pure breds of the cross
from which they originated. In this man-
ner you are grading up your herd, and
not cross breeding, which, as practised by
many farmers and dairymen, consists of
leaving a well-established road and driv-

ing off into the dark.
Like begets like only when those qual-

ities have been perpetuated for a number
of generations, and when the qualities

have become fixed by the use of pure-
bred sires they will be pretty certainly

developed in the offspring. Do not be
afraid to do a little inbreeding until the
characteristics of the breed have become
fixed. When you feel that a fresh cross

is essential, select a bull of the same
breed and one possessing the same in-

FIRST PRIZE TWO-YEAR-OLD AYRSHIRE BULL

bull than they can be improved by the
use of an improved sire. For some un-
known reason it seems almost impossible
to impress upon the minds of farmers
and dairymen the fact that the only prac-

tical and economical manner of improving
their herds of common cattle is by the

use of superior sires.

The ill-favored, chance-bred, mongrel
bulls that are being used in the common
herds of the country testify to the fact

that the improvement of our dairy cattle

is the most neglected phase of our farm
economy.
Whether we undertake the work of im-

provement by the use of the best of our
common cows or whether we purchase
high grades or pure breds we should have
an excellent sire at the head of our herd.

By the use of a good sire we have a

reasonable assurance of achieving success

in our work of improvement. With a

poor sire we are sure of failure. By all

means select a good individual, one of

well-ascertained purity of breeding and
a true type of the breed that he represents.

Individual merit is of the first consid-

eration; and this should be backed up by
a strong and hardy constitution and a

lineage of heavy-milking dams, and sires

that came from a line of hea\T-niilking

dams. He should be uniform in quality—
not excellent in one respect and weak in

another, or the progeny will be more apt

to inherit 4he weaknesses than the good
points.

The class of cows in the herd should

to a certain extent govern the choice of

bulls. If the cows are loose, rangj', ew-
grown natives or common cattle, select

a compact bull, an early maturing animal.

If the cows are small and of pr-^per fprm,

select a rangy or larger bull of good
form.

herent qualities as the discarded one, in

order that the good qualities of the breed
will be perpetuated. By rigidly adhering
to this rule of breeding hke unto like you
will in the course of time be successful
in your efforts and have a herd of high-
producing dairy cattle.

The owner many times condemns pure-
bred stock, when the fault was with him.
and not with the bull or stock. We should
plan to care for the bull, and feed him
in a manner that will keep him in a

good, healthy and thriving condition, and
not overload him with an excess of

fat. Feed him regularly with good, sub-
stantial foods. We have found that a
b'-'eding bull will do well when fed the

same foods that are required by a cow
giving milk, <lhe amount to be reg-

ulated by the condition of the animal and
the amount of' service required of him.
Fed and watered at the same time as the

cows, and given good shelter from heat

and cold, and plenty of exercise, it is a

very easy matter to keep the bull in good
condition and ensure his usefulness for

eight or ten years. W. Milton Kelly.

<&

We have become familiar with the name
of that most valuable of all dairy appli-

ances, the "cream separator." The latest

but equally appropriate one is the "cream
harvester."

Colorado lovys of really fine horses
are to be congratulated, as Col. W. M.
Springer has recently arrived with a lot

of fourteen Belgian prize horses which
are said to be the best ever shipped from
Antwerp. Five of the number were Old-
enberg coach horses and nine__\vcre Bel-

gian drafters. There is a boom in the
breeding of fine horses in Colorado It

will pay *

Let us tell you

now "> Increase

Your fami Profits

HERE'S the answer: Build a
telephone line—you and nine
or ten of your neighbors—so

that you can keep in daily touch
with your markets.
The telephone is more of a neces-

sity on the farm than it is in the
city. You can biiy a .

Sfromberg-Carlson

Telephone
I

equipment at reasonable costs and
by following our easy and . simple
directions can build the line your-
selves.
A telephone on the farm keeps

you in touch with the markets and
enables you to get medical or other
assistance quickly when needed, to

say nothing of its social features.
Let us send you our book, "How

the Telephone Helps the Farmer."
7th edition and other booklets.

They are free.

See our exiibit at ths Electrical Show, Chica^,

January 13-25, 1908. Space No. 7-8 Section L.

Stromberi-Carlaon' Telephone Mfg. Co.

Bochester, S. Y. CUca«o, HI.

SCALES Free Trial
We SSTO TOO $20.00 on a 5-ton wagon scale—pit or pitlags.

' Guaranteed 5 Years
Shipped anwhere in U. S. on 30 Days*
Free Trial. Weipll farm products and
oat full value I Scale Catalogue FBEE.

Krite JONES BROS.
MERC.
CO.

e t S LIbarty St.

Homeseekers/

Come to Tennessee;

Tennessee prodace growers most
fortonately sitaated Teonesseo

produce reaches south-
ern markets just as er-

me southern-growTi

produce 15 exhaased. and reaches northern markets severaJ

weeks earlier than northern-ETOwn stuff, thus commanding
verybcst prices both o'^rth and s.:>uth. Prom ?100 |W0 per

acre cleared from Cantaloupe, Cahbajre and Tomato crops in

Tennessee in 1907; notwithstanding, this land is selling for

from $5 to $20 an acre. ExceUent climata; pure water. For
descriptire literature address H. F.Smith, Trxlllc SgT-. Dept.

S SashvIHe. tbattanooaa i St. L-iuis Rr,. NMhriHe. Tenn

.

3 STROKE SELF FEED HAY PRESS
2 Men can rnn it

3 tons in one hour
Easy draft.

Smooth bales
Will save its cost
Shipped on trial

Satisfaction
Gaaranteed

THE AUTO-FEDA2* HAY PRESS CC
TOPEKA. KANSAS. Box Z.

THE LARGEST AND BEST LINE OF

WELL DRILLING
MACHINERY in America. W«-

have been mak-
ing it for over 20 years. Do not buy nntU yoa
see our new Illustrated Catalogrue No. 15. Send
for i t now. It is FKEE.
Austin Manufacturing Co., Chicago

WE
BUY FURS -HIDES

10 to 50% more money for you to ship Raw Furs,
Horse and C«ttle Uldett to us than to sell at hom«.
Write for Price Lirt, market roiKirl. shippinr taca.

"j^Nfeo^ Hunters' and Trappers' Suide
HHjHfe^^BLid thing on the snbjei-t ever written.
VV^H^BIIIur^t rating all Fur .Inimitlii. Leather
1 V ^^^^ bound. 4.Ttl pflKes. Pricp*a.OO. ToHld*

\ V ondFurShiinier8.»1.25. Writetodar.
AKBEBSCH BROS., Dept. no Minneapolis, Htna.

FENCE Sfr&
.deof HIeh Carbon Ooubl* Strengtfi
lied ^Vlre. Heavily Galvanized to

Sprevent rust. ll*ve no agents. tM?ll al

ifactory price* on 30 days' free trial.

tWe pav alMrelsht. 57 bp|p!u-< of farm
.d poultry fence. Catalog Fro*.
COILED SPRING FENCE CO.
X 30 - Winchester, Indiana

ORNAiMENTAl FENCE
ie& I>E81«N.S ALL NTKEU

IlandBome -- cheaper tban
wCKxl—more ilnrablo. Special
prices to churches and eeme-
tenee. Pon't buy a fence iinul
TOii pet our free ratalopue.
IS^nkoRio Fence Mschtao COf
-la? >*orth 8t.| Kokomoy Ind*

YOUR BICYCLE
INTO A GOOD

MOTORCYCLE.
Sample add at ooRt.

8eiid ftiamp for CataloK.

Moloroycle Egulpmenl Co., • Lske, Hammondsport, N, V.

Trappers=Fur Traders
Ship > our Furs direct to tlie World's LarRest Fur
Market, where prices are alw.Tvs hiKhest. Write for

our I.atist Price List, giviiij; hi;;hest prices for Furs
and Pelts of .ill kinds from all sections. It's free.

IWYERS-BOV D CO.MMISSION CO.. St. Louis. Mo.

YOUR OLD "RAZOR NUDE NEW
St !iil 10 Its hy mail and have them

iK'li't^T cTonn<l, )M)ltf)hed an'l Imned
^kfeaity for usf f<ir M) CIS. l;e'r«'Mllo<l.

|J.'»n»*n«»a no«»'>at«t. Ai-aERT CP«H r.^I'^P WO^KS,
X^-Qt Ceniriil Ave.. Clficlnn^'i, Ohio.
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HORSE FEEDING

I
HAVE often been asked, "How do you
keep your horse so fat? I can't

keep mine so, and I feed twice as

much as you feed."

My mare gets a quart of oats or corn
and one of bran—either dry or scalded
(not hot)—three times a day, all the year
round, regularly to the minute. This is

supplemented by half a bundle of fodder
or an armful of timothy hay—also three
times a day, and nothing between times

—

with plenty of pure water.
Constant nibbling, irregular feeding and

no currycomb and brush will make any
horse look ill fed. Clifford E. Davis.

USING COTTON-SEED PRODUCTS
The combination of farmers in the

South will be beneficial in the develop-
ment of the uses for cotton-seed products,
if in no other way. The growth of the
live-stock industry in the cotton belt has
been very rapid during the last few years,

and the number of dairies have multiplied
remarkably in this period. This has given
a market for a large quantity of feed,

and cotton-seed meal and hulls will have
to fill the bill to a large measure. The
pure-food law in Georgia, which state is

leading now in live stock and dairying,
is doing much to enhance the value of
cotton-seed meal. The same restrictions

were placed on it as on other mixed feeds,

and consequently dairymen can rest as-

sured they are getting high-class, pure
feed when they buy the product properly
labeled.

The mixed feeds have suffered con-
siderably on account of the analysis clause
of the law, and they are now very expen-
sive as compared with cotton-seed meal.
The high price of hay is another factor

that is helping along cotton-seed products,

and there is a good demand for hulls.

At the recent gathering of the cotton
growers and the oil-mill people in Atlanta
the fact of co-operation being beneficial

was stressed, as farmers, by using cotton-

seed products for feeding and for fertil-

izers, would be patronizing home industry,

and placing a premium on their own
products, and finally obtaining better re-

sults than by buying chemical fertilizers,

which would not give as lasting results

as cotton-seed meal.
While it is necessary that a large num-

ber of farmers use cotton-seed meal and
kindred mixtures for fertilizers, still

ever, has not been directed so much
toward understanding the inherent prop-
erties of the various feed constituents as
toward a more accurate application of
the proportions and figures that the chem-
ist and the scientific feeder have com-
piled. Just as a man takes the greater
pkasure in operating a machine, in pro-
portion to his knowledge of the working
of its intricate parts, so the feeder often
desires to know the "whys and where-
fores" of the balanced ration.

Probably no term used in discussing
rations is less clearly understood than
is the term "protein," or "proteid." Car-
bohydrate is approximately synonymous
with starch, and has usually been the
more clearly comprehended.
Carbohydrate foods contain carbon,

hydrogen and oxygen ; in addition to these
three, protein contains, nitrogen.
Chemists apply the term crude protein

to all feed stuffs that contain nitrogen in
any form ; the principal subdivisions in
this classification are "protein" ("proteid")
albumin and amid. Of these the first is

the most plentiful in feeds, and is the
only one that promotes and supports mus-
cular and vital growth when present to
the exclusion of the other two. The
latter nitrogenous compounds tend merely
to conserve the proteids of the body to
some extent when an insufficient amount
of protein is present in the feed at any
time.

From this it may be seen that all com-
pounds containing the element nitrogen
are not proteids ; for example, strychnine
is composed of the same four essential
elements as protein, but is not a food.
The decidedly different properties of these
two nitrogenous compounds is due en-
tirely to the relative proportion of the
constituent elements and to the manner
in which they are combined.

Protein is the most common food con-
stituent containing nitrogen, but its great
value depends upon the fact that it is

the only form in which nitrogen can pro-
mote growth and support the vital and
nervous processes of the animal body.

Geo. p. Williams.
<$>

TWIN AND TRIPLET CALVES
Two cows owned by Sidney A. Keyes,

a Michigan farmer, brought to his dairy
herd five calves in almost as many weeks.

First a gentle-faced bossie presented
Jier master with a pair of twins. Within
the next six weeks another animal of the

TWIN AND TRIPLET CALVES

wherever it is possible the material should
be fed, as the cattle will fatten, and care-
ful saving of the manure will preserve
the entire value of the stuff as a fertilizer.

By using plenty of straw or other bedding
it will be put in such shape that vegetable
matter will be put on the land at the
same time, and this is much needed. The
work of co-operation in this respect has
put cotton seed at the highest price in

history, and a few years more with in-

crease in the use of oil and lard made
from the seed, its value will be much
greater, and the whole South will profit

by the method—the farmers by the sale

of seed, and the consumers by the use of
the products. J. C. McAuliffe.

<^

WHAT IS PROTEIN?
Intelligent listeners at farmers' insti-

tutes and readers of the agricultural press
have nearlj' always evinced more than
an ordinary interest in the subject of
the balanced ration. This interest, how-

same herd was discovered with a set of

triplets. All of these animals are living

and doing well, and it is safe to say that

it was the most interesting double event
that has come to the farm for many a
long day, and is highly appreciated by
Mr. Keyes, who owns a pretty little place
that "he calls The Clovers.

In the accompanying picture the two
mother cows and their five calves are
shown. The triplets were but four days
old when the picture was taken.
After this quintet of calves have had

their breakfast, there is great sport in the
pasture lot. The little creatures all seem
to be cutting the cutest antics at the same
time, and it is an undertaking to keep
your eye on the five all at the same in-
stant.

During the summer there was quite a
company of summer people at The Clov-
ers, and the whole crowd, particularly the
children, voted the innovation one of the
greatest that ever came to a summer re-
sort. J. L. Graff.

Cheat Your

Hens and

They Will

Cheat You
You can't deny

your hens what they ab-
solutely need and then expect

plenty of eggs from them. They need
more than good feed and good care—they need

Pram
[For 36 years called Pratts Poultry Food]

This has been demonstrated over and over again to thousands of poaltrv
®JJ^ere^^Increasea egg-production and improved lieaJth prove its value be-

Read this from one user : "Before using Pratts Poultry Regulator mv 32hens laidm two months 687 eggs. I then gave them Pratti Poultry Regulator
Ipti^^Sl*^^T^'^

two months thev laid 1030 eggs and 12 hens were sitting thelast month. The weather was cold and unfavorable and I credit all the increaseto the use of Pratts Poultry Regxilator."
mcieaso

If other regulators have failed, all the more reason you should try Pratts It

i'rir'li.^'^"^"'' "^."g" .^^^''y R™^^ t° y°"- Get a package today at your deal-er's-be sure you get Pratts-and test it, and if you don't get risults you canget your money back.
. As long as you put off trying it you cheat yourselfof extra profits you might have. Get a package at once and try it—we know results will make you enthusiastic

Valuable Book About Poultry—FREE
The information and pictures in Pratts New Poultry Book willsurely interest you and point the way to better success. Regular

price IS 25c, but if you send us your name and address at once youcan get one/ree. Address

Lightning Portable
WAGON AND

STOCK Scale
All above ground. Steel frame, only 8 inches

high. Octagon levers. Tool steel bearings.
Compound beam. Most accurate and durable.
Write for catalogue and price.

KANSAS CITY HAY PRESS COMPANY
1 24 Mill Street, Kansas City, Mo.

WINTER CARE OF SHEEP
Sheep do not require much care in the

summer season. The more liberty they
can have, the better, but in the winter
season they may be kept in a shed, open
on the sunny side if necessary. It is

usually better to arrange so that it can
be closed in case of storm. If possible,

they should have the liberty to range
on dry and firmly sodded pastures in the
winter when these are not covered so
deeply with snow as to make it impossible
for them to get food by scraping for it

with their feet.

It is not necessary that they should
be kept on anything else than an earth
floor, provided the same is dry and kept
well bedded. Fresh bedding should be
added every two or three days. Con-
fining the sheep in a small and ill-ven-

tilated building would soon prove fatal.

Sheep are fond of a change in diet

;

consequently, the greater the variety of
feed, fine in character, the better the
results. While they are in winter quar-
ters they should be given a small quan-
tity of grain, in the absence of roots.

Usually one pound per head before the
season for lambs will be enough. No
grain is better adapted for such feed than
oats. A little bran added will make an
improvement. After the lambing season
the flock may be safely given about all

the grain that will be eaten up clean.

No kind of hay is better for sheep than
clover or alfalfa.

The sheep has the most delicate sense
of smell of any domestic animal, and any
rack or trough will offend more or less.

They take their feed better on the snow
or clean grass and do not waste any.

This method is economical, so far as
expense goes, and rears a better flock

than any system of racks or troughs.
Wm. H. Underwood.

<5>

Our guarantee on the editorial page
means that we are very careful in select-

ing the advertisers who use our columns.
It means that you can buy the goods ad-
vertised, with absolute assurance of square
treatment.

Most Famous Separator

Empire Cream Separator Co.|
|

Bloomfield, N. J. I

Yfiu Can Make$500 With This
, In Next 3 Konths
Every farmer want*_ _ H*mmer one a t sight. No

'^totiet,N»ilcu*,wlr«Cuiwr, trouble to Bell and
Le*th6r Punch, Pinoter" DftVS eood profits,

, I,ri,„,euH,P.U« •"'J„e agent maiei
1.500 a year selling

|k| onr tools. Many othere

.WW—rin ONE doing almost as well
\V"rite today for our special price to agents and Agents'
Guide "The Way to Win " also cat&loj? full of money

!8T00LSI

makera, fOOTE MFG. CO. Dept. 101 Dayton. O.
Oriat^S/mt4 Supply Boutc^ form<rlv »f Frtdericxtovm

BIG PROFITS FOR YOU
by turning your waste farm products, such as Beets. Pots-

toes, Corn, Rice, etc.. into ALCOHOL and using orsellins
it for COOKING, LIGHTING, HEATING and POWER purposei.

The Second Edition of our new book

MAKING ALCOHOL
is now ready, and tells how you can make this NEW FUEL
right on the farm. Nearly 300 pages. 60 illustrations.

Sent postpaid for $1.00.

Spon & Chamberlain, 1 23 F. Liberty St., New York City

T YOUR IDEAS
$100,000 for one invention}

another $8,500. Book *'How to
Obtain a Patent ' and "What to In-
vent** sent free. Send rough sketch for free
report as to patentability. Wc advertise your
patent for sale at our expense.

Patent Obtained or Fee Returned,
CHANDUE & CHANDLEE. Patent Att^s,

( EatablUhcd 1 £ jea^M)

987 F. Street, Washington. P. C.

CALIFORNIA
alog free. Wooster,

Irrigated Fruit, Alfalfa Farnn.
Easy payments. Special offer.

New Gov't aided canal. Cat^
702 JIarliet St., San Francieco.
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sent to the offices at Springfield, Ohio, and letters
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The date on the address label shows the time to
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Subscribers receive this paper twice a month, which
is twice as often as most other National farm journals
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Silver, when sent through the mails, should be
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Farm .^.nd Fireside does not print advertisements
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<»>

Farming is a business proposirion just

as surely as any other occupation. The
farmer must endeavor to cheapen pro-
duction and to increase the quality of the
product at every possible point.

Before entering upon a wholesale
slaughter of any of the so-called agricul-

tural pests, be sure to make a careful

study of the habits of the pest in question.

It may indeed be a blessing in disguise.

<S>

Every farm cannot grow every com-
modity equally well. Every farm ought
to be able to produce some one thing bet-

ter than most other farms can produce it.

The wise farmer ascertains what this

one crop is and produces it.

<5>

The farmer who is aware of his possi-

bilities is the man who is doing the most
for agriculture to-day. It is he who sees

in his strain of corn a possibility of mak-
ing it better, and succeeds in producing a
variety that surpasses all others in pro-
duction, that is raising farming and those
connected with it to higher levels.

<s>

The employer who can assure the work-
man a steady place throughout the year
is sure to attract the better class of men,
other things being equal. Few single

lines for farm work furnish a uniform,
continuous demand for labor. It is there-

fore advantageous to choose a combina-
tion of specialties that will round out the
work for the year.

It is not necessary that we learn every-
thing by experience, nor is this desirable.

It is often more profitable to learn from
others. There are experts in the various
lines of farm industries who have spent
years in learning all that it is possible
to acquire in their special lines of work.
We must have confidence in these lead-
ers, for by so doing we can often gain
knowledge from them that otherwise
would take years of toil to gain.

Have you ever had any trouble with
the farnvlabor problem? If you own
a farm, you have probably had trouble
many times in securing sufficient help. By
using improved machinery and irnple-

ments, one or two men can often do the
work of several using old methods. The
money saved in employing fewer labor-

ers will generally pay the increased cost

of machinery. Try it. and help solve

one of the hardest problems on the farm
—the labor question.

<S>

"PEACE ON EARTH. GOOD WILL
TOWARD MEN"

That word "peace" should mean much
to us this Christmas time.

Peace as a chronic condition is apt to

get grass grown ; it hasn't, furthermore,
half as much attraction for the striving,

ambitious American as peace which has
been earned—yes, even fought for. The
Authorities, /the Law—call it by what-
ever name you choose ; it is nothing more
nor less than the opinion of ^he majority
of the people—have been fighting for right

and fighting for peace, for peaceful busi-

ness conditions, for tranquillity, for con-
fidence.

Is it disheartening to think of all the

rottenness, the brazen-faced effrontery,

that has recently been disclosed? Is it

a fair sign the world is growing evil?

Not for the fraction of a second ! It is

the best sign in the world of righteous
indignation too long nodding, of a stern

courage which wants the infection stamped
out, no matter how great the upheaval

—

not sprinkled over with lime and kept
hushed up from the count}' paper.
Men will never do again in this coun-

try what they have been doing with im-
punit>' for a long period of years. All

the reforms won't be permanent, all the

violations and evasions haven't disappeared
for all time, but there has been glorious

ground gained, and with that ground
gaining the .American people have gained
in decent selt'^respect, in confidence in

each other's right mindedness.
Therefore, we repeat, heads should be

high this Christmas, and hearts full of
tranquillity.

ENCOURAGING FORESTRY
It is conservatively estimated that the

annual increase in the growth of timber
in the forests of the United States is only
one third of the annual consumption, and
that our forests cannot last more than
twenty-five years at the present rate of
consumption. Rapidlj' advancing prices-

show that a timber famine is actually now
at hand. But a famine in wood is only
one result of the destruction of forests.

In deforested hilly regions great changes
take place ; serious droughts follow de-

structive floods ; soils are washed away,
and eventually the land becomes sterile

and uninhabitable.
In a recent issue of the Chicago "Rec-

ord-Herald," Professor Hennig, an em-
inent German geologist, says

:

'Tn nearly every country of Europe the
supply of spring water and generally of
subterranean moisture is rapidly decreas-
ing. Our grandchildren will begin to feel

the want of spring water in many places

where now there is an abundant supply.

One of the -main reasons why hitherto the
earth has retained its moisture has been
that extensive forests covered its surface.

But every year shows a startling diminu-
tion of forest area and hardly anything
is being done for reforestation.

'"The United States is a horrible exam-
ple. There tracts as big as European
states will be arid to all eternity, which
might have been preserved for culture by
wise economy of the forests. Countries
which play fast and loose with their for-

ests are simply hastening their downfall."
There is an increasing number of far-

seeing and public-spirited men who appre-
ciate the vast importance of conserving
our great natural resources. The future
welfare of the country depends on it.

Let us give every aid and encouragement
possible to their work whether it be in

preser\'ing existing forests, planting out
new ones or in teaching forestrj'. F.^rm
AND Fireside, therefore, heartily endorses
the following resolution which was passed
recently by the National Grange, and at

a conference of the Forestry Boards of
^linnesota, Wisconsin, Michigan, Illinois

and Ohio, held at Saginaw, Michigan, on
November 12th-13th

:

Whereas. We appreciate the great im-
portance of forest wealth for best national
development, and the great need of edu-
cation in forestry, and
Whereas, The land-grant colleges and

experiment stations have been a great up-
lifting force in the development of Amer-
ican agriculture and have fully justified

the expenditure of national funds for their

support, and
Whereas, These institutions are admir-

ably adapted to teaching forestry, and
will do so if provided with means, and

Whereas, The income from the National
Forest Reserves has reached the sum of
$1,500,000 a year, which is now paid into

the national treasury and is used for gen-
eral expenses of government, and
Whereas, There is a certain fitness that

appeals to us in using a portion of the
income from the National Forest Reserves
for teaching forestry, and thus aiding
and perpetuating our forest wealth, now
therefore be it

Resolved. That we recommend that a
liberal portion of the income from the
National Forest Reserves be appropriated
by congress to the several states and ter-

ritories for instruction and experimenta-
tion in forestry in the agricultural colleges
and experiment stations.

* *

It has been suggested that each state
receiving a portion of the National Forest

Reserve income should put up an equal
amount of money for the purpose of en-
couraging forestry. The idea is a thor-
oughly sound one. It is right in line with
the plan now under consideration, or op-
eration, in several states to supplement the
National Forest Reserves with state for-

est tracts. In Wisconsin, for instance,

when lands are sold for taxes, the For-
estry Commission has the first opportu-
nity, and may use all suitable land for
tree planting. In Pennsylvania, where
only one fourth of the original forests re-

main, storm floods, soil denudation,
droughts and increased aridity of farming
lands have made it imperative on the
state to take up the work of reforestation.
Its present work, however, does not equal
the waste of forests, and it is now urged
that the state purchase all the deforested
lands it can get at a nominal price and
restore the forests.

<$>

REVIEW OF CROP PRODUCTION
In his eleventh annual report of the

work of the Department of Agriculture,
Secretary Wilson presents an optimistic
array of figures that can mean nothing
but continued prosperity for farmers,
merchants, manufacturers—in fact, for the
whole business world.
The year of 1907 has been a most er-

ratic one for farmers—and financiers. A
hard winter and a cold, late spring made
things look blue for the farmer at the
beginning of the crop season; and at the
end, the black clouds of a money panic
produced by flimflam financiering rolled

up out of Wall Street. But a favorable
change in weather conditions at the right
time happily averted crop failures, and
the efforts of monopoly magnates to bring
about an industrial and commercial crash
have fortunately been unavailing. The
skies have cleared and business will be
sounder and better than ever.

* * *

In his admirable review of production,
Secretary Wilson brings out the following
striking points

:

No general crop failure afflicts the
farmer this year, not even within small
areas. The production of the farms, all

things considered, is well up to the
average of the previous five years in

quantity, while its value to the farmer,
as now appears at this annual day of
reckoning, reaches a figure much above
that of 1906, which by far exceeded any
previous year's wealth production on
farms.
Out of the farming operations of 1907

the railroads will get an average haul of
freight, and foreign countries will take
a heavy excess above home consumption.
The fatTner will have more to spend and
more to invest than he ever had before
out of his year's work.

* * *

Speaking of the chief crops, the Secre-
tary says that corn ranks first in impor-
tance. Besides its large use as a human
food, as a live-stock feed, "the starch of
corn becomes the fat of the hog and the
finish of the steer," thus becoming a great
factor in the production of meats and
meat products for export. While not as

large as that of 1906, the value of the

com crop of 1907 is greater and is twen-
ty-six per cent above the average value of
the crops of the preceding five years.

* * *

In value the cotton crop of 1907, esti-

mated to be from $6S0,0(X),000 to $675,-

000.000, takes third place, if in the final

estimates it docs not displace hay for
second rank. The commercial expecta-
tions are that the crop will be found to

be the third one in size ever raised, and
perceptibly larger than the average crop
of the previous five years. Though its

farm value is probably a little below that
of last year's crop, in othef' respects it

will be the most valuable cotton crop
ever raised in this country, and seven
per .cent above the average ifarm value of
the crops of the previous five years.

* *

The wheat crop of 1907 is 625,576.000
bushels, five per cent less than the average
quantitv for the five prccedinc vears. But
the value is about $500,000,000. or five

and one half per cent more than the aver-

age, although the crops of 1901, 1902 and
1905 had each a slightly higher value than
that of this year.

* * *

The farm value of sugar beets, sugar
cane, sorghum cane, and molasses and
sirup made on the farm is $64,000,000.
Sugar made in sugar mills (including raw
cane sugar and refined beet sugar)
amounts to 889,000 short tons, worth
$73,000,000. Other products of the sugar
mills bring the value up to $95,000,000;
three fourths of this is farm value.

* 4: 4:

The oat crop—741,521,000 bushels—is

nineteen per cent below the five-year av-
erage, but the value is twenty-six per cent
above the average, or $360,000,000.
Potatoes—292,427,000 bushels—are two

per cent above the average; the value is

$190,000,000, or twenty-six per cent above
the average.

Barley also is two per cent above the
average in quantity, while the value is

extraordinarj', about eighty-five per cent
above the average. The quantity is 147,-

192,000 bushels, the value $115,000,000.
Tobacco declined to 645213,000 pounds,

eleven per cent below the average in qaun-
titj', with a value of $67,000,000, or six
per cent above the average. The crop is

smaller than for many years.
The flaxseed crop is 25,420,000 bushels,

worth $26,000,000; the quantity is five per
cent below and the value three per cent
above the five-year average.
Rye produced 31,566,(X)0 bushels, with

a value of $23,000,000 ; a quantity four per
cent above the average and a value twen-
ty-nine per cent above.

Rice produced a record crop of 963,-
540,000 pounds of rough rice, or ninety-
eight per cent above the average for the
three preceding vears. The farm value
is $19,500,000, a gain of thirty-six per
cent over the average. The country now'
exports more rice than it imports, owing
to better varieties which the department
has helped the grower to secure from the
Orient.
Buckwheat produced 13.911,000 bushels,

worth $10,000,000 : a quantity 4.7 per cent
below and a value fourteen per cent
above the five-year average.
Hops produced 48.330,000 pounds, worth

$5,000,000. The quantity is 4.6 per cent
below the average, while the value is

twenti'-nine per cent below.

* * *

The seven cereal crops produced 4,135.-

000.000 bushels, showing a loss of 214,-

000.000 bushels, or five per cent below the
five-year average, the loss being chiefly

due to oats. The total value is $2,378,-

000.000; this exceeds 1906 by $2%.000,aX)
and is twenty-three per cent above the
average.

* * *

The value of the total farm productions
in 1907 exceeded that of 1906, which was
far above that of anv preceding vear.
The total value for 1907 is $7,412,000,000,
an amount ten per cent greater than the
total for 1906, seventeen per cent greater
than that of 1905, twenty per cent above
that of 1904, twenty-five per cent in ex-
cess of that for 1903, and fifty-seven per
cent greater than the total value for 1899.

* * *

The farmer depends not alone on his

field crops. He produces meat animals;
he keeps dairy cows; he raises sheep for
mutton and for wool ; he raises horses and
mules; he keeps poultry. The animals
sold from farms and those slaughtered on
them in 1907 were worth about $1,270,-

000.000. or nearly twice as much as the
cotton crop.

The dairv products of the conntrv alone
were worth nearly $800,000,000 in 1907,

or much more than any crop save corn.

Prices of both butter and milk have ad-
vanced.
The poultry and egg products for 1907

should he estimated at more than $600.-

000,000 in value. In fact, these products
were worth more tiian the wheat crop. In

1899 the farm price of eggs averaged a

trifle over eleven cents a do-^en; in 1907

it was over eighteen cents. Dressed potil-

try sold in New York in 1899 for ten and
three fourth? cent* f^i^'rirl: ^'^^"^ for

nearly fift
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The Problems of the

Country School

BY MORRIS WADE

THE problem of the
country school has

become a good deal
of a problem in many
country neighbor-
hoods, and just how,
to solve it has given
great concern to those
most interested in it. Country schools are
as a general rule smaller than they
were thirty or forty years ago. This is

certainly true of the rural districts of
New England. One will find schools of
but six or ten scholars where there were
once twenty to thirty, and it is common
enough to find in a day's drive in the
rural districts schoolhouses in which
school has not been held for years. The
few children there of school age are car-
ried to the nearest village at the expense
of the district, or they board in the vil-

lage in the. winter months.
One way of solving the problem of

the country school has been solved in an
admirable way by an alert young woman
in Illinois, and the development of some
of her ideas into practical results has
occasioned a great deal of interest far
beyond the county of Putnam, in which
she has .made such a marked success of
the country school. Three years ago
Mabel Carney graduated from a normal
school and began teaching in a country
school in Putnam County, Illinois. She
seems to have brought with her something
more than "book learning" from the nor-
mal school. She had ideas of her own.
She had but a few pupils in her school,
and the school house was a shabby, poorly
equipped structure. There were two other
schools in the neighborhood as small and
as poorly equipped as was Miss Carney's
school. A plan for bettering the condi-
tion of all the schools came to Miss
Carney. She believed that if the three
schools could be- consolidated into one
all of the schools would be benefitted. She
"talked up" the scheme so thoroughly that
in the spring of 1905 the question was
put to a vote, and voted down. The next
spring it was voted to consolidate, where-
upon a Mr. John Swaney, who had be-
come greatly interested rn the scheme,
donated twenty-four acres of ground for
a campus for the new school. Think of
a country school with a campus of twen-
ty-four acres! Often a quarter of an
acre is thought to be something of a waste
of ground for a country schoolhouse.
The people of the three united districts

voted eighteen thousand dollars for a new
schoolhouse. Here was progress in an-
other direction. Who ever heard of
eighteen thousand dollars for a country
schoolhouse? The writer well remembers
what a storm of protest there was and
how the cry of sinful extravagance and
wasting the money of the tax payers went
up in a certain rural district when it was
proposed to tear down an old ramshackle
of a schoolhouse and erect a new one at

a cost of about nine hundred dollars.

The country schoolhouse costing eighteen
thousand dollars was built on the twenty-
four acres of campus in Illinois, and
wagons carry the children who live beyond
walking distance. The principal of the
new school receives a salary of one thou-
sand dollars a year. Another forward
step, for the average head of the coun-
try school sometimes receives about half

this sum. On the campus of this coun-
try school is an agricultural experiment
pFot of six acres, carried forward in co-
operation with the school of agriculture

'of the state university. A four years'

high-school course may be taken at this

school. The country boys and girls may
here study agronomy, animal husbandry,
horticulture, domestic science and art and
all phases of work of special interest and
value to those living in the country. And it

is no doubt true that "an enlarged^ coun-
try neighborhood has been bound into a
co-operative social unity, whose possibil-

ities for higher culture are not inferior to

those of cities of fen thousand inhabi-
tants. So much for the spirit of progress
that found expression in a clear-thinking
country-school teacher who was able to

induce others to come into sympathy with
her.

Naturally enough the fame of this

young teacher and of the school she
brought into being went abroad through-
out the length and breadth of the land,

and other educators felt that they would
like to secure her for the advancement of
their own progressive ideas regarding the
bettering of the condition of the country
school. The principal of the Western
Illinois Normal School sent for Miss
Carney and induced her to accept the
position of supervisor of a model country
school, as an aid to solving the problems
of the country schools in. the state of
Illinois. This model country school is

two miles from the normal school. Dur-
ing one term seventy teachers came to

study Miss Carney's methods, and these
country-school teachers organized them-
selves into an association which is thought
to be the only educational association of

Around the Fireside

its kind in our country. This association

devotes itself entirely to the problems
common to country teachers and country
schools. Its strong appeal, we are told,

is to "make life large and lovely for the

country child."

This is a fine and high purpose. It is

because life does not seem "large and
lovsly" to the country boys and girls that

so many of them grow weary of the coun-
try and seek what they think to be the
larger and more delightful life of the
city. This consolidation of schools has
certainly been a marked success in Illinois.

Why should it not be successful in

other places? The Country Teach-
ers' Association can be made an organ-
ization of the highest value and one that

will cqptribute much to the general good
of the country school.

Inland Waterways

THE plan as outlined at the recent Phil-

adelphia convention of delegates rep-

resenting seventeen different states, to

further the project for an inland water-
way along the Atlantic Coast, from Mass-
achusetts to North Carolina, at once
becomes generally interesting.

Much of the route of the waterway
already exists, and it is proposed that the
channels of the canals, rivers, bays, etc.,

that are to be a part of the great water-
course be deepened and widened so as to

permit the passage of the largest war-
ships.

It is the idea of the projectors to run
the waterway from Barnstable Bay on
the north side of Cape Cod to Beaufort
Inlet, North Carolina. This would re-

quire the cutting of a canal through Cape
Cod from Barnstable Bay to Buzzard's
Bay on the south, reducing the water
distance from Boston to New York about
seventy-five miles. The course of the
route would then run through Long
Island Sound and down to the Raritan
Canal at Perth Amboy, New Jersey. The
route then would be through the Raritan
Canal, down the Delaware River, past
Philadelphia and through the Chesapeake
and Delaware Canal; down Chesapeake
Bay to Norfolk; along the Elizabeth

River, and through a cut across Virginia
to Currituck Sound. The route then
would he through Coanjock Bay, with a
cut through into Albemarle Sound, then
through Croaton Sound into Pamlico
Sound, and into Neuse River. By deep-
ening and widening Adams Creek and
Core Creek the route would end in Beau-
fort Inlet and the ocean.

It is believed that this route would
save many millions of dollars in freights
to the business interests of-the North and
South, besides cutting down the water
distance of coastwise steamships.

<$>

The New and Old Gold Coins

[TH all the talk, pro and con, as to
the omission of the motto "In God

We Trust" from the new design of gold
coins, a little of the history of the use of
this motto might be interesting.
The first United States coin to bear

the motto "In God We Trust," was a pat-
tern two-cent piece struck at the Phil-
adelphia mint in 1863, but pattern coins
bearing a variation of the motto were
struck as early as 1861. The first regular
United States coins to bear the motto-
were issued for circulation in 1864.
The story goes that a Maryland clergy-

man suggested to a former director of
the mint that a motto of this character
be placed on the United States coins. The
director, it is supposed, turned the sug-
gestion- over to the engravers, and they
used it on certain patterns.
The first of the 1861 series of pattern

coins bearing a pious motto was the half
dollar, which was of the same design as
the regular half dollar of the period, but
showed on a scroll above the eagle on
the reverse "God Our Trust." It was the
first United States coin to bear a motto
other than "E Pluribus Unum." This
variety was struck in silver, copper and
copper bronze.
One of the rare pattern five-cent pieces

of 1866 showed the head of Lincoln on
the obverse, and around the border
"United States of America." Above the
wreath on the reverse, which enclosed
the value, "5 Cents," was the motto "In
God We Trust." This coin was struck

Drawn by A. Forestier
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in copper and nickel,
the variety in the lat-

ter metal being now
very rare.

The mint engrav-
ers evidently did not
despair of having the
motto adopted, for a
pattern five-cent piece
of 1866, the year of
the first issue of the
nickel, showed the

bust of Washington surrounded by the
motto "God and Our Country."

In 1864 the new two-cent piece went
into circulation and was the first and at
the time the only coin in general circula-
tion to bear the motto "In God We Trust."
The first dollar pattern coin struck in

silver to bear the motto "In God We
Trust" was issued in 1864. The dollar of
regular issue did not show it until 1866.
This is one of the rarest of the pattern
pieces of the series, and a proof specimen
brought thirty-one dollars this year at a
coin sale.

The United States coins issued since
1866 which did not have the motto "In
God We Trust" were the one-cent piece,
the silver and nickel three-cent pieces and
the dollar and three-dollar gold pieces,'
together with the fifty-cent piece struck
at San Francisco in 1866, the reverse of
which does not contain the motto, which
fact makes the specimen worth twenty-
four dollars.

Sayings About Snow
BY ALONZO RICE ^^ SNOW year, a rich year.

The more snow, the more healthy the
season.

Burning wood in winter pops more
before snow.

It takes three cloudy days to bring a
heavy snow.

If the snowflakes increase in size, a
thaw will follow.

If there is no snow before January there
will be the more snow in March and April.

When the snow falls dry it means to
lie; but light and soft flakes often bring
rain.

Snow is the poor man's fertilizer, and
good crops will follow a winter of heavy
snowfall.

When the first snow remains on the
ground some time in places not exposed
to the sun, expect a hard winter.

Snow is generally preceded by a gen-
eral animation of man and beast, which
continues until after the snowfall ends.

To ascertain how a snow will go off,

make a small snowball and hold a lighted
candle under it. If the flame makes a
hole through the ball without the melted
snow forming falling in drops of water,
it will go off with the sun ; should drops
of water fall, it will go off with a rain.

That Good Old Feather Bed
BY BERNARD AUBREY PITMAN

Wken a boy I climbed the stairway leading
up into my room

I would see hobgoblin faces peering at me
through the gloom

;

And a sort of creepy feeling up and down
my spine would go

As I saw these ghostly figures swiftly waver-
ing to and fro,

And my teeth would fairly chatter with a
nameless fear and dread.

Till I snuggled 'neath the covers of that
good old feather bed.

And the sweetest hopes were fashioned in
those boyhood's happy days

—

How I'd climb the steeps of glory and fair
honor's trail I'd blaze;

All the world would fall before me and bow
low the bended knee

When they recognized my presence and its

grand authority.
Till at last kind sleep would woo me, and

the raindrops overhead
Would sing lullabies so tender to me on my

feather bed.

Now f was a soldier, 'onging for the com-
ing ot the strite

;

Now a multimillionaire, who macried a
crown princess tor his wife;

And anon the scene swift changing, I would
sail for ports afar,

And would be served up tor dinner by the
blocks of Zanzibar

;

But the sun arose next morning, and these
visions all had fled,

And found me most sottly lying on that -

good old feather bed.

Years have passed, but still at seasons

memory will backward stray

To the happy times of childhood, when life's

cares thronged not the way.
Forms and faces come back clearly, and

they will not let me be.

But with outstretched hands they beckon,

and their voices call to me.
Times Tiave changed, but I remember—all

are scattered now and dead,

But it all comes back when sleeping on that

dear nld feather bed.
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Synopsis of Previous Chapters
Amos Jackson, rich American, athlete, and his lawyer and

fellow countryman, Ponnaly, were returning Irom the Stanford
Bridge Athletic Grounds, England, where the former had won
great honors, when they stop a runaway tandem, make sozr.e new
acquaintances, and receive an invitation to dinner, me hosts
prove to be the Queen, and her uncle and aunt, oi the island
kingdom of Mirtheium. While on a tour of the Continent the
royal party had met with a terrible loss in the sudden death of
the King, since which time return to the island had been repeat-
edly postponed, for it was feared that to return without a king
meant the overthrow of the dynasty. Jackson in appearance
proves to be a double of the late King, and the proposition is

made that the American athlete return with the royal party as

ruler of Mirtheium. During the interview a spy of the Cassell
party of Mirtheium, is discovered behind the draperies. He is

captured, branded as a lunatic, and turned over to a private
sanatorium for safekeeping. The royal party, augmented by the
"Impostor" and his "new American secretarj-," return to the

island and are welcomed with great pomp and ceremony.

Chapter V.

—

Continued

THE route was lined with thousands of cheering

people, and briUiant with hundreds of torches.

Deafening shouts rang out. They gained the

main street and proceeded down it at a smart trot.

Small, two-storied houses flanked them on either side,

the windows crowded with people with waving banners.

Evidently the King and Queen were popular. The
Count had not been mistaken in his opinion of the

feeling of His Majestj-'s subjects.

The procession crossed an open square ; the Roj-al

Palace, aglow from base to roof with light, stood

before them; colored fire burst from the four comers
of the square, and the cheering redoubled.

Then, like some foul fiend bursting from out a

heaven of joy, a man broke from the crowd. For one
brief moment he stood with uplifted hand, then hurled
from him a missile, and turned and fled.

The anarchist was at work!
The bomb circled in the air. It fell in the royal car-

riage. The vehicle came to an abrupt halt, and it's

drawers scattered, with a shout of terror. The crowd
broke in all directions. Pandemonium reigned; all

was confusion and tumult
But one man remained cool and calm amid all the

hubbub. He was the King.
Without a word, with a quick movement, he sprang

forward. He seized the deadly bomb in his hands, and
leaping from the carriage, ran a few feet forward,
then hurled it far from him into the open grass space

in front. With a splutter and a roar the thing burst,

and its fragments were dashed in all directions.

The coward's weapon had failed; not a soul was
seriously hurt

!

For a few moments aU was confusion and excitement.

Then order sprang out of chaos. The attendants came
running back; ever>' one was searching for the mis-
creant. The King resumed his seat.

"Forward!" he ordered, and the carriage moved on
again, while officers hunted in all directions for the

cowardly would be slayer.

The King of Mirtheium stood higher than ever in

the estimation of his people. He was a hero as well

as a monarch.
•«>

Ch.\pter VI.

THE T.^MIXG OF THE TIGER

THE great clock in the main facade of the royal palace

struck the hour of midnight. A bugle rang out in

the courtyard below, and the guard .commenced to

change. In an elegantly appointed room just over the

grand saloon were gathered together the King and
Queen, His Majesty's secretary and the Count Ben-
idect It was the night of the home coming. They
were discussing it and the events which had accom-
panied it.

The Queen, pale and beautiful, sat beside her uncle.

The King and his secretary paced thoughtfully arm
in arm up and down the apartment.

"Nothing could have been more opportune," re-

marked the Count, referring to the escape of the royal

couple. "It will endear you to the hearts of your
people as nothing else could. It was spendidly dra-

matic; if it had been prearranged in all its details it

could not have happened more happily."

"But this man, this anarchist, he has been cap-

tured, you' say?" questioned Donnaly.
"He was apprejiended within the hour," replied the

Count triumphantly. "That speaks well for Your
Majesty's police service, does it not?"
"Where is he now?" asked Amos.
"In one of the lower cells of the palace prison. He

will be tried before the military authorities early to-

morrow and shot before noon."
"That must not be," announced Amos quietly.

"Why not?" asked the Count, looking up in surprise.

"Count," said the new King, "I have determined
that if possible, my reign shall be a bloodless one.

I want the good that I shall do in it to atone for the

wrong of this great fraud that I am perpetrating upon
the people. Do I make myself clear?"

"Perfectly," remarked the Count crisply. "But I

presume that it is not your intention to set free every
rogue in the island in pursuance of that laudable res-

olution, is it?"

"Scarcely," replied the King with some sarcasm- in

his tones. "It is my wish, however, that this trial does
not take place until I have seen and interview^ed this

man. Mr. Secretary, you will kindly give such instruc-
tions," he said, turning to Donnaly with a smile.

The Count bit his lip. This was a king with a ven-
geance. He had scarcely counted upon such a deter-
mined monarch. He concealed his annoyance, however,
and said

:

"Certainly, if that is your wish, it must be re-

spected. Shall I send the captain of the guard to you?"
"Oh, Donnaly will attend to it," replied the King

carelessly, and the subject was dropped.
"With j^our permission, I will retire ; I feel tired and

exhausted," said the Queen, and bowing to the three
gentlemen, she withdrew!

. They heard her speaking to one of her ladies in wait-
ing, and the sound of their departing steps, and then
all was quiet.

"We cannot do better than get some rest, too,"

remarked Donnaly. "Come along, Amos. Oh, by the
way. Count, will you send the captain of the guard to

me? It has just occurred to me that I don't know him
or how to go about this business."
The Count smiled. "It would be better," he said,

'If the King were to sign an order and have it de-
livered ; it is a little more usual Here is pen and ink
and the seal."

The new King drew up to the table and issued
his first order as the King of Mirtheium.
"Here is one of the late King's signatures," said the

ever-thoughtful Count, producing a paper from a sec-

retar)-.

"Donnal}', old man, j^ou are better at that kind of
work than I am," remarked the King. "Suppose you
copj' it."

"It's the first time I ever committed forgery," said

Donnaly glumlj'-, as he carefully traced the signature.

The order was folded and sealed, and given to the

Count for delivery.

"Xow," said Donnaly in a worried way, "how does
a king go to bed? Hanged if I know, Amos. Do I

have to put you, or can you manage the thing yourself?"
"I'll tr>%" answered Amos with a grin. "Come to

think of it, I believe I've done the trick before all by
myself. Good-night to you, Count; come along, Don-
naly, your room is next to mine, I believe. Say, do we

"The Queen, pale and beautiiul. sat beside her unci*"

leave our shoes outside for the 'boots' to collect in the
morning, as they do in the English hotels?"
The Count smiled broadly. "You w^ll find your valet

in waiting," he replied.

"Well, he'll soon get fired," said Amos firmly.

"Bon soir," said the Count, with a wave of his
hand. "I see."

True to the Count's prophecy, the valet was in wait-
ing for "the King."

"Illumia (lights)," commanded the King shortjy, for
the chamber was in utter darkness.
The servant was back in a moment with two ancient^

looking candlesticks.

"No electrics in the bedroom?" asked Amos in his
best French, forgetful that he should know.

'"Your Majesty has alwaj's ordered me not to light

them," replied the man in surprise.

"That's right. Well, I've altered my mind since I've
been traveling. You can swish 'em on."
The chamber was flooded with the electric light,

and the valet busied himself fussing around the dress-'
ing table.

"That's all," said Amos shortly. "You can go. Call

me at seven."
The man's eyes opened in wild surprise, and he did

not move.
"You speak French, don't you?" asked the "King"

crosslj', for he was tired and wanted to rest.

"Oui, Y^our Majesty."
"Then why don't j-ou get when you're told to?"
"I always—I^^wish Y'our Majesty is not j"et dis-

robed !" cried the servant in surprise.

"Well, think I don't know it?" shouted the King,
lapsing back into his best American in his anger.

"Guess I'm capable of undressing myself. I haven't
gone back to my second childhood i'et. Go away !''

The fellow^ backed out of the room, firmly convinced
in his own mind that the King had returned crazy.

"Idiot !" muttered Amos, as he laid himself down to

rest. "I'll stop those monkej' tricks around here."

The next day was a busy one for the new King. There
were many officials and friends to be interviewed and
welcomed. And overshadowing it all Was the great

question and anxietj', Would the deception be dis-

covered? Would the plot fail?

Promptly at seven His Majesty was aroused by his

valet, and after a light breakfast, received, in company
with the Queen, the Count and the King's secretary,

many of the prominent officials of the state. The Queen,
pale and handsome in a morning toilet of light gray,

sat at the King's right hand; on his left, the Count
Benidect, in his capacity of Lord in Waiting and
Master of the King's household. The new American
secretary was busy at a table at one side.

"I am absolutely sure that detection is impossible,"

the Count assured Amos. "You look the exact coun-
terpart of the late King; your manner is his, save that

you seem to have gained in experience and have more
assurance. You are more positive than was Leopold.
But those were the very qualities he w-as sent to gain,

so it will be considered most happy that you have re-

turned with them. Your French is as good as his, at

least, and as he always most positively refused to

speak our language, insisting that the French be al-

ways spoken, I see no difficulty in that direction. You
will, of course, take the same ground. All will be
well : fear not."

All passed well, as the Count had foretold. Many
were the congratulations the King received on his escape

of the previous night and high were the compliments
showered upon him for his behavior during that tr>-ing

episode. The Queen, all graciousness and dignity, re-

ceived with her lord the good wishes and congratula-

tions of the officials. Rudolf, the Roumanian, and the

supposed aspirant to the throne in the event of the King's

death without heirs, was present, and was loudest and
most profuse in his felicitations.

He was a tall, straight, well-built young fellow, dark

and swarthy, with something of the gipsy cast of

countenance, and with a gallantry of manner that

brought him many friends. He bent low before the

Queen, and touching her hand with his lips, offered

his congratulations and good wishes. Amos watched
him out of the corners of his eyes, w^hile speaking with

the Duke of Alons. There was something about the

fellow he did not like—a catlike movement in his

walk, and an insincere twinkle in his eyes, and why
did he stay so confoundedly long talking to the Queen?
Several other things suggested themselves to Amos
as open to criticism regarding this Rudolf and his

deportment, but other matters took up his attention,

and he had no time to brood over them just then.
' As soon as the early morning levee was over a curi-

ous order was issued by the King

:

"Let the prisoner who attempted the life of the

Queen and myself last night be placed without man-
acles in the large cell room alone."

There was some hesitation on the part of the guard

in obeying this edict. Twice did a, qucr>' come to

know if the order had been received aright, and at last

the captain of the guard himself appeared to take the

order.
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"Yes," said the King, "I wish him
placed where and how I have said. I am
about to try a novel treatment in regard
to anarchists. Something I learned in the
West," he addedj with a twinkle of his

eyes. "Mr. Secretary, will you kindly
accompany me, and you, too. Count, if you
wish. The guard will remain without."

"But, Your Majesty, is it safe? The
man is powerfully built and is dangerous.
He will most certainly attempt some harm
to Your Majesty's person."
"Leave all that to me," replied the King.
The "large cell room" in which the

prisoner had been placed was airy and
light. It was, as the name implies, a big
room. At one time it had been used as

a drill hall for the palace guard, but had
now been fitted up as a cell for the recep-
tion of prisoners who were awaiting trial.

At present there were none, and the cell

was empty, save for the burly anarchist.

He was pacing up and down as the King
and his two companions entered.
"Qui?" he snapped. "What now?

When do you kill me?"
"You're going to get something worse

than killing," said the King sharply.

As he spoke, the anarchist looked up and
noticed the King.

"Curse you," he muttered, "you have
come to taunt me that I did not kill you."
"No, I've come to do something else.

You needn't jabber in that Italian; you
can speak English quite well enough to be
understood. Ever hear of Paterson, New
Jersey, United States of America? Ever,
been there? Ever hear of Leghorxi, Italy?
Ever been there?"
The fellow did not answer.
"Now, then," said Donnaly, "you under-

stand English. Answer the King."
Still no reply.

"Very well," said the King. "I'm go-
ing to lick you. Take your coat off.

You've got to fight."

"You just wait," he bawled in very
good English, "I'll show you !" His coat
was whipped off in no time and he was
boring in on the King.

It was evident from the first that the
anarchist was no match for the King.
"Come," cried Amos, tauntingly, as he

worked, in under his enemy's guard and
planted a straight left on the point of his

jaw, "come on! This is an excellent
chance to kill me ! no one will interfere,

I assure you."
The man began to look as if he wished

some one would. He was bleeding from
the nose and one eye was nearly closed.

He rushed the King wildly and endeav-
ored to close with him.
"Oh, oh, want to wrestle now, eh.

Well that's an interesting game, too.

Come along, then," cried Amos, as he
twined himself about his opponent, and
throwing him heavily, obtained a half

Nelson hold on him; then, quickly chang-
ing it to a strangle hold, he soon had the
fellow gasping and begging for mercy.
"Mercy!" echoed the King. "What

does an anarchist want with mercy

!

You showed none to me or mine last

night, you villain !" and he tightened
his grip.

It was a fearful sight, this fight of man
and man, fighting as the beasts fight,

without weapons.
"Amos! Amos!" cried Donnaly, "don't^

kill him!"
The anarchist's tongue was protruding

from his mouth ; his face was black

;

his head fell heavily back and his eyes
closed. The deadly "strangle" hold had
done its work; he was nearly gone.
Then the King rose and straightened

himself.

"There !" he cried fiercely. "It may be
wicked, it is wicked, but it gives me more
satisfaction than having the beast shot."

The Count and Donnaly both stepped
forward and gazed at the unconscious
man. "Js he dead?" they asked in one
voice.

"Amos," cried Donnaly, "you have killed

him."
"I think not," replied the King care-

lessly, as he stirred Xhe fellow with his
foot. "Not but what he deserves it,"

he added.
Slowly the anarchist opened his eyes,

then rolled over again, writhing with
pain.

"Get up !" ordered the King.
Blindly the fellow tried to obey. He

could not rise. Amos dragged him to his

feet.

"Now," he said, "you have had what
you richly deserved, a good licking, and
I have taken great pleasure in administer-
ing it. Do you know what's going to

happen now?"
The man was reeling and half uncon-

scious ; he looked as if he did not care
what happened, but the next words of
the King brought him to his senses.
"You are going to be made to work.

I am going to make a useful citizen of
you."
The whipped man blinked stupidly at

his conqueror; he failed to grasp the
. meaning of the words.

The King wasted no time over him.
"Where is the captain ?" he asked.
The officer was bv his side in a mo-

ni"!!*:. He r--"' hcev far away for,

1 officers had

"A shaeery-lookine doe • commenced barkiner savaeely at the King's carriage"

been crowded around the door of the cell,

watching the fearful struggle.

"Here, sire !" he said, saluting.

"Remove this—this thing," came the or-
der. "Place a ball and chain upon him and
teach him to work in the fields. Let him
become of some use in the world. Let
him work eight hours a day, and every
seventh day report to me in person.
Should he refuse to do his duty, bring
him to me at once; I will induce him to.

Treat him kindly ; let there be no harsh-
ness ; I will attend to all punishments.
Give him good, wholesome food and such
reading matter as you may have." Then
to the whipped man : "Get out from
here. Learn to work ; learn to be a man,
and when you are fit you shall be sent
into the world again, not before."

Chapter VII.

"jESSOP" SEES SOMETHING WRONG
" Amos," said Donnaly, when they were
•** alone once more, "I did not know

you could be so vindictive. You were a
perfect fiend. That man had a pretty
close call. If you had held on thirty
seconds more you would have killed

him."
"He might have killed her," retorted

his friend hotly.

"Who ?"

"Why, the Queen, of course."
"Oh," drawled Donnaly comprehen-

sively, and then the King looked sharply
at him.
"Of course the Queen. Who else could

it be?" he repeated.
"Might have been you, old man."
"It might, but that wasn't why I licked

him."
"Do you think you have made a con-

vert?"
"Time will tell, as the Count says.

At any rate, I've given myself some
much-needed exercise," and the King
linked his arm in his friend's and strolled

into' the adjoining room.
"Do you recollect, old man, what we

were occupying ou«elves with before we
left New York to make that eastern trip?"
inquired Amos.
"Why, that expensive little toy of

yours, the air ship, seems to me," replied
his chum.
"The sky clipper, you mean."
"Exactly, the sky clipper," echoed

Donnaly with a faint smile.

"I would like," went on Amos, "to get
the working parts on here. It would be
something to while away the time with."
"Seems to me you won't want for

something to do, as things are going at
present."

"Well, I'd simply treat it as a recrea-
tion, you know," the King said.

"I guess we could have them sent on
here, but it wouldn't be wise to have
them sent direct. I should suggest that
they were reshipped twice at least—say
to Cherbourg first, then to Constantino-
ple, and reshipped on here."

"It might be the wisest course," as-
sented Amos. "Could you attend to that
for me, Donnaly, old man?"
"Why, yes, if you really think you

need them." - •

"I wish yofl would then."
"All right."

A servant tapped at the door.
"Your Majesty, the Queen is waiting;

lunch is served," he announced.
At luncheon the talk vyas mostly of the

review which was to take place that after-

noon in honor of the King's return. The
Queen was to attend, and the elite of
Mirtheium's society was expected to be
present.

The standing army of the island con-
sisted of three thousand men, compris-
ing horse, foot and artillery, but, like most
military machines, it was- capable of much
elasticity, its war footing reaching the
really formidable total of twenty-three
thousand, and embracing every able-bodied
man in the kingdom. This little model
army was armed with weapons of the
latest date, its organization was very
complete, and on various occasions it had
been mobilized in twelve hours, ready
to take the field. The army was the pride
and joy of the Island Kingdom of Mir-
theium.
The navy consisted of two small thou-

sand-ton gunboats, ancfc three Yarrow
torpedo boats. All these vessels were
constantly in service as revenue cutters,

policing the waters around the island arid

preventing smuggling. The Count Ben-
idect was "Lord High Admiral" of this

fleet. In past times the navy had
achieved great fame and honor, notably
in a brig action with a Turkish frigate in

1873, when the smaller Mirtheium vessel

succeeded in lowering the Turk's colors,

and bringing it into Doonroon a prize.

Again during the Egyptian troubles of
'81-'82, when by smart seamanship its

gunboat "Dragoon" evaded the British

fleet and took in a message to the re-

bellious pasha Arabi, afterward cutting

its way out in brilliant fashion, in the
teeth of the whole fleet. Passages of

history like this made the Mirtheiums
as proud of their infant navy as of their

gallant army.
The King and Queen, as they sat at

their private luncheon, were discussing

the appointment of Rudolf, the Rouman-
ian, as chief of the fighting machine.
This appointment had been one of the

first acts of Leopold X. upon his ascen-

sion of the throne, and was generally
regarded in the nature of a sop to any
feeling which the reputed aspirant to the

throne might have ; for had matters
turned out differently, had Leopold been
unsuccessful in his wooing of the Prin-

cess Edna, and had Rudolf succeeded,

there was no doubt but that he would
have made a strong bid for the throne. It

was considered policy, therefore, to soothe

his wounded feeling with the gift of

commander in chief of the land forces

of Mirtheium, subordinate, of course, to

the King himself, who was chief of both
army and navy.
Luncheon over, the Queen retired to

dress, and the King to don his uniform.

It was two-thirty when the royal carriage,

drawn by four magnificent cream-colored
horses, and attended by postilions and
outriders, arrived upon the scene.

A magnificent popular ovation awaited
the King and his consort. With a spon-

taneous movement the entire assemblage
of people burst into cheering, followed
instantly by that peculiar form of Mir-
theium applause, known as "Firing,"
which consists of clapping the hands and
shouting at the same time five times—
the first two slow, the last three fast.

It sounded to the King something like

the familiar American college yell, as he
listened to it, "Oh—ya. Oh—^ya—^ya."

Having inspected the troops, the King
again proceeded to the saluting point,

and from there witnessed the march past.

First came the King's Own Guards,
a body of men whose individual height
must be six feet or greater. Then the
1st, 2d and 3d Guards—all infantry.

Then the six batteries of artillerj' and the
brigade of heavy and light cavalry. Ru-
dolf of Roumania with his staff rode at

the head of the troops until the royal

stand was passed, when he wheeled his

charger around and took up his position

at the^ King and Queen's side, pointing
out to the King the different changes
which had taken place in the army's
detail since the latter's absence.
"Your Majesty will miss one old face,"

remarked Rudolf.
Amos waited for the Roumanian to

lead, well knowing that a great many
old faces might be missing and he not
know it.

"Colonel Voltimmeir," resumed the com-
mander in chief. "He was killed three
weeks ago in a brush, with some mountain
bandits. Your Majesty lost a faithful

servant there. Captain Noel is gone, too.

He died in hospital soon after your de-
parture."
"So I heard," observed the King truth-

fully. "They have but crossed in ad-
vance the river we all must ford some
day, cousin. But what is amiss with
that dog? He seems possessed."
The attention of both men was attract-

ed by the antics of a shaggy-looking
dog, who had for the moment stopped
the advance of the troops. He had been
solemnly marching in advance of the 3d
Guards, when suddenly he stopped, and
with every evidence of anger and annoy-
ance commenced barking savagely at the
King's carriage.

"Dans oddus, (that's odd)," exclaimed
Duke Rudolf. "Does not old 'Jessop'

know your Majesty any longer!"
The Queen smiled and whispered

in the King's ear, who laughed heartily.

"Her Majesty suggests that the mascot
does not know me now that I wear Lon-
don-made clothes. Here Jessop, Jessop,"
he called aloud to the dog.
The animal remained stationary, bark-

ing angrily. He refused to come at the
King's command. Never had such a
thing occurred before. "Old Jessop," the

famous mascot of the 3d Guards, had
always sprung gladly at His Majest}''s

bidding. Now he was sullen and defiant;

something was amiss

!

"Come hither, you cur," cried the Duke
Rudolf.
"Here, Jessop, Jessop," echoed the King,

snapping his fingers.

The only response was a show of great-

er anger. The immediate spectators
[continued on page 21]
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Life's Joyous Way
BY MARTHA SHEPARD LIPPIXCOTT

Sweet love will make the world so bright
And drive sad grief away

;

It will with sunshine fill the world.
In its enchanting way,

Until the heart is full of joy
And lightly feels life's care,

When there will be a loved one near
To every labor share.

The soul finds sweetest joys of life

Where love will lead the way.
And it will be rejoicing in
Each joyous, love-lit day;

WhUe life will seem a happy dream
1 o lead the soul above

And teach us that in all the world
There is no joy like love.

Common Sense and Common Remedies

by hilda richmond
Good Food

Do YOU know that many diseases can
be fed out of the human system?
It is a fact, whether you believe
it or not. Along with the fresh-

air treatment for consumptives nowadays
there is always coupled the good food
treatment, and the two together work
wonders. Sufferers from tuberculosis are
urged to eat fresh eggs, milk, cream,
bread and butter, olive oil and many
other fat-producing foods, on the ground
that a well-nourished bodj' resists and
overcomes tendencies to disease. Little
children fed on prepared foods or the
doubtful milk of cities grow hearty when
taken to the country, where pure milk
abounds, or are supplied with the pure
product from some healthy cow. The
diseases that prey upon their tiny bodies
are literally fed out by the nourishing
milk, and their lives are saved. It is

gratifying to note that in cities every
effort is being made to supply the poor
with pure milk to lower the terrible death
rate among infants, but there is much to
be done everywhere before men and
women realize the importance of eating
good food three times a day.

Thin, irritable, nervous women could
do wonders for themselves by eating
plenty of hot, nourishing food. Often
the mother of the family waits upon the
children, bakes hot cakes for the entire
family and does innimierable chores be-
fore eating her breakfast. When she
does sit down, the food is cold and un-
appetizing and she makes an indifferent
meal. That she should ever make a piece
of toast for herself or a cup of hot cocoa
never occurs to her. Indeed, if it were
suggested, she would think it a piece of
rank foolishness to waste that much time.

Yet the toast and good cocoa would help
her through the hard mornings and give
her strength and patience to throw off

the feeling of irritability that takes pos-
session of her simply because she is ill

fed.

A little girl who was pale and delicate

went from her own home to stay with
her grandmother, and in less than six

months was rosy and health3^ At her
own home there were sausage, buckwheat
cakes, ham, hot biscuits and coffee on the
breakfast table, with slight variations all

winter, while at her grandmother's an
entirely different state of affairs pre-
vailed. The sausage and cakes were ex-
cellent for the men who had to work out
of doors, but the delicate child and her
delicate mother could not assimilate such
food. The grandmother provided soft-

boiled eggs, well-cooked cereals, toast,

bread and milk and fruits, and the child

was soon well and strong. The mother
hooted at the idea of preparing an extra

breakfast for any one, but it would have
done her a world of good had she been
able to sit down to cereal and cream with
good cocoa. There was plenty of cream
on the farm, and the good food might
easily have been provided, but the mother
said what was good enough for one mem-
ber of the family was good enough for

all.

Good food is much cheaper in the end
than poor articles. Well-cooked prunes,
evaporated apricots, canned fruits, simple
pudding to be eaten with milk, fresh

fruits and good custards are much nicer

than so many pies, and much less work
to prepare. Pies are all right in their

place, but should not be served three

times a day year in and year out. Dough-
nuts occasionally are much relished, but
there is no need to have them at every
meal. Cake sTiould be saved for a treat

rather than served as a regular article of
diet, and the frying pan should occasion-
ally have a rest. Boiled and roast meats
are much more healthful than fried foods,
and are better liked by most people, but
the busy housewives imagine that frying
takes less time and trouble.

For rheumatism and other blood dis-

eases spinach, celery, fruits, asparagus,
lettuce and other vegetables should be
freely indulged in, but little meat. There
are few things that onions are not good
for if eaten raw or cooked with cream
dressing. You will need very little blood
medicine if you eat freelv of vegetables
in early spring, and the doctor ;s nbnnst

a stranger in homes where fruits and
vegetables form the chief articles of diet

all the year. It has been noted time and
again that children fed on highly spiced
foods and hea\^y meats, who are irritable

and peevish, become good tempered when
put on a simple diet. We are all familiar
with the scabby skins and foul breaths of
the children whose misguided parents
allow them to indulge too freely in pork,
nuts, pies and rich foods. Such children
when fed sensibly become clean skinned
and healthy in a short time.

A safe rule for good cooking is to
avoid all spices, excessive lard prepara-
tions, elaborate desserts and hea\y meats.
Use plenty of rich milk, cream, well-
cooked cereals, eggs, poultry, soups,
fruits of all kinds and very many vege-
tables. With green corn, peas, beans,
carrots, onions, asparagus, tomatoes and
all the other good things of the garden
the family table should see little meat

SHAWL IN LOVERS'-KNOT STITCH

from spring to fall except an occasional
chicken. If every farmer and his family
could live a few^ summer months in a
large city they would soon appreciate the
wealth at their command. The ' diseases
that come from eating infected meats and
tainted vegetables may all be avoided by
the country resident, and many of the
other complaints fed out by good cookfng.'
Nervousness, lung trouble, dj-spepsia,

billiousness, skin diseases and other com-
plaints will disappear under the right

kind of treatment, together with intel-

ligent care. More and more physicians
are attaching great importance to the sub-
ject of eating, and the housewife will do
well to avoid doctors' bills by feeding
herself and her fJmily nothing but good
foods.

[series to be continued next issue]
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Crochet Shawl

The shawl herewith illustrated is niade
from the "lovers'-knot" stitch, known

to most every one, and which is very
simple in design. For the body of the
shawl use the "lovers'-knot" stitch, mak-
ing a chain of as many stitches as you
wish the size of the shawl to be; the one
here illustrated consists of eighty-five

stitches. After you have decided on the
size of the shawl, and have made as many
stitches as you desire, always an uneven
number, make three, one for the turn
and two for the lovers'-knot; go into

every knot of the first row with your
needle, making two "lovers'-knot" stitches

each time j'ou have gone the length of the
shawl, and then make three again to turn,

and so on until the shawl is squared, or
whatever shape you wish it.

The fringe is made of the common
chain stitch. The one here illustrated

has twenty chains worked very loosely

and caught in every knot. Of course, for.-

the corners it requires a little more, and
therefore it is well to work two or three
chains in the corner knots.

This makes a very oeautiful shawl, and
at the same time inexpensive, being made
of Shetland floss, and requiring only
about ten skeins. C. O'B.

Grandmothers -Day Desserts

BY M.\UD E. S. HYMF.RS

Tn the present craze for fancy desserts
the good, old-fashioned, wholesome

pudding of our grandmothers' day is

practically unknown. The pie, of course,
we have always with us, with all its old-
time virtues and many of its faults re-

tained ; but whenever the modern cook
essays the building of a pudding it is sure
to be a sillibub variety, all fluff and

vanity. The least obsen'ing of house-
wives must see that these "fluffy ruffles"

desserts are not so much relished by the
men folk of the family as b>' the feminine
members, which probably explains the
masculine demand for pie. If a really
attractive and relishable pudding were
substituted, instead of the glued horrors
seen too often on modern tables, doubt-
less they would be eaten with as much
satisfaction as the more indigestible pie.

Many of the puddings of our grand-
mothers' day were wholesome enough, as
well as dainty enough, for the most exact-
ing of_ moderji palates, and a knowledge
of their compounding should be retained
in cookery craft. Should the reformer
fear too sudden a change from the com-
plex modern dessert to the simple pud-
dings of other days, let her test the fancy
of the family with the old-time favorite,
floating island, which, beside being most
dainty in appearance, has also the ad-
vantage of being highly nourishing.

Floating Island—One quart of milk
heated to scalding; yolks of four' eggs
beaten with four tablespoonfuls of sugar,
over which pour a cupful of the hot
milk, mixing well. Return to sauce pan,
and boil until it begins to thicken. When
cool, flavor with vanilla or almond ex-
tract, and pour into a fancy dish. Make
a meringue of the four egg whites and
powdered sugar, into which beat one half
cupful of any preferred jelly, a teaspoon-
ful at a time. Serve cold.

Lest this be still too frothy for the
masculine taste, try him with a more
substantial old-time delicacy, know as

Indi.^n Pudding—To one cupful of
cornmeal add one half pint of molasses,
one ' quart of sweet apples pared and
quartered, one quart of scalded milk, and
salt and spices to taste. ^ After stirring w^ell

pour into a buttered pudding dish. Over
the top pour another quart of cold milk,

but do not stir. Bake slowly four hours,
when it should turn out a rich red mass
of delicious jelly. Serve with cream.
Two variations of this pudding follow,

either one excellent, and all of which
were especial favorites with our grand-
mothers.

Indian Custard Pudding—One small
cupful of cornmeal and one pint of milk
mixed and cooked together until thick.

Thin with cold milk to the consistency of

cream. Add one half cupful of sugar (or

KNITTED STRIPE FOR PETTICOAT

suit taste), two beaten eggs, lump of
butter the size of an egg, salt and season-
ing. Raisins may be added when half

done, if desired. Bake slowly two hours,
stirring once or twice. Serve hot, with or
without sauce.

Boiled Indian Pudding—To one quart
of boiling milk stir in one and one half

pints of sifted cornmeal, one teaspoonful
of salt, one cupful of molasses, one half

cupful of chopped suet, and one teaspoon-
ful of dissolved soda; add raisins, if de-

sired. Dip a cloth in hot water, wring,
flour a little, turn in the mixture, and tic

up, leaving room to swell. Boil four
hours, and serve hot with a sweet sauce.

Another pudding seen often on our
grandmothers' tables and redolent of old-

fashioned hospitality, is

Brown Betty—Sori;ikle a layer of
bread crumbs nito a weli-outtercd pudcling
dish, and dot with small bits of butter;

over this put a layer of apples (cored
and sliced), witfc sugar, and spices to

taste. Alternate the layers until the dish

is full; add one half cupful of water, and
bake slowly. Serve with hard sauce.

Another general favorite was fig pud-
ding, which is as tasty to-day as origi-

nally.

Fig Pudding—One fourth of a4)ound oi
figs chopped fine, two cupfuls of bread
crumbs, one cupful of brown sugar, and
one fourth of a pound of suet chopped
fine. Mix 2il together, and add two
beaten eggs, the grated rind and juice
of one lemon, one dessertspoonful .of
molasses, half a nutmeg and one table-
spoonful of flour. Steam three hours,
and serve with sauce.
With the favorites was included the

rice pudding, which was especially in
evidence on ironing day, because of the
long, slow fire required to perfect it.

Rice Pudding—Two quarts of milk,
two thirds of a cupful of rice, one cupful
of sugar, a piece of butter the size of a
walnut, and cinnamon or any preferred
flavoring to taste, not forgetting the pinch
of salt. Bake slowly until the consistency
of cream, stirring once or twice until
nearly done, when a thin crust should be
allowed to form over the pudding. This
may be eaten cold or warm.
The best of the bread-pudding family

comes down to us from the time when
the "taste and try" method was in vogue,
hence is typical of old-time cookery,
which was for the most part unhampered
by rule of cup and spoon. Proportions
being impossible to obtain, this pudding
should be attempted only by the cook
thoroughly in sympathy with the spirit

of grandmothers' cookery, but once suc-
cessfully accornplished, the pudding will

remain a favorite in the most exacting
family.

Bre.\d-and-Milk Pudding—The night
before you wish to serve this puddinrj
purchase a stale brick loaf of bread.
Butter generously a hea\'y earthenware
pudding dish or stone crock rather high
and narrow. With a sharp knife slice

the breae very thin, and put a layer in
the bottom of the pudding dish. Add to
first layer a "sprinkling" of sugar, "just
a pinch" each of allspice and cinna-
mon, a "grating of nutmeg," and "a good
handful" of Malaga raisins seeded and
cut in halves. Continue in this order
until the pudding mold is full, finishing
with a laj^er of bread. Heat a quantity
of fresh milk lukewarm ; add a "savor"
of salt, and enough molasses to color the
milk perceptibly, and pour over the bread
until by gently pressing the mass you
can see the milk. Never stir it. Cover
with a plate, and leave over night. In
the morning, if it seems dry, add more
prepared milk, and bake slowly for three
or four hours, according to size. Keep
covered with an inverted plate for half
the time, then finish xCith a piece of
brown paper. Eat hot or cold, and with
or without sauce.

<5>

Knitted Stripe for Petticoat

BY MRS. J. R. mackintosh
T T se woolen knitting yam of the quality

and color desired, in fast colors, and
two wooden or ivory needles of a larger
size than the coarse steel needles. Cast
on 39 stitches. Slip the first stitch in

each row and knit plain the last stitch

of each row. This will not be mentioned
again.

First row—Purl every stitch except the
first and last one.

Second row—Purl 2, knit 1, * * over,
purl 1, * knit 2, purl 1, repeat from * ten
times, over, * * knit 1, purl 2.

Third row—Knit 5, * purl 2, knit 1,

repeat from * ten times, * knit S.

Work the next seventeen rows this

way. In every even row repeat what is

written between the doutfle stars in second
row. as there is an increase of 2 stitches

in the even rows—made by the overs

—

* you must purl one more stitch before
you make the first over, and purl one
more after making second over, than
in preceding even row *, except in th_e

fourth row, when you must purl 4 stitches

before making first over and after mak-
ing second over. Then repeat from * to
* for the even rows.

In the twentieth row 12 stitches are
purled on each side of pattern. In the

uneven rows repeat from * to * in third

row, and knit one more stitch plain in

each of these rows in the part that is

made before the first * and after the

•second *.

In the nineteenth row there are 13

stitches knit plain on each side of the
pattern.

Twenty-first row—TCnit 13, * knit next
stitch, then knit the next two purled
stitches together; now draw the oreccding
stitch over the one just knit, repeat from
* nine times, knit 15. You will now have
39 stitches left.

fwer.ty-second row—Same as first row.
Twenty-tl-.ird row—Knit plain.

Twenty-fourth row—Like twenty-sec-

ond row.
Twenty-fifth row—Knit 4, repeat from

* to * in third row, knit 4.

This completes the ^
pattern. Repeat

from second row to the length of stripe

desired. If these directions are carefully

followed, with an occasionnl reference to

the illustrated model, n<J difficulty will be
found in working this Inndsome design.
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French Canvas-Work Borders
BY MAE Y. MAHAFFY

EMBROIDERY On canvas backgrounds is

one of the modes of decorative-stitch

work which has lived for centuries

through all the changing fads and fan-

cies. This fact alone is sufficient to prove
its merit, but one must really see some
of the wonderful specimens of this work
to appreciate its beauty. Durable to a

degree rarely found
in fancy needlework,
it is at the same
time full of innum-
erable possibilities.

Its forms are varied,

but one of the most
popular of modern
times is known as
French canvas work.
It is quite readily
mastered by the
tyro, an(i abounds in

countless opportuni-
ties for attractive,

individual designs,
and for the adorn-
ment of every house-
hold or toilet ac-

cessory which can be fashioned of canvas,
scrim, coarse linen or other evenly
meshed fabrics of open weave.
The materials necessary, aside from

the background, are a blunt, long-eyed
needle and working floss of silk, linen
or cotton. The luster cottons are lovely
for this work, and at the same time in-
expensive, but for very elaborate effects
the silks will be richer. Sometimes a
hit of gold thread is

also used to aid in this

particular.
liiiliininiliniiiiiiiiiiiiiijiliiin

As in cross-stitch
embroidery, it is nec-
essary to count the
threads of the canvas
in order to ensure
accuracy. However,
after a row or two of
the work is made, it

is not difficult to gage
the others by these
stitches. The thread
should be fastened to

the work on the
wrong side, and if

care is exercised in

this part of the work
th^ wrong side will

present almost as neat an appearance as
the right. This does not matter espec-
ially on sorne articles, but in scarfs and
similar pieces, where the wrong side is

likely to be noticed, it is quite a feature.

The principal stitch employed is known
in some kinds of canvas work as ivory
stitch, and is almost identical with the
satin stitch of ordinary embroidery. It

is in reality the placing of stitches side
by side in solid pha-
lanx. Beside this the
cross and star are fre-

quently utilized, and
sometimes the slant

stitch and couching.
Others may be used,

but few stitches are
needful to secure sat-

isfactory results.

Among the many
articles which are
suitably embellished
with French canvas
work are sideboard
and dresser scarfs,

table runners, stand

covers, center squares, bedspreads, cur-

tains, portieres, couch and pillow covers,

bags of all descriptions, and the numerous
fancy articles to which decorative nee-

dlework is applicable, and for ef¥ective

band trimmings for wraps or dresses

there can be nothing more charming for

the same expenditure of time and money.
Resembling the exquisite imported band

trimmings in every
respect, they can be
made by the home
dressmaker at a small
fraction of the cost,

and are consequently
a source of great de-
light to the woman
who likes to produce
good results at infinit-

ismal expense.
With but little

trouble one can plan
their own designs, it

being necessary, of
course, to keep them
somewhat angular
because of the
mesh threads. Hard-
anger, Norwegian, cross-stitch or bead-
work patterns can oftentimes be followed
in canvas work. The illustrations show
some pretty designs which may readily

be copied by interested readers.
No. 1 is about two and one half inches

wide, and is fitted for use as a trimming,
or on some piece of fjfncy work where a
rather wide border is desired, such as

sideboard scarfs, stand covers, bags, etc.

It is carried out in two shades of floss

—

in\A' V:' gr; . n white canvas, but

S-lfli-ll

NO. 3

NO. 4

Other color schemes would be equally
effective. On a deep ecru background
rich, dark reds, blues, greens and browns
are handsome. It is not necessary to con-
fine oiieself to two shades in a pattern of
this magnitude.
The outer bands are worked solid over

four threads and outlined on each edge.
Four threads are likewise covered by the
cross in the center of each star, the points
beginning over two of" these and grad-
ually increasing until six threads are cov-
ered, then diminishing on the other side.
The double crosses cover ten threads each
way, and two rows of slant stitches out-
line the group. The double cross or star
in the center of the small square is made
over eight threads, as are the four outside
the square, which is itself worked solid
in graduating meshes. The seven slant
stitches which make up each side of the
points cover eight threads each also.

In No. 2 we have a simple design, also
in two shades—pink and blue—on a
cream-colored ground. Stars or double
crosses over four threads each way form
the centers of the little brick-like blocks.
These are made over four threads also,

five stitches being formed on each side
of the star. The blocks of the zigzag
border are over four threads, too, five

stitches being used in the outer groups
and three in each of the others. This
pattern is dainty indeed for embellishing
sash curtains and the like.

No. 3 is a compact pattern of solid-

stitch work laid in rows, diamonds and
points. It is more suitable for band ef^

fects vv'ithout the outer row of points or
Vandykes. These may be placed on each
side, and are always adapted to plain-
edged borders. In rich colorings this

pattern is particularly handsome for vest
effects in coats, and shows but little of
the background.
The basket-weave pattern. No. 4, is a

slight departure from the others pictured,
being more on the order of drawn-thread
work. Three rows of eight stitches each
over three threads are made side by side,

the stitches being drawn so as to pull the
rows apart a trifle. Three similar rows
running at right angles follow, and so on,
alternately through the entire design in
every row. The work may be made as
wide as one wishes, and finished along
the edge in any preferred way, or left as
it is in the cut. As shown only one color
is used, but a splendid effect is obtained
b}' using two colors—one for the groups
where the stitches run up and down, and
the other for those going from side to
side. Variegated floss also affords an al-

luring prospect for the lover of the soft,

changeable colorings of Oriental work.
Although colors have been mentioned

throughout this article, the writer does not
wish to infer that French canvas em-
broidery is not suitable for all white
work. On the contrary, all-white effects

are lovely in this method of embroider-
ing, but colors just now seem pre-eminent
among needlecrafters, despite the laun-
dress' objections thereto. Nowadays the
manufacturers understand the contents
of their dye pots so well that with but
an ordinary amount of caution these ob-
j ections may readily be overcome.

4>

Cottage Bread

ONE quart of flour, one tablespoonful
of sugar, one tablespoonful of butter,

one well-beaten egg, one teaspoonful of
salt and three tablespoonfuls of yeast.

Make up with water like loaf bread.
When risen, make in small round loaves
the size of a tea plate, let them take a
second to rise, and bakeJn a rather quick
oven. Cut each in four triangular pieces,

split, and butter while hot.

lemon Fritters

THOROUGHLY blend together two ounces
of finely shredded beef suet, one des^

sertspoonful of flour, three ounces of
bread crumbs, the grated rind of a large

lemon and two tablespoonfuls of caster

sugar. Stir in two well-beaten eggs, one
tablespoonful of milk and the same quan-
tity of strained lemon juice. Put on the

paste board, roll out to about an inch

thick, divide into circles, drop into boil-

ing fat, and fiy until lightly browned on
each side; drain, and serve on hot plates.

Perfect Waffles

/^NE pint of sour cream or buttermilk,
^-^ one half pint of sweet milk, two eggs,

with yolks and whites beaten separately

and very light, one large tablespoonful

of melted butter, one saltspoonful of salt,

and enough sifted flour to make a mod-
erately stiff' batter. Dissolve in the sour

cream one half teaspoonful of soda. Mix
in a deep bowl the flour and the sweet
milk alternately until smooth, then add
the beaten yolks of eggs, then the melted
butter, and lastly stir in the well-beaten

whites of eggs. In baking, fill the waffle

irons only half full. These waffles are

exquisitely light, and will rise in the

irons to twice their size. The irons must
be hot and well greased, the fire clear

and strong.

Have a

Singer
./

Sewing

Machine

Delivered

To Her

Christmas

Morning

Picture the warm wel-

come that will meet such a

gift—the welcome frorn wife

or mother, daughter, sister

or sweetheart

!

Every household re-

quires a sewing machine, of

course. And every woman
deserves the one machine

which is everywhere recog-

nized as the best that money
can buy,

Give her a Singer
Jt lasts a lifetime.

BY THIS
SIGN

YOU MAY
KNOW

AND WILL

FIND
SINGER
STORES
EVERY-
WHERE

For sale all over

the world.

Time

Enough

Yet-

To MaHe

the Best

Present

of a

Lifetime

Pointers Worth While
MAKE baking tins smooth, scour

them well with a piece of unprepared
pumice stone, and wash well.

Gilt frames should never be rubbed
with a cotton duster, as the roughness
of the material will in time take off the
gliding.

A sponge dropped in strong black coffee

to which a few drops of ammonia have
been added, is an excellent renovating
agent for a soiled black coat. Dry by
rubbing briskly with a clean woolen cloth.

To prepare a mustard plaster in haste,

trim the crust from a thin slice of white
bread, then sprinkle it thickly with ground
mustard, spread a very thin cloth over
the mustard, then dampen with vinegar
or water.

It is sometimes rather a difficult mat-
ter to decide whether a boiled pudding
is quite done or not. Watch the pudding
cloth, and as soon as it begins to look
wrinkled you may be quite sure that your
pudding is ready to be removed from
the pot.

An old-fashioned home-made furniture
polish consists of one third spirits of tur-

pentine and two thirds sweet oil. Apply
with old flannel, and rub dry with an-
other cloth. This removes all surface
marks from polished furniture, and with
repeated rubbings will give a high polish
to unvarnished hard wood.

The hard work of washing comforts
will be greatly lightened if the cotton be
first covered with common mosquito net-

ting, and lightly tacked, before covering
with calico. When the calico becomes
soiled, cut the tacks, Remove the calico,

and wash. Hang the cotton covered with
the netting on a line in the sunshine to

air, then return to covering, and tack as

before.

Stains on silk caused by wax, resin,

turpentine, pitch or other substance of a

resinous nature can be removed by the

application of pure alcohol. It frequently

happens that when turpentine has been
employed to rernove a grease stain from
silk, a stain nearly as objectionable as

the original one remains. This is caused
by the resin contained in the turpentine,

j

The silk stains should first be moistened
with a few drops of alcohol, and allowed

.

to soak for a minute or two. Fresh al-
i

cohol should then be rubbed on lightly

with a clean sponge. When the stain has
\

vanished wipe perfectly- dry and hang in
;

the open air for several hours.
i

MINERS AND
WHOUSALERS

Get Your

COAL
Direct from the mines.
SAVE MONEY and
KNOW you have
FULL WEIGHT.

Buy direct of the ori^nal and only concern
in America that will sell direct from the mines
at wholesale, saving middleman's profit and
insuring full weiglit.
We sell only the best grade of soft coal,

suitable for every purpose—Cook Stove, Heat-
ing- Stove, Furnace, or Steam use—guarantee
quality, and save you money in price, as well
as in weight.
Buy direct. Write at once and we will give

you free "Coal Facts" that means money to you.

HARMAN COAL COMPANY
11 Old Colony Bldg. CHICAGO

ilpnier \W M»ke» blacklne a stove saeaier 111 picn»ure. Eonlly appUed, safe—
Tor it. ^dF clean — eeonomlcal — eoea twice

o» far a8 other poHahe8.FREE SAMPLE Address Dept.!.

Lamont. Corlisa & Co., Agents, 7SHudson Street, H.T.

Oon'iThrawitAw,

zs -Your. Granlle- D-ish or
^ H ot: Wat c r 8 aq L e o K. ?

' USE COLLETTE'S PATENT PATCHES
mend all ieuks in all uteusilb—lin,

brass, copper, graiiite^'a re. IiotwaterbaifS.
etc. Jio solder, cement or rivet. Anyone
can use them: fit any surface. Send for
sample pkg. 10c. Complete pkg. assorted

-«izeB, 25c. postpaid. Agents wanted.
^CoUetteMfg. Company, Box 601, Amsterdam,N.T.

Hnmes, halls, churches, schools, stores flood-

ed wiji soft brilliant radiance if you use the

SL'N Ineandescent Gasoline

Cheapest and best litrht on earth. 1.2.3,4-
huriier fixtures, ioo-cand!e power to each burn-
er. Safe, simple, no dirt, grease, odor. Gee
catalog-. Good opening-s for agents.

The "Sun" Outshines Them All

Sna taf Liglit Co.. 311 Market St> (antoo, 0.
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Fashions That Are Practical

Smart Styles Designed Especially for the Home Dressmaker
By Grace Margaret Gould

December 25, 1907
EW

No. 1047—Tucked Shirt Waist With Yoke

No. 1042—Semi-Fitted Coat, Seven-
Elighths Length

Pattern cut for 32, 36 and 40 inch bust measures
(small, medium and large). Quantity of material
required for medium si2e, or 36 inch bust, seven
and one half yards of thirty-six-inch material, or
five and one half yards of fifty-four-inch material

No. 1047—Tucked Shirt Waist With Yoke
Pattern cut for 34, 36, 38 and 40 inch bust
measures. Quantity of material required for me-
dium size, or 36 inch bust, three and one fourth
yards of thirty-six-inch material or two and one
half yards of forty-four-inch material.

No. 668--Rag Doll and Dress
Pattern cut in one size, for a doll 22 inches high.
Quantity of material required for the doll, three
fourths of a yard of thirty-six-inch material.
Quantity of material required for shirt waist, five
eighths of a yard of twenty-two-inch material.
For the skirt, three eighths of a yard of thirty-
fiix-inch material

No. 1043—Nine-Gored Maternity Skirt

Pattern cut for 24, 26, 28, 30 and 32 inch waist measures.
Length of skirt, 42 inches all around. Quantity of material
required for medium size, or 28 inch waist, eight and three
fourths yards of thirty-six-inch material, or six and three fourths
yards of forty-four-inch material
The upper part of the skirt fits closely. Extensions added below

the hip on the front and side gores are arranged in inverted
plaits. The underlying plaits at the back are particularly deep.
The belt is arranged on the top- of the skirt before these plaits
are put in. This makes it possible for the plaits to be let out
gradually without taking the skirt off the band. Extra niaterial
is added above the regular waistline on the front and side gores,
which may be let down.

No. 1044—Skeleton Jumper Dress With
Tucked Plaited Skirt

Pattern cut for 6, 8, 10 and 12 year sizes. Quan-
tity of material required for medium size, or 8
years, five and three fourths yards of twenty-two-
inch material, or four and one half yards of
thirfy-six-inch material, with two yards of con-
trasting material for guimpe

MADISON SQUARE PATTERNS
Our illustrated winter catalogue of Madison Square patterns will be

sent upon receipt of four cents in stamps. Order all patterns from Pattern

Department, Farm and Fireside, I I East 24th Street, New York City.

Full descriptions and directions are sent with the pattern as to the number
of yards of material required, the number and the names of the different pieces

in the pattern, how to cut and fit and put the garment together, and also a

picture of the garment as a model to go by.

ALL PATTERNS ARE 10 CENTS EACH
When ordering be sure to comply with the following directions: For

ladies' waists, give bust measure in inches; for skirt pattern, give waist measure

in inches; for misses and children, give age. To get bust and breast measures,

put a tape measure all the way around the body, over the dress, close under

the arms. Order patterns by their numbers. Satisfaction guaranteed or money
refunded.

OUR LATEST LIBERAL OFFER
We will give any two of these patterns for sending two yearly subscrip-

tions to Farm and Fireside at the regular price of 25 cents each. Your own
subscription m- y be one of the two. ^^'hen ordering write your name and
address distinctly. We will send Farm and Fireside one year, new or re-

newal, and any one pattern for only 30 cents.

No. 1045—Shirt Waist in

Shouldered Effect

Pattern cut for 32, 34, 36 and 38 inch bust meas-
ures. Quantity of material required for medium
size, or 36 inch bust, three and three fourths
yards of thirty-six-inch material, or two and one
half yards 'of forty-four-inch material, with three
eighths of a yard of velvet for collar and wrist-
bands

No. 1046—Plaited Skirt With Tucked Panels
Pattern cut for 22, 24, 26 and 28 inch waist
measures. Length of sldrt, 40 inches. Quantity
of material required for medium size, or 26 incE
waist, nine and one half yards of thirty-six-inch
material, or seven and one half yards of forty-
four-inch material

No. 669—Girl DoU's Outfit

This outfit consists of dress,- petticoat, chemise
and drawers. Pattern cut in one size, for a doU
22 inches high. Quantity of material required
for the dress, one and one fourth yards of twen-
ty-seven-inch material. Quantity of material re-

quired for the underwear, one and one fourtb
yards of thirty-six-inch material

No. 1041—Norfolk Suit

Pattern cut for 6. 8 and 10 yi .ir sizes. Quan-
tity of material required for m>Hium size, or 8
years, thre;e and one half yards of thiity-six-
inch material, or two and thro- fourths yards
of forty-four-inch material
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Miss Gould's. Dressmaking Lesson

Describing Every Detail in the Making of a Nine-Gored Walking Skirt

THE fact that a skirt is a larger piece
of work to handle than a waist is

,no real reason why the amateur
dressmaker should look upon it as a
more difficult garment to make. Indeed,
it often happens that a skirt is very
simple when the illustration would lead
one to suppose that it was quite compli-
cated. For the woman who does her
own sewing and who wants a plaited
skirt that is easy to make the pattern
of the skirt shown on this page is es-
pecially recommended. The Nine-Gored
Skirt With Side Plaits, No. 1030, may
be ordered from the Pattern Depart-
ment of Farm and Fireside, 11 East
24th Street, New York City. The price
of the pattern is ten cents.

This skirt is cut in nine gores. It

fits perfectly around the waist and hips
and fastens at the back under two in-

verted plaits. Extensions added on the
back edges of the front and side gores
are arranged in backward-turning plaits

which flare smartly at the lower edge.
The pattern pieces are all perforated

with a letter and referred to on the
pattern envelope by that letter. It is

impossible, for this reason, to confuse
the different pattern pieces ; and the
letters are especially useful in this pat-
tern, because the side gores all look
alike.

The pattern envelope contains six
pieces. * The front gore is lettered E,
the first side gore M, the second side
gore N, the third side gore L, the back
gore H and the belt A.

Smooth the pieces of the pattern out
carefully before placing them on the
material. In cutting, lay the edges of
the front gore and the belt marked by
triple crosses on a lengthwise fold.

Place the side gores and the back gores
with the line of large round perfora-
tions ia each lengthwise of the goods.

One illustration shows the most eco-
nomical way of placing the pattern pieces
on material forty-four inches wide. This
estimate is of course made for material
in which the pieces must all be cut
one way. If there is no nap or figure

in the fabric the pattern pieces may be

^ reversed and fitted into each other,
thereby saving quite a little material.

Mark everjr perforation and cut out
each notch carefully before removing
the pattern pieces from the material.
Be sure to cut the slash on the back
edge of the front and side gores, be-
cause these slashes will be very useful
when the skirt is put together.

In rnaking, join the pieces by cor-
responding notches. Pin the gores to-
gether, matching the notches in the
upper part of the skirt, and baste down
as far as the slash on each seam.
Now match the notches in the lower
part of the skirt, pin carefully, and
baste from the slash down on each
seam.

To form the side plaits, crease the
gores on lines of triangle perforations.
Bring the point of each plait to large
round perforation on following gore.
Baste the plaits firmly and press them
flat. It is well to press the plaits in

the skirt as soon as you form them
and baste them flat, and leave the

basting in until the final pressing is done. Too much cannot
be said about the pressing of skirts. It is because men tailors

are so careful at this point that they usually excel dressmakers
in giving their garments a good finish. Right here let me add
that many fabrics are so soft that ordinary basting cotton will

mark them when much pressing is done. Try pressing a small
piece of the material, using basting cotton first. Then if the
little piece marks, it is best to use silk in basting plaits flat.

It seems rather extravagant at first, but large spools of slightly

defective silk that could not be used for machine work may be

purchased at small cost and used exclusively for basting on

Send all pattern orders to the Pattern
Department, Farm and Fireside, 1

1

East 24th Street, New York City.

In ordering, give number of pattern and
bust and waist measures required. In
ordering children's patterns, mention
age. The price of each pattern is ten
cents. Send four cents in stamps for

our new winter catalogue.

No. 1030—Nine-Gored Skirt With Side Plaits

Pattern cut for 22, 24, 26, 28 and 30 inch waist meas-
ures. Length of skirt, 39 inches. Quantity of material
required for medium size, or 26 inch waist measure.
five and one fourth yards of thirty-six-inch material,^
or four y£u-<ls of forty-four-inch material

Showing One of the Plaits

Creased, just Before It is

Basted Flat—Also How
the Upper Edge of
the Plait is Notched

Side View of. the Skirt With
the Plaits Pasted, and a Suggestion
for Tri— .. ing the Seams With Braid

fine fabrics. Never draw a long basting
thread out of any plait or tuck. Cut
the thread at every stitch, and draw out
the short pieces one by one.

There are two ways of finishing the
upper curved part of the plait. It may
be slashed at the top (the slashes being
very close together and three eighths
of an inch deep) and turned in before it

is stitched flat. Another and easier
method is to finish the seams with braid,
and bring the braid down, covering the
raw edge of the plait. The braid may
be looped in fancy shapes or finished
with a large button at the point.

One illustration on this page shows
how to slash the curved upper edge of
the plait before turning it in.

Another illustration shows half the
skirt after the plaits have been basted
flat. In this picture the braid is applied
as suggested in the lesson.

Finish a placket at the center back
seam as far as the notch.

It is the poorly finished placket that
often gives a "h<5me-made" look to

an otherwise perfect skirt. Do not slight

the placket because it is hidden under
the plaits.

Form an inverted plait at each side
of the back by placing cross on perfo-
ration at upper edge and bring the long
line of large round perforations over to

meet the center back seam. Baste these
plaits, but do not press them until you
have tried on the skirt.

Sometimes the back plaits have to be
adjusted to suit the individual figure, and
it is not an easy matter to do this if the
plaits have been pressed and the decided
creases made in them.

Join the skirt " to the belt as notched
and fasten at the back.

The lower edge of this skirt should
be faced.

In the September 25, 1907, dress-

making lesson instructions were given
on facing a skirt, and an illustration

shows just how the facing and braid

are applied to give the best finish to the

lower edge of a skirt.

As this skirt is only thirty-nine inches

long (three inches from the ground),

a braid will not be necessary. If, however, a skirt just clears

the ground, it is well to finish it with a braid, because the edges

of these skirts cut faster than the edges of the really long skirts.

Frequently women with large hips have small waists, and a

pattern ordered 6y waist measure is

too small around the hips. When
ordering a skirt pattern it is a good
idea to give the hip measure, too,

when your waist is small. In fitting

such a pattern and making it smaller
at the waist, do not take off all the

additional width at one seam. The
pieces of this pattern ^are all per-

fectly proportioned and each of the
seams should be taken- in a little,

in order to keep the gores a proper
width at the waist.

Always take the measures for the
skirt length and compare them with
the pattern before cutting out your
material. Measure from the belt to

the floor back and front, also on
each side, and deduct from this length
the one, two or three inches you
want the skirt to clear the ground.
One side length is often a full inch
longer than the other because the
hip is more prominent. The material
for this extra length must be added
when the skirt is being cut out. All

skirt patterns are cut for regular
figures and any irregulajities must
have allowances made for them. It

is not only the amateur dressmaker
that makes mistakes in cutting skirts.

Frequently a professional cutter will

forget about the allowances, and the

skirt cut out carelessly never hangs
correctly. Special emphasis is placed
upon the lengths in this skirt, because
it is not made with the convenient
hem that may be let down and taken
up as occasion demands.

When any of the new striped ma-
terials are used for a skirt in this

style the stripes may be manipulated
in several very effective ways. The
stripes in the front gore, second side

'gores and back gores may be vertical

and those in the first and third side

gores horizontal. Sometimes straight

and bias gores alternate, and in other
skirts the gores are all bias, the

stripes being mitered at the seams.
Silk and velvet pipings are very

attractive on the smart mixed
cheviots and worsteds. The most
prominent color in the material is

sometimes selected for the pipings,

but often a very bright red or green

silk is used, giving a sharp contrast

to the -dark blue, black or gray back^
ground. The color is usually re-

peated in the coat which accompanies

the skirt.

SECOND

Tliis is the Most Economical
Way of Placing the Pattern
Pieces on Material Forty-
Four Inches Wide

Farm and Fireside

HONOR ROLL
Every person whose name appears on

this Honor Roll has not only already ob-
tained a valuable prize by becoming an
enrolled contestant in the Pony Contest,
but is also entitled to an additional prize
which he may choose himself, and has
been made an active member of the Farm
AND Fireside Pony Club. You can get all

these grand things, too, and get your
name on the Honor Roll, where it will be
seen by nearly three million people, if you
will hustle a little. It doesn't take very
many subscriptions—and think of all you
get! It will put you right in line for a
pony or a piano, too.

You Can Do It in a Day
T ^
it IS easy to get on the Honor Roll.

Some boys and girls have done it in a day,
and you can do it quickly, too, if you
hustle and try.

W. J. Garrard, Alabama.
Louise Gayle, Alabama.

^ Ronald D. Gibbons, California.
Edna Hills, California.
Serley Jennings, Connecticut
Robert Adams, Georgia.
Alice Cortelyou, Illinois.

Susie Cummings, Illinois.

Maggie Hiles, Illinois.

Addie Reichert, Illinois.

Vera L. Wilcox, Illinois.

Jane Hershman, Indiana.
Eugene B. Postlewait, Indiana.
Everette Yoste, Indiana.
Bruce Bell, Iowa.
Percy Dowling, Iowa.
David H. Jones, Iowa.
Clyde Sabyers, Iowa.
Mabel Shadel, Iowa.
Bernice Smith, Iowa.
Ernest Davis, Kansas.
Clara Dawd, Kansas.
Addie V. Greene, Kansas.

' Elsie Hoskinson, Kansas.
Mrs. Abe Smith, Kansas.
Willard S. Van Scoyoc, Kansas.
Clay E. Brinegar, Kentucky.
Mary King Brown, -Kentucky.
Eugenia Y. Stone, Kentucky.
John T. Lassiter, Louisiana.
Edward F. Alden, Massachusetts.
Eva M. Brown, Massachusetts.
Ynte P. Haringa, Massachusetts.
Archie Cramer, Michigan.
Mrs. Hallie Oldacres, Michigan.
Frank W. Warde, Minnesota.
Vera Young, Minnesota.
Minnie Moore, Missouri.
Charley Mays, Nebraska.
Laura Smith, Nebraska.
Master Earl Trout, New Jersey.
Glen J. Easton, New York.
Jerry Hart, New York.
Howard Laidlaw, New York.
Corina Maricle, New York.
Norman Onderdonk, New York.
Oliver J. Simpson, New York.
Belle Fairbanks, Vermont.
Berley Pettj", Vermont.
Chester L. Sinclair, Vermont.
Maurice A. Speir, Vermont
M. J. Copps, Virginia.
Nellie Meythaler, Wisconsin.
Marvin Smith, Wisconsin.
Uwa Vandermark, Pennsylvania.
Carl Kittle. Indiana.

Clifford R. Grierson. Illinois.

Lillie M. Smifh, Ohio.
Helen V. Siegfried, Ohio.
Lea Bittinger, Ohio.
E. Locker, Missouri.
L. G. Baker, Ohio.
Roy Bates, Ohio.
Leona Collins, Ohio.
Chester M. Cowen, Ohio.
L'rsel Crotinger, Ohio.
Mrs. C. A. Cunningham, Ohio.
Ethel (jregg. Ohio.
Frank Durbin. Ohio.
Clara Ely, Ohio.
Gertrude Fultz, Ohio.
Jewell Harrington, Ohio.
Grace Hartman, Ohio.
Walter E. Lucas. Ohio.
Arthur B. McClure, Ohio.
Paul Mathews, Ohio.
N. Meriweather, Ohio.
Wilmina Morris. Ohio.
jMuriel Murphj-, Ohio.
Herman Mustaine; Ohio.
Lee Pierce. Ohio.
Rowena Riley, Ohio.
Wealthy A. Simison, Ohio.
Benson Skillen, Ohio.
Gladys Thompson, Ohio.
Raymond White. Ohio.
Willie Boyd, Oklahoma.
Hanna Coulston, Pennsylvania.
Victor Guiser. Pennsylvania.
Airs. Lawrence E. Lohr, Pennsylvania.
Chas. M. Mark, Pennsylvania.

Samuel Mover, Pennsylvania.

Jay F. Proof, Pennsylvania.

.4rley Rudolph. Pennsylvania.

-M. J. Stone, Pennsylvania.

J. G. Bruce, South Carolina.

Frank D. Wright, South Carolina.

Mrs. Anna Yarbro, Texas.
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Famous Inns of Our Forebears— By J. L. Harbour

THERE was no more popular man of

the bygone davs in New England
than "mine host of the inn." Xor
was there any cheerier, any more

comfortable place than some of the old

inns, or "taverns," with their great open

fireplaces and their general air of homely
comfort. It is a far cry from the early

inns of New England to the garish and

gorgeous hotels of the present time,, and

one is not sure that some of the changes

have been for the better. We are glad

enough to exchange the lumbering old

stage coach for the palace car, and all of

our methods of travel are surely better

than they were before the days of the

railroads and "floating palaces" of our

rivers and oceans, but we seem to have

sacrificed real comfort to display in some
of our modern hostelries.

The inn for the entertainment of guests

was built about as soon as the church in

some of our first New England to\\Tis,

and the comfortable entertainment of

guests was regarded as a duty. Surely

any one traveling all day in a stage coach

stood in need of a place of rest and com-
fort at the end of the journey. It was not

so bad on a fine day if one could secure a

coveted outside seat, but to be shut up all

day in a rocking, swaying, jolting stage

coach often produced as violent illness

as any rolling and plunging vessel in a

choppy or swelling sea. And one could

not retire in privacy and misery in the

stage coach, as it is, possible to do on a

boat, but must perforce expose one's

wretchedness to all of the other passen-
gers. The stage coach is something we
can well afford to allow to pass into ob-

livion.

The hue and cry in regard to early clos-

ingi and the general regulation of the sale

of liquor in our hotels suggests the fact

that this is a very ancient issue in connec-
tion with the conduct of hostelries, and
that the hotel bar has always been a mat-
ter of more or less controversy. Away
back in the year 1656 the General Court
of Massachusetts took measures to regu-
late the sale of drinks in taverns and inns,

or "ordinaries," as they were sometimes
called. The General Court also made it

imperative for towns to provide an inn,

or ordinary, for the entertainment of
wayfarers, and "Entertainment for Man
and Beast" was one of the early signs in

our country. Some of these old taverns
are still standing, and the fires still blaze
on the great hearths. This is true of the
old Wright's Tavern at Concord, where
there is the very fireplace in which whole
lengths of cord wood can be burned, and
some of the rooms are just as they were
before the days of the Revolution.

!Mrs. Alice Morse Earle, who has made
a most exhaustive study of the old tavern
and its history, tells us that "the early
taverns were not opened wholly for the '

convenience of travelers ; that they were
for the comfort of the townspeople, for
the interchange of news and opinions, the
sale of solacing liquors, and the inciden-
tal sociabilitj' ; in fact, the importance of
the tavern to its local neighbors was far
greater than to travelers. There were
many restrictions upon the entertainment
of unknown strangers. The landlord had
to give the names of all such strangers
to the selectmen, who could, if they
deemed them detrimental or likely to be-
come a charge upon the community, warn
them out of the town. The old town rec-

ords are full of such warnings, some of
them most amusing. Nor could the land-
lord 'knowingly harbor in the house, ibarn
or stable an^' rogues, vagabonds, thieves,

sturdy beggars, raasterless men or wom-
en.

The sale of "solacing liquors" and the
"incidental sociabilitj'" then, as now, add-
ed immensely to the popularity and the
success of the tavern, and the amount of
"solacing liquors" consumed by some of
our forebears seerns to suggest that they
must have been like the small boy who
said that he was "hollow clear into the
ground." Some of these "solacing liquors"
were fearful and wonderful concoctions,
and they had the trouble-producing quali-

ty that much of our modern liquor has.
Then, as now, there were attempts to pro-
hibit the sale of drinks in the hotels, and
at one time proprietors were forbidden
to sell "sack or strong waters," and
later the sale of "strong waters" was reg-
ulated by law to such a fine point that it

was not allowable to charge more than a
penny for a whole quart of beer "out of
meal time."
The hour at which all lights should go

out in the inns was also regtilated by
law, and Boston early had night watch-
men to see that the law was obeyed. We
are told in the ancient records something
about the duties of these night watchmen

:

"If they see lights, to inquire if there be
warrantable cause; and if they hear any
noise or disorder, wisely to demand the

reason ; if thej' are dancing or singing
vainly, to admonish them to cease : if they
do not discontinue after moderate admo-
nition, then the constable is to take their
names and acquaint the authorities there-
with.- If they find young men and maidens
not of known fidelity walking after ten
o'clock, modestly to demand the cause,
and if they appear ill-minded, to watch
them narrowly, command them to go to
their lodgings, and if they refuse, to se-
cure them until morning."

In the year 1663 young fellows and their
"Marmalet Madams," or sweethearts, had
to hie them home as early as nine o'clock,
and there was no strolling around on the
Common after that hour. The night
watch, or "cop," of our day who would
undertake to clear the Common of "Mar-
malet Madams" and their sweethearts at
nine in the evening would certainly have
a busy time of it.

That the "fire water" loving red men
visited the early taverns for the purpose
of regaling thema.elves with "solacing
liquors" is evidenced by the fact that early
in the history of our country laws were
made in regard to innkeepers selling
liquors to the "devilish bloudy salvages,"
who, no doubt, were made still more
"devilish" and "bloudy" once they were
"in liquor."

Earnest effort was made to prevent
drunkenness bj' the
too free sale of
drinks at the tav-
erns, and we find

that in the year
1633 a man named
Robert Wright was
fined twenty shil-

lings and was
compelled to sit an
hour in the stocks
for being "twice
distempeied in-

drink. Robert
Coes also had to THE RUSSELL TAVERN

pay a penaltj- for having too much
of a "jag" on, for there are records to
prove that he had to pay ten shillings

and stand in a public place with a sheet
of paper on his back bearing the word
"Drunkard" for "abusing himself shame-
fully with drink." This had little effect

on the tippling Robert, for later he was
compelled to wear for a whole year a
letter D (signifying "Drunkard"), made
of red cloth set on white. This brand of
the sot he was compelled to keep in plain
sight.

Tobacco was regarded as being quite
as iniquitous as drink, and the keeper of
the early inns was hedged about with all

sorts of restrictions in regard to the sale

of it. Indeed, he was not allowed to sell

it at all for a time, and an attempt was
made to stop the cultivation of "the crea-
ture called Tobacko." It was forbidden
for two men to be seen smoking together-,

and no one could smoke within two miles
of a meeting house on the Lord's day.
Smoking was absolutely forbidden on the
streets of Boston, and Connecticut was
felt to be making a somewhat dangerous
concession when she graciously decreed
that a man might smoke once dur-
ing a journey of ten miles. But both
tobacco and drink were used commonly in

spite of the laws, and if the people of our
day complain that in some localities thers

are two or thm
saloons in a s'r.g'e

block, they snou.d
bear in mind :hat
we have an ancient
precedent for this

state oi affairs, for
away oack in the
year 1675 Gotten
Mather declared
that every other
house in Boston
was an ale house.
The prices charged
for entertainment

SHAWSHEEN TAVERN. BEDFORD OLD STAGE TAVERN^. BROOKLINE

were far below those charged in the
taverns in our day, and the keepers of
some of the ordinaries were compelftd by
law to entertain some of the penniless
free of charge. And one may be sure
that there was no such thing as ordering
"rooms with bath;" and if the tavern
chanced to be crowded, one was fortunate
in securing a bed without some total
stranger for a bed fellow.
There was much good cheer at most

of the taverns, and the landlord seemed
to have been always a "good fellow" and
a jolly if we are to take him as he is

portrayed in most of the records and tales
of long ago. We are told of George
Monk, "mine host" of the Blue Anchor
Inn of Boston, that he was "a person so
rernarkable, that had I not been e:-
quainted with him, it would have beer a
hard matter to make any New Englr..-d
man believe I had been in Boston; or
there was no one house in all the tc-^'n

more noted or where a man might -^eet
with better accommodation. Besides,
he was a brisk and jolly man, whose con-
versation was coveted by all his guests
as the life and spirit of the company.''
An English gentleman visiting our

country wrote of our taverns on his re-
turn home: "You will not go into one
without meeting neatness, dignity and de-
cency. The table is ser\-ed by a maiden
well dressed and pretty ; by a. pleasant
mother whose age has not effaced the
agreeableness of her features, and by men
who have that air of respectability which
is inspired by the idea of equality, and
not ignoble and base, like the greater part
of our ov.-n tavern keepers."

Th's was in the year 1/88 when the
tavern was no doubt a <^ood .. :ai o. ;n im-
orovement over the tavern of an earlier
period. John Adams has given us this
asreeable description of the keeper of the
inn at old Ipswich :

'Landlord and landlady are some of the
grandest people alive. Landlady is the
great-granddaughter of Governor Endi-
cott,_ and has all the notions of high
family^ that you find in the Winsiows,
Hutchinsons,, Quincys, Chandlers, Otises,
Saltonstalls, and as you might find with
more propriety in the Winthrops. As to
landlord, he is as happy and as oig, as
proud, as conceited, as a'~-' -obleman in
England, always calm good-natured
and lazj-, but the con'-^mplation of his
farms and his sons, his fiouse and pasture
and cows, his sound judgment as he
thinks, and his great holiness, as well as
that of his wife, keep him as erect in his
thoughts as a noble or a prince."
As to the fare in the taverns of the

olden days, it is certain that it was abun-
dant and good, if it was less varied in
quantity, than in the great hotels of the
present day. An Englishman who spent
some time in our country' itist one hun-
dred years ago wrote as follows of the
tavern at which he "stopped" in Albany:
"At the better sori: of American taverns
ver>' excellent dinners are provided, con-
sisting of almost everything in season.
The hour is from two to three o'clock,
and there are three meals in the day. They
breakfast at eight o'clock upon rump
steaks, fish, eggs and a variety of cakes,
with tea or coffee. The last meal is at
seven in the evening, and consists of as
substantial fare as the breakfast, with the
additions of cold ham, fowl, etc. The
price of boarding at these houses is from
a dollar and ? half to two dollars a day.
Brandy, F'^"nnds and other spirits are al-
lowed at ' -^-.^r, but every other liquor is

paid for oxtra."
.As is :he case to-day, certain taverns

were noted for the excellence of certain
dishes. Perhaps one could find better pan-
dowdy at the old Duxhury Tavern than
elsewhere, while the old Cooper's Tavern
out in Arlington may have excelled in
planked shad, and the Wayside Inn's sack
passet may have been a better beverage
tlian could be found in other inns. It is

certain that there were pies galore in

every tavern, for New En,gland has ever
been the great "pie belt" of the land, and
the pie is cut good and wide here.
Every tavern has its sign board, and

there was often much ingenuity in invent-
ing names for the many hostelries. The
following ancient rhyme will give some
idea of the different and curious names
given to the taverns

:

I'm amazed at the sig:ns,

As I pass through the town,
To sec the odd mixture

;

A -Mappie and Crown,
The Whale and- the Crow,
The Razor and Hen,
The Leg and Seven Stars,

The Axe and the Bottle.

The Sun and the Lute,
The Eaple and Child,
The Shovel and Boot,

Doggerel rhymes were comi^on on the

old tavern sign boards, and the lame of
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the keeper of the inn was often worked
into rhyme in the following manner

:

Of the waters of Lebanon
Good cheer, good chocolate, and tea,

With kind entertainment
By John Kennedy.

A ' Philadelphia tavern keeper had on
his sign board this alluring quatrain

:

I William McDermott lives here;
I sells good porter, ale and beer

;

I've made my sign a little wider
To let you know I sells good cider.

The old Wayside Inn in Sudbury is as

fine a specimen as we have of the tavern
of our forebears, and no other tavern has
been given such lasting fame as Longfel-
low has given the Wayside 'in his famous
"tales" suggested by his visits to the inn.

The real name of this tavern was the Red
Horse, and not far distant was another
tavern, called the White Horse. The Red
Horse was built about the year 1686, and
from the year 1714 until one hundred and
fifty j'ears later it was kept by generation
after generation of the Howes, the old
sign board recording the fact that one D.
Howe kept it from the year 1686 to the
year 1746, and another Howe kept it from
1746 to 1786.

The word "hospitality^' had a truer
meaning then than it has in our day. One
may see in this tavern the state room in

which Washington and Lafayette are said
to have spent the night, and on one of the
window panes is this rhyme, written with
a diamond that young William Molineux
wrote when he was at the tavern in the
year 1774:

What do you think.
Here is good drink

:

Perhaps you may not know it

;

If not in haste.
Do stop and taste,

You merry folks will show it.

William Molineux, Jr.. Esq.
24th June, 1774, Boston.

These ancient hostelries of the "good
old davs" are among the most interesting
of our American landmarks, and many
and strange are the tales to be told of
some of them. Some of these tales have
been told in song and story, and some are
forever lost in the unwritten records of
the past.

The Impostor
[continued from page 15]

looked on in amazement; the dog's fond-
ness for the King had heretofore been
most pronounced. The first line of the
guards, which had come to a halt, now
received the word of command, "For-
ward," and the King laughingly waved
his hand, as if to let the incident pass.
But the dog had yet to be reckoned with.

In mad haste and with fierce yelps he
dashed up and down the line of soldiers,
in a seeming endeavor to turn them;
then, realizing the futility of that, he gave
up and broke away, dashing furiously
toward the royal carriage, where he
leaped high in the air, in an impossible
attempt to scale its sides.

The incident was creating quite a sen-
sation.

'Remove the dog!" ordered the King
quietly to some attendants, "The beast
is going mad."
The edict was more easily issued than

executed, but at length the half-crazy
canine was dragged away, snarling and
biting at all who attempted it, and the
troops passed on.

"Most odd," commented the Duke, eye-
ing the King closely.

"Dogs," said Amos, looking his "cous-
in" straight in the eyes, "often take vio-
lent likes and dislikes. That beast is

very close to being mad. I have seen a
mad dog before now once or twice.
Perhaps you have, too, mon cousine."
The Duke was looking hard at the

King, too, now.
"That dog is not mad," he said delib-

erately, and his swarthy face flushed
heavily as he said the words.
"That I shall ascertain later," replied

the King coolly, as he turned and began
to speak to his consort.
During this episode the Queen's face

had expressed the deepest concern. Once
or twice she had tried to catch her lord's
eye, but Amos was too busily occupied
in his endeavors to pacify the dog to heed
them. Now that she had his attention,
she spoke a few words in an undertone,
at which the King burst out laughing
heartily,, and Her Majesty joined, but
with a face which belied her merriment.
The review moved on, the troops cheer-

ing the King enthusiastically as they
marched past, but a gloom had settled

over the royal party, which neither the
forced gaiety of the Queen nor the ef-

forts .of the courtiers could remove. The
King sat reserved and sober, acknowledg-
ing the salutes, and all the time Duke
Rudolf f)f Roumania was watching him

, .... _r ^i,„ corners of his eyes.

UED NEXT issue]

Words by

M^rie Millard With Roses
Music by

Louis F. Gottschalk
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Little Boy Blue
BY HILDA RICHMOND

AT Christmas some
one gave " Richard
a red horn, of
which he was very

proud. There was also

a prettj- blue soldier suit

on the tree for the little

boy, so when he put on
the blue clothes and went
about tooting on the horn
everybody called him
Little Boy Blue.
"Why do they say

that?" he asked his ma-

"Don't you remember about Boy Blue in
the story book?" asked his m, -na.

"The little boy who found the sheep in
the com ?" cried Richard. "Xo, he didn't
find them, either. He was under the hay
cock fast asleep when he should have been
watching. I wouldn't do that. If I ever
see cows in the corn field, or sheep, either,
I'll run and chase them out."

"I hope my little boy will always do all

his tasks well," said his mama. "Perhaps
Little Boy Blue was very tired when he
went to sleep instead of minding the sheep."

Everybody grew verj' tired of the horn
but Boy Blue, who loved to toot it all the
time. One day his little cousin Hugh came
to visit him, and when he went home he
wanted to take the horn home with him for
a little while. Now, Hugh was lame, and
Richard didn't like to refuse him anything,
but he did not like to see the precious horn
go away from his home.

"Course you may take it," he said politely
to Hugh, but when he was alone a few big
tears would creep down his cheeks.
The very next day, as Richard was play-

ing in the 5'ard, what did he see but tiny
tongues of flame lapping around the kitchen
chimney. His papa and mama had gone to
see a sick neighbor and he was alone at
home. "If I only had my horn," he
screamed, looking at the fire that might
eat up his nice home, "I'd soon call folks
here !"

Right near his head dangled the rope to
the dinner bell, which his mama used to
call the men in from the fields. Boy Blue
took an old box and put it where he could
climb up and reach the rope, and then he
pulled with all his might. The little box
swayed and rocked, but he held on to the
rope and pulled as hard as he could.

Clang ! Clang ! Ding ! Dong ! People
rushed to their doors to see why Mrs.
Spencer was ringing her dinner bell in such
a crazy fashion. Then they saw the smoke,
and ran as fast as they could to put out the
fire.

"Well, Boy Blue, you saved the house,"
said a man with very dirty hands and a
black face, when it was all over, and there
was nothing to show where the fire had
been but a hole in the kitchen roof and a
lot of water spilled everywhere. "I think
you are a pretty good boy."

"I was sorry not to have my horn, mama,
but I guess the big bell was better," said
Richard. -"Anyway, I wasn't asleep, was I ?"

"No, indeed," said his mama. "Little
Boy Blue was a soldier that time."
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Peter and the Green Man
By FREDERICK M. SMITH

PETER sat looking out of the window won-
dering what he should do without a

Christmas tree, for his mother had said
that there was little chance of Saint Nich-
olas coming that year, and what was the
use of having a tree when there was noth-
ing to put on it. They lived in the great
Thuringian forest, near the high little vil-

lage of Igelshieb. Peter's father was dead
and the grandmother was ill, so that the
mother had to earn bread for all, though
Peter helped. In summer he hunted balsam
roots like the other village folks.
And now here it was the day before

Christmas, and Peter had been told that
instead of thinking of a Christmas tree he
must be thankful if there was enough
black bread to go around. He was thank-
ful, but he could not help wishing for a tree.

He looked at the old grandmother huddled
by the fireside. Hilda, the baby, was play-
ing on the floor, and his mother was mak-
ing a bundle of balsam roots. This she gave
to Peter. "You are to take these to the
village and give them to the doctor in ex-
change for medicine," said she ; "and be
sure you hurry back, for there will be a
snowfall by night."

Peter took his wooden shoes from the
oven, where they had been warming, and
as he put his blue-stockinged feet into them
the good warm wood made him smile. Then
he clumped out into the road, and stood
for a moment looking up at the great black
fir trees all laden with twinkling snow crj's-

tals : and back into the forest he looked
where the snow carpet lay white and the
tree trunks east blue weird shadows. He
never ceased to regard the forest with awe
and wonder, for the foxes ran in it and the
wild deer hid in its depths ; above all, did
not his grandmother tell of the queer little

Green Men who lived in the ground, and
who sometimes appeared to children ?

The cold suddenly brought him back to
himself. He blew into his fingers, and off

he went up the road to the village.

The snow was well trodden. Just as he
got to the place where the road goes past
the big rocks and the ever-running spring
he heard somebody call "Peter!" He stopped
and looked around, but never a soul did he
see in all the forest. Yet he was sure he had
heard a voice, a thin, small voice, and the
thought that there was some one near who
could see him, but whom he could not see,
set his heart a-thumping with fear, so he
started off again, and if he had walked fast
before you can imagine that he made good
time now.
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"Hi! Peter!" said the voice again; and
this time he saw on the hillside above him
a little man beckoning. Near by were two
other little men trying to drag a tree. It

was a small tree, but it was too big for
the little men, who were no higher than
Peter's knee. All these men were old and
were clothed in green.
As Peter looked at them his eyes opened

very wide and his fear left him, so that
when they all beckoned again he floundered
toward them through the snow.

"Peter," said the spokesman, "just help
us with this Iree, will you ? It's a
Christmas tree, and we can't get it home."
Now Peter was a wise lad for his years,

"You push," said the Green Man, "and
we'll pull. Now I"

With the three pulling and Peter pushing
they managed to get the tree into the
ground, though when he stopped to think
oT it, it was funny that so big a tree should
go into so small a hole.

Peter was puffing and his shoes were fuU
of snow, but he sat down to empty them,
and looked ruefully at the place where the
Green Men had disappeared. Suddenly one
of them popped out of the hole. "It's all

right," said he ; "we are now able to man-
age. Thank you for helping us, and a
Merrj- Christmas to you."

Peter laughed. "That is as may be,"

CHRISTMAS AT GRANDMA'S

and he had not listened to his grandmother's
tales for nothing. He knew that these were
the wonderful Green Men and that it paid
to be polite to them. But being a German he
was cautious. "Where do you live?"
asked he.

"At the bottom of the spring," said the
Green Man ; "but the way to get there is

through this hole at the foot of the old fir."

"Well," said Peter, "if one has the luck
to have a Christmas tree it's a pity that
one shouldn't get it home, so I'll help."

said he ; "but with the grandmother ill and
no money in the house there is little chance
for merriment."
"Cheer up," said the Green Man; "and

here is a groschen for you. Now we shall
see what you will make of it. Adieu."
The Green Man walked back into the

hole, and Peter was left alone in the quiet
forest ; it seemed stiller than ever now.
He looked hard at the groschen in his hand.
H& jj^ad heard about groschens that came
ircfSl the Green Men, though he had never

" 'Peter.' said the spokesman, 'just help us with this tree, will you?'"

known anybody who had
one. They were said to
be very lucky, and if a
man got one he was
made for life, for as of-
ten as he spent it he
found another in. his

pocket, pro^-ided that he
had spent the last for
some good thing.
The more Peter

thought, the more he
believed that he had
just such a groschen,
and with his fingers
tight around it he again
set off for the village.
He knew very well what

he would buy first. At Herr Keibel's store
was a humming top that he had long cov-
eted.
As soon as he could he did his er-

rand at the doctor's and then turned his
steps toward the store. Sure enough, there
in the window lay the top, but there by its
side was a Japanese doll with slanting eyes
and a queer, long gown. It, like the top,
cost a groschen. Peter knew that Hilda,
the baby, wanted a doll. He stood on one
leg and then he stood on the other. He
looked at the doll and then he looked at the
top. He was in two minds what to do,
for he knew that his groschen might be
the wonderful sort he had heard about.
Should he buy the doll and risk finding
another piece of money for the top, or
should he buy the top and leave the doll to
chance? Finally he said to himself, "If I

buy the doll and do not find another gro-
schen I shall have to go without the top;
but I should be ashamed to buy the top and
then have nothing to give to Hilda, for
have I not been told that at Christmas one
must give to others and not think of him-
self? So he made a dash for the steps,
and when he came out Herr Keibel had the
groschen and Peter had the doll.

Every one knows that this was the right
thing to do ; Peter knew it, too, but when
he had gone a little distance he stopped
and very softly felt in his pocket. Now you
think, of course, that he found another gro-
schen immediately. Not a bit. And if you are
disappointed I am afraid Peter was, too, for
though he examined all his pockets he found
nothing. Every now and then on the way
home he tried a new search, and just be-
fore he went into the house he took off his
jacket and shook it, but not a glimmer of
money did he see.

"Well," said he, "it is plain that the
groschen w^as not so lucky as I thought :

but anyway I'm glad I got the doll for
Hilda." And with his best foot foremost
into the house he went.
The room to Peter was strangely light.

The mother was bustling about, and Hilda
sat on the floor with a big doll in her arms,
while there in the chimney-comer was a
great tree ; candles glowed on its boughs,
silver threads glittered in the candle light,
and tiny balls of green and red and gold
glistened among the leaves. There was a
heap of nuts and cakes and apples at the
bottom, and upon the heap was a humming
top. Peter opened his eyes, I can tell you.

"Did you meet the man?" said his mother.
"What man?"
"Why, the Forester from the castle,"

said she : "he drove up but a little while
ago and brought in these. I was for telling
him that he had made a mistake, but he
said, 'This is where Peter Shuman lives,

isn't it? Then this is the place to leave
the tree,' and he went off. But you must
have met him, for he has just gone."
Then Peter laughed, for he knew a thing

or two himself. "It was not the King's
Forester," said he, "but the Green Man who
lives at the bottom of the spring by the
big fir." Then he told his tale.

" 'Tis true, 'tis true," said the grand-
mother : "it was the Green Man."
"Pooh !" said the mother, "it was the

Forester from the castle, and it was the
Princess who sent the things ; and as for

the Green Man. you must have dreamed it."

"That is as it may be," said Peter ; "but
here is the doll that I bought with the
groschen given me by the Green Man, and
a lucky groschen it was, too."

Well, his nrother could make no answer
to that. And, besides, everybody knows
that the old grandmother was right, and that
the little people still live in Thuringia in

the great dark forests and show themselves
now and again to boys and girls who are
unselfish.
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Stories from Our Boys and Girls

WE ARE anxious that our boys and girls

shall have the greatest interest possible
in the special department published for them
in 1-ARM AND Fireside, and in order, also,

to encourage them to literary efforts, we '?

shall, each issue, devote at least one column
of the department to short stories that our
young friends may prepare.

These articles should not be of more than
two hundred words at the most, and should
be written plainly in ink on one side of the
paper. We shall not pay for these articles,

and should you desire stories returned, in

case we are not able to use them, a stamped
and addressed envelope should be enclosed
for the purpose. Communications are not
invited from persons who are more than six-

teen years of age. Write plainly your name,
poFt-office address and your age.

We shall not, of course, be able to pub-
lish all the little sketches we shall likely

receive, but will endeavor to use those that
will best please out young readers.

Perhaps there is some historic old place
near your home that holds a story never
published, some generally interesting tale

that papa, mama, grandpa or grandma has
told you. These and hundreds of other sim-
ilar subjects may be discussed by you. Be
truthful in your statement of facts, use your
own language, and be brief.

Address Editor Young People';. Depart-
ment, Farm and Fireside. Springf.eld, Ohio.
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Tissot's Celebrated
Bible Pictures
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The Ten Small Sketches Shown on the Drawing Below Represent as
Different Things That Are Likely to be Seen on or About the

Average Christmas Tree This Year

Many

Answers to Puziles in the December 10th Issue : Riddle—The Whale. Central Acrostic
Geranium, the words represented beine eeCTi pen, ark, fan, ink, pig, bue, imp.

The Little Boy That Lives Across

the Way
BY ALONZO RICE

Along the cities of the plain the darkness
settled down,

And early night began to weave her fair

and shining crown

;

But one of all that starry host was brighter
than the rest.

And shone with splendid beauty that the
fainter ones confessed.

The Wise Men of the East beheld, and fol-

lowed it afar.

Till over peaceful Bethlehem stood still

that wondrous star.

That shone within the dome above to guide
them where He lay,

Whose kindly love still reaches us through
ages far away ;

And so this eve, by faith, I see that fair and
shining light.

The dearest in the coronal upon the brow
of night

!

Across the sweetly sleeping hills and down
the quiet glen

I hear the message now of "Peace on earth,
good w^ill to men,"

And through the song the starry choir is

singing soft and clear.

Is drifting up the chime of bells on Santa
Claus' deer

;

For all the world is hushe to rest and
wrapped in slumber deep.

And on the child's expectant eyes has
dropped the down of sleep.

And only in the land of dreams he hears the
merry sound

That tells him surely Santa Claus is on his

yearly round.

But hanging from the mantel, where the fad-
ing embers glow.

Is seen a pair of tiny socks, well darned at

heel and toe

;

A note for Santa Claus is there upon the
mantel shelf.

Unseen by any other but a poet like myself

!

"Please bring to me the things that now I

ask you for. and say.
Do not forget the little boy that lives across

the way

!

I want a sorrel hobby horse with mane and

id a whip to make

I want a monkey on a string to slide like it

was greased,
I want a sweet canary that will sing when

it is squeezed
;

I want a top—the humming kind—that plays
a tune or two,

'America,' 'Kentucky Home,' or 'Sweet Ma-
rie,' will do ;

And when you bring my presents 'round
on Christmas Eve, I pray.

Do not forget the little boy that lives across
the way. .

"So harness up your reindeer and your
furry cap now don.

And I shall close my letter,

From Your Great Admirer,
John.

P.S.—I've changed my mind about the
horse ; please send an iron gray.

And don't forget the little boy that lives
across the way."

There are no times like those of old, some
one has said or sung,

And so my fancy wanflers to the days when
I was young

;

For life was bright as sparkling wine when
beaded bubbles rise.

The blossoms then were in the grass, the
blue was in the skies

;

And now my prayer to-night is this, that he
may never know

But pleasant dreams that fill his mind where
nodding poppies blow

!

I know in very truthfulness it would not do
at all

To let him know his Santa Qaus was even
six feet tall,

A gruff old bachelor to boot, and plodding
hereabout.

So I must walk upon tiptoe or he will find

me out!

His wishes all are laws to me; his dictates
ni obey,

And not forget his little friend that lives

across the way:
The horse is here, the singing top, the mon-

key, bird an<* all

:

I fancy I can hear his voice resounding in
the hall.

He will be happy when he wakes; for me,
can skies be dim.

To think I am his patron saint, beloved

—

unknown to him !

A Special Holiday Offer of the First Popular
Reproductions of These Celebrated Paintings

AT last we are able to offer the readers of Farm and Fireside a popular
reproduction in full color of the most celebrated Bible paintings ever
produced.

Through a special, low-priced contract with the American Tissot Society,
we are able to make you a special Holiday offer of twenty-four Tissot master-
pieces, twelve Old Testament and twelve New Testament, which would ordi-
narily cost you a large amount of money, at practically no extra expense to you.

Great Popularity of the Paintings
Tissot's Bible Pictures have been more wonderful and successful than any

series of paintings ever produced. They have been exhibited in the leading
cities of Europe, England and America. Over a million people have paid SO
cents each simply to see these paintings, while you can have the reproductions
of them, which we now ofTer, right in your own home at practically no cost to you.

Coi-iyi ight by Tiosot. IsyS-'n).

The Wise Men on Their Way to Bethlehem

Tissot Makes the Bible Real
Tissot spent sixteen years in the Holy Land studjing the country, the cus-

toms and the people. He makes real to us the great Bible characters, such as
Jacob, Joseph, Moses and Ruth. Tissot's paintings are wonderful, not only in

their coloring, but in their truth to nature.
These twenty-four art reproductions are cabinet size, printed on coated

paper, and g:ive not only the exact coloring, but the minutest details of the
famous originals. We believe this is the greatest offer for the money, that we
have ever made the readers of Farm and Fireside.

Copyright, 1904, by de BruDOff.

Iiaac Bears the Wood for His Sacrifice

Copyriglit, 19U4, by de BruttoS.

Jacob and Rachael at the Well

Our Offer
These twenty-four
Tissot Reproductions]
Carefully Packed,
Prepaid, and
Farm and Fireside

Two Whole Years

AU
For
Only50c.

The regular
price of
two yearly
subscriptions
to Farm and
Fireside alone

To get the twenty-four Tissot reproductions in full color wnte as follows,

or send this coupon. The Roosevelt Calendar is notmcluded m this offer, but

maybe added up to Januarv 15, for ten cents extra to pay for postage. Canadhan

subscribers should send $1.00. The Tissot Pictures make a fine Christmas

or New Year's gift and may be sent to a different address from Farm and

Fireside if desired.

FARM AND FIRESIDE,

Springfield, Ohio.

Enclosed find SO cents for which please send Farm and Fireside two

number, and also the 24 Tissot

pictures, prepaid.

Farm and Fireside to Tissot Pictures to

C*.»ta
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What a
Dollar Bill

Will Do

J For Our Readers
THE RURAL TRIO

lALL FOUR
includiog Farm and
Fireside three whole

' years—72 big numbers

We have just made a contract whereby we can ofier the readers
iixiv^ of Farm AXD Fireside the biggest bargain in the farm paper field.

At the retail price for yearly subscriptions, the papers alone in this oger would cost \"ou$i.75, out we offer
them to our readers at very greatly reduced prices, with the handsome Roosevelt Family Calendar free.

Farm and Fireside (Three Years)
is the national farm paper read all over the country by nearly three million 1

happy people each number. Farm and Fireside pays more for its

editorial matter than any other farm paper. It is a Great Farm Paper
Growing Greater—^all the time.

Green's Fruit Grower (One Yeetr)
and Home Companion, edited by Charles A. Green, is the largest and I

greatest horticultural publication in America. It is a magazine for the!
miit grower, for the success of his occupation, for his home, and for hisl
home folks. Some of the special features are: Editorial Comment, Orchard,

\

Poultry, Farming, Health, Small Fruits and Woman's Department.

Vick's Magazine (One Year)
is the ideal magazine for the farmer's wife and daughter. It is a homel
magazine in eveo' sense, and devotes many pages to flowers, the garden,!
and beautifying the home. Vick's will be welcomed in every farm home, i

The Roosevelt Family Calendar
is difierent from any other calendar you can possibly get. It is made on
beautiful coated super-calendered stock, and printed in sepia to get the
full artistic effect. It contains the latest and best picture of President

j

Roosevelt and his family—the official picture recently made by the Presi-/
dent's own family photographer. /

THE BARGAIN OF THE SEASON
This offer is the bargain of the season, and you must accept it soon if you accept it at all, for these

handsome calendars will not last long in so liberal an offer as this. We cannot guarantee to send the
calendar with this offer after January 15, 1908. The papers and calendar may each be sent to a dif-

ferent address if desired, and the subscriptions may be new or renewal. You can accept this great
offer whether your subscription has expired or not, and we will put it ahead from the time when it

does expire. A dollar bill will bring them all.

USE THE COUPON BELOW

Canadian Subscribers
should send $1 .00 extra
for excess postage. If

,
you want Farm and
Fireside only one year

I the price ol this club is

I 75c ($1.50 in Canada).

FARM .A.ND FIRESIDE,
Springfield, Ohio Date „

Gentlemen:

—

Enclosed find $1.00 for which enter my name for Farm and Fireside for three years when my
present subscription expires, and also send me Green's Fruit Grower, Vick's Magazine and The
Roosevelt Family Calendar.

Name..

NOTE—If you want
the magazines sent to dif-

ferent addresses, just

say so.

Town..

State.

TWO FOR THE
PRICE OF ONE

Here is your chance to get the best farm paper of your state or section of

the country, with the best farm paper of the whole country—FARM AND
FIRESIDE—for the price of yxiur sectional farm paper alone.

BLOODED STOCK ~) Our
AND [ Price

FARM AND FIRESIDE j for Both

FARMER'S CALL ) Our
AND V Price

FARM AND FIRESIDE ) forBoth

niSSOURI VALLEY FARMER ] Our
AND \ Price

FARM AND FIRESIDE ) forBoth

NORTHWEST PACIFIC FARMER ) Our
AND \ Price

FARM AND FIRESIDE ) forBoth

PLANTER'S JOURNAL ^ Our
AND [ Price

FARM AND FIRESIDE ) forBoth

50c

40c

35c

$1.00

50c
These subscriptions may be either new or renewal, and sent to one or

different addresses. A Roosevelt Family Calendar will be sent to you

free if you accept one of these offers before January 15th, 1908.

SEND ALL ORDERS TO

FARM AND FIRESIDE, Springfield, Ohio

HALF = PRICE OFFER
TO OUR READERS

Limited to January 15th

Farm and Fireside^three years
72 big, helpful numbers of a great farm paper. We
have been putting an immense amount of thought on
Farm and Fireside for 1908, and you will get a paper
next year that will indeed be "The Giant of the Farm
Press."

The Home Magazine—one year
Twelve numbers of one of the foremost home publica-
tions, the Home Magazine; it is beautifully illustrated,

and contains much valuable information about the
house, poultry, gardening and improvements. It costs

a dollar a year regularly.

McCairs Magazine—one year
is one of the greatest American fashion and home publi-
cations. It goes to nearly a million homes a month.
With this offer McCall's furnishes you a pattern free.

The regular price of McCall's is SO cents a year and
it is published monthly.

Chicago Inter Ocean and Farmer—
ONE YEAR—costs $1.00 a year ordinarily. It is a
weekly farm newspaper with all the news service of the
great Chicago Daily Inter Ocean. It will keep you up
to date and give you the very latest crop reports the
year round.

Live Stock Journal—one year
is the great live-stock paper of the country. Comes
weekly and the regular price is $1.00 a year. It is just

the paper for the farmer interested in live stock.

The Roosevelt Family Calendar
for 1908 was gotten up specially for Farm and Fire-
side readers. It will be a splendid ornament to your
home.

ALL SIX
with Farm and Fire-

side three years

ONLY

Subscriptions may be

new or renewals and

sent to one or separate

addresses. Price to

Canadian subscribers

J3.50.

This oflfer is a wonderful bargain. At the retail price these papers and magazines
alone, without the calendar, would cost $4.00. But you get them all—200 issues

—

for only a cent a number! Remember, this oflfer is strictly limited to January 15th,

as we cannot guarantee to send the calendar after that date. Send all orders to

FARM AND FIRESIDE. Springfield. Ohio

You Can Get These Furs
Without A Cent of Cost

We will give them both absolutely with-

out cost to any one who will send
Farm and Fireside thirty-five subscrip-

tions at 25 cents each. For fifteen

subscriptions you can get the neck
cluster alone, and for only twenty sub-

scriptions, the handsome muff alone.

These furs are beautiful Sable Lynx,
with animal heads as pictured, and big

fluffy tails. The fur is soft as silk,

and very thick and warm. It is a

luxurious, rich dark brown color, al-

most black, and will wear excellently.

The whole set is simply beautiful, and
both cluster and muff are the very la-

test shape and style. Only thirty-five

subscriptions will bring them both

right to your door.

FARM AND FIRESIDE

SPRINGFIELD, OHIO
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The Grange
BY MRS. MARY E. LEE

THE TAXATION OF REAL ESTATE
AND REAL-ESTATE IMPROVE-

MENT

WITH the development of the coun-
try, land values have increased
until land is the attractive target
for tax gatherers, the burdens of

society having shifted in a large degree to

the owners of land. In determining the
amount of taxes upon a given parcel of
land there are two main considerations

:

First, its natural resources-^productivity,
forests, mines, oil and gas. Second, the
degree in which a large or small number
of persons desire that particular parcel

of land for the erection of homes, business
sites, speculative and other purposes.
This ktter factor is subject to rapid
change. This unequal development is

often the cause of great injustice, as it

confers new advantages upon those in

the new district without increasing their

burdens, and at the same time decreases
the value and profits of those in the old
districts without decreasing the burdens
imposed. This calls for a frequent ap-
praisal of real estate.

The taxation of improvements on land,

especially buildings, is of an entirely dif-

ferent nature from the taxing of land.

A little consideration of what goes on
about us will convince. The farmer con-
verts an unlovely spot into a bower of
beauty, and thus enhances every acre of
land in that community. The state- im-
imediately levies a tax as a penalty on his

public spirit and energy. While the total

value of his property is increased, the
valuation is also increased. He should
not be taxed to the full value of his im-
provements. Every tile intelligently laid,

every increase in production an acre,

every lawn, beautiful tree, fragrant flow-
er, tasteful building erected, gallon of
paint spread, adds not only to the value
of his land, but to every acre in the com-
munity, and society should contribute to
the expenses of government in propor-
tion to the benefits received.
Within a few blocks of the state house

in Columbus are vacant lots grown up to

weeds. The ovnier will neither improve
nor sell to those who would. He is hold-
ing the lot which he bought at one hun-
dred dollars an acre until the energy,
industry and sacrifice of his fellow-citizens

enables him to sell at a hundred or a
thousand dollars a foot. Common justice

and an enlightened public sentiment will

one day insist that the vacant lot shall

share in larger measure in the expense
that has contributed to its own value.

If any one fears for the revenues be-
cause of this leniency for improvements,
he needs only become acquainted with
conditions in many parts of the country.
On what is known as the "Macy Corner"
in New York City is a lot thirty-one feet

ten and seven eighths inches by fifty feet

six and three eighths inches, which is

assessed on a vahiation of three hundred
thousand dollars aside from improve-
ments. This building is valued at fifteen

thousand dollars, and the property rents

for thirty-two thousand dollars a year,

or the interest on eight hundred thousand
dollars at four per cent. The site with
the building is valued by the city at ten
million dollars an acre. There is land in

this city valued at forty million dollars an
acre, and the value of the site in each
instance given is being carried forward
to still higher planes by the sheer mo-
mentum of 'the life and business that

throng around them. So long as we have
this princely heritage, the land, there

need be no fear for our revenues. I

would not, however, release from tax-

ation other forms of private property,

tangible or intangible. I believe that all

citizens should contribute to government
expense in proportion to the income from
their property, whatever its nature. There
is sufficient wealth in all the states to

meet all legitimate expenses without dis-

tressing anybody, if on duplicate.

The tax duplicate of Ohio is about
two billion dollars, but this should be re-

enforced by at least a billion dollars of

intangible property. To- withhold one
third of the property of the state works
a gross injustice upon the holders of

visible property. Tax experts say that

this escape of intangible property is due
to the fallacy of the uniform rate upon
all property at its true value in money.
History proves this position. It would
seem, therefore, that the first step in an
effort to harmonize the tax laws of the

various states and relieve real estate from
excessive taxation would be to eliminate

the uniform rate by amending the con-

stitutions. The contention is that a tax

payer who would not return his prop-
.'. rate that would absorb the

•e of the income would re-

. lower rate for the sake of a

clear conscience and safety from the full
rate, with penalty added. If a rate of
one-half of one per cent instead of three
and one half per cent were granted in
Ohio, and in consequence the billion of
dollars of intangible property estimated
to be withheld were brought on the du-
plicate, the income would be increased
five million dollars annually, something
we never had before. This vast amount
would build twelve miles of stone road
in every county of the state. It would
pay one hundred and eighty-five teachers
forty dollars a month for eight months a
year in every county in the state. It
would be like having something given us
without loss of anything we had before.
In 1896 Maryland adopted the proposed

reform and substituted a tax of three
tenths of one per cent on the assessed
value for local purposes, but did not
change the state rate. In 1896, the last
year in which securities were taxed at
full city rate of about two dollars per
one hundred dollars, there were found
six million dollars yielding a revenue to
the city of Baltimore of one hundred and
twenty thousand dollars. Under the three-
tenths-of-one-per-cent law securities re-
turned for taxation amounted to fifty-five
million dollars, with an income to the city
of one hundred and sixty-five thousand
dollars. Since that time there has been an
annual increase in such securities, and this
year there are one hundred and fifty

million dollars on the books, while the
city's revenue from this source is nearly
four times as great as ten years ago. It

will thus be seen that by cutting down
the local rate six and one half times
the local revenues were increased four
hundred per cent, while the state rev-
enues were increased two thousand
five hundred per cent. This also shows
that it is not the small state rate to which
tax payers object. "Public opinion,"
says Judge Leser of the Appeal Tax
Court, "fully supports the new law and
would frown upon attempt to change it."

It is claimed by some that "taxation is

compulsory." This may be true in case
of tangible property, but the moment the
assessor enters the domain of intangible
property it is all a farce. There is, save
by accidental discovery, no compulsion
possible. The tax on intangible property,
instead of being compulsory is a tax on
conscience. It has always been true, is

now, and always will be, that when a
tax rate in any zone of taxation exceeds,
equals or approaches the net income from
intangible property it will hide.

I would place no details as to taxation
in the constitution beyond the statement
that taxes should be justly collected and
distributed . for the benefit of the public.
The whole question of taxation should be
assumed by the people, who, through their
representatives, assisted by an appointed
nonpartisan commission, may devise a
system of taxation that will enable each
generation to meet the conditions that
exist.—From an address delivered before
the National Tax Conference, held in

Columbus, Oliio, by F. A. Derthick, Mas-
ter of the Ohio State Grange, and Chair-
man of the National Grange Committee
on Taxation.

AMERICAN FARMERS' INSTITUTE
The twelfth annual session of the Amer-

ican Association of Farmers' Institute
Workers was held in Washington, D. C, in
October. About one hundred and fifty

delegates were present, representing many
of the states of the Union and provinces
of Canada.

Assistant Secretary Hayes gave the
address of welcome, in which he saidi

that the district school must yield to the
more effective consolidated school ; that
agricultural and industrial - training were
the necessity -of the age in our school
systems, and that the American people
would soon see the need and finance
them. He graphically described a con-
solidated school where agriculture and
the industrial arts were taught together
with domestic science.

President Burnett, director of the Ne-
braska Experiment Station, declared that
modern conditions made intelligence es-

sential. Skilled artisans in agriculture
and domestic science are needed, and their

reward shall be commensurate with their

skill and intelligence.

There is a growing demand for scien-

tific institute lecturers who shall combine
the science of the school with practical

experience on the farm. One of the per-

plexing problems is to secure enough
trained speakers to do the work. The
college and station are already deluged
with calls for speakers, and more men
ought to be supplied to answer this call.

It is good for both the station and college

that their force shall get out in the field
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Furs Wanted
We want every Hunter and Trapper to

send for our handsome new booklet,
"Sloman'sMoney-Making
Plan for Hunters, Trap-
pers and Dealers." It is
full of valuable Informa-
tion and sent free on re-
quest. We pay generous
prices for all kinds of furs,
Srlve liberal grading and
Pay Express Charges.

Prompt remittances. Twenty years of
square dealing have made us the largest
exporters in the U. S. Ask your banker
about us. You can't afford to sell your
furs till you write us.
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and find Jhe problems that are upperinost
in farmers' minds, and help to solve
those of immediate need. It is also good
for the farmer to come in close touch
with the workers at these institutions.

Relative to women's institutes, he recom-
mended that until a larger amount of
money should be available, they be held
in connection with men's. Professor
Burnett said that very soon there would
be need in all the states of permanent
organizations like the Grange, where the
work begun at the institute could be
enlarged upon.

It would be impossible to give in detail

the excellent papers presented. The pro-
ceedings will be published soon, and I

recommend "that every farmer write Prof.

Jolin Hamilton, Department of Agricul-
ture, Washington, D. C, for a copy. It

is doubtful if anywhere else can be secured
so accurate data relative to the growth
of the farmers' institute idea.

The feeling expressed was that the
institute was just in the beginning and
that it would occupy for several genera-
tions an increasing importance as an
educational factor. There was an earnest
desire not to duplicate the work of the
college and experiment station, but that
each supplement the other.
Traveling schools of agriculture have

proven of great value, and Prof. H. G.
Holden was called out several times to
discuss the Iowa plan which he has
brought to such signal success. He urges
that education must be taken to the peo-
ple and be of that kind which will be of
immediate good. The corn trains, through
teaching methods of better selection of
seed and better cultivation, have added
millions of bushels to the corn crop of
Iowa.
Other states, also, have tried the agri-

cultural trains and the movable schools,
and each reported it a most excellent way
of reaching the people. They were not
successful except in the more intelligent

communities. A number of directors said

that in their states they had these schools
in different sections, and that farmers had
come to them, stayed a week or two weeks,
and felt paid for the time, and were anx-
ious for the schools to come to them next
year. The entire trend of the discussion
was in favor of taking the very best skill

and science directly to the farming com-
munity through these traveling schools
or some other device.

The keynote of the entire convention
was in favor of industrial, agricultural

and domestic science training as an es-

sential in the teacher and in the farmer.
It was felt that the greatest problem
before the people to-day was an education
through all the agencies at work, that
would develop to its highest point the
efficiency of each human being. No nation
can ever rise in the economic scale that

has not a trained population to produce
goods of the best grade for export, and
who know how to wrest a living from
their environments.

Your
Own Farm
is lying out in the sunshine in the
great Southwest awaiting you.
Secure itnow and avoid the bitter
northern winter. The fertile sec-
tions of Missouri, Arkansas, Lou-
isiana and Texas on the line of
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tain Eailway afford once-in-a-life-

time opportunities. They are so
near to you, you need not take
anyone's word for conditions, but
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THE BEST THING YET!
For All Our Pony Contestants

We have some news for our readers who are interested in the pony contest, that is certainly the Best Thing
Yet. It is news of extra prizes that will be awarded to those who become contestants between December 25th and
January 31st, in addition to the ten ponies, five pianos, and all the hundreds of other handsome regular prizes.

All those who have already become contestants have gotten these extra prizes, and we have decided to give

them away for one month more—until January 31st. Now that the Christmas season is over, people will turn to

magazines and papers aU the more for their entertainment, and it will be easier than ever to get subscriptions. The
time to become a pony contestant is now while subscriptions are easy to get, and we offer the extra prize inducements.

REMEMBER THESE TWO THINGS
In this pony contest, ever\' contestant enrolled gets a valuable prize—you can't possibly lose.

If you become a contestant by January 31st, you get an extra prize also
—
^The Best Thing Yet. This is

in addition to all the ponies, pianos, and grand prizes. Now is the time to act.

Send your name and address to the Pony Man to-day and ask about the ponies—that's all you have to do.

THE PONY MAN
FARM AND FIRESIDE SPRINGFIELD, OHIO

The Roosevelt ramily Calendar
Free with your subscription or renewal

These offers are made to both old and new subscribers, and we strongly
ad\nse you to accept one of them promptly, for at the rate these handsome cal-

endars are going now, we may not be able to continue these liberal offers after

January 15, 190S.

It is unnecessary to call the attention of our readers to President Roose-
velt's great friendship for the farmers of this country. He has fought the trusts

and other enemies of farmers so bitterly that many of them are now begging
for mercy, and the illegal ones have been put out of business. The country has
never been so prosi)erous as under President Roosevelt's administration.

For this reason we want to send one of these handsome calendars to the
home of every Farm and Fireside family.

Kensil Theodoie Jr. Mia ElU
Quentin The Presideiit Archie Mn. RoomtcIi

This is the picture of President Roosevelt and his family, that appears on the front of the Roosevelt Family Calendar. It was taken last. August at Oyster
Bay, N. Y., the President's country' home, with his special permission and by his authority.

This beautiful calendar is different from any other calendar you can possibly get. It is made on beautifully coated super-calendered stock and printed in

sepia so as to get the full artistic eSect. A silk cord is attached to the top, and when the calendar is hung on the wall it will be an ornament to any parlor. In a
letter from the White House, President Roosevelt himself authorized us to give this picture of his family to the readers of Farm and Fireside. Ever>' one.whether
a democrat or a republican, should have a picture of this great President and his family, Vou cannot get this calendar in any other way. We have had it made
solely for the readers of Farm a.nd Fireside and we sliall send it prepaid and carefully packed to every' one who accepts one of the offers below promptly. This
offer is open to both old and new subscribers. Do not delay!

Offer No. I Offer No. 2

$1.00 50c
Offer No. 3

25c
^ves you Form and Fireiide seven whole years

—

168 bi^*. helpful oumberi—and the beautiful Roose-
velt Family Calendar, the publiihert* £'ift for
piomptnets. If you accept this offer, each iuue
of Farm and Fireiide will coit you but (is-
tentlu of a cent.

tives you Farm and Fireside three whole years—
72 hig, helpful numbers, and the beautiful Roose-
velt Family Calendar, the publiihart' ^ift_ for
promptness. If you accept this offar, each itme
of Farm and Fireiide will cost you but leven-
tenths of a cent.

fivei you Farm end Fireiide one whole year—

M

bis', helpful numbers, and the beautiful Rooie-
Teit Family Calendar, the publiiheri' gift for

promptoeu. If you accept thii offer, each iiiue

of Farm and Firaiide will cott you but one
cent.

AGEICULTTJEAL NEWS-NOTES
The Ontario, Canada, fruit growers'

Association estimates the 1907 crop of
apples at three thousand five hundred
barrels. About two thirds of the crop
will grade No. 1, and the balance Xo. 2.

The importance of a sound and uniform
banking system is shown b3' the fact that
ninetj'-three per cent of the business of
the country is transacted by means of
checks and only seven per cent by means
of cash money.

Germany imported from the United
States in 1906, for stock-feeding purposes,
about 215,000 tons of oil cake and oil-cake
meal, and from Russia over 530,000 tons
of these products. Germany imports for
profit. More oil cake should be used
in this country for stock food.

The trend of modern education is along
technical and economic lines. This means
the teaching to our boys and girls of the-
ories and methods which will enable them
to do the kind of work for which they
have a special liking and fitness. Such
intelligent labor is a source of pleasure
and profit

There are millions to be made and saved
if every farmer could and would take
advantage of the knowledge already gained
of improved methods in agriculture. The
editor of '"Hoard's Dairj-man" says that
"not one dollar is made from cows to-day
where five might be made if cow farmers
would consent to become more intelli-

gent dairjTnen."

H. L. Bolley, :M.S., botanist of the
North Dakota Experiment Station at Ag-
ricultural College P. O. has succeeded in
producing a varietj' of flax which is un-
affected by "wilt," and in part by "rust,"
also. The total supply of seed is hut
twent>" bushels, which will be distributed
to- enterprising flax growers throughout
the state for further trial.

Congressmen are rendering a very im-
portant ser\4ce to their farmer constit-

uents by securing the co-operation of the
United States Department of Agriculture
in having "Demonstration Farms" of but
a few acres established in their con-
gressional districts. The seeing of mod-
ern methods is followed by the prompt
adoption of them, as they show that farm-
ing is the best occupation, after all. In-
telligent farming pays.

This year's exports of cotton from
Soutliern ports show a decided gain. On
October 29th the following number of

bales were exported to Europe: From
Galveston, 9,343; from New Orleans,

14,400; from Savannah, 17,600. In con-

nection with Northern cities, nearly one
hundred thousand bales were shipped dur-

ing two days, the estimated value of which
was one million dollars.

The amount of capital invested in the

raising of meat animals in this country

amounts to nearly eleven billion dollars.

The supply of meat animals has not kept

pace with the increase in our population,

nevertheless it is very important to have

a good foreign market for our surplus

products. Our present meat-inspection

laws will be a material aid in increasing

foreign demand for American meats.

The state university at Morgantown,
West Virginia, has arranged to ^-e a

"shon course in agriculture" beginning

on January 6, 1908, and continuing

throughout the month. The instruction

will be entirely practical. It ought to

appeal very strongly to a number of our

progressive farmers. In these days the

men who know are the men who win.

Dean T. C. Atkeson and his fellow-teach-

ers of the College of Agriculture can

tell how.

The convention which was held in Oc-
tober in Syracuse, New York, to consider

the cause for the decrease in the number
of farms in that state, as shown by the

last census, concluded with the adoption

of the following suggestions: "Agricul-

ture should be taught in our country

schools ; farmers should co-operate in buy-

ing and selling; public roads be im-

proved; postage rates be readjusted and
better classified ; farmers be allowed to

go abroad and contract for labor." It was
further stated that the opportunities for

farmers in New York state were as good
as in arty othei part of the country, and
probably better.

In view of the probability that the price

of gasoline for motoring purposes is like-

ly to advance, and that of alcohol is likely

to decrease, there will no doubt be an

increased demand for alcohol for run-

ning wagons, plows and farm machinery.

A change in engines is .nade necessary

because of the fact that gasoline becomes

volatile at a temperature of blood heat

(98.5 degrees Fahrenheit), while a much
greater degree of heat (158 to 176 degrees

Fahrenheit) is necessary to volatilize alco-

hol rapidly enough for motor purposes.

This fact makes it necessary to provide a

change in the explosion chamber 01 the

engine when alcohol is to be used. *

Rush the Coupon Below Right Now Before January 15th

A BLUE MARK
in the square below indicates that you are an
old subscriber and Ihlt^our subscription ex-
pires this month.

Renew by accepting one of these offers before
they are withdrawn.

CUT ALONG THIS LINE AND SEND TO-DAY

i FAR.M AND FIRESIDE
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Springfield. Ohio.
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2 I Fireside and the Roosevelt Family Calendar to
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Date. Town.
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THE REAL SONG OF BIRDS

IN
AN interesting article in a recent

number of "Out West," Virginia Gar-
land has some new data to give us
concerning the purpose of bird songs.

She says

:

"It is a mistaken idea that a bird sings

directl}^ to and for the ear of his mate
alone, wooing her with his music. Most
of the finest songs are sung to other males
after the stress of rivalry is past and each
little lady's' love secured. If the motive
of the singmg were to attract the female,
the best songs would be heard during the
first stage of love making. But birds go
very slyly about their mating; and when
a male bursts out in song, one can be
pretty sure that the demure wife is V£ry
busy over important affairs of her own.
Every close observer of birds must notice
that the female is often indifferent to the
singing of her mate. As the love season
comes on, a bird naturally overflows into

song—it may be to attract some female
nearer, though every bird has a distinct

significant love call which carries as far
as his- song. The moment she appears
upon the scene he has less musical ways
of courting her. Should he go on singing,
some more strenuous suitor would surely
get ahead of him. He will fight for her,
feed her, coax her with low, guarding
notes. But if he is singing loud and
clear, it is in triumph. She is won—is

his—and, like all truly loving mates, gives
him his freedom to go back to the springs
of his being for rest and inspiration.
"Out of the fulness of his heart, in his

complete happiness, the male sings. But
listen !—a brother bird answers. Some-
times the response is just outside the
range of our hearing. Change your po-
sition, circle about farther from the bird
you hear plainly, and you are sure to catch
the answering refrain^—a bird of the same
species singing back. This reiterative play
of song is tossed back and forth between
two males long after the mating season
is over.

"Again, it is said that the male perches
near the nest, singing to cheer his mate's
long, patient brooding. Rather dull per-
ception of the heart of a mother bird!
She needs no cheering—she is quite happy
there, soft breast close pressed to her
treasures, singing her own speechless
mother song."

GREAT COMBINATIONS IN THE
LUMBER INDUSTRY

In an absorbingly interesting article on the
lumber business in the United States, in
the American "Review of Reviews" for
November, Mr. Milton " O. Nelson dis-
cusses the entire production and consump-
tion of lumber and speaks vigorous words
on the subject of the ruthless destruction
of our great forests. Of the great cap-
italistic combinations alleged to control
the lumber business of the country, Mr.
Nelson says

:

"It is the overgenerous laws of our
country that, have fostered the monopoly
of the forests. The Homestead Act, the
Pre-emption Act, and later the Stone and
Timber Act, put millions of acres of choice
timber into the hands of little adven-
turers, men of small means, who were
wilhng to sell their patents to ^ny cash
buyer at a low figure. The government
grant of land scrip to old soldiers, and
the enormous issues of such scrip as
bonuses to transcontinental railways, lit-

erally threw the bulk of government tim-
ber easily into the hands of moneyed
men who had the wit to invest in stand-
ing timber. As a rule the railways were
willing to sell_ their scrip at a low cash
price ; and it is safe to say that once in
the hands of men who, through their
trained timber hunters, had learned the
location of rich timber, it was placed on
government timber worth from ten to a
thousand times its cost.

"The bounty of the federal government
had left holes in its land laws through
which six logging teams could be driven
abreast, and a very dull speculator it would
be who would not have driven his team
in. Unscrupulous men went beyond the
law by_ collecting and hiring men to use
their individual homestead and other
rights on rich timber already spied out.
In earlier days loggers even went so far
as to cut right and left in government
timber without permission. Doubtless
big fortunes were acquired by these un-
lawful means without any retribution.

,

State lands in Wisconsin and Minnesota
were shamelessly stolen by means of cor-
rupt legislation. But such undue greed
was not necessary to the easy getting of
great timber -fortunes. Men of moderate
means, keeping wholly within the law,
disappeared into the woods, kept quiet
as to their operations, and came out
millionaires. Twenty-five years ago it

took no prophet, if he knew anything at

all about timber^ to tell that the pur-
chase of good pme at going prices was
a safe investment. A supply surely and
rapidly diminishing and a population sure-
ly and rapidly increasing gave security
to the venture. It was really no venture

nty. Men who had

bought Northern pine in the Lake States
at a few cents a thousand, and had sold
or sawed their holdings till cents turned
into dollars, went to the Gulf States or
to the Eacific Coast and with the wisdom
of lumber experience and the dollars of
sugared-off deals bought heavily into rich
and ridicufously cheap timber. The sen-
sational timber fortunes have been made
within . the past twenty-five years, and
nearly all of these within the past ten
years.

"Frederick Weyerhauser, of Saint
Paul, is credited by current report with
being the incarnation of the Lumber Trust.
He is probably the largest individual
owner of timber and lumber interests
in the United States, though in this re-
gard he does not far surpass any one of
a long list of wealthy lumbermen. For
the first forty years of his life he operat-
ed in Wisconsin and Minneapolis pine,
becoming wise and rich above lais fellows
by reason of his personal knowledge of
standing timber and his square dealing
with his competitors. When his mills
and those in which he had a stockholder's
interest had sawed their way past the
white-pine maximum, Mr. Weyerhauser
went West to look for a future timber
supply.

"Just at this time—in the fall of 1899—the Northern Pacific Railroad Com-
pany was loaded with government bonus
tipiber on the Pacific Coast, but short
of ready money. To a man of the woods
like Mr. Weyerhauser, the Pacific slope
of Washington and Oregon, with its smoth-
ering crop of timber, looked like the
garden of the Lord. And a block of this
in weak hands at a few cents a thousand
feet looked Hke the opportunity of a- cen-
tury. And it was. He formed a plan,
laid it before twenty or more of the lum-
bermen who had been connected with
him in a business way, and the result
was the Weyerhauser Timber Company,
which bought for six million dollars all

the Northern Pacific timber in Washing-
ton and Oregon. The timber was so good
and the price so low that the purchasers
did not trouble to estimate more than
one third of it before closing the deal.

The company added two million dollars
for the building of mills and the acquir-
ing of more lands. The holdings of the
company in the two states are now about
one million acres. They have also hold-
ings and mills in Idaho, and timber in
British Columbia. Mr. Weyerhauser
owns but a small part of this total, but
in other combinations his lumber and
timber interests in Wisconsin, Minnesota
and the South are large.

"It may not be far from fact to say
that the land of the Weyerhauser Tim-
ber Company in the two states named
contains forty billion feet of standing tim-
ber. At the time of the great purchase
stumpage was selling there at from ten
to seventy-five cents a thousand. To-day
it is worth from seventy-five cents to
three dollars a thousand. To-day hemlock
and sound dead and down timber is

counted in the price quoted, while in 1899
it was counted as valueless. This timber
company was formed with the expec-
tation of holding the timber for twen-
ty years at least before making a good
profit. But the very bu3ang and holding
in firm hands of this block of timber
stiffened the market. The great seven
years of prosperity since have done the
rest. This company owns perhaps ten
per cent of the standing timber in the
two states, not for the purpose of taking
it out of the market, for it is selling to
all legitimate log buyers at market prices,

and at the same time is continuing to

buy timber, and to manufacture it.
_
This

is probably the nearest thing to a timber
trust in America. If there is any iniquity

in it the loose laws of the United States
are responsible for it. But these laws
have made a six million dollar deal worth
something like one hundred million dol-

lars, and will in time double and treble

this amount."

GIVE THE FARM BOY A CHANCE
Give the boy on the farm a chance.

Remember, he is human and must have
incentives to work. He desires, like his

parent, to gather the fruits of his own
labor. If he is not permitted to do so,

the work he is required to do will become
irksome.
He cannot be made content with only

what he eats and wears. He has been
created with a nature that reaches out
for something more. So give the boy an
interest in a calf, pig, horse or crop of
corn. Life for him will take on new
color, and he will acquire new energy.
He may not realize a large sum of mon-
ey in the end, but the pleasure and inter-

est will come in the pursuit rather than
the possession. If the boy has no part
in the father's stock or crops he will be-
gin to think he is nothing but a slave to
drudge for his parents, and when he is

half grown—the very time he needs the
care of a loving mother and the admoni-
tion of a wise father—he drifts away from
the farm.
Then, too, put responsibility on the farm
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boy. He will not shirk it, and he needs to
be taught self-reliance. Let him strike
out for himself at times by putting in a
patch of potatoes or a few acres of corn.
This will encourage him to work and de-
pend on his own resources. He will have
to stand alone after a while anyway, and
the sooner he develops self-power, the bet-
ter.

If his ideas are crude at first, which
they are most certain to be, suggest to
him the best plans and methods. He will
learn 'oy experience that your judgment is

worth more than his.

Let him bump up against the business
world. He will like it. If he does get
cheated in a calf or colt trade, it will put
him on his guard for the next time. Af-
ter all, experience is to be the great
school in which he is to learn many of
life's lessons that are worth while. Take
him to the market with you when you
sell your stock. Don't ask him to help
you out to the end of the lane or nearly
to town, and then send him back home to
drudge while you enjoy the delivering of
the stock to the buyer. The boy has
helped you to fatten them, and it is natu-
ral that he should desire to know what
they weigh and how much they bring.
Give him a chance to figure out the prof-
its, and he will surprise you.
Also let your boy go with you when

you purchase your farming implements.
Ask his advice about them, for he will
probably use them more than you do. If
he sees you rub elbows with the busi-
ness men he will soon learn how to do
the same.
Above all, broaden the boy intellectu-

ally. Don't starve his mind just because
you need him on the farm. The time has
come when the untrained man must fall

behind in the race. The boy who intends
to be a farmer needs a g-ood education,
the same as the one who thinks of be-
coming a doctor, lawyer or preacher.
Besides furnishing him a great deal of
enjoyment, it will enable him to study
out the best methods of farming, stock
raising, etc. So don't starve his mind,
especially if he is eager for knowledge.
Give him all the schooling you can. If
that isn't much, then put good books and
papers in his way. After a while proba-
bly he will save up enough to educate
himself in some college ; but if he should
not, the information received from the
daily and weekly periodicals will fit him
to take his place among men.

W. D. Neale.

LIFTING POSTS
In a recent issue you give and illus-

trate a method of lifting posts from the
ground. This may be a very good way,
but I have a decidedly better way, because
much quicker. Simply back the common
farm wagon (with the box removed) up
to the post, using the axle as a ful-
crum, and with a long lever attached
thereto and fastened to the post with a
chain, easily lift out the post. I have
lifted electric-light poles in this way when
set five feet in the ground.

S. M. Beecher.

NEW SAWS AND FRESH FILINGS

FOR THE FARMER
Every cow path leads to the milk lot.

The science of agriculture makes kings
of men.

Good turns is the seed of which good
returns is the fruit.

Farming appeals to the man with new
tools and old experience.

A farm without the cackle of the hen
is like a needle without thread.

System, diplomacy and push are ingre-
dients of the salt of the farming business.

The man who keeps himself too busy
to complain of hard luck is not apt to
have any hard luck to complain of.

Seek the truth, the whole truth, and
nothing but the truth as it relates to the
best method of doing things on the farm.

Grain from the plow.
Milk from the cow

;

Pork from the pen.
Eggs from the hen.

_
Some farmers li.ce best that part of the

city where they have hitched their horses,
and are the happiest when they are ready
to untie and start for home.

The world could not move without
the farmer, nor would the farmer care
to do much moving without the incentive
the world's market affords.

The educated farmer has the ability

to farm wisely and become wealthy, while
his unsophisticated neighbor remains poor
because he has failed to develop his land
according to its possibilities.

As_ interurban traction lines crowd
their way through the country the value
of lands increases, and the farmer, when
he has business in town, may turn his
team out in the pasture, flag the next
car, step aboard and look happy.

William J. Burtscher.

The Cattle Kings
are Leayin;
Texas Pi

you ever saw.

The Farmer is Crowd
ing Him Out.

They couldn't af-

ford to stay— the
land was too good

for grazing. They
got their ranches when

land was the cheapest
thing going. Some of

r; them had a quarter of a

million acres, mighty few
less than 50,000 acres. They
made lots of money—but it

couldn't last. Too many people

wanted the land for farms. They
offered the^Cattle Kings good profit

and the Cattle Kings took it. That
ended the big cattle business. Now
lots of these big ranches are for sale

in small tracts, dirt cheap. Lots of

them have already been sold.

It's amazing what crops the farmers

get on this land—forty or fifty bush-

els of corn to the acre, right along

;

wheat 20 to 30 bushels; alfalfa 2 to

2^2 tons to the acre, three cuttings a

year; oats, kaffir corn, milo maize.
You can't beat the crops on any
hundred-dollar land

Size that up with
what you and your

neighbors have been
getting on $75 and
$100 land, and you'll

see where you getofi.

The Pan Handle
farmer has got you
skinned a mile.
There's only one way
to get even with him-
pull up stakes and
go to the Pan
Handle yourself. Buy a good big

farm for $10 or $15 an acre and see

how easy it is to get along.

You never saw better land for twice

the money in your life. I know
good land when I see it, and I know
the Pan Handle land is tip top

—

good chocolate- loam, 4 to 8 feet

deep with clay subsoil; plenty o<

water anywhere, 25 to 50 feet down.
Rainfall is abundant. If you ever sei

eyes on the Pan Handle it's good bye

to your old state.

Why don't you go down to the

Pan Handle and get a farm? It

would pay you to take a trip down
there just to look around. It

doesn't cost much : only $20 from
St. Louis or Kansas City and $25
from Chicago, round trip. The
Rock Island-Frisco lines have foui

routes to the Pan Handle—each
one goes through a different part of

the country. Let me know if you
will go and I'll tell you how to

arrange the trip so you can see the

most for the money.

I've got a book about the Pan Handle that's
mighty interesting reading. It'll tell you a
lot you want to know about the Pan Handle.
You ought to read it before you go down
there. Do you want one?

JOHN SEBASTIAN
Pass. Traffic Mgr.

1522 La Salle Station

Chicago, lU.

or

1522 Frisco Bldg.

St. Louis, Mo.
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FARMERS AS UNITED STATES
JURORS

Is Uncle Sam partial to farmers in the
matter of summoning juries for impor-
tant trials?

Recently, when a Chicago bank wrecker,
who was charged with diverting the funds
of three banking institutions to the needs
of private enterprises to the amount of
some fifteen million dollars, was brought
to trial, it was found that when the jury
was complete there were nine farmers, a
laborer, a dry-goods merchant and a
dealer in machinery.
To secure this jury to try one of the

most important cases that ever has been
brought in Chicago, or even the Middle
West, there was a venire of two hundred
men, all from sections outside of Chi-
cago. A majority of the venire were
farmers, some of them retired. Only one
of the nine farmers on the bank wreck-
er's jury was over fortj--two j^ears of
age ; the others were in the prime of life,

and withstood the questioning of sharp
lawjers relative to their prejudices and
qualifications for trj^ing a man whose op-
erations in handling stocks of run-down
railroads astounded the financial world.
Not only in this instance, but in many

others in Chicago, where the United
States court has had important cases

on hand, the rural districts of the Prairie

State largely have been drawn on for men
of sound judgment to sit on juries, and
most of them were soil tillers.

J. L. Graff.
<S>

THE BLUE JAY
The gentleman who wrote the article

on "Bird Friends" in a recent issue evi-

dently prizes his cabbages very highly,

or else raises nothing but cabbages.
The English sparrow has so often been

discussed in F.\rm and Fireside that any-
thing said here would merely be a rep-
etition of what has already been said;

but the blue jay, I believe, is eligible to

discussion. If he did nothing but eat,

he might be classed as a bird worthy of
our protection, as he eats but little that

is of value to man. But there is a
capacity for mischief, that, while char-
acteristic of all corvidae, in him seems
to be abnormally developed. When he
knows of nothing else to do he will col-

lect a few companions and make a raid
upon the "ancient, solitary retreat" of
some owl who has retired for the day,
and he generalty succeeds in bringing
the owl to the conclusion that life would
hardly be worth living if blue jays were
nocturnal as well as diurnal. Nor are
owls the only victims of his depredations.
I have seen him drive a pair of robins
from their nest more than once, and had
I not intervened he probably would have
broken the eggs or torn down the nest.

I have observed similar attacks on the
brown thrasher and have heard of others.

I most heartily condemn the blue jay

and put him in the same hst with the
English sparrow.

Howard W. McMillex.
<$>

A CALIFORNU LETTER
We are living now in a pleasant little

village in the foothills of the San Jacinto
Mountains.
Here we raise grain, wheat and barley

without irrigation, but fruits, berries and
vegetables must be irrigated. Alfalfa is

grown wherever there is plenty of water,
and where there is alfalfa there is gen-
erally fine stock of all kinds. It is good
for the horse, hog, cow and hen. We
cut here from six to eight times a year,

and perhaps the average is a ton to the

acre each cutting. When it is baled it

sells for eight to fifteen dollars a ton.

On the ranches, before it is baled, it can

be bought cheaper. The cost of irrigation

must be taken out of the profits.

Nearly fourteen years ago the people of

our village planted eucalyptus trees along
the principal streets. The red gum was
used, as the blue gum will not stand our
foothill frosts. These trees are now from
one foot to three feet in diameter. On
our place here we have eighty-five trees

of the red gum. Four years ago they
were cut six feet from the ground, and
over thirty cords of wood made. They
have all grown up again, making beautiful

trees sixty or seventy feet high, while
others near us, that have not been cut,

are nearly one hundred feet high.

We will never have these trees cut
again, but get our firewood by trimming
them out.

Once a year they shed their bark in-

stead of their leaves. Long strips of
bark become loose, and hang down in a
very ragged way until the wind whips
them off. Some of the trees are white
after this, and their surface as smooth and
polished as a piece of furniture.

The Sante Fe Railroad is planting hun-
dreds of acres in eucalyptus in San Diego
County, for their future supply of ties.

In this county (Riverside), especially in

this great San Jacinto Valley, almost ev-
ery farmer is planting, or has planted, a
gum grove for his supply of firewood.

Perhaps I should say the eucalyptus is

commonly called gum tree. E. I. Rice.

Emergencies
Anything for emergency use, such as a

telephone, a revolver or a fire-extinguisher

must be, above ally reliable.

You don't vi^ant a telephone line that may
work all right for a social chat with your

neighbor and then fail you when you need

the doctor in a hurry; you want a telephone

that is always reliable. Buy and use only

BELL
Standard

Apparatus and
Equipment

and have not

only a fair-

weather line,

but emergen-

cy protection.

Write Us for Prices and In*
formation on Rural and
Suburban Equipment

Western
Electric
Company
Largest Manufacturers and
Suppliers of all Apparatus and
Equipment used in the Con-
struction, Operation and Main-
tenance of Telephone Plants.

New York
Philadelphia
Atlanta
Harrisburg
Pi:tsburg
Cincinnati
Indianapolis
Chicago
St. Paul

Use Address Nearest Yon

Des Moines
St. Louis
Kansas City
Omaha
Denver
Salt Lalte City
Seattle

San Francisco
Los Angeles

THE MAGIC TUCKER
(Regular Price $1.00)

For Only Four Subscriptioi>
Description: This Magic Tucker is made of best quality steel, nickel-plrted. It fts

any sewing machine and is easily put on or taken off. It cannot get out o order, does
not touch the foot or feed of the machine, and does not cut, pull or stretch the goods.
Any quality of material is tucked equally well, and it makes the smallest pin tuck or the
largest tuck with equal precision. This wonderful little device tucks silks, flannels or

woolens without creasing, basting or measuring. With one of these tuckers you can do all sorts of things on your sewing ma-
chine that have been impossible before, and that will add much to the attractiveness of your clothes. If you have a sewing
machine, you certainly ought to have one of these Magic Tuckers. No invention of recent years is more of a labor saver in

the home or more of an aid to the housewife.

Tr*»ric r»f Tli/MiCAnrle ^^'^^ \>^tn sold at $i.oo each throughout the country. We could not possibly offer it for four iub-
1 CIls UI 1 IKJUactOUa scriptions if we did not buy them in very large quantities. VVe believe the Magic Tucker is one of

the most wonderful devices ever invented for use in the home, and for this reason we have made special arrangements with the manu-
facturers whereby we can offer it to the readers of Farm and Fireside without a cent of cost to them.

T^_«_> J. \tg\Y'<t^\ Only four subscriptions to Farm and Fireside at twenty-five cents each, will bring this Magic Tucker right
I r OrgCl to your door. Your own subscription or renewal may count as one, and you can easily get three of your

friends to take Farm and Fireside. Just think, a fi.oo Magic Tucker and four aj-'-ent subscriptions all for only |i.oo—just one half

the regular price. Isn't that fair enough ? These tuckers will go very fast, so don't delay. Send all orders to

FARM AND FIRESIDE, Springfield, Ohio


